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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Scope

Ever since the advent of modern linguistics in the 1950's, propelled by early works of an
MIT linguist, Noam Chomsky (especially, Chomsky (1957) and Chomsky (1959)), syntactic
trees have played an important rôle in linguistic explanation. Di�erent behaviour of di�erent
syntactic entities has often been explained by their di�ering tree-con�gurational positions.

The most general aim of this study is to show that the rôle of tree-con�gurationality is much
less important than often assumed, and that various phenomena should rather be analysed
with the help of other linguistic mechanisms. In particular, this study deals with two areas of
syntax in which tree-con�gurationality is supposed to be directly manifested, namely, syntactic
case assignment and the complement/adjunct dichotomy.

In both areas, we present formal syntactic accounts of the relevant phenomena which do not
rely on tree-con�gurationality. In fact, we argue that, in both cases, con�gurationality-based
analyses are at best unmotivated, and at worst empirically wrong and untenable.

The main empirical basis of this study is Polish, a West Slavic language with a number of
interesting case and valency phenomena. Thus, most of the empirical results obtained below
will be of particular relevance to Slavic linguistics. However, when developing the general
approaches to case assignment and to the complement/adjunct dichotomy, we will brie�y look
at phenomena from other languages, as di�erent as English, German, Korean and Finnish,
and attempt to obtain a cross-linguistically valid theory.

In the remainder of this Chapter, we explicate our methodological assumptions (�1.2), explain
the basic terminology and abbreviations (�1.3), and outline the organization and the main
results of this study (�1.4).

3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Method

1.2.1 Generative Linguistics

This study is �rmly set within the generative linguistics tradition. Since the term generative
is often used in a very restricted sense, referring to whatever is the current theory advocated
by Noam Chomsky and his colleagues, we feel obliged to cite the relevant dictionary entries
here (emphasis ours):

generative grammar n. 1. A grammar for a particular language which at least
enumerates and usually also characterizes (assigns structures to) all and only the
well-formed sentences of that language. . . Such a grammar di�ers from other
approaches to grammatical description in that it is fully explicit, leaving nothing
to be �lled in by a human reader. The notion of a generative grammar in this
sense was introduced by Chomsky (1957). . . 2. Any particular theory of grammar
which has as its goal the construction of such grammars for particular languages.
3. The enterprise of constructing such theories of grammar. . .

(Trask, 1993, p.117)

[A] generative grammar is a set of formal rules which projects a �nite set of sen-
tences upon the potentially in�nite set of sentences that constitute the language as
a whole, and it does this in an explicit manner, assigning to each a set of structural
descriptions. . . In recent years, the term has come to be applied to theories of
several di�erent kinds, apart from those developed by Chomsky, such as Arc-Pair
Grammar, Lexical Functional Grammar and Generalized Phrase-Structure Gram-
mar. . .

(Crystal, 1997, pp.166f.)

Thus, the main objective of a generative linguist is to develop a formal and explicit theory
that can predict which sentences of a language are grammatical, and assign them linguistically
sound structures.

Of course, developing a complete theory of a given language is a formidable task, so linguists
must be content with developing theories of parts of a language, usually concentrating on
speci�c phenomena. This is exactly what we will do here, with the relevant linguistic areas of
interest being case assignment and the complement/adjunct dichotomy.

1.2.2 Descriptive Adequacy

There is a well-known hierarchy of generative grammars, also dating back to Chomsky's oeuvre.
A grammar of a language is observationally adequate if it correctly decides which sentences
belong to the language, i.e., which are grammatical and which are not. A grammar is de-
scriptively adequate if it accurately re�ects native speakers' knowledge of the language; such
a grammar must in particular re�ect all valid generalizations about the language. Finally, a
grammar is said to be explanatorily adequate if it is psycholinguistically valid, in particular,
if it re�ects the acquisition of language.
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Now, it is a truism that developing an explanatorily adequate grammar of a language is an aim
much more important and exciting than developing a grammar that is merely observationally
or even descriptively adequate. Accordingly, much of present-day linguistics is involved in
a quest for explanatorily adequate theories of language. The consequence of this is that
developing a grammar which is simply descriptively adequate is sometimes regarded to be a
menial task, unworthy of a modern linguist.

However, the view implicit throughout this study is that, important advances in psycholin-
guistics notwithstanding, our present-day knowledge of matters such as acquisition of syntax
and innate linguistically-related properties of human brains is so sparse that any attempt at
developing such an explanatorily adequate theory must be highly stipulative in nature (a pure
guess-work, in fact).1

There is a related important problem concerning the search for an explanatorily adequate
grammar: linguists seem to often forget that the prerequisite for such a successful grammar or
theory of language is that it also be descriptively (and, of course, observationally) adequate.
What use is there of a computer program which is fast and equipped with a sparkling Graphical
User Interface if it does not do the job it is supposed to do? What use is there of a proof
of a theorem which is elegant and brief, but contains non-sequiturs? Similarly, grammars or
theories of grammar which are claimed to be psycholinguistically valid or aesthetically elegant
are worthless if they do not re�ect empirical linguistic facts. This is a truism which is ignored
surprisingly often.

In this study, we will take a more realistic, but still very di�cult tack and attempt to develop
theories which are descriptively adequate. In consequence, we will avoid sweeping uncomfort-
able facts under the rug only because they ruin the elegance of the theory. This, together with
the explicitness and formality aimed at in this study, means that, for example, we will not
be satis�ed with `principles' such as (1.1), however elegant they seem and however common
is the linguistic practice of proposing `principles' at this level of vagueness (even if sprinkled
with some technical notions).

(1.1) Assign accusative whenever possible.

Instead, we will adopt a formalism which allows stating generalizations in a precise and explicit
manner, even if this occasionally means giving up elegance. In other words, this is a linguistic
study, with linguistics treated as Science and not as Art.

1.2.3 Eclecticism

The analyses obtained in this study are cast within Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar
(Pollard and Sag, 1994), a formalism which, both, has sound logical foundations and is a fully
�edged linguistic theory.

Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG), which will be brie�y described in �2.1, is
an eclectic theory of language, borrowing freely from Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar

1A very readable overview of the current state of psycholinguistics, which licenses this view, can be found
in Altmann (1997).
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(GPSG), Government and Binding theory (GB), Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG), Cate-
gorial Grammar (CG), and from other linguistic formalisms. In this study, we will maintain
this eclectic tradition and develop our approach in relation not only to previous HPSG work,
but also to Chomskyan linguistics (GB, Minimalism) and to Lexical-Functional Grammar, as
well as, occasionally, other linguistic theories. This distinguishes this study from, say, most
work within GB or the Minimalist Program (MP), in which cross-theoretical citations are very
rare.

This does not mean, of course, that we intend to spurn work done within other traditions; there
is simply so much literature even within one theory, that choices must be made. We decided
to concentrate on theories which are historically close to HPSG and which, at the same time,
have something to say about topics central to this study, such as case assignment in Slavic
and the complement/adjunct distinction. Among the approaches that, to our regret, had to
be by-and-large ignored here, solely because of the time and space constraints, are various
dialects of Dependency Grammars (Mel'£uk's Meaning-Text Model, Functional Generative
Description of Haji£ová, Panevová and Sgall, Hudson's Word Grammar), Categorial Grammar,
and Relational Grammar.

1.2.4 Conservatism and Modularity

A �nal methodological point we want to make concerns the importance of being conservative
and developing analyses which are modular.

It is usually assumed, and we adopt this assumption here, that language is a complex system
and that, ideally, in order to fully describe one phenomenon in all its interactions, one should
describe not less than the whole language. Of course, at the present stage of linguistic knowl-
edge this is impossible, so the next best strategy is to describe the given phenomenon (or
phenomena) on its (or their) own, but having in mind existing analyses of other phenomena
and constantly checking for compatibility of these di�erent analyses. This is what we will
try to do in this study; in fact, some of the motivation for our approach to case assignment
developed in Part I comes from the considerations of compatibility of case assignment with
other modules of the grammar.

Theoretical linguistics as we know it today is a relatively young science and changes often
have a revolutionary, rather than evolutionary character. Unfortunately, this often hampers
the development of the �eld, as linguists must be preoccupied with re-formulating old analyses
within new sets of assumptions, instead of building on previous work and developing better
analyses of more advanced phenomena.2

In this study we attempt to be as conservative as possible. This means that we will often
put more e�ort into modifying and improving existing intuitions and analyses, than into
building new analyses from scratch, without any regard to already existing (even if �awed)
accounts. The disadvantage of this approach is that the results will sometimes look less than
spectacular, but the advantage is that they will, we hope, advance the science instead of simply
reformulating it.

2An especially drastic example is the recent replacement of Government and Binding theory (Chomsky,
1981, 1986a,b), with a host of often interesting and detailed analyses of various phenomena, by so-called
Minimalist Program (Chomsky, 1995c), much vaguer and largely programmatory in character.
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1.3 Terminology and Abbreviations

Overall, we assume the terminology common in generative linguistics, especially, in HPSG.
Some of it will be made precise at the beginning of relevant Parts (e.g., case at the beginning of
Part I, adjunct at the beginning of Part II). Here, we will just brie�y explain some important
or potentially confusing terms.3

1.3.1 Con�gurationality

The notions con�gurational and non-con�gurational will occur in this study especially often.
Relatively pretheoretically, con�gurationality pertains to positions within syntactic trees. For
example, assuming the simplistic syntactic tree (1.2b) for the sentence (1.2a), relations such
as `a daughter of the VP', `the sister of the NP John' or `the mother of the verb likes' are all
tree-con�gurational relations.

(1.2) a. John likes Mary.

S

b. NP

N
John

VP

V
likes

NP

N
Mary

Within particular theories, the situation is most clear in LFG: here, the term con�gurational
pertains to the c-structure. On the other hand, the f-structure is a non-con�guration level of
representation.

In Principles and Parameters (P&P), the usual syntactic trees constitute the con�gurational
part of the representation, with, e.g., �-roles and features being non-con�gurational bits of
relevant representations (although, of course, they are present on particular con�gurational
tree nodes).

Finally, within HPSG, we will call con�gurational whatever pertains to values of the dtrs
attribute. By contrast, values of synsem represent non-con�gurational information.4

In this study, we will call those analyses or approaches con�gurational, which rely on (or refer
to) such con�gurational levels of representations.

1.3.2 Adverb, Ad-verbal and Adverbial

By dependents of a head, we mean both arguments and adjuncts combining with this head.
Arguments can be further partitioned into subject and complements,5 and perhaps also a

3See also �2.1.4 on the notion lexical as used in this study.
4See �2.1 below for a brief characterization of HPSG.
5Note that complements are not restricted to controlled arguments, as they are in LFG parlance.
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speci�er, in case of nominal heads. Adjuncts combining with verbal heads will also be called
adverbials. Moreover, we will use the notions adjunct and modi�er interchangeably, although
we will try to avoid the latter term as its meaning varies considerably in di�erent traditions.

Adverbials should be carefully distinguished from adverbs, which are simply lexical items
belonging to a certain morphosyntactic category, just like verbs, nouns, prepositions and
adjectives. This means that there may be complements headed by adverbs (e.g., badly in
He behaved badly), and adverbials not headed by adverbs (e.g., two hours in She waited two
hours).

Since we will sometimes talk about dependents of particular morphosyntactic classes of heads
(e.g., of verbs or nouns), we also need terms such as ad-verbal, ad-nominal and ad-prepositional.
Thus, for example, adverbials can be de�ned as ad-verbal adjuncts. Much confusion in linguis-
tic literature results from not distinguishing the notions behind the terms adverbial, ad-verbal
and adverb.6

In summary:

� ad-verbal, ad-nominal, etc. = combining (or occurring) with verbs, nouns, etc. (respec-
tively);

� dependents = arguments + adjuncts;

� arguments = subjects (+ speci�ers) + complements;

� an adverbial = an ad-verbal adjunct ;

� an adverb = an element of a morphosyntactic category opposed to the categories verb,
noun, adjective, etc.

1.3.3 Abbreviations

Below, we list the abbreviations used in this study.

Cases:

nom nominative
acc accusative
dat dative
gen genitive
ins instrumental
loc locative
voc vocative
ill illative

Numbers:

6In this study, we will be concerned mainly with ad-verbal dependents, and only to a much lesser extent
with ad-nominal and ad-prepositional complements and adjuncts.
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sg singular
pl plural

Persons:

1st �rst person
2nd second person
3rd third person

Genders:

masc masculine
fem feminine
neut neuter

Tenses:

fut future
pres present
pst past

Other morphosyntactic categories:

poss possessive
adj adjective
adv adverb
grnd gerund
inf in�nitival
�n �nite
impers impersonal
-no/-to -no/-to impersonal
pass passive
passp passive participle
pstp past participle (l-participle)
advp adverbial participle
adjp adjectival participle
subj subjunctive
ind indicative
cl clitic

Functional words, etc.:

NM negative marker
RM re�exive marker
Aux auxiliary
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Dist distributive element
Q question particle
Cond conditional particle
Self anaphoric pronoun
Emph emphatic element
Expl expletive element

Theories:

GB Government and Binding
MP Minimalist Program
P&P Principles and Parameters (= GB + MP)
RG Relational Grammar
CG Categorial Grammar
LFG Lexical-Functional Grammar
GPSG Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar
HPSG Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar
SRL Speciate Re-entrant Logic
RSRL Relational Speciate Re-entrant Logic
DCG De�nite Clause Grammar

Theoretical Constructs:

GoN Genitive of Negation
LD GoN Long Distance Genitive of Negation
NC Negative Concord
CC Clitic Climbing
VPE Verb Phrase Ellipsis
LF Logical Form (in GB)
ECP Empty Category Principle (in GB)
CED Condition on Extraction Domains (in GB)
ID Immediate Dominance
LP Linear Precedence
LR Lexical Rule
DLR Description-level Lexical Rule (in HPSG)
MLR Meta-level Lexical Rule (in HPSG)
AELR Adjunct Extraction Lexical Rule (HPSG)
CELR Complement Extraction Lexical Rule (HPSG)
NP Noun Phrase
VP Verb Phrase
PP Preposition Phrase
AP Adjective Phrase
AdvP Adverb Phrase
XP, YP any phrase
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1.4 Organization and Overview of Results

This study is divided into two main Parts, which are to some extent independent:7 Part I, on
case assignment, and Part II, on the complement/adjunct dichotomy.

Part I consists of three Chapters. Chapter 3 summarizes the main features of previous ap-
proaches to case assignment, concentrating on accounts within generative linguistics, espe-
cially, within GB, LFG and HPSG. Chapter 4 presents a fully non-con�gurational analysis
of syntactic case assignment; although such an analysis is often assumed in LFG, and has
been alluded to in HPSG, it has never (to the best of our knowledge) been explicitly and
formally developed in generative linguistics. Finally, in Chapter 5, we apply this analysis to
a number of interesting case phenomena in Polish. In particular, we give various criteria for
distinguishing two kinds of case assignment, namely, inherent/lexical and structural (�5.1),
we develop a formal account of so-called Genitive of Negation, concentrating on issues usually
neglected in the literature (�5.2), we deal with complex case patterns within various types of
numeral phrases (�5.3), and we present an analysis of case assignment to predicative phrases
(�5.4). Although all these phenomena have been dealt with in generative literature, our ac-
count considerably extends the empirical coverage of those analyses, and at the same time
shows that a successful analysis does not have to rely on con�gurationality of case assignment
(in fact, resulting analyses are often simpler and more elegant when no such con�gurationality
is assumed).

Part II is, admittedly, more eclectic than Part I. Chapter 6 summarizes previous approaches to
the complement/adjunct distinction, especially those within generative linguistics (GB, LFG,
HPSG). The results of the next two Chapters, 7 and 8, are mainly negative: they purport to
show that various arguments for a con�gurational construal of the complement/adjunct di-
chotomy do not stand scrutiny. In particular, Chapter 7 shows that probably the most famous
argument for such a tree-con�gurational distinction, based on the behaviour of the `proform' do
so in English, cannot tell us anything about syntactic positions of complements and adjuncts
simply because, as we show in painful detail, do so is a clear case of a pragmatic anaphor,
referring to conceptual objects rather than pieces of syntax. Similarly, Chapter 8 examines
various phenomena in Polish whose analyses often rely on con�gurational complement/adjunct
distinction and shows that neither of these phenomena correlates with any intuitive under-
standing of the dichotomy at hand. Although these seem to be solely negative results, there
is a positive side to them: in the process of refuting current analyses of these phenomena, we
attempt to develop more valid intuitions and generalizations, which may eventually lead to
more robust accounts.

Chapter 9, on the other hand, is purely analytical: it reviews various non-con�gurational ap-
proaches to the complement/adjunct dichotomy existing in HPSG, adopts one of them and de-
velops it in formal detail. Perhaps the most important result of this Chapter is its by-product:
an HPSG analysis of quanti�cation which substantially improves on other such accounts.
Then, in Chapter 10, the last Chapter of Part II, we present additional cross-linguistic argu-
ments for the non-con�gurational approach to the complement/adjunct dichotomy, all based

7In general, some e�ort has been put into making particular Chapters accessible on their own, without the
need to read previous Chapters. Where this is not fully possible, as in case of Chapter 5, which relies on the
results of Chapter 4, the main points should be understandable (even to a reader with only cursory knowledge
of HPSG) from the text surrounding the technical bits.
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on syntactic case assignment, and then extend to adjuncts (and slightly revise) the analysis
of case assignment in Polish reached in Chapter 5.

Finally, various parts of the account developed in this study are collected and fully formalized
in the Appendix A.

Before we move to the main body of this thesis, however, some background information about
HPSG and about Polish is in order.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 HPSG

The aim of this section is to make this study more accessible to readers without any knowledge
of Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar. It attempts to brie�y explain the most basic
assumptions and mechanisms of HPSG.

However, this is not an introduction to HPSG, for at least two reasons. First, what we say
here is not always precise or even strictly true: we �nd it simply impossible to introduce HPSG
in a precise manner in a couple of pages. Second, due to space limitations, we concentrate
here only on some (most basic) aspects of HPSG. Important parts of the HPSG theory which
we will ignore in this introduction include:

� word order (see, especially, Reape (1992, 1994), Kathol (1995, 1999), and also Penn
(1999));

� extraction (see Bouma et al. (1999b) and references therein);

� semantics (see Pollard and Sag (1994, ch.8), Pollard and Yoo (1998) and Kasper (1997),
as well as Richter and Sailer (1997, 1999b) and Copestake et al. (1997) for other ap-
proaches);

� phonology (see Klein (1993), Bird and Klein (1993, 1994), Bird (1995), and Höhle (1999)
for a di�erent approach).

Unfortunately, at the time of writing this study, no general introduction to HPSG is available.
The original introduction to HPSG, i.e., Pollard and Sag (1987), is now severely out-of-date.
The standard HPSG reference is Pollard and Sag (1994), which, however, is not really an
introductory text. Finally, Sag and Wasow (1999) is an introduction to syntax based on
HPSG-like mechanisms and assumptions, but not itself an introduction to HPSG.

13
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2.1.1 Basics

HPSG is a full-�edged generative linguistic formalism with sound logical foundations.1 It is
a successor to GPSG (Gazdar et al., 1985), in�uenced by other linguistic theories, especially,
LFG, GB and CG. Unlike GB and MP, though, HPSG is a monostratal (non-derivational)
theory of language.

HPSG grammars consist of a type hierarchy (`signature') and a set of constraints (`theory');
hence, HPSG belongs to the family of constraint-based formalisms. The type hierarchy de�nes
potential linguistic objects, while constraints decide which of these potential linguistic objects
are actual linguistic objects. Moreover, the type hierarchy speci�es which features may be
borne by objects of which types.

To take a concrete example, consider the type hierarchy below, a part of a larger type hierarchy.

(2.1) sign

word phrase

This simple type hierarchy says that there are (or rather, may be) linguistic objects of type
sign, and each such object must also be of type phrase or type word, but not both of them at
the same time. In other words, (2.1) says that objects of type sign are partitioned into word
and phrase.

Moving now to features, a little more realistic type hierarchy, together with some feature
speci�cations, is given in (2.2).

(2.2)

object

2
4 sign

phonology phon-structure
synsem synsem

3
5

word
�

phrase

daughters head-structure

�

synsem phon-structure
2
4 head-structure

head-dtr sign
. . .

3
5

What this (still very partial) type hierarchy says is that each object is either a sign, a synsem,
a phon-structure or a head-structure, with each sign being either a word or a phrase. However,
in addition, it says that each object of type sign (hence, each word and each phrase) has two
features, namely, phonology, whose value is an object of type phon-structure, and synsem,
whose value is of type synsem. Moreover, phrases (but not words) additionally have the feature

1See Appendix A on logical foundations of HPSG.
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daughters, whose value, of type head-structure, represents the con�gurational information.
And �nally, objects of type head-structure have the sign-valued feature head-dtr, and some
other features, which we will ignore for a moment.2

Of course, the intuition behind this type hierarchy is that the main type of linguistic ob-
jects, i.e., signs, have as their components some phonological structure (the value of phonol-
ogy), and some syntactico-semantic speci�cation (the value of synsem), that both words and
phrases are such Saussurian signs, and that the main di�erence between words and phrases is
that the latter, but not the former, have a constituent structure (the value of daughters).

Such type hierarchies, as they get larger, quickly become unwieldy, so it is a common HPSG
practice to display them in a piecemeal fashion (e.g., just the subhierarchy for sign, as in (2.1))
and to use abbreviations (e.g., phon for phonology, dtrs for daughters, etc.). A list of
most common such abbreviations can be found in �2.1.5 below.

We still have not said anything about constraints. Intuitively, they are rules or speci�cations
that all objects must obey. In order to explain them, we must �rst extend the type hierar-
chy (2.2). Let us �rst look closer at objects of type synsem, a type that will occur very often
in this study.

There are two features appropriate to synsem, namely, local, with values of type local,3

and nonlocal with values of type nonlocal. We will ignore nonlocal objects for the time
being. As far as local objects are concerned, they have three features: category with
values of type category, content with content values and context with context values.
content and context represent, roughly, the semantic and pragmatic information of a
given sign. category, on the other hand, represents the (morpho-)syntactic information,
with the exception of constituent structure (which is represented by dtrs), and has three
features, namely, head (the value is of type head), valence and arg-st (we will deal with
values of the last two in a short while). In summary, each object of type synsem has the
following basic structure:

(2.3)

2
6666666666664

synsem

local

2
666666664

local

category

2
664

category

head head
valence . . .
arg-st . . .

3
775

content content
context context

3
777777775

nonlocal nonlocal

3
7777777777775

Of course, the types local, nonlocal, category, etc., must be explicitly added to the type hier-
archy (2.2); they all happen to be immediate subtypes of the type object.

Now, we are in the position to state the most famous HPSG constraint, i.e., the Head Fea-

ture Principle (a slightly simpli�ed version):
2`. . . ' is not part of the o�cial notation; it is just our informal means of saying that there may be more

features appropriate to head-structure.
3Having the same names for a feature and for the type of its value is slightly confusing. However, typo-

graphical conventions (capital letters for a feature names, italic shape for type names) should make it a
little less confusing.
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(2.4) Head Feature Principle:

phrase !
�
synsemjlocaljcategoryjhead 1

dtrsjhead-dtrjsynsemjlocaljcategoryjhead 1

�

What this constraint says is that, for each linguistic object, if that object can be described by
the left hand side of `!', then it can be described by the right hand side of `!'. More specif-
ically, for each object, if that object is of type phrase, then the value of its synsem. . . head
must be equal to the value of its dtrs. . . head. This is what the double occurrence of the
tag (or variable) 1 means: whatever is the value of synsem. . . head must also be the value
of dtrs. . . head.4 In other words, the morphosyntactic features (i.e., the head value) of
the mother in a syntactic tree must be identical to the morphosyntactic features of the head
daughter.

This is where it becomes clear that constrains limit the space of possibilities given by type
hierarchies. Assuming that head has subtypes such as verb, noun, etc. (see (2.5) below), the
type hierarchy so far allows, e.g., phrases such as (2.6).

(2.5) head

verb noun . . .

(2.6)

2
6666666666666666666666664

phrase

phon . . .

synsem

2
6666666666664

synsem

local

2
666666664

local

category

2
664

category

head verb
valence . . .
arg-st . . .

3
775

content content
context context

3
777777775

nonlocal nonlocal

3
7777777777775

dtrs

2
664

head-structure

head-dtr

�
sign

synsemjlocaljcategoryjhead noun

�

. . .

3
775

3
7777777777777777777777775

However, any object satisfying the description in (2.6) would violate the Head Feature

Principle (2.4) because the value of this object's synsemjlocaljcategoryjhead would be
di�erent from its dtrsjhead-dtr. . . head (the former would be of type verb, the latter of
type noun). That is, although the type hierarchy alone licenses structures such as (2.6), the
full grammar, containing the constraint (2.4), does not.

Before we move to the phrase structure component of HPSG, a note on head values is in
order. According to Pollard and Sag (1994), there are two immediate subtypes of head, namely,
substantive and functional, with substantive further partitioned into noun, verb, adjective and

4The number `1' in 1 is inessential; (2.4) would be exactly the same principle if both occurrences of 1 were
replaced by, say, 927 . Compare curvy lines linking feature values in LFG.
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preposition, and functional partitioned into marker and determiner. Taking into consideration
also some of the features appropriate for various subtypes of head, a type hierarchy for head
values which is more realistic than that in (2.5) is given in (2.7) (for English).

(2.7)

head

2
4 substantive

prd boolean
mod mod-synsem

3
5

�
noun

case case

� �
verb

vform vform

�
adjective

�
preposition

pform pform

�

functional

marker determiner

Let us brie�y explain these new features, as well as their values. First, prd (for predicate)
indicates whether a given sign is used predicatively or non-predicatively; its values are, corre-
spondingly, + and � (these are the only two subtypes of boolean).

(2.8) boolean

+ �

Second, the value of mod may either be of a special type none, or of the familiar type synsem.
If the value of a sign's synsemj. . . jheadjmod is none then this sign does not modify other
signs. On the other hand, if it is synsem, then this sign does modify some other sign and,
moreover, the synsem value of this modi�ed sign is equal to (structure-shared with) this mod
value.

Third, the type case is assumed to have nominative and accusative as its subtypes in English,
but this case hierarchy will be substantially extended in �3.4.2 and in Chapter 5. Moreover,
in languages, such as Polish, in which adjectives in�ect for case, the feature case must also
be present on adjectives.

Fourth, possible subtypes of vform will depend on what verbal forms a given language has
at its disposal. In English, vform is assumed to have at least the following subtypes: �nite,
in�nitive, gerund, base, passive-participle, present-participle, and past-participle.

Finally, also values of pform will depend on a given language; in English they include to, of,
for, etc.

The �nal property of HPSG type hierarchies of the kind illustrated in (2.1), (2.2), (2.5) or
(2.7) that we would like to point out is that they do not have to be trees but may be any
partial orders. In particular, HPSG allows for multiple inheritance type hierarchies, i.e., for
types to be subtypes of several di�erent types and to inherit their feature speci�cations. For
example, gerunds, exhibiting some nominal and some verbal properties, might be described as
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having the head value of type gerund, where gerund is a subtype of, simultaneously, nominal
and verbal :

(2.9)

substantive

�
nominal

case case

� �
verbal

vform vform

�

noun gerund verb

According to (2.9), objects of type gerund bear both case and vform features.5

2.1.2 Phrase Structure Rules

So far, we have seen types, features and constraints. Where do phrase structure rules come
in in Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar? The answer is that they are encoded as a
constraint. Before we can look at this constraint, though, we have to say more about values
of dtrs, valence and arg-st, as well as about list-valued features.

Some features are assumed to have as their values lists of objects of a certain type. For
example, arg-st, a feature encoding a sign's syntactic argument structure, has values of
parametric type list(synsem). Similarly, valence has values of type valence, which in turn
has three features encoding a sign's combinatory potential (to be explained below), namely,
subject, specifier and complements, all with values of (parametric) type list(synsem).
This means that objects of type category will all satisfy the following description:6

(2.10)

2
666666664

category

head head

valence

2
664

valence

subject list(synsem)
specifier list(synsem)
complements list(synsem)

3
775

arg-st list(synsem)

3
777777775

Each of such parametric list(�) types has two subtypes: elist, i.e., the empty list, and nelist(�),
a non-empty list of objects of type �.

The use of elist can be illustrated with two constraints which ensure that the values of subject
and specifier are lists of lentgh at most 1 (i.e., there is at most one subject and at most one
speci�er).

(2.11)
�
subject 1

�
! ( 1 = elist _ 1 = h 0 i)

(2.12)
�
specifier 1

�
! ( 1 = elist _ 1 = h 0 i)

5See, e.g., (3.5) on p.47 and (A.4) on p.420 for other examples of such multiple type hierarchies.
6The feature specifier will play only a marginal rôle in this study, so we will ignore it in most of this

introduction.
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The two constraints above say that, whenever there is an object with the subject (or speci-
fier) feature,7 the value of this feature (i.e., 1 ) must be either the empty list (elist, sometimes
written as `hi'), or a one-element list (`h 0 i'). These `principles' illustrate well the way HPSG
tags (here, 0 and 1 ) work: tags with the same numbers indicate identity (also called `token
identity' and `structure-sharing'), but only within a single description or constraint. That is,
the uses of 0 and 1 in (2.11) are independent of the uses of the same tags in (2.12), just
as, say, the variable x in one mathematical formula is independent of the same variable in
another formula. Note also that the tag 0 is used in both constraints as a `place holder',
which simply indicates that there is a (single) element on the list, but does not indicate any
structure-sharing (there is only one occurrence of 0 in either constraint).

Let us now turn to values of the daughters feature, i.e., to objects of type head-structure.8

The type head-structure (abbreviated to head-struc) is assumed to have a number of subtypes,
including head-complement-structure (abbreviated to head-comp-struc), head-subject-structure
(head-subj-struc), and head-adjunct-structure (head-adj-struc). While there are three features
appropriate to all head-struc objects, i.e., sign-valued head-dtr, list(phrase)-valued comp-

dtrs, and also list(phrase)-valued subj-dtr, objects of type head-adj-struc additionally have
a phrase-valued feature adjunct-dtr.9

(2.13)

2
664

head-struc

head-dtr sign
subj-dtr list(phrase)
comp-dtrs list(phrase)

3
775

2
664

head-subj-struc

head-dtr phrase
subj-dtr nelist(phrase)
comp-dtrs elist

3
775

2
4 head-comp-struc

head-dtr word
subj-dtr elist

3
5

2
66664

head-adj-struc

head-dtr phrase
adjunct-dtr phrase
subj-dtr elist
comp-dtrs elist

3
77775

This bit of the type hierarchy illustrates another property of such HPSG type hierarchies:
not only may subtypes add new features to those already declared on their supertypes
(cf. adjunct-dtr on head-adj-struc in (2.13) or daughters in (2.2)), but they may also
further constrain values of features already declared. For example, according to (2.13), al-
though the value of feature head-dtr of head-struc objects may, in general, be any sign
(i.e., either a word or a phrase), in case of head-adj-struc and head-subj-struc, this value must
actually be of type phrase, while in case of head-comp-struc, it must be of type word. Simi-
larly, although in general the value of the feature comp-dtrs is some list of phrases, when
this feature is present on a head-adj-struc or head-subj-struc object, this list must actually be
empty.

7According to the speci�cations so far, this object must be of type valence.
8Actually, Pollard and Sag (1994) assume a more general type, which does not limit constituency structures

to headed structures only. The exact encoding of constituency will not be important in this study.
9We ignore here the subtype of head-struc relevant for realization of speci�ers.
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We may now present an outline of the `phrase structure rule' component of HPSG, which�as
we mentioned above�is encoded as just another, albeit rather complex constraint, schemati-
cally presented below.

(2.14) Immediate Dominance Principle (schematic):

phrase ! (ID-Schema-1 _ . . . _ ID-Schema-n)

According to (2.14), each object of type phrase must satisfy one of n descriptions: either
ID-Schema-1, or. . . , or ID-Schema-n. Pollard and Sag (1994) list 6 such schemata, but for
our immediate purposes three are most relevant (see �2.1.5 for abbreviations):

(2.15) ID-Schema-1 �

2
4 ssjlocjcatjval

�
subj elist
comps elist

�

dtrs head-subj-struc

3
5

(2.16) ID-Schema-2 �
�
dtrs head-comp-struc

�

(2.17) ID-Schema-5 �
�
dtrs head-adj-struc

�

In order to explain the Immediate Dominance Principle (2.14)�(2.17), we must �rst
introduce another important principle, i.e., Valence Principle. Since the exact technical
formulation of this principle is rather complex, we give here its natural language version:10

(2.18) Valence Principle (ignoring specifier):

For each phrase,

a. the value of subject of the head daughter is the concatenation of the phrase's
subject value with the list of synsem values of the subj-dtr value;

b. the value of complements of the head daughter is the concatenation of the
phrase's complements value with the list of synsem values of the comp-dtrs
value.

The main rôle of this principle is to make clear the connection between combinatory potential
of signs (encoded as values of the valence features subject and complements), and their
constituent structures (encoded as values of dtrs). It simply says that the values of valence
features (i.e., subject, complements) of a phrase are the values of the corresponding valence
features of the head daughter minus those elements which are syntactically realized as (non-
head) daughters.11

Now, getting back to the Immediate Dominance Principle (2.14)�(2.17), it simply speci�es
possible constituent structures of phrases.12 One possibility (cf. ID-Schema-1 in (2.15)) is that

10Again, we ignore specifiers here, which should be added in the full formalization of the Valence Prin-
ciple.

11Thus, the function of the Valence Principle is similar to the mechanism of cancellation in CG.
12More precisely, it speci�es immediate dominance structures; word order is dealt with via separate mecha-

nisms.
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the values of the phrase's subject and complements features are empty lists, and the value
of its dtrs is head-subj-struc. Since the type hierarchy (2.13) speci�es that each head-subj-
struc has a phrase-valued head-dtr, a nelist(phrase)-valued subj-dtr, and an empty list
valued comp-dtrs, each phrase adhering to the ID-Schema-1 will have to satisfy the following
description:

(2.19)

2
66666666664

phrase

ssjlocjcatjval

2
4 valence

subj elist
comps elist

3
5

dtrs

2
664

head-subj-struc

head-dtr phrase
subj-dtr nelist(phrase)
comp-dtrs elist

3
775

3
77777777775

This phrase, moreover, must satisfy the Valence Principle (2.18). Let us start with the
second part of this principle, i.e., (2.18b). What it says is that the comps value of the head
daughter is a list concatenation of the comps value of the phrase with the list consisting of
the synsem values of the elements of the comp-dtrs list. However, both the comps list of
the phrase and its comp-dtrs list are empty lists (elists), so also the concatenation is the
empty list. This means that the comps value of the head daughter is elist :

(2.20)

2
6666666666664

phrase

ssjlocjcatjval

2
4 valence

subj elist
comps elist

3
5

dtrs

2
66664

head-subj-struc

head-dtr

�
phrase

ssjlocjcatjvaljcomps elist

�

subj-dtr nelist(phrase)
comp-dtrs elist

3
77775

3
7777777777775

Similarly, the (2.18a) part of the Valence Principle relates the subj value of a phrase with
the subj value of its head daughter and with the subj-dtr value of the phrase. Speci�cally,
the subj value of the head daughter is the concatenation of the subj value of the phrase with
the list consisting of the synsem values of the elements of the subj-dtr list. This time, the
value of subj-dtr is a non-empty list of phrases, so, according to the Valence Principle,
also the subj value of the head daughter must be non-empty. In fact, since the subj value of
the mother is the empty list, the subj value of the head daughter must be exactly the list of
the synsem values of the elements of subj-dtr.

How long may the subj-dtr list be? It must be non-empty according to the speci�cations
in the type hierarchy (2.13) (cf. nelist(phrase)). Moreover, since its length is the same as the
length of the subj value of the head daughter, it must be no longer than 1; this is guaranteed
by the principle (2.11), which says that subj lists have at most one element. So, the only
length consistent with various constraints is 1. This means that phrases adhering to the
ID-Schema-1 (2.15) will actually have to satisfy the following description:
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(2.21)

2
6666666666666666664

phrase

ssjlocjcatjval

2
4 valence

subj elist
comps elist

3
5

dtrs

2
66666666664

head-subj-struc

head-dtr

2
664

phrase

ssjlocjcatjval

2
4 valence

subj h 0 i
comps elist

3
5

3
775

subj-dtr h

�
phrase

ss 0

�
i

comp-dtrs elist

3
77777777775

3
7777777777777777775

Such complex interaction of relatively simple principles is typical of much of the generative
linguistics, including P&P and LFG, but in HPSG, it is usually taken more seriously and
rigidly formalized.

Before we conclude this subsection, we will illustrate the principles given so far with the
simple sentence John likes Mary. Although sentences like this are hardly a challenge for
current linguistic theories, including HPSG, the mechanisms employed here are essentially the
same as in more interesting cases.

Assume �rst the following lexical entries for John, Mary and likes:13

(2.22)

2
666666664

word

phon John

ssjlocjcat

2
66664

category

head noun

val

2
4 valence

subj elist
comps elist

3
5

3
77775

3
777777775

(2.23)

2
666666664

word

phon Mary

ssjlocjcat

2
66664

category

head noun

val

2
4 valence

subj elist
comps elist

3
5

3
77775

3
777777775

(2.24)

2
666666664

word

phon likes

ssjlocjcat

2
66664

category

head 0 verb

val

2
4 valence

subj h 1NPi
comps h 2NPi

3
5

3
77775

3
777777775

These lexical entries only mark the value of phon; see Höhle (1999) and references therein
for an articulated description of phon values. Moreover, two NPs in (2.24) abbreviate the
following structures:

13These lexical entries are very partial; actual lexical entries contain morphosyntactic information more
speci�c than just noun or verb, and also various kinds of semantic and pragmatic information.
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(2.25) NP �

2
6666664

synsem

locjcat

2
66664

category

head noun

val

2
4 valence

subj elist
comps elist

3
5

3
77775

3
7777775

Finally, the tags 0 , 1 and 2 in (2.24) are meaningless because each of them occurs only
once (so they do not signal any identities of structures). However, since the descriptions
(2.22)�(2.24) will be parts of larger descriptions below, these tags will be used to indicate
structure-sharing.

Now, the reader is invited to check that the type hierarchy and the constraints given so
far license phrases satisfying the description (2.26) (ignoring the phon values), with (2:24)

abbreviating the description in (2.24), and Mary being de�ned in (2.27).

(2.26)

2
66666666666666664

phrase

phon likes Mary

ssjlocjcat

2
66664

category

head 0 verb

val

2
4 valence

subj h 1NPi
comps elist

3
5

3
77775

dtrs

2
664

head-comp-struc

head-dtr (2:24)

subj-dtr elist
comp-dtrs hMary i

3
775

3
77777777777777775

(2.27) Mary �

2
666666664

phrase

phon Mary
ss 2NP

dtrs

2
664

head-comp-struc

head-dtr (2:23)

subj-dtr elist
comp-dtrs elist

3
775

3
777777775

Further, they also license phrases like (2.28).

(2.28)

2
66666666666666664

phrase

phon John likes Mary

ssjlocjcat

2
66664

category

head 0 verb

val

2
4 valence

subj elist
comps elist

3
5

3
77775

dtrs

2
664

head-subj-struc

head-dtr (2:26)

subj-dtr h John i
comp-dtrs elist

3
775

3
77777777777777775
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(2.29) John �

2
666666664

phrase

phon John
ss 1NP

dtrs

2
664

head-comp-struc

head-dtr (2:22)

subj-dtr elist
comp-dtrs elist

3
775

3
777777775

Getting rid of all abbreviations, we obtain the structure corresponding to the utterance John
likes Mary as given in Figure 2.1 on p.25.14

Although the description in Figure 2.1 is still very partial, e.g., it ignores all semantic and
pragmatic information, as well as values of arg-st, nonlocal, and various morphosyntactic
features appropriate to noun and verb, it is already hardly readable. For this reason, it is a
common HPSG practice to reveal only relevant bits of information, and also to display the
constituent structure in the familiar form of syntactic trees. For example, the structure of
Figure 2.1 may be presented as in Figure 2.2 on p.26.

2.1.3 arg-st, valence and subcat

If the value of valence encodes combinatory potential of a sign, what is the rôle of arg-st?
In HPSG, arg-st encodes the argument structure of a sign, normally, of a word. How does
that di�er from valence, though? For one thing, there may be arguments which are never
syntactically realized, e.g., pro: it makes sense to think of pro in pro-drop languages (such as,
arguably, Polish) as present on arg-st but absent from valence. This way, pro does not
occur anywhere in the syntactic tree, in accordance with the traditional HPSG aversion to
syntactic empty categories.

Second, binding is de�ned in HPSG in terms of arg-st, and not in terms of valence. So, if
there are two words with the same arg-st but with di�erent mappings of this arg-st into
valence,15 then binding relations among arguments of these words should be the same, i.e.,
they should not depend on syntactic con�gurations. Such cases are discussed in Manning and
Sag (1998, 1999).

Nevertheless, in the unmarked case, it makes sense to think of the value of arg-st of a
word as simply the concatenation of values of the valence features subject, (specifier,)
and complements, i.e., the �rst approximation of the relation between arg-st and valence
features can be stated as the following constraint:

(2.30) arg-st vs. valence (�rst approximation):

word !

2
664 synsemjcategory

2
664 valence

2
4 subject 1

specifier 2

complements 3

3
5

arg-st 1 � 2 � 3

3
775

3
775

14We abbreviate here comp-dtrs to c-dtrs, subj-dtr to s-dtr, head-dtr to h-dtr, ssjlocjcat to slc,
and locjcat to lc, as well as write `hi' for `elist '.

15For example, the �rst element of arg-st may be mapped into the syntactic subject, and the second into
the complement, or the other way round.
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2
66666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664

phrase

phon John likes Mary

slc

2
6664

category

head 0 verb

val

2
4

valence

subj hi
comps hi

3
5

3
7775

dtrs

2
666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664

head-subj-struc

h-dtr

2
666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664

phrase

phon likes Mary

slc

2
6664

category

head 0 verb

val

2
4

valence

subj h 1 i
comps hi

3
5

3
7775

dtrs

2
6666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664

head-comp-struc

h-dtr

2
6666666666666666666666666664

word

phon likes

slc

2
666666666666666666666664

category

head 0 verb

val

2
66666666666666666664

valence

subj h 1

2
666664

synsem

lc

2
6664

category

head noun

val

2
4

valence

subj hi
comps hi

3
5

3
7775

3
777775
i

comps h 2

2
666664

synsem

lc

2
6664

category

head noun

val

2
4

valence

subj hi
comps hi

3
5

3
7775

3
777775
i

3
77777777777777777775

3
777777777777777777777775

3
7777777777777777777777777775

s-dtr hi

c-dtrs h

2
66666666666666666664

phrase

phon Mary

ss 2

dtrs

2
66666666666664

head-comp-struc

h-dtr

2
66666664

word

phon Mary

slc

2
6664

category

head noun

val

2
4

valence

subj hi
comps hi

3
5

3
7775

3
77777775

s-dtr hi
c-dtrs hi

3
77777777777775

3
77777777777777777775

i

3
7777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775

3
777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775

s-dtr h

2
66666666666666666664

phrase

phon John

ss 1

dtrs

2
66666666666664

head-comp-struc

h-dtr

2
66666664

word

phon John

slc

2
6664

category

head noun

val

2
4

valence

subj hi
comps hi

3
5

3
7775

3
77777775

s-dtr hi
c-dtrs hi

3
77777777777775

3
77777777777777777775

i

c-dtrs hi

3
777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775

3
77777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775

Figure 2.1: John likes Mary
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2
66666664

phrase

phon John likes Mary

slc

2
6664

category

head 0

val

2
4

valence

subj hi
comps hi

3
5

3
7775

3
77777775

2
66666664

phrase

phon John

ss 1

2
6664 lc

2
6664

category

head noun

val

2
4

valence

subj hi
comps hi

3
5

3
7775

3
7775

3
77777775

2
66666664

word

phon John

slc

2
6664

category

head noun

val

2
4

valence

subj hi
comps hi

3
5

3
7775

3
77777775

2
66666664

phrase

phon likes Mary

slc

2
6664

category

head 0

val

2
4

valence

subj h 1NPi
comps hi

3
5

3
7775

3
77777775

2
66666664

word

phon likes

slc

2
6664

category

head 0 verb

val

2
4

valence

subj h 1NPi
comps h 2NPi

3
5

3
7775

3
77777775

2
66666664

phrase

phon Mary

ss 2

2
6664 lc

2
6664

category

head noun

val

2
4

valence

subj hi
comps hi

3
5

3
7775

3
7775

3
77777775

2
66666664

word

phon Mary

slc

2
6664

category

head noun

val

2
4

valence

subj hi
comps hi

3
5

3
7775

3
77777775

Figure 2.2: Tree representation for John likes Mary
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In prose, for each word, the value of its arg-st is the list which is the result of appending
(cf. `�') the lists being the values of subject, specifier and complements, in that order.

In fact, due to this close relationship, arg-st and valence were not distinguished for the
�rst decade of HPSG; Pollard and Sag (1994) still de�ne both cancellation of arguments (cf.
the combinatory potential) and binding in terms of a single feature, subcat. The feature
subcat will often appear in our discussions of previous HPSG approaches to case assignment
and to modi�cation.

2.1.4 Lexicon

We mentioned above lexical entries, and even gave partial lexical entries for John, Mary and
likes. What are lexical entries in a formalism whose main constructs are type hierarchy and
constraints?

The simplest approach, brie�y discussed in Höhle (1999), is to posit a `word principle',
schematically presented in (2.31), where LE-k (k = 1; 2; : : : ;m) stand for particular lexical
entries, such as those in (2.22)�(2.24) above.

(2.31) Word Principle (schematic):

word ! LE-1 _ LE-2 _ . . . _ LE-m

Of course, since such a principle fails to relate, say, di�erent forms of a lexeme, or make
generalizations about word classes, it is unsatisfactory from the theoretical point of view, and
blatantly unrealistic from the psycholinguistic point of view.16 For this reason, a number of
ways of structuring the lexicon have been proposed in HPSG, including so-called hierarchical
lexicons (or hierarchies of lexical types) and lexical rules.

However, both mechanisms have proven resistant to linguistically satisfying formalization, and
they are still a subject of ongoing research. Because of this, and because we will ignore the
exact structure of the lexicon in most of this study, we assume for concreteness that lexical
entries are introduced by a constraint such as (2.31), i.e., we do not make any assumptions
about the structure of the lexicon. The reader interested in discussion of hierarchical lexicons
in referred to Flickinger (1987), Riehemann (1993, 1994), Davis (1997) and Koenig (1999b),
while various formalizations of lexical rules are proposed in Calcagno (1995) and Meurers
(1995, 1999a).

Before we conclude this subsection, a terminological note on our use of the notion lexical is in
order. In the following chapters, we will call lexical those properties of a word object which are
idiosyncratically stated in a lexical entry (see LE-1, etc., in (2.31) above) corresponding to this
object. Thus, for example, an analysis which consists in positing a number of lexical entries
will be called lexical, while an analysis which consists in proposing a general grammatical
constraint, even if it is a constraint of the type `word ! . . . ', will not be called lexical.

16It is a well-established psycholinguistic fact that words are not listed separately in the `mental lexicon', but
form a complex mesh which relates words with similar meanings, similar phonologies, etc. (Aitchison, 1994;
Altmann, 1997).
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2.1.5 Abbreviatory Conventions and Terminology

In this section, we summarize HPSG abbreviations and terminology used in this study.

First, as already mentioned above, various abbreviations of feature names (and paths; see
below) and types are often used in HPSG. Here are the most common.

Features:

Abbreviation: Full form:
adj-dtr adjunct-daughter

arg argument

arg-st argument-structure

cat category

comp-dtrs complement-daughters

comps complements

cont content

ctxt context
deps dependents

dtrs daughters

head-dtr, hd-dtr head-daughter

lc localjcategory
loc local

new-qs new-quantifiers

nonloc, nloc nonlocal

num numeral

qstore quantifier-store

quants quantifiers

slc synsemjlocaljcategory
ss, syns synsem

subj subject

subj-dtr subject-daughter

val valence

Types:

Abbreviation: Full form:
arg argument
�n �nite
gap-ss gap-synsem
head-adj-struc head-adjunct-structure
head-comp-struc, h-c-str head-complement-structure
head-struc head-structure
head-subj-struc head-subject-structure
inf in�nitive
val valence
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Second, there are various abbreviatory conventions used when presenting HPSG description.
We have already seen one in �2.1.2 (cf. (2.25) on p.23). Some other most common abbreviatory
conventions are given below:

� verb[�n] abbreviates
�

verb

vform �n

�
, noun[nom] abbreviates

�
noun

case nom

�
, etc.;

� NP[nom] abbreviates

2
666666664

synsem

locjcat

2
6666664

category

head

�
noun

case nom

�

val

2
4 valence

subj hi
comps hi

3
5

3
7777775

3
777777775
, etc.;

� 1 : 2 abbreviates 1
�
. . . jcont 2

�
; e.g.,

NP: 0 abbreviates

2
666666664

synsem

loc

2
6666664
cat

2
66664

category

head noun

val

2
4 valence

subj hi
comps hi

3
5

3
77775

cont 0

3
7777775

3
777777775
, etc.;

� 1 2 abbreviates 1
�
. . . jindex 2

�
; e.g.,

NP i abbreviates

2
666666664

synsem

loc

2
6666664
cat

2
66664

category

head noun

val

2
4 valence

subj hi
comps hi

3
5

3
77775

contjindex i

3
7777775

3
777777775
, etc.

Third, there are alternative terms for feature and type, namely, attribute and sort, respectively.
We will use the terms feature and attribute interchangeably, and we will also not distinguish
between types and sorts.

Fourth, a sequence of attributes (features) is called a path. So, e.g., synsemjlocaljcategory
is a path. It is a common HPSG practice to ignore pre�xes of such paths, e.g., the structure
in (2.28) could be displayed as:

(2.32)

2
6666664

phrase

phon John likes Mary
head 0 verb
subj hi
comps hi
dtrs . . .

3
7777775

We will avoid this practice here as potentially confusing, but when discussing work of other au-
thors, we will often cite their original descriptions, without trying to reconstruct such missing
pre�xes.
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Finally, we will use the single arrow `!' as a logical (implicational) connector in constraints,
and the double arrow `)' in lexical rules.

2.2 Polish

Since Polish is the main empirical source of this study, this section brie�y presents some of
the most conspicuous features of this language.

2.2.1 In�ection

Polish is an in�ectional (fusional) language.

Polish nouns have grammatical gender. Traditionally, three genders are distinguished, mascu-
line, neuter and feminine, although it is clear that a more �ne-grained distinction is necessary
(Ma«czak, 1956; Saloni and �widzi«ski, 1985, 1998; Czuba, 1997). Here, we will ignore the
�ner points of the Polish gender system and we will assume the existence of the following
genders: virile (i.e., `masculine-human'), non-virile masculine, neuter, and feminine. When
no distinction is made between virile and non-virile masculine, we will talk about masculine
gender, and when referring to any gender apart from virile, we will talk about non-virile
(sometimes also called `non-masculine-human') gender.

Most nouns in�ect for number, which may either be singular or plural. Although there are
reasons to treat number and gender as just two aspects of a single morphosyntactic category
(see Czuba (1997), Czuba and Przepiórkowski (1995), and �widzi«ski (1992a, p.86)), we will
adopt the traditional view here.

Nouns in�ect also for case, a category which is traditionally assumed to involve seven values
in Polish: nominative, accusative, genitive, dative, instrumental, locative and vocative. We
will have more to say about Polish case system in Chapter 5.

Here are some examples of in�ectional paradigm of Polish nouns:17

(2.33) facet `guy' (a virile noun):

SINGULAR PLURAL
NOM facet faceci
ACC faceta facetów
GEN faceta facetów
DAT facetowi facetom
INS facetem facetami
LOC facecie facetach
VOC facecie faceci

17In the paradigms below, cases are listed in a somewhat non-standard order to make various NOM/ACC
and ACC/GEN syncretisms more conspicuous.
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(2.34) pies `dog', stóª `table' (masculine non-virile nouns):

SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL
NOM pies psy stóª stoªy
ACC psa psy stóª stoªy
GEN psa psów stoªu stoªów
DAT psu psom stoªu stoªom
INS psem psami stoªem stoªami
LOC psie psach stole stoªach
VOC psie psy stole stoªy

(2.35) okno `window' (a neuter noun):

SINGULAR PLURAL
NOM okno okna
ACC okno okna
GEN okna okien
DAT oknu oknom
INS oknem oknami
LOC oknie oknach
VOC okno okna

(2.36) dziewczyna `girl' (a feminine noun):

SINGULAR PLURAL
NOM dziewczyna dziewczyny
ACC dziewczyn¦ dziewczyny
GEN dziewczyny dziewczyn
DAT dziewczynie dziewczynom
INS dziewczyn¡ dziewczynami
LOC dziewczynie dziewczynach
VOC dziewczyno dziewczyny

As far as verbal in�ection is concerned, aspect is considered not to be an in�ectional category,
but rather a derivational one.18 There are three tenses in contemporary Polish: past, present
and future. Perfective verbs occur in past and in future tenses, while imperfective verbs have
past and present forms, as well as an analytical future form, with the auxiliary by¢ `be' and
either the in�nitival or the so-called past participle form of the verb (see below):

(2.37) kupi¢ `buy' (perfective):
kupiªem
buypst ;1st ;sg ;masc

/
/
kupi¦
buyfut ;1st ;sg ;masc

`I bought / I will buy'

18See, e.g., Saloni and �widzi«ski (1998), as well as Spencer (1991, pp.195�197) for a discussion of di�culties
involved in deciding whether aspect is an in�ectional or a derivational category in another Slavic language,
namely, Russian.
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(2.38) kupowa¢ `buy' (imperfective):
kupowaªem
buypst ;1st ;sg ;masc

/
/
kupuj¦
buypres ;1st ;sg

/
/
b¦d¦
Aux1st ;sg

kupowa¢/kupowaª
buyinf /buypstp ;sg ;masc

`I was buying / I am buying / I will be buying'

Verbs also in�ect for person and number, as well as, in the past tense, for gender (masculine,
nueter and feminine in case of singular number, virile and non-virile in case of plural number),
e.g.:

(2.39) kupowa¢ `buy' (imperfective), PRESENT TENSE:

SINGULAR PLURAL
1ST kupuj¦ kupujemy
2ND kupujesz kupujecie
3RD kupuje kupuj¡

(2.40) kupi¢ `buy' (perfective), PAST TENSE:

S I N G U L A R P L U R A L

MASC NEUT FEM VIRILE NON-VIRILE
1ST kupiªem kupiªom kupiªam kupili±my kupiªy±my
2ND kupiªe± kupiªo± kupiªa± kupili±cie kupiªy±cie
3RD kupiª kupiªo kupiªa kupili kupiªy

Apart from these �nite forms, there are various non-�nite forms: in�nitival (perfec-
tive: kupi¢, imperfective: kupowa¢), impersonal -no/-to forms (perfective: kupiono, imper-
fective: kupowano), present adverbial participle (created from an imperfective verb, e.g., kupu-
j¡c `buying'), past adverbial participle (created from a perfective verb, e.g., kupiwszy `having
bought'), active adjectival participle (created from an imperfective verb, e.g., kupuj¡cy), and
passive adjectival participle (perfective: kupiony, imperfective: kupowany).19 Some authors
also distinguish so-called past participles (sometimes called l -participles), i.e., forms identical
to third person forms in past tense (see the last row in (2.40)), as they may occur without the
`3rd person meaning', e.g., in analytical future forms.20

Finally, Polish adjectives in�ect for number, gender and case, cf.:

(2.41) biaªy `white':

19In�ectionally, adjectival participles are adjectives (they in�ect for case, gender and number), and adverbial
participles are adverbs.

20More interestingly, past forms, as in (2.40), are usually analysed as combinations of such past participles
with a detachable a�x or clitic, which plays the rôle of a verbal auxiliary. For discussion, see Borsley and
Rivero (1994), Borsley (1999b), Franks and Ba«ski (1999), Franks and King (1999), and references therein.
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S I N G U L A R P L U R A L

MASC NEUT FEM VIRILE NON-VIRILE
NOM biaªy biaªe biaªa biali biaªe
ACC biaªego biaªe biaª¡ biaªych biaªe
GEN biaªego biaªego biaªej biaªych biaªych
DAT biaªemu biaªemu biaªej biaªym biaªym
INS biaªym biaªym biaª¡ biaªymi biaªymi
LOC biaªym biaªym biaªej biaªych biaªych
VOC same as NOM (for all person/gender combinations)

Other morphosyntactic categories in Polish, as distinguished by Saloni and �widzi«ski (1985,
1998) on the basis of their in�ectional properties, are numerals (they in�ect for case and
gender, but not number; we will adopt a di�erent de�nition of numerals in �5.3) and various
non-in�ecting categories, e.g., prepositions and adverbs/particles.21

2.2.2 Agreement

The two main types of agreement in Polish are adjective�noun agreement and subject�verb
agreement.

A pre-modifying adjective must agree with the noun in number, (grammatical) gender and
case, e.g.:

(2.42) a. miªe
nicenom =acc ;sg ;neut

dziewcz¦
girlnom =acc ;sg ;neut

b. miªymi
niceins ;pl ;neut

dziewcz¦tami
girlsins ;pl ;neut

c. *miªa
nicenom ;sg ;fem

dziewcz¦
girlnom =acc ;sg ;neut

The nominative subject agrees with the verb in person, number and gender, e.g.:22

(2.43) a. Miªe
nicenom ;sg ;neut

dziewcz¦
girlnom ;sg ;neut

przyszªo.
came3rd ;sg ;neut

`A nice girl came.'

b. *Miªe
nicenom ;sg ;neut

dziewcz¦
girlnom ;sg ;neut

przyszªom.
came1st ;sg ;neut

c. *Miªe
nicenom ;sg ;neut

dziewcz¦
girlnom ;sg ;neut

przyszªa.
came3rd ;sg ;fem

21Saloni and �widzi«ski (1985, 1998) also subdivide verbs into `proper' verbs (Polish: czasowniki wªa±ciwe)
and quasi-verbs (Polish: czasowniki niewªa±ciwe), although some aspects of this subdivision are problematic;
cf. �widzi«ski (1993, 1999b) and Przepiórkowski (1995, 1997d) for discussion.

22Note, incidentally, that Polish does not have de�nite/inde�nite articles.
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In the rare cases of mismatches between the morphosyntactic gender and the semantic (i.e.,
index, in terms of HPSG) gender of a noun, the modifying adjective agrees with the mor-
phosyntactic gender, while the verb agrees with the semantic gender of the noun, e.g.:23

(2.44) Wasza
yourfem

wspaniaªomy±lna
magnanimoussg ;fem

wysoko±¢
highnesssg ;fem

przyszedª.
came3rd ;sg ;masc

`Your magnanimous highness have come.'

2.2.3 Word Order

Polish has relatively free word order. For example, a simple �nite clause with an NP subject,
an NP object and a locative adjunct may normally be linearly realized in 24 di�erent ways
corresponding to 24 di�erent permutations of the verb, the subject, the object and the adjunct.
Here are just some of these possibilities:

(2.45) Janek
Johnnom

zobaczyª
saw3rd ;sg ;masc

Marysi¦
Maryacc

dwa
two

dni
days

temu.
ago

`John saw Mary two days ago.'

(2.46) Zobaczyª Janek dwa dni temu Marysi¦.

(2.47) Marysi¦ dwa dni temu Janek zobaczyª.

(2.48) Dwa dni temu Marysi¦ zobaczyª Janek.

etc.

Thus, word order cannot be employed to, say, distinguish complements from adjuncts the way
it can (to some extent) in English.

It is also not immediately clear whether Polish should be classi�ed as an SVO language;
the usual argument for the stance that Polish should be regarded as an SVO, and not an
OVS, language is that, in the so-called neutral context and neutral intonation, in cases of
nominative/accusative syncretism (and in absence of other clues), the preverbal NP tends to
be interpreted as the subject, and the postverbal NP � as the object, e.g.:24

(2.49) Autobus
busnom=acc

wyprzedziª
overtook

samochód.
carnom =acc

`A bus overtook a car.'
?`A car overtook a bus.'

23See Corbett (1983) for discussion of agreement and mismatches of this kind across Slavic, and Czuba and
Przepiórkowski (1995) for an HPSG analysis of agreement in Polish, including cases like (2.44).

24Another argument could be that the SVO order is textually more frequent than the OVS order; see
�widzi«ski (1996, pp.110�113) for quantitative characteristics.
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(2.50) Samochód
carnom =acc

wyprzedziª
overtook

autobus.
busnom =acc

`A car overtook a bus.'
?`A bus overtook a car.'

However, this tendency, if indeed any, is very weak.

On the other hand, word order in Polish is not completely free. First, the order of sentence
constituents is often linked to information structure (topic�focus, or theme�rheme). Second,
word order within noun phrases (NPs) and prepositional phrases (PPs) is much stricter, e.g.,
arguments of prepositions follow them, full NP arguments of nouns also follow the noun
heads, while adjectival modi�ers usually precede the noun, etc. Third, clitics, while freer
than in other Slavic languages in that they are not constrained to `Wackernagel's position',
are linearly more constrained than prosodically independent constituents: not only are they
forbidden in sentence initial positions and strongly dispreferred in sentence �nal positions,
but they also must occur before the verbal head, or immediately after it.25 Fourth, although
discontinuities are possible, they are rather restricted.

A matter related to the last point is extraction. There is some controversy about what exactly
can be extracted out of what kinds of �nite clauses (cf. �8.2.3); in any case, such extractions
are usually more restricted than corresponding English examples. For example, although
English (2.51) is acceptable, Polish (2.52) is at best marginal.26

(2.51) Whoi did you tell Mary that John hit i?

(2.52) ??Kogoi
whoacc

powiedziaªe±
told2nd ;sg ;masc

Marii,
Marydat

»e
Comp

Janek
Johnnom

uderzyª
hit

i?

On the other hand, it is possible to `extract' pre-modi�ers from NPs, in apparent violation of
Ross's (1967) Left Branch Condition (Borsley, 1983b,a):

(2.53) Jak¡
whatadj ;acc

chciaªa±
wanted2nd ;sg ;fem

zaªo»y¢
putinf on

sukienk¦?
dressacc

`What dress did you want to put on?'

Finally, although extraction out of �nite clauses (or, more accurately, out of clauses introduced
by a complementizer) is restricted, in�nitival environments exhibit the relatively free word
order characteristic for simple clauses, which suggests some kind of `clause union' e�ect.

In summary, Polish word order is relatively free in the sense that the basic constituents of a
simple clause may, in principle, occur in any order, and also in the sense that various kinds
of discontinuous constituencies are allowed, but it is restricted in the sense that di�erent
linearizations seem to correspond to di�erent information structures, word order within NPs

25Matters are more complex; see, e.g., Witko± (1996b, 1998), Rappaport (1997), Franks (1998a), Kup±¢
(1999c,b,e), and Franks and King (1999).

26But there are structurally similar sentences which do sound acceptable; for discussion of wh-movement in
Polish, see, e.g., Giejgo (1981), Kardela (1986b), Bobrowski (1988), Rudin (1988, 1989), Willim (1989), Witko±
(1993, 1995), Dornisch (1998).
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and PPs is (relatively) strict, extraction out of constituents is constrained, and clitics must
obey certain rules of placement. See Derwojedowa (1998) and Kubi«ski (1999) for two recent
(and very di�erent) approaches to word order in Polish, and for further references.
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This �rst contentful Part of this study is devoted to case; its aim is to develop a non-
con�gurational constraint-based approach to syntactic case assignment, to the best of our
knowledge, the �rst such worked out formal non-con�gurational analysis of case assignment.

First, in Chapter 3, we will discuss previous approaches to grammatical case, both tradi-
tional, and within the generative theories Government and Binding (GB), Lexical-Functional
Grammar (LFG) and Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG), and we will indicate
di�erences and similarities between those approaches and the approach to be developed here.

Then, in Chapter 4, we will point out various problems with previous HPSG approaches to
case assignment, and we will present our account, eschewing tree-con�gurationality and based
on the hierarchy of grammatical functions (i.e., on the obliqueness hierarchy) instead. In
particular, we will claim that our approach, unlike other approaches in the HPSG literature,
is general enough to be applied to data from a wide range of languages, is modular in the
sense of being compatible with various analyses of other phenomena, and satis�es various
conceptual postulates found in the (HPSG and non-HPSG) literature.

Finally, in Chapter 5, we will apply this approach to a number of interesting case phenomena
in Polish, a language which, with its seven (or so) morphological cases, provides a good
testbed for any general theory of case assignment. The three phenomena we will look into
in considerable detail will be the so-called Genitive of Negation, complex case patterns of
numeral phrases, and interactions between case assignment and predication.
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Chapter 3

Previous Approaches to Case

Case has been in the foreground of linguistic research for millenia, and we cannot even hope
to scratch the surface of the literature devoted to its study.1 In this Chapter, we will only
brie�y review some of the most prominent approaches to case in the last decades.

First, in �3.1, we will look at some approaches to the problem of delimiting and classifying
cases. Then, we will concisely present the approaches to case in two contemporary linguistic
theories which greatly in�uenced HPSG, namely, Government and Binding (GB) in �3.2 and
Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) in �3.3. Finally, in �3.4 we will look at previous HPSG
analyses of case assignment, postponing their evaluation to the next Chapter.

3.1 What is Case?

This simple question turns out to be far from trivial and, to the best of our knowledge, no
generally satisfactory and formally precise answer has been developed. In fact, in view of
radically di�erent approaches to the study of case present in contemporary linguistics, it is
doubtful that any such answer will be agreed upon in the foreseeable future.

This, however, is not a reason for despair. After all, most of present day linguistics is built on
often ill-de�ned notions whose exact de�nition is a matter of contention. In this section, we
will look at some attempts at de�ning, delimiting and classifying cases.

3.1.1 Delimiting Cases

It is important to realize that the notion case is overloaded, with some confusion resulting
from not distinguishing the di�erent uses of the term.

A lucid distinction among three di�erent basic meanings of case is contained in Mel'£uk (1986),
and we cannot do better than cite the relevant passage here:

[Case] is, as currently used in linguistics, at least three-way ambiguous:
1See Blake (1994, pp.19�20) on the origins of the study of case.
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1. Case 1 = a (grammatical or, more precisely, in�ectional) category; this
sense can be seen in such sentences as: �The Czech noun is in�ected for case; Tartar
possesses case as an autonomous category; Case is widely discussed nowadays.�

2. Case 2 = an element. . . of case 1, i.e., a speci�c case: nominative, ac-
cusative, superessive, etc. Cf.: �Bats has twenty-two cases; The nominative is the
case of naming objects; This verb requires the dative case.�

3. Case 3 = a case form, i.e., a linguistic form which expresses a case 2
(roughly, a particular case marker or a particular wordform); cf. ��lenami is in
Russian the instrumental case of £len `member' in the plural; The genitive case
never appears after plural in regular English nouns; Give me the dative case of
chªopiec both in singular and plural.�

(Mel'£uk, 1986, p.37)

The distinction between what Mel'£uk (1986) calls case 1 and his case 2 is rather clear but,
as also noted by Wierzbicka (1981), Goddard (1982) and Comrie (1986), linguists tend to
confuse notions case 2 and case 3. In this study, we will be talking almost exclusively about
case 1 and cases 2, largely ignoring morphological issues concerning cases 3.2 For this reason,
we trust that our use of the term case, without any subscripts or modi�ers, will not lead to
confusion.

As discussed in the �rst three papers in Brecht and Levine (1986b), namely Brecht and Levine
(1986a), Mel'£uk (1986) and, especially, Comrie (1986) (all three should be required readings
for anybody dealing with case), there are two important and related, but distinct issues to
deal with when trying to answer the question �What is case?�:

� the external delimitation of case, i.e., how to distinguish case (Mel'£uk's (1986) case 1 )
from other categories;

� the internal delimitation of case, i.e., how to �establish the number and identity of the
cases [Mel'£uk's (1986) cases 2 ; A.P.] in a given language� (Comrie, 1986, p.88).

The �rst issue is extensively dealt with by Mel'£uk (1986), while the second is discussed in
detail by Comrie (1986). Below we will give one example, from Polish, showing that both
issues are non-trivial.

Consider possessive phrases in examples (3.1)�(3.2) below.

(3.1) a. moja
myposs ;nom

ksi¡»ka
booknom

/
/
ksi¡»ka
booknom

Janka
Johngen

`my/John's book'

b. mojej
myposs ;dat

ksi¡»ce
bookdat

/
/
ksi¡»ce
bookdat

Janka
Johngen

`(to/for) my/John's book'

(3.2) a. moje
myposs ;nom

przybycie
arrivalnom

/
/
przybycie
arrivalnom

Janka
Johngen

2However, in Chapter 5 (�5.3.1.1) we will try to determine the case 2 of numeral phrases in subject position
in Polish, a matter unsettled and controversial because of the syncretism of relevant cases 3.
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`my/John's arrival'

b. mojemu
myposs ;dat

przybyciu
arrivaldat

/
/
przybyciu
arrivaldat

Janka
Johngen

`(to/for) my/John's arrival'

Now, the question concerning these examples is, how should we characterize the `possessive'
position occupied by moje/mojemu and Janka above? Note that it makes some sense to talk
about a single syntactic position as, in (3.2) involving a verbal noun (gerund), it corresponds
to the subject position of the corresponding verb and shows similar subject characteristics
(e.g., phrases occupying it may bind a re�exive anaphor).

The traditional answer, i.e., that such a `possessive' position may be occupied either by posses-
sive pronouns or by genitive nouns is hardly satisfactory.3 A more elegant alternative position
would be that there is some category whose value distinguishes these `possessive' pronouns
and genitive nouns from other nominal forms. Is this category simply case (Mel'£uk's (1986)
case 1 ), or is this is a separate category? This is an `external delimitation of case' problem.

The standard, even if usually implicit answer seems to be that this is a separate category,
call it `possessiveness'. But an alternative answer, i.e., that�by analogy with the ad-verbal
subject position�such a `possessive' position is actually a case position is also viable. However,
adopting this hypothesis would immediately raise the `internal delimitation of case' problem:
how many new cases would we have to posit in addition to cases standardly assumed in Polish
grammars? Note that, although the form of nouns is always identical to genitive, the form of
the `possessive' pronominal changes with the case of the whole NP; does this mean that we
need seven new cases in Polish, i.e., `possessive-nominative', `possessive-accusative', etc., in
addition to nominative, accusative, etc.?

However fascinating the issues of external and internal delimitation of cases are, we will not
deal with them in this study. In particular, in Chapter 5, devoted to case in Polish, we will
assume the traditional approach to both issues, although it could be challenged in a number
of ways.4

3.1.2 Taxonomy of Cases

Are cases (Mel'£uk's (1986) cases 2 ) semantic or purely formal entities? In other words, do
cases have meanings? As discussed in Brecht and Levine (1986a), there are two extreme
positions, and both are present in current linguistic theorizing.

One extreme position, championed by Jakobson (1971a,b) and further developed in various
works by Anna Wierzbicka (e.g., Wierzbicka (1980, 1981, 1983, 1986)), is that all �cases have
meanings and that this meaning can be stated in a precise and illuminating way� (Wierzbicka,
1986, p.386). The other extreme is the position taken in Chomsky's Government and Binding

3And it also raises a number of questions concerning formal characteristics of such possessive pronouns,
which we will not go into in the interest of brevity.

4Among the problematic areas are: the status of the vocative case, the existence of a distributive case
(governed by the distributive preposition po), and, in our opinion, the status of `possessive' dependents of
nominals, indeed.
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(GB) theory, and even more so in the Minimalist Program (MP), according to which case is
an abstract syntactic category, without any inherent meaning.5

Both extremes are criticised by Kuryªowicz (1948, 1949), who argues that cases may have
both functions. More precisely, Kuryªowicz (1948, 1949) distinguishes between what he calls
grammatical cases, such as accusative, whose primary function is purely syntactic, but which
may also have a secondary semantic function (e.g., the temporal accusative), and what he
calls concrete cases, such as dative, whose primary function is semantic, but which may also
have a secondary purely syntactic function, e.g., when lexically required by a verb. This more
balanced view on the syntactic/semantic case dichotomy is also explicitly adopted by Mel'£uk
(1986), who, however, notes that, although cases may have meanings, they are �rst of all
syntactic entities; �conveying meanings is their secondary, non-obligatory property� (Mel'£uk,
1986, p.45).

Mel'£uk (1986, pp.60�70) discusses also other properties which may be used to classify cases
2. Among them are:

� synthetic vs. analytical cases: the former are realized via morphological means, the
latter, e.g., as `prepositions';

� primary vs. secondary cases (in languages which allow NPs to simultaneously bear mul-
tiple case markings).

In this study, we will deal solely with syntactic re�exes of case marking. This does not mean,
however, that we deny that cases may have meanings, but only that we restrict ourselves to
purely syntactic conditions on case assignment and case agreement, even when we deal with
what seems to be a concrete case, using the terminology of Kuryªowicz (1948, 1949), as in
Chapter 5, where we deal with the instrumental of predication (�5.4).

Moreover, we consider here only synthetic cases, i.e., we do not analyse `case marking' prepo-
sitions; in fact, in Chapter 5 we assume (and, in passing, give some arguments for this as-
sumption) that such `case marking' prepositions in Polish are really prepositions, i.e., project
to prepositional phrases (as opposed to being `markers' or `phrasal a�xes' not altering the
categorial status of the NP/AP they attach to).

Finally, since we limit our attention to languages which apparently do not allow case stacking,
we do not consider the issue of primary vs. secondary cases.6;7

3.1.3 Decomposition of Cases

One particularly popular approach to classifying cases is that of Jakobson (1971a,b), so we
will brie�y discuss it here.8

5Admittedly, this is an oversimpli�cation; see �3.2 for a more balanced view.
6Interestingly, if `possessive' nominals in (3.1)�(3.2) were analysed as bearing a `possessive' case, it would

make sense to assume that, in the case of possessive pronouns, it is the primary case, with nominative, dative,
etc., which result from agreement with the head, having here secondary uses.

7See Malouf (1999a) for a �rst attempt at analysing case stacking in HPSG.
8As discussed in Blake (1994, pp.38�39), a similar approach is also present in Hjemslev (1935).
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Jakobson (1971a,b) assumes that each case has a `general' (or `intensional') meaning (his
Gesamtbedeutung) and, moreover, that these general meanings may be decomposed into three
binary oppositions, involving three semantic features. The meanings of these `semantic marks'
are given below (after Franks (1995, pp.42�.)).

� [�quanti�ed] (sometimes called `quantifying'): focuses �upon the extent to which the
entity takes part in the message�;

� [�directional] (or `ascriptive'): signalizes �the goal of an event�;

� [�marginal] (or `peripheral'): assigns �to the entity an accessory place in the message�.

According to Jakobson (1971b), Russian cases are the following feature complexes:9

marginal quanti�ed directional
nominative � � �
accusative � � +
partitive � + �
genitive � + +
instrumental + � �
dative + � +
locative2 + + �
locative1 + + +

Table 3.1: Jakobson's decomposition of Russian cases

Jakobson (1971a,b) argued that there is additional phonological and morphological evidence
for such decomposition of cases, e.g., cases di�ering only in the value of one feature often
show syncretisms of forms for some classes of nominals, i.e., such syncretisms can be elegantly
stated in this `decompositional' system in terms of neutralization of oppositions.

This approach to classi�cation of cases turned out to be very stimulating; similar decompo-
sitional analyses were adopted in works within di�erent linguistic theories, e.g., in an LFG
account of Russian case in Neidle (1982, 1988), and in a GB work of Franks (1995).

Nevertheless, we will not follow this tendency here, and this for a number of reasons.

First, decomposition of cases such as that in Table 3.1 is usually motivated on purely semantic
and/or purely morpho(no)logical grounds. Since in this study we deal solely with syntactic
aspects of case systems, developing such a `decompositional' classi�cation for a given language,
even as related to Russian as Polish, would lead us too far a�eld.

Second, the approach of Jakobson (1971a,b) is far from being uncontroversial and, indeed, it
has been criticised on various grounds. For one thing, as noted by Wierzbicka (1980, p.xv),
the invariant meanings attributed by Jakobson (1971a,b) to various cases are rather nebulous,
i.e., their predictive power is very limited. In this respect, we view as much more promising
the approach of Wierzbicka (1980, 1981, 1983, 1986), according to which �a case has one

9`Partitive' is often called `genitive2' (Neidle, 1988; Franks, 1995).
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core meaning, on the basis of which it can be identi�ed cross-linguistically (as, say, `dative'
or `instrumental'), and a language-speci�c set of other, related meanings, which have to be
speci�ed in the grammatical description of a given language� (Wierzbicka, 1986, p.386).

Moreover, as noted by Franks (1995, p.44), there are, both, identical meanings expressed by
di�erent cases (cf. Russian (3.3) from Franks (1995, p.44)), and drastically di�erent meanings
expressed by the same case (cf. (3.4), also from Franks (1995, p.40), drawn from Jakobson
(1971b)), so that it is dubious that any general correspondence between morphological cases
and meanings expressed by nominals will ever be found.

(3.3) a. pro
about

knigu
bookacc

`about (a/the) book'

b. o
about

knigie
bookloc

`about (a/the) book'

(3.4) On
henom

el
ate

ikru
caviaracc

rebënkom
childins

/
/
pudami
poodins

/
/
loºkoj
spoonins

/
/
dorogoj
roadins

/
/
utrom
morningins

/
/
gre²nym
sinfulins

delom.
businessins

`He ate caviar as a child / by the pood / with a spoon / on the road / in the morning
/ to our regret.'

Another problem with the decompositional analysis of Jakobson (1971a,b) is that, as argued
by Franks (1995, pp.45�48) and Chvany (1986, p.110), on closer examination, the correlations
between the values of case features `marginal', `quanti�ed' and `directional', and either phono-
logical or morphological generalizations, is far from being as neat as Jakobson would have it.
In particular, the account of morphological syncretisms based on neutralization of certain fea-
ture oppositions would predict many more possibilities of syncretisms than actually attested,
but it still would not account straightforwardly for all syncretisms considered by Jakobson
(1971a,b).

In view of these di�culties, Jakobson's semantic decompositional taxonomy is usually re-
interpreted in subsequent linguistic literature in morphosyntactic terms (Neidle, 1982, 1988;
Chvany, 1986; Franks, 1995), and his three-dimensional system is usually extended to more
dimensions: 4 for Neidle (1988) and Franks (1995), 5 for Chvany (1986). The consequence of
such an extension is that the elegant account of the 8 Russian cases considered by Jakobson
(1971a,b) in terms of three fully orthogonal oppositions is lost and, consequently, the account
loses much of its appeal.

Further, since only some (and relatively few) of the potential syncretisms predicted by such
decompositional approaches are attested, it makes sense to try to state the relevant generaliza-
tions in a more parsimonious way. In fact, HPSG provides a mechanism which is well-suited
to stating such generalizations, namely a multiple-inheritance type hierarchy. For example,
Franks (1995, p.46) strives to capture the following morphological syncretisms of various classes
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of nominals in Russian (dealt with by Jakobson):10

Syncretisms: Examples:
nom = acc okno `window'
acc = gen syna `son'
gen = loc zlyx `badpl '
loc = dat ºene `wife'
acc = gen = loc nas `us'
gen = loc = dat no£i `night
gen = loc = dat = ins sta `hundred'

Table 3.2: Russian case syncretisms

These syncretisms can be elegantly dealt with in HPSG by assuming the following hierarchy
of morphological cases for Russian:

(3.5)

morph-case

gldi

agl gld

na ag gl ld

nom acc gen loc dat ins

With this hierarchy in hand, e.g., sta `hundred' may be lexically speci�ed as bearing the case
value gldi. Moreover, such a type hierarchy promotes, say, the set {gen, loc, dat} to the
ontological status of a grammatical entity, namely, gld, but does not assign such a status to,
say, {loc, dat, ins} (there is no type ldi). In contrast, on Jakobsonian approaches such as
Neidle (1988) or Franks (1995), there is no sense in which the former set is grammatically
more transparent or more important than the latter.11

In summary, although the approach to case devised by Jakobson (1971a,b) seems very ap-
pealing at �rst blush, we will not adopt it here both because it is concerned with issues that
we will only touch upon (meaning of cases, morphological syncretism of cases), and because,
apparently, whatever it gets right can be formalized with the help of type hierarchies, as used
in HPSG, in a more adequate (and, in our view, more elegant) way.

10Together with Franks (1995), we ignore here the distinction between genitive and partitive, and between
the two locatives.

11Incidentally, the type hierarchy (3.5) captures also another distinction mentioned in Jakobson (1971b), i.e.,
between direct cases (nominative and accusative; cf. na in (3.5)) and oblique cases (genitive, locative, dative
and instrumental; cf. gldi). This distinction is important in some GB work on Slavic; see, e.g., the discussion
of Babby (1980b,a) in �3.2.2 below.
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3.2 Case in GB

Since our HPSG account of case assignment, to be developed in the next Chapter, takes over
certain standard features of the GB approach to case, we will brie�y discuss it here.

3.2.1 Standard GB

Within transformational linguistics, a theory of case (or, rather, `Case', see below) was �rst
developed in Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980), Vergnaud (1982) and Chomsky (1980, 1981),
but the main idea is attributed to Jean-Roger Vergnaud.12 According to this theory, all
languages, whether they have morphological case or not, have `abstract Case', spelled with
capital `C', which is assigned to nominal phrases by governing [�N] categories (i.e., by verbs
and prepositions), as well as by the functional category of Tense (or In�).13 More speci�cally
(Chomsky (1980, p.25), Chomsky (1986a, p.74)):

� NPs get the nominative Case when governed by Tense;

� NPs get the objective Case when governed by verbs;

� NPs get the oblique Case when governed by prepositions and certain (`marked') verbs.

The main principle of this Case module of GB is that which requires (roughly) all NPs to bear
Case; it is known as the Case Filter, which is formulated as follows:14

(3.6) Every phonetically realized NP must be assigned (abstract) Case

This Case theory is held to be responsible for a number of facts, including the ones below:

(3.7) a. Mary persuaded John [PRO to leave].

b. Mary persuaded John [that she will leave].

c. *Mary persuaded John [she to leave].

(3.8) a. The rumour was widely believed.

b. It was widely believed that the rumour was true.

c. *It was widely believed the rumour.

In (3.7b), the downstairs subject she receives its case from the governing Tense (see will), while
in (3.7a), where Tense is absent, this subject position is occupied by a covert (`empty') element
PRO, which does not have to (cannot, on some approaches) bear Case. On the other hand,

12See, e.g., Chomsky (1986a, p.73), Lasnik (1992, p.381), Webelhuth (1995b, p.43), Chomsky and Lasnik
(1995, p.111), Roberts (1997, p.57).

13Government is understood in GB in a technical way which is rather di�erent than in traditional linguistics,
but this does not matter here.

14This version of the Case Filter is taken from Chomsky (1986a, p.74).
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(3.7c) is ungrammatical because this subject position is occupied by an overt NP, which�
according to (3.6)�should have Case, but there is no governor which could assign it Case
(in particular, there is no Tense). Similarly, on the assumption (later generalized to `Burzio's
generalization') that passive forms do not assign case,15 (3.8a) is grammatical because the
NP the rumour gets its Case from Tense,16 (3.8b) is �ne because the that -clause does not
need Case (and it gets its nominative Case courtesy of Tense), while (3.8c) is ungrammatical
because the rumour needs Case, which, however, the passive form believed is unable to assign.

This picture is modi�ed in Chomsky (1986a) in a number of ways. Thus, while in the works
published in the early 1980's cited above the only lexical elements able to assign Case were the
[�N] categories (prepositions and verbs), in Chomsky (1986a) all lexical categories, including
nouns and adjectives are potential Case-assigners. More speci�cally, Chomsky (1986a, p.193)
distinguishes between `structural' and `inherent' Cases, to which he ascribes the following
properties:

� `structural' Cases:

� assigned at S-structure;

� assigned by verbs and �nite In� (Tense);

� realized as objective and nominative;

� `inherent' Cases:

� assigned at D-structure;

� assigned by prepositions,17 nouns and adjectives;

� realized as oblique (assigned by prepositions) and genitive (assigned by nouns and
adjectives).

Another important distinction between `structural' and `inherent' Case assignment is that
�inherent Case is assigned by � to NP if and only if � �-marks NP, while structural Case is
assigned independently of �-marking.�

This last statement is clearly false as it would directly predict that verbs never assign a �-role
to an NP, so it should be substituted by the statement on the next page (Chomsky, 1986a,
p.194):

(3.9) If � is an inherent Case-maker, then � Case-marks NP if and only if [it] �-marks the
chain headed by NP.

Without explaining the technical notions of chain and Case marking, let us just note that
the intuition behind this principle seems to be that, once a lexical item is in principle able to

15This assumption, and apparently also Burzio's generalization, are invalidated by so-called -no/-to construc-
tions in Ukrainian and Polish; see Sobin (1985), Borsley (1988), and the admirably comprehensive bibliography
collected in Billings and Maling (1995a,b).

16In the GB terminology, this NP `must move to the subject position in order to be assigned Case'.
17Later, Chomsky (1986a, p.202) is forced to assume that, in English, prepositions assign a `structural' Case,

i.e., objective.
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assign `inherent' Case, it does so exactly to the NPs to which it assigns a �-role. Thanks to
this revision, verbs may assign `structural' Case to their objects even though they also assign
them a �-role.18

Unfortunately, not much more is said about this `Case theory' in Chomsky (1986a), and,
in particular, important issues concerning the structural/inherent Case dichotomy are left
unanswered (and often unasked). The most important of these is perhaps: Why should verbs
be the only lexical categories assigning the `structural' Case, and why should nouns and
adjectives always assign the `inherent' Case? Or, more generally, what are the empirical, as
opposed to purely theory-internal, re�exes of this structural vs. inherent distinction?

These questions are addressed in GB works dealing with languages in which `Case' is realized
morphologically. We will look at works dealing with case in Slavic in the next subsection;
here, we will consider only one other case in point, i.e., Haider (1985).

Haider (1985) attempts to make a link between abstract Case and morphological case in Ger-
man by relating the `structurality' of a given morphological case to its instability in changing
syntactic environments:19

The distribution of case in German allows insight into a basic di�erence: there are
morphological case forms which alternate on the basis of structural context and
others which do not, i.e., they are rigid. This di�erence can be accounted for in
a straightforward manner if we assume that the alternating Cases are realized in
speci�c structural environments whereas the rigid ones are independently deter-
mined; in other words, we will assume two sorts of case indices, structural and
lexical.

(Haider, 1985, p.70)

On the basis of these `de�nitional' properties of structural and lexical Cases, Haider (1985,
p.70) shows that, just as assumed by Chomsky (1986a), nominative and objective are struc-
tural cases: they may change as the result of passivization (accusative to nominative) or raising
to object (AcI; nominative to accusative). However, implicitly departing from the assumptions
of Chomsky (1986a), Haider (1985) also shows that in German certain verbs may assign the
lexical Case, morphologically realized as dative or genitive (they are stable in passivization;
see the data in �3.4.2 below). Additionally, Haider (1985, pp.80�81) assumes (against Chom-
sky's (1986a) views again) that ad-nominal genitive may be considered structural.20 ;21 These
results allow Haider (1985) to derive various GB principles (EPP, Burzio's Generalization), to
the extent to which they are valid in German, and explain interesting properties of German
passives, among other phenomena.

18In the interest of brevity, we do not discuss here the attempt at making the Case theory an auxiliary
part (or consequence) of the �-theory (in terms of Case marking being simply a `visibility condition' on �-
assignment), however interesting this attempt is from a purely poetic point of view; see Chomsky (1986a, p.95
and, esp., n.39 on p.208).

19Note that Haider (1985) calls `lexical' what Chomsky (1986a) calls `inherent'. In the remainder of this
study, we will use both terms interchangeably. Moreover, from now on we will drop the quotes in `structural'
and `inherent'/`lexical'.

20Moreover, Haider (1985, pp.80�81) suggests that adjunct NPs are assigned Case on the basis of their
thematic function, apparently outside the structural/lexical system, which is valid only for arguments.

21A similar set of conclusions is reached, in a rather di�erent set of assumptions, in Yip et al. (1987) (on the
basis of mainly Icelandic data).
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It is roughly this understanding of the structural vs. inherent dichotomy, based on the
(in)stability of morphological cases in changing environments, rather than that of Chom-
sky (1986a), which is based on the ability of various lexical items to take arguments and
certain theory-internal considerations, that was adopted in the HPSG literature discussed be-
low (�3.4.2). Moreover, as we show in Chapter 5 (cf. �5.1), such a case dichotomy plays an
important rôle also in Polish.

Before we conclude this subsection,22 a very brief note on more current versions of Chomsky's
transformational grammar, i.e., the so-called Minimalist Program (MP; cf. Chomsky (1995c)),
is in order. In these recent `developments', Case theory is a part of the main explanatory mech-
anism, namely checking theory; items move in order to check matching features of functional
heads. Among these features are Case features (now called `N features'). Thus, for example,
a nominative NP (or DP) which is in a VP-internal position must raise to the functional
node Tense (or AgrS) in order to check its (Tense's!) nominative Case feature; otherwise
`the derivation crashes'. Similarly for the accusative NP: it must raise to the AgrO (Object
Agreement) functional node in order to check AgrO's accusative `N feature'. But how do these
VP-internal NPs bear Case features in the �rst place? In general (and very roughly), any NP
may bear any Case, but if, say, there are two nominative NPs and no accusative NP, then the
N feature of AgrO cannot be checked and the derivation crashes. So, only those derivations
will survive which had the right number of NPs with the right Cases to start with.

Although the above paragraph only scratches the surface, and probably is incomprehensible to
anybody not already exposed to MP, it should be clear that, within MP, Case is an even more
abstract notion than in GB, without any obvious connection to morphological case. What is
important to us, though, is that�to the best of our knowledge�the structural vs. inherent
dichotomy did not make it to MP; in fact, as noted in Roberts (1997, p.97), �it is not clear
how inherent Case �ts into the checking theory� at all.23 For these reasons, we will ignore MP
in the rest of this Part.

3.2.2 Slavic GB

As far as GB work on case is concerned, it may well be that most of it is based on Slavic
data; it is rather telling that when Chomsky and Lasnik (1995, p.110) mention that there is
�some parametric and lexical variation� to their generalization that �[i]n nominative/accusative
languages, the subject of a �nite clause is assigned nominative Case; the object of a transitive
verb is assigned accusative Case,� they cite Freidin and Babby (1984) and Neidle (1988), both
concerned with case in Russian.24 In fact, the literature is so voluminous, that we cannot

22See Webelhuth (1995b) and Roberts (1997, ch.2) for more comprehensive, and very readable, expositions
to Case in GB/MP.

23But see Lasnik (1995) and Stjepanovi¢ (1997) for some discussion of inherent Case in MP, which leads
to the conclusion that the only di�erence between structural Cases and inherent Cases is in terms of �-role
assignment. Unfortunately, it is not at all clear that phenomena successfully analysed on the basis of previous
understandings of this dichotomy are still analyseable when this new minimalist approach is adopted, nor is an
attempt made to show that this is the case. (See, however, Franks (1998b) for an attempt at reformulating his
earlier GB analysis of case assignment into the MP set of assumptions. Unfortunately, this attempt is largely
speculative.)

24Of course, Neidle (1988) is set within LFG; this seems to be one of the few exceptions to the general rule
of �no cross-theoretical citations� usually adopted in GB/MP literature, especially, in Chomsky's own writings.
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hope to do it any justice here; we will be content with a brief look at just a few works among
those relevant to this study.

It is interesting that a dichotomy very similar to the structural vs. inherent distinction pos-
tulated in Chomsky (1980, 1986a) was independently developed within Slavic generative lin-
guistics, namely, in Babby (1980b,a). In particular, Babby (1980b,a), concerned with case
marking in Russian, distinguishes (after Jakobson (1971b)) between the direct cases (nom-
inative and accusative) and the oblique cases (dative, genitive, locative, instrumental), and
shows that this distinction is syntactically relevant in that inde�nite NPs bearing the former,
but not the latter, `change' their case to genitive in Russian in the scope of negation. Babby
(1980b) accounts for that by assuming that direct cases are assigned only structurally, on the
basis of the position of an NP (i.e., at S-structure in standard GB terms), while oblique cases
are assigned either `by transformations' (at S-structure), or lexically (at D-structure). In case
of inde�nite NPs in direct positions, they are syntactically assigned the genitive case appar-
ently before the relevant rule con�gurationally assigning the nominative or the accusative has
a chance to operate, but clearly after the lexical assignment of oblique cases (because oblique
NPs cannot `change' their case to genitive in the scope of negation). This distinction between
direct and oblique cases is both similar to standard GB assumptions discussed above, in that
direct (= structural) case is assigned only in the syntax proper, and di�erent from them, in
that oblique (= inherent) case is assigned either lexically, or syntactically.

However, Babby's (1980b) approach is more spelled out than the theories of Case sketched
above. Babby (1980b) assumes a number of mechanisms, which we will illustrate with an
outline of his account of Russian numeral phrases.25 The striking property of Russian (or
Polish) numeral phrases is that, if such a phrase occurs in a direct position, the noun must bear
the genitive case, while in oblique positions, it bears the oblique case assigned to the whole
phrase. This is illustrated below (on the basis of Babby (1980b, (14), p.13); instrumental
represents oblique cases here, while nominative and accusative are direct cases).

(3.10) a.

NPnom =acc

pjat'
`�venom =acc '

knig
`booksgen '

b.

NPins

pjat'ju
`�veins '

knigami
`booksins '

According to Babby (1980b), such data strikingly con�rm his understanding of the distinction
between direct and oblique cases. On the assumption that, in Russian, there is a transfor-
mational rule that marks NPs in the scope of quanti�ers (including numerals) as genitive,
the facts in (3.10) are predicted: assuming the cyclicity of case assignment rules (`transfor-
mations'), in (3.10a), the rule assigning genitive in the scope of quanti�cation will apply to
the noun knig before the rule assigning the nominative/accusative will apply to the whole
NP; this means that the nom/acc case will be able to percolate to the numeral, but not to
the noun, because it will already bear case. On the other hand, in (3.10b), the instrumental
must be assigned lexically, i.e., before any transformations; this means that the `genitive of
quanti�cation' rule will not apply because the noun already bears case.

This account illustrates the following properties of case marking assumed by Babby (1980b):

25Similar data in Polish will be extensively discussed in Chapter 5 (�5.3).
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� case may be assigned only once; once it is assigned no rule is capable of re-assigning it;

� in cases of case assignment con�icts, the case that was assigned �rst wins;

� case percolates from maximal projections to all elements of these projections, but:

� case percolation is stopped if an element already bears case (assigned lexically or in an
earlier cycle).

An approach to case along similar lines is also assumed in Babby (1985).

However, this view is substantially modi�ed in Babby (1986), who still assumes the distinc-
tion between direct morphological cases (nominative, accusative) and oblique cases (genitive,
dative, etc.), but ascribes di�erent properties to them:26

� direct cases are assigned to maximal NP projections, while oblique cases are assigned to
head nouns;

� an exception to the last generalization is the genitive (hence, oblique) of quanti�cation
(`GEN(QP)'), which is assigned to N0, i.e., neither to a maximal projection, nor to the
lexical head;

� case assigned to a maximal projection percolates downwards to all appropriate con-
stituents, case assigned to lexical heads percolates upwards all the way to the maximal
projection (or, roughly, to the position from which this case was assigned, if lower than
maximal projection);

� direct cases are assigned con�gurationally, while oblique cases are assigned:27

� either lexically,

� or semantically, e.g., the genitive of negation,

� or via the rule responsible for the genitive of quanti�cation;

� when con�icts between these various modes of case assignment arise, they are resolved
according to the following Case Assignment Hierarchy for Russian:

Lexical Case > Semantic Case > GEN(QP) > Con�gurational Case

Moreover, Babby (1986) assumes that case may be assigned either by a head (Lexical Case),
or by a maximal projection (genitive of quanti�cation, assigned by QP). Thus, the analysis
of Russian case assignment in Babby (1986) involves rather heavy machinery, much of it not
quite standard in GB (e.g., case assignment by maximal projections or case assignment to
heads, i.e., not under government). Many of these assumptions are also present in Babby
(1987, 1988), with the prominent exception of case assignment to heads; Babby (1987, 1988)
assumes that lexical case (and, probably, oblique cases in general) is assigned to maximal

26See also Freidin and Babby (1984) and Babby (1984).
27Babby (1986, n.27, p.214) tentatively adopts a fourth possibility, of an oblique case being assigned con-

�gurationally, namely in case of ad-nominal genitive. This weakens the syntactic relevance of the direct vs.
oblique case distinction.
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projections, just as con�gurational case (but case assignment to non-maximal projections, by
QP, is still allowed).28

It seems fair to say that Babby's work on case in Russian was a �rst attempt at giving a com-
prehensive generative account of syntactic (and, to a lesser extent, semantic) case assignment
in a Slavic language, but interesting GB work on Slavic case certainly is not limited to his
oeuvre. Among other interesting positions are the following:29

� Pesetsky (1982): provides an analysis of the genitive of negation and case patterns in
quanti�cational NPs/QPs in Russian;

� Franks (1983): deals with the di�cult issue of relationship between case and control in
Polish (see �5.4.2.1 for a brief discussion);

� Franks (1986): concerned with quanti�er structures in Russian, as Babby, but mainly
with empty and prepositional quanti�ers;

� Rappaport (1986a): tackles with case assignment in comparative and (secondary) pred-
icative constructions in Russian;

� Franks and Greeneberg (1988) and Franks (1990): discuss con�gurational assignment of
the dative case in Russian;

� Leko (1989): an analysis of case assignment in Serbo-Croatian based on the assumptions
that abstract Case is assigned by heads (i.e., 0-projections) to maximal projections
under government, case percolation is only downward (to heads), and there is a separate
mechanism of `Case spreading' responsible for case agreement;

� Franks (1994b,a): deals with numeral (quanti�cational) phrases in Russian and Serbo-
Croatian, and, to a much lesser extent, Polish;

� Franks (1995): a collection and some extension of the analyses in his previous work;

� Bailyn (1995): on the basis of Russian data, extends con�gurational case assignment to
many instances of oblique cases, hitherto analysed as assigned lexically or semantically,
by associating di�erent morphological cases with di�erent con�gurational positions.30

What all these works, and, indeed, all works discussed in this section, have in common is the
assumption that syntactic case is a con�gurational phenomenon, i.e., that case, or at least the
structural / con�gurational / direct case is assigned to an NP on the basis of its con�gurational

28Another simpli�cation in Babby (1987, 1988) with respect to Babby (1986) is (tentative) classi�cation
of GEN(QP) as con�gurational, with the resulting simpli�cation of the Case Assignment Hierarchy to:
Lexical Case > Semantic Case > Con�gurational Case.

29Our failure to include a publication in the list below should by no means be interpreted as an attempt
to depreciate it; some apparently interesting works have not been available to us at the time of writing (e.g.,
Freidin and Babby (1984), Franks (1985), Fowler (1987) and Bailyn and Rubin (1991)), other will be brie�y
discussed in Chapter 5, on case in Polish (esp., Willim (1990) and Tajsner (1990)) and in the next Part of this
study, on complements and adjuncts (e.g., Franks and Dziwirek (1993) and Fowler and Yadro� (1993)).

30However, the di�erence between `structural' and `lexical' cases in preserved in that the former are assigned
at a Spec position, while the latter at a Complement (sister of a 0-projection) position.
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position.31 The approach to case assignment developed in Chapter 4 and extensively applied
to Polish in Chapter 5 will be, by contrast, strictly non-con�gurational.

Another feature that the great majority of these works have in common is the distinction
between structural cases, usually understood as assigned purely on the basis of syntactic
con�guration, and inherent or lexical cases, often assumed to be assigned by particular lexical
items (or, otherwise, semantically), but di�erent authors attach di�erent assumptions to this
dichotomy. In Chapter 5, we will show that some such distinction is valid for Polish, although
our understanding (and technical execution) of it will be quite di�erent than in any of these
works.

3.3 Case in LFG

Before we move to the discussion of case assignment in HPSG, a note on case assignment
in LFG is in order as our analysis developed in Chapter 4 shares an important feature with
LFG analyses, namely, (the possibility of) case assignment on the basis of the obliqueness
(grammatical function) hierarchy.

The �rst clear account of case assignment in LFG that we are aware of is Neidle (1982),32

who distinguishes between `structural (predictable) case assignment' and `lexical (irregular)
case assignment'. The latter is, just as in the GB work discussed above, assigned obligatorily
and idiosyncratically by particular lexical items, and no syntactic process may change it. For
example, a verb may have the following information as part of its lexical entry:

(3.11) V, ("obj case = dat)

The former, on the other hand, is�contrary to the terminology�structural in a very weak
sense; according to Neidle (1982), `structural case assignment' takes place on the basis of
grammatical functions of NPs. Technically, this idea is realized via a `Phrase Structure (PS)
redundancy rule' which says that, whenever there is a certain grammatical function speci�ca-
tion on a phrase structure rule, e.g., (3.12), optionally add to it a relevant case speci�cation,
e.g., (3.13).

(3.12) ("obj) = #

(3.13) (#case) = acc

The result of this is that, given the rule such as (3.14), objects of verbs will be optionally
assigned the accusative case.

(3.14) VP ! V NP NP
("obj)=# ("obj2)=#

31But see Schoorlemmer (1994) for a (partially) opposite claim, i.e., for the analysis of dative in Russian,
con�gurational according to Franks and Greeneberg (1988) and Franks (1990), as semantic, assigned freely �to
any NP that needs it.�

32See also Andrews (1982) for a somewhat more complicated account of case in Icelandic and, especially,
its interaction with control. The main assumptions of Neidle (1982) regarding case in LFG are also present
in Neidle (1988).
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Now, if a verb assigns case to its object lexically, as in (3.11), this optional `structural case
assignment' rule will not apply because one feature (here, case) cannot have two values
(LFG's principle of consistency). On the other hand, if a verb does not assign a lexical case,
the rule may apply, and, if it does, the object will be in the (default) accusative case.

Since this rule is optional, it does not have to apply, though. If it does not, then this NP
will not have its case value speci�ed. This, however, is forbidden because, by assumption,
all lexical nominal items must contain a constraint equation, such as the one below, for the
Russian pronoun ja `Inom ':

(3.15) ja: PRO, ("case) =c nom

What this constraint equation says is that ja must be assigned the nominative case, whether
by a lexical entry of a verb, or by a PS redundancy rule. So, such constraint equations play
the rôle analogous to that of the Case Filter in GB, forcing nominals to be assigned case.33

Despite the apparent similarity of this approach to those in GB, important di�erences should
be noted. First, although `structural' case is directly assigned via an annotation on a syntactic
rule, and in this sense it is (weakly) structural or con�gurational, such an annotation is
added (via PS redundancy rules) on the basis of the grammatical function, and in this sense
`structural' case assignment is really `functional'. Second, Neidle (1982) does not assume that
structurally assignable cases are limited to nominative and accusative; on the contrary, she
presents rules of structural case assignment of the instrumental of predication, the dative of
secondary objects, and the genitive of negation (all in Russian).34

Another interesting LFG analysis of case assignment is that of Zaenen and Maling (1983)
and Zaenen et al. (1985), who distinguish between three di�erent modes of case assignment,
adding (after Freidin and Babby (1984)) semantic case assignment to the two types of case
assignment considered by Neidle (1982). Although Zaenen and Maling (1983) and Zaenen
et al. (1985) do not have anything to say about the semantic case, apart from giving examples
involving the accusative of time/duration and the dative of instrument (in Icelandic), they
make certain additional assumptions regarding the other two types of case assignment. In
particular, they assume that lexical (idiosyncratic) case is assigned to particular thematic
roles (note the similarity with GB assumptions), while structural (functional) case is assigned
at the level of grammatical functions by the following default rule:

(3.16) Default Case Marking (Universal):

The highest available Grammatical Function is assigned nom case, the next highest
acc.

A Grammatical Function (GF) is considered to be available if it is not already35 assigned a
lexical case.

33On the other hand, they seem to lack the generality of the Case Filter in the sense that there is no meta-
constraint to the e�ect that all lexical entries of nominals must involve such a constraint equation. Andrews
(1982) takes advantage of this feature in analysing Icelandic nominative NPs as actually caseless.

34In this sense, this approach shows strong a�nity with that of Bailyn (1995), despite theoretical di�erences.
35Zaenen and Maling (1983) and Zaenen et al. (1985) assume certain order in which various principles should

be satis�ed, which seems at odds with LFG as an interpretive theory. We are not sure whether this is really
intended, or whether it is for expository reasons only.
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This rule presupposes a hierarchy of grammatical functions, universal according to Zaenen
and Maling (1983, p.176), namely:

(3.17) subj > obj > obj2

The important di�erence between this analysis and that of Neidle (1982, 1988) is that, while
on the latter account `structural' case was assigned to particular grammatical functions, here it
is assigned on the basis of the hierarchy of grammatical functions. For example, the principle
(3.16) together with the hierarchy in (3.17) predicts that nominative case is assigned to the
subject, unless this subject already bears a lexical case; in that case, nominative case is
assigned to the object.

This analysis is strikingly con�rmed by Icelandic ditransitive verbs. In brief, such verbs take
three arguments: the nominative subject, the accusative object and the dative indirect object.
In Icelandic, either object may become the subject in passive constructions. Thus, in case
indirect object becomes the subject, the direct object is the highest `available' GF (the subject
is earlier lexically marked as dative), so, according to (3.16), it should bear the nominative
case. See Zaenen and Maling (1983) and/or Zaenen et al. (1985) for the data con�rming this
prediction.

Such reliance of the rules of `structural' case assignment on the hierarchy of grammatical
functions will also be an important feature of our account, developed in Chapter 4.

Finally, a more recent and very clear presentation of ways case is assigned in LFG can be
found in King (1995, �8.1), where four modes of case assignment are considered:36

� functional, based on particular grammatical functions, as in Neidle (1982, 1988);

� lexical, completely idiosyncratic, assigned by particular lexical items;

� semantic, predictable on the basis of semantic information;

� con�gurational, assigned on the basis of c-structure position.

The �rst two kinds of case assignment are assumed throughout the LFG literature, including
the works cited above. The third kind, i.e., semantic case assignment, has been assumed and/or
argued for mainly on the basis of various non-European languages, e.g., Hindi (Mohanan,
1994), Urdu (Butt, 1995; Butt and King, 1991, 1999), Warlpiri (Simpson, 1991), and other
Australian languages (Nordlinger, 1998), but, e.g., also various adverbial NPs in European
languages have been claimed to bear semantic cases. In this study, we will not deal with this
mode of case assignment; we will use the term `inherent/lexical case' as encompassing both
truly idiosyncratic lexical case and semantically predictable case.

Finally, King (1995) introduces into LFG purely con�gurational case, assigned to an NP
solely on the basis of the position this NP has in the syntactic tree (c-structure), although she
assigns it only a very marginal rôle, unlike in GB or MP. An example that she gives comes
from external topicalization in Russian:37

36This four-way distinction is further elaborated in Butt and King (1999), on the basis of Urdu.
37This example is attributed to Franks and House (1982, p.161).
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(3.18) [Milicionery],
policemennom

[na
on

stole
table

leºalo
lay

dve
two

furaºki.]
service caps

`(As for) policemen, on the table lay two service caps.'

Since King (1995) provides a con�gurational analysis of topic and focus in Russian, in which
di�erent information structure functions are associated with di�erent tree-structure positions,
it is natural for her to claim that the nominative case on the external topic milicionery is tied
to the con�gurational position of such external topics.

The approach to case assignment developed in Chapters 4 and 5 implicitly rejects such claims,
although, unfortunately, information-structural considerations are outside the scope of this
study and, hence, we do not provide an alternative analysis of external topicalization.38

We now move to the presentation of HPSG approaches to case assignment.

3.4 Case in HPSG

Pollard and Sag (1994, p.30) say that in HPSG, �[t]here is no separate theory of case (or
Case). Nominative case assignment takes place directly within the lexical entry of the �nite
verb,� while �the subject subcat element of a non�nite verb. . . does not have a case value
speci�ed.�

However, they add in a footnote (Pollard and Sag, 1994, fn.25, p.30), that �for languages with
more complex case systems, some sort of distinction analogous to the one characterized in GB
work as `inherent' vs. `structural' is required.�

In fact, all HPSG accounts of various case phenomena from various languages assume such a
distinction. Below, we will brie�y examine HPSG accounts of case assignment, and we will
see that these approaches share with GB con�gurationality of case assignment rules.

3.4.1 Sag et al. (1992)

The �rst interesting HPSG approach to case assignment is that of Sag et al. (1992).39 It
is concerned with the famous problem of so-called `quirky' subjects in Icelandic (Andrews,
1982, 1990; Zaenen and Maling, 1983; Zaenen et al., 1985), in which non-nominative subjects
of some verbs retain their `quirky' case in raising constructions instead of showing up in the
nominative (raising to subject) or in the accusative (raising to object) case. This is illustrated
by the contrast between (3.19), where non-quirky subjects are involved, and (3.20)�(3.22) with
`quirky' (accusative, dative and genitive) cases on the subject of the lower verb.

(3.19) a. Hann
henom

virðist
seems

elska
loveinf

hana.
heracc

38However, it seems that the nominative on external topics should be linked to the nominative as the
`extrasentential' case, i.e., used to mark NPs not present on any argument structure. We leave exploring this
possibility for future research.

39A similar approach to case assignment can be found in Zlati¢ (1997b), which came to our attention too
late to be discussed here.
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`He seems to love her.'

b. Þeir
they

telja
believe

Maríu
Maryacc

hafa
haveinf

skrifað
written

ritgerðina.
the-thesis

`They believe Mary to have written her thesis.'

(3.20) a. Hana
heracc

virðist
seems

vanta
lackinf

peninga.
money

`She seems to lack money.'

b. Hann
henom

telur
believes

mig
meacc

vanta
lackinf

peninga.
money

`He believes that I lack money.'

(3.21) a. Barninu
the-childdat

virðist
seems

hafa
haveinf

batnað
recovered-from

veikin.
the-disease

`The child seems to have recovered from the disease.'

b. Hann
he

telur
believes

barninu
the-childdat

hafa
haveinf

batnað
recovered-from

veikin.
the-disease

`He believes the child to have recovered from the disease.'

(3.22) a. Verkjanna
the-painsgen

virðist
seems

ekki
not

gæta.
be-noticeableinf

`The pains don't seem to be noticeable.'

b. Hann
he

telur
believes

verkjanna
the-painsgen

ekki
not

gæta.
be-noticeableinf

`He believes the pains to be not noticeable.'

Such facts are problematic for the simplistic assumption that case is assigned directly within
lexical entries because it is not clear what case should be assigned to the subject of the subject-
raising verb virðist `seem': as (3.20)�(3.22) show, it cannot be nominative. It could be claimed
that the case of the subject of virðist `seems' is the same as the case of the subject of the
lower verb would be, if it were a matrix verb, but the same cannot be said about the case of
the object of object-raising verbs such as telur `believes'. Here, the case is the same as if it
were assigned by the lower verb only if the lower verb assigns a `quirky' case to its subject,
as in (3.20)�(3.22). In (3.19), on the other hand, the case of the raised object is accusative,
instead of the nominative expected on such a straightforward analysis.

The pretheoretic generalization concerning Icelandic case facts seems to be that, by default,
subjects of �nite verbs get the nominative case and objects get the accusative, but these default
values can be overridden by particular verbs which assign particular `quirky' cases to their
subjects. Sag et al.'s (1992) aim is to encode this non-monotonic intuition using monotonic
mechanisms provided by HPSG. They introduce two case features, case (the actual case),
and dcase (default case), and assume that `non-quirky arguments' structure-share the values
of these attributes, while `quirky arguments' are lexically assigned the value of case, but not
of dcase. Moreover, overtly realized subjects are assigned the nominative dcase, and raised
objects are assigned the accusative dcase.

Now, assuming that the morphological case corresponds to case, the problematic facts above
are accounted for. In (3.19), the subject of the lower verb is not `quirky', i.e., it shares its
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case with its dcase. When this subject is raised and realized as the subject of the higher
verb, as in (3.19a), its dcase (and, hence, also its case) is resolved to the nominative, but
when it is raised to object, its dcase (and case) is resolved to the accusative case. On the
other hand, subjects of the lower verbs in (3.20)�(3.22) do not structure-share their dcase
and case but, instead, have their case value speci�ed lexically. This means that, whatever
the value of dcase, their morphological case is constant.

Two features of this account should be noted. First, it implicitly introduces into HPSG the
structural/lexical case dichotomy assumed in other frameworks. Here, an argument of a verb
bears a structural case in the sense that it is lexically speci�ed as sharing its case and dcase,
with the particular value of these attributes being assigned by more general principles. An
argument bears a lexical case, on the other hand, if its case value is lexically speci�ed.

The second feature is the partial con�gurationality of structural case assignment. Since the
structural nominative is assigned to overtly realized subjects, the relevant case assignment
principle (not formalized in Sag et al. (1992)) must operate on the level of dtrs or, equiva-
lently, should be incorporated into phrase structure schemata.

This brings us to certain conceptual problems with the case assignment account of Sag et al.
(1992). First, on that account, assignment of structural case is heterogeneous. In case of
structural nominative, it is done in grammar proper: �it is a general fact about realized subjects
in Icelandic. . . that their default case value is nominative. This information is presumably to
be associated with the grammar rule that introduces subjects� (Sag et al., 1992, p.310). In
case of structural accusative, on the other hand, case assignment takes place directly within
lexical entries. Sag et al. (1992, p.311) give the following example of the subcat speci�cations
for object raising verbs (their (31)):

(3.23)

2
4 subcat h

�
cat np

�
, 1

�
cat np
dcase acc

�
,

2
4 cat vp
form inf
subcat h 1 i

3
5i
3
5

This account may be satisfactory for the Icelandic facts considered by Sag et al. (1992), but,
as we will see below, a more general analysis of structural case assignment is necessary in
other languages, including German, Korean and Polish.

Another minor problem is that it is not clear what case value should be assigned to `quirky'
objects. If, by analogy with `quirky' subjects, only the case value is speci�ed in the lexical
entry of the `quirky' verb, then nothing speci�es the value of dcase and spurious ambiguities
result (one analysis with dcase nominative, another with dcase accusative, assuming that
these are the only possible values of dcase). This spurious ambiguity problem can be dealt
with by assigning the accusative to dcase of all objects, but it is clear that, in case of `quirky'
objects, this value does not play any rôle in the grammar.

The accounts we move to now are more general and free from these problems.
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3.4.2 Pollard (1994) and Heinz and Matiasek (1994)

The structural vs. lexical case distinction was explicitly introduced into HPSG apparently
independently by Pollard (1994) and Heinz and Matiasek (1994).40

3.4.2.1 Pollard (1994)

Pollard (1994) uses this dichotomy in order to give a uni�ed account of German passive. He
follows GB in assuming that lexical case is assigned rather idiosyncratically by particular
lexical items to their dependents, while structural case is assigned by general grammatical
principles:

[A] structural NP is simply an NP whose case is not lexically assigned, but instead
will surface as either a nominative or an accusative, depending on the syntactic
context in which it occurs.

(Pollard, 1994, p.277)

Thus, for example, the participle gegeben `given' has a (partial) lexical entry like in (3.24).

(3.24) gegeben `given'2
4 head verb[part ]
subj hNP[str ]i
comps hNP[str ], NP[dat ]i

3
5

The indirect object of gegeben is lexically assigned the dative case, but the subject and the di-
rect object are assigned the underspeci�ed (i.e., non-maximal) type str, which will be resolved
in the syntax according to a principle such as (3.25) (Pollard, 1994, p.294):41

(3.25) Structural Principle of Structural Case Resolution

i. An NP[str ] is assigned nominative case if its sign realization is as the subject
of a phrase.

ii. An NP[str ] is assigned accusative case if its sign realization is not as the subject
of a phrase.

For example (Pollard, 1994, p.277), the direct object of gegeben is realized as the object of the
participial phrase in (3.26a) and is assigned the accusative case in accordance with (3.25ii),
but it is passivised and realized as the subject of the clause in (3.26b) and it is assigned the
nominative by (3.25i).

40See Pollard (1994, fn.23, p.294) and Yoo (1993, p.188). Heinz and Matiasek (1994, p.202) mention Kiss
(1991) as using �str(uctural) and lex(ical) without further explanation.�

41Pollard (1994, pp.293�294) also brie�y considers an alternative formalization using defaults, a mechanism
not available at the moment in the logic for HPSG which we assume here (King, 1989, 1994, 1999; Richter
et al., 1999; Richter, 1999b).
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(3.26) a. Sie
shenom

hat
Aux

ihm
hedat

den
theacc

Wagen
car

gegeben.
given

`She gave him the car.'

b. Der
thenom

Wagen
car

ist
Aux

ihm
hedat

gegeben
given

worden.
Aux

`The car was given to him.'

An interesting application of this case assignment technique, which also seems to provide an
argument for con�gurationality of case assignment, is so-called remote passive, as in (3.27b)
below (Pollard, 1994, p.288).

(3.27) a. [Den
theacc

Wagen
car

zu
to

reparieren]
�x

wurde
Aux

versucht.
tried

`It was attempted to �x the car.'

b. [Zu
to

reparieren
�x

versucht]
tried

wurde
Aux

der
thenom

Wagen
car

lange
long

Zeit.
time

`It was attempted to �x the car for a long time.'

On the common assumption that only single constituents can be fronted (i.e., can appear be-
fore the �nite verb in so-called V2 clauses, as these in (3.27)), versuchen `attempt' is analysed
as optionally attracting arguments of its complement, in the sense of Hinrichs and Nakazawa
(1990, 1994a). In (3.27a), versucht does not attract the complements of the in�nitival verb
it subcategorizes for (here, zu reparieren), so den Wagen is realized as the direct object of
reparieren and the whole in�nitival VP den Wagen zu reparieren is passivised (raised to the
subject position of the auxiliary wurde). On the other hand, (3.27b) involves the attraction
version of versuchen: the object of reparieren becomes a complement of versucht, it is pas-
sivised, i.e., raised to the subject of wurde, and the participial VP zu reparieren versucht is
fronted.42 Similar analyses are proposed by Kiss (1991) and Heinz and Matiasek (1994).

If this analysis is essentially correct, it provides an argument against the strictly lexical ap-
proach to case assignment of Pollard and Sag (1994) and, apparently, for some rôle of con�gura-
tionality in structural case assignment. The argument is as follows: assuming case assignment
in the lexicon, what case should reparieren assign to its object? It cannot be the nominative,
because the object bears the accusative case in (3.27a). It cannot be the accusative, either,
because of the nominative case of der Wagen in (3.27b). Leaving the case of the object of
reparieren unspeci�ed in the hope that it will be resolved by a higher verb also would not
work: den Wagen is clearly accusative in (3.27a), although it is not raised to a higher verb
which could assign case to it.43

On the other hand, a con�gurational Case Resolution principle like that in (3.25) (or (3.36)
below) deals with such cases easily: the complement of reparieren is accusative in (3.27a)
because it is realized as the object of reparieren (cf. clause ii. of (3.25)), and it is nominative
in (3.27b) because it is realized as the subject of wurde (cf. clause i. of (3.25)). In �4.2,

42See Pollard (1994) for details and �4.3.2 for an analysis assuming the approach to structural case assignment
developed in the next Chapter.

43A moment's re�ection should su�ce to show that, even if zu were to be analysed as an argument attraction
auxiliary, the argument above against purely lexical case assignment could be repeated for this auxiliary.
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we will see that facts such as (3.27) can also be accounted for without any reference to
con�gurationality.

3.4.2.2 Heinz and Matiasek (1994)

Heinz and Matiasek (1994) provide probably the best worked-out and the most in�uential
account of case assignment in HPSG to-date. Building on earlier work within GB (Haider,
1985, 1986), they examine in detail the rôle of the structural/lexical case distinction in German.
Similarly as Pollard (1994), they assume that an argument is assigned structural case if the
morphological case value of this argument varies together with syntactic environment. This
is illustrated by the contrast between (3.28) and (3.29) (Heinz and Matiasek, 1994).

(3.28) a. Der
the

Mann
mannom

unterstützt
supports

den
the

Installateur.
plumberacc

`The man is supporting the plumber.'

b. Der
the

Installateur
plumbernom

wird
Aux

unterstützt.
supported

`The plumber is supported.'

c. das
the

Unterstützen
supporting

des
the

Installateurs
plumbergen

`the support for/from the plumber'

(3.29) a. Der
the

Mann
mannom

hilft
helps

dem
the

Installateur.
plumberdat

`The man is helping the plumber.'

b. Dem
the

Installateur
plumberdat

wird
Aux

geholfen.
helped

`The plumber is helped.'

c. das
the

Helfen
helping

des
the

Installateurs
plumbergen

`the help from/*for the plumber'

In (3.28a), the direct object of the active unterstützt `supports' bears the accusative case, but
in the passive (3.28b), it bears the nominative, and in the deverbal NP (3.28b) it bears the
genitive. On the other hand, the dative argument of the active (3.29a) stays dative in the
passive (3.29b) and cannot occur in the genitive case in the deverbal NP (3.29c).

These observations might suggest that German morphological cases (nominative, accusative,
genitive, dative) are neatly divided into structural cases (nominative, as in (3.28b), accusative,
as in (3.28a), and genitive, as in (3.28c)), and lexical (dative, as in (3.29)). However, as
examples (3.30) (from Heinz and Matiasek (1994, p.226) but attributed to Andreas Kathol)
and (3.31) (from Haider (1985, p.68)) suggest, also accusative and genitive can be lexical.
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(3.30) a. Der
the

Professor
professornom

lehrt
teaches

den
the

Studenten
studentacc

jede
every

Woche
week

einen
a

neuen
new

Ansatz.
approachacc
`The professor teaches the student a new approach every week.'

b. ?Den
the

Studenten
studentacc

wurde
was

jede
every

Woche
week

ein
a

neuer
new

Ansatz
approachnom

gelehrt.
taught

`A new approach was taught to the student every week.'

c. *Der
the

Student
studentnom

wurde
was

jede
every

Woche
week

einen
a

neuen
new

Ansatz
approachacc

gelehrt.
taught

`A new approach was taught to the student every week.' (intended)

(3.31) a. Sie
she

gedachte
remembered

vergangener
past

Freuden.
joygen

`She remembered past joy.'

b. Vergangener
past

Freuden
joygen

wurde
was

gedacht.
remembered

`Past joy was remembered.'

As examples (3.30b) and (3.30c) show, one of the two accusative complements of lehren `teach'
is lexical: it remains in the accusative case (cf. (3.30b)), instead of changing its case to the
nominative (cf. (3.30c)). (3.31), on the other hand, shows that the genitive argument of
gedachte `remembered' is also lexical: it behaves like the dative argument of hilft `helps'
in (3.29), and not like the argument of unterstützt in (3.28).

On the basis of such considerations, Heinz and Matiasek (1994) assume that lexical cases can
be morphologically realized as genitive, dative and accusative, while structural cases can be
realized as nominative, genitive and accusative. This leads to the following case hierarchy for
German:44

(3.32)

case

morph-case syn-case

structural lexicalnom gen dat acc

snom sgen sacc laccldatlgen

Now, since lexical cases are constant across syntactic environments, their morphological re-
alization (e.g., ldat) is �xed in lexical entries of particular verbs and cannot be subsequently

44Case can also be made for lexical nominative in German, cf., e.g., Müller (1998a).
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changed. On the other hand, since structural cases are morphologically resolved only in the
syntax, they cannot be �xed in the lexicon; lexical entries should only specify that their ar-
guments are structural (str), without specifying particular morphological realization (such as
snom). This leads to the following di�erence between unterstützen `support' and helfen `help'
in their subcategorization requirements (see also (3.24) above):

(3.33) a. unterstützen: [subcat hNP[str ], NP[str ]i]

b. helfen: [subcat hNP[str ], NP[ldat ]i]

Note that subjects of both verbs are analysed as structural. This is for at least two rea-
sons. First, they change their case to genitive in nominalization, cf. (3.28c) above, repeated
as (3.34a), and (3.34b).

(3.34) a. das
the

Unterstützen
supporting

des
the

Installateurs
plumbergen

`the support from/for the plumber'

b. das
the

Helfen
helping

des
the

Installateurs
plumbergen

`the help from the plumber'

Moreover, the case of the subject changes in so-called AcI constructions (also called subject-
to-object raising and ECM constructions), as in (3.35b) (Heinz and Matiasek, 1994, p.231).

(3.35) a. Der
the

Mann
mannom

kommt.
comes

`The man is coming.'

b. Die
the

Frau
womannom

sieht
sees

den
the

Mann
manacc

kommen.
come

`The woman sees the man coming.'

The last, but not least, part of Heinz and Matiasek's (1994) approach deals with resolving str
to particular morphological cases snom, sgen, sacc.

This is done via the Case Principle (3.36), with the notions external argument and internal
argument de�ned in (3.37) and (3.38), respectively (Heinz and Matiasek, 1994, p.209).

(3.36) Case Principle (for German):

In a head-complement-structure whose head has category
verb[�n] the external argument has a case value of snom,
verb the internal argument has a case value of sacc,
noun the internal argument has a case value of sgen.

These are the only saturated or almost saturated head-complement-structures with
structural arguments.
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(3.37) Syntactically External Argument (`Subject'):

If the �rst element of the subcat list of a sign is an NP[str ], it is called the (syn-
tactically) external argument of that sign.

(3.38) Syntactically Internal Argument (`Direct Object'):

If the second element of the subcat list of a sign is an NP[str ], it is called the
(syntactically) internal argument of that sign.

Heinz and Matiasek (1994, pp.209�210) formalize thisCase Principle by giving the following
constraints:45

(3.39)

2
66664
synsemjlocjcat

2
4 head

�
verb

vform �n

�

subcat hi

3
5

dtrs

�
h-c-str

head-dtrj. . . jsubcat hNP[str ], . . . i

�

3
77775!

�
dtrsjhead-dtrj. . . jsubcat hNP[snom], . . . i

�

(3.40)

2
664
synsemjlocjcat

�
head verb
subcat hi _ hsynsemi

�

dtrs

�
h-c-str

head-dtrj. . . jsubcat hsynsem, NP[str ], . . . i

�
3
775!

�
dtrsjhead-dtrj. . . jsubcat hsynsem, NP[sacc], . . . i

�

(3.41)

2
664
synsemjlocjcat

�
head noun
subcat hi _ hsynsemi

�

dtrs

�
h-c-str

head-dtrj. . . jsubcat hsynsem, NP[str ], . . . i

�
3
775!

�
dtrsjhead-dtrj. . . jsubcat hsynsem, NP[sgen], . . . i

�

Note that the locus of this Case Principle is phrase and that it makes reference to head-
complement-structure values of the daughters (dtrs) attribute. In this sense, this principle
is con�gurational. We will examine the apparent necessity of formulating such case principles
con�gurationally in the next Chapter, where we will also discuss problems such formulations
bring and propose an alternative account.

3.4.3 Similar Accounts

A number of researchers applied Heinz and Matiasek's (1994) account to phenomena of lan-
guages other than German. We will brie�y look at Yoo's (1993) and Bratt's (1996) analyses
of case in Korean, and Grover's (1995) analysis of case assignment in English, and we will
mention Przepiórkowski's (1996a) account of case in Polish.46

45For reasons of brevity, we will not illustrate this analysis here, but see Heinz and Matiasek (1994), Grover
(1995) and Przepiórkowski (1996a).

46Two more HPSG analyses employing the structural/lexical case distinction (in the context of German)
are Müller (1997a, 1998a) and Meurers (1999b); because of their prima facie similarity to the approach
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3.4.3.1 Yoo (1993)

Yoo (1993) is concerned with prima facie ECM (subject-to-object raising) constructions in
Korean, in which the raised object can have either nominative or accusative case.

(3.42) a. Mary-ka
Marynom

John-i
Johnnom

ttokttokha-ta-ko
smartdec ;comp

mit-nun-ta.
believepres ;dec

`Mary believes John to be smart.'

b. Mary-ka
Marynom

John-ul
Johnacc

ttokttokha-ta-ko
smartdec ;comp

mit-nun-ta.
believepres ;dec

`Mary believes John to be smart.'

Yoo (1993) argues that this case optionality re�ects a structural di�erence between (3.42a)
and (3.42b): in the former, mit-nun-ta `believe' subcategorizes for a clause, with John-i re-
alized as its subject, hence the nominative case. On the other hand, in the latter example,
mit-nun-ta is a raising verb, so John-ul is realized as an object, hence the accusative.

However, the simplistic case assignment approach of Pollard and Sag (1994) (assignment
within lexical entries of �nite verbs) is not su�cient here because, as Yoo (1993) shows on the
basis of other examples, the lower verb in true raising constructions such as (3.42b) is �nite.
This means that it should assign its (raised) subject the nominative case, just like all �nite
verbs do. This, in turn, would result in case clash because the higher verb assigns this element
the accusative case.

The solution Yoo (1993) proposes follows Pollard (1994) and Heinz and Matiasek (1994).
She adopts the structural/lexical case dichotomy and posits the following (partial; slightly
simpli�ed below) lexical entries for the stems mit- `believe' and ttokttokha- `smart' (Yoo, 1993,
p.189). . .

(3.43) a. mit- (as in (3.42a)):
�
subj hNP[str ]i
comps hSi

�

b. mit- (as in (3.42b)):
�
subj hNP[str ]i
comps h 1NP[str ], VP[subj 1 ]i

�

c. ttokttokha-:
�
subj hNP[str ]i

�

. . . as well as the following Case Principle (for Korean) (Yoo, 1993, p.189):

(3.44) Case Principle (for Korean):

A structural NP which is a daughter of a phrase � is nom if it is a subj-dtr of �,
and acc if it is a comp-dtr of �.

Moreover, on the basis of the behaviour of Korean emotion verbs (psych-verbs), Yoo (1993)
argues that nominative and accusative can also be lexical and proposes a case hierarchy similar
to Heinz and Matiasek's (1994) hierarchy in (3.32) above.

advocated in this study, we will discuss them in the next Chapter, when we develop an alternative account.
Other works assuming similar accounts, which we will not review here, are: Ryu (1993), Gerdemann (1994),
and Chung (1995).
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(3.45)

case

morph-case syn-case

nom acc lex str

lnom lacc snom sacc

3.4.3.2 Grover (1995)

Grover (1995, pp.35�.) assumes that all case marking in English is structural and, hence,
retains Pollard and Sag's (1994) simple type hierarchy for English, in which the type case has
only two subtypes, nominative and accusative. However, unlike in Pollard and Sag (1994),
all case assignment takes place in the syntax, rather than in the lexicon. Speci�cally, Grover
(1995, p.35) proposes the following Case Principle (for English):47

(3.46) Case Principle (for English):

i. In a feature structure of type head-comp-struc, any NPs in the comps list of
the head daughter are [case acc].

ii. In a feature structure of type head-subj-struc, the NP in the subj list of the head
daughter is [case nom] if the head is speci�ed as [vform �n] or [vform base],
and [case acc] otherwise.

Grover (1995) shows that this Case Principle correctly accounts for case assignment to
subjects of non-�nite verbs, as in (3.47) (Grover, 1995, (10), p.37), where the nominative is
assigned to the pronoun realized as the subject of the VP[base] in (3.47b), and the accusative
is assigned to pronouns realized as subjects of VP[inf ] and VP[grnd ] in (3.47a) and (3.47c),
respectively.

(3.47) a. It would be possible for him (*he) to be promoted.

b. It was decided that he (*him) be promoted.

c. Him (*he) being promoted made us all glad.

On the other hand, if case were a strictly lexical phenomenon, as Pollard and Sag (1994)
would have it, and non-�nite verbs did not assign case to their subjects, then nothing would
predict the nominative case in (3.47b) and the accusative in (3.47c). Moreover, neither be nor
promoted can assign the accusative to their subjects (because of the nominative in (3.47b)),
nor can they assign the nominative (because of the accusative in (3.47a)). Thus, in the
absence of more general case assignment principles, none of the three possible positions on
case assignment to subject by non-�nite verbs (i.e., assign nominative, assign accusative, do
not assign case) is able to account for examples (3.47). So, it seems that even in a language
with case as impoverished as in English, case assignment cannot be restricted to the lexicon.48

47We simplify a little here.
48See Grover (1995, pp.38�.) for other advantages of syntactic case assignment in English.
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3.4.3.3 Przepiórkowski (1996a)

Another analysis based on that of Heinz and Matiasek (1994) is given in Przepiórkowski
(1996a).49 It is concerned with the so-called Genitive of Negation and case patterns in nu-
meral phrases, both in Polish, and both much more extensively discussed in Chapter 5. Here,
let us just point out that Genitive of Negation provides an argument against strictly lexical-
ist approaches to case assignment as strong as that made by Pollard (1994) and discussed
in �3.4.2.1.

Consider the case of the object in (3.48) below.

(3.48) a. Janek
Johnnom

lubi
likes

Marysi¦
Maryacc

/
/
*Marysi.
Marygen

`John likes Mary.'

b. Janek
Johnnom

nie
NM

lubi
likes

Marysi
Marygen

/
/
*Marysi¦.
Maryacc

`John doesn't like Mary.'

As (3.48a) shows, lubi¢ `like' normally occurs with an accusative object; the genitive is not
allowed. However, as soon as the verb is negated, the object must bear the genitive case,
cf. (3.48b). This phenomenon is called `Genitive of Negation' (GoN).

(3.48) by itself does not provide a strong argument against the lexicality of case assignment
in Polish because nie lubi could be analysed as a di�erent lexical item than lubi.50

However, the long distance GoN, as in (3.49), does provide such evidence.51

(3.49) a. Janek
John

chce
wants

pocaªowa¢
kissinf

Marysi¦.
Maryacc

`John wants to kiss Mary.'

b. Janek
John

nie
NM

chce
wants

pocaªowa¢
kissinf

Marysi.
Marygen

`John doesn't want to kiss Mary.'

Such data are analyseable in the strictly lexicalist approach only at a very prohibitive cost:
there would have to be two verbs lubi¢ `like', one taking an accusative complement and oc-
curring in the absence of a higher negation, the other one taking a genitive complement and
occurring only in negative environments; in fact all accusative-taking verbs would have to
show such a split.

Thus, Polish is yet another language providing evidence against the strictly lexicalist approach
to case assignment tentatively proposed in Pollard and Sag (1994).

49A much abridged version of Przepiórkowski (1996a) was also published as Przepiórkowski (1997b).
50Actually, in Polish pre-verbal negation does seem to be a verbal pre�x; cf. Kup±¢ and Przepiórkowski

(1999).
51Long distance GoN is not discussed in Przepiórkowski (1996a), but it will be extensively discussed in

Chapter 5 (�5.2.3).
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3.4.3.4 Bratt (1996)

Finally, the comprehensive account of case assignment in Korean given by Bratt (1996) dif-
fers from previous accounts mainly in her understanding of the structural/lexical dichotomy.
For Bratt (1996), there is no morphological overlap between structural (grammatical, in her
terminology) and lexical (semantic) cases: nominative and accusative are the grammatical
cases in Korean, while dative, etc., are the semantic cases, constraining the content value
of the verb.

Bratt (1996, pp.286�.) provides ample evidence, from nominative/accusative alternations in
passive, in psych-verbs and on duration adverbials, that Korean grammatical case marking
cannot be (only) lexical. She then moves to positing case principles similar to those of Heinz
and Matiasek (1994) and others, i.e., resolving grammatical case to nominative or accusative
depending on con�guration (according to whether the argument is on subj-dtr or on comp-
dtrs) and on agentivity of the verb.52

3.4.4 Summary

There is conclusive evidence from languages such as Icelandic, German, Korean, English and
Polish, only some of which has been repeated here, that case assignment cannot be restricted
to the lexicon and that it must be modelled via general grammatical principles. We will take
this result as established and the unconvinced reader is referred to the works cited above for
further arguments.

All previous HPSG approaches to case assignment reviewed here assume the structural vs.
lexical case distinction, with lexical case assigned in the lexicon and structural case assigned
via grammatical principles. Moreover, they all assume that these grammatical principles are
con�gurational, in the sense of being formulated on the level of dtrs or being hardwired into
phrase structure schemata.

In Chapter 4, we will see that this last assumption is both controversial for conceptual reasons
and untenable for formal theory-internal reasons, we will formulate an alternative HPSG
approach to case assignment free from these problems, and we will apply it to some of the
phenomena (from English, German and Icelandic) mentioned above. In Chapter 5, we will see
how this new approach can be extensively employed to analyse a number of case phenomena
in Polish.

52Bratt (1996, pp.288, 325f.) proposes to hardwire these case principles into grammar schemata.



Chapter 4

Non-Con�gurational Case Assignment

In the previous Chapter, we reviewed various approaches to case assignment dominant in cur-
rent linguistics. In this Chapter, we present our analysis of so-called structural (grammatical)
case assignment. The main, and novel, characteristic of this analysis is that it is completely
non-con�gurational, i.e., it does not make any recourse to syntactic tree con�gurations.1

First, in �4.1, we will mention some problems with previous HPSG approaches to case assign-
ment, and then, in �4.2 we will present our analysis.2 In �4.3, we will apply this analysis to
various data from English, German and Icelandic, showing that it is able to account for the
kind of data handled by previous HPSG approaches to case. In �4.4, we will look at analyses
of case assignment similar to ours and we will point out their strengths and weaknesses. This
will be the basis for a revision of our analysis in �4.5. We will conclude this Chapter with a
brief summary in �4.6.

4.1 Problems with Previous Accounts

Although HPSG approaches to case assignment such as Sag et al. (1992) and, especially, Heinz
and Matiasek (1994) present a clear improvement on the `standard' HPSG analysis of Pollard
and Sag (1994), they are themselves imbued with problems. We will brie�y review these
problems below.

4.1.1 Con�gurationality

The �rst, conceptual, objection to the con�gurational account of case assignment was raised
by Pollard (1994, p.294), who mentions �the traditional aversion within HPSG theory to tree-
con�gurationally-based notions.� This is, of course, mainly a matter of aesthetics, but there

1To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst such an analysis, although suggestions along similar lines
were made earlier, e.g., by Bratt (1990) and Zaenen et al. (1985).

2The main points of the analysis of this section were �rst presented during the Third International
HPSG Conference, 20�22 May 1996, Marseilles, France (Przepiórkowski, 1996b), and they are summarised
in Przepiórkowski (1999b, �15.3).
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seems to be a more direct argument against con�gurational case assignment in German, based
on the kind of data considered by Meurers (1999b).

Meurers (1999b) looks at cases of fronted constituents consisting of an in�nitival verb (or VP)
and its subject, e.g.:

(4.1) [Ein
annom

Auÿenseiter
outsider

gewinnen]
wininf

wird
will

hier
here

nie.
never

`An outsider will never win here.'

(4.2) [Einen
anacc

Auÿenseiter
outsider

gewinnen]
wininf

läÿt
lets

Gott
god

hier
here

nie.
never

`God never lets an outsider win here.'

Such examples are interesting because they involve two prima facie incompatible assumptions:
�rst, that fronted constituents really are single constituents, i.e., that ein(en) Auÿenseiter is
realized as the subject of gewinnen, and second, that wird and läÿt are raising verbs, i.e., ein
Auÿenseiter is raised to the subject position of wird in (4.1) and einen Auÿenseiter is raised
to the object position of läÿt in (4.2).

Assuming the essential correctness of the �rst assumption,3 i.e., that the fronted in�nitival
phrases are single constituents and that ein(en) Auÿenseiter is con�gurationally realized as
the subject of gewinnen, the con�gurational case assignment approach of Pollard (1994) and
Heinz and Matiasek (1994) (or any con�gurational case assignment analysis) cannot explain
the origin of the nominative case in (4.1) and the accusative case in (4.2). If nominative
case were assigned to all realized subjects, as in Pollard's (1994) Structural Principle

of Structural Case Resolution (3.25) (p.61), then the accusative case in (4.2) would
be unaccounted for. If the accusative were assigned, then the nominative in (4.1) would be
predicted to be ungrammatical. If no case is assigned to realized subjects of in�nitival verbs,
as in Heinz and Matiasek's (1994) Case Principle (3.36) (p.65), then it must be assigned
in some other, non-con�gurational way.

We will return to this problem in �4.4 below.

4.1.2 Non-Locality

Another conceptual problem with previous HPSG accounts of case assignment is that they
employ non-local mechanisms (case principles are stated as sets of constraints on values of
dtrs) to deal with what is often considered an essentially local phenomenon, i.e., an intimate
relation between a head and its dependents. This view is explicitly expressed in the literature,
e.g.:

Case is a system of marking dependent nouns for the type of relationship they
bear to their heads.

(Blake, 1994, p.1)
3As Detmar Meurers pointed out to us (p.c.), this assumption, although commonly held, is not uncontro-

versial; see, e.g., Kiss (1994, pp.100�101) for some examples of (apparent?) cases of double fronting.
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Sometimes a more speci�c view is expressed, i.e., that case assignment takes place on a head's
obliqueness (or grammatical function) hierarchy, e.g.:

[T]he highest available GF [= grammatical function; A.P.] is assigned NOM case,
the next highest ACC. (Universal)

(Zaenen and Maling 1983, p.176; Zaenen et al. 1985, p.466)

It seems likely that [case assigning; A.P.] association must be de�ned on grammat-
ical (or thematic) relations in such [free word-order; A.P.] languages, and indeed
perhaps universally. . .

(Yip et al., 1987, p.220)

I assume that the mapping between syntactic cases and GFs [= grammatical func-
tions; A.P.] re�ects a hierarchy of grammatical functions. . .

(Maling, 1993, p.50)

Thus, an analysis which preserves this intuition should be preferred to one that violates it
(other things being equal). Such an analysis is o�ered in �4.2.

4.1.3 Extraction

A more serious problem concerns the incompatibility of con�gurational case assignment ac-
counts with traceless approaches to extraction, strong in current HPSG theorizing.

The problem is as follows: on the traceless approach to extraction, the extracted element
originates in the slash set of its head. It is never present on a valence attribute (although
it is present on arg-st), so it is never realized as a subject or an object. Instead, an extracted
element is realized via the Head-Filler Schema (Pollard and Sag, 1994, pp.164, 403), but
at this stage the information about, e.g., the grammatical function of the element, necessary
to decide between the nominative and the accusative in languages such as Icelandic, German
and English, is unavailable.

Extraction with traces does not create such di�culties because traces are `realized' in the
syntactic tree local to the extraction site (they occur on dtrs) and can be assigned cases
via a Case Principle like that of Pollard (1994) or Heinz and Matiasek (1994). Because
of the local-connectivity between the trace and the extracted element (the �ller), this case
speci�cation is available wherever the extracted element is eventually realized.

How could this problem be circumvented? One approach would be to have additional con-
straints on extraction sites, i.e., on words introducing non-empty slash values. Such a con-
straint would state, roughly, that an NP in slash must be assigned the nominative case if
it corresponds to the subject, and the accusative case otherwise. This is the route taken by
Grover (1995, p.41), who adds the following clause to her Case Principle (3.46) (cf. p.68
above):

(3.46) iii. If a lexical sign has an NP in its inherjslash set then that NP is [case nom]
if the sign has a �nite VP in comps and [case acc] otherwise.
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One problem with any such additional principle is that it brings about redundancy and het-
erogeneity. Such a case principle is redundant because the basic intuition that subjects receive
the nominative case and objects receive the accusative case must be stated twice in the gram-
mar: for non-extracted arguments, cf. clauses i. and ii. in (3.46), p.68, and for extracted
arguments, cf. clause iii. above. It is heterogeneous because parts of such a case principle are
stated as con�gurational constraints on values of dtrs (cf. i. and ii. in (3.46) on p.68), and
other parts as constraints on words (cf. iii. above). Another problem with this solution is that
it is highly dependent on the particular implementation of the traceless analysis approach.
For example, the above clause iii. of Grover's (1995) Case Principle relies heavily on the
analysis of extraction presented in Pollard and Sag (1994, ch.9), and it is incompatible with
either Sag's (1997) lexical approach to unbounded dependencies, or Bouma et al.'s (1999b)
traceless approach without lexical rules.

A similar solution, equally unsatisfactory, would be to hardwire case assignment rules into
whatever mechanism is responsible for traceless extraction (e.g., into Complement Extrac-
tion Lexical Rule and Subject Extraction Lexical Rule). This solution shares all
the �aws of the previous one, and adds decreased modularity of the resulting grammar.

The heterogeneity problem would be slightly alleviated if case were assigned to extracted
elements con�gurationally, at the level of the Head-Filler Schema. However, in order to
do so, case assignment rules would have to traverse the tree to �nd the place from which the
�ller is extracted (and thus learn about the grammatical function of the extracted element,
about the category of its governor, etc.). Apart from sharing with the previous tentative
solution the problem of redundancy (missed generalization), this account would have to rely
on complex global relations, thus giving up any pretence of locality. A variant of this solution
(suggested by Carl Pollard, p.c., Tübingen, July 1997) would be to package all the information
necessary to assign case to the extracted element into the slash value and carry it all the way
up to the Head-Filler Schema. Again, in order for this idea to work, the number of case
assigning rules would have to (unnecessarily, as we show below) be multiplied.

In summary, we do not see any non-redundant way of dealing with the incompatibility of
con�gurational case assignment with traceless extraction and, because of the wide-spread use of
traceless approaches to extraction, we consider this to be a serious, albeit theory-internal, blow
to con�gurational case assignment. By contrast, the analysis developed in �4.2 is compatible
with all current HPSG approaches to extraction (including the `traced' approach of Pollard
and Sag (1994, ch.4) and traceless approaches of Pollard and Sag (1994, ch.9), Avgustinova and
Oliva (1996), Sag (1997) and Bouma et al. (1999b)), it is non-redundant (generalizations are
stated only once in the grammar) and homogeneous (there is a single locus of case assignment).

4.1.4 Cliticization

Another, and even more serious, problem for con�gurational case assignment, similar to that
discussed in the previous section, is its incompatibility with HPSG analyses of Romance
cliticization.

Miller and Sag (1997) argue at length that French pronominal `clitics' are not syntactic con-
stituents in any sense and that they should be analysed as pronominal a�xes instead. As such,
they never occur on valence attributes (although they occur on arg-st), so they cannot be
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realized con�gurationally. Similar analyses of Romance clitics are assumed and/or argued for
by Miller (1992), Abeillé et al. (1998b), Abeillé et al. (1998a) (for French) and by Monachesi
(1993, 1995, 1998) (for Italian).

Although these a�xal arguments are not syntactic elements and do not occur on valence

attributes, they behave just like other arguments with respect to case assignment: when they
correspond to direct objects, they have to be accusative, when they are non-raised subjects,
they are nominative, when they correspond to subjects of lower verbs but were raised to the
object position of the higher verb, they must be accusative.4 This means that pronominal
a�xes should be subject to the same general rules of case assignment.

Here the problem is even clearer than in case of traceless approaches to extraction: the only
place where morphosyntactic information about a pronominal a�x is speci�ed in the sign
corresponding to the whole utterance is the arg-st of the head verb. In �4.2 we will argue
that, on current HPSG assumptions, arg-st is the only possible locus of case assignment.5

4.1.5 Summary

In summary, previous HPSG approaches, although correctly modelling the narrow set of data
they are designed for, cannot be easily extended to the full range of data. Most seriously,
they are incompatible with various HPSG analyses of extraction and cliticization, and they
are conceptually controversial because of their reliance on con�gurationality and non-local
mechanisms. Below, we will propose an analysis free from these problems.

4.2 Non-Con�gurational Case Assignment in HPSG

In this section, we will develop a comprehensive and general approach to the assignment of
structural case, which will build on previous approaches, but avoid their shortcomings.

Below, we will assume, together with Pollard (1994), Heinz and Matiasek (1994) and earlier
work in other frameworks, the dichotomy between the structural case, assigned through general
grammatical rules, and the lexical case, assigned by particular heads. For concreteness, we will
follow much of the literature assuming that lexical case is idiosyncratic, although we believe
that, ultimately, much of what is known as lexical (inherent, quirky) case is subject to general
lexico-semantic rules. Investigating such rules is outside the scope of this study, though.6

Also, we consider the term `structural case' somewhat of a misnomer in the current context,
but we will retain it here for the reasons of historical (in)accuracy.

The crucial di�erence between the approach presented below and previous HPSG approaches

4The last statement is an oversimpli�cation; see, e.g., Bratt (1990), Miller and Sag (1997), Calcagno and
Pollard (1997, 1999). The general point, i.e., that pronominal a�xes are subject to the same case assignment
rules as dependents realized con�gurationally, remains valid, though.

5However, assuming the setup of Bouma et al. (1999b), case should probably be assigned on dependents, cf.
Chapter 9. In the remainder of this Part, we will not assume dependents, but whatever we say about arg-st
carries over to this attribute.

6In particular, we do not deal here with linking; see Wechsler (1995), Smith (1996) and Davis (1997) for
considerations of linking within HPSG or compatible with HPSG.
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concerns two matters: the locus of case assignment and how much con�gurational information
is necessary in order to assign structural case. We will deal with these matters in the two
subsections below (��4.2.1�4.2.2), and then we will present a schematic version of our Case
Principle (�4.2.3).

4.2.1 Locus of Case Assignment

Previous HPSG approaches to case assignment assumed that all dependents of a head which
bear structural case are realized in the local con�guration of this (or the highest such) head.
In order to maintain this assumption and have a homogeneous theory of structural case as-
signment, 1) there must be a tree-con�gurational position for extracted elements local to their
heads (cf. traces of Pollard and Sag (1994, ch.4)), and 2) pronominal elements must be re-
alized con�gurationally. We saw in �4.1 that both these assumptions are explicitly rejected
in current HPSG literature, and that case assignment on dtrs is controversial also for con-
ceptual reasons. If case cannot be assigned on dtrs, then what should be the locus of case
assignment?

The possible loci are those places within the HPSG architecture of sign where relevant case
values appear, i.e.:

� dtrs: the value of this attribute contains whole signs of NPs, hence also their case
values;

� valence attributes (subj, comps, spr): contain synsems of NPs;

� arg-st: also contains relevant synsems;

� slash: contains local parts of some NPs.

Note that content is not a possible locus of case assignment because, on the standard
(Pollard and Sag, 1994) assumptions, the values of its attributes corresponding to NPs are
only indices.

Of the above possible loci, we have already rejected dtrs. Also slash is not a viable can-
didate because it contains information only about some (possibly no) NPs in the utterance.
Case cannot be assigned on valence either, because of some of the reasons given already
against dtrs: neither extracted elements (on the traceless approach) nor pronominal a�xes
are present on valence attributes. On the other hand, synsems corresponding to all these
elements are present on arg-st, so, at least at �rst blush, it seems to be a reasonable can-
didate for the single locus of case assignment. In the remainder of this Chapter, we will see
that arg-st is indeed a possible locus of structural case assignment theory, and that such a
theory is free from problems with previous HPSG case assignment techniques. Since all other
candidates for such a locus must be rejected, arg-st turns out to be the only possible locus
of a homogeneous case assignment theory compatible with current HPSG assumptions (but
see fn.5 on p.75 above).
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4.2.2 Con�gurational Information

How can the result of the previous subsection, i.e., that arg-st is the only possible locus
of structural case assignment, be reconciled with data such as (3.27) (repeated below for
convenience), from Pollard (1994), which�as we saw in �3.4.2�suggest a con�gurational
approach to case assignment?

(3.27) a. [Den
theacc

Wagen
car

zu
to

reparieren]
�x

wurde
Aux

versucht.
tried

`It was attempted to �x the car.'
b. [Zu

to
reparieren
�x

versucht]
tried

wurde
Aux

der
thenom

Wagen
car

lange
long

Zeit.
time

`It was attempted to �x the car for a long time.'

The problem with assigning the right case to the object of reparieren `�x' lexically was that
there was not enough information available at the level of this verb: reparieren does not `know'
whether its object will eventually be realized con�gurationally as an object or as a subject.

However, there is another, non-con�gurational, way of looking at this problem. The crucial
observation is that the only troublesome case for non-con�gurational case assignment is raising;
for example, if not for raising, Pollard's (1994) Structural Principle of Structural

Case Resolution (3.25) on p.61 and Heinz and Matiasek's (1994) Case Principle (3.36)
on p.65 could be replaced by the following principle (assuming a case hierarchy as in (3.32)):

(4.3) Non-Configurational Case Principle (1st version; German):

In a word of category
verb if the initial element on arg-st is a NP[str ], it has a case

value of snom,
verb all NP[str ]s non-initial on arg-st have a case value of sacc,
noun . . .

Now, the non-con�gurational angle on examples like (3.27) is that the same Non-

Configurational Case Principle could account for them if only it were applied selectively
to the right elements of a word 's arg-st. For example, if (4.3) were allowed to assign case to
the object of reparieren at the level of reparieren in (3.27a), but disallowed to apply to this
object at the level of reparieren and, instead, allowed to assign case to the subject of wurde
in (3.27b), then it would rightly assign the accusative to the object of reparieren in the �rst
case and the nominative in the second case. The intuition behind this way of looking at case
assignment is that the principle in (4.3) is essentially correct but, for each NP[str ] element of
an arg-st, it should be delayed to the point where this NP[str ] is realized (con�gurationally,
or extracted, or realized as a pronominal a�x), that is, to the highest arg-st, from which
it cannot be raised any further.7 In other words, a principle such as (4.3), when applying
to a word, should take into consideration only those NP[str ]s on the arg-st of this word,
which are realized from this arg-st (that is, NP[str ] synsems which are not raised to a higher
arg-st).8

7We will see in ��4.4�4.5 that the `that is' part in this sentence is not quite correct.
8Again, the `that is' in the parenthetical is not quite right.
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In the next subsection we will formalize this intuition.

4.2.3 Case Principle

4.2.3.1 Marking Arguments as Locally Realized

Since the only `non-local' information needed to assign structural case is binary, i.e., whether
the argument is realized locally, or whether it is raised to be realized higher up, we minimally
enrich the information present on arg-st as well as on valence lists: we assume that values
of these attributes are lists of objects of sort argument (abbreviated to arg), for which two at-
tributes are appropriate, the synsem-valued argument (abbreviated to arg) and the binary
realized, whose value is `+' if the argument is realized locally, and `�' otherwise.9

(4.4)

2
4 argument

argument synsem
realized bool

3
5

(4.5)

2
66664

category

valence

2
4 subject list(argument)
specifier list(argument)
complements list(argument)

3
5

argument-structure list(argument)

3
77775

What remains to be said is how to ensure proper instantiation of the realized feature. In
order to do so, we have to explicate our assumptions about the relation between arg-st and
valence. Following much of the HPSG literature, we assume here that arg-st is present
on words only (Miller and Sag, 1997; Abeillé et al., 1998b; Bouma et al., 1999b),10 and it
is the concatenation of the valence features, plus perhaps gaps (arguments extracted at a
given word) and arguments realized as pronominal a�xes (Sag, 1997; Miller and Sag, 1997;
Abeillé et al., 1998b; Bouma et al., 1999b). Thus, in essence, there are three ways of realizing
an argument on arg-st: via Valence Principle, via whatever mechanism is responsible
for lexical extraction (assuming no traces), e.g., extraction lexical rules, and via whatever
mechanism is responsible for pronominal a�xation. Each of these three mechanisms has to
mark the corresponding arguments as [realized +]. Speci�cally:

(4.6) The Valence Principle of Pollard and Sag (1994, p.392) has to be reformulated
in the following way: In a headed phrase, for each valence feature F, the F value
of the head daughter is the concatenation of the phrase's F value with the list of
[realized +] synsem values of the F-dtrs value.

9As suggested by Ivan Sag (p.c., Marseilles, May 1996), the distinction between realized and unrealized
arguments could be encoded via subtypes of synsem, rather than via the realized feature. We are sympathetic
with this suggestion, however, in order to pursue it, we would have to treat raising as structure-sharing between
local values, rather than synsems. (The reason for this is that we do not want to raise the information about
realizedness of an argument (it might be unrealized on one arg-st and realized on another).) For the purpose
of this study, we remain conservative and retain the standard assumption that raising involves structure-sharing
of synsems.

10See Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997a) for a possible formalization of this requirement. See also �5.4.1.2
for arguments against this assumption.
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(4.7) Assuming (for concreteness) that extraction is done via extraction lexical rules like
those of Pollard and Sag (1994, ch.9), such extraction rules mark the arguments
removed from the valence features as [realized +].

(4.8) Assuming (for concreteness) the approach to pronominal a�xation of Miller and Sag
(1997), arguments whose arg values are of type a�x must be [realized +].

Note that, although some of these processes (the Valence Principle and the extraction
lexical rules) resolve the value of realized on valence, at the same time they resolve it
on arg-st: this is guaranteed by the structure-sharing of (some of) the word's arguments
between arg-st and valence.

On the other hand, care must be taken to ensure that the arguments which are not locally
realized (e.g., because they are raised) are marked as [realized �] and, hence, exempt from
the Case Principle. The common characteristics of such unrealized arguments is that they
are present on a valence attribute of a subcategorized element. (For example, consider
the raising verb seem: it subcategorizes for a VP complement, i.e., for a synsem with non-
empty valencejsubj.) In other (Pollard's, p.c., July 1997) words, they are valents' valents.
Thus, we need a principle stating that valents' valents are [realized �]. Such a principle is
schematically given in (4.9), where F1 and F2 range over {subj, spr, comps}.11

(4.9) valence !

2
664 F1 list(

2
664

arg

arg

2
4 synsem

ljcjvaljF2 list(

�
arg

realized �

�
)

3
5

3
775)

3
775

From now on, we will follow Calcagno and Pollard's (1997) convention of abbreviating
XP[realized �] to XP�, e.g., NP[case str, realized +] becomes NP+[str ].

4.2.3.2 Assigning Case to Realized Arguments

Now, the Case Principle for a given language consists of a series of constraints resolving
structural cases of locally realized NPs depending on the position of the NP in the obliqueness
hierarchy, the category of the governor, etc. For example, the Non-Configurational Case
Principle for German (4.3) can be modi�ed in the following way:

(4.10) Non-Configurational Case Principle (2nd version; German):

In a word of category
verb if the initial element on arg-st is a NP+[str ], it has a case

value of snom,
verb all NP+[str ]s non-initial on arg-st have a case value of sacc,
noun . . .

11See �A.3.1 in the Appendix on formalization of so-called `parametric types' such as list(

�
arg

realized �

�
).
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The �rst two clauses of this Case Principle may (again, assuming a case hierarchy as
in (3.32)) be stated formally as in (4.11)�(4.12).12

(4.11)

2
664

cat

head verb

arg-st h

�
arg NP[str ]
realized +

�
i� 2

3
775!

�
arg-st h

�
arg NP[snom]

�
i� 2

�

(4.12)

2
664

cat

head verb

arg-st 1nelist�h

�
arg NP[str ]
realized +

�
i� 2

3
775! �

arg-st 1�h
�
arg NP[sacc]

�
i� 2

�

Note that the Non-Configurational Case Principle, as formalized in (4.11)�(4.12), is
more local than that in the informal version (4.10): it is construed as a set of constraints on
lexical category.13

Note also that, although the informal version of the Case Principle, i.e., (4.10), is stated as
a constraint on word objects, it is a non-lexical analysis, in the sense that it does not consist in
positing particular lexical entries, but rather relies on general grammatical constraints. This is
made even clearer by the formal version, i.e., (4.11)�(4.12), which are constraints on category
objects.

In the next section we will illustrate this analysis by applying it to English extraction (Grover,
1995), to German optional argument attraction and remote passivization (Pollard, 1994), and
to Icelandic quirky cases (Sag et al., 1992).

4.3 Some Examples

4.3.1 English Extraction

4.3.1.1 Simple Facts

Before moving to extraction facts, we will point out various features of our analysis on the
basis of the simpler examples (4.13).

(4.13) a. He (*him) likes her (*she).

b. He (*him) believes her (*she) to like him.

We assume, together with Grover (1995), that English does not have lexical cases and that it
has two structural cases, nom and acc, both subtypes of case.

We also assume the Case Principle for English (4.14), replacing Grover's (1995) (3.46)
(pp.68 and 73):14

12Recall that `�' indicates the append (or list concatenation) relation.
13This category is lexical on the common assumption that arg-st is appropriate for words only, cf., e.g.,

Miller and Sag (1997), Abeillé et al. (1998b) and Bouma et al. (1999b).
14It should be clear on the basis of (4.11)�(4.12) how this principle can be stated formally.
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(4.14) Non-Configurational Case Principle (English):

In a word of category
verb all NP+s non-initial on arg-st have a case value of acc,
verb if the initial element on arg-st is a NP+, it has a case

value of nom if the verb's vform is �n or base, and a case
value of acc otherwise,

noun . . .

Note, again, that although this is a constraint on word objects, this di�ers from the lexicalist
approach to case assignment in Pollard and Sag (1994) in that syntactic case is not assigned
directly in lexical entries, but, instead, it is resolved via a general grammatical constraint.

He (*him) likes her (*she). (4.13a) involves the �nite verb likes, which subcategorizes
for two NPs:

(4.15)

2
666666664

word

phon likes

ssjlocjcat

2
66664
head

�
verb

vform �n

�

val

�
subj 1 hNPargi
comps 2 hNPargi

�

arg-st 1� 2

3
77775

3
777777775
,

where NParg abbreviates

2
6666664

arg

argjlocjcat

2
664
head noun

val

2
4 subj hi
spr hi
comps hi

3
5

3
775

realized bool

3
7777775

Neither case values of these NPs, nor the values of their realized are speci�ed in the lexicon.

First the word likes combines with its object via the Head-Complement Schema (Pollard
and Sag, 1994, p.348), and then the resulting phrase combines with the subject via the Head-
Subject Schema (Pollard and Sag, 1994, p.347). There are two phrasal projections of
the verb likes in the sign corresponding to (4.13a), both subject to the modi�ed Valence

Principle (4.6), repeated below as (4.16).

(4.16) Valence Principle (modi�ed):

In a headed phrase, for each valence feature F, the F value of the head daughter
is the concatenation of the phrase's F value with the list of [realized +] synsem
values of the F-dtrs value.

This Valence Principle, together with the Head-Complement Schema will ensure that
the sign corresponding to likes her satis�es the following description:
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(4.17)

2
6666666666666666664

phrase

phon likes her

ssjlocjcatjval

�
subj 1 hNPargi
comps hi

�

dtrs

2
66666666664

head-comp-struc

subj-dtr hi
comp-dtrs h

�
ss 3

�
i

hd-dtr

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcatjval

2
664
subj 1 hNPargi

comps 2 h

2
4 arg

arg 3NPss

realized +

3
5i

3
775

3
77775

3
77777777775

3
7777777777777777775

,

where NPss abbreviates15

2
66664

synsem

locjcat

2
664
head noun

val

2
4 subj hi
spr hi
comps hi

3
5

3
775

3
77775

Note that one of the e�ects of the Valence Principle (4.16) is marking the NP element in
the comps list of likes as [realized +]; since this NP is structure-shared with the second
member of the arg-st list of likes (cf. (4.15) above), the value of arg-st must at this point
satisfy the following description: hNP, NP+i.

Via similar reasoning, also the �rst element of the arg-st of likes is speci�ed as [realized +]
by the Valence Principle applied to the phrase corresponding to He likes her. Thus,
both NPs in the arg-st of likes are speci�ed as NP+, so they are subject to the Case

Principle (4.14).

Now, (4.14) says that all non-initial NP+ elements of a verb's arg-st must be accusative,
and the initial NP+ of a �nite verb must be nominative. This means that the arg-st of likes
in (4.13a) must satisfy the following description: hNP+[nom], NP+[acc]i.

He (*him) believes her (*she) to like him. The next example, (4.13b), illustrates
assignment of the [realized �] value to elements of arg-st raised to higher arg-sts. A
partial description of the subject-to-object raising verb believes is presented below:

(4.18)

2
666666664

word

phon believes

ssjlocjcat

2
66664
head

�
verb

vform �n

�

val

�
subj 1 hNPi
comps 2 h[arg 3 ], VP[inf, subj h[arg 3 ]i]i

�

arg-st 1� 2

3
77775

3
777777775

Note that what is raised by believes on current approach is only the synsem value of arg
(cf. 3 above), not the whole arg member of the subj of the lower verb.

By reasoning analogous to that applied in the previous example, the values of arg-st of like
and believes must adhere to the following descriptions:

15The subscripts arg and ss will often be dropped when they can be inferred from the context.
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(4.19) like: [arg-st hNParg[arg 3 ]], NP+
arg[acc]i

(4.20) believes: [arg-st hNP+
arg[nom], NP+

arg[arg 3NPss[acc]], VP+
argi]

All three arguments of believes are realized con�gurationally in He believes her to like him,
so they are all marked as [realized +] by the Valence Principle (4.16). The two
NP+s are, again, assigned the nominative and the accusative in accordance with the Non-
Configurational Case Principle.

However, only the object of like is realized con�gurationally and marked as [realized +] by
the Valence Principle. The (arg value of the) subject, on the other hand, is raised to
believes and assigned the accusative there, but its realized value on the arg-st of like is
not resolved by the Valence Principle.

It might seem that leaving this value unresolved makes no harm: it must be independently
resolved to `�' because, were it resolved to `+', the Case Principle (4.14) would apply to
this �rst NP+ argument of the base verb like and assign it the nominative case, contrary to
the assignment of the accusative case to the raised argument of believes. However, a more
careful examination of this example reveals that leaving the value of realized unresolved
would result in a spurious ambiguity. This is because there is one more raising verb in this
example, namely to, which, following Pollard and Sag (1994, p.143) has the following (partial)
lexical entry:

(4.21)

2
666666664

word

phon to

ssjlocjcat

2
66664
head

�
verb

vform inf

�

val

�
subj 1 h[arg 3 ]i
comps 2 hVP[base, subj h[arg 3 ]i]i

�

arg-st 1� 2

3
77775

3
777777775

According to this speci�cation, to is essentially an inf initival subject-to-subject raising verb:
the subject of like is not raised directly to the object of believes, but it is �rst raised to the
subject position of to, and only then is it raised to the object position of believes. This means
that, again, the subject of to is not realized con�gurationally and, hence, it is not assigned
any realized value by the Valence Principle. This time, however, neither of the two
possible realized values can be excluded on independent grounds. If realized is resolved
to `�', the Non-Configurational Case Principle does not apply to this argument and
the analysis goes through. If realized is resolved to `+', then the Case Principle does
apply, but only vacuously so: it assigns the accusative to the NP+ which is the �rst element
on a verb[inf ]'s arg-st, thus agreeing with the assignment on the arg-st of believes. Hence,
if nothing more is said, there are actually two analyses of (4.13b).

In order to prevent such spurious ambiguities, we posited the constraint (4.9), repeated be-
low, marking these elements of arg-st which are not cancelled from valence attributes as
[realized �].16;17

16This is only an approximation of what (4.9) says. In fact, (4.9) does not deal with unrealized arguments
of unembedded phrases.

17Recall that F1 and F2 range over attributes appropriate for valence.
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(4.9) valence !

2
664 F1 list(

2
664

arg

arg

2
4 synsem

ljcjvaljF2 list(

�
arg

realized �

�
)

3
5

3
775)

3
775

This constraint ensures that the subject of to and the subject of like are both marked as
[realized �] in the following way: When applied to the valence value of the word believes
(cf. (4.18)) with F1 = comps and F2 = subj, the subj value of the VP[inf ] which believes
subcategorizes for is decreed to be a list of [realized �] arguments. Since this list consists
of the subject of the lower verb, to, the subject of to (and, hence, also the �rst element of its
arg-st) is marked as [realized �]. Similarly, when (4.9) is applied to the word to with F1

= comps and F2 = subj, the subject of like (hence, also the �rst element of its arg-st) is
speci�ed as [realized �]. This way, the arguments of a head which are raised to a higher
head are exempt from the Case Principle on their lower occurrence.

Note, however, that (4.9) also exempts from the Case Principle the subjects of the in�nitival
phrases in, e.g., [To be] is [to have]. Since these subjects are not assigned case in any other
way, their case value is unspeci�ed, which leads to similar spurious ambiguities. Although
this problem can be viewed as a part of a much more general problem concerning such never
realized subjects (note, for example, that also their content value is unspeci�ed, which leads
to much more serious ambiguities), we will provide in �4.5 a version of our case assignment
analysis which deals with such cases (inter alia).

Examples (3.47) It should be clear by now that also the examples (3.47), repeated below,
which Grover (1995) cited to argue against the strictly lexical approach to case assignment
and which, prima facie, require a con�gurational approach to case assignment, can be easily
accounted for by our Non-Configurational Case Principle (4.14).

(3.47) a. It would be possible for him (*he) to be promoted.

b. It was decided that he (*him) be promoted.

c. Him (*he) being promoted made us all glad.

First, although the NP synsem corresponding to him in (3.47a) is present on arg-sts of all of
to, be and promoted, it is marked as [realized +] only on the arg-st of to, i.e., a [vform inf ]
verb, and it gets the accusative case in accordance with the Case Principle in (4.14).18

Similarly, in (3.47b), although he is present on arg-sts of be and promoted, it is marked
as [realized +] only on the arg-st of be, i.e., a [vform base] verb, and it receives the
nominative case accordingly.

Finally, him in (3.47c) is marked as [realized +] only on the arg-st of being, a [vform grnd ]
verb, so it is assigned the accusative case.

18For simplicity, we assume here that, in (3.47a), for is a sentence marker, i.e., that it takes the whole S[inf ]
as its argument.
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4.3.1.2 Extraction

How does the non-con�gurational analysis presented above interact with extraction? Let us
consider examples (4.22) below.

(4.22) a. Who / *Whom do you think likes him?

b. Whom do you believe to like him?

Assuming the `traced' analysis of extraction (Pollard and Sag, 1994, ch.4), nothing needs to be
added to the analysis above: since the trace is realized con�gurationally, the Valence Prin-
ciplemarks the subject of likes in (4.22a) and the object of believe in (4.22b) as [realized +],
and case is assigned exactly like in the examples (4.13a�b).

Assuming a traceless analysis, however, the extracted arguments must be marked as
[realized +] at the extraction site by some other mechanism. The most straightforward
solution is to make whatever mechanism is responsible for extraction also responsible for
marking extracted arguments as [realized +].

For example, Pollard and Sag (1994, ch.9) o�er a traceless analysis of extraction in terms of
lexical rules, such as (4.23) below (Pollard and Sag, 1994, p.378).19

(4.23) Complement Extraction Lexical Rule:

2
4 arg-st h. . . , 3 , . . . i
comps h. . . , 3 [loc 1 ], . . . i
inherjslash 2

3
5)

2
664
arg-st h. . . , 4

�
loc 1

inherjslash { 1 }

�
, . . . i

comps h. . . . . . i
inherjslash { 1 }[ 2

3
775

All that needs to be done in order to make this analysis compatible with our analysis of case
assignment above is to mark the extracted element, 3 , as [realized +]:20

(4.230) Complement Extraction Lexical Rule (modi�ed):

2
4 arg-st h. . . , 3 , . . . i
comps h. . . , 3 [loc 1 ], . . . i
inherjslash 2

3
5)

2
66664
arg-st h. . . , 4

2
4 realized +
loc 1

inherjslash { 1 }

3
5, . . . i

comps h. . . . . . i
inherjslash { 1 }[ 2

3
77775

This lexical rule, when applied to the basic lexical entry of believe (with 3 corresponding to
its accusative object), will result in another lexical entry for believe, with its accusative object
removed from comps and marked in arg-st as [realized +]. This entry will then be used
in (4.22b) and the extracted object will get its accusative case on the arg-st of believe via
reasoning analogous to that for (4.13b) on p.80. Similar considerations, but involving the
Subject Extraction Lexical Rule, apply to (4.22a).

19In agreement with current practice, we renamed subcat as arg-st. Recall also that `[' indicates set
union.

20Together with Pollard and Sag (1994), we do not specify the full paths here.
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Similarly, assuming the more homogeneous traceless analysis of extraction of Bouma et al.
(1999b), the only change that needs to be made in order to make their analysis compatible with
our non-con�gurational analysis of extraction, is to replace their Argument Realization

principle (4.24) with the modi�ed (4.240).21

(4.24) Argument Realization:

word !

2
4 subj 1

comps 2	list(gap-ss)
deps 1� 2

3
5

(4.240) Argument Realization (modi�ed):

word !

2
66664

subj 1

comps 2	list(

2
4 argument

arg gap-ss
realized +

3
5)

deps 1� 2

3
77775

Below, we will move to more interesting applications of our Non-Configurational Case

Principle.

4.3.2 Optional Argument Attraction in German

Let us consider now the problematic German data concerning optional raising and remote
passivization, repeated again below.

(3.27) a. [Den
theacc

Wagen
car

zu
to

reparieren]
�x

wurde
Aux

versucht.
tried

`It was attempted to �x the car.'

b. [Zu
to

reparieren
�x

versucht]
tried

wurde
Aux

der
thenom

Wagen
car

lange
long

Zeit.
time

`It was attempted to �x the car for a long time.'

In �3.4.2, we saw that these data seem to point towards a con�gurational theory of structural
case assignment, but in �4.2.2, we argued that actually the only con�gurational information
necessary here for case assignment is whether a given element of an arg-st is realized from
this arg-st, or whether it is raised to be realized from a higher arg-st. Below, we will see
that this information really is su�cient.

After Pollard (1994), we assume the following (partial and simpli�ed) lexical entries for repari-
eren,22 versucht and wurde:23

21See Bouma et al. (1999b) for gap-ss and deps.
22Pollard (1994) does not give the lexical entry for reparieren itself, but we assume that it should be similar

to that of schlagen `beat' in all relevant respects.
23The feature ergative singles out unaccusative arguments.
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(4.25) reparieren:2
4 subj hNP[str ]i
comps h 1NP[str ]i
erg h 1 i

3
5

(4.26) versucht (nonattraction version):2
664
head verb[part ]
subj hNP[str ]i
comps hVP[inf ]i
erg hi

3
775

(4.27) versucht (attraction version):2
666666664

head verb[part ]
subj hNP[str ]i

comps 2� 3�h

2
664
head verb[inf ]
subj hNP[str ]i
comps 2� 3

erg 2

3
775i

erg 2

3
777777775

(4.28) wurde:2
666666664

head verb[past ]
subj hi

comps 2� 3�h

2
664
head verb[part ]
subj hNP[str ]ref i
comps 2� 3

erg 2

3
775i

erg 2

3
777777775

For simplicity, we will assume that zu combines with a verb[base] and produces a verb[inf ] in
the lexicon, but an analysis of zu similar to that of English to given in Pollard and Sag (1994)
also leads to a correct (although slightly longer) analysis of (3.27).

Finally, we assume that the value of arg-st is the concatenation of the values of subj and
comps.

Now, in (3.27a), zu reparieren combines �rst with the object den Wagen, so the Va-

lence Principle marks the occurrence of this object on the arg-st of zu reparieren as
[realized +]. Since this is a non-initial element on this arg-st, the Case Principle

in (4.11)�(4.12) will assign it the accusative case. Assuming that wurde combines with the
nonattraction version of versucht (4.26), it projects to a phrase satisfying the following de-
scription:24

(4.29) wurde versucht (nonattraction version):2
664
head verb[past ]
subj hi
comps 2 hi� 3 hVP[inf ]i
erg 2

3
775

24We assume binary branching for expository purposes only. Nothing hinges on this assumption.
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This phrase may then combine with the VP[inf ] den Wagen zu reparieren, as in (3.27a).

On the other hand, assuming that wurde combines with the attraction version of ver-
sucht (4.27), it projects to the following phrase:

(4.30) wurde versucht (attraction version):2
666666664

head verb[past ]
subj hi

comps 2� 3�h

2
664
head verb[inf ]
subj hNP[str ]i
comps 2� 3

erg 2

3
775i

erg 2

3
777777775

This phrase may then combine with zu reparieren (cf. (4.25)), satisfying the following descrip-
tion:

(4.31) wurde versucht zu reparieren:2
664
head verb[past ]
subj hi
comps 2 h 1NP[str ]i� 3 hi
erg 2 h 1 i

3
775

This phrase may, �nally, combine with der Wagen. Note that here, unlike in the previous
example, the object of reparieren is realized only from the arg-st (= subj � comps) of
wurde, so it is marked (by the modi�ed Valence Principle (4.16)) as [realized +] only
here. All other NPs on arg-sts are marked as [realized �] by the principle (4.9) (this is
done indirectly, via the mediation of valence attributes). Hence, the object of reparieren,
initial on the arg-st of wurde, is assigned the nominative case by (4.11).

4.3.3 Raising Quirky Subjects in Icelandic

It should be clear by now that our analysis deals easily also with the quirky case assignment
facts discussed, inter alia, by Sag et al. (1992), and repeated below.

(3.19) a. Hann
henom

virðist
seems

elska
loveinf

hana.
heracc

`He seems to love her.'
b. Þeir

they
telja
believe

Maríu
Maryacc

hafa
haveinf

skrifað
written

ritgerðina.
the-thesis

`They believe Mary to have written her thesis.'

(3.20) a. Hana
heracc

virðist
seems

vanta
lackinf

peninga.
money

`She seems to lack money.'
b. Hann

henom
telur
believes

mig
meacc

vanta
lackinf

peninga.
money

`He believes that I lack money.'
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(3.21) a. Barninu
the-childdat

virðist
seems

hafa
haveinf

batnað
recovered-from

veikin.
the-disease

`The child seems to have recovered from the disease.'

b. Hann
he

telur
believes

barninu
the-childdat

hafa
haveinf

batnað
recovered-from

veikin.
the-disease

`He believes the child to have recovered from the disease.'

(3.22) a. Verkjanna
the-painsgen

virðist
seems

ekki
not

gæta.
be-noticeableinf

`The pains don't seem to be noticeable.'

b. Hann
he

telur
believes

verkjanna
the-painsgen

ekki
not

gæta.
be-noticeableinf

`He believes the pains to be not noticeable.'

These cases are actually handled by the Case Principle for German (4.11)�(4.12) above
(p.80), on the assumption that only in (3.19) does the lower verb subcategorize for an NP[str ]
subject, while in (3.20)�(3.22) lower verbs subcategorize for lexical subjects, i.e., NP[lacc],
NP[ldat ] and NP[lgen], respectively.25 We leave the detailed analysis of these examples as an
easy exercise.

4.4 Similar Approaches

The Non-Configurational Case Principle presented in this Chapter is, to the best of
our knowledge, the �rst fully worked-out HPSG theory of structural case assignment which
does not take recourse to con�gurational information (i.e., an element's position in syntactic
tree) and which is compatible with all current approaches to argument realization, i.e., with
both traced and traceless approaches to extraction, and with morphological approach to cliti-
cization. It should be mentioned, though, that a suggestion along similar lines was made in
the HPSG literature earlier, by Bratt (1990), who says that �general principles of SUBCAT
list provide the case marking. . . The least oblique NP will be marked nominative, and least
oblique NP after that will be marked accusative [in French; A.P.]� (Bratt, 1990, p.11).26 Un-
fortunately, Bratt (1990) does not formalize this idea, nor does she examine the interaction of
case assignment with raising.

Below, we will brie�y consider two other HPSG approaches to case assignment which are
similar to ours, i.e., Müller (1997a, 1998a) and Meurers (1999b).

25This is not to claim that the Case Principle (4.11)�(4.12) is generally valid for Icelandic; in fact, Zaenen
and Maling (1983) and Zaenen et al. (1985) argue for an analysis according to which, in our terminology, the
�rst NP[str ] on an arg-st is assigned the nominative case, whether this NP is the �rst element of this arg-st,
or whether it is preceded by an NP[lex ]; the subsequent NP[str ] (if any) should be assigned the accusative
case.

26This unpublished paper was brought to our attention (by Carl Pollard) only after the theory described
above had been formulated and presented as Przepiórkowski (1996b).
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4.4.1 Müller (1997a, 1998a)

Müller (1997a), also assuming the by now fairly common divide between structural and lexical
cases, presents what he calls Case Principle�Case Assignment on arg-st:

(4.32)

2
4 synsemjlocjcatjhead verb

dtrs

�
head-comp-structure

h-dtrjsynsemjlocjcatjarg-st hNP[str ]i� 1

�
3
5!

�
h-dtrjsynsemjlocjcatjarg-st hNP[snom]i� 1

�

(4.33)

2
4 synsemjlocjcatjhead verb_adj

dtrs

�
head-comp-structure

h-dtrjsynsemjlocjcatjarg-st 1nelist�hNP[str ]i� 2

�
3
5!

�
h-dtrjsynsemjlocjcatjarg-st 1�hNP[sacc]i� 2

�

What this principle says is that the �rst NP[str ] element on the arg-st of a verbal sign
which is projected to a phrase gets the nominative case, and all other such NP[str ]s get the
accusative case.

In a way, Müller's (1997a) approach is similar to ours: instead of marking particular argu-
ments as [realized +=�] and resolving case of these arguments only, case is resolved on all
arguments of these verbs, which realize at least some of their arguments (i.e., which project to
a phrase). The important assumption here is that, once a verb projects to a phrase, none of its
arguments can be raised to a higher verb. To see that this assumption is important, consider
a hypothetical subject-to-object raising verb V1, which, however, raises only the subject of
a lower verb V2. If V2 has an object, it projects to a VP2 phrase and (4.33) assigns the ac-
cusative case to the object (in case it is NP[str ]). But once (4.33) can apply non-vacuously, so
can (4.32), which assigns the nominative case to the subject of VP2. However, this subject is
raised to the object position of V1, which itself projects to a VP1. This means, that now (4.33)
applies to the higher VP1, and assigns the accusative to its object. This, of course, results in
a case assignment clash.

Another assumption which Müller's (1997a) approach relies on is that all verbs project to
phrases, unless they are explicitly subcategorized for as lexical items. That this is a non-
trivial assumption can be seen by considering a 1-argument verb whose argument is extracted
by means of a lexical rule. Although on standard (Pollard and Sag, 1994) approach, such a
word still needs to be, vacuously in a sense, projected to phrase, a possible alternative would
be for a higher verb to directly combine with such a saturated word. Such an analysis would be
incompatible with the Case Principle (4.32)�(4.33) because the exctracted argument would
not be assigned case (i.e., it would be free to bear any case value). Similar considerations
apply to words whose all arguments are realized as pronominal a�xes.

Note also that the Case Principle (4.32)�(4.33) is similar to the case principles of Heinz
and Matiasek (1994) and others in being stated as a constraint on con�gurational structures,
which is sometimes viewed as a conceptual problem (see �4.1.1 above).

Where Müller's (1997a) analysis seems to fare better than ours, though, is case assignment to
controlled subjects.
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On the approach of �4.2, such controlled arguments are marked as [realized �], just like
raised arguments, by the principle (4.9) (p.79). Unlike in case of raised arguments, though,
their case is not resolved on arg-st of a higher predicate: what is structure-shared in case
of control is only the index value of the NP, not the whole synsem. Thus, the case value of
such controlled arguments is not resolved anywhere in the grammar, which at best leads to
spurious ambiguities, and at worst is empirically false.

Höhle (1983), cited here after Müller (1998a), provides interesting arguments that controlled
subjects in German do, in fact, receive the nominative case. The argument is based on the
case agreement between an NP and the adverbial ein- nach d- ander- `one after the other, in
turns':27

(4.34) a. Einer
onenom

nach
after

dem
the

anderen
other

haben
Aux

wir
wenom

die
theacc

Burschen
ladsacc

runtergeputzt.
scolded

`We took turns in bringing the lads down a peg or two.'

b. Einen
oneacc

nach
after

dem
the

anderen
other

haben
Aux

wir
wenom

die
theacc

Burschen
ladsacc

runtergeputzt.
scolded

`One after the other, we brought the lads down a peg or two.'

In (4.34a), einer nach dem anderen modi�ed the subject wir, with which it also agrees in
the nominative case (and in gender), while in (4.34b), einen nach dem anderen modi�es the
accusative object and must itself bear the accusative case.

On the basis of this observation, we can (after Höhle (1983) and Müller (1998a)) infer that
controlled subjects in German bear the nominative case:

(4.35) Ich
I

habe
Aux

den
[the

Burschen
lads]acc

geraten,
advised

im
in

Abstand
interval

von
of

wenigen
several

Tagen
days

einer
[one

nach
after

dem
the

anderen
other]nom

zu
to

kündigen.
give notice

`I advised the lads to hand in their notice one after the other at intervals of a few
days.'

In (4.35) above, the adverbial einer nach dem anderen bears the nominative case and it
semantically modi�es the subject of zu kündigen, controlled by the higher (accusative) object,
den Burschen, so�on the most straightforward analysis�the unrealized subject itself must
bear the nominative case. Our revised Non-Configurational Case Principle, presented
below in �4.5, will correctly deal with such cases.

4.4.2 Meurers (1999b)

Another approach similar to ours, less so in name, but more so in actual content, is that of
Meurers (1999b).28

27Translations of all examples come from Müller (1998a).
28An earlier version of this study contained a detailed discussion of the analysis of Meurers (1999b), but,

since that analysis has been in �ux during writing and revising this thesis, we decided to just brie�y discuss it
in general terms instead.
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Meurers (1999b) builds on empirical observations of Haider (1990), Grewendorf (1994) and
Müller (1997b), and considers fronting of constituents consisting of an in�nitival VP and its
subject, cf. (4.1)�(4.2) (Meurers, 1999b, p.7), repeated below.

(4.1) [Ein
annom

Auÿenseiter
outsider

gewinnen]
wininf

wird
will

hier
here

nie.
never

`An outsider will never win here.'

(4.2) [Einen
anacc

Auÿenseiter
outsider

gewinnen]
wininf

läÿt
lets

Gott
god

hier
here

nie.
never

`God never lets an outsider win here.'

As discussed in �4.1.1, such examples are problematic for the con�gurational case assignment
approach such as that of Heinz and Matiasek (1994) because, in both (4.1) and (4.2), the NP
ein(en) Auÿenseiter is realized as the subject of the in�nitival verb gewinnen, so it should
bear the nominative case, and yet it receives the nominative case in (4.1) but the accusative
in (4.2).29

Note that examples (4.1)�(4.2) are equally problematic for our analysis, based on the notion of
realizedness. Since ein(en) Auÿenseiter is realized as the subject of gewinnen, it is marked as
[realized +] on the arg-st of gewinnen and assigned the nominative case (because it is the
�rst element of this arg-st). Adopting the analysis of Meurers (1999b), this arg-st element
is then raised to the higher arg-st, where�in case of (4.2)�it is assigned the accusative
case, which results in case clash. In �4.5 we will revise our Non-Configurational Case

Principle to deal with such cases.

The intuition behind the analysis that Meurers (1999b) proposes is that, roughly, although
ein(en) Auÿenseiter is realized as the subject of gewinnen, it is not cancelled from the subcat
list; instead, it is raised to the higher verb, albeit marked as realized in order to prevent
multiple realization of a single argument. Case is then assigned to a [case str ] element on
the highest subcat list, on which this element occurs.

The crucial similarity between this analysis and the one presented in �4.2 above is that both
analyses are non-con�gurational in the sense of assigning case on the basis of the position in
subcat/arg-st,30 and not on the basis of con�gurational (dtrs) information. Note that this
feature sets these analyses apart from all other HPSG analyses of structural case assignment
considered in �3.4. However, the important di�erence between these two analyses is that, while
the analysis of �4.2 assumes that the subcat/arg-st from which an element is realized is
always the highest subcat/arg-st on which this element is present, Meurers (1999b) argues
that this does not have to be the case, i.e., that an element realized from a subcat may still,
under certain circumstances, raise to a higher subcat.

This observation is the basis of a revision of our analysis, to which we turn presently.

29Recall the implicit assumption here, i.e., that the material before the �nite verb must be a single con-
stituent.

30Note that Meurers (1999b) uses subcat in the way similar to Pollard and Sag (1994, ch.1�8), i.e., as a
con�ation of valence and arg-st.
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4.5 Non-Con�gurational Case Principle Revised

In the previous section, we brie�y presented two approaches to case assignment similar to ours.
In particular, we looked at two phenomena which our theory of structural case assignment can-
not straightforwardly handle, i.e., case assignment to controlled subjects in German (cf. (4.35)
on p.91) and some special instances of case assignment to (raised) subjects of in�nitives, also
in German (cf. (4.1)�(4.2)).

The problem with the theory of �4.2 is that, although it rightly assumes that case should
be assigned to an argument on the highest arg-st on which it occurs, it wrongly assumes
that this highest arg-st is exactly the arg-st from which the argument is realized, i.e.,
cancelled (from the corresponding valence) by the Valence Principle, or extracted, or
turned into a pronominal a�x. The two problematic cases are exactly instances where the
latter assumption is violated: controlled subjects are never realized, so, in particular, the
highest arg-st on which they occur is not an arg-st from which they are realized, and,
assuming the essential correctness of the `raising spirits' analysis of Meurers (1999b), raised
arguments may be realized from an intermediate arg-st, although they still receive case on
the basis of their position on the highest arg-st on which they occur.

This observation calls for a revision of our Non-Configurational Case Principle. We
adopt here the insight of Meurers (1999b) and assume the priority of raising information over
realization information in assigning case. Thus, instead of marking each element of arg-st
as [realized +=�], we will mark it as [raised +=�]: roughly, an element of arg-st is
[raised +] if and only if it occurs also on a higher arg-st (actually, on the immediately
higher arg-st). Case will now be assigned only to [raised �] arguments.

Note that this revision does not a�ect the phenomena considered in �4.3: in all those cases,
the arguments were realized from the highest arg-st, so [realized +] corresponded exactly
to our current [raised �]. However, in the problematic cases considered by Müller (1998a)
(on the basis of the data from Höhle (1983)) and by Meurers (1999b), the revised approach
fares better. First, controlled subjects do not occur on higher arg-sts, so they are marked
as [raised �] and the (slightly revised) Case Principle applies to them assigning the
nominative case. Second, although subject of gewinnen in (4.1)�(4.2) is realized from the
arg-st of gewinnen, it is marked there as [raised +] because it is raised to a higher arg-st
(appropriately marked, as in Meurers (1999b), in order to prevent multiple realization). This
argument is marked [raised �] only on the arg-st of the highest verb, wird in (4.1) and läÿt
in (4.2), and it is assigned case, nominative and accusative, respectively, only there.

4.5.1 Formally

Our new Non-Configurational Case Principle will di�er from that of �4.2.3 only in
replacing [realized +] with [raised �]. For example, a part of the case principle for German
can be stated formally as in (4.36)�(4.37) (compare with (4.11)�(4.12)).

(4.36)

2
664

cat

head verb

arg-st h

�
arg NP[str ]
raised �

�
i� 2

3
775! �

arg-st h
�
arg NP[snom]

�
i� 2

�
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(4.37)

2
664

cat

head verb

arg-st 1nelist�h

�
arg NP[str ]
raised �

�
i� 2

3
775!

�
arg-st 1�h

�
arg NP[sacc]

�
i� 2

�

Of course, this presupposes the relevant change in the signature:

(4.38)

2
4 argument

argument synsem
raised bool

3
5

(4.39)

2
66664

category

valence

2
4 subject list(argument)
specifier list(argument)
complements list(argument)

3
5

argument-structure list(argument)

3
77775

What will di�er more considerably from the previous version of our analysis is the way raised
values are assigned. Informally, an element of arg-st is [raised +] if and only if it occurs
on the immediately higher arg-st. More precisely, an element of arg-st of some sign is
[raised +] if and only if there is an arg-st which contains both an argument whose arg
value is structure-shared with the arg value of this element, and a (synsem of a) projection
of this sign. Formally, we will posit the following global constraint:31

(4.40) unembedded-sign !

(8 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; 3 ( 0

2
4 category

head 1

arg-st 2

3
5^ member( 3

�
arg 4

�
, 2 ) !

( 3
�
raised +

�
$

9
�
arg-st 5

�
(member(

�
arg 4

�
, 5 ) ^ member(

�
argjlocjcatjhead 1

�
, 5 )))))

In words:

(4.41) In an unembedded sign (i.e., corresponding to an utterance),
for each category object in this sign with [head 1 ] and [arg-st 2 ],
for each element 3 [arg 4 ] on 2 ,

this element is [raised +] i�
there is an arg-st containing an element with the same
[arg 4 ] and containing also an element with the [head 1 ].

This constraint is formulated with as few hidden assumptions as possible, so that it can be
used with various assumptions about constituent structure and the relation between valence
and arg-st. We will conclude this section with a brief comparison of this revised version of
our case theory with the original version presented in �4.2.

31This constraint is stated here in quasi-RSRL (Relational Speciate Re-entrant Logic; Richter (1997, 1999b);
Richter et al. (1999)); see Appendix A for complete formalization.
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4.5.2 Some Comparisons

Note �rst that the principle responsible for assigning raised values is conceptually much
simpler than the relevant parts of our original analysis responsible for assigning realized

values. There, we had the rather complex (at least when rigidly formalized) principle (4.9),
marking raised elements as [realized �] on their lower occurrence, as well as three additional
principles assigning [realized +] to elements realized in three di�erent ways, cf. (4.6)�(4.8)
above.32 Here, we have instead just the single principle (4.40), taking care of all these instances.
The other side of this conceptual simplicity, though, is that the principle (4.40) taking care of
raised values is much less local then the corresponding parts of our earlier analysis. In fact,
(4.40) is stated as a constraint on unembedded-signs, i.e., on objects corresponding to complete
utterances. Note, however, that 1) although global, this principle is not con�gurational, i.e.,
it does not refer to syntactic (dtrs) con�gurations, and 2) the Case Principle itself (i.e.,
constraints such as (4.36) and (4.37)) is both non-con�gurational and local: it is stated as a
(set of) constraint(s) on category, and it refers only to values of head and arg-st.

Moreover, this revised analysis is free from a certain potential technical problem present in the
previous analysis. We assumed there (cf. (4.8) on p.79) that arguments whose arg value is
an a�x must be [realized +], i.e., are subject to the Case Principle. However, according
to the analysis of Abeillé et al. (1998b), such a�x arguments also may (in some cases must)
be raised to a higher verb, where they are again marked as [realized +]. This means that
they can be assigned case on a number of arg-sts, which is potentially problematic. On
the revised version, however, only the highest occurrence of an a�x argument is marked as
[raised �], so it can be assigned structural case only here.

Note also that the revised analysis correctly assigns the nominative case to controlled sub-
jects: since their synsem does not appear (as the value of arg) on a higher arg-st, they
are marked as [raised �] and assigned the nominative (by (4.36)), in accordance with
the arguments from Höhle (1983) and Müller (1998a). Actually, this analysis fares better
than Müller's (1997a) in this respect because it correctly assigns case to controlled subjects of
verbs which never project to a phrase, as in so-called coherent constructions (see Müller (1998a,
�8.2) for discussion), problematic for Müller's (1997a) Case Principle exactly because of
the traces of con�gurationality in its formalization, see (4.32)�(4.33).33

4.6 Conclusions

In this largely theory-internal Chapter we developed a general HPSG approach to case assign-
ment which builds (but also signi�cantly improves) on previous such approaches. We argued
that the only viable locus of case assignment within the current set of HPSG assumptions is
arg-st (or dependents, assuming the architecture of Bouma et al. (1999b)) and we showed
in detail that, contrary to appearances, case assignment on arg-st, without any reference to

32Moreover, these three `principles' were of di�erent nature: one of them was hard-wired into the Valence
Principle, another one into extraction lexical rules, and the third one characterized a�x arguments as
[realized +].

33Such coherent constructions are problematic also for earlier case assignment analyses, such as Pollard
(1994) and Heinz and Matiasek (1994), essentially for the same reasons.
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syntactic tree-con�guration, is possible and, actually, leads to an elegant case theory.

Our analysis of structural case assignment consists of the following components:

� a language-speci�c type hierarchy like that in Heinz and Matiasek (1994) (see (3.32) on
p.64), i.e., distinguishing between structural and lexical cases;

� a slightly extended structure of elements of arg-st (and, not crucially, valence at-
tributes) consisting now of the synsem-valued arg and the boolean raised, see (4.38)�
(4.39);

� a principle marking arguments raised to higher arg-sts as [raised +], and other argu-
ments as [raised �], see (4.40);

� an actual (and language-speci�c) Case Principle, assigning case to [raised�] ele-
ments of arg-st, see (4.36)�(4.37) for a candidate for (a part of) such a principle for
German.

Additionally, the Valence Principle, as well as other principles referring to elements of
valence attributes and arg-st, need to be slightly (and trivially) modi�ed.

Note that some parts of this analysis are contingent and other are necessary. For example,
we consider assignment on arg-st (or a similar attribute) to be a necessary feature of any
homogeneous HPSG theory of structural case assignment. On the other hand, the attribute
raised is disposable: the principle (4.40), marking arguments as [raised +=�], could be
hard-wired into the Case Principle proper.

Before concluding this Chapter, we will mention some highlights of the approach developed
above:

� generality: the approach described above can be applied to a wide range of data from
various languages;

� modularity: unlike previous approaches, the approach developed above is independent
of various analyses of argument realization, in particular, it is orthogonal to the issue of
traced vs. traceless extraction and it is compatible with analyses of Romance cliticization
as a�xation;

� conceptual coherence: our analysis of case assignment satis�es various conceptual
postulates found in the literature:

� it is non-con�gurational (Pollard, 1994);

� it is, to a large extent, local (Blake 1994 and inherited wisdom in general);

� case assignment is based on obliqueness / grammatical function hierarchy
(Zaenen et al., 1985; Yip et al., 1987; Maling, 1993).

� non-redundancy: case assignment generalizations are stated only once in the grammar.

Moreover, as we will see in the second Part of this study, our analysis of case assignment
trivially extends to non-argument NPs.
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In the next Chapter, we will apply this approach to a range of case assignment phenomena in
Polish.
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Chapter 5

Case in Polish

Polish is a perfect testbed for any general theory of case assignment: it has seven morphological
cases, listed below, and a number of interesting morphological, morphosyntactic and semantic
case phenomena.

(5.1) The morphological cases in Polish:

� nominative;

� accusative;

� genitive;

� dative;

� instrumental;

� locative;

� vocative.

Of these seven morphological cases, we will exclude the vocative case from our considerations
as it is used exclusively extra-sententially, for addressing:1

(5.2) Mario,
Maryvoc

chod¹!
come

`Come, Mary.'

(5.3) Sezamie,
Sesamevoc

otwórz
open

si¦!
RM

`Open, sesame!'

Also locative, whose distribution is limited to objects of certain prepositions will only rarely
be mentioned below.

But even if we limited our attention to the remaining �ve cases, it would be impossible to
give a full account of their distribution in Polish in a single study, not to mention a single

1See Andrejewicz (1988), as well as Krzy»anowski (1995) and references therein.
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chapter therein. Since case plays such a central rôle in Polish grammar, and its distribution
is conditioned by a variety of not only syntactic and semantic, but also pragmatic and mor-
phophonological factors, such a complete account would have to presuppose no less than a
complete description of Polish.

For this reason, we will restrict our considerations to syntactic aspects of case, so, for ex-
ample, we will not deal with the so-called semantic case (e.g., the `ethical' dative), or with
morphophonological case syncretisms (e.g., the syncretism of accusative and genitive in mas-
culine gender). But even when restricting our attention to syntactic case, we have to choose
from a plethora of interesting phenomena.

Below, we will consider in detail three case phenomena in Polish: Genitive of Negation (�5.2),
complex case patterns in numeral phrases (�5.3), and case agreement between an NP and an
adjectival predicate (�5.4). In all three cases, we will considerably extend the empirical domain
of previous analyses and we will reach new, often prima facie controversial, generalizations. On
the other hand, among the phenomena conspicuous in this Chapter by their absence will be:
case assignment and case agreement in comparative constructions, case assignment properties
of the distributive po (which might be recognized as calling for an extension of the above list
of cases in Polish), and case assignment properties of nominals, including those of so-called
verbal nouns (gerunds). We hope to come back to these issues in future research.

However, before we can deal with any syntactic case phenomena in Polish, we have to inves-
tigate the nature of the structural vs. inherent (lexical) dichotomy in Polish; this is the task
of the �rst section of this Chapter.2

5.1 Structural and Inherent Case in Polish

Before we move to empirical and analytical considerations, a terminological note is in order.
Just as in the previous two Chapters, we use the term structural case in accordance with
historical (in)accuracy, but without committing ourselves to any con�gurationality of struc-
tural cases; on the contrary, as extensively discussed in the previous Chapter, structural case
assignment should be analysed as non-con�gurational.

Moreover, we use the terms inherent case and lexical case interchangeably.

Finally, we consciously overload the terms structural and lexical (or inherent); thus, we will
speak not only of structural cases, but also of structural NPs (NPs marked with a structural
case) and structural positions (syntactic positions occupied by structural NPs). We hope that
this will not lead to any confusion.

5.1.1 Irrelevance of Passivization

The structural vs. inherent case dichotomy as construed in GB was �rst applied to Polish
by Tajsner (1990) and Willim (1990). For Willim (1990, p.214), inherent cases are dative,
associated with the �-role Goal, instrumental, when associated with the �-role Source, and

2Sections 5.1.2�5.1.4, 5.2.1 and 5.3 are based on and considerably extend Przepiórkowski (1996a).
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genitive, when associated with the �-role Source (or Cause) or Goal (or Target). Other cases
assigned by verbs to their complements are structural (speci�cally, objective). For example,
the instrumental of the object of kierowa¢ `manage, run' in (5.4) and the genitive of the
complement of nienawidzi¢ `hate' in (5.5) are structural.

(5.4) Jan
John

kieruje
manages

fabryk¡.
factoryins

`John manages (a/the) factory.'

(5.5) Jan
John

nienawidzi
hates

Marii.
Marygen

`John hates Mary.'

According to Willim (1990), verbs such as kieruje and nienawidzi specify their complements
as bearing structural instrumental and structural genitive, respectively, while verbs taking
accusative complements specify them as structural only, and the accusative is realized by a
default (`redundancy') rule. What is common to all structural complements, including those
realized as instrumental or genitive, is that they can be passivized, e.g.:

(5.6) Fabryka
Factorynom

jest
Aux

kierowana
managepassp

przez
by

Jana.
John

`The factory is run by John.'

(5.7) Maria
Marynom

jest
Aux

nienawidzona
hatepassp

przez
by

Jana.
John

`Mary is hated by John.'

On the other hand, Tajsner (1990, pp.67�70) applies the Genitive of Negation test to show that
dative and instrumental are assigned at D-structure, i.e., are always inherent, while accusative,
genitive (of negation) and nominative are assigned at S-structure, i.e., are structural:

(5.8) a. Lubi¦
like1st ;sg

Mari¦.
Maryacc

`I like Mary.'

b. Nie
NM

lubi¦
like1st ;sg

Marii
Marygen

/
/
*Mari¦.
Maryacc

`I don't like Mary.'

(5.9) a. Pomogªem
helped1st ;sg ;masc

Janowi.
Johndat

`I helped John.'

b. Nie
NM

pomogªem
helped1st ;sg ;masc

*Jana
Johngen

/
/
Janowi.
Johndat

`I didn't helped John.'
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(5.10) a. Kieruj¦
manage1st ;sg

�rm¡.
factoryins

`I run (a/the) factory.'

b. Nie
NM

kieruj¦
manage1st ;sg

*�rmy
factorygen

/
/
�rm¡.
factoryins

`I don't run (a/the) factory.'

(5.11) a. Ksi¡»ki
booksnom

s¡
are

na
on

stole.
table

`(The) books are on (the/a) table.'

b. Ksi¡»ek
booksgen

nie
NM

ma
has

na
on

stole.
table

`(The) books are not on (the/a) table.'

The assumption behind this test is that, once inherent cases are assigned at D-structure, no
syntactic process can override them (cf. (5.9)�(5.10) above), while, on the other hand, struc-
tural cases depend on the structural environment and, hence, may depend on, e.g., whether
the verb is negated or not (see (5.8) and (5.11)).

The important di�erence between the structural / inherent case dichotomy approaches of
Willim (1990) and Tajsner (1990) is that the former relies mainly on �-role assignment (and,
implicitly, on passivization), while the latter relies on the stability of case markings in changing
environments.3 This results in two di�erent classi�cations: for example, the instrumental
complement of kierowa¢ `manage, run' is classi�ed as structural by Willim (1990) (see (5.4)
and (5.6) above) and as inherent by Tajsner (1990) (see (5.10) above). Which approach to
the structural / inherent dichotomy should we adopt?

For a number of reasons, we will assume Tajsner's (1990) strategy. First, it is much preferable
methodologically: case variations depending on syntactic environment are easily observable,
i.e., the data are reasonably clear. On the other hand, it is still far from clear in generative
theorizing what �-roles we need and how to assign particular arguments to particular �-roles,
short of doing that in a purely intuitive (read: fallible) way.

Second, the correlation between �-role assignment and passivization suggested by Willim
(1990) cannot be maintained in the present form. The prediction is that instrumental com-
plements not associated with the �-role Source and genitive complements not associated with
Source (or Cause) or Goal (or Target) are passivizable. The data below show that this pre-
diction is false:

(5.12) a. Jan
John

macha
waves

chor¡giewk¡.
bannerins

`John is waving a/the banner.'

b. *Chor¡giewka
bannernom

jest
Aux

machana
wavepassp

(przez
by

Jana).
John

`A/The banner is (being) waved (by John).' (intended)
3This di�erence is reminiscent of the di�erence between the approaches of Chomsky (1986a) and Haider

(1985) discussed in �3.2.1.
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(5.13) a. Jan
John

chwali
boasts

si¦
RM

dobr¡
goodins

ocen¡.
markins

`John boasts of a good mark.'

b. *Dobra
goodnom

ocena
marknom

jest
Aux

chwalona
boastpassp

(si¦)
RM

(przez
by

Jana).
John

`Good mark is boasted of by John.' (intended)

(5.14) a. On
he

gardzi
scorns

ocenami.
marks

`He doesn't care about marks.'

b. *Oceny
marksnom

s¡
Aux

gardzone
scornpassp

(przez
by

niego).
him

`(Good) marks are scorned by him.' (intended)

(5.15) a. Ten
this

rozdziaª
chapter

dotyczy
is about

przypadka.
casegen

`This chapter is concerned with case.'

b. *Przypadek
casenom

jest
is

dotyczony
being aboutpassp

(przez
by

ten
this

rozdziaª).
chapter

`Case is the topic of this chapter.' (intended)

(5.16) a. Jan
John

potrzebuje
needs

pieni¦dzy.
moneygen

`John needs money.'

b. *Pieni¡dze
money

s¡
Aux

potrzebowane
needpassp

(przez
by

Jana).
John

`Money is needed (by John).' (intended)

(5.17) a. Jan
John

unika
avoids

sªawy.
famegen

`John avoids fame.'

b. *Sªawa
famenom

jest
Aux

unikana
avoidpassp

(przez
by

Jana).
John

`Fame is avoided (by John).' (intended)

In none of (5.12)�(5.14) is the instrumental complement a source in any intuitive sense, so
it should be classi�ed as structural and passivization should be allowed, contrary to facts.
Similarly, although none of the genitive complements in (5.15)�(5.17) can be construed as
source, cause, goal or target, passivization is impossible.

Moreover, it was noted as early as in Zabrocki (1981, pp.124�125) that some dative comple-
ments, always lexical on Willim's (1990) account, actually can be passivized:

(5.18) a. Imperiali±ci
imperialists

zagrozili
threatened

pokojowi.
peacedat
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`Imperialists threatened the peace.'

b. Pokój
peacenom

zostaª
Aux

zagro»ony
threatenpassp

przez
by

imperialistów.
imperialists

`The peace was threatened by imperialists.'

(5.19) a. Zaufaªem
trust1st ;sg ;masc

temu
thisdat

przyjacielowi.
frienddat

`I trusted this friend.'

b. zaufany
trustpassp ;nom

przyjacielnom
friendnom

`trusted friend'

c. ?Ten
thisnom

przyjaciel
friendnom

jest
Aux

zaufany.
trustpassp

`This friend is trusted.'

Thus, Willim's (1990) classi�cation of arguments into structural and inherent according to
the �-role they receive is orthogonal to passivization and to case assignment.4

Below, we will modify, extend and better motivate the approach to the structural / lexical
case dichotomy based on the stability of an argument's case across syntactic environments.

5.1.2 Genitive of Negation

Accusative is Structural, Dative and Instrumental are Lexical In Polish, unlike
in Russian, Genitive of Negation is, at least at �rst sight, a fairly simple phenomenon: an
otherwise accusative complement of a verb must be realized as genitive when the verb is
negated, as in (5.8) above, while other complements do not change their case under negation,
cf. (5.9)�(5.10) above. Thus, together with Tajsner (1990), we may conclude that at least
some occurrences of accusative are structural, and at least some occurrences of dative and
instrumental are lexical. In fact, there seem to be no verbs taking dative or instrumental com-
plements and allowing these complements to be genitive under negation. Thus, we conclude
that ad-verbal dative and instrumental are always lexical.

May Accusative Be Lexical? The situation is a little more complicated with respect
to accusative objects. Although it is usually claimed (e.g., by Saloni and �widzi«ski (1985,
p.141), Tajsner (1990), Willim (1990, p.211), Dziwirek (1994, p.150), Franks (1995, p.202),
Przepiórkowski (1996a), Witko± (1996a, pp.69�.), Saloni and �widzi«ski (1998, p.156)) that
all accusative complements must undergo GoN, Buttler et al. (1971, p.307) and Holvoet (1991,
pp.94�97) note apparent exceptions to this generalization:

(5.20) a. Gªowa
headnom

j¡
sheacc

boli.
aches

4See Zabrocki (1981) for convincing arguments that passivization in Polish is a fully lexical phenomenon.
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`Her head is aching.'

b. Gªowa
headnom

ju»
already

j¡ / jej
sheacc=gen

nie
NM

boli.
aches

`Her head isn't aching any more.'

(5.21) a. Sta¢
a�ord

j¡
sheacc

byªo
Aux

na
on

kupno
buying

samochodu.
car

`She could a�ord buying a car.'

b. Nie
NM

sta¢
a�ord

j¡ / jej
sheacc=gen

byªo
Aux

na
on

kupno
buying

samochodu.
car

`She couldn't a�ord buying a car.'

(5.22) a. To
thisnom

j¡
sheacc

kosztowaªo
cost

maj¡tek.
fortuneacc

`This cost her a fortune.'

b. To
thisnom

j¡ / jej
sheacc=gen

nie
NM

kosztowaªo
cost

ani
even

grosza.
pennygen

`This didn't cost her as much as a penny.'

The status of these data is far from clear. All speakers we consulted allow both the accusative
and the genitive in b. examples, although older speakers seem to prefer the accusative, while
younger speakers prefer the genitive. These data may be interpreted in two ways: either
the principle of the grammar responsible for the Genitive of Negation is optional in case of
some verbs, or these verbs may optionally take the lexical accusative. Since we do not have
any empirical arguments favouring either of these two alternatives, we will opt below for the
second possibility, as leading to simpler case assignment rules.

Genitive of Negation is Structural If we assume that ad-verbal accusative is (almost)
always structural because it changes to genitive under negation, then, by the same reasoning
conducted in the opposite direction, the genitive of negation must be taken to be a structural
case: it changes to accusative once negation is removed.

What About Nominative? Finally, within GB and MP, facts such as (5.11), repeated
below, are taken as an argument for the structurality of the nominative subject of the exis-
tential/locational copula by¢ (Willim, 1990; Tajsner, 1990; Witko±, 1996a, 1999).

(5.11) a. Ksi¡»ki
booksnom

s¡
are

na
on

stole.
table

`(The) books are on (the/a) table.'

b. Ksi¡»ek
booksgen

nie
NM

ma
has

na
on

stole.
table

`(The) books are not on (the/a) table.'
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This argument (but not the conclusion it leads to, as we will see below) is, however, problem-
atic. One problem it faces is: Why is it only the subject of the existential/locational copula
that changes to genitive under negation, and not subjects of other verbs?

(5.23) a. Jan
Johnnom

jest
is

szcz¦±liwy.
happynom

`John is happy.'

b. *Jana
Johngen

nie
NM

ma/jest
has/is

szcz¦±liwego/szcz¦±liwy.
happygen =nom

`John is not happy.' (intended)

(5.24) a. Jan
Johnnom

przyszedª.
came

`John came.'

b. *Jana
Johngen

nie
NM

przyszedª/przyszªo.
camemasc=neut

`John didn't come.' (intended)

It actually seems clear that the negated existential/locative copula is present in the lexicon
rather than being derived from the positive copula via productive syntactic rules. In fact, there
is some evidence that in Polish the negative particle nie always attaches to a verb already in the
lexicon, see Witko± (1998, �4.4) and, especially, Kup±¢ and Przepiórkowski (1999) (see �5.2.2.1
below). In the particular case of existential/locational copula, its negation is idiosyncratic in
a number of respects: not only does the negation change the case of the subject to genitive,
but it also changes the morphology of the verb (from jest to ma), and, as noted by Dziwirek
(1994), it probably demotes the subject, as the binding test shows (Dziwirek, 1994, p.154):5;6;7

(5.25) a. Jani
Johnnom

byª
was

u
at

siebiei
himself

/
/
*niegoi
him

w
at

domu.
home

`John was at his place, at home.'

b. Janai
Johngen

nie
NM

byªo
was

u
at

??siebiei
himself

/
/
?niegoi
him

w
at

domu.
home

`John wasn't at his place, at home.'

Also consideration of control into adverbial clauses, generally allowed only for subject con-
trollers, leads to the same conclusion, as noted by Witko± (1999):8

(5.26) a. ?Sko«czywszy
�nishadvp

prac¦
work

wcze±niej,
earlier

Ewa
Evenom

byªa
was

teraz
now

w
at

domu.
hom

5Recall that in Polish re�exive anaphors must be bound by the subject.
6For Dziwirek (1994), the re�exive version of examples such as (5.25b) is clearly ungrammatical, and the

pronominal version is clearly acceptable.
7See also Babby (1980a) for a careful defence of a similar conclusion with respect to the Russian existential

copula.
8Similar facts are also discussed in Dziwirek (1991) (and cited in Franks (1992, p.5), Franks (1993, p.514)

and Franks (1995, p.66)), but apparently not in its revision Dziwirek (1994).
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`Having �nished work earlier, Eve was now at home.'

b. *Sko«czywszy
�nishadvp

prac¦
work

pó¹niej,
later

Ewy
Evegen

nie
NM

byªo
was

jeszcze
yet

w
at

domu.
home

`Having �nished work later, Eve was not at home yet.' (intended)

Finally, such demoted subjects, unlike true subjects, cannot control a mimo `despite'-
adverbial:9

(5.27) *Mimo
despite

powa»nej
serious

choroby,
illness

Janka
Johngen

nie
NM

byªo
was

w
at

domu.
home

`Despite serious illness, John was not at home.' (intended)

Now, if�as strongly suggested by its high idiosyncraticity�the negated form of the existen-
tial/locative copula comes from the lexicon, then it cannot be used as an argument for the
structurality of the genitive case on the subject: the genitive case may instead be interpreted
as one more lexical idiosyncrasy of the negated copula. Nevertheless, as we will see below
(�5.1.3), the tradition of treating the nominative case of the subject as structural should not
be given up.

Genitive Arguments Note, by the way, that the Genitive of Negation does not tell us
anything about the structural/lexical status of genitive arguments, as in the examples below:

(5.28) a. Janek
Johnnom

boi
fears

si¦
RM

burzy.
tempestgen

`John is afraid of the tempest.'

b. Janek
Johnnom

nie
NM

boi
fears

si¦
RM

burzy.
tempestgen

`John is not afraid of the tempest.'

(5.29) a. Janek
Johnnom

nienawidzi
hates

klasówek.
class-testsgen

`John hates class-tests.'

b. Janek
Johnnom

nie
NM

nienawidzi
hates

klasówek.
class-testsgen

`John does not hate class-tests.'

The fact that these genitive arguments retain their genitive case under negation is consis-
tent with both the position that they are lexical (they do not change their case) and the
position that they are structural (like other structural complements, they are genitive under
negation).10

9This datum is from Dziwirek (1991), cited here after Franks (1992, 1993, 1995).
10In fact, we will argue below (pp.141�142) that the genitive assigned by ba¢ si¦ `fear' is lexical, and that

assigned by nienawidzi¢ `hate' is structural.
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Summary The Genitive of Negation test lets us classify all ad-verbal dative and instrumen-
tal as lexical, the genitive of negation as structural and almost all accusative complements as
bearing structural case. Moreover, we saw some evidence for the marginal rôle of the lexical
accusative. On the other hand, we argued that the Genitive of Negation test does not tell us
anything about the status of nominative subjects.

5.1.3 Nominalization

The comparison of case assignment to arguments of �nite verbs and to arguments of corre-
sponding deverbal nouns con�rms the conclusions of the previous section.11

Accusative is Structural, Dative and Instrumental are Lexical As in the case of Gen-
itive of Negation, Nominalization triggers the accusative to genitive case shift of direct objects
(see (5.30)�(5.31)), and it preserves the case of dative (cf. (5.32)�(5.33)) and instrumental
(cf. (5.34)�(5.36)) complements:12

(5.30) a. Janek
Johnnom

lubi
likes

Mari¦.
Maryacc

`John likes Mary.'

b. lubienie
likegrnd

Marii
Marygen

(przez
by

Janka)
John

`John's liking Mary'

(5.31) a. Janek
Johnnom

uderzyª
hit

Mari¦.
Maryacc

`John hit Mary.'

b. uderzenie
hitgrnd

Marii
Marygen

(przez
by

Janka)
John

`John's hitting Mary'

(5.32) a. Janek
Johnnom

pomaga
helps

Tomkowi.
Tomdat

`John is helping Tom.'

b. pomaganie
helpgrnd

Tomkowi
Tomdat

(przez
by

Janka)
John

`John's helping Mary'

(5.33) a. Janek
Johnnom

pogratulowaª
congratulated

Tomkowi.
Tomdat

`John congratulated Tom.'

b. pogratulowanie
congratulategrnd

Tomkowi
Tomdat

(przez
by

Janka)
John

11We consider here only the fairly productive -nie/-cie nominals, called substantiva verbalia by Puzynina
(1969), gerundives by Tajsner (1990) and verbal nouns by Rozwadowska (1997). See these works for extensive
characterization of -nie/-cie nominals, and for discussion of their mixed nominal/verbal properties.

12See also Tajsner (1990) for similar data and similar conclusions within the GB framework.
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`John's congratulating Tom'

(5.34) a. Janek
Johnnom

kieruje
manages

fabryk¡.
factoryins

`John runs (a/the) factory.'

b. kierowanie
managegrnd

fabryk¡
factoryins

(przez
by

Janka)
John

`John's managing (a/the) factory'

(5.35) a. Mªodzie»
youth

fascynuje
fascinate

si¦
RM

kultur¡
cultureins

staro»ytn¡.
ancientins

`Young people are fascinated with ancient culture.'

b. fascynowanie
fascinategrnd

si¦
RM

mªodzie»y
youthgen

kultur¡
cultureins

staro»ytn¡
ancientins

`young people's fascination with ancient culture'13

(5.36) a. Maria
Mary

bawi
plays

si¦
RM

lalk¡.
dollins

`Mary plays with a doll.'

b. bawienie
playgrnd

si¦
RM

lalk¡
dollins

`playing with a doll'

Moreover, by the same reasoning as in the case of the Genitive of Negation, we should classify
the ad-nominal genitive case in (5.30b)�(5.31b) as structural (because it alternates with ad-
verbal accusative).

Nominative is Structural According to the Nominalization test, also the nominative case
on the subject is unstable and, thus, should be classi�ed as structural:

(5.37) a. Janek
Johnnom

pªywa.
swims

`John is swimming.'

b. pªywanie
swimgrnd

Janka
Johngen

(5.35) a. Mªodzie»
youthnom

fascynuje
fascinate

si¦
RM

kultur¡
cultureins

staro»ytn¡.
ancientins

13This example comes from Rozwadowska (1997, p.91), where it is classi�ed as an object experiencer nominal,
on the assumption that it is derived from (i) below.

(i) Kultura
culturenom

staro»ytna
ancientnom

fascynuje
fascinates

mªodzie».
youthacc

`Ancient culture fascinates young people.'

This assumption is most probably wrong: the presence of the re�exive marker si¦ and the instrumental case
show that (5.35b) is related to (5.35a), and not to (i) This means that (5.35b) should be classi�ed as a subject
experiencer nominal.
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`Young people are fascinated with ancient culture.'

b. fascynowanie
fascinategrnd

si¦
RM

mªodzie»y
youthgen

kultur¡
cultureins

staro»ytn¡
ancientins

`young people's fascination with ancient culture'

(5.38) a. Marysia
Marynom

pocaªowaªa
kissed

Janka.
Johnacc

`Mary kissed John.'

b. pocaªowanie
kissgrnd

Janka
Johngen

przez
by

Marysi¦
Maryacc

`Mary's kissing John'

The facts are somewhat complicated here for two reasons: First, the subject of the verbal
noun may be realized either as what looks like a genitive NP (cf. (5.37) and (5.35) above) or
as a PP[przez ] (Polish equivalent of English PP[by ]; cf. (5.38), or (5.32) and (5.34) above),
roughly depending on the transitivity of the predicate (Rozwadowska, 1997). Second, when
the subject of such a verbal noun is realized by a pronoun, it must be a possessive pronoun
agreeing with the noun in case, and not a genitive (personal or re�exive) pronoun; compare
the examples below with (5.37) above.14

(5.39) a. moje
myposs

pªywanie
swimgrnd

`my swimming'

b. *pªywanie
swimgrnd

mnie
megen

We do not have anything to say here about the realization of the subject of -nie/-cie nominals,
see Rozwadowska (1997) for discussion. Nevertheless, since it never retains the nominative
case of the subject of a verb, we conclude that this nominative is structural.

Lexical Accusative? It seems that Nominalization could bear on the issue of lexical ac-
cusative of complements in examples (5.20)�(5.22), repeated below: if these complements may
retain their accusative case as arguments of respective verbal nouns, then this is the lexical
accusative, otherwise it is probably the structural accusative.

(5.20) a. Gªowa
headnom

j¡
sheacc

boli.
aches

`Her head is aching.'

b. Gªowa
headnom

ju»
already

j¡ / jej
sheacc=gen

nie
NM

boli.
aches

`Her head isn't aching any more.'
14The di�erence between a personal or re�exive pronoun and the corresponding possessive pronoun is clear in

cases of 1st person, 2nd person, and re�exive pronouns, but much less clear in case of 3rd person pronouns. For
example, the masculine singular form jego can serve both as a genitive personal pronoun, and as a possessive
pronoun. However, the di�erence between the two becomes visible in case of the short form go, which can only
act as a personal pronoun, not as a possessive pronoun. This observation is due to Cetnarowska (1998).
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(5.21) a. Sta¢
a�ord

j¡
sheacc

byªo
Aux

na
on

kupno
buying

samochodu.
car

`She could a�ord buying a car.'

b. Nie
NM

sta¢
a�ord

j¡ / jej
sheacc=gen

byªo
Aux

na
on

kupno
buying

samochodu.
car

`She couldn't a�ord buying a car.'

(5.22) a. To
thisnom

j¡
sheacc

kosztowaªo
cost

maj¡tek.
fortuneacc

`This cost her a fortune.'

b. To
thisnom

j¡ / jej
sheacc=gen

nie
NM

kosztowaªo
cost

ani
even

grosza.
pennygen

`This didn't cost her as much as a penny.'

Unfortunately, this test cannot be applied because verbal -nie/-cie nouns corresponding to
the verbs above simply do not exist:15

(5.40) *bolenie
achegrnd

j¡ / jej
sheacc=gen

gªowy
headgen

(5.41) *stanie
a�ordgrnd

j¡ / jej
sheacc=gen

na. . .
on

(5.42) *kosztowanie
costgrnd

j¡. . . / jej. . .
sheacc=gen

Thus, we are left with the weak evidence for the lexical accusative provided by the Genitive
of Negation facts (5.20)�(5.22).16

Genitive Arguments Note also, that just as in case of the Genitive of Negation (see
examples (5.28)�(5.29) above), Nominalization does not tell us anything about the genitive
arguments:

(5.43) a. Janek
Johnnom

boi
fears

si¦
RM

burzy.
tempestgen

`John is afraid of the tempest.'

b. banie
feargrnd

si¦
RM

burzy
tempestgen

`the fear of tempest'

15It is clear why sta¢ cannot be nominalized: contrary to appearances, it is not a verb (as used in (5.21)
above) at all. In case of bole¢ and kosztowa¢, the reason has probably to do with the lack of agentivity /
volitionality in the lexical semantics of such verbs.

16On the other hand, such marginal presence of the lexical accusative in Polish should not be surprising;
similarly very restricted lexical accusative is also present in German and Icelandic, see Haider (1985) and Yip
et al. (1987), respectively.
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(5.44) a. Janek
Johnnom

nienawidzi
hates

klasówek.
class-testsgen

`John hates class-tests.'

b. nienawidzenie
hategrnd

klasówek
class-testsgen

`hating class-tests'

Again, the genitive case on the arguments of verbal nouns may be interpreted as lexical (i.e.,
the lexical genitive case does not change), or as structural (the case `changes' to genitive, just
as structural accusative).

Summary The Nominalization test con�rmed the results of the previous section, i.e., that
dative and instrumental arguments are lexical, and that (most) accusative arguments are struc-
tural, and also established that nominative case on the subject is structural as well. On the
other hand, it neither con�rms nor discon�rms the lexicality of accusative arguments of bole¢
`ache', sta¢ na `a�ord' and kosztowa¢ `cost', nor does it bear on the issue of structural/lexical
case of genitive complements.

In the next subsection, we discuss other�rarely noticed�arguments for the structural/lexical
dichotomy in Polish.

5.1.4 Non-Inherent Phrases

In Polish, there seem to be some lexical units which can bear only structural case: du»o-type
inde�nite numerals, nic `nothing' and distributive po-phrases. We will deal with these phrases
in turn.17

5.1.4.1 Du»o-type Phrases

There is a class of inde�nite numerals, including du»o `a lot', maªo `little / few', troch¦ `a
little / a few', sporo `quite a lot', which do not visibly decline for case, and which display very
restrictive paradigm: they cannot occur in dative, instrumental or locative positions:

(5.45) *Janek
John

pomaga
helps

du»o
many

osób
peoplegen

/
/
osobom.
peopledat

(dative position)

(5.46) *Janek
John

kieruje
manages

du»o
many

fabryk
factoriesgen

/
/
fabrykami.
factoriesins

(instrumental)

(5.47) *Janek
John

rozmawia
talks

o
about

du»o
many

osób
peoplegen

/
/
osobach.
peopleloc

(locative)

17To the best of our knowledge, the relevant property of du»o-phrases was �rst noticed in Przepiórkowski
(1996a) (which earlier appeared as a chapter of Czuba and Przepiórkowski (1995), and later was abridged
as Przepiórkowski (1997b)), although similar facts have also been known for Russian, e.g., Babby (1986), and
the structurality of nic was �rst pointed out in Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997a). Distributive po-phrases in
Polish are extensively discussed in �ojasiewicz (1980) and Franks (1995, pp.160�.).
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In order to express the intended meanings, the inde�nite numeral wielu, which displays the
full paradigm, may be used:

(5.48) Janek
John

pomaga
helps

wielu
manydat

osobom.
peopledat

`John helps many people.'

(5.49) Janek
John

kieruje
manages

wieloma
manyins

fabrykami.
factoriesins

`John runs many factories.'

(5.50) Janek
John

rozmawia
talks

o
about

wielu
manyloc

osobach.
peopleloc

`John is talking about many people.'

Traditionally (see, e.g., Doroszewski (1980)) these defective du»o-type inde�nite numerals are
analysed as having only nominative and accusative forms, while Saloni and �widzi«ski (1985,
p.83)18 add that they can also occur in ad-verbal genitive positions.19

(5.51) Du»o
many

ludzi
people

przyszªo.
came

(nominative position)

`Many people came.'

(5.52) Widziaªem
saw1st ;sg ;masc

du»o
many

gwiazd
stars

�lmowych.
�lm

(accusative position)

`I saw many �lm stars.'

(5.53) Nie
NM

widziaªem
saw1st ;sg ;masc

du»o
many

gwiazd
stars

�lmowych.
�lm

(genitive position)

`I didn't see many �lm stars.'

(5.54) zobaczenie
seeing

wielu
many

/
/
*du»o
many

gwiazd
stars

(genitive position)

As the examples above show, du»o-phrases are possible in nominative, accusative and ad-
verbal genitive positions, but not in ad-nominal genitive positions, where wiele `many' can be
used instead.

In fact, this generalization is imprecise: du»o-type inde�nite numerals may appear only in some
ad-verbal genitive positions, but not in others. All verbs in the examples below subcategorize
for genitive complements, and they all sound infelicitous with du»o.

(5.55) Boj¦
fear1st ;sg

si¦
RM

wielu
many

/
/
*du»o
many

osób.
people

`I am afraid of many people.'
18See also Saloni and �widzi«ski (1998, p.91).
19We will not deal here either with the internal structure of such phrases or with the agreement patterns

they enter; see �5.3, especially �5.3.2.4.
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(5.56) Chwytaªem
catch

si¦
RM

wielu
many

/
/
*du»o
many

sposobów.
means

`I tried many means.'

(5.57) Janek
John

dochodziª
vindicated

wielu
many

/
/
*du»o
many

swoich
Selfposs

praw.
rights

`John vindicated his own rights.'

(5.58) Domy±laªem
guessed1st ;sg ;masc

sie
RM

wielu
many

/
/
*du»o
many

jego
his

wad.
vices

`I suspected many of his vices.'

(5.59) Udzieliªem
gave

mu
him

wielu
many

/
/
?*du»o
many

porad.
advices

`I gave him many advices.'

On the other hand, du»o-phrases are clearly allowed in genitive of negation positions, as
illustrated by (5.53) above and by the examples below:

(5.60) Janek
John

wcale
at all

nie
NM

kupiª
bought

du»o
many

ubra«.
clothes

`John didn't buy too many clothes.'

(5.61) Jego
his

postawa
behaviour

nie
NM

zaskoczyªa
surprised

(zbyt)
too

du»o
many

osób.
people

`His behaviour didn't surprise (too) many people.'

Thus, in summary, du»o-type phrases occur in the following ad-verbal case positions:

� nominative,

� accusative,

� genitive of negation,

but they cannot occur in the following ad-verbal positions:

� idiosyncratically assigned genitive,

� dative,

� instrumental.

Note that this split is strikingly consistent with the results of the Genitive of Negation and
Nominalization tests, which made us classify nominative, accusative and genitive of negation
as structural cases, and dative and instrumental as lexical cases, but which did not tell us
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anything about genitive complements of non-negated verbs, or about locative positions.20

Thus, we are justi�ed in interpreting the data in (5.45)�(5.47), (5.51)�(5.53) and (5.55)�(5.61)
as evidence for the inherent structurality of du»o-type phrases. That is, du»o-type phrases
can bear only structural, never lexical, case.

One problem with this position, however, is the ungrammaticality of (5.54), repeated below.

(5.54) zobaczenie
seeing

wielu
many

/
/
*du»o
many

gwiazd
stars

(genitive position)

If du»o-phrases are structural, and the ad-nominal genitive alternating with ad-verbal ac-
cusative is structural, then why is (5.54) unacceptable?

There are two possible answers to this question: either ad-nominal genitive is, after all, lex-
ical; or there are additional restrictions imposed on the distribution of du»o-phrases. In
Przepiórkowski (1996a), we explored the former possibility, but here we will adopt the latter
stance, as it leads to a more modular case principle and to simpler lexical (`redundancy') rules
relating verbs to verbal nouns.21 Thus, we assume that du»o-type phrases may bear only
structural case and, additionally and somewhat idiosyncratically, cannot occur in ad-nominal
positions. We see no explanation for this additional idiosyncrasy.

Before we conclude this subsection, a brief note on apparently lexical accusative complements
(see (5.20)�(5.22) on p.110 above) is in order: du»o-type phrases do not help us to decide
on the issue of structural/lexical status of these complements. The problem is that, in all
of (5.20a)�(5.22a), the lexical accusative argument seems to alternate with the structural
accusative, as suggested by the optionality of genitive of negation in (5.20b)�(5.22b). So,
du»o-phrases appearing in these accusative positions, as shown below, can be interpreted as
actually appearing only in the optional structural position.

(5.62) ?Gªowa
headnom

boli
aches

du»o
many

osób.
people

`Many people have headache.'

(5.63) Du»o
many

osób
people

sta¢
a�ord

na
on

kupno
buying

samochodu.
car

`Many people can a�ord buying a car.'

(5.64) Du»o
many

osób
people

kosztowaªo
cost

to
this

fortun¦.
fortune

`This cost many people a fortune.'
20Recall that locative is reserved to complements of some prepositions, e.g., o `about', po `after', na `on', so

it is necessarily immune to Genitive of Negation and Nominalization, which a�ect only verbal (and nominal,
in case of Nominalization) dependents.

21In brief, assuming the lexicality of ad-nominal genitive complements and the structurality of the corre-
sponding ad-verbal arguments, lexical rules (such as those alluded to in Przepiórkowski (1996a)) have to map
structural objects of verbs to lexical genitive complements of verbal nouns. This means that 1) they actually
take over part of the duty of case theory, 2) they cannot identify whole synsems of ad-verbal arguments with
synsems of corresponding ad-nominal arguments. The latter property makes it necessary to split the lexical
rule into a number of cases (one for NP arguments, another for PP arguments, etc.).
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Thus, du»o-type phrases do not provide any arguments for or against the lexicality of the
accusative case in (5.20)�(5.22). The same applies to the next two kinds of phrases, namely,
nic `nothing' and distributive po-phrases.

In summary, du»o-type phrases seem to provide a partial test for the structurality of a given
syntactic position: if a du»o-type phrase can appear in this position, then it should be classi�ed
as structural. According to this test, nominative, (most) accusative, and genitive of negation
positions are structural. See �5.3.2.4 for an analysis of du»o-type inde�nite numerals.

5.1.4.2 Nic

As discussed in Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997a, pp.15�16), the distribution of nic `nothing'
strongly resembles that of du»o-type phrases: nic cannot appear in that form in dative,
instrumental or lexical genitive positions, cf. (5.65)�(5.67), but it may appear as a genitive of
negation complement of a negated verb and as a nominative subject, cf. (5.68)�(5.69).22

(5.65) Nie
NM

przygl¡dam
observe1st ;sg ;masc

si¦
RM

niczemu
nothingdat

/
/
*nic.
nothing

(dative position)

`I am not looking at anything.'

(5.66) Nie
NM

kieruj¦
manage1st ;sg ;masc

niczym
nothingins

/
/
*nic.
nothing

(instrumental)

`I am not running anything.'

(5.67) Nie
NM

boj¦
fear1st ;sg ;masc

si¦
RM

niczego
nothinggen

/
/
*nic.
nothing

(lexical genitive)

`I am not afraid of anything.'

(5.68) Nie
NM

widziaªem
saw1st ;sg ;masc

niczego
nothinggen

/
/
nic.
nothing

(genitive of negation)

`I haven't seen anything.'

(5.69) Nic
nothing

nie
NM

spadªo.
fell

(nominative)

`Nothing fell down.'

Moreover, nic behaves just like du»o-type phrases in being disallowed in ad-nominal genitive
positions:

(5.70) niezobaczenie
NM seegrnd

niczego
nothinggen

/
/
*nic
nothing

`seeing nothing'

Thus, nic joins du»o-phrases in providing a partial test for structurality of a given syntactic
position.

22Nic cannot appear in ad-verbal accusative positions for independent reasons: as an n-word, it may appear
only in negative environments, which�in turn�trigger genitive of negation. See Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢
(1997a,c,b, 1999) for an exhaustive description and analysis of Negative Concord in Polish.
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5.1.4.3 Distributive po-Phrases

The �rst approximation of the generalization concerning the distribution of po-phrases can be
found in Franks (1995, pp.160�.): �they freely appear in subject and object positions.� More
speci�cally, they can appear in nominative subject and accusative complement positions, but
not in dative, instrumental or lexical genitive positions:23;24

(5.71) Po
Dist

dwóch
two

studentów
students

czytaªo
read

te
these

ksi¡»ki.
books

(nominative position)

`These books were read by two students each.'

(5.72) Ka»dy
every

student
student

miaª
had

po
Dist

dolarze.
dollar

(accusative)

`Each student had one dollar.'

(5.73) *Ka»dy
each

z
of

nich
them

pomógl
helped

po
Dist

trzem/trzy
threedat =acc

osobom/osoby.
personsdat =acc

(dative)

`Each of them helped three people.' (intended)

(5.74) *Ka»dy
each

z
of

nich
them

kierowaª
managed

po
Dist

trzema/trzy
threeins =acc

fabrykami/fabryki.
factoriesins=acc

(instrumental)

`Each of them ran three factories.' (intended)

(5.75) *Ka»dy
each

z
of

nich
them

baª
feared

si¦
RM

po
Dist

trzech/trzy
threegen=acc

osób/osoby.
personsgen=acc

(lexical genitive)

`Each of them was afraid of three people.' (intended)

(5.76) *Ka»da
each

z
of

tych
this

spraw
matters

dotyczyªa
concerned

po
Dist

trzech/trzy
threegen=acc

osób/osoby.
personsgen=acc

(lexical genitive)

`Each of these matters concerned three people.' (intended)

On the other hand, po-phrases can occupy the genitive of negation positions. Although some-
times the result is slightly marginal, the examples below are clearly much more acceptable
than (5.73)�(5.76).

(5.77) Ci
these

studenci
students

nie
NM

mieli
had

po
Dist

dolarze.
dollar

(genitive of negation)

`These students didn't have one dollar each.'

(5.78) ?Ka»dy
each

z
of

nich
them

nie
NM

przeczytaª
read

po
Dist

trzy
three

z
of

zadanych
assigned

ksi¡»ek.
books

(genitive of

negation)

`Each of them didn't read three of the assigned books.'

23Examples (5.71) and (5.72) are from Franks (1995, pp.161f.).
24We will not deal with internal structure of po-phrases here.
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(5.79) Nie
NM

daªem
gave1st ;sg ;masc

im
themdat

po
Dist

trzy
three

ksi¡»ki,
books

ale
but

po
Dist

pi¦¢.
�ve

(genitive of negation)

`I didn't give them three books each, but �ve.'25

Interestingly, unlike inde�nite du»o-type phrases and nic, po-type distributive phrases may
marginally appear as ad-nominal complements corresponding to accusative ad-verbal comple-
ments:

(5.80) a. Podarowaªem
donate1st ;sg ;masceachdat

ka»demu
of

z
them

nich
threeacc

trzy
books

ksi¡»ki.

`I gave each of them three books.'

b. ?podarowanie
givegrnd

ka»demu
eachdat

z
of

nich
them

po
Dist

trzy
three

ksi¡»ki
books

`giving each of them three books'

(5.81) a. Ka»dy
each

z
of

nich
them

kupiª
bought

trzy
threeacc

marynarki.
jackets

`Each of them bought three jackets.'

b. kupienie
buygrnd

przez
by

ka»dego
each

z
of

nich
them

po
Dist

trzy
three

marynarki
jackets

`each of them buying three jackets'

On the other hand, po-phrases cannot appear in ad-nominal dative, instrumental and lexical
genitive positions:

(5.82) *pomaganie
helpgrnd

przez
by

ka»dego
each

z
of

nich
them

po
Dist

trzem/trzy
threedat =acc

osobom/osoby
personsdat =acc

(dative)

`their help for three people (each)' (intended)

(5.83) *kierowanie
managing

przez
by

ka»dego
each

z
of

nich
them

po
Dist

trzema/trzy
threeins =acc

fabrykami/fabryki.
factoriesins=acc

(instrumen-

tal)

`each of them managing three factories' (intended)

(5.84) *ich
their

banie
feargrnd

si¦
RM

po
Dist

trzech/trzy
threegen=acc

osób/osoby.
personsgen=acc

(lexical genitive)

`each of them being afraid of three people' (intended)

In summary, distributive po-phrases may appear in the following positions:

25Despite the contrastive reading, the relevant position is still genitive:

(i) Nie
NM

daªem
gave1st ;sg ;masc

mu
himdat

kasety
cassettegen

/
/
*kaset¦,
cassetteacc

tylko
but

CD.
CD

`I didn't give him a cassette, only a CD.'
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� nominative,

� accusative,

� genitive of negation,

� genitive of nominalization (sometimes only marginally),

while being forbidden from the following positions:

� lexical genitive (both ad-verbal and ad-nominal),

� dative (both ad-verbal and ad-nominal),

� instrumental (both ad-verbal and ad-nominal).

This distribution strongly suggests that po-phrases can occur exactly in structural positions
(subject to further, semantic, restrictions) and it independently supports our decision to treat
the genitive of nominalization as a structural case.26

5.1.5 Predication by NP[ins]s

Another argument for the structural vs. inherent case dichotomy, to the best of our knowledge
not noticed in the literature so far, is the possibility of predication by instrumental NPs, as
in (5.85)�(5.94).

(5.85) Janek
Johnnom

wyjechaª
left

bogaczem,
rich manins

a
and

wróciª
returned

»ebrakiem.
pauperins

`John left (as) a rich man and came back (as) a pauper.'

(5.86) Janek
Johnnom

jest
is

/
/
wydaje
seems

si¦
Aux

m¡drym
wiseins

czªowiekiem.
manins

`John is / seems (to be) a wise man.'

(5.87) Ojciec
fathernom

umarª
died

/
/
obudziª
woke

si¦
RM

»ebrakiem.
pauperins

(Pisarkowa, 1965, p.12)

`The father died / woke up as a pauper.'

26The matters are more complicated with respect to ad-nominal possessive phrases corresponding to ad-
verbal nominative; the grammatical status of po-phrases in such positions is not clear:

(i) a. Z
from

ka»dego
each

drzewa
tree

spadªo
fell

po
Dist

pi¦¢
�ve

jabªek.
apples

`Five apples fell from each tree.'

b. ??spadni¦cie
fallgrnd

po
Dist

pi¦¢
�ve

jabªek
apples

z
from

ka»dego
each

drzewa
tree

`falling of �ve apples from each tree'

In this study, we will ignore the di�cult problem of the realization of ad-nominal subjects, but see Rozwadowska
(1997) for some discussion.
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(5.88) Pami¦tam
remember1st ;sg

go
himacc

gªupcem.
foolins

`I remember him (as) a fool.'

(5.89) Widz¦
see1st ;sg

/
/
rodz¦
deliver1st ;sg

/
/
budz¦
wake1st ;sg

/
/
wybieram
elect1st ;sg

go
himacc

królem.
kingins

(Pisarkowa, 1965,

p.21)

`I see / deliver / wake / elect him a king.'

(5.90) Taki
such

przypadek
casenom

nazywamy
call1st ;pl

przypadkiem
caseins

strukturalnym.
structuralins

`We call such a case `structural case'.'

(5.91) Lubiªem
liked1st ;sg ;masc

go
himacc

szefem
bossins

�Solidarno±ci�. . .
�Solidarity�gen . . .

`I liked him (as) the boss of �Solidarity�. . . '

(5.92) . . . a
and

nie
NM

lubiªem
liked1st ;sg ;masc

go
himgen

prezydentem.
presidentins

`. . . but didn't like (him) as the president.'

(5.93) Nie
NM

widziaªem
saw1st ;sg ;masc

jej
hergen

nigdy
never

tak¡
suchins

pi¦kn¡
beautifulins

kobiet¡.
womanins

`I've never seen her as such a beautiful woman.'

(5.94) Nie
NM

nazywamy
call1st ;pl

takiego
suchgen

przypadka
casegen

przypadkiem
caseins

leksykalnym.
lexicalins

`We don't call such a case `lexical case'.'

In (5.85)�(5.87), the predicated NP is in the nominative case, in (5.88)�(5.91) it is accusative,
and in (5.92)�(5.94) it is genitive of negation. Moreover, in some cases ((5.86), (5.90), (5.94))
the predicative NP[ins] is clearly subcategorized for by the verb (in (5.86) as a primary pred-
icate), while in others it apparently is not. In all these cases predication by an NP[ins] is
possible, so we may conclude that predicative NP[ins] may predicate of structural NPs.

This is not to say that all structural NPs may be predicated of by NP[ins], e.g.:

(5.95) Janek
Johnnom

pocaªowaª
kissed

/
/
uderzyª
hit

Mari¦
Maryacc

?*królem
kingins

/
/
?*królow¡.
queenins

`John kissed / hit Mary (as) the king / the queen.'

A constraint on the occurrence of predicative NP[ins]s seems to be that they are blocked by
instrumental adverbials of manner, when the latter are possible. We will have nothing to say
about such additional constraints here.

On the other hand, lexical NPs cannot be predicated of by instrumental NPs, even in cases
when instrumental adverbials of manner are not felicitous:
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(5.96) ?*Boj¦
fear1st ;sg

si¦
RM

go
himgen

prezydentem.
presidentins

`I am afraid of him as the president.'

(5.97) *Marii
Marydat

byªo
was

dobrze
well

królow¡.
queenins

`Mary felt well being the queen.' (intended)

(5.98) *Brakowaªo
lacked

mu
himdat

ogªady
lustre

królem.
kingins

`He lacked the lustre as a king.' (intended)

(5.99) *Chwaliªem
boasted1st ;sg ;masc

si¦
RM

nim
himins

moim
myins

bratem.
brotherins

`I boasted of him (as of) my brother.' (intended)

The relevant meaning can be instead conveyed using the other, and more robust, option
available to (secondary) predication, i.e., case agreement (plus the marker jako `as'):

(5.100) Boj¦
fear1st ;sg

si¦
RM

go
himgen

jako
as

prezydenta.
presidentgen

`I am afraid of him as the president.'

(5.101) Marii
Marydat

byªo
was

dobrze
well

jako
as

królowej.
queendat

`Mary felt well being the queen.'

(5.102) Brakowaªo
lacked

mu
himdat

ogªady
lustre

jako
as

królowi.
kingdat

`He lacked the lustre as a king.'

(5.103) Chwaliªem
boasted1st ;sg ;masc

si¦
RM

nim
himins

jako
as

moim
myins

bratem.
brotherins

`I boasted of him as of my brother.'

As in the case of other tests (with the exception of du»o-phrases and nic), predication by
NP[ins] also con�rms that the genitive of nominalization is structural and other ad-nominal
cases are lexical:

(5.104) ?wyjechanie
leavegrnd

Janka
Johngen

»ebrakiem
pauperins

`John's leaving as a pauper'

(5.105) pami¦tanie
remembergrnd

go
himgen

gªupcem
fool

`remembering his as a fool'
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(5.106) *banie
feargrnd

si¦
RM

go
himgen

prezydentem
president

`being afraid of him as the president' (intended)

(5.107) *o±wiadczenie
proposegrnd

si¦
RM

mu
himdat

królem
kingins

`proposing to him as a king' (intended)

(5.108) *chwalenie
boastgrnd

si¦
RM

nim
himins

swoim
Selfposs ;ins

bratem
brotherins

`boasting of him as of one's brother' (intended)

Again, the relevant meaning may be expressed with jako + NP agreeing in case with the
predicated phrase.

In summary, predicative instrumental NPs may predicate of the following NP arguments of
verbs and (de)verbal nouns (subject to further constraints):

� nominative,

� accusative,

� genitive of negation,

� genitive of nominalization,

and they cannot modify NPs in the following positions:

� lexical genitive (ad-verbal and ad-nominal),

� dative (ad-verbal and ad-nominal),

� instrumental (ad-verbal and ad-nominal).

We will have more to say about predication and case assignment in �5.4 below.

5.1.6 Intermediate Summary

In this section, we have so far identi�ed four criteria for distinguishing structural and lexical
(inherent) case positions: Genitive of Negation, Nominalization, certain phrases which, appar-
ently, may occupy only structural positions, and predicative modi�ability by an NP[ins]. The
�rst two criteria are well-known, while the other two are relatively novel. Table 5.1 summarizes
the partial results of this section.

Here is how this Table should be read. In case of Genitive of Negation and Nominalization
columns, a `+' means that arguments of the kind speci�ed by the row visibly undergo the case
shift, `�' means that they visibly do not undergo such a change, and na (`does not apply')
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GoN Nominalization du»o, nic po NP[ins]
ad-verbal arguments:
nominative � + + + +
accusative (standard case) + + + + +
genitive of negation + na + + +
other genitive na na � � �
dative � � � � �
instrumental � � � � �
accusative of bole¢, etc. +/� na na na na

ad-nominal arguments:
genitive of nominalization na + � + +
other genitive na na � � �
dative � � � � �
instrumental � � � � �

Table 5.1: Tests for Structural vs. Inherent Case in Polish: Partial Results

means that the result may be interpreted either way.27 In case of the next two columns, `+'
means that a phrase of the given kind may appear in given positions, and `�' means that it
cannot. Finally, in case of the NP[ins] column, `+' means that a phrase of a given kind can
(in principle) be modi�ed by a predicative NP[ins], while `�' means that it cannot.

Now, assuming that structural positions are given by these rows which allow at least one `+',
ad-verbal accusative and genitive of negation positions are prototypical structural positions,
and the nominative and genitive of nominalization are also clear cases of structural positions,
assuming that the impossibility of Genitive of Negation in the former and the infelicity of
du»o-phrases and nic in the latter are results of independent constraints. On the other hand,
dative and instrumental positions, both ad-verbal and ad-nominal, are prototypical cases
of lexical positions, and idiosyncratically assigned genitive positions are slightly less-clear
cases of such lexical positions. Finally, accusative arguments of verbs such as bole¢, sta¢
and kosztowa¢ should probably be classi�ed as optionally lexical, although evidence for this
position is particularly sparse.

In the remainder of this section, we will investigate the status of some other case positions.

5.1.7 Arguments of Prepositions

Can prepositions take structural arguments? Arguments of prepositions do not change their
case under negation or in the process of nominalization, but this may be because only direct
ad-verbal arguments are a�ected by these processes, not arguments separated by an additional
PP layer. Also secondary predicates (both instrumental and case-agreeing) seem to be able
to modify only direct arguments of primary predicates (verbs or nouns). On the other hand,

27`�/+' in the accusative of bole¢, etc. / GoN cell means that the accusative argument undergoes Genitive
of Negation only optionally.
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it seems that the test provided by du»o-phrases and by nic is more appropriate.28

According to this test, prepositions subcategorizing for an accusative complement actually
subcategorize for a structural complement; such an accusative complement may be realised
by a du»o-phrase or by nic.

(5.109) za + accusative:

a. Musiaªem
must1st ;sg ;masc

zapªaci¢
pay

za
for

(zbyt)
too

du»o
many

zbrodni.
crimes

`I had to pay for too many crimes.'

b. Za
for

nic
nothing

nie
NM

musiaªem
must1st ;sg ;masc

pªaci¢.
pay

`I didn't have to pay for anything.'

(5.110) na + accusative:

a. Czekamy
wait1st ;pl

jeszcze
still

na
for

du»o
many

osób.
people

`We are still waiting for many people.'

b. Na
for

nic
nothing

nie
NM

czekamy.
wait1st ;pl

`We aren't waiting for anything.'

(5.111) przez + accusative:

a. ?Ten
this

�lm
�lm

zostaª
Aux

obejrzany
seepassp

przez
by

du»o
many

osób.
people

`This �lm was seen by many people.'

b. Przez
through

nic
nothing

nie
NM

przeje»d»aªem.
went1st ;sg ;masc

`I didn't drive through anything.'

(5.112) o + accusative:

a. Pytaªem
asked1st ;sg ;masc

o
about

du»o
many

ró»nych
di�erent

spraw.
matters

`I asked about many di�erent matters.'

b. Nie
NM

pytaªem
asked1st ;sg ;masc

o
about

nic.
nothing

`I didn't ask about anything.'

On the other hand, prepositions taking genitive, dative, instrumental or locative arguments
cannot occur with either du»o or nic.

28Note that the distributive po-test is unavailable here because, in Polish, prepositions take prepositional
complements only in very special circumstances; Jaworska (1986a,b) mentions only locative and temporal uses,
where the embedded PP speci�es a point in space or time.
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(5.113) do + genitive:

a. Przemawiaªa
talked1st ;sg ;fem

do
to

wielu
manygen

osób
peoplegen

/
/
*du»o
many

osób.
people

`She was addressing many people.'

b. To
this

si¦
RM

nie
NM

nadaje
�t

do
for

niczego
nothinggen

/
/
*nic.
nothing

`This isn't �t for anything.'

(5.114) dla + genitive:

a. Byªo
was

to
this

przykre
sad

dla
for

wielu
manygen

osób
peoplegen

/
/
*du»o
many

osób.
people

`It was sad/embarrassing for many people.'

b. Dla
for

niczego
nothinggen

/
/
*nic
nothing

nie
NM

warto
worth

si¦
RM

tak
so

poni»a¢.
humiliate

`Nothing is worth humiliating oneself so much.'

(5.115) ku + dative:

a. Skierowaªem
directed1st ;sg ;masc

si¦
RM

ku
towards

wielu
manydat

osobom
peopledat

/
/
*du»o
many

osób.
people

`I directed my steps towards many people.'

b. Nie
NM

skierowaªem
directed1st ;sg ;masc

si¦
RM

ku
towards

niczemu
nothingdat

/
/
*nic.
nothing

`I didn't direct my steps towards anything.'

(5.116) przeciw + dative:

a. Byªem
was1st ;sg ;masc

przeciw
against

wielu
manydat

ustawom
lawsdat

/
/
*du»o
many

ustaw.
laws

`I was against many bills of law.'

b. Nie
NM

byªem
was1st ;sg ;masc

przeciw
against

niczemu
nothingdat

/
/
*nic.
nothing

`I wasn't against anything.'

(5.117) nad + instrumental:

a. Nad
over

wieloma
manyins

wsiami
villagesins

/
/
*du»o
many

wsi
villages

unosiª
hovered

si¦
RM

dym.
smoke

`There was smoke lingering over many villages.'

b. Nad
over

niczym
nothingins

/
/
*nic
nothing

si¦
RM

nie
NM

zastanawiaªem.
ponder

`I didn't ponder over anything.'

(5.118) z + instrumental:

a. Rozmawiaªem
talked1st ;sg ;masc

z
with

wieloma
manyins

osobami
peopleins

/
/
*du»o
many

osób.
people
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`I talked to many people.'

b. Z
with

niczym
nothingins

/
/
*nic
nothing

si¦
RM

nie
NM

liczyªem.
respect

`I didn't respect anything.'

(5.119) o + locative:

a. Rozmawiali±my
talked1st ;pl

o
about

wielu
manyloc

osobach
peopleloc

/
/
*du»o
many

osób.
people

`We talked about many people.'

b. Nie
NM

rozmawiali±my
talked1st ;pl

o
about

niczym
nothingloc

/
/
*nic.
nothing

`We didn't talk about anything.'

(5.120) przy + locative:

a. Przy
by

wielu
manyloc

osobach
peopleloc

/
/
*du»o
many

osób
people

jestem
be1st ;sg

nie±miaªa.
shy1st ;fem

`I am shy in the company of many people.'

b. Przy
at

niczym
nothingloc

/
/
*nic
nothing

si¦
RM

nie
NM

napracowaªem.
toiled

`I didn't toil at anything.'

In summary, the du»o/nic-test shows that the ad-prepositional accusative is structural, and
suggests that ad-prepositional genitive, dative, instrumental and locative are lexical.29

5.1.8 Arguments of Adjectives and Adverbs

To the extent that active adjectival participles (Polish: imiesªowy przymiotnikowe czynne) are
morphosyntactically adjectives (they in�ect for case, gender and number, i.e., they have the
properties de�ning the morphosyntactic class of adjectives in Polish, see Saloni and �widzi«ski
(1998, pp.103, 190�.)), adjectives can be said to be able to assign structural case.30 As the
examples below show, adjectival active participles behave in this respect just like verbs: they

29Matters are slightly complicated by the existence of apparent prepositions such as jak `how' and ni»
`than', extensively discussed in Szupryczy«ska (1979) and Kallas (1986, 1995, 1996), allegedly subcategorizing
for nominative NPs:

(i) Zobaczyª
saw3rd ;sg ;masc

chªopca
boyacc

wysokiego
highacc

jak
as

tyczka.
polenom

(Kallas, 1986)

`He saw a boy as high as a pole.'

(ii) Zaanektowano
annex�no=�to

krain¦
land

wi¦ksz¡
greater

ni»
than

Wielka
Great

Brytania.
Britain

(Kallas, 1995)

`A land greater than Great Britain was annexed.'

The status of jak and ni» as prepositions is, however, controversial. For example, Bondaruk (1998) convincingly
argues against ever treating ni» as a proposition (and for treating it uniformly as a complementizer). Since
investigating the status of jak and ni» would lead us too far a�eld (into the relatively unexplored terrain of
comparative constructions), we will ignore such alleged prepositions here.

30See Müller (1998b,a) for an analogous claim with respect to German.
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may take accusative objects (5.121), which undergo Genitive of Negation (5.122), which can
be realized as a du»o-phrase (5.123), nic (5.124) or a distributive po-phrase (5.125), and which
can be modi�ed by an NP[ins] predicate (5.126).

(5.121) Janek,
John

lubi¡cy
likeadjp

Mari¦. . .
Maryacc

`John, who likes Mary. . . '

(5.122) Janek,
John

nie
NM

lubi¡cy
likeadjp

Marii. . .
Marygen

`John, who doesn't like Mary. . . '

(5.123) Janek,
John

lubi¡cy
likeadjp

tak
so

du»o
many

osób. . .
people

`John, who likes so many people. . . '

(5.124) Janek,
John

nic
nothing

nie
NM

robi¡cy
doadjp

przez
through

caªy
all

dzie«. . .
day

`John, who doesn't do anything all day long. . . '

(5.125) Waª¦sa,
Waª¦sa

daj¡cy
giveadjp

ka»demu
everybodydat

po
Dist

100000
100000

zªotych. . .
zloty

`Waª¦sa, who gives everybody 100000 zloty. . . '

(5.126) Janek,
John

pami¦taj¡cy
rememberadjp

mnie
meacc

dzieckiem. . .
childins

`John, who remembers me as a child. . . '

The same, mutatis mutandi, holds for adverbial participles (Polish: imiesªowy przysªówkowe),
both present and past (Polish: wspóªczesne and uprzednie).

It can be said, though, that such adjectival and adverbial participles are mixed categories,
and that it is their `verbness' that decides about their case assignment properties. Are there,
then, more prototypical (i.e., non-deverbal) adjectives or adverbs which can assign structural
case?

Saloni and �widzi«ski (1998, p.193) give, after Szupryczy«ska (1978), following examples of
adjectives subcategorizing for an NP: przeciwny `against' + dative, peªny `full' + genitive,
pewny `sure' + genitive, ciekawy `curious' + genitive. The following adjectives can be added
to this list: drogi `dear' + dative, bliski + dative, winny `guilty' + genitive, godny `deserving'
+ genitive, ±wiadomy `conscious' + genitive. Note that none among these adjectives takes an
accusative complement. Moreover, none of them can take a du»o-phrase, nic or a distributive
po-phrase as a complement, e.g.:

(5.127) a. przeciwny
against

wielu
manydat

osobom
peopledat

/
/
*du»o
many

osób
people
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`(being) against many people'

b. On
henom

nie
NM

jest
is

przeciwny
against

niczemu
nothingdat

/
/
*nic.
nothing

`He isn't against anything.'

c. Ka»dy
each

z
of

nich
them

jest
is

przeciwny
against

trzem
three

przedsi¦wzi¦ciom
projects

/
/

*po
Dist

trzy
three

przedsi¦wzi¦cia.
projects
`Each of them is against three projects.'

(5.128) a. winny
guilty

wielu
manygen

zbrodni
crimesgen

/
/
*du»o
many

zbrodni
crimes

`guilty of many crimes'

b. On
he

nie
NM

jest
is1st ;sg

winny
guilty

niczego
nothinggen

/
/
*nic.
nothing

`He isn't guilty of anything.'

c. Ka»dy
each

z
of

nich
them

jest
is

winny
guilty

trzech
three

zbrodni
crimes

/
/
*po
Dist

trzy
three

zbrodnie.
crimes

`Each of them is guilty of three crimes.'

Such ad-adjectival arguments also cannot be predicated of by an NP[ins], see the contrast
between examples a. and b. below.

(5.129) a. *Jestem
be1st ;sg ;masc

przeciwny
against

Waª¦sie
Waª¦sadat

prezydentem.
presidentins

`I am against Waª¦sa as the president.' (intended)

b. Jestem
be1st ;sg

przeciwny
against

Waª¦sie
Waª¦sadat

jako
as

prezydentowi.
presidentdat

`I am against Waª¦sa as the president.'

(5.130) a. *Jestem
be1st ;sg

ciekawy
curious

Waª¦sy
Waª¦sagen

prezydentem.
presidentins

`I am curious about Waª¦sa as the president.' (intended)

b. Jestem
be1st ;sg

ciekawy
curious

Waª¦sy
Waª¦sagen

jako
as

prezydenta.
presidentgen

`I am curious about Waª¦sa as the president.'

Similar facts hold of adverbs, to the extent that, e.g., blisko `close to' + genitive is an adverb
at all:

(5.131) a. Mieszkam
live1st ;sg

blisko
close to

wielu
manygen

sklepów
shopsgen

/
/
*du»o
many

sklepów.
shops

`I live close to many shops.'

b. Nie
NM

mieszkam
live1st ;sg

blisko
close to

niczego
nothinggen

/
/
*nic.
nothing
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`I don't live close to anything.'

c. Ka»dy
each

z
of

nich
them

mieszka
lives

blisko
close to

trzech
three

sklepów
shops

/
/
*po
Dist

trzy
three

sklepy.
shops

`Each of them lives close to three shops.'

(5.132) a. *Mieszkaªem
lived1st ;sg ;masc

blisko
close to

Waª¦sy
Waª¦sagen

prezydentem.
presidentins

`I lived close to Waª¦sa (when he was) the president.' (intended)

b. ??Mieszkaªem
lived1st ;sg ;masc

blisko
close to

Waª¦sy
Waª¦sagen

jako
as

prezydenta.
presidentgen

`I lived close to Waª¦sa (when he was) the president.'

Thus, we may conclude that prototypical adjectives and adverbs do not assign structural case.

However, there is an exception, namely the adjective wart `worth', which may combine with
an accusative NP, e.g., wart zªotówk¦ `worth a zlotyacc '.31 This accusative complement is
structural, according to our tests:

(5.133) a. wart
worth

du»o
much

pieni¦dzy
money

`woth a lot of money'

b. ta
this

ksi¡»ka,
book

nic
nothing

zreszt¡
by the way

nie
NM

warta. . .
worth

`this book, actually worth nothing. . . '

c. te
these

okna,
windows

warte
worth

po
Dist

100
100

zªotych
zloty

ka»de. . .
each

`these windows, each worth 100 zloty. . . '

d. niewart
NM-worth

zªotówki
zlotygen

/
/
*zªotówk¦
zlotyacc

`not worth a zloty'

Nevertheless, in view of the sparseness of evidence for structural ad-adjectival case, we will
ignore this datum in the remainder of this Chapter, only acknowledging here that it may in
the end call for extending our Case Principle for Polish, to be developed in ensuing
sections, to ad-adjectival arguments.

5.1.9 Partitive Arguments

There is a class of verbs whose single or least oblique argument is a genitive NP phrase tra-
ditionally called logical subject (Polish: podmiot logiczny), as opposed to grammatical subject

31Another exception could be the adjective winien `owing', which apparently combines with a dative and
an accusative complement, e.g., winien Jankowidat przysªug¦acc `owing Johndat a favouracc '. This accusative
complement shows all signs of being in a structural position; it can be realized as a du»o-phrase, nic, a
distributive po-phrase, and it can even undergo GoN. However, it seems that this adjective can occur only
as a complement of the copula (it apparently cannot occur even in other predicative positions), so it should
probably be analysed as forming some kind of a complex verbal predicate with the copula.
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(e.g., Szober (1953, p.307), Doroszewski and Wieczorkiewicz (1959, p.182), Klemensiewicz
(1986, p.121)). These verbs constitute a semantically coherent class of verbs expressing grad-
ual increase, decrease, lack or su�ciency: ubywa¢ `decrease, go gradually', przybywa¢ `increase,
come gradually', wystarczy¢ `su�ce', zabrakn¡¢ `lack, be insu�cient', nie dostawa¢ `be insuf-
�cient', zbywa¢ `su�ce'.

Interestingly, these genitive arguments seem to be structural according to our criteria above;
they can be realized as a du»o-phrase, nic or a po-phrase, e.g.:32

(5.134) a. Ubyªo
decreased

du»o
much

wody.
water

`The amount of water decreased.'

b. Nic
nothing

nie
NM

ubyªo.
decreased

`Nothing decreased, we didn't lose an anything.'

c. Ka»demu
everybodydat

ubyªo
decreased

po
Dist

trzy
three

kilogramy.
kilo

`Each of them lost three kilo.'

(5.135) a. Du»o
much

czasu
time

mi
medat

brakowaªo
lack

do. . .
for

`I lacked much time for. . . '

b. Nic
nothing

nie
NM

brakuje.
lack

`Nothing is missing.'

c. Brakowaªo
lack

im
themdat

po
Dist

kilka
several

punktów
points

do. . .
for

`Each of them lacked a few points for. . . '

How should such facts be analysed? We side here with Witko± (1999),33 who analyses all these
cases as instances of partitive case, i.e., a semantically conditioned structural case (Kiparsky,
1998), similar to the optional partitive in (5.136) below:

(5.136) Dajcie
give

mi
me

wina
winegen

/
/
wino!
wineacc

`Give me (some / the) wine!'

Although we will not deal with the assignment of partitive case here (this would lead us too far
into considerations of lexical semantics), we would like to point out that these partitive facts

32On the other hand, such genitive arguments apparently cannot be predicated of by NP[ins]s, although the
data are not very clear:

(i) Zabrakªo
lacked

tylko
only

Wojtyªy
Wojtyªagen

?jako
as

Papie»a
Popegen

/
/
???Papie»em.

Popeins
`Only Wojtyªa as the Pope was missing.'

33See also Koneczna (1949), Wierzbicka (1966) and Kubiszyn-M¦drala (1994) for some discussion.
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do not require positing a separate partitive case; in Polish, unlike in some other languages (e.g.,
Finnish and, marginally, Russian), the partitive case does not involve distinct morphological
forms. Rather, partitive case seems to be simply the structural genitive case, but triggered
by semantic properties rather than purely morphosyntactic factors as in case of the Genitive
of Negation, or Nominalization.

5.1.10 Summary

Table 5.2 summarizes the results of this section.

GoN Nominalization du»o, nic po NP[ins]
ad-verbal arguments:
nominative � + + + +
accusative (standard case) + + + + +
genitive of negation + na + + +
partitive genitive na na + + ?
other genitive na na � � �
dative � � � � �
instrumental � � � � �
accusative of bole¢, etc. +/� na na na na

ad-nominal arguments:
genitive of nominalization na + � + +
other genitive na na � � �
dative � � � � �
instrumental � � � � �

ad-prepositional arguments:
accusative na na + na na

genitive na na � na na

dative na na � na na

instrumental na na � na na

locative na na � na na

ad-adjectival (and -adverbial) arguments:
genitive na na � � �
dative na na � � �

Table 5.2: Tests for Structural vs. Inherent Case in Polish

Assuming, as we did in �5.1.6 above, that inherent (lexical) arguments are those whose rows
do not contain any `+'s, we conclude that dative, instrumental and locative cases are always
inherent. Moreover, genitive arguments of prepositions and (true) adjectives and adverbs
are also always inherent, while genitive NP arguments of verbs and nouns may be inherent
when assigned idiosyncratically by a given lexical item, or structural when they are genitive of
negation, partitive or genitive of nominalization. On the other hand, accusative complements
of verbs (including adjectival and adverbial participles) must be categorized as prototypical
structural NPs, with nominative NPs and accusative complements of prepositions following
the lead. Finally, we are left with the weak and inconclusive evidence for the marginal presence
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of the inherent accusative as complements of a small class of verbs including bole¢.

On the basis of these results, we are justi�ed in adopting Heinz and Matiasek's (1994) case
hierarchy (given as (3.32) in �3.4.2.2) to Polish:

(5.137)

snom sacc sgen lgen ldat lins lloc

nom acc gen dat ins loc structural lexical

morph-case syn-case

case

lacc

See (3.5) on p.47 for ways of enriching such case hierarchies with information pertaining to
morphological case syncretisms. Another modi�cation which might be necessary in the �nal
version of such a type hierarchy for case is splitting the lexical case into truly idiosyncratic
lexical case and semantic case, which is assigned according to general principles based on
semantic factors (Butt and King, 1991, 1999), although it does not participate in syntactic
processes described above. Since the focus of the present study is syntactic case assignment,
we will not deal with such possible extensions here.

5.2 Genitive of Negation

This section is devoted to one of the most famous case assignment phenomena in the Slavic
languages, the so-called Genitive of Negation. First, in �5.2.1, we will cover the basic facts,
then, �5.2.2 we will look closer at what exactly triggers Genitive of Negation, and �nally,
in �5.2.3 we will examine the intriguing phenomenon of (apparently) long distance Genitive
of Negation.

5.2.1 Basics

Genitive of Negation, i.e., the shift of a direct object's case from accusative in a non-negated
clause to genitive in the negated clause, is attested in many Slavic and Baltic languages, as
well as in, e.g., Gothic and Ancient Greek (Harrer-Pisarkowa, 1959; Kuryªowicz, 1971). Its
origin is traditionally linked to the partitive case (see references in Harrer-Pisarkowa (1959,
p.9)), although the exact synchronic relation between the genitive case in negated clauses and
the partitive is a matter of contention (Kuryªowicz, 1971; Klenin, 1978; Franks and Dziwirek,
1993; Boroviko�, 1997).

In this subsection, we will recall the basic facts and propose the �rst version of the analysis.
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5.2.1.1 Basic Data

As already illustrated in ��5.1.1�5.1.2, in Polish, the case of an otherwise accusative object
of a verb changes obligatorily to genitive once the verb is negated.34 On the other hand,
complements bearing cases other than accusative are not a�ected by negation. The relevant
examples are repeated below:

(5.8) a. Lubi¦
like1st ;sg

Mari¦.
Maryacc

`I like Mary.'

b. Nie
NM

lubi¦
like1st ;sg

Marii
Marygen

/
/
*Mari¦.
Maryacc

`I don't like Mary.'

(5.9) a. Pomogªem
helped1st ;sg ;masc

Jankowi.
Johndat

`I helped John.'

b. Nie
NM

pomogªem
helped1st ;sg ;masc

*Janka
Johngen

/
/
Jankowi.
Johndat

`I didn't helped John.'

(5.10) a. Kieruj¦
manage1st ;sg

�rm¡.
factoryins

`I run (a/the) factory.'

b. Nie
NM

kieruj¦
manage1st ;sg

*�rmy
factorygen

/
/
�rm¡.
factoryins

`I don't run (a/the) factory.'

This behaviour does not depend on the form of the verb; negated in�nitives, participles and
-no/-to impersonals also trigger Genitive of Negation:

(5.138) a. lubi¢
likeinf

Mari¦
Maryacc

(in�nitive)

`to like Mary'

b. nie
NM

lubi¢
likeinf

Marii
Marygen

/
/
*Mari¦
Maryacc

`to not like Mary'

(5.139) a. Janek,
John

lubi¡cy
likeadjp

Mari¦
Maryacc

(active adjectival participle)

`John, who likes Mary'

b. Janek,
John

nie
NM

lubi¡cy
likeadjp

Marii
Marygen

/
/
*Mari¦
Maryacc

`John, who doesn't like Mary'
34As the following sections will make clear, this is only the �rst approximation of the generalization.
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(5.140) a. lubi¡c
likeadvp

Mari¦
Maryacc

(present adverbial participle)

`liking Mary, when one likes Mary'

b. nie
NM

lubi¡c
likeadvp

Marii
Marygen

/
/
*Mari¦
Maryacc

`when not liking Mary'

(5.141) a. polubiwszy
likeadvp

Mari¦
Maryacc

(past adverbial participle)

`having come to like Mary'

b. nie
NM

polubiwszy
likeadvp

Marii
Marygen

/
/
*Mari¦
Maryacc

`not having come to like Mary'

(5.142) a. Lubiono
like�no=�to

Mari¦.
Maryacc

(-no/-to impersonal)

`Mary was liked.'

b. Nie
NM

lubiono
like�no=�to

Marii
Marygen

/
/
*Mari¦.
Maryacc

`Mary wasn't liked.'

Apart from the idiosyncratic case of existential/locational copula (see (5.11), repeated below),
the nominative subject does not change its case when the verb is negated (see (5.23)�(5.24),
also repeated below).

(5.11) a. Ksi¡»ki
booksnom

s¡
are

na
on

stole.
table

`(The) books are on (the/a) table.'

b. Ksi¡»ek
booksgen

nie
NM

ma
has

na
on

stole.
table

`(The) books are not on (the/a) table.'

(5.23) a. Janek
Johnnom

jest
is

szcz¦±liwy.
happynom

`John is happy.'

b. *Janka
Johngen

nie
NM

ma/jest
has/is

szcz¦±liwego/szcz¦±liwy.
happygen =nom

`John is not happy.' (intended)

(5.24) a. Janek
Johnnom

przyszedª.
came

`John came.'

b. *Janka
Johngen

nie
NM

przyszedª/przyszªo.
camemasc=neut

`John didn't come.' (intended)
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Finally,35 accusative NPs introduced by prepositions also do not change their case, whether
the preposition is predicative (e.g., with locational meaning), or just `case-marking'.

(5.143) a. Janek
John

wskoczyª
jumped

na
onto

stóª.
tableacc

`John jumped onto the table.'

b. Janek
John

nie
NM

wskoczyª
jumped

na
onto

stóª
tableacc

/
/
*stoªu.
tablegen

`John didn't jump onto the table.'

(5.144) a. Janek
John

czekaª
waited

na
for

Mari¦.
Maryacc

`John was waiting for Mary.'

b. Janek
Jonh

nie
NM

czekaª
waited

na
for

Mari¦
Maryacc

/
/
*Marii.
Marygen

`John didn't wait for Mary.'

5.2.1.2 Basic Analysis

The basic analysis of the facts presented above is very simple: any non-initial structural
argument of a verb is marked as accusative when the verb is not negated and as genitive
when the verb is negated. This, together with the principle saying that the initial argument
of a verb is marked nominative (as long as it is structural), gives us the following �rst (and
incomplete) version of the Case Principle for Polish:36;37

Case Principle for Polish (�rst version):

(5.145)

2
4 category

head verb
arg-st hNP[case str ]i� 1

3
5! �

arg-st h[case snom]i� 1
�

(5.146)

2
664

category

head

�
verb

neg �

�

arg-st 1nelist�hNP[case str ]i� 2 list

3
775!

�
arg-st 1�h[case sacc]i� 2

�

(5.147)

2
664

category

head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st 1nelist�hNP[case str ]i� 2 list

3
775!

�
arg-st 1�h[case sgen]i� 2

�

(5.145) says that, for any object of type category, if the head value of this object is verb,
and the �rst element of this object's arg-st is a structural NP, then this �rst element must
actually be nominative. On the other hand, (5.146)�(5.147) say that, for any verbal category,

35We will deal with long distance Genitive of Negation in �5.2.3, and with optional Genitive of Negation of
measure phrases, in �10.2.2.1.

36Similar principles were postulated in Przepiórkowski (1996a,b) and Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997a).
37We ignore the raised feature here. See (5.205)�(5.208) below for a more precise version.
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any non-initial (note the nelist, i.e., non-empty list) structural NP on this category's arg-
st is resolved to either accusative or genitive, depending on the value of the neg feature,
surreptitiously just introduced. We will have more to say about neg in �5.2.2 below.

How does this Case Principle deal with examples in the previous subsection? Assuming
the values of arg-st of the verbs lubi¦ `like1st ;sg ', pomogªem `helped1st ;sg ', kieruj¦ `run1st ;sg '
as in (5.148), the Case Principle above will always resolve the initial argument of these
verbs to nominative (snom).

(5.148) a. lubi¦:
�
arg-st hNP[str ], NP[str ]i

�
b. pomogªem:

�
arg-st hNP[str ], NP[ldat ]i

�
c. kieruj¦:

�
arg-st hNP[str ], NP[lins ]i

�

Also, assuming that the presence of negation is re�ected by the value of headjneg (`�' if
there is no negation, `+' if there is negation), the second argument of lubi¦ will be resolved
to accusative (sacc) or genitive (sgen), depending on the value of its headjneg. On the
other hand, since the second arguments of pomogªem and kieruj¦ are lexical (ldat and lins,
respectively), they are not constrained by the Case Principle above. Thus, this principle
correctly accounts for examples (5.8)�(5.10)38 and (5.138)�(5.142) of the previous subsection.

Via similar reasoning, the nominative case of subjects in (5.23)�(5.24) is accounted for.

And �nally, the prepositional arguments (5.143)�(5.144) above are not a�ected by negation
because the Case Principle (5.145)�(5.147) constrains only the values of structural NPs on a
verb's arg-st, and not PPs (or prepositional arg-st). On the other hand, as argued in �5.1.7,
the accusative case of prepositional arguments is structural, so the question arises whether
prepositions resolve case values of their NP arguments to sacc in the lexicon, or whether
they specify them as str, to be resolved by the Case Principle. Although both solutions are
technically possible, we adopt here the conceptually more elegant second alternative; this way,
structural case is never (at least in the cases we have examined so far) morphologically resolved
in the lexicon. This position requires us to add one more clause to the Case Principle
(5.145)�(5.147):39 ;40

(5.149)

2
4 category

head prep
arg-st hNP[case str ]i

3
5! �

arg-st h[case sacc]i
�

Before moving on to a more careful examination of the rôle of negation as a trigger of Genitive
of Negation, a remark on the lexical accusative is in order. We noted in �5.1.2 (p.105) that
examples (5.20)�(5.22), repeated below, suggest the marginal presence of the lexical accusative
in Polish grammar.

38Note that these examples involve so-called pro-drop. We follow the suggestion of Manning and Sag (1999,
pp.65�66) and assume that `dropped pros' are present on arg-st but absent from valence features.

39This constraint assumes that prepositions do not take more than one argument. In view of predicative
propositional phrases, which involve a complement of a preposition and a controlled subject (Pollard and Sag,
1987; Wechsler, 1997), this assumption is most probably false, and (5.149) should be (trivially) extended to
deal with arg-sts of length greater than 1.

40See also Franks (1995, pp.53�54) for an analysis of ad-prepositional accusative as `default' rather than
lexically assigned.
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(5.20) a. Gªowa
headnom

j¡
sheacc

boli.
aches

`Her head is aching.'

b. Gªowa
headnom

ju»
already

j¡ / jej
sheacc=gen

nie
NM

boli.
aches

`Her head isn't aching any more.'

(5.21) a. Sta¢
a�ord

j¡
sheacc

byªo
Aux

na
on

kupno
buying

samochodu.
car

`She could a�ord buying a car.'

b. Nie
NM

sta¢
a�ord

j¡ / jej
sheacc=gen

byªo
Aux

na
on

kupno
buying

samochodu.
car

`She couldn't a�ord buying a car.'

(5.22) a. To
thisnom

j¡
sheacc

kosztowaªo
cost

maj¡tek.
fortuneacc

`This cost her a fortune.'

b. To
thisnom

j¡ / jej
sheacc=gen

nie
NM

kosztowaªo
cost

ani
even

grosza.
pennygen

`This didn't cost her as much as a penny.'

These examples are accounted for by our Case Principle above once the accusative NP is
subcategorized for not as a NP[str ], but as a NP[lacc _ str ], e.g., for boli `aches':

(5.150) boli :
�
arg-st hNP[str ], NP[lacc _ str ]i

�

When the verb is not negated, the second argument of boli is uniformly accusative: either it
is lacc, or str is resolved by the clause (5.146) of the Case Principle to sacc. On the other
hand, when the verb is negated and the object is structural, (5.147) resolves str to sgen, so
the second argument is either NP[lacc] or NP[sgen], i.e., either accusative or genitive.

5.2.2 What Exactly Triggers GoN?

What is the exact nature of the mysterious neg feature of clauses (5.146)�(5.147) (p.135) of
our Case Principle for Polish? In this section we will show that it re�ects the presence
of the morphosyntactic negation pre�x nie on the verb.

5.2.2.1 Nie as a Pre�x

The preverbal nie is usually assumed to be a syntactic element,41 but two recent studies,
Witko± (1998) and, especially, Kup±¢ and Przepiórkowski (1999), independently argue for the

41This assumption is sanctioned orthographically: nie is written in Polish separately from the verb.
See Bugajski (1983) for the radical proposal of always writing nie together with the verb.
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a�xal status of the verbal negation nie.42 Below, we will summarize their arguments for this
stance.43

Prosody As shown by Rubach and Booij (1985), nie preceding a monosyllabic verb clearly
forms a prosodic unit for the purpose of lexical stress assignment (which in Polish normally
falls on the penultimate syllable). This contrasts with pronominal clitics, which do not form
a prosodic unit with the following verb:44

(5.151) NIE
NM

wiem
know

/
/
*Nie
NM

WIEM.
know

`I don't know.'

(5.152) Bo
because

ja
I

go
himcl

ZNAM
know

/
/
*GO
him

znam.
know

`Because I know him.'

Word Order In Polish, nothing can separate verbal negation nie and the verb, not even
the vulgar expletive kurwa `fuck' (lit.: `whore'), which can separate the clitic from its host:

(5.153) a. Mo»e,
maybe

kurwa,
Expl

go
himcl

nie
NM

wal
batter

tym
this

ªomem?!
crowbar

`Why don't you fucking stop battering him with this crowbar?!'

b. Mo»e go, kurwa, nie wal tym ªomem?!

c. *Mo»e go nie, kurwa, wal tym ªomem?!

d. Mo»e go nie wal, kurwa, tym ªomem?!

e. Mo»e go nie wal tym, kurwa, ªomem?!

Coordination When two verbs are coordinated, clitics, e.g., the subjunctive clitic bym `I
would', can scope over coordination (i.e., can be interpreted as present on both verbs), while
negation cannot:

(5.154) a. Ch¦tnie
willingly

bym
wouldcl

[czytaª
read

i
and

pisaª]
write

ksi¡»ki.
books

42Also Saloni and �widzi«ski (1985) assume (after Saloni (1976)) that verbal negation is a morphological
category, but they change their stance in Saloni and �widzi«ski (1998), citing long distance Genitive of Negation
facts discussed in Przepiórkowski and �widzi«ski (1997). (Also Menantaud (1989) and Wróbel (1998) explicitly
reject the position of Saloni (1976) and Saloni and �widzi«ski (1985), essentially on the same grounds.) See,
however, �5.2.3 for an analysis of long distance GoN compatible with the pre�xal nature of verbal nie, and
also Witko± (1998) for a Minimalist analysis of long distance GoN assuming the pre�xal status of nie.

43Verbal negation should be carefully distinguished from the constituent negation (homonymous in Polish),
which does not comply with any of the observations cited here.

44Stress is marked with capital letters.
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`I'd like to read and write books.'

b. *Nie
NM

[czytam
read1st ;sg

i
and

rozumiem]
understand1st ;sg

tych
these

ksi¡»ek.
books

c. [Nie
NM

czytam
read1st ;sg

i
and

nie
NM

rozumiem]
understand1st ;sg

tych
these

ksi¡»ek.
books

`I don't read or understand these books.'

Lexical Idiosyncrasies There are negated verbs which do not have positive counterparts,
e.g., nie cierpie¢ `detest', nienawidzi¢ `hate' (see �5.2.3 for some discussion). Arguably, there
are also positive verbs which do not have negative counterparts, e.g., the imperative prosz¦
`please' (Saloni and �widzi«ski, 1985).

Negated Copula There is one verb, namely the existential/locational copula, whose mor-
phological form is not simply the result of concatenating nie and the positive verb. See, e.g.,
(5.11) above for examples.

A Problem? The facts above constitute rather strong evidence for the a�xal status of nie.
Kup±¢ and Przepiórkowski (1999) note, though, a possible problem for this analysis, namely
what looks like stranded verbal nie in elliptical contexts:

(5.155) Marysia
Marynom

lubi
likes

Janka,
Johnacc

a
and

Janek
Johnnom

Marysi
Marygen

nie.
NM

`Mary likes John, but John doesn't like Mary.'

However, as argued by Witko± (1998, p.238), nie in (5.155) is a di�erent item than our verbal
negation pre�x. This is suggested by the mirror example (5.156).

(5.156) Marysia
Marynom

nie
NM

lubi
likes

Janka,
Johngen

a
and

Janek
Johnnom

Marysi¦
Maryacc

tak.
yes

`Mary doesn't like John, but John does like Mary.'

The argument is as follows: if nie in (5.155) were the preverbal negation element, than,
analogously, yes in (5.156) should be a positive preverbal element in full clauses. This, however,
is not the case; compare the grammatical (5.157) with (5.158), ungrammatical on the intended
reading:

(5.157) Marysia
Marynom

lubi
likes

Janka,
Johnacc

a
and

Janek
Johnnom

Marysi
Marygen

nie
NM

lubi.
likes

`Mary likes John, but John doesn't like Mary.'

(5.158) #Marysia
Marynom

nie
NM

lubi
likes

Janka,
Johngen

a
and

Janek
Johnnom

Marysi¦
Maryacc

tak
yes

lubi.
likes

`Mary doesn't like John, but John does like Mary.'
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Summary In summary, there is strong evidence for treating preverbal nie expressing clausal
negation as a pre�x, and no real known evidence for the opposite stance. In other words, it
makes sense to treat negation as an in�ectional category of verbal elements in Polish, an idea
which we realize by positing the boolean-valued feature neg, appropriate for head values of
type verb (or verbal).45

5.2.2.2 Morphosyntactic Negation vs. Semantic Negation

Is Genitive of Negation in Polish triggered by morphosyntactic or by semantic negation? Is
there a di�erence between the two?

There is some evidence that it does make sense to distinguish between these two kinds of
negation in Polish. It comes from certain environments involving the pre�x nie which trigger
GoN, but which do not express semantic negation.46 Many of the facts discussed here were
noticed earlier for Russian by Brown and Franks (1995) and Brown (1995, 1996, 1999), and
for Polish by Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1999), others are new.

Yes/No Questions As is well known, negation in polarity interrogatives may be neutral-
ized cross-linguistically (see Przepiórkowski (1999a,d) and references therein). For example,
Groenendijk and Stokhof (1997, pp.1088�9), and many authors before them, claim that the
di�erence between (5.159A)�(5.160A) is purely pragmatic, and, somewhat tentatively, that �it
is precisely the fact that from a logical semantic point of view ?� and ?:� express the same
question, that creates the possibility for this process of pragmatic recycling of the element of
negation.�

(5.159) A: Is John at home?
B: Yes, he is. / *Yes, he isn't.
B: No, he isn't. / *No, he is.

(5.160) A: Isn't John at home?
B: Yes, he IS. / *Yes, he isn't.
B: No, he isn't. / *No, he is.

As argued in Przepiórkowski (1999a,d) and Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1999), matters are
more complex, but it seems clear that at least on one reading, semantic negation is neutralized
in yes/no questions. Thus, e.g., (5.161) and (5.162) may be used in the same situations with
exactly the same meanings:

(5.161) Widziaªe±
saw2nd ;sg ;masc

Marysi¦
Maryacc

po
on

drodze?
way

`Have you seen Mary on your way?'
45This feature would have to be present also on so-called verbal nouns (see fn.11 on p.108), which have

complex verbal-nominal properties. See Malouf (1997) for an HPSG analysis of English gerunds, prima facie
applicable to Polish verbal nouns.

46As can be veri�ed by applying the tests mentioned in the previous subsection, nie in the environments
discussed below is the true verbal negation pre�x, rather than some homonymous element.
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(5.162) Nie
NM

widziaªe±
saw2nd ;sg ;masc

Marysi
Marygen

po
on

drodze?
way

`Have(n't) you seen Mary on your way?'

Although semantic negation is apparently lost in (5.162) (but see Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢
(1999) and Przepiórkowski (1999a,d) for a more careful discussion), Genitive of Negation is
still present there; (5.162) would be ungrammatical with the accusative case on `Mary'.

Other Environments Neutralizing Negation There is a number of idiosyncratic envi-
ronments which require what could be called expletive or pleonastic negation. They include
complements of dopóki `until' and omal `almost':

(5.163) B¦d¦
Aux

czekaª,
wait

dopóki
until

nie
NM

przeprosisz
apologize2nd ;sg

Marii.
Marygen

`I'll be waiting until you apologize to Mary.'

(5.164) Omal
almost

jej
hergen

nie
NM

przejechaªem!
run1st ;sg ;masc over

`I almost ran her over!'

Although the negative meaning is arguably lost in such examples, Genitive of Negation is still
triggered.

Positive Morphosyntactically Negated Verbs Finally, there are some verbs which, al-
though having positive meanings, seem to contain the negative pre�x, e.g., nienawidzi¢ `hate',
niewoli¢ `keep imprisoned', niepokoi¢ `disturb' (Kup±¢ and Przepiórkowski, 1999).47 These
verbs do not have `positive' forms, i.e., there are no verbs nawidzi¢, woli¢ or pokoi¢ in contem-
porary Polish. Moreover, some of such verbs, e.g., nienawidzi¢ and nie cierpie¢, subcategorize
for a genitive complement, an instance of Genitive of Negation, as we show presently.

First, such verbs, unlike other genitive-taking verbs, may take du»o-phrases and distributive
po-phrases, which we took for an argument for the structurality of the relevant complements
(see examples (5.55)�(5.61) and (5.75)�(5.79) above):

(5.165) Ka»dy
each

z
of

nich
them

nienawidziª
hated

/
/
nie cierpiaª
detested

w
in

swoim
self's

»yciu
life

du»o
many

ludzi
people

/
/
po
Dist

pi¦¢
�ve

osób.
persons

`Each of them hated / detested many / �ve people in the course of their lives.'

These genitive complements may also be predicated of by instrumental NPs, although for
some speakers only marginally so:

47Other possible candidates for this class of verbs are forms such as nie cierpie¢ (+ in�nitival complement)
`detest', nie domaga¢ `su�er, be ill', nie sposób `(be) not possible', niepodobna `(be) not possible' (the �rst two
reported in Kup±¢ and Przepiórkowski (1999)).
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(5.166) ?Nienawidziªem
hated1st ;sg ;masc

/
/
Nie cierpiaªem
detested1st ;sg ;masc

Waª¦sy
Waª¦sagen

prezydentem.
presidentins

`I hated / detested Waª¦sa as the president.'

Now, if these complements are structural, and if our Case Principle is on the right track,
then these complements may bear the genitive case only if it is actually the genitive of negation,
i.e., only if the governing verb is [neg +], i.e., only if the initial nie on these verbs is taken to
be the negative pre�x.48

Second, such verbs, unlike other genitive-taking verbs, can induce long-distance Genitive of
Negation, to be discussed in detail in �5.2.3. This is shown by contrasting the morphosyntac-
tically negative (as we attempt to show) verb nienawidzi¢, whose complement may be either
a genitive NP or an in�nitival clause, with the verb ba¢ si¦ `be afraid', with apparently anal-
ogous subcategorizing properties.49 The striking di�erence between these two verbs is that,
when they occur with an in�nitival complement, only nienawidzi¢ clearly induces GoN on the
lower verb:

(5.167) Janek
John

nienawidziª
hated

caªowa¢
kissinf

tej
thisgen

dziewczyny.
girlgen

`John hated to kiss this girl.'

(5.168) Janek
John

baª
fear

si¦
RM

caªowa¢
kiss

t¦
thisacc

dziewczyn¦
girlacc

/
/
?*tej
thisgen

dziewczyny.
girlgen

`John was afraid to kiss this girl.'

We take the grammaticality of (5.167) as a strong argument for the claim that nienawidzi¢ in-
volves a negative pre�x, which in turn induces certain morphosyntactic properties. If nie were
just an unanalysable initial segment of nienawidzi¢ and the verb were analysed as assigning
genitive case idiosyncratically, then it should behave just like ba¢ si¦ in (5.168).

No Semantic Negation There is an additional argument for our claim that none of the
environments above expresses semantic negation, although, as argued above, they involve
morphosyntactic negation, which triggers the Genitive of Negation. Namely, none of the envi-
ronments above, unlike other negative environments, licenses n-words such as nikt `nobody',
nic `nothing' and »aden `none'. This supports our claim because, as generally acknowledged in
recent literature, licensing of n-words (or, generally, Negative Concord) is a mainly semantic
phenomenon; see Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1999) for discussion and references.50;51

48Actually, there in another possibility, which we do not consider here, namely, that such genitive arguments
are obligatorily partitive.

49See (5.28)�(5.29) above (p.107) for examples of these verbs on their genitive-taking uses.
50See also Brown and Franks (1995), Brown (1995, 1996, 1999) and Witko± (1998) for GB/MP analyses of

NC in Russian and Polish, in which it is the phonetically null negative Op(erator), as semantic an entity as
there can be in GB/MP, rather than directly the syntactic head of NegP, that licenses n-words.

51Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1999) mention that complements of nienawidzi¢ may, for some speakers, con-
tain n-words. Nevertheless, most native speakers we consulted �nd the contrast between (ia)�(ib) clear, and
when they accept (ib), they are puzzled when asked to give the exact meaning of this sentence.
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5.2.2.3 Summary

In this subsection, we have dealt with the issue of what exactly triggers GoN in Polish. The
answer we have reached is that it is the morphosyntactic negative pre�x nie that is responsible
for Genitive of Negation in Polish, rather then the semantic property of negation, which�as
argued by Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1999)�is responsible for Negative Concord.52 When
this morphosyntactic negative pre�x is present on a verbal word, its headjneg value is `+',
otherwise it is `�'. This value consequently plays a rôle in assigning accusative or genitive case
to the structural complement, as speci�ed in clauses (5.146)�(5.147) of the Case Principle

for Polish.

5.2.3 Long Distance Genitive of Negation

Finally, we move to the intriguing and ill-researched issue of long distance Genitive of Negation,
where it is not a direct complement of the negated verb that occurs in the genitive case, but
rather a complement of a structurally lower in�nitival verb.

(5.169) Pisz¦
write1st ;sg

listy
lettersacc

/
/
*listów.
lettersgen

`I am writing letters.'

(5.170) Nie
NM

kazaªem
order1st ;sg ;masc

Marii
Marydat

pisa¢
writeinf

listów.
lettersgen

`I didn't order/ask Mary to write letters.'

(5.171) Nie
NM

chciaªem
wanted1st ;sg ;masc

pisa¢
writeinf

listów.
lettersgen

`I didn't want to write letters.'

(5.172) Nie
NM

wydawaª
seem

si¦
RM

pisa¢
writeinf

listów.
lettersgen

`He didn't seem to be writing letters.'

As examples (5.170)�(5.172) show, long distance Genitive of Negation (LD GoN) occurs alike
in object-control, subject-control and raising to subject environments.53 The examples below

(i) b.. Janek
John

nikomu
nobodydat

nie
NM

lubi
likes

pomaga¢.
helpinf

`John doesn't like helping anybody.'

a. ?*Janek
John

nikomu
nobodydat

nienawidzi
hates

pomaga¢.
helpinf

`John hates helping anybody.' (intended)

52This result directly falsi�es those analyses which strongly couple GoN and Negative Concord, e.g., the
De�nite Clause Grammar (DCG) analysis of Przepiórkowski and �widzi«ski (1997) and �widzi«ski (1998,
1999a), in which NPs bearing the genitive of negation case are treated as, essentially, n-words.

53Sadly, raising to object (also called ECM and AcI ) environments disappeared from Polish in the 18th
century (Klemensiewicz, 1985, p.627).
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show that there seems to be no limit to the structural distance between the negated verb and
the genitive complement:

(5.173) Nie
NM

chc¦
want1st ;sg

kaza¢
orderinf

mu
himdat

zamiata¢
sweepinf

pokoju.
roomgen

`I don't want to order him to sweep the room.'

(5.174) Nie
NM

musisz
must2nd ;sg

zamierza¢
intendinf

przesta¢
stopinf

studiowa¢
studyinf

algebry.
algebragen

`You don't have to intend to stop studying algebra.'

Moreover, negating any of the verbs in such `Verb Clusters' triggers GoN on the complement
of the lowest verb:54

(5.175) a. Mog¦
may1st ;sg

chcie¢
wantinf

to
thisacc

napisa¢.
writeinf

`I might want to write this.'

b. Nie
NM

mog¦
may1st ;sg

chcie¢
wantinf

tego
thisgen

napisa¢.
writeinf

c. Mog¦
may1st ;sg

nie
NM

chcie¢
wantinf

tego
thisgen

napisa¢.
writeinf

d. Mog¦
may1st ;sg

chcie¢
wantinf

tego
thisgen

nie
NM

napisa¢.
writeinf

On the other hand, clauses introduced by complementizers, whether �nite or in�nite, are
barriers to LD GoN:

(5.176) Janek
John

nie
NM

chciaª,
wanted

»eby
Comp

to
thisacc

/
/
*tego
thisgen

opisa¢.
describeinf

`John didn't want one/us to describe this.'

(5.177) Nie
NM

mówiªem,
said1st ;sg ;masc

»e
Comp

to
thisacc

/
/
*tego
thisgen

lubi¦.
like1st ;sg

`I didn't say I liked it.'

This much seems to be well known.55 In the four subsections below, we will present more
ephemeral data concerning LD GoN, look at possible analyses of these data, adopt one of
them, and check this analysis for compatibility with other modules of the grammar.

54By `Verb Clusters' we will mean syntactic structures consisting of verbs and their dependents such that the
verbs constitute a chain in the following sense. A set of verbs in a syntactic structure constitute a chain i� they
can be ordered in a list hv1, . . . , vni such that, for each pair hvi, vi+1i (i = 1; : : : ; n� 1), a complementizerless
phrase projected by vi+1 is subcategorized for by vi.

55For some analyses, see, e.g., Dziwirek (1994) (Relational Grammar), Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997c)
(HPSG), Przepiórkowski and �widzi«ski (1997) (DCG), Tajsner (1990) and Witko± (1996a, 1998) (GB/MP).
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5.2.3.1 Empirical Generalizations

There are two families of facts concerning LD GoN which are far less known than the facts
presented above. Below, we will discuss them in turn.

Optional LD GoN Most theories of Genitive of Negation assume that LD GoN is obliga-
tory, just like local GoN; this is the position of, e.g., Tajsner (1990), Dziwirek (1994), Witko±
(1996a, 1998), Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997a,c) and Przepiórkowski and �widzi«ski (1997).
Curiously, negative examples supporting this assumption are hardly ever given, although
Przepiórkowski and �widzi«ski (1997, p.20) adduce (5.178) and Saloni and �widzi«ski (1998,
p.157) cite (5.179).

(5.178) *Piotrek
Peter

nie
NM

chciaª
wanted

widzie¢
seeinf

Mari¦.
Maryacc

`Peter didn't want to see Mary.' (intended)

(5.179) *Musisz
must

nie
NM

zamierza¢
intendinf

przesta¢
stopinf

studiowa¢
studyinf

algebr¦.
algebraacc

`You cannot intend (lit: you must [not intend]) to stop studying algebra.'(intended)

For Dziwirek (1994), Witko± (1996a, 1998) and Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997c), such facts
constitute an argument for some kind of a clause union analysis of Polish `Verb Clusters'.

The facts are not that simple, though. For example, Saloni and �widzi«ski (1985, p.142) give
the following grammatical datum:56

(5.180) Nie
NM

mógªby±
could2nd ;sg

przesta¢
stopinf

studiowa¢
studyinf

algebr¦?
algebraacc

`Couldn't you stop studying algebra?'

It should be noted that in (5.180), the accusative alternates with the genitive; to our ears
both (5.180) and (5.181) are acceptable.

(5.181) Nie
NM

mógªby±
could2nd ;sg

przesta¢
stopinf

studiowa¢
studyinf

algebry?
algebragen

`Couldn't you stop studying algebra?'

A similar, but attested57 example is given below.

(5.182) Nie
NM

wystarczy
su�ces

nacisn¡¢
pressinf

guzik.
buttonacc

`It's not enough to press a button.'
56This example disappears in Saloni and �widzi«ski (1998).
57It is a newspaper headline (Gazeta Wyborcza, number 159, 11th July 1999).
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Again, all native speakers we consulted �nd this example acceptable, most actually judge it
as clearly better than a similar sentence with the genitive guzika in place of guzik, although
some prefer the genitive version.

In fact, as the data collected by Rybicka-Nowacka (1990) show, LD GoN clearly contrasts with
local GoN in being in principle optional.

Rybicka-Nowacka (1990) reports the results of a survey conducted on a sample of 227 students
of last grades of secondary school and students of the 4th year of Polish philology. The subjects
were given a collection of sentences containing a negated verb and a verb (the same or lower)
normally taking an accusative complement, and they were asked to put the complement in
accusative or genitive.

In case of local GoN, only 2�3% of subjects chose the accusative, which may be interpreted as
random (statistical) error. This con�rms the usual characterization of local GoN as involving
obligatory shift from accusative to genitive. However, in case of LD GoN, some 30�40% of
subjects chose the accusative. Here are some examples:

(5.183) Czy
Q

nie
NM

mo»na
may

by
Cond

sklepy (37%)
shopsacc

/
/
sklepów (63%)
shopsgen

zaopatrzy¢
supply

w
with

artykuªy
articles

chemiczne?
chemical

`Couldn't one supply shops with chemical articles?'

(5.184) Jan
John

nie
NM

uwa»aª
considered

za
as

stosowne
appropriate

kupowa¢
buyinf

samochód (29%)
caracc

/
/
samochodu (71%).
cargen

`John didn't consider it appropriate to buy a car.'

(5.185) Nie
NM

uwa»aª
considered

sobie
himdat

za
as

ujm¦
dishonour

zamieni¢
exchangeinf

z
with

ni¡
her

kilka sªów (45%)
a coupleacc words

/
/

kilku sªów (55%).
a couplegen words

`He didn't think it was below him to exchange a couple of words with her.'

(5.186) Nie
NM

sposób
possible

sprawdzi¢
checkinf

im
themdat

bilety (37%)
ticketsacc

/
/
biletów (63%).
ticketsgen .

`It's impossible to check their tickets.'

It seems extremely unlikely that the accusative in such cases is a result of some processing
problem. First, these results are based on a survey conducted among conscious speakers of
Polish, rather than being based on naturally occurring instances of spontaneous error-infested
speech. Second, many speakers prefer the accusative even when the noun is linearly close to
the negated verb, as in (5.183), and in case of very simple sentences, as in (5.186). Third, the
numbers reported seem to be too high to be interpretable as processing di�culties.

Moreover, the alternation between genitive and accusative in such LD GoN cases is sanctioned
prescriptively. As Rybicka-Nowacka (1990) reports, although early prescriptive publications
such as Passendorfer (1905), Krasnowolski (1920) and Szober (1937) recommended using the
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genitive case, more recent works, such as Gaertner et al. (1961), Buttler et al. (1971) and
Doroszewski and Kurkowska (1973), explicitly (although conditionally, see the works cited
here for details) allow the complement of an in�nitival verb to retain its accusative case when
a higher verb is negated.

On the other hand, there are cases when LD GoN is almost obligatory. For example, Rybicka-
Nowacka (1990) gives the following datum:58

(5.187) Nie
NM

sko«czyªem
�nished1st ;sg ;masc

jeszcze
yet

czyta¢
readinf

ksi¡»k¦ (7%)
bookacc

/
/
ksi¡»ki (93%).
bookgen

`I haven't �nished reading the/a book yet.'

We will have nothing to say about the reasons of acceptability of the accusative in some
cases, and the relative unacceptability in other cases, especially since the data are very murky
here. The conclusion that we will draw from the data given above is that the (morpho-)syntax
should, in principle, allow LD GoN to be optional, although in particular cases other (probably
semantic and pragmatic) factors may decide between the two options.

Multiple GoN Another usually unnoticed quirk of LD GoN is the possibility of multiple
GoN, as in (5.188)

(5.188) a. Janek
John

uczyª
taught

Mari¦
Maryacc

lepi¢
moldinf

garnki.
potsacc

`John taught Mary how to make pottery.'

b. Janek
John

nie
NM

uczyª
taught

Marii
Marygen

lepi¢
moldinf

garnków.
potsgen

`John didn't teach Mary how to make pottery.'

The verb uczy¢ `teach' (as well as its perfective counterpart nauczy¢) is claimed59 to be the
only object control verb in Polish taking an accusative NP and an in�nitival clause. Other
such verbs take a dative NP, see, e.g., (5.170) on p.143. However, there is a family of subject
control constructions which involve an accusative NP and an in�nitival complement, namely
periphrastic verbs headed by the light verb mie¢ (lit.: `have'), e.g., mie¢ zamiar `intend'
(lit.: `have intention'), mie¢ obowi¡zek `have obligation', mie¢ ochot¦ `like, want' (lit.: `have
liking'), etc.:

(5.189) Mam
have1st ;sg

zamiar
intentionacc

napisa¢
writeinf

list.
letteracc

`I intend to write a letter.'

(5.190) Mam
have1st ;sg

obowi¡zek
obligationacc

poinformowa¢
informinf

j¡
heracc

o
about

tym.
it

`I have the obligation to inform her about it.'
58See also (5.178)�(5.179) above.
59See, e.g., Dziwirek (1994, p.95).
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(5.191) Mam
have1st ;sg

ochot¦
likingacc

obejrze¢
watchinf

ten
this

�lm.
�lmacc

`I feel like watching this �lm.'

How do we know that in these examples mam is the head verb which takes two complements,
i.e., an accusative NP and an in�nitival complement? First, it is clear that the in�nitival
complement is a complement of the verb and not of the noun; the relevant observation is that
there is no NP zamiar napisa¢ list, etc., and that the object of the lower verb can be fronted,
i.e., extracted out of the alleged NP:60

(5.192) a. *twój
your

zamiar
intention

napisa¢
writeinf

list
letteracc

`your intention to write a letter' (intended)

b. twój
you

zamiar,
intention

»eby
Comp

napisa¢
writeinf

list
letteracc

/
/
?napisania
writegrnd

listu
lettergen

`your intention to write a letter'

(5.193) a. Co
what

masz
have2nd ;sg

zamiar
intentionacc

napisa¢ ?
writeinf

`What do you intend to write?'

b. ?*Czego
whatgen

wysoko
highly

cenisz
regard2nd ;sg

[pisanie ]?
writing

`Writing what do you regard highly?'

Second, the contentive noun (zamiar, obowi¡zek and ochot¦ in (5.189)�(5.191)) cannot be
analysed as forming some kind of morphological unit with the light verb mie¢. This noun can
both be separated from the verb (cf. (5.194)) and head a complex NP (cf. (5.195)):

(5.194) Miaª
had3rd ;sg ;masc

kiedy±
once

Janek
Johnnom

zamiar
intentionacc

napisa¢
writeinf

list,
letteracc

ale
but

zapomniaª.
forgot3rd ;sg ;masc

`John intended to write a letter once, but he forgot.'

(5.195) Janek
John

ma
has

[bardzo
very

powa»ny
serious

i
and

dªugo
long

ju»
already

»ywiony
cultivated

zamiar]
intentionacc

napisa¢
writeinf

list.
letteracc
`John has very seriously and for a long time intended to write a letter.'

Additionally, these constructions are clearly headed by the light verb mie¢ : it agrees with the
subject, it is tensed, etc.

Now that we established that light verb constructions in (5.189)�(5.191) are headed by the light
verb which subcategorizes for a contentive accusative NP and for an in�nitival complement,

60In Polish, extraction out of NPs (including verbal nouns, as below) is in general infelicitous, unless very
heavy stress is put on the extracted phrase.
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we can show that such constructions also lead to multiple GoN; compare (5.196)�(5.198) below
with (5.189)�(5.191) above.61

(5.196) Nie
NM

mam
have1st ;sg

zamiaru
intentiongen

pisa¢
writeinf

listu.
lettergen

`I don't intend to write a letter.'

(5.197) Nie
NM

mam
have1st ;sg

obowi¡zku
obligationgen

informowa¢
informinf

jej
hergen

o
about

tym.
it

`I don't have any obligation to inform her about it.'

(5.198) Nie
NM

mam
have1st ;sg

ochoty
likinggen

ogl¡da¢
watchinf

tego
this

�lmu.
�lmgen

`I don't feel like watching this �lm.'

Of course, 2 is not a limit to the number of genitive of negation NPs:

(5.199) Nie
NM

mam
have1st ;sg

ochoty
likinggen

uczy¢
teachinf

Marii
Marygen

lepi¢
moldinf

garnków.
potsgen

`I don't feel like teaching Mary how to make pottery.'

It is interesting to examine the interaction of optionality of LD GoN with such multiple GoN
environments. The generalizations so far predict that the highest accusative NP in (5.199),
being an immediate complement of the negated verb, must be genitive, but the lower accusative
complements should be allowed to alternate between the accusative and the genitive case.
These predictions are con�rmed, but with a twist:

(5.200) *Nie
NM

mam
have1st ;sg

ochot¦
likingacc

uczy¢
teachinf

Mari¦/Marii
Maryacc=gen

lepi¢
moldinf

garnki/garnków.
potsacc=gen

(5.201) Nie
NM

mam
have1st ;sg

ochoty
likinggen

uczy¢
teachinf

Marii
Marygen

lepi¢
moldinf

garnki.
potsacc

`I don't feel like teaching Mary how to make pottery.'

(5.202) ?Nie
NM

mam
have1st ;sg

ochoty
likinggen

uczy¢
teachinf

Mari¦
Maryacc

lepi¢
moldinf

garnki.
potsacc

`I don't feel like teaching Mary how to make pottery.'

(5.203)???Nie
NM

mam
have1st ;sg

ochoty
likinggen

uczy¢
teachinf

Mari¦
Maryacc

lepi¢
moldinf

garnków.
potsgen

`I don't feel like teaching Mary how to make pottery.'

61The replacement of the lower verb by its imperfective counterpart in (5.196)�(5.198) does not a�ect case
assignment.
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The twist is that the example (5.203), with genitive matrix complement, accusative middle
complement and again genitive downstairs complement, is often, but not always, felt as less
grammatical than the other three combinations of possible case assignment to the lower two
complements (i.e., (5.199) and (5.201)�(5.202)). A comprehensive analysis of Polish GoN
should be able to deal with such data.

5.2.3.2 Possible Analyses

The problem with long distance Genitive of Negation is not that it is di�cult to analyse it,
but that there are too many possible technically sound HPSG analyses available. Among the
possible alternatives are:

Extending the Domain of Case Assignment to Arguments of Lower Verbs This
solution is adopted by Witko± (1996a, 1998) (within the GB/MP framework), who postulates
LF incorporation of lower verbs to higher verbs as a mechanism responsible for extending the
domain of case assignment. In HPSG, extending the domain of case assignment could be done
by positing relational constraints of the kind made available by RSRL (Richter, 1997, 1999b;
Richter et al., 1999), which would have to check values of higher verbs' neg feature before
resolving the case of a structural complement of a lower verb.

Such an account, although technically possible, would have a number of drawbacks:

� it would be blatantly non-local;

� it would be very heterogeneous: the non-local principle responsible for resolving the case
of structural complements (to accusative or genitive) would be much more complex than
the principles responsible for assigning the nominative case to subjects or the accusative
to complements of prepositions;

� it is not clear whether the obligatoriness of local GoN and the optionality of LD GoN
could be derived (rather than stipulated);

� it is not clear whether the acceptability (for some speakers) of (5.203) could be accounted
for in such an analysis.62

Negation Percolates Downstairs This solution, adopted in the DCG account of
Przepiórkowski and �widzi«ski (1997) and �widzi«ski (1998, 1999a) (which modify an ear-
lier analysis in �widzi«ski (1992a)), would require the [neg +] verbs to (optionally, unlike in
the works just cited) mark the in�nitival verbs they subcategorize for also as [neg +]. This
way negation could `percolate' down to a certain level.63 This account would fare better than
the previous alternative on the locality issue (basically, the Case Principle (5.145)�(5.147)
and (5.149) would remain almost unchanged), but it would also contain certain �aws:

62Such examples seem to pose a serious problem for the analysis of Witko± (1996a, 1998); if the domain of
case assignment is extended to the complement of the lowest verb, also the complement of the middle verb is
in this domain, so it should also bear the genitive case.

63A similar solution is adopted in Neidle's (1988) account for LD GoN in Russian, where the feature [Q ],
induced by negation and triggering GoN, percolates downstairs.
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� the strict correspondence between the presence of the negative pre�x nie and the `+'
value of neg would be lost; lower verbs could be marked as [neg +] when a higher verb
is negated even if they themselves do not contain the negative pre�x;

� one would have to posit a non-trivial principle `calculating' the value of a verb's neg;
see Przepiórkowski and �widzi«ski (1997).

Argument Composition Finally, a solution developed by Dziwirek (1994, 1998) (within
the Relational Grammar framework) and, independently, by Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢
(1997a,c) (in HPSG) is based on the idea that in Polish, arguments of lower verbs in `Verb
Clusters' somehow become arguments of higher verbs. If the higher verb is negated, all its
structural arguments are assigned the genitive case, even those that originated on lower verbs.
Among the advantages of such an approach are:

� its locality; once an argument is raised to a negated verb, Case Principle can assign
genitive of negation locally;

� correspondence between the presence of nie and the value of neg remains intact;

� the optionality of LD GoN may follow from the optionality of raising; once an argument
is (optionally!) raised to a negated verb, it is assigned genitive case obligatorily.

The potentially problematic question for this analysis (as well as for other analyses mentioned
above) is following:

� are there independent arguments for such an argument composition analysis?

Acknowledging that all these three types of analyses may be formalized in HPSG, we will
concentrate below, in �5.2.3.3, on the argument composition analysis, as most promising
both conceptually and technically. Then, in �5.2.3.4 we will try to answer the `independent
arguments' question above.

5.2.3.3 Argument Composition Analysis

Within HPSG, argument composition was �rst formalized by Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1990,
1994a).64 According to their analysis, argument composition happens courtesy of appropriate
lexical entries of verbs taking in�nitival complements. A schematic (and rough) description
of a lexical entry of such an argument composition verb is given below:

(5.204)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664
head verb

subcat h

2
4 synsem

locjcat

�
head verb[inf ]
subcat 1

�
3
5i � 1

3
775

3
77775

64Preprints of these papers can be found in Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1994b).
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This AVM describes a verb which subcategorizes for a an in�nitival verbal complement and
takes over the list of requirements of this complement (given here as 1 ).65

Note that, actually, a lexical entry such as (5.204) will trigger optional raising of arguments
of the lower verb. This is because the word vs. phrase status of the in�nitival complement
is not determined in this lexical entry. This means that the verb described by (5.204) may
either combine with a word, whose subcategorization requirements are not satis�ed (i.e., whose
subcat list 1 is non-empty) � in this case the arguments of the word are raised and become
arguments of the higher verb; or it may combine with a phrase � in this case the argument
of the lower verb are realized downstairs, i.e., 1 in (5.204) is an empty list.66

Below, we will show that argument composition is a more complex issue in present-day HPSG
and suggest possible ways of formalizing it for our purposes, and we will put forward our
analysis of long distance Genitive of Negation.

The Locus of Argument Composition: valence vs. arg-st? A verb described by
the lexical entry (5.204) raises elements of the lower verb's subcat to its own subcat. In
current HPSG, however, following the in�uential paper(s) Manning and Sag (1998, 1999),67 the
functionality of subcat is split between arg-st on one hand, and valence features subj,
comps and spr, on the other: binding is de�ned in terms of arg-st, dropped arguments
(pro's) are dropped only from valence, not from arg-st, etc. As argued in the previous
Chapter, also case assignment should be de�ned on arg-st, and not on valence features.
On the other hand, valence attributes are directly responsible for constituent realization of
arguments. See also Manning and Sag (1998, 1999) for other reasons for dissociating arg-st
and valence, and for references.

Taking into account this split, how should argument composition be encoded? There are,
prima facie, a number of options:68

� arguments are raised on both valence and arg-st;

� arguments are raised only on valence (i.e., from lower valence to higher valence);

� arguments are raised only on arg-st (i.e., from lower arg-st to higher arg-st);

� arguments are raised from lower valence to higher arg-st;

� arguments are raised from lower arg-st to higher valence.

For our purposes, only some of these options make sense. Since we analyse case assignment
as taking place on arg-st, and because we want to have an account of long distance Genitive

65Recall that `�' abbreviates the append (or list concatenation) relation.
66Of course, depending on what kinds of constituent structures are allowed by the grammar, intermediate

options may also be possible, i.e., some arguments may be realized downstairs and others may be raised.
67Earlier versions of this paper were widely circulated as early as in 1995.
68Strictly logically, there are more possibilities than listed here, e.g., raising from arg-st to valence and,

at the same time, from valence to arg-st. We will ignore these possibilities.
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of Negation as an actually local phenomenon, we must allow lower arguments to appear on a
higher arg-st. That is, we are left with the following options:69

� arguments are raised on both valence and arg-st;

� arguments are raised only on arg-st;

� arguments are raised from lower valence to higher arg-st.

In fact, all of these options can be found in current HPSG literature, although some in disguise.
Thus, Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997c) assume that Polish `Verb Clusters' involve both
raising on valence and raising on arg-st, although the latter is restricted when negation
is present.70 Abeillé et al. (1998b), on the other hand, show that French needs both raising
on arg-st (a-composition in their terminology), and raising from valence to arg-st (c-
composition); the former is triggered by tense auxiliaries, the latter by causative verbs. Finally,
the analysis of Meurers (1999b) mentioned in the previous Chapter, although formulated in
terms of subcat, can be translated into the valence/arg-st framework as involving raising
on arg-st even when the corresponding argument on valence has been con�gurationally
realized.

Since a careful analysis of Polish `Verb Clusters' and various clause union e�ects would require
a dissertation of its own, we remain agnostic as to which of these options we should choose,
but see �5.2.3.4 below for some data which may shed some light on this issue.

An Analysis of LD GoN Our full analysis of LD GoN consists of two points:

� in Polish `Verb Clusters', arguments of lower verbs may optionally raise to become
arguments of a higher verb's arg-st;

� structural case is assigned locally via the Case Principle for Polish, whose two
relevant clauses are repeated below.

(5.146)

2
664

category

head

�
verb

neg �

�

arg-st 1nelist�hNP[case str ]i� 2 list

3
775!

�
arg-st 1�h[case sacc]i� 2

�

(5.147)

2
664

category

head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st 1nelist�hNP[case str ]i� 2 list

3
775!

�
arg-st 1�h[case sgen]i� 2

�

69Although we reject it here, an analysis in terms of raising on valence may make sense in accounting for
`clause union' e�ects to do with word order. In fact, this is how the LFG analysis of instructive constructions
in Urdu given in Butt (1995) may be represented in HPSG. As argued in Butt (1995), instructive constructions
should be distinguished from permissive constructions, which would probably involve raising both on valence
and on arg-st.

70See below for an analysis similar to Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997c).
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Note, however, that this principle di�ers slightly from the approach to case assignment devel-
oped in the previous Chapter. There, we argued that case should not be assigned to just any
NP[str ] element on arg-st, but only to those structural NPs which are not raised to a higher
arg-st (see �4.5). Polish LD GoN is yet another phenomenon where this matters.

To see why this matters, consider the simple example (5.171), repeated below.

(5.171) Nie
NM

chciaªem
wanted1st ;sg ;masc

pisa¢
writeinf

listów.
lettersgen

`I didn't want to write letters.'

In this sentence, listów `letters' originates as an argument of the lower verb, i.e., pisa¢ `write',
and raises to the higher verb, i.e., nie chciaªem `not wanted1st ;sg ;masc '. This means that it is
present on two arg-sts; that of a positive verb pisa¢, and that of a negative verb nie chciaªem.
This, in turn, means that this argument will be assigned case twice: it will be assigned the
accusative case by (5.146) operating on the lower verb, and the genitive case by (5.147) applied
to the higher verb. This, of course, should render the sentence (5.171) ungrammatical.

However, the problem disappears as soon as we apply the analysis of Chapter 4. If case is
assigned only to those NP[str ] elements of an arg-st which are not raised to a higher arg-st,
than case can be assigned to the argument listów only on its highest occurrence, i.e., on the
arg-st of nie chciaªem. Since this is a negated verb, the case of listów will correctly be
resolved to the genitive.

Of course, in order for this analysis to work, we have to slightly reformulate our original
Case Principle for Polish in (5.145)�(5.147) and (5.149), adding information about the
`raisedness' status of potential case assignees. Employing the convention of abbreviating�
arg XP
raised �

�
to XP�, we may modify our original Case Principle for Polish as follows:

Case Principle for Polish (second version):

(5.205)

2
4 category

head verb
arg-st hNP�[case str ]i� 1

3
5! �

arg-st h[case snom]i� 1
�

(5.206)

2
664

category

head

�
verb

neg �

�

arg-st 1nelist�hNP
�[case str ]i� 2 list

3
775! �

arg-st 1�h[case sacc]i� 2
�

(5.207)

2
664

category

head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st 1nelist�hNP
�[case str ]i� 2 list

3
775!

�
arg-st 1�h[case sgen]i� 2

�

(5.208)

2
4 category

head prep
arg-st hNP�[case str ]i

3
5! �

arg-st h[case sacc]i
�
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A Problem The above analysis faces one empirical problem: it wrongly analyses `Verb
Clusters' where a lower verb is negated, e.g.:

(5.209) Mogªem
could1st ;sg ;masc

nie
NM

robi¢
doinf

tego
thisgen

/
/
*to
thisacc

dalej.
anymore

`I could have refrained from doing that.'

The problem is that, according to our analysis so far, the structural complement of the negated
lower verb may be raised to the higher verb and be assigned the accusative case there, contrary
to judgements. This suggests that, in Polish, negation should block (any further) argument
raising, just as it does in Italian and other Romance languages.71

There are various ways this restriction can be imposed. The technically simplest is perhaps
dropping `�' form the NP[str ] in principle (5.207) responsible for GoN, i.e., having the old
version (5.147) instead. The e�ect of this would be that negated verbs assign genitive case
to their NP[str ] arguments unconditionally, i.e., ignoring the future raising fate of this NP.
This would e�ectively block such arguments from being raised to a higher positive verb; if
they were so raised, they would be assigned the accusative case by (5.206) and the familiar
case clash would result. On the other hand, such an argument could be raised to a higher
negated verb (even if it passes a positive verb on its way); it would simply be assigned the
same genitive case again.72

However, for conceptual reasons, we will settle for a separate principle blocking raising from
negated verbs. This principle is given below:

(5.210) No Raising Across Negation:
2
4 head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st h 0 i � 1

3
5! 1 = list(XP�)

This principle makes di�erent empirical predictions then our previous putative alternative: it
stops all non-subject arguments from being raised higher, not just the NP[str ] objects.73 We
will see below some evidence that this is indeed the right prediction (see (5.236)�(5.237) on
p.163).

It should be clear that this analysis works �ne for the case assignment facts discussed so far,
including optional LD GoN (this is guaranteed by the optionality of raising) and multiple
GoN (a structural NP complement verb may raise to a higher arg-st which already contains
a structural NP). How does it deal, though, with the optionality of LD GoN in multiple GoN
environments, especially with the problematic (5.203), repeated below?

71See Kim (1996) for an HPSG analysis of Italian facts and for further references.
72But this raising to higher negative verbs might be blocked by adding `�' to the NP[sgen] at the right hand

side of (5.147).
73Note that subjects may be raised across negation, as in:

(i) Janek
Johnnom

wydawaª
seemed

si¦
RM

nie
NM

by¢
beinf

zachwycony
delightednom

tym
thisins

pomysªem.
ideains

`John seemed not to be delighted with this idea.'
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(5.203)???Nie
NM

mam
have1st ;sg

ochoty
likinggen

uczy¢
teachinf

Mari¦
Maryacc

lepi¢
moldinf

garnków.
potsgen

`I don't feel like teaching Mary how to make pottery.'

If sentences like this are judged as ungrammatical, then optional raising to a higher arg-st in
Polish must be analysed as an `all or nothing' a�air: either all arguments of a verb are raised
to a higher verb, or none is. In (5.203), the accusative case of Mari¦ shows that this argument
of uczy¢ has not been raised to the higher verb mam, so�by hypothesis�no argument of
uczy¢ may be raised to mam, including the perhaps raised argument of the lower verb. This
means that garnków should in fact be in the accusative case.

On the other hand, if (5.203) is grammatical, then argument raising should be an individual
matter of particular arguments, i.e., some arguments may raise, and other may stay downstairs.
Adopting this option, (5.203) may be explained by saying that, although the accusative argu-
ment of the middle verb uczy¢ stayed on the verb, the argument of the lowest verb lepi¢ raised
�rst to the middle verb uczy¢, and then to the highest verb mam, leaving its co-argument on
the arg-st of uczy¢ behind. Thus, our analysis may be parameterized to account for whatever
is the grammaticality of (5.203).

Below, we will turn to the question whether the optional argument composition in Polish `Verb
Clusters' that our analysis assumes can be supported (or falsi�ed) by other phenomena.

5.2.3.4 Other Clause Union E�ects

LD GoN is often cited as part of the evidence that `Verb Clusters' form a monoclausal /
`clause union' environment (Dziwirek, 1994, 1998; Witko±, 1996a, 1998). All phenomena given
as evidence for this claim are local in the sense that they cannot occur across a clear clause
boundary (i.e., a clause boundary which contains a complementizer), while they can occur in
such `Verb Clusters', even across many verbal projections. In case of Genitive of Negation,
the relevant contrast was given above, see (5.170)�(5.174) vs. (5.176)�(5.177).

Also our analysis may be understood as an optional `clause union' analysis, where `clause
union' is technically implemented as argument composition. If so, then two questions imme-
diately arise:

� Can the analysis above account also for other `clause union' phenomena?

� Do other phenomena support our analysis of verbal negation as a barrier to `clause
union'?

Below, we will �rst brie�y look at these other `clause union' phenomena, and then we will
(positively) answer these two questions.

Negative Concord (NC) As often noted in the literature (Dziwirek, 1994, 1998; Witko±,
1996a, 1998; Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢, 1997a,c,b), Polish n-words, such as nikt `nobody', nic
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`nothing' and nigdy `never', cannot be licensed by negation across true clauses (5.211)�(5.212),
but they can be licensed long-distance in `Verb Clusters' (5.213)�(5.214):74

(5.211) *Jan
John

nie
NM

narzekaª,
complained

»e
that

poinformowano
informed�no=�to

go
him

o
about

niczym.
nothing

(5.212) *Jan
John

nie
NM

prosiª,
asked

»eby
that

niczego
nothing

rusza¢
touchinf

w
in

jego
his

pokoju.
room

(5.213) Jan
John

*(nie)
NM

chciaª
wanted

niczego
nothing

kupowa¢.
buyinf

`John didn't want to buy anything.'

(5.214) Jan
John

*(nie)
NM

chciaª
wanted

próbowa¢
tryinf

nikogo
nobody

pokocha¢.
loveinf

`John didn't want to try to love anybody.'

Scrambling and Extraction Dziwirek (1994, 1998) and Witko± (1996a, 1998) note that,
although extraction out of clauses introduced by complementizers is often problematic, ex-
traction out of in�nitival verbal projections is completely �ne, e.g.:75

(5.215) *Kogo
whoacc

on
he

powiedziaª,
said

»e
that

Janek
John

zaprosiª ?
invited

`Who did he say that John invited?' (intended)

(5.216) Kogo
whoacc

Janek
John

kazaª
ordered

Ewie
Evedat

zaprosi¢ ?
inviteinf

`Who did John order/ask Eve to invite?'

Dziwirek (1994, 1998) also notes that similar facts hold for relative clauses, as well as for
extracting non-wh elements (which she calls scrambling).

Clitic Climbing (CC) A similar phenomenon, but usually described separately, is `Clitic
Climbing' (CC): it is allowed in `Verb Clusters', but not across true clause boundaries. Witko±
(1996a,b, 1998) illustrates this with pronominal clitics, Dziwirek (1994, 1998) with so-called
`�oating in�ection'. The pronominal clitic examples, from Witko± (1998, p.298), are given
below.

(5.217) *Maria
Mary

go
himcl

chce,
want

»eby
Comp

Jan
John

widziaª .
see

`Mary wants him to be seen by John.' (intended)

(5.218) Maria
Mary

go
himcl

chce
wants

widzie¢ .
seeinf

`Mary wants to see him.'
74The examples come from Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997a).
75See Dziwirek (1994, pp.246�248).
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Haplology Another argument for a `clause union' analysis of `Verb Clusters' comes from
haplology of the so-called re�exive marker si¦.76;77 In brief, when two or more verbs occur
with si¦, the re�exive marker may be realized just once in the case of `Verb Clusters', but
not when a true clause boundary intervenes. In the examples below (based on Kup±¢ (1999c,
p.104)), stara si¦ `tries' and spó¹nia¢ si¦ `be late' are re�exiva tantum.

(5.219) Jan
John

stara
tries

si¦,
RM

»eby
Comp

mniej
less

spó¹nia¢
be late

*(si¦)
RM

do
to

pracy.
work

`John tries not to arrive so late at work.' or
`John tries for one not to arrive so late at work.'

(5.220) Jan
John

stara
tries

si¦
RM

mniej
less

spó¹nia¢
be late

(si¦)
RM

do
to

pracy.
work

`John tries not to arrive so late at work.'

Note that only in the latter sentence is haplology possible.

Binding Dziwirek (1994, 1998) cites another clause-bounded phenomenon, i.e., binding.
The examples below show that an anaphor cannot be bound across a true clause boundary,
but it can be bound long distance in `Verb Clusters'.78;79

(5.221) Piotri
Peternom

powiedziaª,
said

»e
Comp

Ewak
Evenom

zªo»yªa
paid

wizyt¦
visit

swoimk=�i

Selfposs
rodzicom.
parentsdat

`Peter said that Eve visited her parents.' but not:
*`Peter said that Eve visited his parents'

(5.222) Piotri
Peternom

poleciª
told

Ewiek
Evedat

zªo»y¢
payinf

wizyt¦
visit

swoimk=i

Selfposs
rodzicom.
parentsdat

`Peter told Eve to visit her parents.' or:
`Peter told Eve to visit his parents.'

Clause Union and the Analysis of GoN The overwhelming generalization concerning
case assignment in Polish (and, perhaps, cross-linguistically), i.e., that case assignment is a
strictly local phenomenon in the sense of being a relation between a head and its immediate
arguments, suggested an analysis of so-called long distance Genitive of Negation as involving
`clause union' in a rather strong sense: arguments of lower verbs raise to become arguments of
higher verbs. Do other `clause union' phenomena force equally strong understanding of `clause
union'? The short answer is: some of them do, other do not.

76It was not noted either by Dziwirek (1994, 1998) or by Witko± (1996a, 1998), but it is extensively discussed
in Fowler (1993), Rappaport (1997), and, especially, Kup±¢ (1999c).

77As the examples below make clear, this marker does not always re�ixivize the verb; in the case of re�exiva
tantum, it is apparently meaningless.

78This kind of binding, not as local as that in English, but also not as unconstrained as that in Chinese, is
often called `middle-distance binding', see the papers in Koster and Reuland (1991).

79See also Dziwirek (1994, 1998) for similar facts concerning the control of the �xed expression po pijanemu
`when drunk'.
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Below, we will show that in the case of some of these phenomena (extraction, binding, NC),
`clause union' does not su�ce to describe their locality constraints and a more general account
is called for, which may in the end be independent of the issue of whether `Verb Clusters' in-
volve argument composition or not. In the case of other phenomena (clitic climbing, haplology
of si¦), some kind of argument composition seems to be needed, though. We will look a lit-
tle more carefully at these other phenomena and examine their interaction with our analysis
above. The conclusion we will draw is that, although clitic climbing and haplology do not
con�rm our analysis, they also do not necessarily falsify it.

Extraction Extraction di�ers from other phenomena in actually being non-clause-bounded.
Although there is some controversy as to what exactly can be extracted out of what kinds
of clauses,80 extraction of complements out of »eby-clauses is generally accepted by native
speakers, e.g.:

(5.223) Kogo
whoacc

chciaªby±,
wantsubj

»eby
Comp

wybrali
elect3rd ;pl

prezydentem?
president

`Who would you want them to elect as president?'

Moreover, a well known feature of Polish is that it violates the Left Branch Condition (Borsley,
1983b,a):

(5.224) Czyjego
whose

chciaªby±
want2nd ;sg

zobaczy¢
see

brata?
brother

`Whose brother would you like to see?'

`Clause union' does not shed any light on either of these properties of wh-extraction/fronting;
they require a much more general analysis of wh-extraction, which may in the end be com-
patible with either position on the �ne structure of `Verb Clusters'.

Binding Similarly, binding is a much less local phenomenon than the analyses in Dziwirek
(1994, 1998) and Witko± (1996a, 1998) would suggest. Binding supports the argument com-
position analysis of `Verb Clusters' insofar it can be claimed that an anaphor must be a
co-argument of its binder. But, in view of facts discussed in Marciniak (1999), this would be
a very controversial claim. A rather striking example, from Marciniak (1999, p.131), is given
below:

(5.225) Jani
John

pokazaª
showed

Piotrowi
Peter

dom
houseacc

córki
daughtergen

brata
brothergen

swojegoi
Selfposs

kolegi.
colleague

`John showed Peter the house of the daughter of his (John's) colleague.'

In order to make the possessive anaphor swojego a co-argument of Jan, it would have to be
raised across a number of NP projections, a rather controversial idea. Thus, although binding
in Polish seems to be clause-bounded, it may be clearly non-local. If so, binding as evidence

80See �8.2.
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for argument composition becomes questionable (if not simply void).81 For this reason, we
will ignore binding facts in considerations below.

Negative Concord (NC) NC facts strikingly resemble those of binding.82 As shown
by Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997a,b), NC also can operate across NP and PP projections:

(5.226) *(Nie)
NM

lubi¦
like1st ;sg

smaku
taste

kon�tur
preservesgen

z
from

owoców
fruits

z
from

niczyjego
nobody's

ogrodu,
garden,

oprócz
apart

wªasnego.
my own

`I don't like the taste of preserves made of fruit from anybody's garden, apart from
(these made of fruit from) my own.'

Again, it would be very controversial to claim that niczyjego must raise (across 6 NP and PP
projections) to lubi¦ in order to be licensed.83

Clitic Climbing (CC) So-called `Clitic Climbing' (CC), i.e., the occurrence of a clitic argu-
ment of a lower verb on a higher verb, is a much more local phenomenon than either binding
or NC (not to mention extraction): not only cannot a clitic cross a true clausal boundary, as
illustrated in (5.217) above, but it also cannot cross an NP boundary:

(5.227) a. Janek
John

chwaliª
boasted

si¦
RM

wypiciem
drinking

caªego
[whole

ku�a
tankard

piwa
beer]

jednym
one

ªykiem.
gulpins

`John boasted of drinking a tankard of beer in a single gulp.'

b. *Janek
John

si¦
RM

go
himcl

chwaliª
boaster

wypiciem
drinking

jednym
one

ªykiem.
gulpins

Actually, the strongest argument for treating `Clitic Climbing' as involving some kind of
argument composition comes from data such as (5.228), discussed in Rappaport (1997) and
Kup±¢ (1999c) (but not in Witko± (1996b, 1998)):

(5.228) Ba¢
fearinf

zaczniemy
start1st ;pl

si¦
RM

go
himcl

po
after

wyborach.
elections

`We will start being afraid of him (only) after the elections.'

Such examples seem to violate the generalization that clitics (including si¦) required by a verb
can appear either before the verb or immediately after the verb that subcategorizes for them,
see the ungrammaticality of (5.229).

81For example, assuming the constructional approach of Sag (1997) and Ginzburg and Sag (1998), one
possible alternative would be to assume that binding cannot cross a clausal phrase, although it may cross
other kinds of phrases, including VP[inf ] phrases. Another, worked out, proposal can be found in Marciniak
(1999).

82In fact, the in�uential approach of Progovac (1988, 1994) treats NC in binding-theoretic terms.
83An analysis of NC as an unbounded dependency, accounting for these facts, is o�ered in Przepiórkowski

and Kup±¢ (1997a,b). See also Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1999) for improvements.
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(5.229) ?*Bali±my
fear1st ;pl

dªugo
long

si¦
RM

go
himcl

po
after

wyborach.
elections

`We were afraid of him long after the elections.' (intended)

The di�erence between (5.228) and (5.229) is that, in (5.228), the verb ba¢ is separated from
si¦ and go by a structurally higher verb, zaczniemy.

On the analysis of `Clitic Climbing' as involving argument composition, the generalization can
be maintained: the clitics in (5.228) do occur immediately after the verb whose arguments
they are; see Kup±¢ (1999c) for an HPSG analysis.

Although the facts are more complex than presented here,84 we take CC as symptomatic of
some kind of argument composition.

Haplology of si¦ Haplology also may be analysed via argument raising. One possible problem
with this solution is that haplology seems to be allowed across NP boundaries; the (verbal)
noun wylegiwanie si¦ `lolling about' and the verb ba¢ si¦ `fear' are re�exiva tantum.

(5.230) Baªem
fear1st ;sg ;masc

si¦
RM

tego
this

ci¡gªego
constant

wylegiwania
lolling about

?(si¦)
RM

w
in

ªó»ku.
bed

`I was afraid of this constant lolling about in bed.'

Nevertheless, for the sake of argument, we tentatively accept the spirit of such an analysis and
assume that haplology of si¦ involves some kind of argument composition.

Argument Composition Revisited If CC and haplology are the only (apart from LD GoN)
relatively clear symptoms of argument composition, and if negation blocks argument compo-
sition, then we might expect both CC and haplology to be impossible when verbal negation
intevenes. Interestingly, this expectation is rather strikingly con�rmed in case of CC, but not
in case of haplology.

As far as CC is concerned, Witko± (1998, p.193) claims that intervening negation does not
block clitic climbing and gives the following datum:

(5.231) Kapitan
captain

go
himcl

mógª
could

nie
not

bi¢.
beat

`The captain might not beat him.'

In (5.231) the clitic pronoun which is a semantic argument of the lower negated verb is realized
on the higher verb, apparently escaping negation. However, there is an alternative analysis
of (5.231) which is readily available, namely that the placement of the clitic in (5.231) is the
result of linearization, rather then climbing. The evidence for the plausibility of such an anal-
ysis comes from the fact that a clitic can be realized on any (appropriately heavy) constituent

84In fact, the clitic does not have to appear on a verb; roughly, it may appear in any preverbal position, i.e.,
also on non-verbal elements, or immediately after the verb; see (5.232)�(5.233) below; see also Witko± (1996b,
1998).
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to the left of the verb from which it originates (and within the clause). In particular, it can
actually appear on a lower verb, provided this lower verb occurs to the left from the matrix
verb, as in (5.232), or within a constituent, as in (5.233) (and, possibly, also (5.232)).

(5.232) Wsta¢
get upinf

jej
hercl

z
from

ªó»ka
bed

kazaªem.
ordered1st ;sg ;masc

`I ordered her to get up.'

(5.233) Pi¦kn¡
beautiful

mu
himcl

marynark¦
jacket

chciaªam
wanted1st ;sg ;fem

kupi¢.
buyinf

`I wanted to buy him a beautiful jacket.'

As noted above, a strong argument for clitic climbing is provided by the contrast in (5.228)�
(5.229), which shows that a clitic can be realized on an item to the right of its semantic governor
only when this item is a higher verb; an exception readily explained by clitic climbing. So,
in order to determine whether negation blocks raising or not, we should look at facts like
those. Although the judgements are not always clear, the relevant data show that negation
does block clitic climbing.

(5.234) a. Próbowaªem
tried1st ;sg ;masc

wystraszy¢
frighteninf

go
himcl ;acc

wczoraj.
yesterday

`I tried to frighten him yesterday.'

b. Wystraszy¢
frighteninf

próbowaªem
tried1st ;sg ;masc

go
himcl ;acc

wczoraj.
yesterday

`I tried to frighten him yesterday.'

(5.235) a. Próbowaªem
tried1st ;sg ;masc

nie
NM

wystraszy¢
frighteninf

go
himcl ;gen

wczoraj.
yesterday

`I tried not to frighten him yesterday.'

b. ?*Nie
NM

wystraszy¢
frighteninf

próbowaªem
tried1st ;sg ;masc

go
himcl ;gen

wczoraj.
yesterday

`I tried not to frighten him yesterday.'

c. ?Nie
NM

wystraszy¢
frighteninf

go
himcl ;gen

próbowaªem
tried1st ;sg ;masc

wczoraj.
yesterday

`I tried not to frighten him yesterday.'

Examples (5.234a�b) show that, when there is no negation present, the lower verb can be
preposed leaving the clitic behind, on a higher verb. On the other hand, (5.235a�b) show
that, when negation is present, the negated verb cannot easily front and leave the clitic
behind. Finally, (5.235c) shows that, when the negated verb fronts together with the clitic,
the result is clearly improved.

These data con�rm our analysis, in which optional raising in Polish is blocked by intervening
negation.

Interestingly, similar judgments hold in the case of dative clitics, which are not subject to our
Case Principle, cf. (5.236)�(5.237) below. This con�rms our analysis of negation blocking
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optional raising of any arguments, cf. the No Raising Across Negation principle (5.210)
above.

(5.236) a. Próbowaªem
tried1st ;sg ;masc

dokucza¢
teaseinf

mu
himcl ;dat

wczoraj.
yesterday

`I tried to tease him yesterday.'

b. Dokucza¢
teaseinf

próbowaªem
tried1st ;sg ;masc

mu
himcl ;dat

wczoraj.
yesterday

`I tried to tease him yesterday.'

(5.237) a. Próbowaªem
tried1st ;sg ;masc

nie
NM

dokucza¢
teaseinf

mu
himcl ;dat

wczoraj.
yesterday

`I tried not to tease him yesterday.'

b. ?*Nie
NM

dokucza¢
teaseinf

próbowaªem
tried1st ;sg ;masc

mu
himcl ;dat

wczoraj.
yesterday

`I tried not to tease him yesterday.'

c. ?Nie
NM

dokucza¢
teaseinf

mu
himcl ;dat

próbowaªem
tried1st ;sg ;masc

wczoraj.
yesterday

`I tried not to tease him yesterday.'

On the other hand, the haplology data seem to point towards the opposite conclusion; as
the example below shows, haplology over negation is possible.

(5.238) Jan
John

stara
tries

si¦
RM

nie
NM

spó¹nia¢
be late

(si¦)
RM

do
to

pracy.
work

`John tries not to be late to work.'

Does that invalidate our analysis of LD GoN in terms of optional argument composition? Not
necessarily. There are two lines of defence. First, recall that haplology di�ers from CC in
being allowed across a (verbal) nominal boundary; recall the contrast between (5.227) and
(5.230). In fact, haplology seems to be allowed also across a prepositional boundary:

(5.239) Przyzwyczaiªem
got used1st ;sg ;masc

si¦
RM

do
to

wylegiwania
lolling about

?(si¦)
RM

w
in

ªó»ku.
bed

`I got used to this lolling about in bed.'

Since argument raising across nominal and prepositional boundaries seems to be a controversial
idea, we could question the correctness of an analysis of haplology in terms of argument
composition.

The other line of defence would be to accept not only the spirit of the analysis of haplology
in Kup±¢ (1999c), but also its letter. According to that analysis, there is a special valence
attribute rfl, which is dedicated to si¦. This attribute has its own idiosyncratic behaviour
and, in particular, its elements may raise independently of other arguments. Assuming this
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analysis, we could posit that, although negation blocks ordinary argument raising, it does not
a�ect the behaviour of rfl.

Finally, if everything else fails, we could capitalize on the distinction between raising on arg-
st and raising on valence. LD GoN involves, as we argued above, raising to arg-st, but
it is logically possible that CC and/or haplology of si¦ involve raising on valence, i.e., in-
dependently of arg-st raising. In fact, this is how they are analysed in Kup±¢ (1999b,a,e).
Such an analysis, if on the right track, would provide one more interesting reason for dissoci-
ating valence and arg-st: it is possible that, although argument composition may happen
simultaneously on both, certain factors (verbal negation in our case) may block argument
composition on arg-st without blocking it on valence.

Again, resolving these issues would require a dissertation of its own, so we will stop here.

5.2.4 Summary of GoN

In this section, we presented a comprehensive analysis of Genitive of Negation in Polish,
accounting for a wide range of facts including those usually neglected in the literature.

Apart from providing a principle responsible for local structural case assignment, including
local GoN (�5.2.1), we closely looked into the nature of the trigger of GoN. We came to
the conclusion that what is responsible for GoN in Polish is the morphosyntactic negation
realized as a verbal pre�x. We then looked into so-called long distance GoN pointing out two
ill-researched aspects of this phenomenon, i.e., its optionality and its possible multiplicity.
We argued that, in order to account for LD GoN, our initial case assignment rules need to be
modi�ed only slightly, and that these modi�cations actually assimilate the Case Principle to
the general approach to case assignment developed in the previous Chapter. On our account,
LD GoN is actually a subcase of the garden variety local GoN, where its apparently long-
distance character stems from argument composition occurring in `Verb Clusters', and its
optionality is the result of the optionality of such argument composition.

Finally, we compared LD GoN to `Clitic Climbing' and to the haplology of si¦, we saw that
CC, but not haplology, supports our analysis of optional raising as being blocked by verbal
negation, and we suggested possible ways of reconciling the haplology data with the LD GoN
data.

5.3 Case Assignment in Numeral Phrases

The syntax of numeral phrases85 is about the most controversial topic in Slavic linguistics;
the data are exceedingly complex and heterogeneous, and there is no agreement on how to
analyse them, either within Slavic as a group, or within particular Slavic languages.86

85For the time being we will use the term numeral phrase in an intuitive sense, without smuggling in any
ideas about the internal structure of such numeral phrases, but in �5.3.1.2 we will see that they are really
headed by numerals.

86See Franks (1994b, 1995) for a general comparison of Russian, Serbo-Croatian, and Polish. Parts of
the material presented in this section can be found in Przepiórkowski (1996a, 1997b) (see also Czuba and
Przepiórkowski (1995)). Other references to works on numeral phrases in various Slavic languages will be
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Below, we will attempt to introduce the complexity gradually. First, in �5.3.1, we will deal
with the group of numerals most often discussed in Slavic linguistics, i.e., with pi¦¢ `�ve'-type
numerals, then we will extend the analysis to other numerals, �5.3.2, and we will end with a
summary in �5.3.3.

An issue concerning numeral phrases which will be conspicuous by its absence in this sec-
tion is the syntax of complex numerals, such as tysi¡c siedemset dziewi¦¢dziesi¡t pi¦¢ `1795';
see Gruszczy«ski and Saloni (1978), Gruszczy«ski (1986), and Rutkowski (1999).87 Another
matter we say very little about is historical development of the numeral system in Polish;
see Szober (1928), �o± (1928), and Klemensiewicz (1930, 1985).

5.3.1 Pi¦¢-Type Numerals

This class of lexemes consists of so-called main numerals (Polish: liczebniki gªówne) higher
than or equal to 5, but with the exception of tysi¡c `thousand', milion `million', etc. The two
most curious things about Polish numerals of the pi¦¢-type are their lack of agreement with
the verb and their heterogeneous internal structure.

The former property is illustrated in (5.240):

(5.240) Pi¦ciu
�ve

facetów
guys

weszªo
entered3rd ;sg ;neut

do
into

kina.
cinema

`Five guys entered the cinema.'

Although the subject, pi¦ciu facetów is plural and masculine, the verb occurs in the `default'
3rd person singular neuter form.

The latter property is illustrated in Table (5.241) below.

(5.241) Non-Virile Declension of pi¦¢ `�ve':

�ve women
NOM pi¦¢?nom=?acc kobietgen
ACC pi¦¢acc kobietgen
GEN pi¦ciugen kobietgen
DAT pi¦ciudat kobietomdat

INS pi¦ciu/pi¦ciomains kobietamiins
LOC pi¦ciuloc kobietachloc

What this Table shows is that, in syntactic positions typical for the nominative and ac-
cusative cases, the numeral seems to govern the noun and assign it the genitive case (the
nominative/accusative form of `women' is kobiety), while in dative, instrumental and locative
positions, the numeral agrees with the noun.88 The situation in genitive positions, on the

given below.
87In HPSG, such complex numerals (in American English) are analysed in Smith (1999).
88Here, as throughout this study we ignore the vocative case. (In brief, numeral phrases in vocative have

the same form as in nominative/accusative positions.)
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other hand, may be interpreted either way: either the numeral assigns the genitive case to the
noun, or it agrees with the noun.

In the three subsections below, we will attempt to shed some light on these two curious facts
about the behaviour of Polish pi¦¢-type numerals. We will �rst look closer at numeral phrases
in apparently nominative positions (�5.3.1.1), then we will investigate the structure of Polish
numeral phrases (�5.3.1.2), and �nally we will present an HPSG analysis which elegantly
accounts for these quirky facts (�5.3.1.3).

5.3.1.1 The Case of Subject Numeral Phrases

Numerals, as a morphosyntactic (as opposed to semantic or purely syntactic) class may be
de�ned as containing exactly those lexemes which in�ect for case and gender, but not for num-
ber (Saloni and �widzi«ski, 1985, 1998). In fact, numerals belonging to the pi¦¢-class show
a two-way gender distinction: virile (traditionally called m¦skoosobowe `masculine-human',
marked as m1 in Saloni and �widzi«ski (1985, 1998)) and non-virile (traditionally called
niem¦skoosobowe `non-masculine-human').89 We saw the non-virile part of the paradigm
in (5.241); the virile part is shown in (5.242) below.

(5.242) Virile Declension of pi¦¢ `�ve':

�ve guys
NOM pi¦ciu?nom=?acc=?gen facetówgen

ACC pi¦ciu?acc=?gen facetówgen

GEN pi¦ciugen facetówgen

DAT pi¦ciudat facetomdat

INS pi¦ciu/pi¦ciomains facetamiins
LOC pi¦ciuloc facetachloc

Now, due to the syncretism of numeral forms, there is a considerable controversy in Polish
linguistics as to how such numeral phrases in subject positions (the NOM row above; see
also (5.240)) should be interpreted, and in particular, what the case of the numeral is.90 The
most popular positions are:

� the nominative hypothesis: the numeral in subject positions is always nominative;

� the nominative/genitive hypothesis: the numeral in such positions is nominative in
case of non-virile gender (cf. (5.241)) and genitive in case of virile gender (cf. (5.242));

89See �2.2.1. According to Saloni and �widzi«ski (1985, 1998), so-called collective numerals, such as pi¦cioro,
belong to the paradigm of numeral lexemes such as pi¦¢ `�ve' and are speci�ed as n1 (a subclass of neuter)
or p-3 (a subclass of plurale tantum). Since this idea turned out to be controversial (see, e.g., Laskowski
(1984b, pp.290�292) and the discussion and references in Mieczkowska (1994, pp.7�8)), and because of certain
subcategorization di�erences between pi¦¢-type and pi¦cioro-type numerals, we discuss the latter separately,
in �5.3.2.2 below.

90This issue is less controversial in case of Russian, where it is generally assumed that the numeral occurs in
the nominative case, e.g., Babby (1980b, 1986, 1987, 1988), but also rather unclear in case of Serbo-Croatian,
where numeral subjects have been analysed as nominative, although lacking overt case morphology (Wechsler
and Zlati¢, 1999), accusative (Babby, 1980b), genitive (Zlati¢, 1997b, p.153), and caseless (Franks, 1986).
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� the accusative-impersonal hypothesis: the numeral is always accusative, although
the phrase is not a subject, but rather a measure adverbial (hence, the accusative of
measure);

� the accusative-subject hypothesis: the numeral is always accusative (and it is a true
subject).

The nominative hypothesis is represented mainly by works of Zygmunt Saloni, Marek �widz-
i«ski, and their colleagues, and it is made explicit, e.g., in Saloni (1976, 1977), Gruszczy«ski
and Saloni (1978), Szpakowicz and �widzi«ski (1981, 1990), Saloni and �widzi«ski (1985,
1998), Andrejewicz (1996) and Kopci«ska (1997). Since this position is in accord with the
assumption that subjects are always nominative in Polish, and with the intuition that nu-
meral phrases in examples such as (5.240) above are real subjects, this is by far the most
popular stance. Apart from the works cited above, it is also assumed or argued for in Sch-
abowska (1967, 1970), Laskowski (1984a), Struty«ski (1997), Markowski (1999), somewhat
inconclusively in Grzegorczykowa (1998), and also in some Chomskyan works, e.g., Tajsner
(1990), Willim (1990), and Bobrowski (1998), as well as in Relational Grammar, Dziwirek
(1990, 1994). Below, we will show that this hypothesis, when worked out in detail, leads to
considerable complications in the grammar and, hence, should be abandoned.

The nominative/genitive hypothesis is assumed in some traditional Polish linguistics, e.g.,
Doroszewski and Wieczorkiewicz (1959), Klemensiewicz (1968) and Bartnicka and Satkiewicz
(1990), but also more recently in Mieczkowska (1994). It is based on the observation that, in
the virile declension, the form of the numeral in nominative (and accusative) position is the
same as its form in genitive. This hypothesis, unlike the nominative hypothesis, accounts for
certain modi�cation facts discussed below. Nevertheless, it is strikingly ad hoc and a more
principled solution should be preferred, if it can be found.

The accusative-impersonal hypothesis has a long history; to the best of our knowledge, it
was �rst formulated by Maªecki (1863), and more recently defended by Schenker (1971).91 It
is easy to show, though, that it cannot be maintained, essentially because numeral phrases
which are apparent subjects are actually real subjects.

Finally, the accusative-subject hypothesis is voiced in passing by Szober (1928, 1953) and
Franks (1994b, 1995, 1998b), although neither defends it in detail. It will be carefully defended
below.92 Let us �rst see, however, why the other hypotheses should be rejected.

Against the Accusative-Impersonal Hypothesis According to this hypothesis, sen-
tences involving numeral `subjects', such as (5.240) above and (5.245)�(5.251) below, are
really subject-less impersonal constructions, and the apparent numeral subject is probably
some kind of a measure adverbial, specifying the unrealized subject. This hypothesis neatly
explains the 3rd singular neuter feature on the verb (impersonal constructions normally involve
3rd singular neuter verbs in Polish, see (5.243) below), as well as the apparently accusative
case of the numeral (measure NPs are often in the accusative case, see (5.244)).

91See also references in Schenker (1971).
92Franks (1994b, 1995, 1998b) seems to reach this conclusion unaware of Szober (1928, 1953). The same

conclusion was later reached by Przepiórkowski (1996a, 1997b) (earlier published as a chapter in Czuba and
Przepiórkowski (1995)), also independently of either Szober (1928, 1953), or Franks (1994b, 1995, 1998b).
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(5.243) a. Tam
there

byªo
was3rd ;sg ;neut

ciepªo.
warm

`It was warm there.'

b. Graªo
play3rd ;sg ;neut

si¦
RM

na
on

gitarze.
guitar

`One used to play guitar.'

(5.244) a. Chleb
bread

kosztowaª
cost

zªotówk¦.
zlotyacc

`The bread cost one zloty.'

b. Czekaªem
waited1st ;sg ;masc

godzin¦.
houracc

`I was waiting for an hour.'

However, this hypothesis is wrong because numeral phrases in (5.240) above and (5.245)�
(5.251) below clearly are subjects. First, such a numeral phrase may be an antecedent of a
re�exive anaphor, a property restricted to subjects in Polish:93

(5.245) Pi¦ciu
�ve

facetów
guysgen

zobaczyªo
saw

si¦/siebie
RM/Self

w
in

lustrze.
mirror

`Five guys saw themselves in the mirror.'

An attempt at explaining (5.245) by saying that the re�exive anaphor is bound by an unreal-
ized subject, which happens to be co-indexed with the alleged numeral adverbial is doomed:
such an explanation runs counter to condition C of binding theory, which clearly holds for
Polish (and does not distinguish between complements and adjuncts, see �8.4):

(5.246) *Oni
he

spaª
slept

w
in

domu
house

Jankai.
Johnposs

`John was sleeping in his own house.' (intended)

Thus, the co-indexation of the alleged numeral adverbial in (5.245) with the putative subject
would violate condition C, just as it is violated in (5.246).

Second, the subject numeral phrase may control po pijanemu `when drunk' and adverbial
clauses:94

(5.247) Pi¦ciu
�ve

facetów
guysgen

po
when

pijanemu
drunk

skoczyªo
jumped

z
from

mostu.
bridge

`Five guys jumped from a bridge while drunk.'

93(5.245) involves both a short (RM) and a long (Self) form of the re�exive anaphor.
94See Dziwirek (1994) for argumentation that these two properties are restricted to subjects. According to

Dziwirek (1994), the control of adverbial clauses is a strong indication of subjecthood (she argues within the
Relational Grammar framework, that it is a test for �nal 1-hood, while, e.g., anaphor binding and control of
po pijanemu are tests for (not necessarily �nal) 1-hood).
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(5.248) Pi¦ciu
�ve

facetów
guysgen

szªo
walked

±piewaj¡c.
singing

`Five guys walked singing.'

Third, in passive constructions, the numeral phrase is realized as a przez `by'-phrase, just
as other subjects, see (5.249). If it were some kind of a subject-oriented adverbial phrase, it
could be expected to remain as an accusative adverbial, just as the subject-oriented adverbial
niech¦tnie `reluctantly' in (5.250).95

(5.249) Ten
this

�lm
�lmnom

byª
was

obejrzany
see

*(przez)
by

pi¦ciu
�ve

facetów.
guysgen

`This �lm was seen by �ve guys.'

(5.250) Maria
Mary

byªa
was

niech¦tnie
reluctantly

badana
examined

przez
by

lekarza.
doctor

`Mary was reluctantly examined by the doctor.'

Fourth, the subject numeral phrase may be coordinated with a nominative phrase, which is
clearly a subject:96

(5.251) Do
to

kina
cinema

poszªo
went3rd ;sg ;neut

pi¦ciu
�ve

facetów
guysgen

i
and

ich
their

bracia.
brothersnom

`Five guys and their brothers went to the cinema.'

The option of a nominative subject being coordinated with an adverbial is not available in
Polish:97

(5.252) *Na
for

Mari¦
Mary

czekaª
waited1st ;sg ;masc

Janek
Johnnom

i
and

godzin¦.
houracc

`John waited an hour for Mary.' (intended)

Finally, if sentences involving apparent numeral subjects were really impersonal, we would
expect an instrumental adjective or an apparently dative semi-predicate sam `alone' in copular
constructions, as examples b. below show:

95See, e.g., McConnell-Ginet (1982) on subject-oriented adverbials.
96In (5.251) the verb `agrees' with the closest conjunct, as it often does in Polish, cf. Kallas (1974, 1993).

See Szpakowicz and �widzi«ski (1981, 1990) and, especially, Kopci«ska (1997) for numerous examples of
coordination of a numeral phrase and a (numeral-free) nominative phrase in the subject position.

97The conjunction i should be carefully distinguished from the homonymous discourse particle meaning
`even', which could be used in an example similar to (5.252):

(i) Na
for

Mari¦
Mary

czekaªby
waitedsubj ;1st ;sg ;masc

Janek
Johnnom

i
even

godzin¦.
houracc

`When it comes to Mary, John would wait for her even an hour.'

See, e.g., Walasiuk (1998, p.168).
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(5.253) a. Janek
Johnnom

jest
is

miªy.
nicenom

`John is nice.'

b. Byªo
wasimpers

si¦
RM

miªym
niceins

/
/
*miªy.
nicenom

`One was nice.'

(5.254) a. Oni
theynom

byli
were

sami.
alonenom

`They were alone.'

b. Byªo
wasimpers

si¦
RM

samemu
alonedat

/
/
*sami.
alonenom

`One was alone.'

This prediction is, however, not con�rmed. Both the adjective and the semi-predicate case-
agree with the numeral phrase, instead of occurring in the instrumental or dative case (re-
spectively):98

(5.255) Pi¦¢
�ve

kobiet
women

byªo
were

miªe
nicenom =acc

/
/
?*miªymi.
niceins

`Five women were nice.'

(5.256) Pi¦¢
�ve

kobiet
women

byªo
were

same
alonenom =acc

/
/
*samym.
alonedat

`Five women were alone.'

In conclusion, the position that numeral phrases in examples such as (5.240), (5.245)�(5.251)
and (5.255)�(5.256) are adverbials is untenable; a variety of criteria conclusively show that
they are true subjects.99

Against the Nominative Hypothesis If such numeral phrases must be subjects, then
the natural hypothesis is that they are nominative. This position, however, although not as
clearly inadequate as the accusative-impersonal hypothesis, considerably (and unnecessarily!)
complicates the grammar and, as such, should be rejected.

First of all, nominative subjects always agree with the verb in Polish. Since the verb in
the examples above bears the 3rd person singular neuter features, this means that numeral
subjects should be in some sense 3rd person singular neuter. In what sense?

Czuba and Przepiórkowski (1995) extensively argue for an analysis of subject�verb agreement
in Polish as involving the subject's index. If this is right, then numeral subjects should be
speci�ed as 3rd singular neuter. This, however, cannot be the case as the following binding
examples show:

98See �5.4 for an analysis of such predicational constructions.
99See also Dziwirek (1990, 1994) for the same conclusion, based on partly overlapping considerations.
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(5.257) Pi¦ciu
�ve

facetów
guysgen

zobaczyªo
saw3rd ;sg ;neut

siebie
Self

samych
Emphpl ;masc

w
in

lustrze.
mirror

`Five guys saw themselves in a mirror.'

(5.258) Pi¦¢
�ve

kobiet
womengen

zobaczyªo
saw3rd ;sg ;neut

siebie
Self

same
Emphpl ;fem

w
in

lustrze.
mirror

`Five women saw themselves in a mirror.'

Although the re�exive anaphor siebie does not show number or gender distinction, it is not
neutralized for these features, as the agreement with the emphatic particle sam, which does
in�ect for gender and number, shows. Thus, siebie in (5.257) is plural and masculine, while
siebie in (5.258) is plural and feminine. But since binding involves co-indexation, the same fea-
tures must be borne by indices of pi¦ciu facetów and pi¦¢ kobiet, respectively. This contradicts
the assumption that numeral subjects have 3rd singular neuter indices.100

A desperate attempt at answering this objection might be made by saying that, in Polish,
subject�verb agreement does not involve the subject's index, but rather some other, mor-
phosyntactic features instead. So, the subject would be 3rd person singular neuter in a purely
morphosyntactic sense, not re�ected by its index value. This, however, is refuted by the kind of
data considered in Czuba and Przepiórkowski (1995), which show that, whenever morphosyn-
tactic features do not agree with index features, the former are responsible for adjective�noun
agreement, while the latter for both binding and subject�verb agreement. A relevant example
is given below:

(5.259) Jego
his

szacowna
respectablesg ;fem

wysoko±¢
highnesssg ;fem

ujrzaª
saw3rd ;sg ;masc

siebie
Self

samego
Emphsg ;masc

w
in

lustrze.
mirror

`His respectable highness saw himself in the mirror.'

In (5.259), although the head noun of the subject is morphosyntactically feminine, as evidenced
by the agreeing feminine adjective, the subject still bears the masculine index, as shown by
masculine features on the verb and on the re�exive anaphor. This shows that, in Polish, the
verb agrees with the subject's index, and not with its morphosyntactic features.101 Thus, on
the nominative hypothesis, the lack of subject�verb agreement remains a complete mystery.

Another, even more serious problem for this hypothesis comes from considerations of adjectival
modi�ers of such allegedly nominative numeral phrases:102;103

100By the same token, these observations refute the analysis of Dziwirek (1990, 1994), which derives the
default 3rd person singular neuter features on the verb from the assumption that numeral phrases are not
speci�ed for gender and number.
101Sentences with the polite / party talk wy `youpl ' seem to constitute a counterexample to this claim:

(i) Wy
youpl ;nom

jeste±cie
arepl

ci¦»arni,
pregnantpl ;masc ,

towarzyszko.
comradesg ;fem ;voc

`You arepl pregnantpl ;masc , comradesg ;fem .'

However, Wechsler (1999) argues (on the basis of similar Serbian data) that, in such cases, the index of wy
`you' is indeed plural, although it may be used to refer to a non-aggregate entity.
102In Polish, determiners such as te/tych in (5.261) are morphosyntactically adjectives, see Saloni and �widz-

i«ski (1985, 1998).
103Perhaps surprisingly, the argument presented here was �rst (to the best of our knowledge) made as late as
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(5.260) a. Czekaªo3rd ;sg ;neut
awaited

mnie
meacc

mordercze
murderousnom =acc

pi¦¢
�ve

dni.
daysgen

`Five hectic days awaited me.'

b. Czekaªo3rd ;sg ;neut
awaited

mnie
meacc

morderczych
murderousgen

pi¦¢
�ve

dni.
daysgen

`Five hectic days awaited me.'

(5.261) a. Znowu
again

przyszªo
came3rd ;sg ;neut

te
thesenom =acc

pi¦¢
�ve

kobiet.
womengen

`These �ve women came again.'

b. Znowu
again

przyszªo
came3rd ;sg ;neut

tych
thesegen

pi¦¢
�ve

kobiet.
womengen

`These �ve women came again.'

What these examples, involving non-virile subject numeral phrases, show is that the adjectival
modi�er may occur either in the genitive case (see the b. examples), or in what may be
interpreted as either accusative or nominative case (see the a. examples):

(5.262) a. Czekaªy
awaited3rd ;pl

mnie
meacc

mordercze
murderousnom

/
/
te
thesenom

dni.
daysnom

`Hectic / these days awaited me.'

b. Czekaªem
waited1st ;sg ;masc

na
for

mordercze
murderousacc

/
/
te
theseacc

dni.
daysacc

`I was waiting for hectic / these days.'

So far, so good: the adjectival modi�er may be interpreted, consistently with the nominative
hypothesis, as genitive when agreeing with the noun and as nominative when agreeing with
the numeral. However, if this is so, then the same should hold for virile numeral phrases. This
expectation is not ful�lled, though:

(5.263) a. *Oczekiwaªo3rd ;sg ;neut
awaited

mnie
meacc

gro¹ni
dangerousnom

pi¦ciu
�ve

facetów.
guysgen

`Five dangerous guys awaited me.' (intended)

b. Oczekiwaªo3rd ;sg ;neut
awaited

mnie
meacc

gro¹nych
dangerousgen =acc

pi¦ciu
�ve

facetów.
guysgen

`Five dangerous guys awaited me.'

(5.264) a. *Znowu
again

przyszªo
came3rd ;sg ;neut

ci
thesenom

pi¦ciu
�ve

facetów.
guysgen

`These �ve guys came again.' (intended)

b. Znowu
again

przyszªo
came3rd ;sg ;neut

tych
thesegen=acc

pi¦ciu
�ve

facetów.
guysgen

`These �ve guys came again.'

in Przepiórkowski (1996a, 1997b) (see also Czuba and Przepiórkowski (1995)), although Franks (1995, p.139)
(independently) cites similar Upper Sorbian data.
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The ungrammaticality of (5.263a)�(5.264a) is blatantly inconsistent with the nominative
hypothesis and�in our view�should be a su�cient reason to drop it.

In fact, only one of the numerous works arguing for or assuming the nominative hypothesis
considers the problematic facts (5.263)�(5.264), namely Kopci«ska (1997), and it is interesting
to see how the nominative hypothesis can deal with them.

Kopci«ska (1997, p.51) notes the problem posed by (5.263)�(5.264) and proposes a tentative
solution whose main idea is to treat the �formally genitive� forms such as gro¹nych and tych
in these examples as actually nominative. These `nominative' forms would be used only with
numeral phrases. At the same time, real nominative forms, such as gro¹ni and ci would be
forbidden to combine with numeral phrases.

Appreciating the originality of this analysis, we will settle for a less audacious solution below.

Against the Nominative/Genitive Hypothesis The nominative/genitive hypothesis,
which assumes that numeral subjects are nominative in non-virile gender and genitive in virile,
can easily deal with the adjectival modi�ers data in (5.260)�(5.261) vs. (5.263)�(5.264). Since
non-virile numeral phrases in (5.260)�(5.261) are nominative, adjectival modi�ers may occur
either in the nominative case (when agreeing with the numeral), as in (5.260a)�(5.261a), or in
the genitive case (when agreeing with the noun), as in (5.260b)�(5.261b). On the other hand,
the examples involving virile numeral phrases (5.263a)�(5.264a) are ungrammatical because
the numeral there is genitive, so it cannot agree with the nominative adjectival modi�er.
Instead, the modi�er must be genitive, as in (5.263b)�(5.264b), i.e., it agrees either with the
genitive numeral, or with the genitive noun.

In spite of this advantage of the nominative/genitive hypothesis over the nominative
hypothesis, we will reject it and prefer the accusative-subject hypothesis on the follow-
ing grounds: 1) whatever the nominative/genitive hypothesis gets right, so does the
accusative-subject hypothesis, 2) the nominative/genitive hypothesis shares with the
accusative-subject solution its only problem, i.e., having to postulate a non-nominative
subject, 3) but, additionally, the nominative/genitive hypothesis shares with the nomina-
tive hypothesis the problem of not being able to account in a principled way for the lack of
agreement between the nominative (in non-virile gender) numeral subject and the verb, and
it introduces an additional complication of relating the case of the numeral to its gender, a
clear idiosyncrasy in Polish syntax.

Advantages of the Accusative-Subject Hypothesis It should be clear by now that the
only hypothesis which is able to account for the full range of data in a uniform manner is the
accusative-subject hypothesis, which says that pi¦¢-type numerals in subject positions are
really accusative.

First, it deals with the adjectival modi�ers data as well as the nominative/genitive hypoth-
esis, but in a more uniform way: adjectival modi�ers may always, in principle, agree with
either the noun, in which case they are genitive, or with the numeral, in which case they are
accusative. Thus, the nominative/accusative forms mordercze and te in (5.260a)�(5.261a) are
interpreted as accusative, while the genitive/accusative forms gro¹nych and tych in (5.263b)
and (5.264b) are really ambiguous between the genitive and the accusative. By the same
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token, (5.263a)�(5.264a) are ungrammatical simply because the unambiguously nominative
adjectives do not agree either with accusative numerals, or with genitive nouns.

Moreover, the accusative case value of the numeral subject explains the 3rd person singular
neuter features of the verb: in Polish, as in other languages,104 verbs agree only with nomi-
native subjects, otherwise they occur in the default non-agreeing 3rd person singular neuter
form.105

We will see one more (morphological) argument for this analysis in �5.3.2.3 (see (5.339)�
(5.340), p.196).

Apparent Disadvantages of the Accusative-Subject Hypothesis The advantages of
the accusative solution are clear: it is the only uniform analysis of numeral phrases in subject
positions able to account for the full range of data, including the lack of subject�verb agreement
and the form of adjectival modi�ers. In fact, both kinds of data directly follow from this single
assumption.

What are the disadvantages? One potential problem stems from the sole argument for the
nominativeness of subject numerals phrases given in Saloni (1976, p.32): they may be coordi-
nated with clearly nominative phrases, as in (5.251), repeated below.

(5.251) Do
to

kina
cinema

poszªo
went3rd ;sg ;neut

pi¦ciu
�ve

facetów
guysgen

i
and

ich
their

bracia.
brothersnom

`Five guys and their brothers went to the cinema.'

This argument rests on the assumption that only phrases bearing the same case value can be
coordinated. This assumption is, however, clearly false. First, as discussed, e.g., in �widzi«ski
(1992b, 1993), it is possible to coordinate a cased nominal phrase with a caseless clause:

(5.265) Jana
Johnacc

dziwi,
suprise

[»e
Comp

Maria
Marynom

wybiera
chooses

Piotra],
Peteracc

i
and

[jej
her

brak
lacknom

gustu].
good tastegen

`John is surprised that Mary chooses Peter and by her lack of good taste.'

Also examples of coordination of two temporal adverbials, one being a cased NP and the other
being an adverb or a PP, are readily constructed:

(5.266) Spotkam
meet1st ;sg ;fut

si¦
RM

z
with

nim
him

wieczorem
eveningins

i
and

jutro
tomorrowadv

/
/
za
in

dwa
two

dni.
days

`I will meet him in the evening and tomorrow / in two days.'

(5.267) Obroni¦
defend1st ;sg ;fut

si¦
RM

tego
thisgen

lata
summergen

lub
or

w
in

przyszªym
next

roku.
year

`I will defend (my thesis) this summer or next year.'
104See, e.g., Andrews (1982) and Sag et al. (1992) on Icelandic, and Kathol (1998) for a general HPSG

analysis.
105See Czuba and Przepiórkowski (1995), as well as the data in Dziwirek (1990, 1994), for justi�cation of this

generalization for Polish.
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Second, also nominal phrases bearing di�erent case values may be coordinated in right cir-
cumstances:106;107

(5.268) Kto,
whonom

co
whatacc

i
and

komu
whomdat

daª?
gave

`Who gave what to whom?'

(5.269) Dajcie
give

wina
winegen

i
and

caª¡
wholeacc

±wini¦!
pigacc

`Serve (some) wine and a whole pig!'

(5.270) Przyjedzie
come3rd ;sg ;fut

albo
or

pó¹nym
lateins

wieczorem,
eveningins

albo
or

nast¦pnej
nextgen

zimy.
wintergen

`(S)he will come either late in the evening, or next winter.'

So, the fact that a numeral phrase in the subject position can be coordinated with a nominative
phrase does not constitute an argument for the nominativeness of this numeral phrase any
more than (5.265) shows that the clause bears the nominative case, or (5.268) that komu is
really as nominative as kto.

A more real disadvantage of the accusative-subject hypothesis is that it involves an id-
iosyncratic stipulation that there are accusative subjects in Polish. Although traditional
grammarians mention `logical subjects' in the genitive and the dative cases, the latter exten-
sively discussed by Dziwirek (1994), to the best of our knowledge no claims have been made
about the existence of accusative subjects. This is, we believe, the reason why those theories
which de�ne subjects as nominative phrases cannot accept this solution.

However, where this solution makes one stipulation, other solutions must make at least 3�4
independent stipulations: the nominative/genitive hypothesis must stipulate that 1) virile
and non-virile numeral phrases have di�erent structures, 2) virile numeral phrases are genitive,
3) non-virile numeral phrases, despite being nominative, do not agree with the verb but require
instead the 3rd person singular neuter form of the verb; the nominative hypothesis stipulates
that 1) nominative numeral phrases, unlike other nominative subjects, do not agree with the
verb, 2) there exist nominative adjectival elements which have the super�cially genitive form,
3) this nominative-genitive form may be used only in the context of numeral phrases, and 4)
the true nominative adjectival forms cannot be used to modify virile nominative numerals.
We conclude that the accusative-subject hypothesis is to be preferred to other accounts as
it leads to a clearly least stipulatory grammar.

5.3.1.2 The Structure of Numeral Phrases

The by-product of the above considerations is the answer to one of the two questions posited
at the beginning of this section, i.e., why there is no agreement between the numeral subject
106In (5.269), the genitive phrase has the partitive function. Unlike in some other languages, e.g., Finnish

and, marginally, Russian, in Polish partitive and genitive do not di�er in form.
107Another example of coordination of phrases with di�erent case values, but with a less clear acceptability

status, can be found in fn.156 on p.219.
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and the verb. The answer is very simple: this is because numeral phrases in subject positions
are not nominative, and the agreement holds only between verbs and nominative subjects.
In this subsection we will deal with the second question, i.e., we will investigate the internal
structure of numeral phrases.

Just as in case of the �rst question, there is no agreed answer to the second question, either
in Polish linguistics, or in general Slavic theorizing. There are three basic options:

� the mixed hypothesis: where the numeral seems to govern the noun and assign the
genitive case (i.e., in the NOM and ACC rows in (5.241)�(5.242)), it is the head, other-
wise (in the GEN, DAT, INS and LOC rows) the noun is the head and the numeral is a
modi�er;

� the nominal head hypothesis: the noun is always the head;

� the numeral head hypothesis: the numeral is always the head.

The mixed hypothesis naturally explains the contrast between the NOM/ACC rows
in (5.241)�(5.242), where the numeral does not agree with the noun, and other rows, where
the numeral and the head agree. This analysis seems to be implicit in traditional accounts, see
e.g. Szober (1928), and it can be found also in Tajsner (1990) (a GB analysis) and in Dziwirek
(1990) (an RG analysis).108 This hypothesis is also sometimes adopted for Russian, which
shows similar government/agreement split in numeral phrases, e.g., in traditional Russian lin-
guistics,109 in Neidle (1988) (an LFG analysis), and in Franks (1995) (a GB analysis), and
it is at the heart of Dolbey's (1998) analysis of the analogous behaviour of Finnish numeral
phrases (within the Construction Grammar framework).

The nominal head hypothesis is, on the other hand, based mainly on semantic intuitions,
which suggest that the main element in a numeral phrase is the noun. Within Polish linguistics,
this position is taken (without argumentation apart from giving semantic intuitions) by, e.g.,
Laskowski (1984b,a), Willim (1990), Struty«ski (1997), and Bobrowski (1995, 1998). It is also
assumed or argued for in Babby (1980b, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988) and Franks (1986, 1990) for
Russian, and in Franks (1995) for Serbo-Croatian and Polish.

Finally, the numeral head hypothesis is adopted for Polish mainly by Saloni, �widzi«ski,
and their colleagues (Saloni, 1976, 1977; Gruszczy«ski and Saloni, 1978; Szpakowicz and
�widzi«ski, 1981, 1990; Saloni and �widzi«ski, 1985, 1998; Kopci«ska, 1990, 1997), as well
as in Przepiórkowski (1996a, 1997b). It is also assumed for Russian in Pesetsky (1982) and
Bowers (1984), and for Serbo-Croatian in Wechsler and Zlati¢ (1999).

In this case, we will side with Saloni et al., although the arguments for either position are not
as conclusive as in the case of the previous issue.

First, there are no known arguments for di�erent structures of numeral phrases in, say, (5.271)
and (5.272):

108A similar, but slightly more exotic position is taken by Mieczkowska (1994), who argues that Polish
numeral phrases are sometimes headed by the numeral, and at other times they are unheaded (exocentric)
constructions. We will ignore this hypothesis below.
109See Babby (1986, p.179) and Babby (1987, p.102) for references.
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(5.271) Janek
John

wspiera
supports

pi¦¢
�veacc

fundacji.
foundationsgen

`John supports �ve foundations.'

(5.272) Janek
John

pomaga
helps

pi¦ciu
�vedat

fundacjom.
foundationsdat

`John helps �ve foundations.'

Both can be extended to bigger phrases the same way, both show the same extraction and left
branch violation properties, etc. Thus, if positing two di�erent structures can be avoided, it
should be avoided. These Ockhamian considerations provide the main argument against the
mixed hypothesis.

Limiting our attention to the other, homogeneous possibilities, we will see that the numeral
head hypothesis leads to a simpler analysis.

Assuming a uniform analysis, there are still four logical possibilitities to take into account:
the head is either the noun or the numeral, and, for each of these choices, the other element
(numeral and noun, respectively) is either a subcategorized argument, or a modi�er.110 Al-
though any of these analyses can be made to work, we will prefer the analysis which posits
that the numeral is the head, while the noun (or, rather, the NP) is an argument.

This analysis is simpler than both head�modi�er analyses, as, in order to account for the
behaviour in the `government' NOM and ACC rows, they would require either introducing
a new numeral�noun modi�cation scheme, allowing a genitive noun to be modi�ed by an
accusative numeral (or an accusative numeral by a genitive noun), or they would complicate
modi�cation information contained in particular lexical entries (cf. the mod feature in HPSG),
e.g., accusative numerals would have to be speci�ed as being able to modify genitive nouns,
but only in NOM and ACC positions. On the other hand, if the numeral is the head and the
noun is an argument, then the idiosyncrasy is con�ned to lexical entries of the (relatively)
closed class of numerals.

This analysis is also slightly simpler than an analysis having the noun as the head and the
numeral as an argument, minimally because, if it were the noun that headed numeral phrases,
then the case value of the head (genitive) would not agree with the expected head in two
positions, NOM and ACC, while on our analysis, such discrepancy arises only in the case of
NOM (subject) positions.

Moreover, it is not clear in what sense the numeral would be an argument of the noun:
numerals are neither required syntactically by nouns, nor are they expected semantically. On
the other hand, the noun does seem to be required by the numeral; constructions such (5.273)
sound elliptical.111

(5.273) Pi¦ciu
�ve

przyszªo.
came

(elliptical)

110In the previous literature only two of these possibilities were ever taken into account: the noun being the
head and the numeral being a modi�er, and the numeral being the head and the noun being an argument.
111This is a fairly weak argument, though, because it would classify as heads also possessive phrases, which

we analyse below as speci�ers of nouns.
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`Five came.'

This brings us to another argument for the numeral head / nominal argument analysis we
have chosen, namely a distributional argument, voiced earlier in, e.g., Saloni (1976, p.32) and
Saloni and �widzi«ski (1985, 1998): in NOM and ACC positions, it is clearly the numeral
that distributionally represents the numeral phrase, not the noun; compare (5.273) above
to (5.274b).

(5.274) a. Pi¦ciu
�ve

facetów
guysgen

przyszªo.
came

`Five guys came.'

b. *Facetów
guysgen

przyszªo.
came

`Guys came.' (intended)

In this way, the elliptical (5.273) is analogous to other head�argument constructions in which
only the head is realized; see the b. examples below.

(5.275) a. Janek
Johnnom

kopn¡ª
kicked

Tomka,
Tomacc

a
and

Maria
Marynom

go
himacc

pocaªowaªa.
kissed

`John kicked Tom, and Mary kissed him.'

b. Janek
Johnnom

kopn¡ª
kicked

Tomka,
Tomacc

a
and

Maria
Marynom

pocaªowaªa.
kissed

(elliptical)

`John kicked Tom, and Mary kissed (him).'

(5.276) a. Janek
John

byª
was

tam
there

przed
before

kinem,
cinema

a
and

Tomek
tom

po
after

kinie.
cinema

`John went there before the cinema, and Tom after the cinema.'

b. Janek
John

byª
was

tam
there

przed
before

kinem,
cinema

a
and

Tomek
tom

po.
after

(elliptical)

`John went there before the cinema, and Tom after.'

Thus, this distributional test prefers the numeral head + nominal argument analysis we chose
not only to the nominal head analyses, but also to the numeral head + nominal modi�er
analysis, on which (5.273) should not sound elliptical.

In conclusion, we adopt the analysis of numeral phrases as headed by the numeral and involving
a nominal argument.112

112It should be noted that Babby (1987) explicitly argues against the validity of such a conclusion in Russian,
which is similar to Polish in relevant respects. His main arguments come from the comparison of Modern
Russian (MR) numeral phrases with Old Russian (OR); he shows that, while in OR, numerals where clearly
singular feminine nouns always governing genitive noun phrases, in MR the situation is di�erent. Although,
for the sake of brevity, we will not discuss his arguments in detail, we would like to point out that they do not
provide evidence against our analysis, but simply show that MR numerals are not the singular feminine nouns
they used to be in OR.
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5.3.1.3 An HPSG Analysis

In the two subsections above we established that numeral phrases really are numeral phrases,
i.e., they are headed by the numeral which subcategorizes for an NP, and we also saw that,
in positions where ordinary nominal phrases bear the nominative case, numeral phrases are
accusative. In this section, we will make these observations more precise and formalize them
in HPSG.

NP Arguments of Numerals as Subjects In Przepiórkowski (1996a, 1997b), we analysed
numerals as subcategorizing for NP complements. This analysis, although observationally and
technically adequate, does not meet the main conceptual criticism levelled against the numeral
head / nominal complement hypothesis, namely, that heads normally do not case-agree with
their complements. For this reason we will modify that account and propose to analyse NPs
subcategorized for by numerals as their subjects.

Why subjects? Assuming that 1) numerals subcategorize for NPs, as we argued above, that
2) these NPs are not complements, and that 3) numerals are essentially nouns, as we will
assume below, there are two options to choose from: either those NPs are subjects or they are
speci�ers.

It is not completely clear, though, that there really are two options: should speci�ers and
subjects really be distinguished in the context of nominal phrases? Pollard and Sag (1994,
pp.359�.) make the following distinction between speci�ers and subjects:

� speci�ers lack the potential to be semantic arguments (with the possible exception of
possessives);

� in predicative copular constructions, the (unrealized) subject of the predicate, but not
the speci�er, is structure-shared with the (realized) subject of the copula, cf. (5.277).

(5.277) The predicative copula be (simpli�ed):2
664
phon be
subj h 1 i

comps hXP

�
prd +
subj h 1 i

�
i

3
775

As to the latter property, which they take to be more important, Pollard and Sag (1994,
pp.359�360) give examples such as (5.278)�(5.279), where the bracketed items are subjects,
and the emphasized elements are speci�ers.

(5.278) [John] is an idiot.

(5.279) [John] is six feet tall.

A similar argument can be constructed for Polish, assuming, as Pollard and Sag (1994,
pp.374�.) do, that possessive phrases must be either subjects or speci�ers:113;114

113See Zlati¢ (1997b, pp.102�.) for similar considerations on the basis of Serbo-Croatian.
114Note that, in Polish, the NP complement of the copula is normally in the instrumental case.
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(5.280) [Ten
this

facet]
guy

jest
is

moim
my

bratem.
brother

`This guy is my brother.'

(5.281) [Ta
this

ksi¡»ka]
book

jest
is

podr¦cznikiem
textbook

Marii.
Maryposs

`This book is Mary's textbook.'

Since it does make sense to posit the subject/speci�er distinction in Polish, the question of the
subject/speci�er status of NP dependents of numerals is a valid one. Below we will present
two arguments constituting at least suggestive evidence that these NP arguments are subjects.

First, we adopt Zlati¢'s (1997b) analysis of Serbian noun phrases, whose behaviour is similar to
Polish NPs in all relevant respects, and assume that universal quanti�ers and demonstrative
determiners should not be analysed as speci�ers, but rather as adjectival modi�ers. Thus,
although a single NP may contain a universal quanti�er, a demonstrative determiner, and a
possessive phrase, as in (5.282), the length of the spr list is at most one; in case of the head
noun in (5.282), it contains only the synsem of the possessive phrase.

(5.282) te
these

wszystkie
all

twoje
your

ksi¡»ki
books

`all these books of yours'

This means that Polish (and Serbian) seems to comply with the assumption in Pollard and
Sag (1994) that the length of spr can be at most one, just as the length of subj.

If this is so, then the argument for the subjectness of the NP dependent of a numeral comes
from the possibility of a numeral occurring simultaneously with an NP argument and with a
possessive speci�er:

(5.283) moje
myacc

pi¦¢
�veacc

ksi¡»ek
booksgen

`my �ve books'

Note that, since the possessive phrase case-agrees with the accusative numeral, rather than
with the genitive NP ksi¡»ek, it should be analysed as the speci�er of the numeral pi¦¢, and
not, for example, the preposed speci�er of the noun ksi¡»ek.

To summarize the argument, if 1) the length of spr is at most one, 2) the possessive occupies
the spr list, 3) the NP argument is either the speci�er, or the subject of the numeral, then
this NP must be the subject of the numeral.

The second argument rests on the analysis of predicative copular constructions based on the
lexical entry (5.277).115 If this analysis, commonly assumed in HPSG, is on the right track,
than the complement of the copula should be an almost saturated predicative phrase (XP),
whose unrealized subject should be structure-shared with the subject of the copula (see 1

115See Kasper (1997) for further details of an HPSG analysis of predicative copula.
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in (5.277)). If so, then fully saturated phrases cannot be complements of the copula. Thus,
this analysis predicts that, unlike ordinary NPs, numeral phrases cannot be complements of the
predicative copula because their subject is realized. Although judgements are not completely
clear, this prediction seems to be con�rmed:

(5.284) Ci
these

ludzie
people

s¡
are

±wietnymi
excellent

muzykami.
musicians

`These people are excellent musicians.'

(5.285) ??Ci
These

ludzie
people

s¡
are

pi¦cioma
�ve

±wietnymi
excellent

muzykami.
musicians

`These people are �ve excellent musicians.'

Note that the relative unacceptability of (5.285) clearly contrasts with the grammaticality
of (5.286):116

(5.286) Ci
These

ludzie
people

to
are

pi¦ciu
�ve

±wietnych
excellent

muzyków.
musicians

`These people are �ve excellent musicians.'

The grammaticality di�erence between (5.285) and (5.286) results from observations in Roth-
stein (1986) that, contrary to the received wisdom, the two apparent copulae by¢ and to di�er
in that the former is used mainly predicatively (`ascriptively'), while the latter is mainly used
equationally (it is an identity predicate), although it may also be used as a predicational cop-
ula. The relative acceptability of (5.285) results from the fact that, although the copula by¢
is used mainly predicationally, it may marginally be used equationally. Thus, the contrast
(5.285)�(5.286) is similar to the contrast below, in which only the equational reading makes
sense.

(5.287) ??Aleksander
Aleksander

Gªowacki
Gªowacki

jest
is

Bolesªawem
Bolesªaw

Prusem.
Prus

(5.288) Aleksander
Aleksander

Gªowacki
Gªowacki

to
is

Bolesªaw
Bolesªaw

Prus.
Prus

These two arguments license our treatment of numerals as subcategorizing for NP subjects.

Additional evidence for some of the decisions made above comes from considerations of
binding facts. As noted in Rozwadowska (1995), binding properties of the possessive phrase
depend on its interpretation:

(5.289) a. ksi¡»ka
book

Chomsky'egoi
Chomskyposs

o
about

sobiei
Self

116Unlike in the case of the copula by¢, the complement of to is in the nominative case (unless it is an
accusative numeral phrase).
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`Chomsky's (author) book about himself'
b. *ksi¡»ka

book
Chomsky'egoi
Chomskyposs

o
about

sobiei
Self

`Chomsky's (owner) book about him' (intended)

Given that in Polish anaphor antecedents are subjects, the data above could be naturally
accounted for by saying that the function of the possessive phrase is ambiguous between
the speci�er and the subject; this could constitute an additional argument for having both
attributes on Polish nouns.117

If this is right, then, by considerations similar to those involving numeral phrases above, we
might expect nominal phrases with author-possessives to be less felicitous as complements of
by¢ than as complements of to. Again, although the judgements are subtle, the expectation
seems to be con�rmed:

(5.290) ??Ten
this

tom
volume

jest
is

ksi¡»k¡
book

Chomsky'egoi
Chomskyposs

o
about

sobiei.
Self

`This volume is Chomsky's book about himself.'

(5.291) Ten
this

tom
volume

to
is

ksi¡»ka
book

Chomsky'egoi
Chomskyposs

o
about

sobiei.
Self

`This volume is Chomsky's book about himself.'

Before moving to the analysis proper, let us point out again an important feature of the
�NP argument of a numeral as its subject� analysis: This analysis solves the problem of
the mixed agreement/government pattern of numeral phrases. Although we do not
normally expect a complement to agree with the head, we do expect head�subject agreement.
In fact, we even expect the heterogeneous agreement/government behaviour.

One precedence we have just seen: the subject�verb (non)agreement. As discussed in �5.3.1.1,
apparent subject numeral phrases are real subjects, and yet they fail to agree with the verb
(because they occur in the accusative case), and instead they seem to `govern' 3rd person
singular neuter verbs. We have a clear prima facie agreement/government pattern here.

Another precedence is possessive subject�nominal head pattern. In Polish, the possessive may
either be a full genitive NP, as in (5.289) above, or it may be a personal (or re�exive) possessive
pronoun, which case-agrees with the nominal head:118

(5.292) a. moja
mynom

/
/
twoja
yournom

ksi¡»ka
booknom

`my / your book'
b. moj¡

myacc
/
/
twoj¡
youracc

ksi¡»k¦
bookacc

c. mojej
mygen

/
/
twojej
yourgen

ksi¡»ki
bookgen

117But see Marciniak (1999) for a di�erent analysis.
118The facts are a little more complex here: only the 1st and 2nd person possessive pronouns clearly case-agree

with the head, while 3rd person possessive pronouns do not in�ect for case.
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Such pronominal possessives can also bind anaphors, i.e., they may also be subjects (apart
from being able to act as speci�ers):119

(5.293) To
this

twoja
yournom

kolejna
anothernom

ksi¡»ka
booknom

o
about

sobie!
Self

`This is yet another book (written by you) about yourself!'

So, head nouns seem to govern full NP possessives and agree with pronominal possessives.120

Finally, another example of a mixed government/agreement relation between the head and
its non-complement argument is provided by the pronoun co± `something' and related pro-
nouns nic `nothing', co `what', co(±)kolwiek `whatever', cf. �widzi«ski (1992a, �7.4.5.2) and
Andrejewicz (1996, �2.1.1.2). These pronouns, but not similar pronouns kto± `somebody', etc.,
govern their arguments and assign them the genitive case when they occur in NOM and ACC
positions, and agree with them in other positions, e.g.:

(5.294) Co±
somethingnom

twojego
yourgen

le»y
lies

na
on

stole.
table

`There is something of yours on the table.'

(5.295) Widziaªem
saw1st ;sg ;masc

co±
somethingacc

nowego.
newgen

`I saw something new.'

(5.296) Przygl¡daªem
looked-at1st ;sg ;masc

si¦
RM

czemu±
somethingdat

miªemu
nicedat

/
/
*miªego.
nicegen

`I was looking at something nice.'

Although in (5.295)�(5.296) the relevant position is occupied by an adjective, which may
suggest that this is a non-argument, such post-pronominal element cannot easily be iterated,
unlike a pre-nominal modi�er:121

119That possessives can be subjects is even clearer in case of verbal nouns (see fn.11 on p.108), where the
subject argument is realized as a possessive phrase, e.g., (5.39) on p.110.
120Since we analyse possessive phrases as able to realize either the subject or the speci�er position in an NP,

this argument shows that also the speci�er�head relation can show the mixed agreement/government pattern.
Polish also exhibits marginally the option of having an adjectival non-pronominal possessive, case-agreeing

with the noun, e.g.:

(i) Jasina
Johnposs ;adj ;nom

stodoªa
shednom

`John's shed'

If such adjectival possessive were analysed as speci�ers/subjects, as done for Serbo-Croatian in Zlati¢ (1997b),
then this strengthens our point that mixed agreement/government is typical of head�subject/speci�er relations
in Polish.
121If examples such as (5.297a)�(5.298a) do not sound completely unacceptable, we believe this is for the

same reason that the following sentence is not utterly bad:

(i) ??Janek
John

jest
is

miªy,
nice

dobry.
good

`John is nice (and?) good.'
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(5.297) a. ??co±
somethingnom =acc

miªego
nicegen

twojego
yourgen

b. twoje
yournom =acc

miªe
nicenom =acc

co±
somethingnom =acc

`your nice something'

(5.298) a. ??co±
somethingnom =acc

nowego
newgen

miªego
nicegen

b. nowe
newnom =acc

miªe
nicenom =acc

co±
somethingnom =acc

`something nice and new'

The impossibility of iteration, where semantically iteration makes sense, is a characteristic of
arguments, not of adjuncts. Moreover, the possibility of the possessive pronoun occurring in
this position, cf. (5.294), suggests that this is a speci�er or subject position.122

Thus, we see that the complex agreement/government pattern between a head and its subject
or speci�er is the rule rather than the exception in Polish, and the heterogeneous relationship
between the numeral head and its nominal subject �ts well into this pattern.

A �nal note on the consistency of our analysis with the rest of the grammar is in
order: an objection might be raised on the grounds that the NP arguments of the numeral
are linearized after the head numeral, just as complements. It is true that complements of
nouns are normally realized after the noun, but so are full NP subjects. One example is
given in (5.289) above, which shows the post-nominal realization of the subject Chomsky'ego.
Although the pre-nominal realization is also possible, it is clearly marked. Similarly, the
subject of verbal gerunds (which categorially are nouns in the sense that they decline for case)
is also normally realized after the head:

(5.299) ±piewanie
singgrnd

Marii
Maryposs

`Mary's singing'

Pronominal subjects are an exception to this rule, see, e.g., (5.292)�(5.293) above. The situa-
tion is similar in the case of numeral phrases, where post-numeral pronominal subjects are a
marked option:

(5.300) a. nas
us

/
/
was
you

/
/
ich
them

pi¦ciu
�ve

`�ve of us / you / them'

b. ?pi¦ciu
�ve

nas
us

/
/
was
you

/
/
ich
them

`�ve of us / you / them'

Thus, we conclude that word order facts do not constitute a problem for our analysis.
122The grammaticality of such pronominal phrases as complements of the predicative copula suggests that

such arguments are speci�ers.
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Polish Numerals in HPSG The last issue we should decide on before giving an HPSG
analysis of Polish numerals is their categorial status. Without much argumentation, we
assume that pi¦¢-type numerals constitute a subclass of nouns (Goª¡b et al., 1968, p.317).
One reason for this position is that numeral phrases can occur in the same syntactic positions
as numeral-free NPs. On the other hand, numerals have a number of syntactic properties
which distinguish them from garden variety nouns, and for this reason we assume that there is
a diacritic feature distinguishing numerals from other nouns. We realize this idea by proposing
a boolean feature numeral, abbreviated to num, appropriate for head values of type noun.
Thus, e.g., ksi¡»ka `book' and pi¦¢ `�ve' will have the following head values:123

(5.301) ksi¡»ka:
�
head

�
noun

numeral �

��

(5.302) pi¦¢ :
�
head

�
noun

numeral +

��

Below, we will make the [numeral +] speci�cation directly responsible for the accusative
case in subject positions.

In order to account for themixed agreement/government pattern, illustrated in declension
tables (5.241)�(5.242), repeated below, we will posit two basic lexical entries for pi¦¢-type
numerals, given in (5.303) and (5.304).

(5.241) Non-Virile Declension of pi¦¢ `�ve':

�ve women
NOM pi¦¢acc kobietgen
ACC pi¦¢acc kobietgen
GEN pi¦ciugen kobietgen
DAT pi¦ciudat kobietomdat

INS pi¦ciu/pi¦ciomains kobietamiins
LOC pi¦ciuloc kobietachloc

(5.242) Virile Declension of pi¦¢ `�ve':

�ve guys
NOM pi¦ciuacc factówgen

ACC pi¦ciuacc factówgen

GEN pi¦ciugen factówgen

DAT pi¦ciudat facetomdat

INS pi¦ciu/pi¦ciomains facetamiins
LOC pi¦ciuloc facetachloc

Schematic lexical entries for pi¦¢-type numerals:

123Another option would be to have two subtypes of noun, one for `true nouns' and one for numerals. To all
intents and purposes, the di�erence between this alternative and the one in the main text is purely aesthetical.
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(5.303)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664 head

2
4 noun

case str
num +

3
5

valjsubj hNP[lgen]i

3
775

3
77775

(5.304)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664 head

2
4 noun

case 1 lex
num +

3
5

valjsubj hNP[case 1 ]i

3
775

3
77775

According to these schematic entries, numerals will always agree in case with their subjects
when they themselves bear a lexical case; otherwise, i.e., when their case is structural, they
will subcategorize for genitive subjects.124

It is clear how (5.304) re�ects the agreement pattern in the DAT, INS and LOC rows; these
positions can be occupied only by lexical cases, ldat, lins and lloc, respectively. The situation
is slightly more complex in the NOM and ACC rows, which show the government pattern. The
numerals in these rows bear the structural case (in fact, the sacc), i.e., they instantiate the
schematic entry in (5.303). That is, arguments of these numerals are rather idiosyncratically
speci�ed as lexical genitive.

A more elegant alternative to the schematic entry (5.303) would be (5.305) below:

(5.305)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664 head

2
4 noun

case str
num +

3
5

valjsubj hNP[str ]i

3
775

3
77775

The genitive case of the subject would be then assigned by a clause of the Case Principle

responsible for structural case assignment to arguments of nouns (see �5.1.3).

(5.306)

2
4 category

head noun
arg-st 1 list�hNP[case str ]i� 2 list

3
5! �

arg-st 1�h[case sgen]i� 2
�

Now, since numerals are speci�ed as [head noun], the clause (5.306) would also apply to them
and assign the genitive case to all its structural arguments, including structural subjects.

This solution would be, however, problematic on several grounds. First, (5.306) would have
to be modi�ed in order to account for the possibility of a subject/speci�er of a noun being
realized as a possessive pronoun agreeing in case with the nominal head, see, e.g., the data
in (5.292) above. When such an NP, consisting of a pronominal possessive and a head noun,

124Our decision to specify the subject of structural numerals as lexical genitive is purely arbitrary here. One
alternative would be to specify it as structural genitive, but then a generalization emerging from previous
considerations, namely, that lexical entries never specify particular morphological cases of their structural
arguments, would be lost. Another, much more appealing alternative, will be discussed in the main text
presently.
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occurs in nominative or accusative case, both the head and the possessive pronoun must be
analysed as structural. If, however, the principle in (5.306) were valid for Polish, the only
structural arguments of a noun would gave to be genitive, contra the actual behaviour of
possessive pronouns. Another, more serious, problem with such a more principled account is
that it cannot be easily extended to paucal numerals, discussed in �5.3.2.1 below. In brief,
there, the NP subject of a numeral head may occur in the nominative or accusative case,
contradicting the principle (5.306) again. In conclusion, we retain our analysis based on lexical
entries (5.303)�(5.304), and leave a sparser and more elegant analysis for future research.

To summarize our considerations so far, we argued that accusative numerals (in NOM and
ACC rows) are described by (5.303), while dative, instrumental and locative numerals (DAT,
INS and LOC rows) are described by (5.304). What about the GEN row, though? On our
account, genitive case is subdivided into lexical genitive (lgen) and structural genitive (sgen),
i.e., genitive numeral phrases actually instantiate both schematic lexical entries above. This
means that, when the numeral phrase is in a structural genitive position, as in (5.307) below,
the genitive case of the subject facetów is assigned via the lexical entry (5.303), but when it
occurs in a lexical case position, as in (5.308), the genitive case results from agreement with
the head, as speci�ed in the lexical entry (5.304).

(5.307) Janek
Johnnom

nie
NM

lubi
likes

pi¦ciu
�vegen

facetów.
guysgen

`John doesn't like �ve guys.'

(5.308) Janek
John

boi
fears

si¦
RM

pi¦ciu
�vegen

facetów.
guysgen

`John is afraid of �ve guys.'

Thus, according to this analysis, the divide between the government pattern and the agreement
pattern runs right through the GEN row in (5.241)�(5.242) above. This distinguishes our
account from all other accounts of Slavic numeral phrases, which classify genitive numeral
phrases as either always belonging to the agreement pattern, or always belonging to the
government pattern.

Note that our analysis assumes that the heterogeneous government/agreement pattern is en-
coded in the lexicon; it is a result of the fact that pi¦¢-type numerals must comply with
schematic lexical entries (5.303)�(5.304). A cleaner alternative would be to have a general
grammatical constraint to the e�ect that all [numeral +] elements must behave as suggested
by the schematic lexical entries above. This could be formally implemented by positing general
and underspeci�ed lexical entries such as (5.309), and having a constraint as in (5.310):

(5.309)

2
6666664

word

phon F( 1 ,pi¦¢)

ssjlocjcat

2
664 head

2
4 noun

case 1

num +

3
5

valjsubj hNP[case 2 ]i

3
775

3
7777775
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(5.310) If a word 's . . . numeral has the value `+', then either its case (cf. 1 ) is structural
and the case of its subject (cf. 2 ) is lgenitive (or perhaps sgenitive), or they are
both lex ical and equal.

Such an elegant analysis, tightly connecting the heterogeneous agreement/government pattern
within numeral phrases to the feature [num +], would not be extendable to other numerals,
discussed in �5.3.2; there are syntactic numerals (in the sense that they project to accusative
subjects and combine with 3rd person singular neuter verbs) which, however, depart in vari-
ous ways from the mixed pattern of pi¦¢-type numerals, e.g., collective numerals (cf. (5.328)
below), numeralizations (cf. (5.336)), du»o-type inde�nite numerals (cf. �5.3.2.4), and nonstan-
dard paucal numerals (cf. (5.325)). This considerable variation of subcategorization properties
of various classes of numerals strongly favours lexicalist analyses, like ours.

Moving now to the source of the accusative case marking on numeral subjects, we have
to split the clause (5.205) of the Case Principle responsible for resolving the structural case
of the subject to snom into two clauses, for numeral and for non-numeral subjects.

(5.205)

2
4 category

head verb
arg-st hNP�[case str ]i� 1

3
5! �

arg-st h[case snom]i� 1
�

These two new clauses are given below:

(5.311)

2
664

category

head verb

arg-st hNP�

�
case str
num �

�
i� 1

3
775!

�
arg-st h[case snom]i� 1

�

(5.312)

2
664

category

head verb

arg-st hNP�

�
case str
num +

�
i� 1

3
775!

�
arg-st h[case sacc]i� 1

�

Finally, in order to account for the 3rd person singular neuter marking on the verb,
whose subject is an accusative numeral phrase, we adopt the Verb Agreement Principle

given in Czuba and Przepiórkowski (1995) and consisting of two implicational constraints:125

(5.313)

2
4 word

ssjlocjcat

�
headjvform �n
arg-st :(h[case nom]i� 0 )

�
3
5!

2
4 ssjlocjcatjheadjagr

2
4 person 3rd
gender neut
number sg

3
5
3
5

(5.314)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664
headjvform �n
arg-st h[case nom]2

4 person 1

gender 2

number 3

3
5
i� 0

3
775

3
77775!

125The feature agr encodes agreement properties of an item, here, a �nite verb. (See Kathol (1998) and
Czuba and Przepiórkowski (1995) for details.) We will ignore this feature elsewhere in this study.
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2
4 ssjlocjcatjheadjagr

2
4 person 1

gender 2

number 3

3
5
3
5

What this principle says is that, given the �rst element of a �nite verb's arg-st is an NP[nom]
(the nominative subject), the verb agrees with this element in person, gender and num-
ber, cf. (5.314). Otherwise, cf. (5.313), the verb is speci�ed as 3rd person singular neuter.
See Czuba and Przepiórkowski (1995) for independent evidence for the Verb Agreement

Principle (5.313)�(5.314).

5.3.1.4 Summary

In this subsection, we examined the behaviour of Polish pi¦¢-type numerals in detail. We
argued that these numerals are syntactic heads of numeral phrases and that the NPs they
combine with are their subjects. We also showed, conclusively, we hope, that, for whatever
reason, they bear the accusative case when they occur in the subject position. Finally, we
gave an HPSG analysis of the syntax of such numerals, which accounts for:

� the mixed agreement/government pattern between the head numeral and the NP;

� the accusative case marking on numeral phrases in subject positions;

� the `default' 3rd singular neuter marking on the verb combining with a numeral subject.

Below, we will see how this analysis extends to other types of numeral phrases.

5.3.2 Other Numerals

5.3.2.1 Paucal Numerals

Paucal numerals dwa `two', trzy `three' and cztery `four' behave di�erently from the pi¦¢-type
numerals.126 The declension patterns of the numeral trzy `three' is given in (5.315)�(5.316)
below; cztery `four' behaves analogously.

(5.315) Non-Virile Declension of trzy `three':

three women
NOM trzynom kobietynom
ACC trzyacc kobietyacc
GEN trzechgen kobietgen
DAT trzemdat kobietomdat

INS trzemains kobietamiins
LOC trzechloc kobietachloc

126We will not deal here with the `numeral' jeden `one', whose numeral status is disputable (Bogusªawski,
1966; Gruszczy«ski and Saloni, 1978).
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(5.316) Virile Declension of trzy `three':

three guys
NOM trzechacc facetówgen

trzejnom facecinom
ACC trzechacc facetówgen=acc

GEN trzechgen facetówgen

DAT trzemdat facetomdat

INS trzemains facetamiins
LOC trzechloc facetachloc

The main di�erence between the non-virile declension of trzy `three' in (5.315) and the corre-
sponding declension pattern for pi¦¢ `�ve', cf. (5.241) above, is that the former does not show
the mixed agreement/government characteristics. Instead, only the agreement pattern is pos-
sible. Additionally, although the nominative and the accusative forms are morphologically
syncretic, the case of the numeral phrase in the NOM row should be analysed as nominative
because it agrees with the verb:

(5.317) Trzy
threenom

kobiety
womennom

przyszªy
came3rd ;pl ;fem

/
/
*przyszªo.
came3rd ;sg ;neut

`Three women came.'

An even clearer argument is provided by personal pronouns, which do not show nomina-
tive/accusative syncretism:

(5.318) My
wenom

/
/
*Nas
usacc=gen

trzy
threenom

przyszªy±my.
came1st ;pl ;fem

`The three of us came.'

This pattern can be easily accounted for assuming that lexical entries for trzy `three' and
cztery `four' are not (5.303)�(5.304) above, but rather (5.319), which di�ers from (5.304) in
lacking the speci�cation lex ical and in having num set to `�'.127

(5.319)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664 head

2
4 noun

case 1

num �

3
5

valjsubj hNP[case 1 ]i

3
775

3
77775

Since num is set to `�', numeral phrases headed by such numerals behave just like ordinary
NPs with respect to case assignment. In particular, when they occur as �rst elements of arg-
st, they are assigned the nominative case by the clause (5.311), rather than the accusative case

127This last feature of our analysis should not be controversial; historically, Polish numerals are derived
from garden variety (feminine) nouns, which agreed with the verb, i.e., from [num �] elements. Thus, this
speci�cation on paucal numerals may be a last vestige of this old system. Compare also our considerations of
numeralizations in �5.3.2.3.
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by (5.312). Further, the uniform agreement pattern is re�ected by the token-identity of the
numeral's case value with the case value of its subject.128 Thus, the schematic lexical entry
in (5.319) correctly accounts for the behaviour of non-virile trzy `three' (and cztery `four').

The behaviour of the virile `three' is a little more complicated as it allows both the agreement
and the government patterns in the NOM row. As might be expected, only the phrases
exhibiting the agreement pattern agree with the verb:

(5.320) Trzej
threenom

faceci
guysnom

przyszli
came3rd ;pl ;masc

/
/
*przyszªo.
came3rd ;sg ;neut

`Three guys came.'

(5.321) Trzech
threeacc

facetów
guysgen

przyszªo
came3rd ;sg ;neut

/
/
*przyszli.
came3rd ;pl ;masc

`Three guys came.'

In this respect, virile numerals of the trzy-type seem to fall in between non-virile trzy-numerals,
and pi¦¢-numerals discussed in �5.3.1: just like pi¦¢-type numerals, they have the schematic
lexical entry (5.303), repeated below, but they also have the fully agreeing lexical entry (5.319),
which they share with the non-virile trzy-type numerals.

(5.303)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664 head

2
4 noun

case str
num +

3
5

valjsubj hNP[lgen]i

3
775

3
77775

Thus, the numeral in (5.320) is described by (5.319), while the numeral in (5.321) conforms
to (5.303). Since the former is speci�ed as [num �], it receives the nominative case via the
clause (5.311) of the Case Principle and agrees with the verb via the clause (5.314) of
the Verb Agreement Principle. The latter, on the other hand, since it is speci�ed as
[num +], receives the accusative case via (5.312), and triggers the 3rd person singular neuter
features on the verb via (5.313).

Note that this analysis predicts that in the ACC row of (5.316), the NP facetów is either in the
accusative case (when the numeral realizes the full agreeing pattern (5.319)) or in the genitive
case (when it adheres to (5.303)). Because of the syncretism of accusative and genitive nouns
and adjectives in virile plural, we see no way of con�rming or refuting this prediction.

This analysis carries over to the case of dwa `two', which di�ers from trzy `three' and cztery
`four' only in having its non-virile declension pattern split into two morphologically separate
patterns, one for feminine nouns, the other for neuter and non-human masculine nouns (the
di�erence can be seen in the NOM, ACC and INS rows):

(5.322) Feminine Declension of dwa `two':

128Note that, when a numeral described by (5.319) occurs in the subject position, it and its argument bear
the structural nominative case. It is facts like these that were alluded to when rejecting an analysis of pi¦¢-type
numerals based on (5.305)�(5.306) above (p.186).
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two women
NOM dwienom kobietynom
ACC dwieacc kobietyacc
GEN dwu/dwóchgen kobietgen
DAT dwu/dwómdat kobietomdat

INS dwiema/dwomains kobietamiins
LOC dwu/dwóchloc kobietachloc

(5.323) Neuter and Masculine Non-Virile Declension of dwa `two':

two windows tables dogs
NOM dwanom oknanom stoªynom psynom
ACC dwaacc oknaacc stoªyacc psyacc
GEN dwu/dwóchgen okiengen stoªówgen psówgen

DAT dwu/dwómdat oknomdat stoªomdat psomdat

INS dwomains oknamiins stoªamiins psamiins
LOC dwu/dwóchloc oknachloc stoªachloc psachloc

(5.324) Virile Declension of dwa `two':

two guys
NOM dwu/dwóchacc facetówgen

dwajnom facecinom
ACC dwu/dwóchacc facetówgen=acc

GEN dwu/dwóchgen facetówgen

DAT dwu/dwómdat facetomdat

INS dwomains facetamiins
LOC dwu/dwóchloc facetachloc

Before we move to collective numerals, a �nal note is in order. Since numerals pi¦¢ `�ve' and
higher behave more coherently than the paucal numerals, which show di�erences in behaviour
depending on gender, we might expect paucal numerals to show a tendency to assimilate
to higher numerals. This tendency does, indeed, exist in Polish, and it is reported in the
normative publication Buttler et al. (1971, pp.340�350), which cites the following examples,
not sanctioned by the norm (i.e., marked as %):129

(5.325) %Cztery
fournom=acc

tygodnie
weeksnom =acc

min¦ªo.
passed3rd ;sg ;neut

`Four weeks passed.'

(5.326) %trzy
threenom =acc

buªek
rollsgen

Another, attested130 example similar to (5.325) is given below:

129Uses such as (5.325) were noted as early as by Szober (1928, p.105).
130It was uttered by the newscaster of the third channel of Polish public radio (so-called Trójka) on 2nd

August 1999 and it is accepted by native speakers as correct.
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(5.327) %Trzy
threenom =acc

minuty
minutesnom =acc

pozostaªo
remained3rd ;sg ;neut

do
to

godziny
hour

siedemnastej.
seventeen

`It's three minutes to 5pm.'

In fact, Buttler et al. (1971, p.350) advise not to ban uses such as (5.325) and (5.327).

What is interesting about cases like (5.325) and (5.327) is that they con�rm one aspect of
our analysis, namely, the independence of the genitive marking on the subject of a structural
numeral, speci�ed directly in lexical entries (see lgen in (5.303)) from the non-agreement
between the numeral subject and the verb; the latter is triggered by the accusative marking
on numeral phrase, which in turn is triggered by the [num +] speci�cation on the numeral.
In (5.325), although the NP tygodnie agrees with the numeral and, in this sense, adheres to
the paucal pattern (5.319), it is apparently speci�ed as [num +] (as evidenced by the non-
agreement with the verb, which is probably the result of the accusative nature of the numeral
phrase, which is triggered by the [num +] speci�cation), in accordance with the pi¦¢-type
pattern (5.303). Thus, our analysis allows us to elegantly account for such partial attempts
at assimilating paucal numerals to pi¦¢-type numerals made by native speakers of Polish.131

However, in view of the fact that most popular normative publications stigmatize constructions
such as (5.325)�(5.327) (Markowski, 1999, p.1674), it remains to be seen whether paucal
numerals will ever be fully assimilated to pi¦¢-type numerals.

5.3.2.2 Collective Numerals

Collective numerals (Polish: liczebniki zbiorowe) are used with noun phrases describing people
of mixed sex (e.g., pi¦cioro studentów, `�ve students (of mixed sex)'), children (czworo dzieci,
`four children'), small animals (troje kurcz¡t, `three chickens'), and with some plurale tantum
nouns (pi¦cioro drzwi, `�ve doors'). Their behaviour further motivates our decision to give an
analysis of Polish numeral phrases based on the lexical properties of numerals, rather than on
some general features of Polish (morpho-)syntax.

(5.328) Declension of pi¦cioro `�ve':132

�ve children
NOM pi¦cioroacc dziecigen
ACC pi¦cioroacc dziecigen
GEN pi¦ciorgagen dziecigen
DAT pi¦ciorgudat dzieciomdat

INS pi¦ciorgiemins dziecigen
LOC pi¦ciorguloc dzieciachloc

Note that this declension pattern di�ers only minimally from the declension pattern of pi¦¢-
type numerals in (5.241) above. The only di�erence is in the INS row: where the instrumental
131Another aspect of this assimilation is that government patterns such as (5.321) above are used more often

than full agreement patterns such as (5.320).
132We mark the numeral in the NOM row as accusative by analogy to our analysis of pi¦¢-type numerals;

some of the arguments presented there carry over to collective numerals.
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of pi¦¢ case-agreed with its NP argument, the instrumental of pi¦cioro governs the genitive
case. This is a clear idiosyncrasy, and it is treated as such; we assume that collective numerals
have schematic lexical entries (5.329)�(5.330):

(5.329)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664 head

2
4 noun

case str _ lins
num +

3
5

valjsubj hNP[lgen]i

3
775

3
77775

(5.330)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664 head

2
4 noun

case 1 (lex ^ :lins)
num +

3
5

valjsubj hNP[case 1 ]i

3
775

3
77775

Other parts of our analysis of pi¦¢-type numerals carry over to collective numerals.

It is interesting to note that the pattern (5.329) seems to replace the pattern (5.330) also in
the locative case; Buttler et al. (1971, p.345) cite following examples:

(5.331) w
in

dwojgu
twoloc

r¦kach
handsloc

/
/
r¡k
handsgen

`in both hands'

(5.332) o
about

trojgu
threeloc

dzieciach
childrenloc

/
/
dzieci
childrengen

`about three children'

In terms of our analysis, it seems that the lexical scheme (5.329) above is being generalized
to (5.333) below, at the cost of (5.330) above.

(5.333)

2
664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
4 head

�
noun

num +

�

valjsubj hNP[lgen]i

3
5

3
775

In the next subsection, we will see more numerals described by (5.333).

5.3.2.3 Numeralizations

By numeralization we will understand a process consisting in a non-numeral noun becoming a
numeral, or a result of such a process. Historically, all numerals considered above are results
of numeralization; they used to be feminine nouns always governing a genitive argument
(Szober, 1928; �o±, 1928; Klemensiewicz, 1930, 1985). Interestingly, this process is still alive
in contemporary Polish.133 In fact, there is a whole range of nouns which are becoming
numerals before our very eyes.
133Actually, the process of numeralization of pi¦¢-type numerals lasted until late XIXth century, cf. Klemen-

siewicz (1985, pp.618, 627).
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In case of tysi¡c `thousand', milion `million', miliard `billion', etc., this process is very ad-
vanced. Although they may still function as singular masculine nouns agreeing with the
verb, cf. (5.334), they more readily behave as numerals, i.e., they combine with plural ac-
cusative/genitive adjectival modi�ers and with 3rd neuter singular verb, cf. (5.335):

(5.334) ?Ten
thissg ;masc ;nom

tysi¡c
thousandnom

osób
peoplegen

ju»
already

przyszedª.
came3rd ;sg ;masc

`The thousand people already came.' (noun)

(5.335) Te
thesepl ;acc

/
/
Tych
thesepl ;gen

tysi¡c
thousandacc

osób
peoplegen

ju»
already

przyszªo.
came3rd ;sg ;neut

`The thousand people already came.' (numeral)

On the other hand, numerals like tysi¡c, etc., retained their nominal property of always com-
bining with a genitive argument:

(5.336) Declension of tysi¡c `thousand:

thousand children
NOM tysi¡c?nom=?acc dziecigen
ACC tysi¡cacc dziecigen
GEN tysi¡cagen dziecigen
DAT tysi¡cudat dziecigen
INS tysi¡cemins dziecigen
LOC tysi¡culoc dziecigen

In terms of our analysis, numeralization is a particularly simple process; it consists mainly
in changing the value of num from `�' to `+'. Tysi¡c with [num �] is, syntactically, a
garden variety noun, i.e., it is assigned the nominative case in the subject position via the
revised Case Principle as described above and it agrees with the verb courtesy of the Verb
Agreement Principle. Tysi¡c with [num +], on the other hand, is syntactically a numeral,
i.e., it is assigned the accusative case in the subject position, and this, in turn, triggers the
`default' morphosyntactic features on the verb. Thus, tysi¡c-type elements in their numeral
incarnations will be described by (5.333), repeated below:

(5.333)

2
664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
4 head

�
noun

num +

�

valjsubj hNP[lgen]i

3
5

3
775

It is interesting to note that the single noun tysi¡c gives rise to two numerals: tysi¡c and
tysi¡ce, the latter syncretic with the plural form of the noun tysi¡c. However, contrary to
what one might think, tysi¡ce qua numeral cannot be said to be a plural form of the numeral
tysi¡c; they are both plural, compare (5.335) above to (5.338) below.

(5.337) Te
thesepl ;nom

/
/
?*tych
thesepl ;gen

tysi¡ce
thousandsnom

osób
peoplegen

ju»
already

przyszªy.
came3rd ;pl

`These thousands of people already came.' (noun)
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(5.338) Te
thesepl ;acc

/
/
?Tych
thesepl ;gen

tysi¡ce
thousandsacc

osób
peoplegen

ju»
already

przyszªo.
came3rd ;sg ;neut

`These thousands of people already came.' (numeral)

Thus, both tysi¡c in (5.335) and tysi¡ce in (5.338) are numerals, both satisfying the de-
scription (5.333) above, but the latter belonging to the semantic class of inde�nite numerals,
cf. �5.3.2.4.

Other nouns which became to various extent numeralized are, e.g., tuzin `dozen', mnóstwo `lots
of', szereg `array', masa `mass', cz¦±¢ `part', moc `power', odrobina `tri�e, wee bit', wi¦kszo±¢
`majority', procent `percent', kawaªek `piece, garstka `handful', see, e.g., Schabowska (1962),
Buttler et al. (1971, pp.340�351), Gruszczy«ski and Saloni (1978, p.22), Markowski (1999,
pp.1675�1678). Some of them, e.g., kawaªek and garstka are acceptable in their numeral use
only to some speakers, other, like szereg and masa are relatively well-established. In fact,
numeralizations such as szereg and tysi¡c seem to gradually move away from the government
pattern and adopt the mixed agreement/government pattern typical for numerals, see Buttler
et al. (1971, p.347).

What is important for our considerations, though, is that, when the nominative form of
a numeralized noun di�ers from its accusative form, it is usually the accusative form that
appears as the numeral in the subject position, e.g.:134

(5.339) Masa
mass3rd ;sg ;fem ;nom

ludzi
peoplegen

przyszªa
came3rd ;sg ;fem

/
/
?*przyszªo.
came3rd ;sg ;neut

`Mass of people came.'

(5.340) Mas¦
massacc

ludzi
peoplegen

przyszªo
came3rd ;sg ;neut

/
/
*przyszªa.
came3rd ;sg ;fem

`Mass of people came.'

As extensively discussed by Schabowska (1970) (and earlier noted by Szober (1928, p.101)),
similar processes worked in the past; e.g., what is now a frozen inde�nite numeral troch¦ `a
little', used to be the accusative form of the feminine noun, trocha.

These facts strongly support our analysis of Polish numerals in subject positions as bearing
the accusative case.

5.3.2.4 Inde�nite Numerals

By inde�nite numerals, we mean here those lexemes which denote a certain imprecise quantity
and which pattern with other numerals in triggering the 3rd person singular neuter morphosyn-
tactic features on the verb when they occur in the subject position. These lexemes can be
subdivided into four subclasses:

134This is also noted by Schenker (1964, 1971).
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Class 1 Inde�nite numerals which parallel pi¦¢-type numerals: they have the heterogeneous
agreement/government relationship with their subjects and they combine with 3rd sin-
gular neuter verbs (when they are in subject positions). This class includes, e.g., wiele
`many', kilka `several', ile `how many', ile± `some quantity', tyle `that many', par¦ `a
couple', etc. Our considerations of pi¦¢-type numerals in �5.3.1 directly carry over to
this class of numerals.

Class 2 Collective inde�nite numerals such as kilkoro and kilkudziesi¦cioro; our analysis
in �5.3.2.2 carries over to this class.

Class 3 Inde�nite numerals which behave like tysi¡c, milion, etc., i.e., which normally combine
with a genitive NP. The properties of numerals belonging to this class were discussed
(and examples given) in �5.3.2.3 above.

Class 4 Inde�nite numerals with a restricted paradigm, e.g., du»o `a lot', maªo `little', troch¦ `a
little', sporo `quite a lot', etc. We will deal with this class below.

As noted in �5.1.4.1, the exact distribution of du»o-type (i.e., Class 4) inde�nite numerals
has so far resisted precise description. Some works, e.g., Doroszewski (1980) describe these
forms as allowed to occur only in nominative and accusative positions, others, e.g., as Saloni
and �widzi«ski (1985, 1998) add that they also occur in ad-verbal genitive positions. The
confusion is so great that both generalizations appear in two places in a single normative pub-
lication; compare the entry for du»o in Markowski (1999, p.177) with the entry for liczebniki
nieokre±lone (`inde�nite numerals') in Markowski (1999, p.1677).

In �5.1.4.1 we reached a simple generalization concerning the distribution of du»o-phrases: they
may occur in any (non-ad-nominal) structural position. Leaving aside the non-ad-nominal po-
sition constraint, this distribution is particularly easy to account for in our analysis; du»o-type
phrases di�er from pi¦¢-type phrases mainly in having only the structural case entry (5.303),
and not the lexical case entry (5.304), both repeated below:

An entry describing du»o:

(5.303)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664 head

2
4 noun

case str
num +

3
5

valjsubj hNP[lgen]i

3
775

3
77775

An entry not describing du»o:

(5.304)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664 head

2
4 noun

case 1 lex
num +

3
5

valjsubj hNP[case 1 ]i

3
775

3
77775

Since du»o-type numerals may bear only the structural case, as discussed in �5.1.4.1, they
may occur in any nominative and accusative positions, as well as in some genitive positions.
Moreover, as predicted by (5.303), they always combine with a genitive NP, and they trigger
the `default' morphosyntactic features on the verb, just as other numerals do:
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(5.341) Du»o
many

osób
peoplegen

przyszªo.
came3rd ;sg ;neut

`Many people came.'

(5.342) (Nie)
NM

lubi¦
like1st ;sg

du»o
many

osób.
peoplegen

`I (don't) like many people.'

We view the ease with which we have accounted for the di�erence between pi¦¢-type numerals
and du»o-type numerals as directly supporting our analysis of both types of numerals.

Before concluding this subsection, a brief note is in order. The analysis just presented assumes
that it is merely a lexical idiosyncrasy that the Class 4 inde�nite numerals show such a
restricted distribution. This account might be rejected on the basis that it is `unprincipled'
in the sense that it does not try to relate the distribution of du»o-type numerals to their
other most conspicuous property, i.e., the fact that they do not visibly decline (i.e., have a
`frozen' morphological form). However, if such a relation exists, it must be at best partial:
there is at least one numeral which, just like Class 4 numerals does not visibly decline, but
which, nevertheless, belongs to Class 1 in being able to occur both in structural and in
lexical positions, and in displaying the mixed government/agreement pattern. This numeral
is okoªo `about', which�to the best of our knowledge�has not been recognized as a numeral
previously. It is illustrated below.

(5.343) Okoªo
about

siedmiu
sevengen

osób
peoplegen

przyszªo.
cam3rd ;sg ;neut

(nominative position)

`Some seven people came.'

(5.344) Widz¦
see1st ;sg

okoªo
about

siedmiu
sevengen

osób.
peoplegen

(accusative)

`I see about seven people.'

(5.345) Baªem
fear1st ;sg ;masc

si¦
RM

okoªo
about

siedmiu
sevengen

osób.
peoplegen

(lexical genitive)

`I was afraid of some seven people.'

(5.346) Daªem
gave1st ;sg ;masc

to
this

okoªo
about

siedmiu
sevendat

osobom.
peopledat

(dative)

`I gave this to about seven people.'

(5.347) Rozmawiaªem
talked1st ;sg ;masc

z
with

okoªo
about

siedmioma
sevenins

osobami.
peopleins

(instrumental)

`I talked to some seven people.'

(5.348) Rozmawiaªem
talked1st ;sg ;masc

o
about

okoªo
about

siedmiu
sevenloc

osobach.
peopleloc

(locative)

`I talked about some seven people.'
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The evidence that okoªo is, indeed, a syntactic numeral, i.e., that it does bear the [num +]
speci�cation, comes from the fact that it has all the characteristics common to the numerals
considered so far (with the exception of paucal numerals): when in subject position, it bears
a plural index, as shown by the binding example (5.349), but it nevertheless triggers the 3rd
person singular neuter morphosyntactic features on the verb. Moreover, phrases headed by
okoªo are (marginally) modi�able by either an accusative or a genitive adjective, cf. (5.350).

(5.349) Okoªo
about

pi¦ciu
�vegen

kobiet
womengen

zobaczyªo
saw3rd ;sg ;neut

same
Emphpl ;fem

siebie
Self

w
in

lustrze.
mirror.

`Some �ve women saw themselves in the mirror.'

(5.350) a. ?Czekaªo3rd ;sg ;neut
awaited

mnie
meacc

mordercze
murderousacc

okoªo
about

pi¦ciu
�vegen

dni.
daysgen

`About �ve hectic days awaited me.'

b. ?Czekaªo3rd ;sg ;neut
awaited

mnie
meacc

morderczych
murderousgen

okoªo
about

pi¦ciu
�vegen

dni.
daysgen

`About �ve hectic days awaited me.'

The contrast between du»o and okoªo, both morphologically `frozen', but only the latter be-
ing able to occur in lexical case positions, shows that the distribution of numerals cannot
be straightforwardly related to their morphological properties and it further supports our
lexicalist analysis.135

5.3.2.5 Other Semantic Numerals

In this very brief subsection we will only mention other kinds of lexemes which semantically
belong to the class of numerals, but do not show any of the interesting syntactic characteristics
of numerals discussed above and are best analysed as adjectives, always agreeing in case with
their heads.136

Ordinal Numerals This class (Polish: liczebniki porz¡dkowe) comprises numerals such as
pierwszy `�rst', drugi `second', etc.

Multiplicational Numerals This class (Polish: liczebniki mno»ne) includes podwójny `dou-
ble', potrójny `triple, threefold', etc.

135But see Babby (1985) for a di�erent analysis of the similar behaviour of Russian okolo.
136Recall that we do not deal here with complex numerals, such as tysi¡c sto dwadzie±cia pi¦¢ `1125', see

Gruszczy«ski and Saloni (1978) and Rutkowski (1999) for two di�erent analyses, Gruszczy«ski (1986) for a
survey showing that the syntax of complex numerals is very unstable in contemporary Polish, and Smith (1999)
for an HPSG analysis of complex numerals in English, nor do we consider here fractional numerals such as
trzy pi¡te `three �fths', and also póª `half', etc., which seem to show the [num +=�] instability similar to that
of numeralizations, cf. Gruszczy«ski and Saloni (1978, p.39) and Markowski (1999, p.1677).
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Manifold Numerals This class (Polish: liczebniki wielorakie)137 is semantically similar to
the previous one and it includes dwojaki `twofold', trojaki `threefold', etc.

All these numerals receive their case via the ordinary adjective�noun case agreement.

5.3.3 Summary of Numeral Phrases

Descriptively, the main result of this section is showing that Polish pi¦¢-type numerals in
subject positions bear the accusative case. We have collected and re�ned the arguments for
this controversial stance already present in the literature, as well as adducing new arguments
for this analysis and against other competing analyses. The explanatory force of this position
is considerable, as it predicts the otherwise quirky modi�cation facts, the non-agreement with
the verb, and the overtly accusative case of new numeralizations such as mas¦. We also argued
that this analysis is least stipulatory of all analyses considered in the literature.

We also adopted the hypothesis that numeral phrases are headed by the numeral. We further
argued that the nominal argument of a numeral should be analysed as the subject or the
speci�er of the numeral because elements occupying these positions usually enter a mixed
agreement/government pattern with the head. We adduced some evidence that this nominal
argument is actually the subject.

Then we presented a lexicalist HPSG analysis of these facts, proposing a new boolean head
feature (appropriate for noun), numeral, whose `+' value de�nes numerals as a syntactic
class and distinguishes them from other nouns. It is this feature that is directly responsible
for the accusative case assignment in the subject position and, indirectly, for the 3rd person
neuter singular morphosyntactic values of the verb.

We extended this analysis to other types of numerals, i.e., to paucal numerals, to collective nu-
merals, to new numeralizations, and to du»o-type inde�nite numerals and we argued that the
triviality of this extension, consisting in minor modi�cations of lexical entries, strongly sup-
ports our lexicalist analysis and may be di�cult to account for by a more general / principled
/ syntactically-oriented analysis.

In the course of these considerations, we slightly modi�ed the Case Principle, splitting the
clause responsible for nominative case assignment into two clauses. The full current version
of this principle is summarized below.

Case Principle for Polish (third version):

(5.311)

2
664

category

head verb

arg-st hNP�

�
case str
num �

�
i� 1

3
775!

�
arg-st h[case snom]i� 1

�

(5.312)

2
664

category

head verb

arg-st hNP�

�
case str
num +

�
i� 1

3
775!

�
arg-st h[case sacc]i� 1

�

137The English translations of liczebniki mno»ne and liczebniki wielorakie are ours.
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(5.206)

2
664

category

head

�
verb

neg �

�

arg-st 1nelist�hNP
�[case str ]i� 2 list

3
775!

�
arg-st 1�h[case sacc]i� 2

�

(5.207)

2
664

category

head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st 1nelist�hNP
�[case str ]i� 2 list

3
775! �

arg-st 1�h[case sgen]i� 2
�

(5.208)

2
4 category

head prep
arg-st hNP�[case str ]i

3
5! �

arg-st h[case sacc]i
�

In the next section, devoted to case assignment to predicative APs (and, by extension, NPs),
we will provide (in �5.4.3) an analysis of a phenomenon repeatedly invoked above, namely, the
freedom of a modi�er of an accusative numeral phrase to occur either in the accusative or in
the genitive case.

5.4 Case Assignment and Predication

Unlike in case of Genitive of Negation and Numeral Phrases, there is hardly any theoretical
literature on case patterns in predicative constructions in Polish,138 and whatever analyses
there are are fragmentary and often based on incorrect empirical generalizations.

Below, we will �rst look into predication patterns in simple clauses (�5.4.1), then we will
examine the interaction of predication and control (�5.4.2), and, �nally, we will deal with
predication of numeral phrases (�5.4.3). Throughout, we will be concerned mainly with ad-
jectival predicative phrases, but we believe that the extension to nominal predicates is trivial
(see also �5.1.5 above).

5.4.1 Case (Non-)Agreement and Predication

5.4.1.1 Basic Generalizations

The basic generalization found in contemporary generative literature139 is that, in Polish,
predicative adjectives must agree with the predicated elements. This is illustrated in (5.351)�
(5.353), which involve subcategorized predicative adjectives, and in (5.354)�(5.357), where the
predicative adjectives are apparently not subcategorized.

138The most important descriptive work on nominal and adjectival predicates is Pisarkowa (1965). A more
recent contrastive study is Czapiga (1994), but it does not go far beyond the kind of data and generalizations
considered in Pisarkowa (1965). A relevant article is also Bailyn and Citko (1999), which came to our attention
after completing this Chapter and, hence, will not be extensively discussed here (but see fn.140 on p.202 and
fn.144 on p.206). Moreover, Grzegorczykowa (1999) gives numerous examples of verbs subcategorizing for
predicative complements.
139See, e.g., Franks (1995, pp.276�.).
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(5.351) Ona
shenom

jest
is

miªa.
nicenom

`She is nice.'

(5.352) Maria
Marynom

okazaªa
turned out

si¦
RM

przyjacielska.
friendlynom

`Mary turned out to be friendly.'

(5.353) Janek
Johnnom

zrobiª
made

si¦
RM

okropny.
terriblenom

`John became terrible.'

(5.354) Widziaªem
saw1st ;sg ;masc

go
himacc

trze¹wy.
sobernom

`I saw him (when I was) sober.'

(5.355) Widziaªem
saw1st ;sg ;masc

go
himacc

trze¹wego.
soberacc

`I saw him (when he was) sober.'

(5.356) Nienawidziªem
hated1st ;sg ;masc

jej
hergen

pijanej.
drunkgen

`I hated her drunk.'

(5.357) Pomagaªem
helped1st ;sg ;masc

Marii
Marydat

trze¹wej.
soberdat

`I helped Mary (when she was) sober.'

However, there is also another, although much more restricted option, of the predicate occur-
ring in the instrumental case:140

(5.358) Pami¦tam
remember1st ;sg

go
himacc

miªym
niceins

/
/
miªego.
niceacc

`I remember him as nice.'

(5.359) Znam
know1st ;sg

go
himacc

takim
suchins

/
/
takiego
suchacc

od
since

dawna.
long

(Czapiga, 1994, p.91)

`I've known him like that for a long time.'

(5.360) Wyobra»am
imagine1st ;sg

go
himacc

sobie
Selfdat

pijanego
drunkacc

/
/
pijanym.
drunkins

`I imagine him drunk.'

140The examples below, as well as many other examples of instrumental predicative APs adduced in this
section, directly refute the claim in Bailyn and Citko (1999) that in Polish predicative APs are never instru-
mental.
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(5.361) Zastaªem
found1st ;sg ;masc

go
himacc

pijanego
drunkacc

/
/
pijanym.
drunkins

`I found him drunk.'

(5.362) Widz¦
see1st ;sg

/
/
rodz¦
give birth1st ;sg

/
/
budz¦
wake up1st ;sg

go
himacc

smutnego
sadacc

/
/
smutnym.
sadins

(Pisarkowa,

1965, p.21)

`I see him / give birth to him / wake him up sad.'

(5.363) Lubiªem
liked1st ;sg ;masc

Janka
Johnacc

trze¹wego
soberacc

/
/
?trze¹wym.
soberins

'I liked John (when he was) sober.'

(5.364) Nienawidziªem
hated1st ;sg ;masc

go
himgen

pijanego
drunkgen

/
/
?pijanym.
drunkins

`I hated him (when he was) drunk.'

(5.365) Wydawaª
seemed3rd ;sg ;masc

si¦
RM

caªkiem
quite

miªy
nicenom

/
/
??miªym.
niceins

`He seemed quite nice.'

(5.366) Wyszedªem
left1st ;sg ;masc

bogaty
richnom

/
/
???bogatym,

richins
wróciªem
returned

biedny
poornom

/
/
???biednym.

poor.

`I left rich and returned poor.'

(5.367) Zjadª
ate3rd ;sg ;masc

kurczaka
chickenacc

posolonego
saltedacc

/
/
?*posolonym.
saltedins

`He at the chicken salted.'

(5.368) Uderzyªem
hit1st ;sg ;masc

go
himacc

nietrze¹wy
drunknom

/
/
?*nietrze¹wym.
drunkins

`I hit him (when I was) drunk.'

(5.369) Uderzyªem
hit1st ;sg ;masc

go
himacc

nietrze¹wego
drunkacc

/
/
?*nietrze¹wym.
drunkins

`I hit him (when he was) drunk.'

(5.370) Baªem
feared1st ;sg ;masc

si¦
RM

go
himgen

w±ciekªego
madgen

/
/
?*w±ciekªym.
madins

`I was afraid of him (when he was) mad.'

(5.371) Janowi
Johndat

zimno
cold

choremu
illdat

/
/
*chorym.
illins

`John is cold (because he is) ill.'

(5.372) Pomagaªem
helped1st ;sg ;masc

mu
himdat

choremu
illdat

/
/
*chorym.
illins

`I helped him (when he was) ill.'
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As these examples show, only some arguments of some verbs can be predicated of by an
instrumental adjective.

The fact that, also in Russian, instrumental predicates are possible only with some verbs led
Neidle (1982) to the claim that, whenever an instrumental secondary predicative adjective is
possible, it is actually a subcategorized argument of the verb.141 In view of the data above, this
solution is problematic because it would predict that either the instrumental is fully acceptable
(when it is subcategorized for), or it is completely unacceptable (otherwise). As the data above
show, this is not the case: sentences with instrumental predicative adjectives show various
degrees of (un)acceptability, from (5.358)�(5.359), where the instrumental adjective sounds
slightly better than the agreeing adjective, through (5.360)�(5.362), where the instrumental
is fully acceptable, although perhaps slightly worse than the agreeing form, to a little or
much less acceptable (5.363)�(5.366) and unacceptable (5.367)�(5.372). Moreover, as noted
by, e.g., Czapiga (1994), the felicity of the instrumental depends on such factors as register (it
sounds better in high or literary style) and whether the adjectival element is a garden variety
adjective, an adjectival pronoun, or an adjectival participle.

To our mind, varying degrees of grammaticality as shown in (5.358)�(5.372) are usually of
semantic or pragmatic, rather than syntactic nature. It is thus plausible, that there are some
semantic or pragmatic assumptions attached to the instrumental variant of the predicative
adjective, which may be more or less compatible with the semantics of the verb or the rest
of the sentence. Unfortunately, trying to uncover these semantic/pragmatic properties of
instrumental secondary predicates is outside the scope of this syntactically-oriented Chapter.

Another problem with Neidle's (1982) approach stems from the fact that instrumental pred-
icative adjectives become fully acceptable when they predicate of an unrealized subject; in
fact, instrumental is the only option then, see the b�c examples below.

(5.373) a. Janek
Johnnom

jest
is

miªy
nicenom

/
/
?*miªym.
niceins

`John is nice.'

b. Bycie
being

*miªy
nicenom

/
/
miªym
niceins

ma
has

sens.
sense

`Being nice makes sense.'

c. By¢
beinf

*miªy
nicenom

/
/
miªym
niceins

to
is

by¢
beinf

*gªupi
stupidnom

/
/
gªupim.
stupidins

`To be nice is to be stupid.'

(5.374) a. Janek
Johnnom

wróciª
returned

pijany
drunknom

/
/
???pijanym.

drunkins
`John came back drunk.'

b. Wrócenie
returning

*pijany
drunknom

/
/
?pijanym
drunkins

to
is

gªupota.
stupidity

`Coming back drunk is a stupidity.'

c. Wróci¢
returninf

*pijany
drunknom

/
/
pijanym
drunkins

to
is

dyshonor.
dishonour

141Similar intuition with respect to Polish is expressed in Czapiga (1994, p.93).
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`To come back drunk is a dishonour.'

The problem that such data, having their direct counterparts in Russian, pose for Neidle
(1982) is that the instrumental in the b�c examples would have to be analysed as unrelated
to the instrumental on complement-like secondary predicates in, e.g., (5.358)�(5.364) above.
The latter data are taken care of by the rule that says, roughly, that complement secondary
predicates are instrumental (Neidle, 1982, p.401), but it is not clear what the analysis of
the former kind of data should be: since in, e.g., (5.374b�c), the instrumental is acceptable,
it should be analysed as an argument of the verb wróci¢ `return', and it should be equally
acceptable as an argument of the �nite form in (5.374a), which it is not.

A related problem for the approach of Neidle (1982) is that, if subcategorized predicative
adjectives occur in the instrumental case, why is the argument of the predicative copula
normally in the nominative case (see (5.373a))?

In summary, we believe that there are good reasons to reject the position that instrumental
predicative adjectives are complements of a few selected verbs.142 In contrast, we claim that
the syntax allows the predicate to either agree in case with the predicated element (in the
sense to be made precise), or occur in the instrumental case, with other (probably semantic
and/or pragmatic) factors, not dealt with here, limiting the occurrence of the instrumental
case.

5.4.1.2 Case Agreement and Case Assignment

Predication: A Problem for the Case Principle? Are the case agreement data consid-
ered above in con�ict with our analysis of case assignment formalized as the Case Principle
for Polish on p.200? Not yet, because the Case Principle constrains the case values of
Noun Phrases, while, in this Chapter, we deal mainly with Adjective Phrases (APs).

Nevertheless, the con�ict does exist. First, predicative NPs behave in a way parallel (in re-
spects relevant here) to the behaviour of predicative APs; see the data in �5.1.5. Second,
it is relatively clear that the Case Principle should be generalized from NP�[str ]s to any
XP�[str ]s, i.e., it should apply also to APs. One argument comes from the verb udawa¢ `pre-
tend' which may take an accusative AP.143 As the examples below show, this AP undergoes
the Genitive of Negation and the Genitive of Nominalization, i.e., it is subject to our Case
Principle:

(5.375) Maria
Marynom

udaje
pretends

szczer¡.
sincereacc

142See Bailyn (1995) for an analysis of secondary predication in Russian which is consistent with this con-
clusion. The main predictive di�erence between that analysis, which is claimed to be valid also for Polish
(Bailyn, 1995, p.340), and the analysis developed below is that Bailyn (1995) predicts that in the case of a
predicative instrumental attaching to a transitive verb, it will predicate of the accusative object, and not of
the nominative subject. Although this seems to be a valid tendency, it does not seem to be absolute, cf. Bailyn
(1995, p.339), examples (34) and, especially, (i) in fn.14. However, should this tendency be modelled in the
syntax, our analysis below can be easily modi�ed to the e�ect that an instrumental predicate may predicate
of not just any structural NP on an arg-st, but of the last such NP.
143This is the only such verb listed in �widzi«ski (1994).
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`Mary pretends to be sincere.'

(5.376) Maria
Marynom

nie
NM

udaje
pretends

szczerej
sinceregen

/
/
*szczer¡.
sincereacc

`Mary doesn't pretend to be sincere.'

(5.377) udawanie
pretendgrnd

szczerej
sinceregen

`pretending to be sincere'

Another, perhaps weaker, argument comes from the fact that the ad-prepositional accusative,
assigned by the clause (5.208) of the Case Principle, is assigned also to APs, e.g.:

(5.378) Uwa»aªem
considered

go
himacc

za
for

szczerego.
sincereacc

`I considered him to be sincere.'

(5.379) Janek
Johnnom

wygl¡daª
looked

na
as

szczerego.
sincereacc

`John seemed to be sincere.'

Note that in neither of these examples is the adjectival accusative case the result of agreement;
this is clear in case of (5.379), where the predicated element (Janek) is in the nominative case,
and it is shown below for (5.378); in (5.380), although the case of the predicated object changes
to the genitive, the case of the predicative adjective remains accusative.144

(5.380) Nie
NM

uwa»aªem
considered

jej
hergen

za
for

szczer¡
sincereacc

/
/
*szczerej.
sinceregen

`I didn't consider her to be sincere.'

Given that theCase Principle should be extended to AP arguments (or, indeed, dependents,
as we argue below), sentences such as (5.351)�(5.353), repeated below, should be ungrammat-
ical: according to the clause (5.206) of the Case Principle, the predicative APs, which are
structural as evidenced by the fact that they bear nominative case (which, in Polish, seems to
be always structural), should occur in the accusative case, instead of the agreeing nominative.

(5.351) Ona
shenom

jest
is

miªa.
nicenom

`She is nice.'

(5.352) Maria
Marynom

okazaªa
turned out

si¦
RM

przyjacielska.
friendlynom

`Mary turned out to be friendly.'
144Such GoN facts are overlooked by Bailyn and Citko (1999), who claim that the accusative on szczerego

in (5.378) is the result of case agreement with go.
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(5.353) Janek
Johnnom

zrobiª
made

si¦
RM

okropny.
terriblenom

`John became terrible.'

Evidently, we need to exclude such agreeing predicative elements from the domain of the Case
Principle.145 The obvious option would be to say that it is exactly predicative ([prd +], in
terms of HPSG) elements that are exempt, i.e., case is assigned only to structural [prd �]
elements. However, this cannot be right because some predicative adjectives do, in fact, receive
their case via the Case Principle; (5.375)�(5.379) are relevant examples.

Solution of the Assignment/Agreement Clash The solution to this problem is inter-
esting because it provides an additional argument for the essential correctness of our approach
to case assignment developed in Chapter 4, and especially of the analysis in �4.5, based on
improvements by Meurers (1999b). We claim that the Case Principle should resolve the

case of not just XP�[case str ] elements, but of XP�

�
case str
subj list(YP�)

�
. In other words, struc-

tural case is assigned to those elements of arg-st a) which are not raised to a higher arg-st
(as before), and b) whose subject is not raised either. Although this technical description is
perhaps not trivial, the intuition behind it is rather simple: assign structural case only to case-
bearing `Complete Functional Complexes'. From now on, we will abbreviate such elements to
CFC[str ], i.e.:

(5.381) CFC df

=

2
66664

arg

arg XP

2
4 subj list(

2
4 arg

arg YP
raised �

3
5)
3
5

raised �

3
77775

The fourth, appropriately modi�ed, version of our Case Principle is given below.

Case Principle for Polish (fourth version):

(5.382)

2
664

category

head verb

arg-st hCFC

�
case str
num �

�
i� 1

3
775! �

arg-st h[case snom]i� 1
�

(5.383)

2
664

category

head verb

arg-st hCFC

�
case str
num +

�
i� 1

3
775!

�
arg-st h[case sacc]i� 1

�

(5.384)

2
664

category

head

�
verb

neg �

�

arg-st 1nelist�hCFC[case str ]i� 2 list

3
775! �

arg-st 1�h[case sacc]i� 2
�

145It is often explicitly noted in the literature that case of predicative NPs/APs is determined by a separate
set of principles, e.g., Yip et al. (1987, �8), Leko (1989, �3.3), and Bratt (1990, p.11). (On the other hand, this
is not exactly the generalization that we will reach here.)
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(5.385)

2
664

category

head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st 1nelist�hCFC[case str ]i� 2 list

3
775!

�
arg-st 1�h[case sgen]i� 2

�

(5.386)

2
4 category

head prep
arg-st hCFC[case str ]i

3
5! �

arg-st h[case sacc]i
�

Let us now see how this new Case Principle picks up only the non-agreeing predicative
phrases.

Note �rst that in the vast majority of cases, including all cases considered in ��5.2�5.3, the
structural XPs have empty subj. Such XPs can be described as CFC[str ] or as XP�[str ],
i.e., for them, the new Case Principle makes the same predictions as the previous version.
Where the two versions di�er is only in case assignment to structural XPs with non-empty
subj. It seems that, in Polish, only (and all!) those NPs and APs which are predicative have
a non-empty subj list; its element must be identi�ed with the predicated phrase. This means
that, in order to investigate di�erences between the two versions of the Case Principle, we
can limit our attention to predicative case-bearing phrases.

Second, our new case assignment principle does not apply to the predicative adjectives in
examples (5.351)�(5.353) above. This is because the relevant verbs, i.e., by¢ `be', okaza¢ si¦
`turn out' and zrobi¢ si¦ `become' are semantically raising verbs, which is syntactically re�ected
by the fact that (the arg value of) the �rst element on their arg-st is structure-shared with
(the arg value of) the member of the subj list of the second element of this arg-st:

(5.387) by¢, okaza¢ si¦, zrobi¢ si¦:�
arg-st hXP1[arg 1 ], XP2[subj h 0 [arg 1 ]i]

�

This, in turn, means that the subject of the second element of such an arg-st list (i.e., 0

above), must be marked as [raised +] according to the principle (4.40) on p.94.146 If so, then
the second argument is not a CFC, and the Case Principle does not apply to it.

Third, the new version of the Case Principle does, on the other hand, apply to the pred-
icative argument of udawa¢ `pretend', as illustrated in (5.375)�(5.377) above. This is because
udawa¢ is not a raising verb, so its subject only controls the subject of the predicative com-
plement, without the full structure-sharing taking place. Accordingly, the PRO subject of
the predicative adjective is marked as [raised �], so the predicative AP is a CFC, i.e., it is
subject to the Case Principle. We will have more to say about PRO, raising and control
in �5.4.1.4 and �5.4.2.147

Where our analysis is most surprisingly right is in case of prepositional phrases involving a
predicative AP, e.g., (5.378)�(5.379), repeated below.148

146The actual reasoning is slightly longer.
147In particular, in �5.4.2, we will deal with an apparent counterexample to the analysis above, i.e., the verb

czu¢ si¦ `feel', which, although not a raising verb, takes an agreeing predicative AP, instead of the expected
accusative, as in case of udawa¢.
148Other verbs which subcategorize for a PP involving a predicative AP are podawa¢ (si¦) + za `introduce

(oneself) as', uchodzi¢ + za `be regarded as', wyksztaªci¢ (si¦) + na `educate oneself for', bra¢ + za `take
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(5.378) Uwa»aªem1st ;sg ;masc

considered
go
himacc

za
for

szczerego.
sincereacc

`I considered him to be sincere.'

(5.379) Janek
Johnnom

wygl¡daª
looked

na
as

szczerego.
sincereacc

`John seemed to be sincere.'

These verbs seem to be prototypical raising verbs; in fact, uwa»a¢ + za `consider' and uzna¢
+ za `regard as' (cf. fn.148) are taken by Tajsner (1990, p.176) to be the two raising to object
verbs in Polish. If so, it would seem that the subjects of the predicative APs will be marked as
[raised +], i.e., that the predicative APs will not be CFCs, i.e., that they will be exempt from
the Case Principle and should get their case via agreement with the predicated element,
contrary to facts (see (5.380) and the text above it).

Interestingly, the principle responsible for the raising marking, i.e., (4.40) (on p.94), whose
natural language version is repeated below, will mark the subject of the predicative AP not
as [raised +], as we might simplistically expect, but as [raised �].

(4.41) In an unembedded sign (i.e., corresponding to an utterance),
for each category object in this sign with [head 1 ] and [arg-st 2 ],
for each element [arg 4 ] on 2 ,

this element is [raised +] i�
there is an arg-st containing an element with the same
[arg 4 ] and containing also an element with the [head 1 ].

Note that, according to this principle (and informally speaking), an argument 4 of a head's
arg-st is marked as [raised +] i� this head projects to a phrase, which is present on an arg-
st which contains also (another occurrence of) 4 . This, however, is not what is happening in
examples (5.378)�(5.379).

To see what is happening, let us consider schematic representations of arg-sts of the verb,
the preposition, and the adjective in (5.378).

(5.388) szczerego:
�
arg-st h 1NPi

�

(5.389) za:
�
arg-st hAPi

�

(5.390) uwa»aªem:
�
arg-st hNP, 1NP, PP[za]i

�

The predicative adjective szczerego has one argument, i.e., its subject. The predicative AP
headed by this adjective is subcategorized for by the preposition za, which in turn heads a PP
which is an argument of the verb. What is important is that there is no arg-st which contains
both a projection of the predicative adjective and the argument of this adjective, although the
former is present on the arg-st of the preposition and the latter is present on the arg-st of

for', mie¢ + za `take (lit.: have) for', obróci¢ si¦ + na `turn out for', uzna¢ + za `take for' (Pisarkowa, 1965;
W¦grzynek, 1994; �widzi«ski, 1994).
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the main verb. Thus, perhaps surprisingly, although the subject of the AP predicate is raised
to the verb's object position, it `jumps over' the intermediate arg-st and, hence, is marked
as [raised �], which, in turn, makes the AP subject to the Case Principle.

Of course, the correctness of this analysis rests on the correctness of arg-sts (5.388)�(5.390),
and in particular on the assumption that the subject of the adjective does not appear on
arg-st of the preposition za. Since this analysis will have important consequences for the
grammar, we will examine it in more detail in the next paragraph.

P + Predicative Complement 6= Predicative PP There are three prima facie plausible
alternatives to the analysis of P + a predicative AP constructions (such as (5.378)�(5.379))
sketched above. We will �rst consider (and reject) them in turn, and then we will make our
analysis more precise.

The �rst and fairly obvious alternative would be to say that the subject of the predicative
adjective raises to the arg-st of the verb via the arg-st of the preposition. Thus, the arg-st
of the preposition would be not (5.389), but rather (5.391) below:

(5.391) za:
�
arg-st h 1NP, AP[subj h 1 i]i

�
(tentative)

Moreover, the �rst argument of this arg-st would have to be the subject, unlike the second
argument, the AP, which is a complement; otherwise we would expect both arguments to
be realized locally to the preposition. The only prepositions which are analysed as having
subjects, though, are predicative prepositions such as locative and temporal prepositions, so,
in e�ect, the preposition za would have to be analysed as a predicative preposition which takes
a predicative complement and raises its subject. This analysis, however, must be rejected for at
least two reasons. First, such alleged predicative PPs would be expected to be able to appear
as complements of the predicative copula, just as other predicative XPs; this prediction is
false:149

(5.392) *Janek
Johnnom

jest
is

na/za
as/for

szczerego.
sincereacc

`John is sincere.' (intended)

Second, as extensively discussed in Wechsler (1997), in English, arguments of predicative
prepositions have di�erent binding properties than arguments of `case marking' semantically
empty prepositions. The same seems to be true for Polish, cf.:
149There are contexts, though, which do allow a PP[za] complement of the copula, for example:

(i) W
in

wojsku
army

byªem
was1st ;sg ;masc

za
for

kucharza.
cook

`When in army, I was a cook.'

(ii) ?Na
on

balu
ball

maskowym
mask

byªem
was1st ;sg ;masc

za
as

durnia.
fool

`At the fancy dress ball, I was (dressed as) a fool.'

Such cases are very limited, sometimes only marginal and the meaning is idiomatic. Moreover, the PP[na]
cannot be a complement of the copula even in such idiomatic contexts. We are grateful to Alexandr Rosen
and Karel Oliva for pointing out cases like (i)�(ii) to us.
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(5.393) Nie
NM

mo»na
may

przecie»
but

poªo»y¢
lay

ksi¡»kii
bookfem

na
on

sobie?i
Self

samej
Emphfem

/
/
na
on

niej??i
her

samej.
Emph

`But it is impossible to lay a book on itself.'

(5.394) Mówiªem
talk1st ;sg ;masc

jeji
her

o
about

sobie�i
Self

/
/
o
about

nieji
her

samej.
Emph

`I talked to her about herself.'

Although the judgments in (5.393) are not very clear, the contrast between binding across a
predicative preposition (5.393) and across a `case marking' preposition (5.394) is clear: since
in Polish only subjects can be binders, binding by the object in (5.394) is impossible, while
binding by the object (5.393) is acceptable, but only because it controls the subject of the
predicative preposition.

Now, the preposition za in (5.378) clearly patterns with the `case marking' prepositions, such
as o in (5.394), and not with predicative prepositions such as na in (5.393).

(5.395) (Nie pomyliªem si¦,)
I didn't make a mistake,

uwa»aªem
considered1st ;sg ;masc

goi
himacc

za
for

siebie�i
himself

/
/
za
for

niegoi
him

samego.
Emph

`(I didn't make a mistake,) I really considered him for himself.'

These are su�cient reasons to reject the analysis of za in (5.378) as raising the subject of its
predicative complement to its own subject position.

The second alternative is to treat the apparent preposition in (5.378) as actually a marker. The
possibility of treating `case marking' prepositions as markers, on par with complementizers,
is brie�y mentioned in Pollard and Sag (1987, p.65), and it is developed for Catalan in Badia
(1998). However, this alternative must be rejected for one of the reasons given to reject the
previous one: if the apparent preposition is actually a marker, then the whole apparent PP
is actually a predicative AP with an unrealized subj. Such an AP should be able to act as a
complement of the predicative copula, contrary to facts, cf. (5.392). Another context, in which
a predicative XP and its subject may be uttered is the exclamation of surprise, as below:

(5.396) Janek
Johnnom

szczery!
sincerenom

Te»
also

pomysª!
idea

`John (being) sincere! What an idea!'

(5.397) Waª¦sa
Waª¦sanom

prezydentem!
presidentins

Oszalaªe±!
become mad3rd ;sg ;masc

`Waª¦sa as the president! You must be mad!'

(5.398) Krokodyl
crocodilenom

w
in

klatce!
cage

Te» pomysª!

`A crocodile in a cage! What an idea!'

(5.399) Obiad
dinnernom

o
at

dziesi¡tej!
10

Zwariowaªe±!
become crazy3rd ;sg ;masc

`Dinner at 10! You must be crazy!'
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Again, the za / na + predicative AP construction cannot appear in such contexts:

(5.400) *Janek
Johnnom

na/za
as/for

szczerego!
sincereacc

Te»
also

pomysª!
idea

`John (being) sincere! What an idea.' (intended)

This strengthens our conclusion that, although the AP complement of the preposition za is
predicative, the whole PP[za] is not. This speaks against both alternatives considered so far.

The third alternative would be that the PP[za] is a thematic predicate without being a syn-
tactic predicate. This distinction was introduced in Wechsler (1997),150 who argues that some
prepositions which have an empty subj list and, hence, are not syntactic predicates, are, in
a sense, semantic predicates in that their content is lexically speci�ed for a semantic role
which is not linked to any arg-st element. This `external' role is assigned via structure-
sharing of the content of the PP with that of the main verb. A relevant example is the
`material' with, as in:

(5.401) John loaded the truck with hay.

The content and arg-st of this preposition, as speci�ed in the lexicon, are:

(5.402)

2
666666664

word

phon with
arg-st hNP 1 i

content

2
664
pred active-cause

become

2
4 contiguous-rel

theme 1

location 2

3
5

3
775

3
777777775

The theme value ( 1 ) is the index of the sole argument of the preposition (hay in (5.401)),
while the location ( 2 ) is assigned only once this content is `uni�ed' with the content of
the verb, which speci�es that the value of location is the index of the complement of the
verb, i.e., the truck in (5.401).

(5.403)

2
66666666666666664

word

phon load
arg-st hNP 3 , NP 2 , PP: 0 i

content 0

2
66666666664

pred

2
664

pred-rel

loader 3

goal 2

theme 1

3
775

agency
�
agent 3

�

become

2
4 contiguous-rel

theme 1

location 2

3
5

3
77777777775

3
77777777777777775

150A similar idea of thematic predication is present in Verspoor (1997, ch.3).
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One di�erence between the PP[za] and the thematic predicative prepositions considered
by Wechsler (1997) is that the latter are syntactically optional: they are added to a ver-
b's arg-st by a general and optional rule and their content is identi�ed with the content
of the verb, thus further constraining its value. However, nothing forces them to appear, so
that sentences such as (5.404) are grammatical.

(5.404) John loaded the truck.

By contrast, the PP[za] in (5.378) is obligatory:

(5.405) *Uwa»aªem
considered1st ;sg ;masc

go.
himacc

More seriously, for this analysis to work, the verb uwa»a¢ `consider' would have to assign a
role to its object, but this would contradict the main property of raising verbs, i.e., that they
do not assign a role to the raised argument.

Finally, analysing the PP[za] as a thematic predicate would predict only coindexation of
the subject of the predicative AP with the object of the verb, instead of the expected full
structure-sharing of synsem characteristic for raising.

In summary, none of the alternatives to our analysis of P + predicative AP constructions
suggested in (5.388)�(5.390) is without problems. Below, we will make our analysis more
precise and point out its interesting consequences.

The problem with the analysis of (5.378), repeated below, assuming the values of arg-sts
as in (5.388)�(5.390), also repeated below for ease of reference, is that it is not clear how to
ensure the structure-sharing between the subject of szczerego and the object of uwa»aªem.

(5.378) Uwa»aªem1st ;sg ;masc

considered
go
himacc

za
for

szczerego.
sincereacc

`I considered him to be sincere.'

(5.388) szczerego:
�
arg-st h 1NPi

�

(5.389) za:
�
arg-st hAPi

�

(5.390) uwa»aªem:
�
arg-st hNP, 1NP, PP[za]i

�

Note that, on standard assumptions, the PP[za] on the arg-st of the verb does not contain any
information about its predicative complement (apart, perhaps, from its content), so it also
does not contain any information about the subject of this predicative AP. The verb cannot,
thus, lexically specify the structure-sharing of its object with the subject of the predicative
AP, contrary to the standard analysis of raising verbs.

In order to solve this problem, we have to go beyond the standard assumptions, and make the
information about the internal structure of arguments of prepositions available at the synsem
corresponding to the maximal projection of this preposition. The simplest way to do that,
with precedences in the HPSG literature (Frank, 1994; Frank and Reyle, 1995, 1996; Grover,
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1995; Baxter, 1999b), is to make arg-st a head feature, i.e., present not only on words, as
often assumed (Miller and Sag, 1997; Abeillé et al., 1998b; Bouma et al., 1999b), but also on
phrases. With this modi�cation, the verb uwa»a¢ `consider' may be speci�ed as having the
following (partial and schematic) lexical entry:151

(5.406)

2
66666666664

word

phon uwa»a¢

arg-st hNP 1 , 0 , PP

2
4 pform za

arg-st h

�
subj h 0 i
cont 2

�
i

3
5i

cont

2
4 consider

considerer 1

soa-arg 2

3
5

3
77777777775

With such lexical entries, the main properties of `raising across a preposition' verbs, such as
uwa»a¢, are taken into account. First, the subject of the predicative AP is structure-shared
with the object of the verb. Second, this object is not assigned a semantic role directly in
the content of the verb, but rather in the content of the predicative AP, which becomes
the value of the verb's contjsoa-arg.152 Third, the assumptions of the previous paragraph
concerning arg-sts of szczerego, za, and uwa»aªem (see (5.388)�(5.390)) are justi�ed by the
lexical entry (5.406).

In �5.4.3, we will see one more argument for allowing arg-st to occur on phrases, in addition
to words.153

5.4.1.3 Case of Predicative Phrases

After modifying the Case Principle so that it does not apply to agreeing predicative phrases,
we turn to formulating the principle responsible for case agreement between a case-bearing
predicate (AP or NP) and its subject, as well as for the possibility of the instrumental case
on the predicate.

In HPSG, case agreement between a predicate and the predicated phrase is naturally analysed
as agreement between the predicate and its subject. Thus, the �rst version of the Predicative
Case (Non-)Agreement principle could be stated as follows:

(5.407) Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement (�rst version):

151We ignore here the di�erence between synsem and argument, see (4.38)�(4.39) on p.94.
152If the preposition za takes over the content value of its argument, than this structure-sharing could be

speci�ed as holding between the verb's contjsoa-arg and the preposition's cont.
153An alternative to the analysis presented above would be to say that, although verbs such as uwa»a¢

+ za `consider as' are semantically raising verbs, they do not structure-share full synsems of their raised
arguments with subjects of the predicative APs (or NPs) but, instead, raised arguments are only co-indexed
with these subjects. This would require abandoning the standard HPSG assumption that semantic raising
implies structure-sharing of synsems, but this is not so controversial in view of the fact that Polish violates the
mirror assumption, namely, that structure-sharing of synsems implies semantic raising; see �5.4.2. Nevertheless,
we leave exploring this possibility for future research.
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2
4 valjsubj hXP[case 1 ]i

head

�
prd +
case 2

�
3
5! ( 1 = 2 ) _ ( 2 = lins)

This principle would, however, wrongly predict case agreement between an NP argument of
the verb and an AP predicative embedded in a PP; the relevant examples are repeated below.

(5.379) Janek
Johnnom

wygl¡daª
looked

na
as

szczerego.
sincereacc

`John seemed to be sincere.'

(5.380) Nie
NM

uwa»aªem
considered

jej
hergen

za
for

szczer¡.
sincereacc

`I didn't consider her to be sincere.'

Since these verbs are raising verbs, the subject of the predicate should be analysed as structure-
shared with the raised argument of the verb, i.e., it should bear the nominative case in (5.379)
and the genitive (of negation) in (5.380), instead of the accusative.

However, as the subject of the predicate does not raise to the immediately higher arg-st, it
is marked as [raised �] and the whole predicate is subject to the Case Principle, i.e., it
receives the accusative case (via clause (5.386)). This shows that predicates should not agree
in case with their subjects if these subjects are [raised �]; if they did, they would be in the
scope of bothCase Principle and Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement principle, which
would generally lead to case clashes. Instead, predicates should agree only with [raised +]
subjects:

(5.408) Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement (second version):
2
4 valjsubj hXP+[case 1 ]i

head

�
prd +
case 2

�
3
5! ( 1 = 2 ) _ ( 2 = lins)

Two more modi�cations of the Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement principle are neces-
sary. First, since all cases of subject raising from a case bearing phrase that we are aware of
involve predicative phrases, the [prd +] speci�cation above is super�uous and can be dropped.
Second, we argued in �5.1.5 above that instrumental predicative NPs may only predicate of
structural NPs. As the data considered in �5.4.1.1 (see the contrast between (5.358)�(5.366)
and (5.370)�(5.372)) suggest, also instrumental predicative APs cannot predicate of lexical
NPs. This observation is captured by the third version of the Predicative Case (Non-

)Agreement principle, given below.

(5.409) Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement (third version):
�
valjsubj hXP+[case 1 ]i
headjcase 2

�
! ( 1 = 2 ) _ ( 1 = str ^ 2 = lins)

Let us illustrate this principle with a couple of examples. First, the Predicative Case

(Non-)Agreement principle predicts that complements of verbs such as the predicative
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copula by¢, okaza¢ si¦ `turn out', and zrobi¢ si¦ `become', as in (5.351)�(5.353) on p.201,
should be either nominative (agreeing with the case of the subject), or instrumental. This is
because the subject of this complement is raised to the immediately higher arg-st, i.e., to
the subject position of the verb, and, hence, is marked as [raised +]. This in turn means that
the Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement applies and the complement must either agree
in case with its subject, or occur in the instrumental case. This is indeed the case, although,
in case the complement is an NP, the instrumental is usually strongly preferred, while in case
of AP complements, it is the agreement that is strongly preferred:

(5.410) a. Ona
shenom

jest
is

miªa
nicenom

/
/
?*miª¡.
niceins

`She is nice.'

b. On
henom

jest
is

?prezydent
presidentnom

/
/
prezydentem.
presidentins

`He is the president.'

c. Jeste±
be2nd ;sg

zwykªa
ordinarynom

±winia
swinenom

/
/
zwykª¡
ordinaryins

±wini¡.
swineins

`You are an ordinary swine.'

(5.411) a. Maria
Marynom

okazaªa
turned out

si¦
RM

przyjacielska
friendlynom

/
/
??przyjacielsk¡.
friendlyins

`Mary turned out to be friendly.'

b. Janek
Johnnom

okazaª
turned out

si¦
RM

?*dra«
cadnom

/
/
draniem.
cadins

`John turned out to be a cad.'

It is occasionally claimed that examples such as (5.410a) are simply ungrammatical, and if
they do not sound completely unacceptable, it is only because of the possibility of an elliptical
reading, in which the complement of the copula is really an NP, with the head noun missing.
However, we will see below that a number of factors can make the instrumental complement
of copula acceptable, the most obvious being the lack of subject (�5.4.1.4), but also structural
distance e�ects in control environments (�5.4.2) and numeral subjects (�5.4.3). For this reason,
we maintain that syntax allows, in principle, both case agreement and instrumental case on the
predicate, with additional factors often making one or the other of these two options strongly
preferable.

Second, note that this analysis may be extended to non-subcategorized predicative XPs, such
as those in (5.354)�(5.364) and (5.366)�(5.369) (pp.202�203) only if these predicative XPs are
actually present on arg-sts of the verbs and share their subjects with some arguments of
these verbs. An analysis along these lines will be presented in the next Part of this study, and
we will come back to these examples there.

Third, we already saw that the Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement principle does not
a�ect the case of predicates which are arguments of non-predicative prepositions; see (5.379)
and (5.380) above. This principle also does not a�ect controlled predicates, such as the
complement of udawa¢ `pretend' in (5.375), repeated below.
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(5.375) Maria
Marynom

udaje
pretends

szczer¡.
sincereacc

`Mary pretends to be sincere.'

The subject of the predicate szczerego is not raised to the subject of the verb, so it is marked
as [raised �]. This means that the predicative AP is not a�ected by the Predicative Case
(Non-)Agreement, but is instead subject to the Case Principle. We will look closer at
such unrealized and unraised subjects in the next subsection.

5.4.1.4 Case of PRO

In this subsection we will deal with examples such as (5.373b�c)�(5.374b�c) above, repeated
as (5.412)�(5.413) below.

(5.412) a. Bycie
being

miªym
niceins

/
/
*miªy
nicenom

ma
has

sens.
sense

`Being nice makes sense.'

b. By¢
beinf

miªym
niceins

/
/
*miªy
nicenom

to
is

by¢
beinf

gªupim
stupidins

/
/
*gªupi.
stupidnom

`To be nice is to be stupid.'

(5.413) a. Wrócenie
returning

?pijanym
drunkins

/
/
*pijany
drunknom

to
is

gªupota.
stupidity

`Coming back drunk is a stupidity.'

b. Wróci¢
returninf

pijanym
drunkins

/
/
*pijany
drunknom

to
is

dyshonor.
dishonour

`To come back drunk is a dishonour.'

The question we will try to answer is: Why is only the instrumental case possible on the
predicative APs (or NPs, not shown here) in such cases? The basic intuition behind the
answer we will develop here is simple: there are, in principle, two options for predicative
case `(non-)agreement', i.e., either the real case agreement with a case-bearing argument, or
instrumental case marking on the AP/NP predicate; however, since there is no case-bearing
argument in (5.412)�(5.413) above (PRO is, in a sense to be made precise below, case-less),
only the instrumental option is available, even though it might be strongly dispreferred in
analogous examples involving a case-bearing argument.

Below, we will argue against the most obvious alternative, i.e., that PRO is instrumental in
Polish, and then we will formalize our analysis in HPSG.

Instrumental PRO in Polish? One possibility of analysing data such as (5.412)�(5.413)
would be to say that the unrealized subject in such constructions, called PRO in GB, bears
the instrumental case. This approach is, however, problematic on a number of counts.

The �rst problem is that, if PRO were analysed as instrumental, then either we would have to
assume that there is structural instrumental in Polish, contrary to the considerations of �5.1
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which showed that the instrumental case is (otherwise) always lexical, or we would have to
assume that the case of PRO is lexical instrumental, contrary to the generalization that
subjects of most verbs (including the two verbs in examples (5.412)�(5.413)) in Polish bear
the structural case.

The second problem would be that the instrumental case on predicative APs (or NPs) in
examples such as (5.412)�(5.413) would be unrelated to the `non-agreeing' instrumental case
of the predicate as in, e.g., (5.410)�(5.411), and other examples above not involving a PRO; it
would be a sheer coincidence that both PRO and the `non-agreeing' case of predicative APs
(and NPs) are instrumental.

Finally, if examples (5.412)�(5.413) were taken as arguments for an instrumental PRO, then
examples (5.414)�(5.415) should be taken as providing evidence for the dativeness of PRO.154

(5.414) a. Bycie
being

samemu
alonedat

/
/
?*samym
aloneins

/
/
*sam
alonenom

ma
has

sens.
sense

`Being alone makes sense.'

b. By¢
beinf

samemu
alonedat

/
/
?*samym
aloneins

/
/
*sam
alonenom

to
is

by¢
beinf

gªupim
stupidins

/
/
*gªupi.
stupidnom

`To be alone is to be stupid.'

(5.415) a. Wrócenie
returning

samemu
alonedat

/
/
?*samym
aloneins

/
/
*sam
alonenom

to
is

gªupota.
stupidity

`Coming back alone is a stupidity.'

b. Wróci¢
returninf

samemu
alonedat

/
/
?*samym
aloneins

/
/
*sam
alonenom

to
is

dyshonor.
dishonour

`To come back alone is a dishonour.'

The relevance of such data could be rejected by saying that samemu is a `lexicalised form', or
an adverb, here, as it normally occurs only in the masculine singular form (for such claims,
usually made in passing, see, e.g., Comrie (1974, p.140), Kardela (1986a), and Franks (1995,
p.264)). However, the same could be said about the instrumental adjectives in (5.412)�(5.413),
they also normally occur only in the singular masculine form, which happens to re�ect the
default speci�cations of the arbitrary PRO. Moreover, in cases of controlled PRO, to be
discussed in the next section, other values of gender and number are possible in both cases
alike, although sometimes (but still in both cases) only marginally so:

(5.416) {Radziªem
advised1st ;sg ;masc

/
/
Kazaªem}
ordered1st ;sg ;masc

jej
herdat

{przyj±¢
comeinf

/
/
by¢}
beinf

{samej
alonedat ;sg ;fem

/
/

trze¹w¡}.
soberins ;sg ;fem

`I advised/asked her to come/be alone/sober.'

154In fact, such semi-predicative data have often been analysed as involving case agreement between PRO
and the apparently dative element, e.g., Comrie (1974), Neidle (1982, 1988), Laurençot (1997) and Babby
(1998).
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(5.417) Uczyªem
taught1st ;sg ;masc

j¡
heracc

wytrwa¢
endureinf

?samej
alonedat ;sg ;fem

/
/
?trze¹w¡.
soberins ;sg ;fem

`I taught her how to endure alone/sober.'

(5.418) Kazaªem
ordered1st ;sg ;masc

im
themdat

by¢
beinf

?samym
alonedat ;pl

w
at

domu
home

/
/
?grzecznymi.
politeins ;pl

`I asked them to be alone at home / polite.'

This means that the dative semi-predicate155 sam is as agreeing / non-agreeing with the
PRO as instrumental predicative APs and NPs. This, in turn, means that either both sets of
data provide arguments for the corresponding case of PRO, i.e., PRO simultaneously bears
dative and instrumental case, or neither set of data constitutes evidence for the case of PRO.
Since it seems too far-fetched to assume that PRO bears two cases at the same time,156 one
agreeing with the semi-predicate, other agreeing with ordinary predicates, we opt for the
second alternative and conclude that there is no evidence for instrumental PRO in Polish.157

Case-less PRO in HPSG Once we reject the instrumental PRO hypothesis, we return to
the question of the correct analysis of the data in (5.412)�(5.413). Our considerations so far,
as well as various HPSG-theoretical assumptions, pose certain restrictions as to what such a
possible analysis would involve.

First, for a number of reasons, we cannot say that the instrumental case is the result of
the lack of subject on the arg-st of in�nitival verbs, gerunds, etc. For one thing, since such
unrealized subjects may be antecedents of anaphors, as in (5.419) below, this would contradict
the standard assumption that arg-st is the locus of binding theory.

(5.419) a. By¢
beinf

sob¡
Selfins

to
is

by¢
beinf

gªupcem.
foolins

155See Comrie (1974), Neidle (1982, 1988), Franks (1995) and Bailyn (1995, p.342) for this terminology.
156Another alternative would be to postulate two PROs, one instrumental and the other dative. Not only

does it seem ad hoc, but also runs against the (marginal) possibility of coordinating dative and instrumental
predicates, cf. (i) below, so we do not consider this alternative here.

(i) ?by¢
beinf

w
in

domu
home

samemu
alonedat

i,
and

w
in

dodatku,
addition

chorym. . .
illins

`to be at home alone and, in addition, ill. . . '

157The question remains about the source of the dative case on the semi-predicative sam. We remain ag-
nostic on this issue, but one possibility would be to revise the Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement prin-
ciple (5.409) by restricting the instrumental option to true predicates and adding the third disjunct to the
consequent of (5.409) responsible for the dative case of semi-predicates. Such revised version would predict
that the semi-predicate may occur in the dative case also when referring to an overtly realized NP, not just
when it refers to PRO. This possibility, although very restricted, is illustrated with (i) below, from Comrie
(1974) and Kardela (1986a):

(i) Ty
younom

nic
nothing

tu
here

nie
NM

wskórasz
achieve

samemu.
alonedat ;sg ;masc

`You won't achieve anything here alone.'
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`To be oneself is to be a fool.'

b. Czasami
sometimes

trzeba
necessary

dogadza¢
pamperinf

sobie.
Selfdat

`It is sometimes necessary to pamper oneself.'

For the other, our general approach, successful so far, of analysing case assignment and case
agreement in terms of arg-st would have to be revised. Moreover, the gender and number
agreement facts in (5.416)�(5.418) would be rather mysterious if there were no PRO to agree
with the predicates.

Second, it cannot be said that the subject of in�nitival verbs, gerunds, etc., is always case-less.
It is cased in raising (and subject control; see �5.4.2) constructions such as (5.420) below.

(5.420) Janek
Johnnom

wydawaª
seemed

si¦
RM

by¢
beinf

miªy.
nicenom

`John seemed to be nice.'

If case agreement between a predicate and the predicated NP is analysed as case agreement
between the predicate and its subject, as standard, and if the subject of the predicative AP is
structure-shared with the subject of the predicative copula, also a standard assumption, then
in (5.420) the subject of the in�nitival copula bears the nominative case. On the other hand,
the PRO subject of the in�nitival copula clearly cannot bear the nominative case in (5.412)
above (p.217).

Now, if PRO in (5.412) were case-less in the strong sense of lacking the feature case altogether,
then, in terms of HPSG, the in�nitival copula (or any other in�nitival verb, for that matter)
would have to either be underspeci�ed as to whether its subject has case feature at all, or
would have to have alternative subcategorization frames, i.e., one with a case-less subject (as
in (5.412)), and one with caseed subject (as in (5.420)). Neither solution is satisfying, though,
because on either the subcategorization frame (arg-st list) of the in�nitival verb would have
to be remarkably di�erent from that of its �nite form, which never accepts case-less subjects.

Below, we will see that it is not necessary to posit di�erent subcategorization frames for �nite
and in�nitive verbs, i.e., we will pursue the parsimonious hypothesis that (most) in�nitive
verbs, just like their �nite counterparts, subcategorize for a NP[str ]. One consequence of this
will be that PRO is really a kind of NP[str ].

On our account, PRO is simply a synsem bearing a special case value caseless (abbreviated
to cless).158 This new case type is a subtype of str, i.e., it is a new structural case, but unlike
other cases, it is never morphologically realized, i.e., it is not a subtype of morph-case.159 This
is illustrated in the revised case hierarchy for Polish:

158Note the similarity to the Null Case Hypothesis of Chomsky and Lasnik (1995).
159A similar account of PRO as bearing a `null case' that cannot be overtly realized was also proposed by

Franks (1998b, p.157), which came to our attention after this Chapter had been completed.
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(5.421)

snom sacc sgen cless lgen ldat lins lloc

nom acc gen dat ins loc structural lexical

morph-case syn-case

case

lacc

We assume that in Polish there are no overt signs with caseless case values, i.e., we assume
the following constraint for Polish:160

(5.422)
�

sign

ssj. . . jcase 1

�
! 1 = morph-case

On the other hand, it is occasionally claimed for various languages that some items normally
expected to bear case are actually case-less; see, e.g., Franks's (1986) remarks on Serbo-
Croatian quanti�er phrases. We suggest that the type caseless captures all relevant intuitions
behind such claims; after all, saying that an NP is case-less puts it in opposition to all case
values and is in a way tantamount to positing a new case-value. However, this new case value
is di�erent from other case values in being a purely syntactic, not morphosyntactic, concept.
All this is explicated in (5.421).

The last bit of the analysis necessary to account for examples such as (5.412)�(5.413) above
is a principle saying that structural unraised subjects of non-�nite verbs are caseless. This
calls for replacing the two clauses of the Case Principle responsible for case assignment to
(numeral or non-numeral) subjects with the following three clauses:161

(5.423)

2
4 category

head verb:[�n]
arg-st hCFC[case str ]i� 1

3
5! �

arg-st h[case cless ]i� 1
�

(5.424)

2
664

category

head verb[�n]

arg-st hCFC

�
case str
num �

�
i� 1

3
775!

�
arg-st h[case snom]i� 1

�

(5.425)

2
664

category

head verb[�n]

arg-st hCFC

�
case str
num +

�
i� 1

3
775!

�
arg-st h[case sacc]i� 1

�

160Depending on other parts of the grammar, in particular, on the analysis of gaps, pro and PRO, it may be
necessary to strengthen (5.422) to the e�ect that only PRO can bear the case value of caseless.
161At the moment, (5.423) takes care of the subject of non-�nite verbs, as in (5.412b)�(5.413b), but not of

unrealized subjects of verbal nouns, as in (5.412a)�(5.413a). We will not deal with this extension here because,
in view of the mixed verbal/nominal characteristics of such verbal nouns, it is not clear what their head value
should be.
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Let us see how this analysis deals with predication of PRO; we will illustrate it with exam-
ple (5.412b), repeated below as (5.426).

(5.426) By¢
beinf

miªym
niceins

/
/
*miªy
nicenom

to
is

by¢
beinf

gªupim
stupidins

/
/
*gªupi.
stupidnom

`To be nice is to be stupid.'

First, the copula by¢ is a bi-valent verb subcategorizing for an NP[str ] subject and a predicative
XP whose subject is structure-shared with the subject of by¢ :162

(5.427) by¢ :
�
arg-st h 1NP[str ], XP

�
subj h 1 i
prd +

�
i

�

Second, since the subject of the predicative XP is raised to the arg-st of the verb, but not
any higher, it is marked as [raised +] on the subj (and arg-st) of the XP, and as [raised �]
on the arg-st of the verb (see (4.40) on p.94 for this marking). This means, that the subject
of the copula is a CFC (assuming it has no subject itself), but the predicative XP is not, nor
is the subject of this predicative XP (see the de�nition (5.381) of CFC on p.207).

Third, since the subject of the verb is a CFC, the Case Principle will resolve its structural
case. In particular, by¢ is an in�nitival verb, so (5.423) above will apply and it will assign
the subject of the copula the caseless value of case. Because of structure-sharing between
the subject of the copula and the subject of the XP, this means that the latter will also be
[case cless].

Finally, according to the Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement principle (5.409) on p.215,
either the case of the XP and that of its subject are equal, i.e., caseless, or the case of the XP
is instrumental and that of its subject is structural. The former option is unavailable, though:
if the predicative XP bore the caseless case value, then, according to (5.422), it could not
be realized as a sign (recall that caseless is not a subtype of morph-case; cf. (5.421)). On the
other hand, the latter option is unproblematic: caseless is a structural case, so the XP may
occur in the instrumental case.

So, the complex interaction of the rather simple principles responsible for case assignment
and (predicative) case agreement leads to the correct analysis of the instrumental case on
predicative APs (and NPs) predicating of PRO.

5.4.2 Subject Control and Object Control

One prediction of the above theory of case agreement in predicative constructions is that, when
a predicative AP/NP refers to the subject of an in�nitival verb which is itself the complement
of a raising verb, then this predicative XP should agree with the subject of the matrix verb, i.e.,
it should occur in the nominative case, with instrumental being only a strongly dispreferred
(blocked) option. This is because, once the subject of the in�nitival verb is raised higher, it is
marked as [raised +] and the Case Principle (clause (5.423)) does not apply. Instead, case

162Again, we ignore the di�erence between synsem and arg here.
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will be assigned to this raised subject at its highest occurrence, i.e., on the �nite matrix verb,
so it will be nominative, according to the clause (5.424) of the Case Principle.163 This is
indeed a correct analysis, as the examples below show.

(5.428) Janek
Johnnom

wydawaª
seemed

si¦
RM

by¢
beinf

miªy
nicenom

/
/
?*miªym.
niceins

`John seemed to be nice.'

(5.429) Janek
Johnnom

zacz¡ª
started

wraca¢
come

do
to

domu
home

pijany
drunknom

/
/
?*pijanym.
drunkins

`John started coming home drunk.'

However, our analysis would also predict that, when the predicated subject of an in�nitival
verb is only controlled, not raised, then this controlled subject should be assigned the caseless
case, so the predicate should occur in the instrumental case, according to the same reasoning
as that applied to (5.426) above. This expectation, though, is ful�lled only partially; as the
examples below show, in cases of object control, the predicate must bear the instrumental case,
but in cases of subject control, the predicative AP (or NP) agrees in case with the matrix
subject.

(5.430) a. Kazaªem
ordered1st ;sg ;masc

jej
herdat

by¢
beinf

/
/
przyj±¢
comeinf

trze¹w¡.
soberins

`I asked her to be/come sober.'
b. Uczyªem

taught1st ;sg ;masc

go
himacc

by¢
beinf

/
/
przychodzi¢
come

na
to

spotkania
meetings

(zawsze)
always

trze¹wym.
soberins

`I taught him to be / come to meetings (always) sober.'

(5.431) a. Janek
Johnnom

chce
wants

by¢
beinf

/
/
przyj±¢
comeinf

trze¹wy
sobernom

/
/
???trze¹wym.

soberins
`John wants to be/come sober.'

b. Maria
Marynom

obiecaªa
promised

by¢
beinf

/
/
przyj±¢
comeinf

trze¹wa
sobernom

/
/
???trze¹w¡.

soberins
`Mary promised to be/come sober.'

All object control verbs (e.g., radzi¢ `advise', pomaga¢ `help', zabrania¢ `forbid', uda¢ si¦
`succeed', »al `be sorry', etc.) behave like kaza¢ `order, ask' and uczy¢ `teach' in (5.430), and
all subject control verbs (e.g., ba¢ si¦ `fear', zdecydowa¢ si¦ `decide', lubi¢ `like', postanowi¢
`decide', zapomnie¢ `forget', etc.) behave like chcie¢ `want' and obieca¢ `promise' in (5.431).

In this section, we will try to explain this unexpected behaviour.

5.4.2.1 Previous Considerations

The �rst generative account of such data, mainly in Russian, is Comrie (1974), who posits,
for subject control cases such as (5.431), a restructuring rule which converts structures such
as (5.432a) into (5.432b).
163This assumes that the subject is non-numeral. See �5.4.3 on numeral subjects and predication.
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(5.432) a.

S

NPi VP

V S

NPi VP

b.

S

NPi VP

V VP

Comrie's (1974) analysis is, however, rather imprecise and infested with various di�culties,
pointed out by Neidle (1982, 1988), so we will not consider it here.

Another analysis, based solely on Russian data, is Neidle (1982, 1988) (within LFG). She
builds on the distinction between grammatical (functional) control and anaphoric control,
introduced and discussed in Bresnan (1982a). In LFG terms, grammatical control involves
full identity of all functional features, including CASE, while anaphoric control involves only
referential identity. Moreover, in cases of anaphoric control, the controlled element is always
PRO, lexically introduced by its governor.

Now, according to the analysis of Neidle (1982, 1988), in Russian, subject control is an instance
grammatical control, so it involves sharing of the CASE feature, and object control is always
anaphoric, i.e., it involves PRO with its own CASE feature. The di�erence should be testable
in that, in cases of grammatical control, the controller is �xed, while in cases of anaphoric
control, there is certain freedom in the choice of the controller. This means that object-
controlled elements should actually be able to take other controllers. This is in fact what
Neidle (1982, p.410) reports:

(5.433) Ja
Inom

poprosila
askedsg ;fem

ego
himacc

ne
NM

byt'
beinf

ºestokim.
cruelsg ;masc ;ins

`I askedfem him not to be cruelmasc .'

(5.434) Ja
Inom

poprosila
askedsg ;fem

ego
himacc

ne
NM

byt'
beinf

isklju£ënnoj
expelledsg ;fem ;ins

iz
from

²koly.
school

`I askedfem him not to be expelledfem from school.'

Hence, �since the interpretation of the subject of the embedded verb depends on the context,
the subject is not grammatically controlled� (Neidle, 1982, p.410).

This analysis, as it stands, cannot be carried over to Polish because in this language, object
control seems to be as `grammatical' as subject control, compare Russian (5.433)�(5.434) with
Polish (5.435) and (5.436).

(5.435) a. Zabroniªam
forbadesg ;fem

mu
himdat

by¢
beinf

okrutnym.
cruelsg ;masc ;ins

`I(fem) forbade him to be cruel.'

b. *Zabroniªam
forbadesg ;fem

mu
himdat

by¢
beinf

wyrzucon¡
expelledsg ;fem ;ins

ze
from

szkoªy.
school

`I forbade him to be expelled from school.' (intended)
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(5.436) a. Uczyªam
taughtsg ;fem

go
himacc

kocha¢
loveinf

mnie.
me

`I taught him (how) to love me.'

b. *Uczyªam
taughtsg ;fem

go
himacc

by¢
beinf

kochan¡.
lovedsg ;fem ;ins

`I taught him how to love me.' (intended)

Nevertheless, our analysis below will be essentially that of Neidle (1982, 1988) in the sense that
subject control, but not object control, will involve full structure-sharing of relevant synsems.

An interesting discussion of case and control in Polish is contained in Franks (1983, 1995). On
the basis of examples such as (5.431), Franks (1983, 1995) argues that, contrary to standard
GB assumptions, PRO must be able to bear case in order to transmit it from its subject
controller to the predicative adjective. Unfortunately, Franks (1983, 1995) only tentatively
sketches various possible conditions on and mechanisms of this case transmission, without
really developing any of them. Thus, Franks (1983) discusses the idea, rather similar to that
of Neidle (1982, 1988), that what is necessary for case transmission is grammatical control, in
a rather strong sense of Manzini (1983), in which controllers must c-command (the domain
of) PRO. On the other hand, Franks (1995) considers two solutions, both based on the idea
that PRO may be either pronominal or anaphoric, but, contrary to the standard assumptions,
not both at the same time. One idea is that only the anaphoric PRO bears an index and,
as such, 1) it must be properly governed, 2) it may be obligatorily controlled in the sense
of Williams (1980), and 3) it may transmit case. This analysis predicts that the indexed
(case-transmitting) PRO may occur as a subject of an in�nitival verb only when it is properly
governed by the higher verb, but this is possible only when there is no intervening object (of
the higher verb). This means that case transmission is impossible in cases of object control.

However, this analysis would also predict that case transmission is impossible from the ma-
trix subject as soon as the matrix verb also takes an object. This prediction is false, com-
pare (5.431b) above with (5.437) below.

(5.437) Maria
Marynom

obiecaªa
promised

Jankowi
Johndat

by¢
beinf

/
/
przyj±¢
comeinf

trze¹wa
sobernom

/
/
??trze¹w¡.
soberins

`Mary promised John to be/come sober.'

Franks (1995, p.244) notes this problem and says that the complement (Jankowi above) does
not block proper government because it is �not a direct object, but an indirect one. This is why
it appears in the dative case and is optional.� This, clearly, cannot be the right explanation,
because exactly the same may be said about the controllers in object control constructions,
i.e., that they bear the dative case and are optional, and yet they do block case transmission,
see (5.438).164

164`#' means that the dative is possible on a non-intended reading, namely, when it refers to the object of the
matrix verb, rather then the subject of the embedded verb. That is, the meaning of (5.438) with the dative is
`Mary asked John, (when he was) sober, to be/come.' The syntactic re�ex of the di�erence is that the version
with dative becomes clearly less acceptable as soon as there is some additional material clearly belonging to
the embedded clause and following the predicative AP, e.g.,
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(5.438) Maria
Marynom

kazaªa
ordered

(Jankowi)
Johndat

by¢
beinf

/
/
przyj±¢
comeinf

#trze¹wemu
soberdat

/
/
trze¹wym.
soberins

`Mary asked (John) to be/come sober.'

Another possibility mentioned in Franks (1995) is that subject-orientation of case-transmitting
PRO should be assimilated to the subject-orientation of garden variety anaphors in Slavic.
However, as Franks (1995) notes himself, this alternative is problematic on a number of counts,
so we will not consider it here.165

Since these are the only discussions of `case transmission' taking place in subject control, but
not in object control, in Slavic that we are aware of, and neither of them can be directly
applied to Polish, we set o� in search of an analysis below.166

5.4.2.2 Control and Raising Revisited

In order to propose an account of `case transmission' in control constructions, we have to
re-examine the HPSG approach to control and raising.

In HPSG (Pollard and Sag, 1994, �3.5), there are two important di�erences between obligatory
control (`equi') and raising constructions. First, the index of a controller is assigned a role
in the content value of the `equi verb', but the index of a raised element is not assigned a
role in the content of the `raising verb'. Second, in case of control, only the indices of the
controller and of the unrealized controlled subject of the in�nitival VP are structure-shared,
while in case of raising, the whole synsems are. These two di�erences are illustrated with the
lexical entries of the `equi' (control) verb try and the raising verb tend (Pollard and Sag, 1994,
p.135).

(5.439) try (an equi verb):

(i) Maria
Mary

kazaªa
asked

(Jankowi)
Johndat

wróci¢
returninf

?*trze¹wemu
soberdat

/
/
trze¹wym
soberins

do
to

domu.
home

`Mary asked (John) to come home sober.'

165In fact, even if various problems with the approaches of Franks (1995) were overcome, any account in
terms of just case transmission is too limited to deal with `case transmission' from numeral phrases; see �5.4.3
below.
166An analysis that came to our attention after completing this Chapter and, hence, cannot be extensively

discussed here is Babby (1998). In brief, Babby (1998) claims that, in Russian, only object control involves
full in�nitive clauses with a PRO subject; in subject control, the `in�nitival clause' is really a bare VP. The
`suprisingly large number of correct predictions' (Babby, 1998, p.24) of that analysis are also the feature of
our account, to the extent that they are correct in Polish. However, Babby's (1998) analysis makes at least
one prediction that is incorrect for Polish, i.e., that semi-predicates in adverbial participial phrases, which are
controlled by subjects, should be nominative; cf. (i), from Franks (1995, p.264):

(i) *Id¡c
going

sam,
alonenom

Jan
Johnnom

przybyª
arrived

na
on

czas.
time

`Going alone, John arrived on time.' (intended)

See �10.2.3 below for a brief discussion of such examples.
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2
66664

word

ssjloc

2
664
catjarg-st hNP 1 , VP[inf, subj hNP 1 i]: 3 i

content

2
4 try

tryer 1 ref
soa-arg 3

3
5

3
775

3
77775

(5.440) tend (a raising verb):2
664

word

ssjloc

2
4 catjarg-st h 2 , VP[inf, subj h 2 i]: 3 i

content

�
tend

soa-arg 3

� 3
5

3
775

Although Pollard and Sag (1994) provide some evidence (from case assignment in Icelandic
facts discussed by Andrews (1982) and analysed in HPSG in Sag et al. (1992)) that raising
involves structure-sharing of more than just indices, they do not provide any arguments for the
opposite matter, i.e., that grammatical control involves structure-sharing of only indices.167

The natural question that arises is, Why should these two properties, i.e., no role in content
and structure-sharing of full synsems, be correlated? In fact, this correlation is conspicuously
absent in the LFG analysis of raising and control, according to which both raising and gram-
matical (functional) control involve full structure-sharing of relevant f-structures (Bresnan,
1982a). Which analysis is correct?

Exactly this question is considered in depth by Hudson (1998), whose answer is that both
are correct. More speci�cally, although English does not seem to decide between these two
alternatives, other languages show that both `sharing' (of full synsems) and `non-sharing' (only
co-indexing) mechanisms of control are necessary in some languages.

Two cases in point are Icelandic and Ancient Greek. Hudson (1998) shows, mainly on the
basis of data discussed by Andrews (1982) and Andrews (1971b), respectively, that in both
languages, equi (Bresnan's (1982a) functional control, Neidle's (1982) grammatical control)
involves full structure-sharing in case of some verbs, but only coindexing in case of others.
Crucially, the evidence for either stance is the possibility, or lack thereof, of case agreement
between a predicative XP on the lower verb with the controller of the subject of this verb.
The relevant examples from Icelandic are (5.441)�(5.442) (from Anderson (1992)):

(5.441) Ég
I

bað
asked

hann
him

að
to

vera
be

góðan
goodacc

/
/
góður
goodnom

/
/
*góðum.
gooddat

`I asked him to be good.'

(5.442) Hann
he

skipaði
ordered

honum
himdat

að
to

vera
be

góðum
gooddat

/
/
góður
goodnom

/
/
*góðan.
goodacc

`He ordered him to be good.'

What these examples show is that the predicative AP may either agree in case with the con-
troller, or occur in the nominative case, which, as (5.443) (from Maling and Sprouse (1995))
167They just say on p.138 that �[t]he analysis of equi in terms of coindexing is well established. . . �, probably

having in mind theta-theoretic considerations (GB's theta-criterion, i.e., Chomsky's (1986a) `no NP may occur
in more than one �-position').
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shows, is the `default' case of predication in Icelandic, analogous to the instrumental of pred-
ication in Polish.

(5.443) Að
to

vera
be

kennari
teachernom

/
/
*kennara
teacheracc

er
is

mikilvægt.
important

`It is important to be a teacher.'

Hudson (1998) argues that while (5.441)�(5.442) are syntactically ambiguous between the
`sharing' and the `non-sharing' analyses, there are other cases of (functional) control, which
allow only coindexation, and not the full structure-sharing of synsems.

We accept Hudson's (1998) conclusions that, contra standard HPSG assumptions (and contra
GB's theta criterion), there are cases of control (`equi') which involve full structure-sharing,
and that, contra standard LFG assumptions, there are cases of (functional/grammatical)
control which involve only identity of reference, and not full structure-sharing. Thus, whether
control involves structure-sharing or not �is ultimately an empirical matter� (Hudson, 1998,
p.151).

This result gives us the freedom to de-couple the two properties allegedly jointly distinguishing
raising from control, i.e., the raised argument being assigned no role in the content of the
raising verb, and the structure-sharing of synsems between the raised argument and its initial
position; we assume that, in Polish, control may (in principle) be syntactically realised either
via co-indexing or through full structure-sharing. On the other hand, we retain the standard
HPSG assumption that raising always involves full structure-sharing, so we must weaken the
Raising Principle to an (one way) implicational constraint along the lines of (5.444):168

(5.444) Raising Principle (Polish):

If an element of a word 's arg-st is not assigned a role in this word 's content,
then its synsem must be structure-shared with the synsem of some element of a
lower arg-st.

Now the analysis of the surprising contrast between subject control and object control, shown
in (5.430)�(5.431) repeated below, is simple: subject control involves structure-sharing of
synsems, just like raising does, but object control involves only coindexation, without the
sharing of full synsems.

(5.430) a. Kazaªem
ordered1st ;sg ;masc

jej
herdat

by¢
beinf

/
/
przyj±¢
comeinf

trze¹w¡.
soberins

`I asked her to be/come sober.'

b. Uczyªem
taught1st ;sg ;masc

go
himacc

by¢
beinf

/
/
przychodzi¢
come

na
to

spotkania
meetings

(zawsze)
always

trze¹wym.
soberins

`I taught him to be / come to meetings (always) sober.'

168Making this constraint more precise and formalizing it would lead us too far a�eld. See also footnotes 170
and 153.
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(5.431) a. Janek
Johnnom

chce
wants

by¢
beinf

/
/
przyj±¢
comeinf

trze¹wy
sobernom

/
/
??trze¹wym.
soberins

`John wants to be/come sober.'
b. Maria

Marynom
obiecaªa
promised

by¢
beinf

/
/
przyj±¢
comeinf

trze¹wa
sobernom

/
/
??trze¹w¡.
soberins

`Mary promised to be/come sober.'

Thus, in fact, Polish seems to pattern with Icelandic and Ancient Greek (and, doubtlessly,
many other languages) in having at its disposal both options, although it makes use of them
in di�erent circumstances; unlike in Icelandic and Ancient Greek, in Polish, structure-sharing
never occurs in cases of object control, and it always occurs in cases of subject control.169

How do we formalize this analysis? The simplest way of doing that would be to hard-wire it
into lexical entries of control verbs, i.e., subject control verbs would lexically require structure-
sharing of synsems, while object control verb would require structure-sharing of indices.

There are, however, two objections to such a simplistic analysis. First, on this analysis, it
would be an accident that all subject control verbs involve structure-sharing of synsems and
none of object control verbs do. Second, such an analysis does not, in fact, ensure that object
control, apart from involving co-indexing, does not involve full structure-sharing.170

Thus, instead of assuming that action takes place in lexical entries of control verbs, we posit
a grammatical constraint to the e�ect that, whenever an element XP of arg-st controls the
subject of a di�erent element, YP, of this arg-st, then XP and the subject of YP share
their synsems if and only if XP is the �rst element on this arg-st (it is the subject). Semi-
formally:171

(5.445) Control Principle (Polish; 1st version):

(
�
arg-st 0

�
^

member( 2XP 1 , 0) ^
member(YP[subj h 3 1 i], 0)) ! ( 2 = 3 $ 0 = h 2 ,. . . i)

Note that this principle, similar to the ban on grammatical object control in Russian in the
LFG analysis of Neidle (1982, 1988), has a similar e�ect of not allowing (immediate) raising
to object in Polish (on the assumption that raising always involves structure-sharing; cf. the
Raising Principle (5.444)). That is, according to the Control Principle, Polish does
not (and cannot) have verbs like the hypothetical verb brabruje below, whose object would be
structure-shared with the subject of the lower verb.

(5.446) *Janek
John

brabruje
brabres

go
himacc

by¢
beinf

miªym
niceins

/
/
miªego.
niceacc

169See �5.4.2.4, though, for the possibility of a slightly di�erent analysis.
170In standard HPSG this is ensured by the Raising Principle (Pollard and Sag, 1994, pp.140, 403). However,

in our analysis Pollard and Sag's (1994) Raising Principle must be abandoned both for empirical reasons (it
contradicts the possibility of subject control being analysed as structure-sharing of synsems) and for technical
reasons (it cannot be immediately formalized in the logic for HPSG assumed throughout this study, i.e., King
(1989, 1994) with extensions in Richter et al. (1999) and Richter (1999b)). See (5.444) for the weakened version
of the Raising Principle, valid for Polish.
171Again, we ignore here the di�erence between synsem and arg.
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`John brabres him to be nice.' (cf. English believes)

This prediction is indeed correct. On the other hand, this principle does not forbid `raising to
object across a preposition' (see the discussion around (5.406) on p.214) because the arg-st
of verbs involving such raising does not contain an element YP whose subject would be
coindexed with another element of this arg-st.

5.4.2.3 Other Cases of Control

One potential problem with principle (5.445) is, however, caused by secondary predicates
predicating of a non-subject argument of a verb, e.g., (5.358) repeated below (see �5.4.1.1
above for other examples).

(5.358) Pami¦tam
remember1st ;sg

go
himacc

miªym
niceins

/
/
miªego.
niceacc

`I remember him as nice.'

If, as implicitly assumed in this Chapter, such predicative APs (and NPs) are present on the
arg-st of the verb, and if their subject is raised to the object position of the verb, then they
seem to directly contradict our Control Principle (5.445).

We will be able to deal with this apparent problem only after we explicate our approach to
modi�cation, namely, in �10.2.3. As we will see there, both the Raising Principle and the
Control Principle will have to be (trivially) restricted to true (subcategorized) arguments
only.

Another potential problem is provided by the contrast between the verb udawa¢ `pretend',
whose predicative complement is assigned case via the Case Principle, as we saw in �5.4.1.2
(examples (5.375)�(5.377)), the verb czu¢ si¦ `feel', whose predicative complement agrees with
the subject:

(5.447) Janek
Johnnom

udaje
pretends

gªodnego
hungryacc

/
/
*gªodny.
hungrynom

`John pretends to be hungry.'

(5.448) Janek
Johnnom

czuje
feels

si¦
RM

gªodny
hungrynom

/
/
?*gªodnym
hungryins

/
/
*gªodnego.
hungryacc

`John feels hungry.'

Semantically, both verbs are control verbs; in both the subject is assigned a role by the verb
(roughly, agent in case of udaje and experiencer in case of czuje si¦). Thus, our analysis seems
to predict that subjects of both predicative complements should be marked as [raised �],
i.e., that both complements should receive case via the Case Principle. However, as the
examples above show, only the complement of udaje is subject to the Case Principle, while
the complement of czuje si¦ receives case through agreement with the subject.172

172This is con�rmed by the fact that, when the subject of czu¢ si¦ is a numeral phrase, the case of the
complement changes to the accusative/genitive:
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Now that we have seen that control may be syntactically realized either via structure-sharing
or just through co-indexing, such facts are not particularly problematic for our analysis. Al-
though, as we saw above, in case of control into in�nitival complements, subject control is
always realized via raising while object control is always realized via co-indexing, this corre-
lation apparently breaks down in other cases of control, such as those involving predicative
adjectives in (5.447)�(5.448). So, while both udaje and czuje si¦ are semantically control
(`equi') verbs, the former triggers co-indexing, while the latter involves full structure-sharing.
We assume that such idiosyncrasies are speci�ed in lexical entries of these control verbs. One
way of ensuring that would be to posit the following (partial) lexical entries for udaje and
czuje si¦:173

(5.449) udaje:2
66664

word

arg-st hNP 1 , (AP_NP)[subj hNP 1 i]: 2 i

cont

2
4 pretend

pretender 1

soa-arg 2

3
5

3
77775

(5.450) czuje si¦:2
66664

word

arg-st h 0NP 1 , (AP_NP)[subj h 0NPi]: 2 i

cont

2
4 feel

feeler 1

soa-arg 2

3
5

3
77775

In view of the behaviour of verbs such as udawa¢ `pretend', which realise subject control via co-
indexing, we need to constrain our Control Principle to control into verbal complements:

(5.451) Control Principle (Polish):

(
�
arg-st 0

�
^

member( 2XP 1 , 0) ^
member(YP[verb, subj h 3 1 i], 0)) ! ( 2 = 3 $ 0 = h 2 ,. . . i)

5.4.2.4 Distance E�ects on Case (Non-)Agreement

Before we conclude this section, a note on what Comrie (1974) calls `cohesion' is in order.
Consider the judgements below.

(5.452) a. Jan
Johnnom

jest
is

szcz¦±liwy
happynom

/
/
(?)*szcz¦±liwym.

happyins

(i) Pi¦ciu
�veacc

facetów
guysgen

czuªo
felt3rd ;sg ;neut

si¦
RM

gªodnych
hungryacc=gen

/
/
gªodnymi
hungryins

/
/
*gªodni.
hungrynom

`Five guys felt hungry.'

See �5.4.3 for an analysis of predication of numeral phrases.
173Additionally, the possibility of accidental full structure-sharing in case of udaje may be blocked, e.g.,

by specifying the subject of the AP/NP predicate as [case caseless]. Note that blocking such `accidental
structure-sharings' is a general HPSG problem, surfacing in many situations.
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`John is happy.'

b. Jan
Johnnom

chce
wants

by¢
beinf

szcz¦±liwy
happynom

/
/
?*szcz¦±liwym.
happyins

`John wants to be happy.'

c. Jan
Johnnom

chce
wants

spróbowa¢
tryinf

by¢
beinf

szcz¦±liwy
happynom

/
/
?szcz¦±liwym.
happyins

`John wants to try to be happy.'

d. Jan
Johnnom

baª
feared

si¦
RM

nawet
even

chcie¢
wantinf

spróbowa¢
tryinf

by¢
beinf

szcz¦sliwy
happynom

/
/
szcz¦±liwym.
happyins

`John was afraid to even want to try to be happy.'

(5.453) a. Jan
Johnnom

wydaje
seems

si¦
RM

szcz¦±liwy
happynom

/
/
?*szcz¦±liwym.
happyins

`John seems happy.'

b. Jan
Johnnom

chce
wants

wydawa¢
seeminf

si¦
RM

szcz¦±liwy
happynom

/
/
?szcz¦±liwym.
happyins

`John wants to seem happy.'

c. Jan
Johnnom

chce
wants

spróbowa¢
tryinf

wydawa¢
seeminf

si¦
RM

?szcz¦±liwy
happynom

/
/
szcz¦±liwym.
happyins

`John wants to try to seem happy.'

d. Jan
Johnnom

baª
feared

si¦
RM

nawet
even

chcie¢
wantinf

spróbowa¢
tryinf

wydawa¢
seeminf

si¦
RM

??szcz¦sliwy
happynom

/
/

szcz¦±liwym.
happyins
`John was afraid to even want to try to seem happy.'

As these examples show, the greater the structural distance between the overt subject and the
predicative adjective, the greater the felicity of the adjective in the instrumental case. How
should we deal with such increasing felicity of instrumental predicates?

One option is to relegate the analysis to the pragmatic component of the grammar: Recall
that syntax (i.e., our Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement principle (5.409)) allows in
principle both case agreement between the predicate and the subject, and instrumental case on
the predicate, with the former option being usually strongly preferred to the latter possibility.
If so, then we could get away with the data above by saying that the possibility of the
instrumental predicate has been predicted all along, but whatever constraint blocks it when
the predicate occurs close to the subject, is relaxed when the predicate AP occurs far from it.

A more contentful hypothesis would be that, although in cases of subject control full structure-
sharing of synsems is possible, it is not necessary, i.e., just as in Icelandic (5.441)�(5.442),
either structure-sharing or just coindexing is possible; this would require a trivial modi�cation
of the Control Principle (5.445):

(5.4450) Control Principle (Polish; a possible revision):

(
�
arg-st 0

�
^
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member( 2XP 1 , 0) ^
member(YP[verb, subj h 3 1 i], 0)) ! ( 2 = 3 ! 0 = h 2 ,. . . i)

Assuming that structure-sharing is the preferred option, the facts above follow: the greater the
number of intervening verbs, the greater the chance that the raising chain will be broken.174

However, this latter analysis would predict that no similar `cohesion' e�ects should occur in
raising, on the assumption that raising always involves structure-sharing of synsems. This
prediction is false; compare (5.453) above with (5.454)

(5.454) Jan
Johnnom

mógª
could

zacz¡¢
startinf

wydawa¢
seem

si¦
RM

szcz¦±liwy
happynom

/
/
szcz¦±liwym.
happyins

`It was possible that John started to seem happy.'

Thus, either the latter analysis in terms of optional structure-sharing in subject control is
wrong, or the assumption that, in Polish, raising always involves structure-sharing of synsems
should be abandoned.

Trying to resolve this question would lead us too far a�eld, so we have to stop here.175

5.4.3 Predication and Numeral Phrases

Finally, in this section, we will deal with the di�cult (and unanalysed so far) problem of
predication of numeral phrases. The problem is similar to, but much more di�cult to analyse
than, that concerning modi�cation of numeral phrases by attributive adjectives, considered
in �5.3.1.1 in the context of showing that numerals phrases in subject positions bear the
accusative case; see examples (5.260)�(5.261), repeated below.176

(5.260) a. Czekaªo3rd ;sg ;neut
awaited

mnie
meacc

mordercze
murderousacc

pi¦¢
�veacc

dni.
daysgen

174This can be viewed from the probability angle: if the probability of structure-sharing across a single subject
control (as in (5.452b)) is, say, 0.8 (and the probability of co-indexing without sharing of synsems is 0.2), then
the probability of structure-sharing across two subject control verbs (as in (5.452c)) is 0.64 (and that of no
structure-sharing is 0.36), across three such verbs � 0.512 (0.488, respectively), across four � 0.4096 (0.5904),
etc. Of course, such considerations are outside the scope of contemporary HPSG qua logical formalism or
linguistic theory, which does not allow to talk about probabilities, but there are computationally-oriented
probabilistic approaches to HPSG-like formalisms, e.g., Brew (1993), Eisele (1994) and Abney (1996).
175Another alternative would be to capitalize on the possibility of optional raising of all arguments in such

control and raising (`Verb Clusters') environments, argued for in ��5.2.3.3�5.2.3.4 above: it could be said that
predicates, whose subject is not realized locally, are always instrumental, and the possibility of case agreement
is the result of this optional raising which allows the predicate to raise to the matrix verb, from which the
subject of this predicate is realized. Since raising is optional, the greater the distance between the predicate
and the overt subject, the smaller the probability that the predicate raises all the way up to the matrix verb.
However, such an analysis would make a number of incorrect predictions, including the one that negation
should block such `long-distance agreement', contrary to, e.g., (i):

(i) Janek
Johnnom

próbowaª
tried

nie
NM

by¢
beinf

niegrzeczny.
impolitenom

`John tried not to be impolite.'

176Given the analysis of �5.3.1, we mark the numeral as accusative here and below.
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`Five hectic days awaited me.'

b. Czekaªo3rd ;sg ;neut
awaited

mnie
meacc

morderczych
murderousgen

pi¦¢
�veacc

dni.
daysgen

`Five hectic days awaited me.'

(5.261) a. Znowu
again

przyszªo
came3rd ;sg ;neut

te
theseacc

pi¦¢
�veacc

kobiet.
womengen

`These �ve women came again.'

b. Znowu
again

przyszªo
came3rd ;sg ;neut

tych
thesegen

pi¦¢
�veacc

kobiet.
womengen

`These �ve women came again.'

Such facts, although rather idiosyncratic, can be analysed within GB by saying that the so-
called `prequanti�er' (adjective in (5.260), pronoun in (5.261)) may either modify the whole
numeral phrase (and occur in the accusative) or it may modify the NP argument of the numeral
(and occur in the genitive), but be moved to the pre-numeral position (Rutkowski, 1999). This
can be easily formalized in HPSG by positing linear precedence constraints allowing modi�ers
of NPs to be phonologically realized before the numeral. Another way of dealing with such data
is to assume that the numeral assigns the genitive (of quanti�cation) to all elements within
a certain domain, but the prequanti�er may move out of this domain before this genitive of
quanti�cation is assigned (Franks 1994b, p.653; Franks 1995, p.133) or simply be (optionally)
realized outside this domain in the �rst place (Babby, 1987, 1988).

5.4.3.1 Numeral Phrases and Case Agreement

Neither of the analyses of attributive modi�cation of numeral phrases mentioned above carries
over to similar facts involving predicative modi�ers and exempli�ed in (5.455)�(5.458).177

(5.455) a. Kilka
a fewacc

drzew
treesgen

byªo
be3rd ;sg ;neut

wyrwane
tornacc

z
from

ziemi.
earth

`A few trees were uprooted.'

b. Kilka
a fewacc

drzew
treesgen

byªo
be3rd ;sg ;neut

wyrwanych
torngen

z
from

ziemi.
earth

`A few trees were uprooted.'

(5.456) a. Te
theseacc

pi¦¢
�veacc

kobiet
womengen

wydawaªo
seemed3rd ;sg ;neut

si¦
RM

bardzo
very

miªe.
niceacc

`These �ve women seemed very nice.'

b. Tych
thesegen

pi¦¢
�veacc

kobiet
womengen

wydawaªo
seemed3rd ;sg ;neut

si¦
RM

bardzo
very

miªych.
nicegen

`These �ve women seemed very nice.'

177(5.458) is from Kopci«ska (1997, p.48), but morphosyntactic markings are ours. (5.457) was uttered by
the newscaster of the Panorama TV news on 27th July 1999.
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(5.457) Pierwsze
�rstacc

sze±¢
sixacc

samolotów
airplanesgen

zostanie
Auxfut

zakupione
boughtacc

we
in

wrze±niu.
September

`The �rst six planes will be bought in September.'

(5.458) a. Siedem
sevenacc

r¦czników
towelsgen

zostaªo
Aux3rd ;sg ;neut

wyprane.
washedacc

`Seven towels were washed.'

b. Siedem
sevenacc

r¦czników
towelsgen

zostaªo
Aux3rd ;sg ;neut

wypranych.
washedgen

`Seven towels were washed.'

The problem with those potential analyses of attributive modi�cation of numeral phrases is
that they assume that one of the possibilities (accusative for Rutkowski (1999), genitive for
Franks (1994b, 1995)) re�ects the standard position of an adjective (or, more generally, pre-
quanti�er), while the other possibility is the result of movement of the prequanti�er out of
a position in the numeral phrase (movement of a genitive prequanti�er out of the embedded
NP for Rutkowski (1999), of movement of an accusative prequanti�er out of the domain of
the numeral for Franks (1994b, 1995)). If these analyses were to be extended to predica-
tive modi�cation as in (5.455)�(5.458), however, they would have to involve lowering of the
prequanti�er from a subject-internal position to the predicative argument of the verb, which
would violate a number of GB assumptions, and would be untenable in view of the well-known
di�erences between attributive and predicative modi�cation. Similarly, it is not clear how the
analysis of Babby (1987, 1988), according to which prequanti�ers are base-generated either
in a position c-commanded by the numeral (and receive the genitive case), or outside this
c-command domain (and receive the case of the numeral), might be extended to predicative
facts, short of claiming that the complement of the copula is optionally c-commanded by the
numeral in the subject of the copula.178

Below, we present an HPSG analysis of such predicative modi�cation of numeral phrases.

5.4.3.2 An HPSG Analysis

Facts such as (5.455)�(5.458) are problematic for any syntactic framework, including HPSG;
according to the standard HPSG assumptions, the genitive case marking on the predicative AP
should not be possible. The reason for that is that, in HPSG, agreement between a predicate
and the predicated phrase is analysed as agreement between the predicate and the synsems on
its subj list. This is so also in our Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement (5.409), repeated
below:

(5.409) Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement (third version; repeated):
�
valjsubj hXP+[case 1 ]i
headjcase 2

�
! ( 1 = 2 ) _ ( 1 = str ^ 2 = lins)

178To the best of our knowledge, the problem has not even been noticed in the generative literature so far;
e.g., Franks (1998b, fn.6, p.143), and earlier Franks (1995, pp.278�279), seems to assume that the predicative
adjective must always be genitive.
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If so, then, according to standard HPSG assumptions again, there is no way the predicative
AP (or NP) may agree with an argument of its subject; the subj list contains only synsems
(or arguments), without any information about the constituent tree structure of this subject,
and with valence lists of this subject empty. In other words, the predicate has no access to
information about arguments of its subject.

There are three possible approaches to this problem:

� either the genitive case on the predicate has nothing to do with the genitive case on the
argument of the numeral,

� or the case agreement between the predicate and its subject should be reanalysed in
con�gurational terms,

� or information about arguments of the numeral should be accessible to the predicate.

We immediately reject the second alternative as drastically departing from standard assump-
tions of HPSG when other, less drastic measures (namely, the other two alternatives) are
available.

As to the �rst alternative, its most plausible instantiation would be that it is the [num +]
feature that is responsible for the genitive case on the predicate, i.e., that the Predicative
Case (Non-)Agreement should be modi�ed along the following lines:

(5.459) Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement (fourth version; tentative):
2
4 valjsubj hXP+

�
case 1

num 0

�
i

headjcase 2

3
5!
( 1 = 2 ) _ ( 1 = str ^ 2 = lins) _ ( 0 = `+' ^ 2 = gen)

This modi�cation would also account for the accusative / genitive variation in case when the
predicated phrase is an accusative object, as in (5.460), but it would wrongly predict the
possibility of the genitive case when the numeral phrase is, say, dative, cf. (5.461).

(5.460) Janek
Johnnom

widziaª
saw

(te/tych)
theseacc ;gen

pi¦¢
�veacc

kobiet
womengen

nagie
nakedacc

/
/
nagich.
nakedgen

`John saw (these) �ve women naked.'

(5.461) Janek
Johnnom

pomagaª
helped

(tym/*tych)
thesedat ;�gen

pi¦ciu
�vedat

kobietom
womendat

nagim
nakeddat

/
/
*nagich.
nakedgen

`John helped (these) �ve women (when they were) naked.'

This means that (5.459) would have to be strengthened to the e�ect that only accusative
numerals may be predicated of by genitive APs:

(5.462) Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement (�fth version; tentative):
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2
4 valjsubj hXP+

�
case 1

num 0

�
i

headjcase 2

3
5!

( 1 = 2 ) _ ( 1 = str ^ 2 = lins) _ ( 1 = acc ^ 0 = `+' ^ 2 = gen)

Turning to the third alternative, one simple way of making the information about the numeral's
arguments accessible to the predicate is to make arg-st a head feature. Although it is often
assumed (Miller and Sag, 1997; Abeillé et al., 1998b; Bouma et al., 1999b) that arg-st
is present only on words, never on phrases, as this is supposed to lead to more restrictive
grammars, there is some evidence that having arg-st on all projections is useful, if not
necessary. One argument was given in �5.4.1.2 (see discussion around (5.406) on p.214),
where it was suggested that some semantically raising verbs, such as uwa»a¢ `consider', need
access to arguments of their prepositional complements. Another argument is provided by
the kind of data discussed by Meurers (1999b) (see �4.4.2), who assumes that all elements
of subcat of a word are present on all projections of this word. Other works assuming the
presence of arg-st (or the complete subcat) on all projections include Grover (1995) (on
the grounds of getting rid of last traces of con�gurationality in the HPSG binding theory; see
pp.18�19), Frank (1994) (to deal with verb second in German), Frank and Reyle (1995, 1996)
(to `cope with scrambling and scope' in German), and Baxter (1999b) (to analyse purpose
in�nitives in English).

It seems, thus, that making arg-st a head feature has enough independent justi�cation to
seriously consider it here. With this modi�cation of HPSG feature geometry, we could revise
our Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement principle as follows:

(5.463) Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement (sixth version; tentative):
2
664 valjsubj hXP+

2
4 case 1

arg-st 3

num 0

3
5i

headjcase 2

3
775!

( 1 = 2 ) _ ( 1 = str ^ 2 = lins) _ ( 3 = h[case 2 ],. . . i ^ 0 = `+')

Now, which version of the Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement principle should we
choose: (5.462), re�ecting the `idiosyncratic genitive' option, or (5.463), realizing the `agree-
ment with an embedded NP' alternative?

Note that both analyses correctly deal with the data in (5.455)�(5.458); on the analysis
of (5.462) the genitive is the result of direct assignment, while, according to (5.463), it is
the result of agreement with the �rst element on the numeral's arg-st. Similarly, both anal-
yses account for the data in (5.460)�(5.461); contrary to what might be thought on �rst blush,
the analysis in (5.463) does not lead to spurious ambiguities when a predicative AP modi�es
a dative numeral phrase, as in (5.461). Although, according to (5.463), the dative case on
the predicate may be either the result of agreement with the numeral (see the �rst disjunct
in the consequent of (5.463)) or with the NP argument of the numeral (see the third disjunct
in (5.463)), the resulting structures are identical: in both instances, the case value of the
predicate is structure-shared with the case value of the numeral, which is in turn structure-
shared with the case value of the NP argument of the numeral (see the lexical entry (5.304)
on p.186).
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Are there, then, no empirical arguments for choosing between these two alternatives? Fortu-
nately, there is an empirical argument, although somewhat stipulative. Recall example (5.325)
(repeated below) from Buttler et al. (1971), showing a tendency to assimilate paucal numerals
to pi¦¢-type numerals:

(5.325) %Cztery
fouracc

tygodnie
weeksacc

min¦ªo.
passed3rd ;sg ;neut

`Four weeks passed.'

Although such examples are often deemed ungrammatical in written Polish, they do occur in
spoken Polish; cf., e.g., the attested (5.327) on p.193. We cited this example as showing that
there is no strong correlation between the [num +] speci�cation on a nominal element (here,
cztery `four') in subject position, and the requirement that the argument of this element be
genitive; tygodnie clearly is not genitive.

Now, to the extent that (5.325) is acceptable, also (5.464) is acceptable:

(5.464) %(Te)
theseacc

cztery
fouracc

tygodnie
weeksacc

byªo
was3rd ;sg ;neut

mordercze.
murderousacc

`These four days were murderous.'

This is, indeed, predicted by both analyses. However, the `idiosyncratic genitive' analysis
in (5.462), but not the `agreement with embedded NP' analysis in (5.463), would also predict
the possibility of genitive marking on the predicate. This prediction is false; there is a clear
grammaticality drop from (5.464) to (5.465).179

(5.465) *(Tych)
thesegen

cztery
fouracc

tygodnie
weeksacc

byªo
was3rd ;sg ;neut

morderczych.
murderousgen

`These four days were murderous.' (intended)

Thus, the contrast between (5.464)�(5.465) provides an empirical argument for the analysis
in (5.463), and against (5.462).

Another advantage of the analysis in (5.463) over that in (5.462) is that it allows to maintain
the generalization that the instrumental is the only non-agreeing case of predication in Polish,
i.e., that the genitive on the predicative AP is the result of case agreement, just as the
accusative, although it agrees not with the head of the numeral phrase, but with the subject
of this phrase. For these reasons, we will settle for the analysis essentially as in (5.463).

However, before we give the �nal version of the Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement

principle, we introduce one minor modi�cation in order to make the account compatible with
attributive modi�cation, as in (5.260)�(5.261) (see p.233). As these examples show, attributive
adjectives display similar instability with respect to case agreement as predicative adjectives:
when they modify an accusative numeral phrase, they may occur either in the accusative, or

179This grammaticality drop is even more striking as, in examples such as (5.455)�(5.458), native speakers of
Polish usually prefer the genitive to the accusative case on the predicative (or attributive) modi�er.
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in the genitive case (but not in the instrumental; this possibility is restricted to predication).
This means that the �rst and the third disjunct of the consequent of (5.463) should be grouped
into a `case agreement relation', holding between the case of the modi�er, whether attributive
or predicative, and the head of the modi�ed phrase. Such relation, formulated with RSRL
(Richter, 1997, 1999b; Richter et al., 1999) in mind, is given below:

(5.466) case-agreement( 1 case, 2 head) $ ( 2 = [case 1 ] _ 2 =
�
arg-st h[case 1 ],. . . i
num +

�
)

With this relation, the principle of case agreement in attributive modi�cation may be formu-
lated as in (5.467). . .

(5.467) Attributive Case Agreement:
2
4 head

case 1

modjlocjcatjhead 2 [case 0 ]

3
5! case-agreement( 1, 2)

. . . while the �nal version of the Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement principle may be
formalized as below:

(5.468) Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement (�nal version):
�
valjsubj hXP+

�
head 3 [case 1 ]

�
headjcase 2

�
!

case-agreement( 2, 3) _ ( 1 = str ^ 2 = lins)

Before we conclude this subsection, we should ask ourselves whether there are any deeper
reasons for numeral phrases, but not other kinds of phrases, being modi�able by a predicate
agreeing either with the head or with the subject of the phrase. We believe that the reason
has to do with the fact that numeral phrases seem to be the only kinds of phrases in which
the head and the subject bear the same index, if not the whole content values.

How do we know the numeral and the noun bear the same index? First, although it is clear
that the noun bears an index, it is perhaps less clear that the numeral has an index, too.
That this is indeed so is shown by examples such as (5.257)�(5.258), repeated below, in which
a numeral phrase binds a re�exive anaphor; this shows that the whole numeral phrase must
bear an index.

(5.257) Pi¦ciu
�ve

facetów
guysgen

zobaczyªo
saw3rd ;sg ;neut

siebie
Self

samych
Emphpl ;masc

w
in

lustrze.
mirror

`Five guys saw themselves in a mirror.'

(5.258) Pi¦¢
�ve

kobiet
womengen

zobaczyªo
saw3rd ;sg ;neut

siebie
Self

same
Emphpl ;fem

w
in

lustrze.
mirror

`Five women saw themselves in a mirror.'
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But since the numeral phrase is headed by a numeral, its content is that of the numeral, so
the numeral must also bear an index. Another, even more clear, argument for the claim that
the numeral (phrase) bears an index comes from the considerations of the semantics of the
verb; if the verb assigns a semantic role to its subject's index when the subject is a garden
variety NP, it should also assign a role to its subject's index, when the subject is a numeral
phrase.

Moreover, as the markings on the emphatic element samych/same in (5.257)�(5.258) show,
this index is plural, just as that of the noun, and its gender correlates with that of the noun.

This means that the numeral bears an index which agrees with the index of the noun. So,
since the numeral and the noun seem to refer to the same entity, namely a set of objects,
whose nature is described by the noun and whose cardinality is determined by the numeral,
it makes sense to assume that these indices (and perhaps even whole content values) are
actually structure-shared.180

This situation, in which a head and its argument share indices seems to be unparalleled; for
example, in (5.469), the head and its argument refer to di�erent entities, so they cannot share
their indices and, accordingly, a (predicative) modi�er may agree only with the head, as shown
in (5.470).

(5.469) ksi¡»ka
book

Chomsky'ego
Chomskygen

`Chomsky's (author/owner) book'

(5.470) Ksi¡»ka
booknom

Chomsky'ego
Chomskygen

byªa
was

gruba
thicknom

/
/
*grubego.
thickgen

`Chomsky's book was thick.'

Interestingly, also constructions such as (5.471), which, as discussed in �5.3.1.3 (cf. p.183), are
similar to numeral phrases in exhibiting the mixed government/agreement characteristics, do
not allow their (predicative) modi�ers to agree in case with the argument, cf. (5.472).

(5.471) a. co±
somethingnom

miªego
nicegen

`something nice'

b. czemu±
somethingdat

miªemu
nicedat

/
/
*miªego
nicegen

`(for/to) something nice'

(5.472) Co±
somethingnom

nieoczekiwanego
unexpectedgen

byªoby
would be

mile
nicely

widziane
seennom

/
/
*widzinego.
seengen

`Something unexpected would be well received.'
180This assumption is perhaps surprising from a semantic point of view; after all, numerals have quanti�-

cational force, so it seems that their content should be of type quant, rather than nom-obj, as assumed
here. However, in Chapter 9 (�9.3; cf. also Przepiórkowski (1998a, 1997c)) we present an HPSG theory of
quanti�cation which builds and crucially improves on Pollard and Yoo (1998) (itself a clear improvement on
the standard (Pollard and Sag, 1994, ch.8) HPSG theory of quanti�cation), and which allows quanti�ers to be
introduced by items with any type of content, including nom-obj.
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This is as expected because adjectives do not share their contents with nouns they modify;
in fact, adopting the analysis of Kasper (1997), all adjectives have content of type psoa, so
an adjective does not have an index in its content at all.

Thus, it seems that numeral phrases are indeed the only phrases in which the head and
an argument share indices (or, perhaps, content values), so this property may be held
responsible for the agreeing patterns they enter. Although this intuition could be explicated in
the Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement principle, we see no particularly good empirical
arguments supporting it, so we remain content with the technically correct, although perhaps
conceptually incomplete, principle (5.468).

5.4.3.3 A Note on an (Im)Possible Alternative

The facts concerning case agreement with numeral phrases, and the resulting analysis pre-
sented above, are so unprecedented as to raise some doubts about the correctness of our
analysis of the structure of Polish numeral phrases in �5.3.1.2; perhaps there is an analysis
which does not necessitate looking at arguments of numeral phrases in order to determine the
case of the modi�er? This is the question we will brie�y consider in this subsection.

Note �rst that the analysis of case agreement above does not crucially depend on our analysis
of numeral phrases as headed by the numeral. If we chose the opposite stance, i.e., numeral
phrases as headed by the nouns, the problem would be exactly the same: the modi�er either
would agree with the genitive head of the phrase, or it would have to look into the phrase in
order to agree with the accusative numeral.

Interestingly, also the (rather wild) analysis of numeral phrases as consistently ambiguous
between the two options, i.e., between being headed by the numeral and being headed by the
noun, is untenable. Such an analysis would assume that, whenever the modi�er occurs in the
accusative case, the numeral phrase is headed by the accusative numeral, and when it occurs in
the genitive, the numeral phrase is headed by the genitive noun. This would nicely account for
all cases of attributive and predicative modi�cation considered so far, but it would be helpless
in case of simultaneous attributive and predicative modi�cation in which one modi�er occurs
in the accusative and the other is genitive. The relevant examples are (5.473), tentatively
considered by Kopci«ska (1997, p.51) as grammatical.181

(5.473) a. ?Leniwe
lazyacc

siedem
sevenacc

kotów
catsgen

byªo
be3rd ;sg ;neut

±pi¡cych.
sleepygen

`Seven lazy cats were sleepy.'

b. ?Leniwych
lazygen

siedem
sevenacc

kotów
catsgen

byªo
be3rd ;sg ;neut

±pi¡ce.
sleepyacc

`Seven lazy cats were sleepy.'

Another example, which to our ears sounds more acceptable than (5.473), is given below:

181Morphosyntactic case markings are ours; recall that Kopci«ska (1997) considers numeral phrases in subject
positions to be nominative, a position we gave strong arguments against in �5.3.1.1.
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(5.474) a. Tych
thesegen

pi¦¢
�veacc

domów
housesgen

zostaªo
Aux3rd ;sg ;neut

zburzone
destroyedacc

wczoraj.
yesterday

`These �ve houses were destroyed yesterday.'

b. Te
theseacc

pi¦¢
�veacc

domów
housesgen

zostaªo
Aux3rd ;sg ;neut

zburzonych
destroyedgen

wczoraj.
yesterday.

`These �ve houses were destroyed yesterday.'

Thus, neither the analysis of numeral phrases as headed by the (non-numeral) noun, nor
the analysis positing a systematic ambiguity between the two structures, can deal with case
agreement between a numeral phrase and its (attributive or predicative) modi�er without
positing agreement with an argument inside such a phrase.182

5.4.3.4 Numeral Phrases and Instrumental Predicates

In this subsection, we will look at distance e�ects on case (non-)agreement in subject control
environments when the subject is a numeral phrase.

We noted above that instrumental is often strongly dispreferred as the case of a predicative
adjective; in particular, it is close to being fully ungrammatical as the case of adjectival
complement of the predicative copula. We also noted that in cases of subject control, the
instrumental gradually improves with increasing distance from the subject; cf. (5.452)�(5.453)
repeated below:

(5.452) a. Jan
Johnnom

jest
is

szcz¦±liwy
happynom

/
/
(?)*szcz¦±liwym.

happyins
`John is happy.'

b. Jan
Johnnom

chce
wants

by¢
beinf

szcz¦±liwy
happynom

/
/
?*szcz¦±liwym.
happyins

`John wants to be happy.'

c. Jan
Johnnom

chce
wants

spróbowa¢
tryinf

by¢
beinf

szcz¦±liwy
happynom

/
/
?szcz¦±liwym.
happyins

`John wants to try to be happy.'

d. Jan
Johnnom

baª
feared

si¦
RM

nawet
even

chcie¢
wantinf

spróbowa¢
tryinf

by¢
beinf

szcz¦sliwy
happynom

/
/
szcz¦±liwym.
happyins

`John was afraid to even want to try to be happy.'

(5.453) a. Jan
Johnnom

wydaje
seems

si¦
RM

szcz¦±liwy
happynom

/
/
?*szcz¦±liwym.
happyins

`John seems happy.'

b. Jan
Johnnom

chce
wants

wydawa¢
seeminf

si¦
RM

szcz¦±liwy
happynom

/
/
?szcz¦±liwym.
happyins

182One more possibility would be to consider numeral phrases as, in some sense, bi-headed, i.e., simultaneously
headed by the numeral and the noun. It is not clear how such an idea could be realized in HPSG, so we leave
this possibility for future research.
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`John wants to seem happy.'

c. Jan
Johnnom

chce
wants

spróbowa¢
tryinf

wydawa¢
seeminf

si¦
RM

?szcz¦±liwy
happynom

/
/
szcz¦±liwym.
happyins

`John wants to try to seem happy.'

d. Jan
Johnnom

baª
feared

si¦
RM

nawet
even

chcie¢
wantinf

spróbowa¢
tryinf

wydawa¢
seeminf

si¦
RM

??szcz¦sliwy
happynom

/
/

szcz¦±liwym.
happyins
`John was afraid to even want to try to seem happy.'

Interestingly, this improvement is much quicker and clearer when the subject is a numeral
phrase:

(5.475) a. Wiele
manyacc

studentek
studentsgen ;pl ;fem

jest
be3rd ;sg ;neut

szcz¦±liwych
happygen

/
/

?szcz¦±liwe
happyacc

/
/

?*szcz¦±liwymi.
happyins

`Many studentsfem are happy.'

b. Wiele
manyacc

studentek
studentsgen ;pl ;fem

chce
want3rd ;sg ;neut

by¢
beinf

szcz¦±liwych
happygen

/
/
??szcz¦±liwe
happyacc

/
/

?szcz¦±liwymi.
happyins
`Many studentsfem want to be happy.'

c. Wiele
manyacc

studentek
studentsgen ;pl ;fem

chce
want3rd ;sg ;neut

spróbowa¢
tryinf

by¢
beinf

?szcz¦±liwych
happygen

/
/

??szcz¦±liwe
happyacc

/
/
szcz¦±liwymi.
happyins

`Many studentsfem want to try to be happy.'

d. Wiele
manyacc

studentek
studentsgen ;pl ;fem

baªo
feared3rd ;sg ;neut

si¦
RM

nawet
even

chcie¢
wantinf

spróbowa¢
tryinf

by¢
beinf

??szcz¦sliwych
happygen

/
/
???szcz¦±liwe

happyacc
/
/
szcz¦±liwymi.
happyins

`Many studentsfem were afraid to even want to try to be happy.'

(5.476) a. Wiele
manyacc

studentek
studentsgen ;pl ;fem

wydaje
seem3rd ;sg ;neut

si¦
RM

szcz¦±liwych
happygen

/
/

?szcz¦±liwe
happyacc

/
/

?szcz¦±liwymi.
happyins
`Many studentsfem seem happy.'

b. Wiele
manyacc

studentek
studentsgen ;pl ;fem

chce
want3rd ;sg ;neut

wydawa¢
seeminf

si¦
RM

?szcz¦±liwych
happygen

/
/

??szcz¦±liwe
happyacc

/
/
szcz¦±liwymi.
happyins
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`Many studentsfem want to seem happy.'

c. Wiele
manyacc

studentek
studentsgen ;pl ;fem

chce
want3rd ;sg ;neut

spróbowa¢
tryinf

wydawa¢
seeminf

si¦
RM

??szcz¦±liwych
happygen

/
/
???szcz¦±liwe

happyacc
/
/
szcz¦±liwymi.
happyins

`Many studentsfem want to try to seem happy.'

d. Wiele
manyacc

studentek
studentsgen ;pl ;fem

baªo
feared3rd ;sg ;neut

si¦
RM

nawet
even

chcie¢
wantinf

spróbowa¢
tryinf

wydawa¢
seeminf

si¦
RM

???szcz¦sliwych
happygen

/
/
???szcz¦±liwe

happyacc
/
/
szcz¦±liwymi.
happyins

`Many studentsfem were afraid to even want to try to seem happy.'

Unlike in case of non-numeral subjects (5.452)�(5.453), the instrumental predicative AP is as
acceptable as the agreeing predicative AP already in cases of just one interevening verb,
as in (5.475b), and in case of wydawa¢ si¦ `seem', even without any intervening verbs,
cf. (5.476a).183 When more subject control verbs intervene between the subject and the
predicative AP, the instrumental case quickly becomes preferable to the agreeing genitive and
accusative cases.

Similar situation occurs when we consider true raising verbs, cf., e.g., (5.477):

(5.477) Wiele
manyacc

studentek
studentsgen ;pl ;fem

wydawaªo
seem3rd ;sg ;neut

si¦
RM

by¢
beinf

miªych
nicegen

/
/
?miªe
niceacc

/
/
(?)miªymi.

niceins
`Many studentsfem seemed to be nice.'

Here, the instrumental is fully acceptable to most speakers we consulted. However, if we
accept the analysis of raising as always involving full structure-sharing of synsems (see the
discussion in �5.4.2.4), then the subject of the copula by¢ is obligatorily structure-shared with
the matrix subject, i.e., the instrumental cannot be explained away by saying that the copula
in (5.477) takes a PRO subject.

Such data refute claims that the copula cannot combine with an instrumental predicative AP;
it can, although it often prefers the case-agreeing predicate. This preference depends on a
number of factors, including the distance between the subject and the predicate, and whether
the subject is numeral or not. In cases like (5.452a) above, involving a non-numeral subject
and no intervening verbs, the nominative case is so strongly preferred that it virtually excludes
the instrumental, while in (5.477) and in (5.475b�d) the instrumental is fully acceptable, and
sometimes even clearly preferred.

5.4.4 Summary of Case Assignment and Predication

In this section, we have dealt with case assignment to and case agreement of predicative
case-bearing phrases.

183There is a slight variation among speakers in judging examples (5.475)�(5.476), but the general tendency
seems to be uniform for all native speakers of Polish.
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Perhaps the most important result of this section is delimiting the domain of the Case Prin-
ciple, i.e., determining which arguments receive their case via assignment, and which through
agreement. Surprisingly, the expectation that it is exactly predicative arguments that receive
case via agreement turned out to be imprecise and we argued instead that case-bearing predi-
cates agree with their subjects only when these subjects are raised to the immediately higher
arg-st. Otherwise, they are assigned case just like other, fully saturated, NPs and APs.
In this respect, the account developed here is empirically superior to accounts linking case
agreement directly to predication (cf., e.g., Yip et al. (1987, �8), Leko (1989, �3.3), and Bratt
(1990, p.11)), but also theoretically superior to those analyses which claim that it is a mat-
ter of idiosyncratic lexical stipulation which dependents of a verb get their case via general
assignment rules, and which through case agreement (as in Müller (1998b,a)).

We also argued that, contrary to common assumptions, syntax should allow case-bearing
predicates to occur in the instrumental case whenever they modify a structural NP, although
in concrete cases this possibility may be severely restricted. Then we investigated the nature
of PRO and suggested that it bears a structural case which is never morphologically realized;
for this reason we called this case caseless. We saw that this assumption leads to a correct
analysis of PRO as being modi�able only by instrumental predicates.

Then we looked into interaction of control and case assignment/agreement, and we saw that
Polish patterns with Icelandic and Ancient Greek in providing evidence for two di�erent
syntactic re�exes of control: object control involves only co-indexing, in line with standard
assumptions about control in HPSG, while subject control involves full structure-sharing of
synsems, as assumed in LFG.

Finally, we turned back to numeral phrases and investigated the unprecedented case behaviour
of modi�ers of such numeral phrases, which may agree either with the numeral phrase or with
its NP argument. This phenomenon, apparently di�cult to analyse within GB, turned out to
be easy to account within HPSG, but required modifying a standard HPSG assumption that
arg-st is present on words only.

Various parts of our analysis of syntactic case in Polish, scattered throughout this and previous
sections, are collected in the concluding section �5.5 below.

5.5 Conclusions

We devoted this rather long Chapter to considerations of various syntactic aspects of case
assignment and case agreement in Polish and saw that the non-con�gurational approach to
case assignment developed in the previous Chapter is directly applicable to these often ill-
behaved facts. In this rather brief section, we collect various parts of the �nal analysis.

First, the �nal case hierarchy for Polish is repeated below:
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(5.421)

snom sacc sgen cless lgen ldat lins lloc

nom acc gen dat ins loc structural lexical

morph-case syn-case

case

lacc

All maximal subtypes of morph-case, i.e., snom, sacc, sgen, (lacc,) lgen, ldat, lins, and lloc,
but crucially not caseless, may appear as case values of full signs:

(5.422)
�

sign

ssj. . . jcase 1

�
! 1 = morph-case

Now, Case Principle for Polish assigns case only to `Complete Functional Complexes',
i.e., to case-bearing elements which, as postulated in the previous Chapter, are [raised �],
but�in addition�whose unrealized subject (if any) is also [raised �]:

(5.381) CFC df

=

2
66664

arg

arg XP

2
4 subj list(

2
4 arg

arg YP
raised �

3
5)
3
5

raised �

3
77775

The �nal version of Case Principle for Polish developed in this Chapter consists of the
following constraints:

(5.423)

2
4 category

head verb:[�n]
arg-st hCFC[case str ]i� 1

3
5! �

arg-st h[case cless ]i� 1
�

(5.424)

2
664

category

head verb[�n]

arg-st hCFC

�
case str
num �

�
i� 1

3
775!

�
arg-st h[case snom]i� 1

�

(5.425)

2
664

category

head verb[�n]

arg-st hCFC

�
case str
num +

�
i� 1

3
775!

�
arg-st h[case sacc]i� 1

�

(5.384)

2
664

category

head

�
verb

neg �

�

arg-st 1nelist�hCFC[case str ]i� 2 list

3
775! �

arg-st 1�h[case sacc]i� 2
�
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(5.385)

2
664

category

head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st 1nelist�hCFC[case str ]i� 2 list

3
775!

�
arg-st 1�h[case sgen]i� 2

�

(5.386)

2
4 category

head prep
arg-st hCFC[case str ]i

3
5! �

arg-st h[case sacc]i
�

This is by no means a complete theory of structural case assignment in Polish: it does not say
anything about ad-nominal arguments, it does not take into consideration partitive arguments
discussed in �5.1.9, and also (5.386) needs to be (trivially) modi�ed to deal with predicative
prepositions, whose arg-st is of length 2. Nevertheless, the version of the Case Principle

for Polish developed in this Chapter is relatively comprehensive as it deals with a variety
of case phenomena in Polish and interacts with other such phenomena.184

Not all case-bearing phrases receive their case via assignment; some receive it via agreement.
We de�ned case agreement in (5.466). . .

(5.466) case-agreement( 1 case, 2 head) $ ( 2 = [case 1 ] _ 2 =
�
arg-st h[case 1 ],. . . i
num +

�
)

. . . suggested in passing a principle of attributive case agreement. . .

(5.467) Attributive Case Agreement:
2
4 head

case 1

modjlocjcatjhead 2 [case 0 ]

3
5! case-agreement( 1, 2)

. . . and developed a principle of predicative case agreement:

(5.468) Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement:
�
valjsubj hXP+

�
head 3 [case 1 ]

�
headjcase 2

�
!

case-agreement( 2, 3) _ ( 1 = str ^ 2 = lins)

Examining the interaction of control and case assignment/agreement, we argued that, in
Polish, subject control into verbal complements is syntactically realized via structure-sharing
of synsems, just like raising, while object control involves only co-indexation. We captured
this observation in Control Principle (5.451), and weakened the Raising Principle for
Polish (without formalizing it).

(5.451) Control Principle (Polish):

(
�
arg-st 0

�
^

member( 2XP 1 , 0) ^
member(YP[verb, subj h 3 1 i], 0)) ! ( 2 = 3 $ 0 = h 2 ,. . . i)

184To the best of our knowledge, it is the most comprehensive formal theory of syntactic case in Polish
proposed in linguistic literature so far.
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(5.444) Raising Principle (Polish):

If an element of a word 's arg-st is not assigned a role in this word 's content,
then its synsem must be structure-shared with the synsem of some element of a
lower arg-st.

Moving to more ephemeral issues, we investigated `long distance Genitive of Negation' and
argued that it is not `long distance' at all, but rather the result of optional raising of arguments
of lower verbs in Polish `Verb Clusters' (control and raising verbal environments) to argument
structures of higher verbs. We discussed a number of ways of formalizing this optional raising,
but did not fully develop any of them, as this task would require a careful investigation of a
number of `clause union' phenomena in Polish and, thus, is outside the scope of this study.
Nevertheless, we argued that verbal negation blocks this optional raising, just as it seems to
block `restructuring' in Italian:

(5.210) No Raising Across Negation:
2
4 head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st h 0 i � 1

3
5! 1 = list(XP�)

Finally, we carefully analysed the structure of Polish numeral phrases, infamous for their
quirky behaviour. We argued that they are headed by numerals, a subtype of nouns, and
that their NP arguments are really their subjects. As such, they pattern with other non-
complement arguments of verbs and nouns in displaying the mixed agreement/government
characteristics.

Further, we compared the behaviour and internal structure of various types of numerals and
argued that, due to various minimal di�erences between these di�erent types of numerals,
any hope for a general syntactic account of this quirky internal structure must be abandoned.
Instead, we developed a lexicalist analysis of Polish numerals which derives this behaviour from
their lexical properties. Thus, partial lexical entries of pi¦¢-type are given in (5.303)�(5.304).

(5.303)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664 head

2
4 noun

case str
num +

3
5

valjsubj hNP[lgen]i

3
775

3
77775

(5.304)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664 head

2
4 noun

case 1 lex
num +

3
5

valjsubj hNP[case 1 ]i

3
775

3
77775

On the other hand, paucal numerals dwa `two', trzy `three' and cztery `four' have lexical
entries such as (5.319), which di�er from (5.304) only minimally, in value of numeral.
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(5.319)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664 head

2
4 noun

case 1

num �

3
5

valjsubj hNP[case 1 ]i

3
775

3
77775

Moreover, virile paucal numerals have the additional option of adhering to (5.303).

Another class of numerals, such as du»o `a lot' and troch¦ `a little', have only the entry (5.303),
while still another, including, e.g., tysi¡c `thousand' and mas¦ `mass', have a lexical entry
which is a simple generalization of (5.303):

(5.333)

2
664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
4 head

�
noun

num +

�

valjsubj hNP[lgen]i

3
5

3
775

Finally, the class of collective numerals displays a pattern between (5.333) and (5.303)�(5.304):

(5.329)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664 head

2
4 noun

case str _ lins
num +

3
5

valjsubj hNP[lgen]i

3
775

3
77775

(5.330)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664 head

2
4 noun

case 1 (lex ^ :lins)
num +

3
5

valjsubj hNP[case 1 ]i

3
775

3
77775

All these numerals, apart from paucal numerals described by (5.319), belong to the syntactic
class of numerals, de�ned as [numeral +], and having the uniform property of bearing the
accusative case in subject position (see clause (5.425)) of the Case Principle). This non-
nominative value of case, on the other hand, triggers the `default' 3rd person singular neuter
form of the �nite verb, in accordance with the Verb Agreement Principle developed
in Czuba and Przepiórkowski (1995):

(5.313)

2
4 word

ssjlocjcat

�
headjvform �n
arg-st :(h[case nom]i� 0 )

�35!
2
4 ssjlocjcatjheadjagr

2
4 person 3rd
gender neut
number sg

3
5
3
5

(5.314)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664
headjvform �n
arg-st h[case nom]2

4 person 1

gender 2

number 3

3
5
i� 0

3
775

3
77775!
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2
4 ssjlocjcatjheadjagr

2
4 person 1

gender 2

number 3

3
5
3
5

This ends the �rst contentful Part of this study, whose aim has been to develop a general,
modular and principled HPSG theory of syntactic case, and to apply it to a variety of case
phenomena in Polish. In the next Part, devoted to investigation of the complement/adjunct
dichotomy, we will return (in due course) to certain loose ends concerning case marking of
adjuncts.
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The Complement/Adjunct Dichotomy
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It is surprising that the adjunct vs. complement dichotomy, one of the most conspicuous
in linguistics, is at the same time one of the least understood. There has never been a
consistent theory of valency allowing one to divide a predicate's dependents into complements
and adjuncts, and yet linguists are eager to build syntactic theories crucially relying on this
dichotomy.

In this Part of our study, we critically examine this standard syntactic understanding of the
complement/adjunct distinction. First, in Chapter 6, we review various ways of understand-
ing the dichotomy at hand found in di�erent linguistic traditions. In Chapter 7, we deal
with probably the best-known, and at the same time most explicit, test for con�gurational
distinction between complements and adjuncts, and show that, since it is based on false as-
sumptions, it cannot do the job it is expected to do. Then, in Chapter 8, we consider various
alleged syntactic re�exes of the dichotomy and show that, at a closer look, none of them can
be observed in Polish. The results of these two Chapters give us the freedom to analyse the
complement/adjunct distinction outside con�gurational syntax; in Chapter 9, we build on ear-
lier HPSG work concerned with modi�cation and provide a formalization of the dichotomy at
hand which places the distinction only at the lexical (or lexico-semantic) level of the grammar.
Finally, in Chapter 10, we adduce important evidence for such an approach to modi�cation
provided by cross-linguistic case assignment facts, and we tie certain loose ends of the previous
Part of this study.
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Chapter 6

Previous Approaches to the
Complement/Adjunct Dichotomy

This Chapter provides an overview of the most popular ways of understanding the comple-
ment/adjunct distinction.1 First, we look at some criteria used within the Valency Grammar
tradition (�6.1), then we take a bird's eye view of the situation in Polish linguistics (�6.2),
and move to a more careful characterization of the dichotomy at hand as construed within the
P&P (Principles and Parameters) framework (�6.3). We also brie�y look at the approaches
to the complement/adjunct dichotomy adopted within LFG (�6.4) and in early HPSG (�6.5),
postponing the discussion of the more recent HPSG approaches to modi�cation, known as
`Adjuncts-as-Complements' approaches, to Chapter 9.

6.1 Complements vs. Adjuncts: Inconsistent Intuitions

It is important to realize that the theory of valency has been �awed ever since its conception.
For example, Tesnière (1959) gives three criteria allegedly distinguishing complements and
adjuncts (here summarised after Vater (1978a, p.22)):

(C1) the morphological-syntactic criterion: complements are noun phrases, adjuncts
are prepositional phrases;

(C2) the semantic criterion: complements express the persons or things participating
in the process in a special way, whereas adjuncts express the time, the place, the
manner, etc. connected with that process;

(C3) the functional criterion: complements, unlike adjuncts, are indispensable to com-
plete the meaning of the verb; hence the number of complements, but not adjuncts,
is limited for every verb.

Not only is the �rst criterion far from linguistic intuitions about complements and adjuncts
(cf. prepositional complements and bare NP adverbials), but actually the three criteria are

1We limit ourselves here to considerations of verbal valency.
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pairwise incompatible.

Let us consider, for example, the last two criteria. There are well known examples of verbs
whose dependents should be classi�ed as complements according to the functional criterion and
as adjuncts according to the semantic criterion, e.g., in Polish and English:2 zachowywa¢ si¦
`behave', le»e¢ `lie, be situated', uj¡¢ `put' (as in ujm¦ to nast¦puj¡co `let me put it this way'),
etc. In all these and more3 cases, the dependents of the verbs at hand are clearly �indispensable
to complete the meaning of the verb� (as well as syntactically obligatory) and they should
be analysed as (functional) complements. On the other hand, since these dependents express
manner (zachowywa¢ si¦, uj¡¢) or place (le»e¢), rather than �expressing the persons or things
participating in the process in a special way,� they are clear cases of (semantic) adjuncts.

These shortcomings of Tesnière's theory have been repeatedly acknowledged within the Va-
lency Grammar tradition and numerous attempts to save it have been proposed. Vater
(1978a,b) surveys various such attempts made within German linguistics and shows that
they are either inherently inconsistent or empirically �awed. Similar conclusion is reached
by Somers (1984) (�valency-boundedness is NOT a simple binary feature of arguments with
respect to the predicate�, p.520), by Sawicki (1988) (�[n]o single criterion for this distinction
has been found yet and it is rather doubtful that it can be found in the future�, p.17) and,
again, by Sadzi«ski (1989) (�[a]lthough attempts [at di�erentiating between complements and
adjuncts] abound, the problem is still not solved satisfactorily�,4 p.48). Reactions to this
theoretical backlash against Tesnière's theory of valency ranged from denying the existence of
the dichotomy (Vater, 1978a,b), through reformulating it as a many-way distinction re�ecting
results of various tests (Somers, 1984) or putting forward a complex (and rather arbitrary)
algorithm based on a cluster of morphological, syntactic and semantic properties (Sawicki,
1988), to reformulating the theory of valency in dynamic context-sensitive (and hence, in
essence, pragmatic) terms (Sadzi«ski, 1989).

Nevertheless, although the morphological-syntactic criterion has fallen into well-deserved dis-
favour among linguists, the other two criteria are behind most intuitions about the comple-
ment/adjunct dichotomy. In fact, we show below that some form of the functional distinction
is accepted almost universally, while the semantic distinction is strong in traditional Polish
linguistics. As we will see below, much confusion around the notions of complement and
adjunct results from an implicit attempt at con�ating these two criteria.

6.2 Polish Linguistics

When Polish grammars make a clear distinction between complements and adjuncts, it usually
closely corresponds to the semantic criterion of Tesnière (1959).5 Thus, Szober (1953, pp.309�
310) describes complements (dopeªnienia) as dependents referring to entities, while adjuncts

2These two criteria do not to converge in other languages either.
3Many other Polish verbs subcategorizing for adverbial phrases are listed in �widzi«ski (1994). Contrary

to the popular belief, such verbs are textually frequent, cf. �widzi«ski (1996) for quantitative characteristics.
4�Der springende Punkt der Valenztheorie ist die Unterscheidung zwischen Aktanten und Angaben. Obwohl

es an entsprechenden Versuchen nicht fehlt, ist das Problem nach wie vor nicht zufriedenstellend gelöst.�
5The `when' part is meaningful here; for example, the 604-page grammar of Polish Benni et al. (1923)

devotes only a very vague half-page to this distinction.
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(okoliczniki) refer to various circumstances in which the actions and states are placed.6;7 Also
Klemensiewicz et al. (1955, p.413) mention that complements refer to a `thing' (przedmiot)
that is characterized by the activity or state referred to by the verb.8 Similar view is expressed,
e.g., in Lehr-Splawi«ski and Kubi«ski (1952, p.166), Klemensiewicz (1968, p.39), Goª¡b et al.
(1968, p.391), Bartnicka-D¡bkowska et al. (1972, pp.193�198), Jodªowski (1976, p.91), B¡k
(1984, p.421), Jaworski (1986, pp.157�162), Nagórko (1996, p.197), Labocha (1996, pp.45,
47), Cz¡stka-Szymon et al. (1996, pp.155, 59), Struty«ski (1997, pp.310, 312).

Four of these sources (Goª¡b et al., 1968; B¡k, 1984; Jaworski, 1986; Nagórko, 1996) show,
however, uneasiness with the pure semantic criterion and apply it only to adjuncts; comple-
ments are characterized either via the functional criterion (B¡k 1984, p.419, Jaworski 1986,
p.157, Nagórko 1996, p.193), or as `governed by the verb' (Goª¡b et al., 1968, p.132), which
results in an inconsistent hybrid criterion, intermediate between the semantic criterion and
the pure functional criterion.9

Finally, the fully-blown functional understanding of the distinction at hand is adopted by
more recent Polish grammars: It is implicit in the notion connotation (konotacja) in Saloni
and �widzi«ski (1985, p.73 and ch.X) (and, earlier, in Saloni 1976) and it is made explicit
in �widzi«ski (1997, p.72).

In summary, the understanding of the complement/adjunct dichotomy accepted in Polish
linguistics almost unanimously is that given by the semantic criterion: complements express
persons or things participating in the action or state expressed by the verb, while adjuncts
express various circumstances of that action or state such as time, place, manner, reason, etc.
An exception to this generalization is the functional approach of Saloni and �widzi«ski. We
will see below that this di�ers from the view inherent in the so-called generative linguistics
(of which GB, LFG and HPSG are exemplars), in which it is the functional criterion that is
generally accepted.

6.3 Principles and Parameters

Although the complement/adjunct dichotomy is supposed to play a central rôle in the Chom-
skyan version of generative linguistics, there is no generally agreed upon classi�cation of kinds
of dependents, nor is there a generally accepted analysis of adjuncts. The following quotes are
typical:

[T]he exact de�nition of the boundary separating the two classes of entities [i.e.,
arguments and adjuncts; A.P.] and the way to integrate the distinction within the

6�Dopeªnieniem lub obiektem nazywamy takie okre±lenie, które wskazuje na przedmiot. . . Okolicznikiem
nazywamy okre±lenia wskazuj¡ce na najrozmaitsze stosunki, w±ród jakich odbywaj¡ si¦ czynno±ci i stany. . . �

7Admittedly, this is a simpli�cation: traditional grammars distinguish between three types of dependents
(okre±lenia): `objects' or `complements' (dopeªnienia), `adverbials' or `circumstantials' (okoliczniki), and `at-
tributes' (przydawki). Since we are interested in verbal dependents only, we ignore here the distinction between
adverbials and attributes, and call them adjuncts.

8�Funkcja dopeªnienia polega na tym, »e wymienia ono w rzeczowniku lub w innej cz¦±ci mowy w roli rzec-
zownika przedmiot, którego dotyczy czynno±¢ lub stan, nazwane w nadrz¦dnym skªadniowo przymiotniku. . . �

9Some of the more recent sources explicitly acknowledge the di�culty of �nding a strict criterion for
distinguishing complements from adjuncts, e.g., Nagórko (1996, p.193) and Pola«ski (1993, p.367).
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theory are still quite controversial.
(Rizzi, 1990, p.72)

It is interesting to note that the notions of �argument� and �non-argument�, al-
though widely used, presently have no commonly-accepted de�nitions. Indeed,
they cannot be given formal de�nitions within the �Principles and Parameters�
theory (Chomsky 1992), which provides only a restricted set of X-bar structural
positions. . .

(Fowler and Yadro�, 1993, p.252, fn.3)

The notion �argument� has an intuitively clear content, though the boundaries of
the concept are not only not agreed upon, but seldom discussed.

(Williams, 1995, p.100)

[W]e still have no good phrase structure theory for such simple matters as attribu-
tive adjectives, relative clauses, and adjuncts of many di�erent types.

(Chomsky, 1995b, p.382, n.22)

Nevertheless, it is taken for granted that some such distinction exists in the syntax and, in
particular, that con�gurational di�erences between arguments and adjuncts explain various
apparent di�erences in their behaviour with respect to, e.g., extraction and case assignment.

In the four subsections below, we will examine the understanding of the dichotomy at hand
o�ered by various textbooks (�6.3.1), see how this distinction was employed in the 1980's ver-
sion of the Government and Binding theory (�6.3.2), look at the ensuing transfer of emphasis
from argumenthood/adjuncthood to referentiality (�6.3.3), and brie�y consider the Minimalist
approach (�6.3.4).

6.3.1 Textbooks

6.3.1.1 Intuitions

Despite various ways of understanding the complement/adjunct dichotomy, works dealing
with or building on this distinction hardly ever make clear which of them is assumed. The
situation is somewhat clearer at the textbook level. The emerging picture is that the intuition
behind the complement/adjunct distinction most often invoked within the P&P framework is
a syntactic version of the functional criterion (cf. (C3) on p.255):

(C30) the syntactic-functional criterion: complements tend to be obligatory, adjuncts
are always optional.

This is made explicit in, e.g., Radford (1988) and Borsley (1991, 1999a), and it is alluded to
in Haegeman (1994):
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Complements tend to be (though are not always) obligatory, whereas Adjuncts are
always optional.

(Radford, 1988, p.236)

[C]omplements tend to be obligatory, whereas adjuncts are always optional.
(Borsley, 1991, p.62)

In the traditional literature on parsing, optional constituents such as the PPs in
(8a) and (9) are called adjuncts.

(Haegeman, 1994, p.40)

Another popular criterion is the co-occurrence restriction:

An important di�erence between complements and adjuncts is that complements
are associated with speci�c lexical heads in a way that adjuncts are not. More
precisely, particular lexical heads co-occur with particular complements, whereas
an adjunct of a particular type is generally possible in any phrase of a particular
kind whatever the head is.

(Borsley, 1991, p.62)10

In the case of a PP Complement, there are severe restrictions on the choice of
P heading the PP; particular Nouns require. . . a PP introduced by a particular
Preposition. . . By contrast the type of PP which functions as an Adjunct can be
used to modify any type of head Noun. . .

(Radford, 1988, p.192)

Other tests, most extensively discussed in Radford (1988), include: relative ordering of comple-
ments and adjuncts (Radford, 1988, pp.177, 235�236, 244, 255), semantic di�erences (Radford,
1988, pp.188, 233), iterability (cf. (C4) on p.267 below and Radford 1988, p.189), coordination
(Radford, 1988, p.190), and postposing and preposing (Radford, 1988, pp.191, 235).

In the interest of brevity, we will not discuss these tests here. It is interesting to note, though,
that none of them appears in Radford (1997). Somewhat surprisingly, Radford (1997) does
not invoke the syntactic-functional criterion (C30) either and, instead, retreats to the more
traditional semantic criterion:11

A traditional distinction is drawn between arguments (which are expressions which
typically denote the participants in the activity or event described by a verb) and
adjuncts (which are expressions providing additional information about the rele-
vant activity/event, e.g. its location, the time at which it took place, the manner
in which it took place, etc.).

(Radford, 1997, p.142)

This seems to be a result of the increased awareness within the Principle and Parameters
theory of the lack of a coherent understanding of the dichotomy at hand.

10See also Borsley (1999a).
11See also Radford (1997, p.325).
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6.3.1.2 Representations

Linguistic textbooks written within the Principles and Parameters tradition present an ex-
ceptionally clear understanding of the complement/adjunct dichotomy in terms of X0-theory
(Chomsky, 1970). According to this view, most fully articulated in Jackendo� (1977), ad-
juncts occupy di�erent con�gurational positions than complements. More speci�cally, within
the general X0-scheme in (6.1), complements are the YPs introduced by the rule (6.1c), while
adjuncts are the YPs in (6.1b):

(6.1) a. X00 ! (YP) X0 (YP = speci�er)

b. X0 ! X0 YP (YP = adjunct)

c. X0 ! X YP* (YP = complement)

In other words, complements are sisters of heads (Xs) and daughters of X0s, adjuncts are sisters
and daughters of X0s, while speci�ers are sisters of X0s and daughters of X00s (Radford 1988,
p.176 and ch.5; Borsley 1991, pp.62�63; Haegeman 1994, pp.91�94; Radford 1997, pp.142�144;
Borsley 1999a).

This con�gurational di�erence between complements and adjuncts is held responsible for a
number of phenomena (see �6.3.2 below). One of them, to be discussed in considerable detail
in Chapter 7, is the so-called do so substitution: it is assumed that do so can substitute
any V0, that is, a verb with all its complements and possibly some adjuncts (Radford 1988,
p.234; Borsley 1991, p.62, from which the examples below are drawn; and Haegeman 1994,
pp.88�92):

(6.2) a. Stefan will wash his socks in the bathroom and Ben will do so in the kitchen.

b. *Stefan will put his socks in the bathroom and Ben will do so in the kitchen.

The grammaticality of (6.2a) and the ungrammaticality of (6.2b) follow from this assumption:
since, according to the X0-theory (6.1), sentences (6.2a)�(6.2b) correspond to the trees (6.3a)�
(6.3b), respectively, wash his socks can be replaced by do so because it constitutes a V0, while
put his socks cannot because it is only a proper part of the smallest V0.

(6.3) a. V0

V0

V

wash

NP

his socks

PP

in the bathroom

b. V0

V

put

NP

his socks

PP

in the bathroom
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Perhaps more crucially, structural di�erences between complements and adjuncts are also the
basis of the GB theory of extraction. This is the issue to which we turn in the next subsection.

6.3.2 Government and Binding in the 1980's

Although the idea that there is some con�gurational distinction between complements and
adjuncts is well entrenched in the P&P framework, there is much controversy about what
exactly the tree-con�gurational position of adjuncts should be. It is rather telling that later
expositions of the X0-theory do not mention adjuncts at all (e.g., Chomsky 1986b, pp.2�4;
Webelhuth 1995b) or are inconsistent in this respect (e.g., Roberts 1997, pp.19, 21, 24, treats
adjuncts (`modi�ers') as speci�ers, but later, pp.200�201, 207, 251, assumes that they are
adjoined to VP). Whatever the assumptions of particular works, the simple picture of �6.3.1.2
is rarely, if ever, respected. For example, Chomsky (1986b) (and earlier Huang (1982)) analyses
adjuncts as generated outside VP, speci�cally, as sisters of I0; Pollock (1989) assumes they are
adjoined to AgrP (`sentence adverbs') or to VP (`VP-adverbs'); and for Rizzi (1990) reason
adverbials are adjoined to TP, while manner adverbials are adjoined to VP.

Nevertheless, whatever the exact position of adjuncts, it is always assumed to be fundamen-
tally di�erent from the position of complements; since Huang (1982), this di�erence is held
responsible for the apparent di�erences in the behaviour of extraction of and from these two
classes of dependents.

Huang (1982) based his analysis on Chomsky's (1981) proposal to account for the long-distance
extraction di�erences between complements and subjects (6.4) via the Empty Category Prin-
ciple (6.5).

(6.4) a. ??Whati did you wonder why I bought i?

b. *Whoi did you wonder why i bought this book?

(6.5) Empty Category Principle (ECP):

An empty category must be properly governed.

(6.6) A properly governs B i� either A lexically/theta governs B or A antecedent governs
B.12

(6.7) A governs B i�, for all maximal projections X, X dominates A i� X dominates B.

(6.8) A lexically governs B i� A is a lexical head and A governs B.

(6.9) A theta governs B i� A assigns �-role to B and A governs B.

(6.10) A antecedent governs B i� A binds B and A governs B.

(6.11) A binds B i� A c-commands B, and A and B are co-indexed.

(6.12) A c-commands B i� A does not dominate B and every branching node dominating
A dominates B.

12The version of the ECP relying on lexical government was formulated in Chomsky (1981), the version
relying on theta government � in Stowell (1981).
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(6.4b) is ungrammatical because it violates ECP: the trace of who is not lexically governed
(because the subject is outside the VP), nor is it antecedent governed (Who, the only element
binding the trace, does not govern it). On the other hand, the trace of the object in (6.4a)
is lexically governed, so it satis�es the ECP; its relatively mild ungrammaticality results from
an independent principle, i.e., Subjacency.

Huang (1982) was the �rst to observe that long-distance adjunct extraction patterns with
subject extraction, not with complement extraction:

(6.13) a. ??Whati did you wonder why I bought i?

b. *Whyi did you wonder what I bought i?

He argues that the contrast in (6.13) follows from ECP just as that in (6.4) does: since
the adjunct is not lexically governed (it is outside the VP; this is where the con�gurational
di�erence between complements and adjuncts plays a crucial rôle), it must be antecedent
governed, but the only binding category is why, which is too far to govern the trace.

Huang (1982) was also the �rst to notice that movement out of adjuncts gives worse results
than movement out of complements. In fact, he assumed that movement out of adjuncts is
always impossible and proposed to account for that via his Condition on Extraction Domain
(note analogy to the ECP in (6.5)):

(6.14) Condition on Extraction Domain (CED):
No constituent may be extracted out of a domain which is not properly governed.

CED was held responsible for contrasts such as (6.15) below:

(6.15) a. Whati was Mary hoping [that Peter would explain i]?

b. *Whati was Mary bothered [because Peter explained i]?

Again, the con�gurational di�erence between complements and adjuncts is crucial here: ex-
tracting what out of the clause that Peter would explain what is possible because, being a
complement in (6.15a), it is properly governed by the verb hoping. On the other hand, the
clause because Peter explained what is an adjunct in (6.15b), i.e., it is outside the VP headed
by bothered and, hence, is not properly governed.

Although, in view of examples (6.16)13 (from Chomsky 1982, Chomsky 1986b, p.66, Cinque
1990, p.101, and Manzini 1992, p.29, respectively) involving apparently grammatical extrac-
tion out of adjuncts, CED cannot be maintained, ECP has long been assumed to be funda-
mentally correct in predicting extraction di�erences between complements and adjuncts. In
the following section we will see that this assumption is unjusti�ed.

13See Cinque (1990, p.101), Pollard and Sag (1994, p.183), Hukari and Levine (1994, p.295) and Bouma
et al. (1999b, �5) for other examples of this kind.
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(6.16) a. Here is the in�uential professori that John went to college [in order to impress
i].

b. He is the person whoi they left [before speaking to i] / [before meeting i].

c. This is the mani John went away [without saying goodbye to i].

d. Whati did Peter leave [after explaining i]?

6.3.3 Complements/Adjuncts and Referentiality

6.3.3.1 Rizzi (1990) and Cinque (1990)

Early 1990's witnessed certain shift of emphasis from complement/adjunct dichotomy-based
accounts of extraction to ones based on referentiality. For example, Rizzi (1990), building on
earlier work by Joseph Aoun and Guglielmo Cinque, says:

[T]he concise characterization of the fundamental generalization that �ts the facts
discussed best is. . . : referential elements are (marginally) extractable from islands,
nonreferential elements are not.

(Rizzi, 1990, p.85)

This conclusion is based on the fact that adverbials and measure phrases (as well as idiom
chunks) which are lexically selected, i.e., which are complements, behave on par with typical
adjuncts with respect to extraction from wh-islands. For example, extraction of the adverbial
complement of behave in (6.17a) is as ungrammatical as extraction of the adjunct in (6.17b),
and, similarly, extraction of the measure phrase in (6.18) gives rise to strong ungrammaticality,
contrary to what the version of ECP given above predicts.

(6.17) a. *Howi do you wonder with whomj to behave i j?

b. *Howi do you wonder which problemj John could solve j i?

(6.18) ?/*What did John wonder how to weigh?

(Subjacency-kind ungrammaticality on the agentive reading, strong ungrammatical-
ity on the measure reading.)

Rizzi (1990) argues that what distinguishes the adverbial complement of behave and the mea-
sure complement of weigh (as well as idiom chunks) from typical complements is that they
are non-referential, with the notion of referentiality left at the intuitive level:

Whatever precise de�nition of �referential� we will end up adopting, it is intuitively
plausible that compositional complements should turn out to be referential in a
sense in which nominal parts of idioms. . . are not; similarly, it makes intuitive sense
to say that the direct object of agentive weigh and the comitative complement of
behave are referential whereas the measure phrase selected by stative weigh and
the manner adverbial selected by behave are not. . .

(Rizzi, 1990, p.85)
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Rizzi (1990) then moves on to characterize referential expressions (arguments) as being
assigned a referential �-role, as opposed to non-referential complements, assigned a non-
referential �-role (quasi-arguments):14

Some selected elements refer to participants in the event described by the verb
(John, apples, books, etc.); other selected elements do not refer to participants
but rather qualify the event (compositionally (measure, manner, etc.) or idiosyn-
cratically (idiom chunks)). This split corresponds, in essence, to Chomsky's (1981,
p. 325) distinction between arguments (referential expressions potentially referring
to participants in the event) and quasi-arguments (expressions that receive a �-role
but do not refer to a participant, such as the subject of atmospheric predicates
and the nominal parts of idioms.

(Rizzi, 1990, p.86)

The third class of dependents are non-arguments, i.e., adjuncts.

This notion of referentiality is re�ned in Cinque (1990), who says that:

only those [phrases] can be long Wh-Moved that are used strictly referentially �
in other words, that refer to speci�c members of a preestablished set. This char-
acterization recalls Pesetsky's (1987) important notion of D(iscourse)-linking. . .

(Cinque, 1990, p.8)

and further notes that:

[a] phenomenon that discriminates between referential and nonreferential phrases
is coreference.

(Cinque, 1990, p.8)

Now the facts in (6.17)�(6.18) are predicted once the `lexical/theta government' disjunct in
the de�nition of proper government (6.6) is replaced by `referential theta-marking':15 both
(6.17a) and (6.17b) involve long-distance extraction of an element which is not referentially
theta marked (in case of (6.17b) it is not theta marked at all). Similarly, since only the agentive
weigh assigns referential �-role to its complement, the facts in (6.18) are predicted. Also the
data in (6.13) are taken care of: the complement of bought is referentially theta marked and,
hence, can long wh-move (modulo Subjacency), while the adjunct why is not theta marked at
all, and, hence, cannot be extracted over a wh-island.

6.3.3.2 Critique

Note that, although the account brie�y presented above shifts emphasis from the comple-
ment/adjunct dichotomy to referentiality, it still implicitly assumes the relevance of this di-
chotomy to extraction: since it is only complements that receive a �-role, it is only a subset of

14Note the similarity to the semantic criterion (C2) on p.255; it is interesting that the semantic criterion,
dominant in traditional Polish linguistics, was rediscovered within GB on the basis of extraction facts.

15Rizzi (1990) and Cinque (1990) go much further than that in reformulating ECP, but this does not matter
for the discussion below.
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them that receive a referential �-role. This means that adjuncts are, by a �at, non-referential.
This, however, is a very controversial result.

Consider the Italian examples (6.19) (Rizzi, 1990, p.91):

(6.19) a. ?Con che chiave non ti ricordi che porta abbiamo aperto?

`With what key don't you remember which door we opened?'

b. ?In che negozio non ti ricordi che cosa abbiamo comprato?

`In what shop don't you remember what we bought?'

c. ??A che ora non ti ricordi che cosa abbiamo detto?

`At what time don't you remember what we said?'

d. *In che modo non ti ricordi che cosa abbiamo detto?

`In what way don't you remember what we said?'

e. *Per che ragione non ti ricordi che cosa abbiamo detto?

`For what reason don't you remember what we said?'

As (6.19d�e) show, long-distance extraction of in che modo `in what way' and per che ragione
`for what reason' is ungrammatical, as predicted by the fact that they are adjuncts and,
hence, not referentially theta marked. However, the relative acceptability of (6.19a) is rather
surprising: if the instrumental phrase con che chiave is an adjunct, as the functional criterion
would predict, its extraction should lead to strong ungrammaticality similar to that of (6.19d�
e). For this reason, Rizzi (1990) is forced to classify instrumental dependents as optional
complements assigned a referential �-role.

This decision could perhaps be defended: instrumental phrases are classi�ed as complements in
those theories which rely on the so-called iterability criterion when distinguishing complements
from adjuncts; see, e.g., the discussion of LFG in �6.4 below. Examples (6.19b�c) involving
locative and temporal phrases are, however, irreconcilable with any understanding of the
complement/adjunct dichotomy: such phrases are considered typical adjuncts by all criteria
(C1)�(C3) considered so far, as well as by the iterability criterion (C4) below (on p.267).
And yet, as the judgements in (6.19b�c) show, they behave as typical referential complements
with respect to long-distance extraction.16 Hence, within Rizzi's (1990) system, locative and
temporal phrases must be classi�ed as complements, a move Rizzi (1990) explicitly makes
(p.91) at the cost of violating all intuitions behind the complement/adjunct dichotomy.

This result seems to be rather symptomatic of the general confusion concerning the dichotomy
at hand within linguistics in general, and within the P&P framework in particular. It is
interesting that even Rizzi (1990) seems to be of two minds as to the nature of the two
classes of dependents distinguished by the extraction facts. For example, the troublesome
complements of verbs such as behave and weigh are occasionally called complements (e.g.,
pp.77�78), and at other times adjuncts (e.g., pp.4 and 16). It is actually only in an endnote
that Rizzi (1990) clearly states that the referential-nonreferential distinction may override the
standard complement/adjunct dichotomy:

16Similar facts hold also of English; cf., e.g., Bolinger (1978), cited by Lasnik and Saito (1992, p.188, n.19).
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Notice incidentally that the observed behavior of wh movement of predicates pro-
vides further evidence that the argument/adjunct distinction is not an accurate
characterization of the relevant empirical generalization, as genuine adjuncts pat-
tern with elements as diverse as lexically selected adverbials and measure phrases,
idiomatic direct objects, speci�ers of the direct object, and predicates. Again, the
referential-nonreferential distinction appears to be closer to empirical adequacy.

(Rizzi, 1990, n.17, p.130)

Finally, Rizzi's (1990) arguments notwithstanding, researchers working on extraction and
locality within the P&P framework have been by and large unwilling to give up the account
in terms of the complement/adjunct distinction. The following citation is rather typical:17

Let's look at each kind of movement in turn, distinguishing adjunct wh-movement
from argument wh-movement (I'll revert to refering to the two kinds of wh-
movement in this way, even though Rizzi argues that this is not really correct. . . ).

(Roberts, 1997, p.246)

In summary, the data discussed by Rizzi (1990) clearly show that the extraction facts do not
re�ect the complement/adjunct dichotomy, and seem to rely on the referential-nonreferential
distinction instead.18 We will see in �10.2.2.3 that this distinction seems to be also behind
syntactic case assignment facts in Polish.

6.3.4 The Minimalist Program

The confusion about the status of complements vs. adjuncts present in GB continues in the
so-called Minimalist Program (MP; Chomsky 1995c). In fact, there seems to be even less
agreement on this issue here, probably due to the lack of stability of this theory and its highly
programmatory character.19

For example, the introduction textbook to the Minimalist Program Radford (1997) does not
mention adjuncts in the chapter on syntactic structures (ch.3), which presents X0-theory.
Moreover, although adjuncts are introduced later (pp.143 and 371) in the standard X0-theoretic
way as sisters and daughters of X0-level categories (cf. (6.1) above), they are treated in other
places of the book as speci�ers (e.g., pp.223 and 231) or as adjoined to a maximal projection
(e.g., pp.422 and 435�439), essentially without a comment.

The same indecision can be observed in source Minimalist texts. Chomsky (1995a) says on
p.402 that �speci�ers are distinct in properties from adjuncts,� but then seems to retract
from this position on pp.420�423, where he analyses often as a VP speci�er. This analysis,
as well as some problems that it brings about, are repeated in Chomsky (1995b, p.329�332)

17This is not surprising given that Rizzi himself reverts to the complement/adjunct distinction when speaking
about the extraction facts in his later work, e.g., Rizzi (1994, pp.364�365).

18See also Kuno and Takami (1997) for arguments against Rizzi's (1990, 1994) account of Negative Islands
in terms of the complement/adjunct (or referential/nonreferential) distinction.

19See in this connection the critique of MP in Johnson and Lappin (1997). Pullum (1996) includes the
critique of the Chomsky (1993) version of MP from the point of view of sociology of science. Many of the
points made in these two articles are also implicit in Sternefeld (1998).
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and concluded with the sincere �I leave such questions without any useful comment.� MP's
loss with respect to the status of adjuncts in the grammatical theory is also re�ected in the
following passage, repeated from p.258 above.

[W]e still have no good phrase structure theory for such simple matters as attribu-
tive adjectives, relative clauses, and adjuncts of many di�erent types.

(Chomsky, 1995b, p.382, n.22)

In summary, it seems that the Minimalist Program does not have anything interesting to say
about adjuncts, and we will have nothing interesting to say about MP in the rest of this study.

6.4 LFG

6.4.1 Intuitions

In LFG, unlike in the P&P framework, the complement/adjunct distinction is based on the
iterability criterion, given in (C4).

(C4) the iterability criterion: two or more instances of the same adjunct type can
combine with the same head, but this is impossible for complements.20

This position is made clear, e.g., in Bresnan (1982c, p.164):

In contrast to the grammatical functions which are assigned to predicate argu-
ments, multiple locative, temporal, and manner adjuncts can occur in a single
clause:

(51) Fred deftly [Manner] handed a toy to the baby by reaching behind his back
[Manner] over lunch [Temp] at noon [Temp] in a restaurant [Loc] last sunday
[Temp] in Back Bay [Loc] without interrupting the discussion [Manner].

Note that the classi�cation based on (C4) di�ers from that based on the functional crite-
rion (C3). For example, as discussed in Bresnan (1982c, p.165), (C3) predicts that instrumen-
tal phrases are arguments; as (6.21) shows, they cannot be iterated:

(6.20) John escaped from prison with dynamite.

`John used dynamite to escape from prison.'

(6.21) *John escaped from prison with dynamite with a machine gun.

`John used dynamite and machine gun to escape from prison.'

20This formulation of the iterability criterion is taken from Pollard and Sag (1987, p.136).
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This result is clearly at odds with the functional criterion (C3): the instrumental phrase with
dynamite is clearly not �indispensable to complete the meaning of the verb.�

It is less clear whether the iterability criterion (C4) is consistent with the semantic crite-
rion (C2): this depends on whether the instrumental phrase is considered to �participate in
the process is a special way,� or not.

It should be mentioned that although, within LFG, the iterability criterion is the most promi-
nent test for distinguishing complements and adjuncts (as we will see below, it is built-in into
LFG representations), a reference to the syntactic-functional criterion (C30) is also sometimes
made. For example, Simpson (1991, 298�.): �adjuncts are optional. . . [a]rguments are usually
obligatory. . . � We will not deal with the issue of compatibility of these two criteria here.

6.4.2 Representations

In contradistinction to transformational approaches, LFG has never made a con�gurational
distinction between complements and adjuncts. Kaplan and Bresnan (1982, pp.214�216) are
quite explicit on this point: they assume that adjuncts are con�gurational sisters to other
non-subject dependents, in accordance with rules such as (6.22) below (their (85); cf. Kaplan
and Bresnan 1982, p.217 for extensions).

(6.22) VP ! V NP NP PP*
(" obj) = # (" obj2) = # # 2 (" adjuncts)

The same con�gurational non-distinction between complements and adjuncts is assumed in
other LFG work, e.g., Neidle (1982, p.406), Simpson (1991, pp.222�.) and Bresnan (1995,
ch.5).

The level of representation at which adjuncts di�er from other dependents is the level of
grammatical functions, i.e., f-structure. For example, the f-structure representation of the
sentence (6.23) is (6.24).

(6.23) A girl handed the baby a toy on Tuesday in the morning.
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(6.24)
2
66666666666666666666666664

subj

2
64
spec a

num sg

pred girl

3
75

tense past

pred `handh(" subj)(" obj2)(" obj)i'

obj

2
64
spec the

num sg

pred `baby'

3
75

obj2

2
64
spec a

num sg

pred `toy'

3
75

adjuncts
n
�on Tuesday�, �in the morning�

o

3
77777777777777777777777775

In (6.24), f-structures corresponding to adjuncts are represented as members (in (6.24), ab-
breviated to �on Tuesday� and �in the morning�) of the set-valued attribute adjuncts. This
distinguishes them from arguments such as the subject (subj) and the objects (direct, obj,
and indirect, obj2): the values of arguments are single f-structures rather than sets of f-
structures. This, together with the Uniqueness Principle (6.25) (cf. Kaplan and Bresnan
1982, p.181) ensures that in any given f-structure, there may be at most one value for each
argument, but there might be in principle any number of adjuncts, also of the same type, in
accordance with the iterability criterion (C4).

(6.25) Uniqueness
In a given f-structure, a particular attribute may have at most one value.

Another consequence of this representation of adjuncts is that �since there is no notation
for. . . referring to particular members of that set, there is no way that adjuncts can be restricted
by lexical schemata associated with the predicate� (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982, p.216), i.e.,
a lexical item cannot encode restrictions on what kinds of adjuncts it may occur with. In
other words, while subj, obj, obj2, etc. represent selected arguments, adjuncts are not
selected.21

In summary, the approach to the complement/adjunct dichotomy adopted within LFG di�ers
considerably from that of the transformational P&P framework. The main criterion for distin-
guishing complements and adjuncts is the iterability criterion (C4), hard-wired into functional
representations: the value of adjuncts is a set of f-structures, values of other grammatical
functions are single f-structures. Unlike P&P, LFG does not posit any con�gurational distinc-
tion between complements and adjuncts. Thus, in essence, the distinction at hand is treated
as a lexico-semantic dichotomy.

21See also Simpson (1991, p.299).
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6.5 HPSG

�In HPSG theory, as in linguistic theory at large, the analysis of adjuncts is at a very primitive
stage� (Pollard and Sag, 1987, p.158). This statement is much less true today than it was
in mid-1980's. As we will see below and in Chapter 9, there has been considerably more
discussion on the nature of the complement/adjunct distinction within HPSG than within
any other linguistic framework. In the three subsections below we will examine the treatment
of adjuncts in Pollard and Sag (1987), in Pollard and Sag (1994), and in Kasper (1994),
which combines the best features of the previous two. We will defer discussion of the so-called
`Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach to the dichotomy at hand to Chapter 9.

6.5.1 Pollard and Sag (1987)

6.5.1.1 Intuitions

Although there is no generally accepted precise criterion for distinguishing complements and
adjuncts in HPSG, Pollard and Sag (1987) assume, in accordance with the syntactic-functional
criterion (C30), that adjuncts are always optional:

[O]ptional complements must be distinguished from other optional constituents,
known as adjuncts or modi�ers, whose relationship to the head is of a di�erent
syntactic and semantic nature.

(Pollard and Sag, 1987, p.134)

Pollard and Sag (1987, pp.135�139) give also a number of other �rough-and-ready syntactic and
semantic diagnostics which usually serve to make the distinction,� among them the iterability
criterion (C4) (cf. p.267 above). The importance of this criterion is con�rmed on p.158:

[W]hile a complement daughter discharges, or cancels, the subcategorization re-
quirement that it matches, an adjunct does not: for a given head there can be at
most one PP[on] complement or at most one VP[BSE] xcomp, but there can be
arbitrarily many relative clauses or locative adjuncts.

(Pollard and Sag, 1987, p.158)

Another property of adjuncts allegedly distinguishing them from complements is what Pollard
and Sag (1987) call constancy of semantic contribution:

In general, a given adjunct can occur with a relatively broad range of heads while
seeming to make a more-or-less uniform contribution of semantic content across
that range. A given optional complement, by contrast, is typically limited in its
distribution to co-occurrence with a small. . . class of heads. . . ; in addition, the
semantic contribution of the complement is idiosyncratically dependent upon the
head.

(Pollard and Sag, 1987, p.136)
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The serious shortcoming of this test is that it seems to treat the notion adjunct in absolute
terms, while other criteria speak of adjuncts of a head. For example, according to the functional
and syntactic-functional criteria, the obligatory non-subject dependents of verbs such as behave
(as in behave well), live (as in live in Tübingen), etc. are complements of these verbs, while
the diagnostic above predicts that they are adjuncts: both manner adverbials and locative
adverbials �occur with a relatively broad range of heads� and both have �more-or-less uniform
contribution of semantic content across that range,� the range including verbs behave (in case
of manner adverbials) and live (in case of locative adverbials).

Other diagnostics cited in Pollard and Sag (1987) are:

� order-dependence of content : �the contribution of adjuncts to semantic content can de-
pend upon their relative order in a way which does not apply to optional complements�;

� relative order : �[i]n English, at least some adjuncts tend to be ordered after comple-
ments�;

� possibility of internal gaps: �at least some adjuncts appear to generally disallow unbound
internal traces. . . �

As acknowledged by Pollard and Sag (1987, pp.135�139), these tests seem to be much less
robust than the criteria discussed above, so we will ignore them below.

In summary, the main criteria for the complement/adjunct distinction adopted in Pollard and
Sag (1987) are the syntactic-functional criterion (C30) and the iterability criterion (C4). Thus,
the intuitions behind the dichotomy at hand adopted in early HPSG seem to be rather close
to those in LFG.

6.5.1.2 Representations

Also Pollard and Sag's (1987) representation of the complement/adjunct dichotomy is prima
facie similar to that assumed within LFG, but only very super�cially so: Pollard and Sag
(1987) assume a set-valued feature adjuncts, like in LFG. The rôle of this feature is, however,
very di�erent from the role of its LFG cognate: it is speci�ed within lexical entries of words
and it encodes information about possible adjuncts of these words, rather than the information
about the actual adjuncts that the given head combines with, as in LFG.

More speci�cally, Pollard and Sag (1987, p.161) assume that adjuncts is a head attribute
whose value is a set of syntax structures. For example, one of the elements of adjuncts
of a common noun is relclause, i.e., the syntax value of relative clauses. In addition,
head-complement structures bear a new attribute, adj-dtrs, with sets of signs as its possible
values.22

Now, whenever an adjunct combines with a head, its syntax value must be identi�ed with
an element of the head's adjuncts. Formally, this is required by the following principle:

22This is actually one of the alternative representations considered by Pollard and Sag (1987, pp.161�168).
They do not commit themselves to any of those, so we chose one that is most similar in spirit to the current
HPSG approaches to the complement/adjunct dichotomy; cf. Chapter 9.
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(6.26) Adjuncts Principle:

constituent structure !
�
head-dtrjsynjlocjheadjadjuncts 1

adj-dtrs 2

�

Condition: 8x 2 2 9y 2 1 such that the syntax of x is equal to y.

It is interesting to note that LFG and the Pollard and Sag (1987) version of HPSG employ
feature adjuncts to opposite tasks. In LFG, there is no way of referring to particular
members of sets, so having set-valued adjuncts ensures that lexical items cannot select
adjuncts (cf. discussion below (6.25) on p.269). In Pollard and Sag's (1987) HPSG, on the
other hand, the feature adjuncts is supposed to encode selectional restrictions on adjuncts
imposed by the head. In other words, according to the analysis sketched above, it is heads
that select adjuncts rather than the other way round.

Another important feature of this analysis is that adjuncts may be sisters of complements:
nothing in the account of Pollard and Sag (1987) prevents the schemata responsible for syn-
tactic realization of complements (their Rules 1 and 2) from having a non-empty adjuncts

value.23 Pollard and Sag (1987, p.165) motivate this trait of their account with example (6.27):

(6.27) Sandy proved to her class yesterday that the Axiom of In�nity is inconsistent.

In (6.27), the adjuncts to her class and yesterday occur between the head verb proved and
its clausal complement that the Axiom of In�nity is inconsistent. On the assumptions that 1)
complements are sisters to their heads, and that 2) phrases cannot be discontinuous, assump-
tions that Pollard and Sag (1987) make, (6.27) can be accounted for only if the adjuncts are
realized as sisters of the head verb, too.

In summary, on Pollard and Sag's (1987) approach, heads select adjuncts, which may be real-
ized as sisters to complements, as schematically illustrated in (6.28). We will see in Chapter 9
that these features of that analysis are also present (in a modi�ed form) in current HPSG
approaches to the dichotomy at hand.

(6.28) Head (phrase)

Subject Head (phrase)

Head (word) Comp1. . . Compn1 Adjunct1. . . Adjunctsn2

6.5.2 Pollard and Sag (1994)

Pollard and Sag (1994, pp.55�57) retract their analysis in Pollard and Sag (1987) and treat
adjuncts as selecting their heads, both semantically and syntactically. Technically, substantive

23In fact, adjuncts are allowed as sisters to subjects, too; this feature of Pollard and Sag's (1987) analysis
does not seem to be intended.
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heads are assumed to be speci�ed for the feature mod, whose values may be either synsem or
none (Pollard and Sag, 1994, pp.396�398). Adjuncts are simply signs with a synsem-valued
. . . jheadjmod; it is this feature that encodes an adjunct's selectional speci�cation. Pollard
and Sag (1994, p.55) give the following example of a (partial) lexical entry for the attributive
adjective red, which selects an almost saturated nominal phrase:24

(6.29)
2
6666666666664

word

synsemjloc

2
66666666664

cat

2
66664
head

2
664

adj

mod N0:

�
index 1

restr 2

�

prd �

3
775

subcat h i

3
77775

cont

2
4 index 1

restr

��
reln red
arg 1

��
[ 2

3
5

3
77777777775

3
7777777777775

Now, an adjunct and a head that it selects combine via the ID schema below. . .

(6.30) Schema 5:

a phrase with dtrs value of sort head-adjunct-structure, such that the mod value of
the adjunct daughter is token-identical to the synsem value of the head daughter.

. . . where head-adjunct-structure is a subsort of the head-structure with the following feature
declarations (Pollard and Sag, 1994, p.399):

(6.31) head-adjunct-structure:

2
4 head-dtr phrase
adjunct-dtr phrase
comp-dtrs elist

3
5

There are a number of points to make about Schema 5 and the feature declarations (6.31).
First, Schema 5 ensures that the head meets selectional restrictions imposed by the adjunct:
the head's synsem value must be structure-shared with the adjunct's mod value. Second,
according to (6.31), adjuncts modify only phrases, not words; this is because head-dtr in
head-adjunct-structure is speci�ed as phrase. Since phrases are saturated or almost saturated
signs, i.e., signs whose subcat list is of length at most one (or, in more contemporary terms,
whose comps list is empty), adjuncts must attached higher in the syntactic tree than comple-
ments, and may be attached higher than the subject (depending on the adjunct's mod value).
Finally, since the value of adjunct-dtr is a single phrase (rather than a list of phrases),
adjuncts can be combined with heads one by one. This leads to syntactic con�gurations
schematically illustrated in (6.32).

24`N0: 0 ' abbreviates

2
4 loc

2
4 cat

�
head noun
subcat hDetPi

�

cont 0

3
5
3
5.
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(6.32) Head (phrase)

. . .

Head (phrase)

Head (phrase)

Subject Head (phrase)

. . .

Head (phrase)

Head (phrase)

Head (word) Comp1. . . Compn1

Adjunct1

. . .

Adjunctn2

Adjunctn2+1

. . .

Adjunctn3

Note that on the approach of Pollard and Sag (1994), adjuncts can no longer be sisters of
complements, nor are they in any sense selected by heads. This drastic change with respect to
Pollard and Sag (1987) was caused by the fact that the analysis of Pollard and Sag (1987) �has
resisted extension to a satisfactory account of how adjuncts contribute their content to the
content of the phrases they occur in� (Pollard and Sag, 1994, p.55). On the other hand, on the
approach sketched here and on the assumption that the content of the phrase is token-identical
with the content of the adjunct, as guaranteed by the Semantics Principle given below
in (6.33), this does not seem to be a problem: the kind of contribution an adjunct makes to
the phrase it occurs in is speci�ed in the adjunct's content, as illustrated in the case of the
adjective red above (cf. (6.29)).

(6.33) Semantics Principle (Pollard and Sag, 1994, p.56):

In a headed phrase, the content value is token-identical to that of the adjunct
daughter if the dtrs value is of sort head-adjunct-structure, and with that of the
head daughter otherwise.

6.5.3 Kasper (1994)

Pollard and Sag (1987, 1994) tacitly assume that adjuncts may be sisters to complements only
if they are selected by heads, just as complements are. Pollard and Sag (1987) decide in favour
of both issues, i.e., adjuncts may be sisters to complements and they are selected by heads,
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while Pollard and Sag (1994) decide against them: adjuncts cannot be sisters to complements
and they are not selected by heads. However, what seems to be required is that adjuncts be
sisters to complements (for word order reasons; cf. (6.27) above) without being selected by
heads (they should select heads, for reasons of semantic composition).

Kasper (1994) shows that this can be done, i.e., that the two issues apparently con�ated
by Pollard and Sag (1987, 1994) are actually orthogonal. Together with Pollard and Sag
(1987), Kasper (1994) assumes that head-complement-structures bear, in addition to head-
dtr and comp-dtrs, a list-valued attribute adj(unct)-dtrs. Together with Pollard and Sag
(1994), he assumes that adjuncts syntactically select heads via feature mod.

The main problem for such an analysis is how to get the semantics of the modi�ed phrase
right. On the approach of Pollard and Sag (1994), the content of the phrase is token-identical
to that of the adjunct, if present, and to that of the head, otherwise; see the Semantics
Principle (6.33) above. However, on the approach of Kasper (1994), there may be many
adjuncts present within a single phrase, and they may additionally enter into scoping relations.
Thus, in order to simulate the e�ect of the Semantics Principle, the adjunct with the
narrowest scope should semantically modify the head, the adjunct with the next wider scope
should take the content of that adjunct as its semantic argument, etc., with the widest-scoping
adjunct providing the content of the whole phrase. This, in turn, leads to a syntax-semantics
mismatch: although syntactically adjuncts always modify the head, semantically, they modify
the adjunct with minimally narrower scope (or the head, if there is no such adjunct).

For this reason, Kasper (1994) splits mod values into a syntactic part, syn, representing the
category description of the head, and a semantic part, sem, encompassing both content and
context of the modi�ed element:

(6.34) mod :

2
664
syn cat

sem

2
4 local

cont content
ctxt context

3
5

3
775

Now, the principle that adjuncts syntactically select the head can be speci�ed as follows:

(6.35) Adjunct Syntax Principle (Kasper, 1994, p.58):

In a head-complement structure the modjsyn value of each adjunct daughter (if any)
is token-identical with the cat value of the head daughter.

On the other hand, the e�ect of Pollard and Sag's (1994) Semantics Principle is simulated
by the somewhat more complicated principle below:

(6.36) Semantics Principle (Kasper, 1994, pp.55 and 58):
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In a head-complement structure,

a. if adj-dtrs is an empty list, then the content value is token-identical to that
of the head daughter,

b. otherwise,

� the content value is token-identical to that of the �rst element of adj-
dtrs, and

� the modjsem value of the last adjunct on adj-dtrs is token-identical with
the local value of the head daughter, and the modjsem of every other
adjunct on adj-dtrs is token-identical with the local value of the next
adjunct on adj-dtrs.

For reasons of brevity, we cannot further explicate Kasper's (1994) account in detail;
see Kasper (1994) for discussion and for application of this analysis to a variety of adjunct
types. One important thing to note about this analysis, though, is that, just as in Pollard and
Sag (1987), adjuncts are sisters to complements in a particular sense: they are present within
the same head-complement-structures as complements, but they are placed on a di�erent list,
i.e., on adj-dtrs, while complements are placed on comp-dtrs. Thus, to the extent that
values of dtrs represent con�gurational information in HPSG, Kasper (1994) (and Pollard
and Sag (1987)) preserves con�gurational distinction between complements and adjuncts.

In summary, the analysis of Kasper (1994) successfully combines the most desirable features of
the analyses of Pollard and Sag (1987, 1994): it allows adjuncts to be `sisters' of complements
and, at the same time, it gets the semantics right.

6.6 Complements vs. Adjuncts: Summary

6.6.1 Intuitions

In this Chapter, we looked at various ways of understanding and representing the comple-
ment/adjunct dichotomy within various theories. We singled out four most popular relatively
pre-theoretical criteria for distinguishing these two classes of dependents:

(C2) the semantic criterion: complements express the persons or things participating
in the process in a special way, whereas adjuncts express the time, the place, the
manner, etc. connected with that process;

(C3) the functional criterion: complements, unlike adjuncts, are indispensable to com-
plete the meaning of the verb; hence the number of complements, but not adjuncts,
is limited for every verb;

(C30) the syntactic-functional criterion: complements tend to be obligatory, adjuncts
are always optional;

(C4) the iterability criterion: two or more instances of the same adjunct type can
combine with the same head, but this is impossible for complements.
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Of these four criteria, the syntactic-functional semi-criterion (C30), together with its stronger,
even if somewhat vaguer version (C3), seems to be the most popular one: it is cited in linguistic
textbooks cross-theoretically (Lyons (1976), Radford (1988), Büntig (1989), Borsley (1991,
1999a), Haegeman (1994)), in dictionaries (Buÿmann (1990), Trask (1993), Pola«ski (1993),
Crystal (1997)), and in some more recent Polish grammars (B¡k (1984), Saloni and �widzi«ski
(1985), Nagórko (1996), �widzi«ski (1997)). It is also the most prominent criterion in explicit
discussions of verbal valency (Vater (1978a), Pollard and Sag (1987), Sawicki (1988)).

Another popular test is the iterability criterion (C4): it seems to be the principal criterion in
LFG, but it is also acknowledged within HPSG.

Finally, the semantic criterion (C2), is the basis for the complement/adjunct distinction in
traditional Polish linguistics, but it was also re-discovered within the GB framework in the
late 1980's / early 1990's.

6.6.2 Representations

As far as representations of this dichotomy are concerned, there are two opposite tendencies
in linguistic literature. Within Principles and Parameters, it is believed that there is a funda-
mental tree-con�gurational di�erence between the way complements and adjuncts are realized:
the former are often assumed to be sisters to heads, while the latter are realized higher in the
tree. On the other hand, within LFG, adjuncts are tree-con�gurationally non-distinguishable
from complements; both are assumed to be typically sisters to heads in c-structures. The
di�erence between these two classes of dependents is represented in f-structures; adjuncts, but
not complements, are members of the head's adjuncts value. Interestingly, to the best of
our knowledge, these positions are adopted within P&P and LFG, essentially without any
comparison with other position.

HPSG is perhaps exceptional among linguistic theories in that it takes the issue of the comple-
ment/adjunct dichotomy seriously and considers various ways of representing the distinction:
the solution adopted by Pollard and Sag (1994) patterns with P&P in assuming a clear-cut
con�gurational distinction between complements and adjuncts, while Pollard and Sag (1987)
and Kasper (1994) are closer to LFG in positing that adjuncts are sisters to complements.25

In Chapter 9, we will consider (and further develop) even stronger proposals for treating
adjuncts syntactically on a par with complements.

6.6.3 Conclusions

Before concluding this Chapter, let us note that the vagueness of the criteria above (espe-
cially, (C2) and (C3)), as well as the brevity of this Chapter re�ect the state of our knowledge
about the dichotomy at hand. It is rather curious that large parts of linguistics theories,
especially those within the P&P framework, rest heavily on such ill-understood notions as

25On the other hand, unlike in LFG, there is still a weak con�gurational distinction between complements
and adjuncts on the analysis advocated by Pollard and Sag (1987) and Kasper (1994): the former are realized
on the comp-dtrs attribute, while the latter on adj-dtrs.
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complement and adjunct. We hope that the subsequent Chapters will shed some light on this
murky territory.

The next two Chapters are devoted to refuting the claim that the complement/adjunct di-
chotomy must be represented tree-con�gurationally: in Chapter 7, we deal with what seems
to be the most convincing argument for such a con�gurational distinction, the so-called do so
substitution test, while in Chapter 8 we examine a range of phenomena claimed to re�ect the
con�gurational distinction in one way or another, and show that none of them actually re�ects
the complement/adjunct dichotomy in the language which is the main empirical basis of this
study, i.e., in Polish. The main result of these two Chapters is that the tree-con�gurational
representation of the complement/adjunct distinction is unmotivated.

Further, in Chapter 9, we discuss approaches to modi�cation which do not assume a con�g-
urational complement/adjunct distinction, choose and explicitly formalize one of them, and
show that this formalization correctly interacts with an HPSG theory of quanti�cation.

Finally, in Chapter 10, we adduce additional arguments (from case assignment) for this ap-
proach to modi�cation and slightly revise our analysis of case assignment in Polish developed
in the previous Part.



Chapter 7

Do So

This Chapter is devoted to a critical examination of perhaps the best known argument for the
con�gurational di�erence between complements and adjuncts: the so-called do so substitution
test. We will present the test in �7.1, and discuss how do so relates to the `deep' vs. `surface'
anaphora distinction in �7.2. In �7.3, we will provide what we view as conclusive arguments
against con�gurational interpretation of this test.1 Finally, we summarize the results of this
Chapter in �7.4 and list sources of attested examples in �7.5.

7.1 The Do So Test

The gist of the do so test is the assumption that, in terms of GB, �do so derives its inter-
pretation from a preceding V0,� according to one textbook exposition (Borsley, 1991). This
immediately explains the unacceptability of the b. sentences below, as opposed to the gram-
matical a. sentences.

(7.1) a. Jörg drank wine yesterday and I'll do so today.

b. *Stefan drank beer yesterday and I'll do so wine today.

(7.2) a. Anke makes her tea in the kitchen, while Petra does so in the o�ce.

b. *Anke put her tea in the kitchen, while Petra did so in the o�ce.

On the assumptions that 1) the minimal V0 consists of the lexical V and all its complements,
and that 2) each adjunct adds its own V0 layer, (7.1a) is acceptable because do so refers to
the meaning of the V0 drank wine (minus tense), while (7.1b) is unacceptable because for it to
be interpretable, do so would have to refer to the meaning of drank, which does not constitute
a V0 (drank beer does). Similarly, in (7.2a), do so refers to the V0 make her tea, while (7.2b)
is ungrammatical because there is no V0 put her tea: the minimal V0 contains both the direct
object and the directional PP.

1The most direct arguments against the standard (con�gurational or surface) understanding of the do so
test can be found in �7.3.3.3.
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This test, �rst introduced in Lako� and Ross (1966, 1976), quickly gained prominence: lin-
guists readily used it to show that certain dependents are / are not adjuncts, cf. e.g. Zwicky
(1970, p.334), Andrews (1971a, p.250), Kuno (1973, p.366), Silva (1975, p.346), Grosu (1975,
p.644), Jackendo� (1977), Kefer (1979, p.430), van Oirsouw (1981, p.555), Gazdar et al. (1982,
pp.602�603), Somers (1984), and it soon made it to linguistic textbooks, e.g., Baker (1978,
�11.2), Radford (1988, pp.234�235), Borsley (1991, pp.62�63)2 and Haegeman (1994, p.88).
Some recent uses of this test include: Zagona (1988, pp.33�34), Bresnan (1994, p.83), Mac-
farland (1995, pp.104�105), Verspoor (1997, pp.64�65), Baxter (1999b, �2.2.1).

However, to the best of our knowledge, the hypothesis that the do so substitution facts are
best interpreted con�gurationally has never been substantiated or critically evaluated in the
literature.3 In fact, the `test' has been �awed ever since its conception, witness Lako� and
Ross's (1976) claim that �do so replaces all of the constituents of the verb phrase and only
these� (p.105), that is, in more contemporary terms, that do so refers to the meaning of the
minimal V0 only, thus excluding examples of the kind in (7.3).

(7.3) Jörg drank wine yesterday and I did so too.

Moreover, Lako� and Ross (1976, p.110) admit themselves that �the material we have discussed
above is suggestive of the correctness of our claim, but there are many puzzling constructions
with do so that we do not yet understand and that we have not included in this paper.� From
this perspective, the career of `the con�gurational do so test' is an interesting sociolinguistic
phenomenon that begs an explanation. We show below (�7.3) that the con�gurational import
of the do so test cannot be maintained. Instead, we argue that do so anaphora is a conceptual4

phenomenon, i.e., essentially a deep anaphor. Before we can do that, though, we brie�y
examine the discussion on `deep' vs. `surface' anaphora found in the literature (�7.2).

7.2 Do So and the Deep vs. Surface Anaphora Distinction

7.2.1 Deep vs. Surface Anaphora: A Short History

7.2.1.1 Hankamer and Sag (1976)

The distinction between `deep' and `surface' anaphora dates back to Hankamer and Sag (1976),
who notice that certain (intersentential) anaphoric processes must be `syntactically (grammat-
ically) controlled', while others may be `pragmatically controlled' (cf. also Sag (1976) and Sag
and Hankamer (1977)). This is illustrated with the following examples (Hankamer and Sag,
1976, p.392):5

(7.4) [Hankamer attempts to stu� a 9-inch ball through a 6-inch hoop]
Sag: # It's not clear that you'll be able to.

2The do so test disappears from Borsley (1999a), though.
3See, however, Miller (1990, 1992), discussed in �7.3.1 below.
4In this Chapter, we use the term `conceptual' roughly in the sense of Jackendo� (1983, 1990, 1997), i.e., we

do not make a distinction here between semantic, pragmatic and cognitive levels of linguistic representation.
5The cross-hatch (#) indicates that the sentence is incompatible with the context.
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(7.5) [Same context]
Sag: It's not clear that you'll be able to do it.

As (7.4) shows, VP Ellipsis (VPE, called VP Deletion by Hankamer and Sag (1976)) does not
allow purely pragmatic control (i.e., it is `surface' anaphora), while, as evidenced by (7.5), do
it does allow it (it is an instance of `deep' anaphora).

Hankamer and Sag (1976) move on to show that this is not just an accidental property of a
class of anaphors, but it correlates with many other properties.

Structural Identity Hankamer and Sag (1976) show that in case of surface anaphora, the
syntactic form of the antecedent must be parallel to that of the anaphor. For example, the
active surface anaphor cannot refer to a passive antecedent, cf. (7.6a)�(7.7a) from Hankamer
and Sag (1976, p.413). On the other hand, in case of deep anaphora, the antecedent (if
syntactically present at all) does not have to be parallel to the anaphor, cf. (7.6b)�(7.7b).

(7.6) Nobody else would take the oats down the bin,

a. so Bill did.

b. so Bill did it.

(7.7) The oats had to be taken down to the bin,

a. *so Bill did.

b. so Bill did it.

Missing Antecedents Deep anaphora, but not surface anaphora, exhibits the `missing
antecedent' phenomenon (Hankamer and Sag, 1976, pp.403�406):6

(7.8) I've never ridden a camel, but Ivan has, and he says it stank horribly.

(7.9) *Jack didn't cut Betty with a knife � Bill did it, it was rusty.

As Hankamer and Sag (1976) note (after Grinder and Postal (1971)), it is prima facie unex-
pected that it in the surface anaphora (VPE) example (7.8) �nds an antecedent; there is no
such antecedent possible in (7.10) below.

(7.10) *I've never ridden a camel, and it stank horribly.

On the other hand, the deep do it anaphora example (7.9) conforms to expectations: the
pronoun it cannot �nd an antecedent in this sentence.

6The patient reader will excuse us for example (7.9). It comes from Bresnan (1971), i.e., it had been
constructed before violence and sexism in linguistic examples became an issue.
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Consistent/Contradictory Ambiguities Consider (7.11) below (Hankamer and Sag,
1976, p.420):

(7.11) I wanted to prove that the cardinality of the set was greater than it was,

a. but I couldn't. (sensible/contradictory)

b. but I couldn't do it. (sensible)

The initial part of (7.11) is ambiguous between the sensible reading, in which the set was of
particular cardinality but the speaker wanted to prove that its cardinality was greater, and
the contradictory reading, in which the speaker wanted to prove an obvious contradiction.
Now, Hankamer and Sag (1976) note that surface anaphors preserve this ambiguity, as in the
case of VPE (7.11a), but deep anaphors can refer only to `coherent' meanings, as is the case
with do it (7.11b).

The Analysis On the basis of observations such as above, Hankamer and Sag (1976) argue
for a `mixed' theory of anaphora: they analyse a class of anaphoric processes (including do
it, and also sentential it-anaphora, nominal one-anaphora and Null Complement Anaphora)
as pragmatically controlled (they do not have much to say about this class), and another
class (including VPE, but also Sluicing, Stripping and Gapping) as syntactically controlled.
The latter class is said to involve the transformational operation of deletion under syntactic
identity, a stance which enables Hankamer and Sag (1976) to derive the correlations mentioned
above.7 On the other hand, the interpretation of deep anaphors makes �reference to either the
deep syntactic structure of sentences in the discourse. . . or nonlinguistic elements present in
the context of utterance� (Sag and Hankamer, 1984, p.327).

It should be noted that this analysis is modi�ed in Sag (1976, 1979). On this modi�cation, the
necessary condition for deletion is not syntactic identity, but rather identity (`redundancy')
of logical forms.8 This, however, does not endanger the `syntactic parallelism' condition on
surface anaphora. As Sag (1979, p.160) puts it, �the requirement that antecedent and anaphor
be parallel in form (in the case of surface anaphora) is accounted for indirectly. The syntactic
identity condition is eliminated. But, since logical forms in general correspond point by
point to shallow syntactic structures, it will in general be the case that whenever a deletion
[i.e., surface; A.P.] anaphor arises, it is sanctioned by virtue of its logical language, which is
redundant in the context of some other logical entity. . . That logical entity in turn is the
logical analogue. . . of a syntactic entity. . . of the same general shape as the deletion target.�

7.2.1.2 The Debate

Schachter (1977) vs. Hankamer (1978) A wrinkle in Hankamer and Sag's (1976) anal-
ysis, acknowledged in their fn.19, is the existence of examples such as (7.12)�(7.13) below, in
which apparently the surface anaphor (VPE) is used deictically.

7The main argument for this is analysis comes from the `missing antecedent' phenomenon, although they
provide also other arguments, more speci�c to particular kinds of anaphors. See their article for details.

8Similar idea was independently developed by Williams (1977a).
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(7.12) [Hankamer brandishes cleaver, advances on Sag]
Sag: Don't! My God, please don't.

(7.13) [An acquaintance has dyed his hair green.]
You didn't!

In view of the fact that such deixis is possible only with non-declarative illocutionary force,
Hankamer and Sag (1976) are forced to restrict their theory to declarative sentences.

Schachter (1977) capitalizes on such examples and claims that there is really no surface/deep
anaphora distinction. On his account, the ability of an anaphor to refer to pragmatic entities
correlates with the range of possible referents of the anaphor. For example, since the referential
range of do it is narrower than that of VPE (as illustrated by the contrast (7.14)�(7.15)), it
is easier to �nd a pragmatic antecedent for do it than for VPE.

(7.14) a. *John expects to get �red, but I doubt that he'll do it.

b. ?John expects to get a raise, but I doubt that he'll do it.

c. John expects to get a job, but I doubt that he'll do it.

(7.15) a. John expects to get �red, but I doubt that he will.

b. John expects to get a raise, but I doubt that he will.

c. John expects to get a job, but I doubt that he will.

On this account, examples with non-declarative illocutionary force in which VPE can refer
to pragmatic entities (as in (7.12)�(7.13) above) are explained on the assumption that the
illocutionary force helps delimit the number of possible pragmatic antecedents.

Hankamer (1978) takes issue with such an account based on �the high recoverability of the
meaning of the anaphor.� He gives examples in which the recoverability of the meaning of the
VPE is the same as in Schachter's (1977) examples, but which are nevertheless infelicitous:9

(7.16) [John tries to kiss Mary. She says:]

a. John, you mustn't.

b. *John, are you aware that no one else has?

(7.17) [John hands Mary the expensive present he has bought for her. She says:]

a. Oh, John, you shouldn't have.

b. John, that's very nice. *My other boyfriends never do.

Hankamer (1978) goes on to suggest that not only is the number of apparent VPE expressions
allowing a pragmatic controller small, but that they are actually stated in the lexicon. Thus,
expressions such as don't, do, you wouldn't, may I, shall we, etc. are listed in the lexicon just
as, e.g., How do you do? is.

9Examples a. are Schachter's, b. � Hankamer's.
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Williams (1977b) vs. Sag (1979) This is the more interesting part of the deep vs. surface
anaphora debate.

Williams (1977b) rejects Hankamer and Sag's (1976) dichotomy between deep and surface
anaphora on the grounds that, contrary to their claims, the distinction between syntactically
and pragmatically controllable anaphors does not correlate with their behaviour with respect
to missing antecedents and to the possibility of the consistent vs. contradictory ambiguity.
(Williams (1977b) does not touch the problem of the structural identity correlation.) Addi-
tionally, Williams (1977b) claims that the possibility of pragmatic control boils down to the
categorial status of the anaphor: pronouns �dominated by NP (he, one, it, and the missing N
in such NPs as John's )� can be pragmatically controlled, those which are not (e.g., miss-
ing VPs, so, such) cannot. This is additionally illustrated with the contrast between nearly
synonymous same thing and likewise in (7.18):

(7.18) [A and B are watching C do something di�cult. A says:]

a. I can do the same thing.

b. #I can do likewise.

As far as missing antecedents are concerned, Sag (1979, p.155) is �prepared to accept Williams's
conclusion, though not for the reason he gives.� He also agrees with Williams's (1977b)
objection to the claim that deep anaphors can refer only to coherent meanings (they do not
have contradictory meanings).

Sag (1979) defends, however, what he now sees as the main evidence for Hankamer and
Sag's (1976) mixed theory of anaphora, i.e., that �the class of anaphoric processes that require
grammatical control is precisely the class that requires super�cial identity between antecedent
and anaphor� (Sag, 1979, p.153).

Moreover, Sag (1979, p.159) claims further evidence for the deep/surface dichotomy: �in order
to provide an adequate account of the full range of possible interpretations for sentences con-
taining deep anaphors, one must allow further operations on logical forms.� This is illustrated
with the contrast between (7.19) and (7.20): in the latter case (deep anaphora do it), but not
in the former (surface anaphora VPE), a further (abstraction) mechanism is available.

(7.19) *Sandy will hit Leslie with a wrench, and Pat will (to) Lee.

(7.20) Sandy will hit Leslie with a wrench and Pat will do it to Lee.

Sag (1979) also refutes Williams's (1977b) claim that only anaphors immediately dominated
by NP can be pragmatically controlled, providing inter alia examples such as (7.21)�(7.23).

(7.21) [Sandy brings in a copy of Linguistic Inquiry ]
Leslie: You're gonna read that journal?!

(7.22) [I point to newsreel of pre-World War I Germany, and say. . . ]
I wish I had lived then.

(7.23) [I shake my head wildly and say. . . ]
He shook his head thus.
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Summary The changes to the deep/surface anaphora theory of Hankamer and Sag (1976)
made as the result of the debate in the literature are summarized below:

� The claim that the `missing antecedent' phenomenon correlates with the dichotomy was
dropped.

� The claim that the availability of consistent/contradictory ambiguity re�ects the di-
chotomy was also dropped.

� The `structural identity' correlation was maintained, and another correlation was added,
namely, deep anaphors allow a wider range of operations on logical forms than surface
anaphors (see below).

Also the independence of deep/surface anaphora from the syntactic category of the anaphor
(or the node immediately dominating it) was maintained.

7.2.1.3 Sag and Hankamer (1984)

The aim of Sag and Hankamer (1984) is to put their theory of deep/surface anaphora10 into
the broader context of discourse processing.

They assume a model of discourse in which there are two representations of discourse in
the mind of the comprehender: a discourse model and a propositional representation. The
discourse model represents the whole discourse, i.e., it has the `long-term' characteristics. On
the other hand, the propositional representation is a logical representation (but close to the
surface syntax) of the immediately preceding discourse (hence, `short term' characteristics).

In this model, surface anaphora is analysed in terms of the propositional representations in
a way similar to the account of Sag (1976), but allowing indexicals to be interpreted directly
in the discourse model. On the other hand, deep anaphora is analysed in terms of reference
to some object in the model of the discourse, regardless of origin of this object (syntactic vs.
contextual). Both anaphoric processes are assumed to proceed simultaneously.

Among the consequences of this set of assumptions are the following (Sag and Hankamer,
1984, p.339):

� Because the structural units of propositional representation correspond to surface syn-
tactic units, there is parallelism of structures in case of surface anaphora.

� Surface anaphora cannot be used deictically because propositional representation re�ects
only what has just been uttered, and not the world around.

� Surface anaphora, but not deep anaphora, is subject to a short-term recency e�ect.

Note that the �rst two points are just reiteration of what seems to be the core of Hankamer
and Sag's theory of deep/surface anaphora: partitioning all anaphors into those that can be

10They call surface and deep anaphora ellipsis and model-interpretive anaphora, respectively. We will (to-
gether with the rest of the literature) continue using their original terms.
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pragmatically controlled and those that cannot gives exactly the same partition as dividing
them according to whether their antecedents have to be syntactically parallel. This correlation
is the only one that is constant in all the work by Hankamer and Sag on anaphora.11 For this
reason, it will become the focus of our inquiry into the surface/deep status of do so in �7.3.

7.2.1.4 Chao (1987) and Hardt (1993)

There is very little explicit work on the deep/surface anaphora distinction after Sag and
Hankamer (1984), but at least two works should be mentioned, Chao (1987) and Hardt (1993),
which show that the picture is not as clear as one would wish.12

Chao (1987) Chao (1987) distinguishes two major classes of elliptical constructions. The
�rst (H� anaphors), including Gapping and Stripping, involves elliptical clauses containing a
head's arguments but not the head itself (Chao, 1987, ch.1):

(7.24) Gapping
John likes movies, and [Bill concerts].

(7.25) Stripping

a. John gave chocolates to Mary, and [Fred ] too.

b. John gave chocolates to Mary, and [ �owers ] too.

c. John gave chocolates to Mary, but [not to Je�].

The second class (H+ anaphors) includes VPE, Sluicing, Null Arguments, Null Complement
Anaphora and do it anaphora.

Chao (1987) argues that the H� class must be strictly syntactically interpreted, while the �H+

constructions are pronominal in nature, and their properties can be shown to follow from the
fact that pronominals may be interpreted in the syntax. . . , or in the discourse representation�
(Chao, 1987, pp.11�12). Among the di�erences between the two classes he mentions the
following:

� The missing material in H� ellipsis �can be characterized in terms of discontinuous strings
of constituents,� while the missing material in H+ must always be de�ned as a single
syntactic constituent � VP in the case of VP Ellipsis, S0 and NP for NCA, S for Sluicing,
it in the case of do it anaphora� (p.106).

� �H+ ellipses are not subject to the parallelism and boundedness imposed on H� con-
structions� (p.107).

11Also the `missing antecedents' phenomenon is mentioned in all of Hankamer and Sag (1976), Sag (1976,
1979) and Sag and Hankamer (1984), although only Hankamer and Sag (1976) claim its high relevance. Other
sources are rather noncommittal.

12In this connection, see also Kehler (1995, �5.2).
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� �H+ elliptical-clauses may precede (but not command) their presumed antecedent
clauses, and may be contained within them� (p.107); this is not the case with H� elliptical
clauses.

Note that Chao (1987) e�ectively moves the borderline between Hankamer and Sag's (1976)
deep and surface anaphora. In fact, he notes that the two distinctions (i.e., deep/surface
and H+/H�) are largely overlapping, with VPE and Sluicing being the main cases where these
distinctions diverge. As a result, Chao (1987, �4.3) strives to show that both VPE and Sluicing
should really be analysed as deep anaphora.

First of all, Chao (1987, �4.3.1) argues that syntactic parallelism does not distinguish VPE
from deep Null Complement Anaphora ((7.26a�c) are Sag and Hankamer's (1984), (7.26d�f)
are Chao's (1987)):13

(7.26) The children asked to be squirted with the hose,

a. so they were. (VPE, surface)

b. *so we did. (VPE, surface)

c. so we did it. (do it, deep)

d.(*)but we refused. (NCA, deep)

e. (*)so we tried (but it didn't work very well). (NCA, deep)

f. (*)but we wouldn't. (VPE, surface)

Chao (1987) notes that the speakers' intuitions with respect to (7.26) are not uniform: many
speakers �nd (7.26b) quite acceptable, and those speakers �nd (7.26d�f) also �ne.

Moreover,14 Chao (1987, p.121) notes that �[e]ven if VPE favors interpretations involving
linguistically introduced antecedents, it is indisputable that VPE allows these antecedents to
be nonbounded,� in the sense that they do not have to conform to strict locality constraints
imposed on H� anaphora (compare the `recency e�ect' discussed by Sag and Hankamer (1984)).
He provides the following example:

(7.27) Italian authorities apparently �gured that the lure of a lot of cash might [VP1 tempt
Liceo Gelli to [VP2 show his face in Europe, where they could [VP3 get their hands
him]]]. Last week, in any case, it did [VP1 ], he did [VP2 ], and they did [VP3

]. (NYT Sept 19, 1982)

Hardt (1993) More arguments for the pragmatic control of VPE are provided by Hardt
(1993). In particular, he gives many examples demonstrating nonparallelism between the
ellipsis and the antecedent. Some of his examples involving nominal antecedents are given
below (Hardt, 1993, �2.11.3):

13We will concentrate on VPE here. See Chao (1987, �4.3) for arguments for the deep anaphora status of
Sluicing.

14As far as VPE's ability to be pragmatically controlled is concerned, Chao (1987, �4.3.2) considers examples
similar to those provided by Schachter (1977) but, in view of Hankamer's (1978) reply to Schachter, he is
noncommittal about their relevance.
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(7.28) David Begelman is a great laugher, and when he does, his eyes crinkle at you the
way Lagy Brett's did in The Sun Also Rises. (p.90, You'll Never Eat Lunch in This
Town Again, Julia Philips)

(7.29) We should suggest to her that she o�cially appoint us as a committee and invite
faculty participation. They won't, of course. . .

(7.30) Meanwhile, they sense a drop in visitors to the city. Those who do, they say, are
not taking cabs. (Chicago Tribune, 2/6/92)

Furthermore, Hardt (1993) provides examples of active/passive mismatches, which, although
predicted ungrammatical on Hankamer and Sag's (1976) account, are fully acceptable.15

(7.31) This information could have been released by Gorbachov, but he chose not to. (Daniel
Schorr, NPT 10/17/92)

(7.32) Business needs to be developed di�erently than we have in the past. (5/24/91 NPT
�Morning Edition� interview)

(7.33) A lot of this material can be presented in a fairly informal and accessible fashion,
and often I do. (Chomsky, 1982, p.41)

(7.34) HARRY they �red, although it was TOM who should have been.

On the basis of these, and other observations mentioned in �7.3.2.3, Hardt (1993) concludes
that an elliptical VP is a proform, i.e., it has no internal structure and its meaning is recovered
by essentially pragmatic (discourse-oriented) conditions.16

Summary In summary, Chao (1987) and Hardt (1993) reanalyse VPE (and Sluicing) as
deep anaphora (leaving Stripping and Gapping as core cases of surface anaphora). The former
shows that such properties as whether the elliptical clause contains a head (in the relevant
sense), whether the missing material is a single constituent (rather than a discontinuous string
of constituents), boundedness, etc. classify VPE (and Sluicing) together with deep anaphora,
and also suggests that the surface parallelism judgements are not as clear as Hankamer and
Sag's (1976) theory would predict. The latter adduces other nonparallelism arguments for this
stance and analyses VPE by means of discourse properties.

In the next section we will see how do so anaphora �ts into the surface/deep dichotomy
discussed above.

7.2.2 Do So as Surface Anaphora

Hankamer and Sag (1976) show that do so cannot be pragmatically controlled and, hence,
analyse it as a case of surface anaphora (Hankamer and Sag, 1976, �4.2).

15Some such examples can be found as early as in Kaplan (1976, pp.264�265), but, as far as we can see, they
were unnoticed or ignored at that time.

16Hardt (1993, �2.5) also refutes Chao's (1987) claim that some cases of VPE involve syntactic reconstruction.
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(7.35) [Hankamer again attempting to pass 1200 ball through 600 hoop]
Sag: #I don't think you can do so.

They also try to show that do so (or so in general) behaves like a deep anaphor in all other
respects (cf. �7.2.1.1). Thus, the example (7.36) shows that so may contain the missing
antecedent, (7.37) shows that do so preserves the consistent/contradictory ambiguity, and
(7.38) illustrates the surface parallelism requirement.

(7.36) I didn't ride a camel, but Ivan must have done so, and now our o�ce is infested with
its �eas.

(7.37) We expected John to claim that the earth is larger than it is, and he did so.

(7.38) a. Nobody else would take the oats down to the bin, so Sam did so.

b. *The oats had to be taken down to the bin, so Sam did so.

As we saw in �7.2.1.2, Williams (1977b) takes issue with Hankamer and Sag's (1976) theory;
in fact, he puts some emphasis on the so facts. In particular, he shows that in contexts in
which so allows missing antecedents, also other anaphors, which Hankamer and Sag (1976)
would have to classify as deep (something along those lines, something like that), do.

(7.39) Ivan, have you ever ridden a camel?
I believe you might say so / something along those lines / something like that ; at
least, I sat on its back while it walked.

Moreover, Williams (1977b) notes that in some contexts, so does not preserve the sensi-
ble/contradictory ambiguity:

(7.40) John said that Bill was taller than he was, but Mary didn't say so. (sensible)

Nevertheless, since Sag (1979) and Sag and Hankamer (1984) drop `missing antecedents'
and `sensible/contradictory ambiguities' as tests for deep/surface anaphora, and since they
emphasize the syntactic parallelism correlation (which Williams (1977b) does not discuss),
Williams's (1977b) criticism does not conclusively refute the status of do so (or so in general)
as a surface anaphor. In fact, both Sag (1979) and Sag and Hankamer (1984) capitalize on
surface parallelism (7.38) and reiterate their position on do so as surface anaphora. For this
reason, when refuting the surface status of do so in �7.3, we will concentrate on syntactic
parallelism.

Before we conclude this section we should mention that Chao (1987, pp.131�132,175) considers
do so as `discourse oriented' (i.e., deep) anaphora, contra Hankamer and Sag (1976) and Sag
and Hankamer (1984), but in accordance with the main claim of �7.3. For him, this is a
necessary conclusion from 1) classifying all anaphors as H+/H� according to whether they
contain the head (in the relevant sense), and 2) claiming that H+ anaphors are essentially the
deep anaphors. Unfortunately, Chao (1987) does not provide independent arguments for this
position.
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7.3 Against the Do So Test

In this section, we will provide conclusive arguments against the do so substitution as a test for
con�gurational distinction between complements and adjuncts. First, in �7.3.1, we will recall
arguments from Miller (1990, 1992) against the do so test, and then, in ��7.3.2�7.3.3, we will
adduce extensive arguments for the stance that, adopting Hankamer and Sag's (1976) division
of anaphoric processes into `deep' and `surface', do so must be analysed as deep anaphora. In
particular, we will �rst (�7.3.2) show that cases of nonparallelism involving do so can easily
be constructed and found in corpora (if one only makes a serious attempt at doing so!); and,
second (�7.3.3), we will argue that interpreting do so involves nontrivial pragmatic inferences.
Since the do so test makes sense as an argument for the con�gurational understanding of the
complement/adjunct dichotomy only on the treatment of do so as a surface anaphor, this will
provide a strong argument against the test.

7.3.1 Miller (1990, 1992)

The basis of the do so test is the claim that what do so refers to is the meaning of a V0,
i.e., minimally, the meaning of the a verb together with all its arguments. Miller (1990, 1992)
shows that this does not have to be the case. Consider examples (7.41)�(7.43) below (Miller,
1992, pp.96�97).

(7.41) John kicked Mary and Peter did so to Ann.

(7.42) John spoke to Mary and Peter did so to Ann.

(7.43) John spoke to Mary and Peter did so with Ann.

In all these examples, what did so refers to is the meaning of the verb, and not the meaning
of the V0. If the latter were the case, did so could not be modi�ed by with/to Ann.

Miller (1990, 1992) notes that �the relevant factor for acceptability of a PP complement after do
so, do it, do that, is not whether or not the corresponding complement of the antecedent verb
is within the VP [V0] of the antecedent, but whether or not the PP complement is acceptable
as a complement for main verb do with a thematic role compatible with that which the
corresponding complement of the antecedent verb has with respect to the antecedent verb�
(Miller, 1992, p.96). This claim is supported by the following examples in which the thematic
role of the PP dependent of did so is incompatible with the thematic role of the complement
of the antecedent verb. In all of (7.44)�(7.46) this results in the deterioration of acceptability.

(7.44) ??John kicked Mary and Peter did so for Ann.

(7.45) ??John spoke to Mary and Peter did so for Ann.

(7.46) ??John went to Rome and Peter did so to Rome.

Note that although the acceptability of examples such as (7.41)�(7.43) seems su�cient to
pronounce the demise of the do so test, it could still be resurrected by analysing do so as
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surface anaphora, adopting the replacement of the syntactic identity condition for deletion
by the identity of logical forms (close to the syntax) proposed by Sag (1976, 1979), and
allowing an exceptional operation of abstraction driven by information structure (similar to
that postulated by Akmajian (1973), but, say, in the spirit of Webber (1979)).17 In the ensuing
sections, we will endeavour to show that this syntactic view on do so cannot be reasonably
maintained.

7.3.2 Nonparallelism of Do So

Recall (�7.2.1) that syntactic parallelism turned out to be the core characteristic of the surface
anaphora, which, apart from the unavailability of deixis, distinguishes it from deep anaphora.
In this section, we will see that do so readily permits surface nonparallelism.18

7.3.2.1 Passive Antecedents

Examples of active/passive mismatches involving do so anaphora abound. We �rst present
examples found in various nooks and crannies of linguistic literature, and then adduce numer-
ous specimens from corpora, WWW sites, and other sources. Before we do that, though, we
should apologize to the patient reader for the number of examples involving active/passive
mismatch that we reproduce here. It has been said that �extraordinary claims require extraor-
dinary proofs.� Since the belief in the syntactic nature of do so substitution is so strongly
entrenched in the linguistic lore, we feel obliged to show that the arguments for the contrary
stance are not based on rare or exceptional data.

Examples Found in the Literature The �rst to note the possibility of active/passive
mismatches was, as far as we know, Bouton (1969). He claims that examples such as (7.47)�
(7.48) are acceptable for some English speakers (who he calls `passivists'):

(7.47) Mary was
�
contacted
telephoned
insulted

�
by the same man in Boston who had done so in New York.

(7.48) Because the issue had been discussed so thoroughly in our committee that afternoon,
we were asked not to waste time doing so again that night.

Kaplan (1976, p.250) provides (7.49) (inter alia), which, he claims, is (almost) fully acceptable
for almost anybody. Note that (7.49) is similar to (7.47).19

(7.49) Mary was contacted last night by the same man who had done so before.

17See �7.3.3.1 below on such exceptional operations on logical form.
18This was independently pointed out also by Kehler (1995, �5.2.4) and Kehler and Ward (1995).
19Kaplan (1976, p.221) also rejects Bouton's (1969) claim that there exist two dialects: one for which (7.47)�

(7.48) are fully acceptable, and another one, for which they are totally unacceptable. For him all these sentences
are acceptable to varying degrees.
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Dalrymple et al. (1991) provide a nonprocedural analysis of interpretive possibilities of ellipsis
which presupposes �nding the logical formula for the source of ellipsis. Dalrymple et al. (1991)
do not deal with this issue themselves but mention that this may be a nontrivial task and
give, inter alia, the following examples of active/passive mismatches:

(7.50) The formalisms are thus more aptly referred to as information- or constraint-based
rather than uni�cation-based, and we will do so here. (Shieber, 1989, p.2)
do so = refer to the formalisms as. . .

(7.51) It is possible that this result can be derived from some independent principle, but I
know of no theory that does so. (Mohanan, 1983, p.664)
does so = derives this result from. . .

The following examples come from Kehler and Ward (1995) (and Kehler (1995)).

(7.52) Section 1 provides the examples to be derived by Gapping, and a formulation of
Gapping capable of doing so. (Neijt, 1981)
doing so = deriving the examples by Gapping

(7.53) As an imperial statute the British North America Act could be amended only by
the British Parliament, which did so on several occasions. (Groliers Encyclopedia)
did so = amended the BNAA

Finally, Meijs (1984) reports results of search for do so constructions in two corpora: the
American English Brown corpus, and the British English lob corpus. Among various examples
that he produces are the following:

(7.54) For the only time in the opera, words are not set according to their natural in�ection;
to do so would have spoiled the dramatic point of the scene. (Brown N 09 1310)
do so = set words according to their natural in�ection

(7.55) Certainly external forces should not be applied arbitrarily out of mere power available
to do so. (Brown G 22 1550)
do so = apply external forces

(7.56) The �rst reiterated the command that Bismarck was to be kept informed of the
course of military operations, and directed Moltke to take such e�ective steps to do
so that Bismarck would have no further cause for complaint. (lob J 57 03)
do so = keep Bismarck informed. . .

(7.57) The intention behind the legislation was to insure that the money should be used
for reinstatement wherever it was possible and economic to do so. . . (lob H 05 06)
do so = use the money for reinstatement

(7.58) They had been married for six years, but the salary raise, on the expectation of
which they had done so, had not materialised. (lob M 02 85)
done so = married

This brings us seamlessly to other examples of active/passive mismatch found in corpora.
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Examples Found in Corpora The examples below come from the cobuild corpus.20

(7.59) <p> However painful to the victims and their relatives, it should be obvious that
every last villager who torched his neighbour's house will not be indicted. To do so
would be to set community against community once again. . . (N2000960217)
do so = indict them

(7.60) After a four-day meeting of the national Shengo, the Ethiopian parliament, it was
also decided that the country's economy should be placed on a war footing. But in
doing so the government also called for peace talks to be resumed. (S1000900621)
doing so = deciding that. . . or
doing so = placing the country's economy on a war footing

(7.61) But ethnic Germans, while encouraged to stay put, aren't being stopped from moving
to Germany, since to do so would require changing the constitution. . . (S1000901027)
do so = stop ethnic Germans from moving to Germany

(7.62) Mr Garcia said he had known the money was deposited with the BCCI, but the
decision to do so had been taken by the o�cials alone. (S1000910801)
do so = deposit the money

(7.63) Eventually a Czechoslovak-German treaty will be signed � since it is in both coun-
tries' interest to do so. (S1000910801)
do so = sign a treaty

(7.64) The same system applies to all day tours but note that some of them have to be
booked in advance. You can do so by sending a fax or telex. (E0000002243)
do so = book them / a tour in advance

(7.65) While much attention was given to the bestial behaviour of the miners, the seri-
ousness of what happened prior to their intervention needs to be emphasized. The
President of the most important opposition National Liberal party, Radu Campeanu,
did so himself when he described the attacks on government buildings as the most
aggressive acts committed last week. (S1000900621)
did so = emphasized the seriousness of. . .

(7.66) <p> This o�er is EXCLUSIVE to you, and booking can be made from our box of-
�ce immediately by calling on telephone please quote your membership number.
If you have not already done so, tickets for the performance are still available.

(E0000002183)
done so = made booking

(7.67) <p> If you're the owner of a Smart Socket, which automatically routes your calls via
the cheaper route, this will need to be replaced with a Smart Socket Plus, if you
haven't already done so. (E0000002319)
done so = replaced Smart Socket with Smart Socket Plus

20<p> marks the beginning of a paragraph.
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(7.68) The British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher went to the Dublin Summit of Eu-
ropean Community leaders with the message that at least some sanctions against
South Africa ought to be lifted. Britain has done so unilaterally already, in relatively
minor areas such as tourism promotion. (S1000900621)
done so = lifted some sanctions against South Africa

(7.69) <p> The recommendations of the 1991 report, which urged increased funding for
Queensland councils, was rejected by the Federal Government the �rst time it had
done so in the 14-year history of the Grants Commission. (N5000951115)
done so = rejected the recommendations

The next example comes from the Brown corpus:

(7.70) My answer to the �rst part of his question is that in the few weeks that I have had
my present portfolio, two or three times in public I have stated my �rm belief that
it is in the interests of the people of Northern Ireland, the police and the security
forces � indeed, in the interests of all of us � that the law be applied even-handedly
and that those responsible for applying the law should do so. (HHV 15196)
do so = apply the law even-handedly

Finally, some more examples are extracted from various WWW pages:21

(7.71) Compaq will not be unseated as the market leader any time soon, but IBM does not
have to do so to be successful. (www-1)
do so = unseat Compaq

(7.72) Here is a somewhat random selection of User Groups and User Group people. Look
for it to become a little better organized and indexed over time. If you would like to
have a page of yours linked as either a User Group or a User Group person, I would
be happy to do so. (www-2)
do so = link a page of yours as. . .

(7.73) Other factors need to be considered, e.g., increased legal liability, changes in ac-
counting standards, volatility of exchange rates, frequently changing and complex
tax laws, etc., but this is not the place to do so. (www-3)
do so = consider other factors

(7.74) After college life returned to normal, no action was taken on Wayland's 1841 report,
probably because there seemed to be no pressing reason to do so. (www-4)
do so = take action

(7.75) Since the images are accessed through the Internet, which is not secure, we were
concerned that the Vatican's images might be used by those who had no right to do
so. (www-5)
do so = use Vatican's images

21See �7.5 below for URLs (addresses) of these web pages.
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(7.76) Fate, luck, providence, whatever, had those control monkeys in the same room,
so even though the experiment wasn't designed to do so, something vastly more
important and interesting was brought to light. (www-6)
do so = bring something. . . to light

(7.77) Finally, Hume believed that a hierarchical social structure could be justi�ed in moral
terms, and to do so he appealed to his ideas in moral philosophy. (www-7)
do so = justify a hierarchical structure. . .

(7.78) Any and all bids or o�ers may be rejected when it is in the recipient's interest to do
so. (www-8)
do so = reject them

(7.79) The Court held that �quarrying, as a nonconforming use, cannot be limited to the
land actually excavated at the time of enactment of the restrictive ordinance because
to do so would, in e�ect, deprive the landowner of his use of the property as a quarry�

(www-9)
do so = limit �quarrying�. . .

(7.80) If Congress had intended that payments under � 914(e) be treated as �nes or penal-
ties, it would surely have done so by referring to them as such or would have directed
these payments to the special fund. (www-10)
done so = treat those payments as as �nes or penalties

(7.81) These parties also reject the claim that section 251 takes precedence over section
2(b).(124) They note that section 2(b) was not amended by the 1996 Act, although
prior version of the bills would have done so. (www-11)
done so = amend section 2(b)

(7.82) But the soft money loopholes, the big-picture stu�, really should be, I think, exam-
ined by Janet Reno. Common Cause and others have asked her to do so. (www-12)
do so = examine the soft money loopholes. . .

(7.83) In 1992, Bland and Chapman sold Hearne Hill again, this time to BOOKER GOLD
EXPLORATIONS. Bland and Chapman sold to BOOKER GOLD because they
wanted to see the entire property thoroughly explored instead of just the known en-
riched breccia zone. Surprisingly, no owner had yet done so, despite the indications,
and despite the fact that experts in the �eld had recommended further exploration
on Hearne Hill. (www-13)
done so = explored the entire property

We also found one example of what seems to be a passive do so with an active antecedent:22

(7.84) get out before 7:00 PM if not captured by then. �nish �3 Bridges� sector 39 if not
done so on day 2. (www-14)
done so = �nished

22Compare it to (7.34) above. Admittedly, it is not utterly clear whether not done so in (7.84) stands for
`it wasn't done so' or `you haven't done so'.
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This is not as unexpected as might be thought. Contrary to occasional claims in the literature,
do so can be passivized. Here are just some of the naturally occurring instances we have found:

(7.85) For the high-speed larger runs that the Heidelberg is capable of, plates are generated
but are done so right on the press! (www-15)
done so = generated

(7.86) Seller Representation. All properties placed with our company exclusively for sale are
done so under our agreements with the Greater Atlanta listing services; (www-16)
done so = placed. . .

(7.87) Copyrighted material displayed in these pages is done so for archival purposes only
and is not intended to infringe upon the ownership rights of the original owners.

(www-17)
done so = displayed

(7.88) I/We understand that the contractors pollution coverage written under this policy
provides coverage on a claims made and reported basis for only those claims that
are �rst made against the insured and reported in writing to the company during
the policy even though the other coverages provided are done so on an occurrence
basis. (www-18)
done so = provided

(7.89) In Perl, values are normally �immortal� � that is, they are not freed unless explicitly
done so (via the Perl undef call or other routines in Perl itself). (www-19)
done so = freed

(7.90) All items quoted in whole or in part are done so under the Fair Use Provision of the
Copyright Laws of the United States Penal Code. (www-20)
done so = quoted

Examples From Other Sources Finally, we present some cases of active/passive mis-
matches that we have come across in various publications.

(7.91) In Section 5, I will show that such examples can be treated with respect to the same
formal meaning representation language as before, but doing so requires abandoning
a static view of verb phrase ellipsis. (Webber, 1979, p.4-4)
doing so = treating such examples. . .

(7.92) We have seen extensively that such compositional structure can be discovered and
formalized, and that there are numerous theoretical advantages to doing so, in both
the lexical and the extralexical domains. (Jackendo�, 1990, p.283)
doing so = discovering and formalizing. . .

(7.93) Note that although Jackendo� (1990:195) suggests that the for-PP can be given
precisely such an event interpretation, he provides no formal mechanism for doing
so. . . (Verspoor, 1997, p.77)
doing so = giving the for-PP precisely such an event interpretation
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(7.94) I will argue in Chapter 3 that the semantics of prepositional phrases should in many
cases not be ignored even for verbs which obligatorily subcategorise for them. This
has also been suggested by Gawron (1996). Doing so misses generalisations which
can be made about the PPs. . . (Verspoor, 1997, p.40)
doing so = ignoring the semantics of prepositional phrases

(7.95) In France and Germany, for example, pregnant women were given their husband's
clothes during labor in the belief that doing so would transfer the wives' pains to
their husbands. (Brott and Ash, 1995)
doing so = giving pregnant women their husband's clothes

(7.96) He was speaking after the trial was formally opened by Supreme Court Chief Justice
William Rehnquist, dressed in �owing black robes with gold bands on each sleeve.
He did so from his seat in the centre of the Senate rostrum, calling each of the 100
senators by name to swear the oath. (TT, January 8, 1999)
did so = open the trial

In view of the abundance of active/passive mismatches, the claim that do so requires a syntac-
tically parallel antecedent (cf. �7.2.2 above) cannot be reasonably maintained, nor can these
mismatches be explained away as occasional processing errors. Of course, the relative unac-
ceptability of some cases of such mismatches, for example (7.38b) on p.289, remains to be
explained.23

7.3.2.2 Nominal Antecedents

Cases of surface form mismatch between do so and its antecedent are not restricted to voice.
In this subsection, we provide some examples of do so referring to the meaning introduced by
a nominal element.

Meijs (1984) �nds the following two examples of do so referring to a meaning provided by a
nominal:

(7.97) Its cord was useless in e�ect, so I'd no trouble in its removal, on doing so I was
dumbfounded by its unexpected contents. (lob L 15 41)
doing so = removing its cord

(7.98) Beyond that, Allied disagreement about military intervention in Laos despite warn-
ings that they might do so allowed Moscow to carry out with impunity a series of
military and diplomatic moves. . . (Brown A 34 1170)
do so = intervene in Laos

Another pair of examples comes from Kehler and Ward (1995) (and from Kehler (1995)):

(7.99) The defection of the seven moderates, who knew they were incurring the wrath of
many colleagues in doing so, signaled that it may be harder to sell the GOP message

23Ivan Sag (p.c., 11 March 1998) mentions that such examples might be more acceptable than it was originally
assumed in Hankamer and Sag (1976).
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on the crime bill than it was on the stimulus package. (WP)
doing so = defecting

(7.100) Even though an Israeli response is justi�ed, I don't think it was in their best interests
to do so right now. (provided by Dan Hardt)
do so = respond

The following examples were extracted from the cobuild corpus.

(7.101) The blind adherence of this Government to the dictates of Brussels, when no
other member state attempts to do so, has ruined the British meat industry.

(N2000951118)
do so = adhere to the dictates of Brussels

(7.102) The Independent says the departure from the Communist Party of the reform faction
would be far more signi�cant than its limited numbers may suggest. The paper says
that if they did so, they might begin to construct the �rst viable, organised opposition
to the communist establishment. (S1000900702)
did so = depart from the Communist Party

(7.103) They have not de�ned the conditions of the withdrawal or o�ered any indication
that they will do so under the rules and laws of war. . . (S2000910226)
do so = withdraw (?)

And �nally, three more examples from WWW pages:

(7.104) Reimbursement. Under this method, the recipient requests reimbursement for costs
incurred during a time period. After approval of the request by the grants o�cer
designated to do so, the DoD payment o�ce reimburses the recipient by electronic
funds transfer or check. (www-21)
do so = approve the request

(7.105) I'm still toying with my LINKS PAGE. I've moved a good deal over to my new-and-
improved AMUSEMENTS AND DIVERSIONS page. So if you do want a decent
escape from this mediocre page, you are welcome to do so. (www-22)
do so = escape / make an escape

(7.106) My husband insisted on our placing the baby to the children's home. I did so and
worked there as a nurse. (www-23)
did so = place the baby to the children's home24

7.3.2.3 Other Cases of Syntactic Nonparallelism

Two �nal kinds of syntactic nonparallelism involve gapped antecedents and
causative/inchoative mismatches.

24Note that placing is a nominal gerund here: it is modi�ed by the possessive our and it cannot be modi�ed
by an adverbial (our quick/*quickly placing the baby. . . ).
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Gapped Antecedents Another problem for the treatment of do so as a surface anaphor is
that the antecedent may contain a gap (a free variable).25

(7.107) Complex sentences are hard to write unless you are really motivated to do so.

(7.108) John is a man who Mary spanks. She doesn't do so very often, though.

The problem such examples pose for the `surface anaphora' approach is that do so is expected
to also contain a gap (i.e., a free variable). On the approach of Sag (1976, 1979) free variables
within the anaphor (here: do so) are allowed only if they are bound by the same operator token
which binds the variable in the antecedent. However, neither complex sentences in (7.107), nor
John in (7.108) bind the variables in the respective do so's. Hence, examples (7.107)�(7.108)
are predicted to be ill-formed.26

Some naturally occurring sentences involving a gapped antecedent of do so are given below.

(7.109) My current indexer/browser programs assume that the free-text database is a single
�le. That assumption is straightforward to lift, and I plan to do so soon. (www-24)
do so = lift that assumption

(7.110) Valentine had been Chernoi's lover, engineer, con�dante before Aaron, in the des-
peration of his need and loss, came between them. �I hold you to her standard.� It
struck him suddenly just how much he was asking her to sacri�ce, how surprising it
was that she would do so. (www-25)
do so = sacri�ce that much

(7.111) They need a roof over their heads, constructive guidance, the opportunity to train for
a job and a lot of love. <p> This is exactly what the YMCA has and will continue to
provide. Yet we can't do so alone � we desperately need your help now. (cobuild
E0000000001)
do so = provide this

(7.112) The interception of planes attempting to break any air embargo was an option diplo-
mats at the United Nations including the Americans appeared to have ruled out.
President Bush, while circumspect, declined to do so. He said the matter was still
being debated inside his administration and with other countries. (cobuild
S1000900921)
do so = rule out this option

(7.113) One question I think I have to ask you � and many people must have done so
before: when you have such a dominant, massive �gure remaining in your Cabinet,
to what extent can you really be Prime Minister? (cobuild S1000901102)
done so = asked you this question

25(7.107) is Kaplan's (1976) (46b), (7.108) is based on his (19), reproduced below as (i).

(i) *John is a man who Mary spanks often and he is also a man who she does so passionately.

26This paragraph owes much to a similar discussion concerning VPE by Hardt (1993, �4.3).
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(7.114) Puzzle-solving theories argue that the sound structure of a language is a puzzle
which each child has to slowly solve, and that until it has done so, deformations will
remain. (Aitchison, 1994)
done so = solved the puzzle

Similar cases, but involving VPE, are discussed also by Hardt (1993, �2.4). He notes that in
case of VPE with a gapped antecedent, �a trace might switch its referent at the ellipsis site,�
as illustrated by (7.115)�(7.117).

(7.115) China is one of many Asian countries that Joe doesn't want to visit . In the case
of India, he does.

(7.116) There are many Asian countries that Joe doesn't want to give money to . In the
case of India, I KNOW he won't.

(7.117) There are many Asian countries that Joe doesn't want to give money to . Some
countries already know that he won't.

This, again, is unpredicted under the treatment of VPE as surface anaphora: as mentioned
above, the free variable within the ellipsis site is expected to be bound by the same operator
which binds it in the antecedent, i.e., `many Asian countries' in (7.115)�(7.117).

Also do so anaphora exhibit such a reference switch:

(7.118) There are many Asian countries that Joe wants to visit sooner or later. In the
case of India, he'll do so this year.

(7.119) Some theorems are hard to prove , but, as far as my completeness theorem is
concerned, I expect to do so today.

(7.120) I don't know who you want to talk to, but if it's the president, you'd better do so
tactfully.

Thus, Hardt's (1993) arguments against lambda-based treatments of VPE, such as the surface
anaphora approach of Sag (1976, 1979) and Sag and Hankamer (1984), carry over to do so
anaphora.

Causative/Inchoative Mismatches We close this section by recalling some cases of
causative/inchoative mismatch discussed by Bouton (1969) and Kaplan (1976).

(7.121) ?The young men we marched into battle sang Yankee Doddle as they did so.

(7.122) ?The needle the current is oscillating at 40 mgc has never done so before.

(7.123) ?The metal the damp weather rusted did so, in spite of heavy coating of grease.

(7.124) ?We planned to sink the boat, but we didn't want it to do so while anyone was on it.
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(7.125) ?Charlie tried to curve his next pitch over the inside corner, and it did so beautifully
� knee high!

(7.126) ?The wheel the steam rotated did so much more steadily than the one driven by the
wind.

Such examples are claimed by Bouton (1969) to be grammatical in one dialect of English and
ungrammatical in another. Kaplan (1976), on the other hand, says that they are acceptable
to a certain degree in most English dialects. Since our informants judged such examples less
grammatical than those of the other kinds of nonparallelism, and because we have not found
any examples of this kind in corpora, we ignore them here.

7.3.2.4 Summary

As we saw in �7.3.2.1, do so readily admits passive antecedents, contra its treatment as surface
anaphora. Also nominal antecedents are attested �7.3.2.2, although some speakers judge such
examples as not fully acceptable. Finally, �7.3.2.3 contains examples of some other cases of
surface nonparallelism. Although the most striking is the acceptability of numerous cases of
active/passive mismatch, none of those kinds of nonparallelism can be easily dealt with on
the assumption that do so is a surface anaphor.27 We adduce further arguments for the deep
anaphora status of do so in the ensuing section.

7.3.3 Pragmatic Character of Do So

In this section we will show more complicated cases of surface nonparallelism. In fact, we will
show that, in many cases, the mechanism of �nding the correct interpretation for do so is fed
by conceptual (pragmatic) rules of inference and generalization. Thus, unless one is prepared
to believe that for each conceptual representation in our mind there is also a syntactic one,
do so must be analysed as referring to conceptual objects.

We will �rst (�7.3.3.1) recall simple cases of constructing the antecedent of do so `on the �y'
noted as early as by Nash-Webber and Sag (1978) and Webber (1979). Then (�7.3.3.2) we
will show similar but more complicated cases which would require adding additional `rules
of semantic interpretation' to those posited by Nash-Webber and Sag (1978) and Webber
(1979). Finally (�7.3.3.3), we show that any attempt at saving Nash-Webber and Sag's (1978)
approach is hopeless: the `rules of semantic interpretation' would have to include general
pragmatic mechanisms of generalization and inference and, hence, would in no sense create
`logical forms close to syntax'.

27We ignore here some other apparent cases of nonparallelism, most notably polarity mismatches of the
kind shown below, which can be treated within the framework of Hankamer and Sag (1976) (after taking into
account the improvements by Sag (1976, 1979)).

(i) She was allowed to pose brie�y for the cameras but answer no questions, nor indeed did she seem anxious
to do so. (cobuild S1000900716)
do so = answer questions
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7.3.3.1 Nash-Webber and Sag (1978) and Webber (1979)

Certain cases of apparent nonparallelism (of logical forms) of a surface anaphor (in this case,
VPE) and the antecedent are discussed by Nash-Webber and Sag (1978) and Webber (1979).
Nash-Webber and Sag (1978) provide example (7.127), in which the controller of the anaphor
is split between two VPs.

(7.127) She walks and she chews gum.
Jerry does too, but not at the same time.

In order to accommodate such examples into the identity of logical forms approach, Nash-
Webber and Sag (1978) postulate an �optional rule of semantic interpretation� which converts
the representation (7.128a) into (7.128b).

(7.128) a. hhah�xh�iii & hah�xh iiii

b. hah�xh� &  iii

This rule, when applied to the logical form of the �rst sentence of (7.127),
i.e., to hhsheh�xhwalk(x)iii & hhsheh�xhchew(x; gum)iii, gives the logical form
hsheh�xhwalk(x) & chew(x; gum)iii, which is identical to the logical form of the ellip-
sis in (7.127).

However, as noted by Webber (1979, �4-5), there are also other, more complicated instances
of inference necessary to interpret VPE correctly.

(7.129) Wendy is eager to sail around the world and Bruce is eager to climb Kilimanjaro,
but neither of them can because money is too tight.

= do what s/he is eager to do

(7.130) Irv and Martha wanted to dance together, but Martha's mother said that she could-
n't .

= dance with Irv

(7.131) The country that Joe wants to visit is China, and he will too, if he gets an
invitation there soon.

= visit China

(7.132) China is a country that Joe wants to visit, and he will too, if he gets an invitation
there soon.

= visit China

Webber (1979) provides tentative `rules of semantic interpretation' necessary to handle such
cases,28 but acknowledges that �there seem to be no hard and fast rules delimiting the class
of productive inferences to verb phrase ellipsis� (Webber, 1979, p.4-38).

It should be noted that examples analogous to (7.127), (7.129)�(7.132) but involving do so
anaphora are also acceptable. Below we present other cases of inferences involving do so.

28More precisely, she provides rules for (7.131)�(7.132) (as well as (7.127)) only.
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7.3.3.2 Split Antecedents

The `rule of semantic interpretation' (7.128) works only for the simplest cases of split an-
tecedents, i.e., for those cases in which the two VPs contributing to the new logical form are
(schematically) in the following con�guration:

(7.133) S

S

NP VP1

and S

NP VP2

It is clear, though, that split antecedents may involve many other, more complicated con�gu-
rations. Indeed, the only constraint seems to be that the phrases containing these VPs be in
some sense parallel. The VPs themselves can be embedded much deeper than the con�gura-
tion (7.133) would allow. This is illustrated by the following two examples from Meijs (1984),
particularly by (7.135), in which the VPs are embedded in two relative clauses.

(7.134) What I am suggesting is that when we delay, or when we fail to act, we do so
intentionally. . . (Brown H 18 350)
do so = delay or fail to act

(7.135) To the degree, however, that Schiller emancipates nature from reason, to the degree
that he �breaks through the Kantiam dogma�, as Baumecker asserts with approval,
he does so without adequate systematic justi�cation. (lob J 53 34)
does so = emancipates. . . and breaks through. . .

Another example of a similar type comes from a WWW page:

(7.136) If a reader chooses to stop reading documents from an author who is not up to
scratch; if a reader switches to a more capable UA; they are perfectly entitled to do
so. (www-26)
do so = stop reading. . . and switch to. . .

The following token was uttered by Barry Norman in his review of a �lm by Woody Allen.

(7.137) . . . featuring people (like Woody Allen himself) who can't sing and can't dance, but
do so anyway. (Norman, 1998)
do so = sing and dance

Note that it would be di�cult to build precise semantic rules allowing for such split an-
tecedents. The �rst approximation of such a rule seems to be that, once the relevant VPs are
abstracted, the logical forms of the clauses containing them are identical. More formally, from
[�P �(P )](Q1) � [�P �(P )](Q2) (where � is any conjunction), one should be able to make
the meaning of Q1&Q2 available for subsequent referral by do so. This might work for the
examples above, but it is clear that the notion of identity of logical forms is too strong. Thus,
the example below seems to be as grammatical as (7.136) above.
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(7.138) If a reader wants to stop reading these documents; if a reader prefers switching to
the other ones; they are perfectly entitled to do so.
do so = stop. . . and switch. . .

The logical forms achieved by abstracting the meanings of `stop reading these documents' and
`switching to the other ones' are similar, but not identical; they di�er by the predicates want
and prefer. Moreover, it seems that VPs from di�erent levels of embedding can be merged:

(7.139) a �lm featuring people who obviously can't sing and who know perfectly well they
can't dance, but who do so anyway
do so = sing and dance

In fact, if sentences such (7.140) below are grammatical, it is doubtful whether the parallelism
constraint on split antecedents can be formally characterized in the syntax (or via logical
forms close to the syntax).

(7.140) a �lm featuring people who should be forbidden to sing and who know perfectly well
they will never be able to dance, but who insist on doing so anyway
doing so = singing and dancing

We �nish this subsection by providing two more complex examples involving coordination:29

(7.141) Fortunately, the �rst person to die in 1990 and the �rst couple to �le for divorce in
1990 were allowed to do so anonymously. (Roeper, 1990)
do so = die and �le for divorce, respectively

(7.142) What is security? A computer is considered secure if you can depend on it to behave
as you expect. Yes, this is intentionally vague. This de�nition depends a lot on your
expectations. If you expect your data to remain unread and unmodi�ed by others
and no one is able to do so, then your machine is considered secure. (www-27)
do so = read or modify your data

In the next subsection, we show that constructing an antecedent for do so requires nothing
short of general pragmatic mechanisms.

7.3.3.3 Pragmatically Controlled Antecedents

Generalization Consider example (7.143).

(7.143) Kohl, Europe's longest-serving statesman, won the last general election in 1994 after
trailing badly in the polls beforehand. Despite widespread disenchantment with his
rule and unemployment nudging a post-war record of 5m, he could yet do so again.

(TST, February 22, 1998)
do so = win a general election (after trailing badly in the polls beforehand)

29(7.141) is cited by Dalrymple et al. (1991), (7.142) was found on a WWW page. Admittedly, native
speakers' judgements on (7.142) are less clear than on the previous examples in this section, although, at least
some of them �nd it grammatical.
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The meaning of do so in this example is something like `win a general election' or, perhaps,
`win a general election after trailing badly in the polls beforehand'. However, the previous
linguistic context does not contain a VP with this meaning; instead, it contains won the last
general election. Thus, in order to understand this text, a generalization from `win the last
general election' to `win a general election' must be made. To claim that this is done via a
syntactic operation would be extending one's intuition of what syntax should be responsible
for far beyond credulity.

The next example illustrates this point even more clearly. Here, in order to generalize from
`preside over the 1965 Brighton Congress' to `preside over a TUC Congress', one has to
apply the world knowledge, namely, that the 1965 Brighton Congress was a gathering of the
Trade Union Congress. It is di�cult to imagine a more direct argument for the pragmatic
status of do so anaphora.

(7.144) Created a life peer by Harold Wilson in December 1964, he had earlier that year
been elected chairman of the TUC and, as a Labour peer, presided over the 1965
Brighton Congress the �rst member of the House of Lords ever to do so. (cobuild
N2000960102)
do so = preside over a TUC Congress

Another nice example of the same kind, but with an additional complication in the form of
the active/passive mismatch is (7.69), repeated below.

(7.69) <p> The recommendations of the 1991 report, which urged increased funding for
Queensland councils, was rejected by the Federal Government the �rst time it had
done so in the 14-year history of the Grants Commission. (cobuild N5000951115)
done so = rejected the recommendations of a Grants Commission report

A spectacular example of generalization is given below:

(7.145) Words association experiments provide further evidence, where the commonest adult
response is a word from the same class. Nouns elicit nouns around 80 percent of the
time, whereas verbs and adjectives do so somewhat less strongly, with �gure of just
over 50 percent. (Aitchison, 1994, p.102)
do so = elicit words from the same class

It is clear from the �rst sentence of (7.145) that the meaning of do so cannot be `elicit nouns',
but rather has to be something like either `elicit words from the same class' or `elicit verbs
and adjectives, respectively' (cf. also (7.141) above).

Some further examples of generalizations feeding the process of resolving do so anaphora are
given below.

(7.146) 'But who else could possibly have got that poison except Celia?'
'Quite a lot of people,' said Inspector Sharpe, 'if they were determined to do so.
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Even you yourself, Miss Tomlinson'. . . (Christie, 1993, p.91)
do so = get poison30

(7.147) RADIO 1 is to stage an historic live broadcast from the NME-backed Glastonbury
Festival in June, the �rst time the station has ever done so. (cobuild
N0000000357)
done so = staged a live broadcast from the Glastonbury Festival

(7.148) IN TURN YOU AGREE </h> <p> bull; To buy at least one book of your choice
from each of the �rst 4 magazines and continue to do so for as long as you decide
to remain a member. (cobuild E0000002486)
do so = buy at least one book from each magazine

(7.149) The king said he would meet Hun Sen and Ung Huot, Hun Sen's handpicked successor
to Ranariddh, on Tuesday in his residence. He also will meet Chea Sim, who is acting
head of state. <p> Sihanouk, who has described Ung Huot as a �puppet,� said he
still regards Ranariddh as prime minister and condemned his removal as �illegal and
unconstitutional.� <p> The king said he would not sign a royal decree approving
Ung Huot as premier but also would not stop Chea Sim from doing so. (www-28)
doing so = signing a decree approving Ung Huot as premier

(7.150) Bill Clinton, when running for President in 1992, understood the educational impact
of television. About a month before the Democratic National Convention, he began
to televise unrehearsed question-and-answer sessions on issues raised by members of
audiences who were chosen by a neutral third party. He even did so on MTV, in an
attempt to reach the younger generation. (www-29)
did so = televised an unrehearsed question-and-answer session on issues raised by
members of an audience. . . 31

(7.151) In a study by the Alan Guttmacher Institute (the research arm of Planned Parent-
hood), a survey of women who have had at least one abortion revealed that 3% did
so for reasons related to their own health; (www-30)
did so = had an abortion

(7.152) Over the next six years or so I've perhaps emailed a total of half a dozen or less
messages to Apple execs or employees� yes, one a year (or less) on average� and
some of these were only because my readers were urging me to do so. (www-31)
do so = email a message

Enriching Antecedents Antecedents to do so can also be created `on the �y' by enriching
the meaning of a VP occurring in the text. This is exempli�ed by (7.153) below.

(7.153) In order to assure the most productive use of the limited amount of time available
to question witnesses, all witnesses scheduled to appear before the Subcommittee

30It is clear from previous context that the meaning of do so is `get poison', in general, and not `get that
poison', i.e., the speci�c phial of poison referred to by that poison.

31See also the similar example (7.64) on p.293.
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are required to submit 200 copies of their prepared statement and an IBM compat-
ible 3.5-inch diskette in ASCII DOS Text or 5.1 WordPerfect format, for review by
Members prior to the hearing. Testimony should arrive at the Subcommittee on
Trade o�ce, room 1104 Longworth House O�ce Building, no later than Tuesday,
September 9, 1997. Failure to do so may result in the witness being denied the
opportunity to testify in person. (www-32)
do so = submit 200 copies. . . to. . . by Tuesday. . .

The meaning of do so is here `submit 200 copies of one's prepared statement. . . to the
Subcommittee on Trade o�ce. . . by Tuesday, September 9, 1997'. The VP submit. . . provides
only part of this meaning, the rest is provided by the next sentence. Note that, unlike in
the case of examples discussed in ��7.3.3.1�7.3.3.2 above, (7.153) does not involve simply
conjoining the meanings of two VPs. Instead, it relies on the (pragmatic) knowledge that the
prepared statement of the �rst sentence is the same thing as the testimony of the second, which
allows constructing a complex meaning by enriching the VP meaning of the �rst sentence with
the additional information provided by the second sentence.

(Truly) Missing Antecedents Finally, it is possible for do so to refer to meanings not
introduced directly by any textual elements, but rather inferred from the text. Consider, e.g.,
(7.154) below.

(7.154) Many banking analysts consider Bank Niaga a very prudent bank as evident from
its relatively high write-o�s in the last �ve years to 1996. Bank Niaga has been able
to do so on the back of strong earnings growth. (www-33)
do so = achieve relatively high write-o�s

The meaning of do so in this example seems to be something like `achieve relatively high
write-o�s', although there is no element introducing the meaning of `achieve'.

An even more striking example of this kind is the following one, from the Esquire Magazine
(September 1992). It seems that the only clue for the meaning of done so is provided by the
phrase out with the corks of wine.

(7.155) <p> Anyway, there are your pears, just nicely poached, not too soft and not too
hard. You know this because you have prodded one of the pieces with the tip of a
sharp knife. Out with the corks of wine, assuming you haven't done so already, and
empty it into a saucepan. (cobuild N0000000357)
done so = opened wine

Here are some other examples of `missing antecedents'.

(7.156) Finally, I would suggest that any of you who have clients, or contacts with individuals
who are seeking a high return income opportunity of between 34�60% annual return
on $50,000, the limited partnerships seem to pose an excellent opportunity to do so.

(www-34)
do so = make the income of between 34�60% annual return on $50,000 (?)
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(7.157) We want to have your business for a long time. This method of business is what got
Marathon to this level of business performance and will continue to do so as long as
we stay in business. Integrity, Competitive, High Tech are some of a few descriptions
of the Marathon Publication. (www-35)
do so = keep Marathon on this level of business performance (?)

(7.158) In the scienti�c arena researchers routinely challenge study results by repeating
experiments and seeing if they come out the same way. When asked whether
R.J. Reynolds planned it own study of Joe Camel and teenage smoking habits,
spokeswoman Carter said her company has no plans to do so at this time. (cobuild
S2000920520)
do so = conduct its own study. . .

7.3.3.4 Summary

In this section, we have shown that do so refers to conceptual (pragmatic) objects. In par-
ticular, antecedents of do so can be created via a process of generalization, by enriching the
meaning of a VP, or via other means of inferring a missing meaning.

Of course, we do not pretend to have provided anything close to an account of do so anaphora.
All we have done in this section is show that do so cannot be reasonably treated as a syntactic
phenomenon but rather, since it is fed by pragmatics, it must itself be analysed as a pragmatic
/ discourse / conceptual phenomenon.32 For this reason, any account of do so will have to
adopt a consistent theory of discourse specifying exactly what operations are allowed to create
new discourse entities under what conditions. We are not aware of such a theory, hence, this
task is well beyond the scope of this study.33 Indeed, we are convinced it deserves a dissertation
of its own.

7.4 Conclusions

The aim of this Chapter has been to show that, contrary to the linguistic lore since Lako�
and Ross (1966, 1976), the do so substitution test cannot say anything about the alleged
con�gurational di�erence between complements and adjuncts.

The relevance of this test could be maintained only if do so were treated as a case of surface
anaphora in the sense of Hankamer and Sag (1976) and Sag and Hankamer (1984). We showed
that out of two core characteristics of surface anaphora which survived the vicissitudes of the
surface vs. deep anaphora theory, i.e., the ability of the anaphor to be used deictically and
the anaphor's syntactic parallelism to its antecedent, the latter does not hold in the case of do

32An alternative would be to say that the conceptual structures created `on the �y' are then converted to
syntactic trees which, in turn, provide an antecedent for do so. This seems to us a desperate move to save the
syntactic account not supported by any independent evidence, and, hence, we ignore it.

33Neither can Hardt's (1993) `discourse-oriented' treatment of VPE deal with any of the examples in �7.3.3.3,
although it can with many cases of syntactic nonparallelism. However, this is achieved with the help of special-
ized computational rules rather in the spirit of Nash-Webber and Sag (1978) and Webber (1979), and not via
general independently motivated discourse mechanisms. Przepiórkowski (1998b) contains a very preliminary
attempt at an analysis of do so within the Conceptual Semantics framework of Jackendo� (1983, 1990, 1997).
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so. We also showed that do so can be pragmatically controlled in the sense that it can refer
to objects created via pragmatic operations. This, together with the earlier results by Miller
(1990, 1992), places very heavy burden of proof on the adherents of the surface status of do
so.

We �nd it highly suggestive that the most explicit and straightforward argument for the
con�gurational complement/adjunct dichotomy ever made in the generative literature does
not stand up to scrutiny. In the next Chapter, we will see that also various alleged tests of
such a dichotomy in Polish fail to provide any evidence for the syntactic understanding of the
complement/adjunct distinction.

7.5 Appendix: Sources Used in �7.3

Books and newspapers:

Aitchison 1994 see Aitchison (1994) in References
Brott and Ash 1995 Armin A. Brott and Jennifer Ash, 1995, The Expectant Father:

Facts, Tips, and Advice for Dads-to-Be, Abbeville Press
Chomsky 1982 Noam Chomsky, 1982, Noam Chomsky on the Generative Enter-

prise, Foris Publications, Dordrecht (quoted here after Dalrymple
et al. (1991))

Christie 1993 Agatha Christie, 1993, Hickory Dickory Dock, HarperCollins Pub-
lishers

Jackendo� 1990 see Jackendo� (1990) in References
Mohanan 1983 K. P. Mohanan, 1983, Functional and anaphoric control, Linguistic

Inquiry, 14(4):641�674 (quoted here after Dalrymple et al. (1991))
Neijt 1981 Anneke Neijt, 1981, Gaps and remnants � sentence grammar as-

pects of gapping, Linguistic Analysis, 8(1):69�93 (quoted here af-
ter Kehler and Ward (1995))

Norman 1998 Barry Norman, Films of the Year, BBC WORLD, January 2, 1998,
22:30�23:00 CET

Roeper 1990 R. Roeper, 1990, Chicago Sun-Times, 8 January, cited by James
McCawley, 1990 Linguistic Flea Circus, unpublished manuscript
(quoted here after Dalrymple et al. (1991))

Shieber 1989 Stuart M. Shieber, 1989, Parsing and Type Inference for Natu-
ral and Computer Languages, Ph.D. thesis, Stanford University
(quoted here after Dalrymple et al. (1991))

Verspoor 1997 see Verspoor (1997) in References
Webber 1979 see Webber (1979) in References

Groliers Encyclopedia quoted here after Kehler and Ward (1995)
TST The Sunday Times
TT The Times
WP Washington Post (quoted here after Kehler and Ward (1995))
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World Wide Web pages (the http://-pre�x removed):

www-1 www.ibm.com/Servers/strategy/servstrt.html

www-2 www.best.com/�reed/ug.html

www-3 www-cepr.stanford.edu/CEPR_Publications/Perspectives.htm

www-4 www.brown.edu/Administration/University_Relations/History/III.html

www-5 www.almaden.ibm.com/journal/rd/mintz/mintzer.html

www-6 www.mindspring.com/�cinque/q6.html

www-7 www.york.ac.uk/depts/pep/ugrad/intro.htm

www-8 web.fie.com/cws/sra/dodgars.htm

www-9 www.law.cornell.edu/ny/ctap/ascii/I97_0137

www-10 www.law.emory.edu/fedcircuit/july97/96-1413.html

www-11 www.telecomweb.com/io/sec2.html

www-12 cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/9711/30/cg.00.html

www-13 www.bookergold.com/summary.htm

www-14 www.gamedemo.com/strategy/jaggeda/hints.txt

www-15 www.laserexpress.com/XLEDigPrinting.html

www-16 ww1.remaxhq.com/georgia/reprofil.pl/CK=1F2597B1AB

www-17 www.mikedunn.com/lynch/tppic24.html

www-18 www.necc.com/products/racapp.html

www-19 popeye.cis.mcmaster.ca/perl/perlguts.html

www-20 elanor.sci.muni.cz/ar/ar319_Sections/copyright.html

www-21 web.fie.com/cws/sra/dodgars.htm

www-22 www-leland.stanford.edu/�cm1/home.html

www-23 www.ee.gannon.edu/�frezza/zhizn/v1n1e.html

www-24 www.alumni.caltech.edu/�zimm/ftirp.html

www-25 www.klab.caltech.edu/�flowers/radiant/022.html

www-26 lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/www-style/msg05903.html

www-27 www.acm.uiuc.edu/workshops/security/overview.html

www-28 cnn.com/WORLD/9708/11/cambodia/index.html

www-29 education.indiana.edu/�frick/edsys.html

www-30 www.rnclife.org/faxnotes/1997/nov97/97-11-24.html

www-31 members.aol.com/orizon/n0697.html

www-32 www.house.gov/ways_means/tr-14.htm

www-33 www.asia1.com.sg/bagong/general/ebri/contents/19970806/cover-story.h

www-34 www.techstocks.com/�wsapi/investor/s-7910/reply-25

www-35 www.flash.net/�mpinc/intro.html

Corpora: Brown, cobuild, lob.



Chapter 8

Complements and Adjuncts in Polish

We have just seen that the most famous and explicit argument for the con�gurational com-
plement/adjunct distinction fails miserably when carefully scrutinized. In this Chapter, we
return to Polish, the main empirical basis of this study, and show that also in this language,
no arguments for positing such a con�gurational dichotomy are in sight.1

First, in �8.1 we consider verbal proform facts similar to the do so facts discussed in the previ-
ous Chapter. Then, in �8.2, we look at extraction of and from complements and adjuncts, and,
in �8.3, we brie�y consider the putative argument for the con�gurational complement/adjunct
distinction based on parasitic gaps. After that, in �8.4 we deal with binding in Polish and argue
than none of the two major theories of binding present in the current literature, both encom-
passing the syntactic distinction between complements and adjuncts, can easily be extended
to Polish. We end with a brief note on Negative Concord in �8.5 and with the conclusion
in �8.6.2

8.1 Verbal Proforms

In the previous Chapter, we critically examined the do so test and concluded that do so is a
pragmatic anaphor, whose antecedent does not have to correspond to a textually introduced
VP (or V0). Does this result carry over to Polish, or are there true verbal surface anaphors in
Polish?3

8.1.1 Verbal Proforms in Polish

The �rst question we have to answer is what could the Polish equivalent of do so be. The
most plausible candidates seem to be zrobi¢ to `do it', zrobi¢ tak `do so', uczyni¢ to `do it',

1Sections 8.2, 8.4 and 8.5 are revisions and extensions of Przepiórkowski (1999c); section 8.1 is based
on Przepiórkowski (1999e).

2We postpone the discussion of case marking, which has also been claimed to correlate with the comple-
ment/adjunct dichotomy, to �10.2.

3This section was inspired by a suggestion of Tadeusz Zabrocki (p.c., Pozna«, May 1997) that zrobi¢ to
may be used to distinguish complements and adjuncts in Polish.
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uczyni¢ tak `do so'. Of the zrobi¢ / uczyni¢ pair, the latter verb is rather restricted in the
neutral register; it is usually perceived as dated or formal. Moreover, the zrobi¢ tak / uczyni¢
tak pair does not seem to behave like a V0-anaphor at all:

(8.1) ?*Janek
John

napisaª
wrote

prac¦ domow¡
homework

w
at

domu,
home,

a
and

Tomek
Tom

zrobiª/uczyniª
did

tak
so

dopiero
only

w
at

szkole.
school

`John wrote his homework at home, and Tom did so only at school.'

(8.2) ?*Janek
John

poszedª
went

do
to

kina
cinema

wczoraj,
yesterday

a
and

Tomek
Tom

zrobi/uczyni
dofut

tak
so

jutro.
tomorrow

`John went to the cinema yesterday, and Tom will do so tomorrow.'

On the other hand, zrobi¢ to is fully acceptable in the contexts above:

(8.10) Janek
John

napisaª
wrote

prac¦ domow¡
homework

w
at

domu,
home,

a
and

Tomek
Tom

zrobiª
did

to
it

dopiero
only

w
at

szkole.
school

`John wrote his homework at home, and Tom did so only at school.'

(8.20) Janek
John

poszedª
went

do
to

kina
cinema

wczoraj,
yesterday

a
and

Tomek
Tom

zrobi
dofut

to
it

jutro.
tomorrow

`John went to the cinema yesterday, and Tom will do so tomorrow.'

Moreover, zrobi¢ to does seem to distinguish complements and adjuncts just as its English
cognate; compare the English (8.3a)�(8.3b), from Borsley (1991, p.61), with the Polish (8.4a)�
(8.4b):

(8.3) a. Stefan will wash his socks in the bathroom and Ben will do so in the kitchen.
b. *Stefan will put his socks in the bathroom and Ben will do so in the kitchen.

(8.4) a. Stefan
Stefan

upierze
washfut

skarpetki
socks

w
in

ªazience,
bathroom

a
and

Ben
Ben

zrobi
dofut

to
it

w
in

kuchni.
kitchen

b. *Stefan
Stefan

poªo»y
putfut

skarpetki
socks

w
in

ªazience,
bathroom

a
and

Ben
Ben

zrobi
dofut

to
it

w
in

kuchni.
kitchen

In the rest of this section we will concentrate on the apparent verbal proform properties of
zrobi¢ to.

8.1.2 Problems with the Proform Test in Polish

Zrobi¢ To and the Complement/Adjunct Dichotomy Let us assume that zrobi¢ to
can distinguish between complements and adjuncts in Polish the same way that do so is often
(and incorrectly) supposed to do that in English. What are, then, the predictions of this test?
We saw above (cf. (8.10)�(8.20)) that it predicts that locative and temporal adverbials are
adjuncts, in unison with our expectations. Moreover, it also rules that the NP[ins] adverbials
with `instrumental' or `means' meaning are adjuncts:
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(8.5) Janek
John

wbiª
drove

gwó¹d¹
nail

mªotkiem,
hammerins

a
and

Tomek
Tom

zrobiª
did

to
it

siekier¡.
axeins

`John drove the nail with a hammer, and Tom did so with an axe.'

This is in accordance with the functional and syntactic-functional criteria (C3) and (C30)
discussed in Chapter 6, which are the most common criteria for the complement/adjunct
distinction, but against the iterability test (C4).

However, not all `instrumental of means' adverbials are adjuncts according to our zrobi¢ to
test: NP[ins] adverbials of `means of transport' are supposed to be complements:

(8.6) *Janek
John

pojechaª
went

na
to

konferencj¦
conference

poci¡giem,
trainins

a
and

Maria
Mary

zrobiªa
did

to
it

samolotem.
plainins

`John went to the conference by train, and Mary did so by plane.' (intended)

(8.7) *Janek
John

przesªaª
sent

zaproszenie
invitation

poczt¡,
postins

a
and

Tomek
Tom

zrobiª
did

to
it

e-mailem.
emailins

`John sent the invitation by post, and Tom did so by email.' (intended)

This is rather unexpected as in neither of the two examples above is the NP[ins] obligatory
and, additionally, at least in (8.6), the adverbial is clearly not indispensable to complete the
meaning of the verb. Thus, the test blatantly contradicts our expectations here.

Another interesting mismatch between our expectations and the results of the zrobi¢ to test,
involving goal clauses, is shown below:

(8.8) Janek
John

poszedª
went

do
to

sklepu,
shop

»eby
Comp

kupi¢
buyinf

chleb,
bread

a
and

Tomek
Tom

zrobiª
did

to,
it

»eby
Comp

kupi¢
buy

wódk¦.
vodka

`John went to the shop in order to buy some bread, while Tom did so to buy vodka.'

(8.9) *Janek
John

poszedª
went

do
to

sklepu
shop

kupi¢
buyinf

chleb,
bread

a
and

Tomek
Tom

zrobiª
did

to
it

kupi¢
buy

wódk¦.
vodka

`John went to the shop to buy some bread, while Tom did so to buy vodka.'(intended)

According to the proform test, goal clauses with the complementizer »eby are adjuncts, while
the in�nitival goal (or purpose) clauses are complements. This starkly violates both the
semantic criterion (C2) and, more importantly, the functional and syntactic-functional criteria
(C3) and (C30), which predict that both kinds of goal clauses are adjuncts.4

The �nal empirical problem with the zrobi¢ to test that we would like to point out here concerns
malefactives and benefactives. The strong linguistic intuition is that both the malefactive

4On the other hand, in�nitival purpose clauses are much more restricted than »eby-goal clauses, which might
suggest that the former are in a sense more complement-like than the latter; see the `co-occurrence criterion'
cited in �6.3.1 above. See also Baxter (1999b), which discusses greater restrictions on purpose in�nitives in
English than on the other kind of goal in�nitives (i.e., `rationale in�nitives'), but still argues for the adjunct
status of both kinds of goal in�nitives.
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in (8.10) and the benefactive in (8.11) are adjuncts. However, this is not so according to our
putative test:

(8.10) Janek
John

spaliª
burnt

mamie
motherdat

dom,
house

a
and

Marysia
Mary

zrobiªa
did

to
it

ojcu.
fatherdat

`John burnt his mother's house, and Mary did so to his father.'

(8.11) *Janek
John

poszedª
went

mamie
motherdat

po
for

papierosy,
cigarettes

a
and

Marysia
Mary

zrobiªa
did

to
it

ojcu.
fatherdat

`John went to buy his mother cigarettes, and Mary did so to her father.' (intended)

We are not aware of any theory which would want to treat the dative NPs in the two examples
above di�erently with respect to their complement/adjunct status.

Zrobi¢ To May Refer to a Verb Alone There is an even more serious objection to the
putative zrobi¢ to test, namely, zrobi¢ to may take the meaning of the verb alone, i.e., without
the verb's arguments (compare �7.3.1 above). This is illustrated with the following attested5

example.

(8.12) Chªopi,
farmers

je±li
if

ju»
really

musz¡
must3rd ;pl

wysypywa¢
dumpinf

zbo»e,
grain

niech
let

to
it

robi¡
do3rd ;pl

ze
with

swoim,
Selfposs

nie
NM

si¦gaj¡c
reaching

do
for

cudzej
somebody else's

wlasno±ci.
property

`If the farmers really must dump grain, they ought to do that with their own (grain),
not reaching for somebody else's property.'

Such examples are di�cult to construct because, when the object of the preposition z/ze `with'
is human (or animate), the relevant reading is blocked by the popular idiomatic (euphemistic)
expression zrobi¢ to (z kim±) `have sexual intercourse (with somebody)' (lit: `do it (with some-
body)'), cf. D¡browska (1998, p.102). However, in such cases, adding samo `same' to zrobi¢ to
restores the anaphoric meaning, as in the following example from Piernikarski (1986, p.235).

(8.13) Wczoraj
yesterday

pobiª
beat3rd ;sg ;masc

Wojtka,
Wojtek

a
and

dzi±
today

to
it

samo
same

zrobiª
did3rd ;sg ;masc

z
with

Mietkiem.
Mietek

`Yesterday, he beat Wojtek, and today, he did the same to Mietek.'

8.1.3 Zrobi¢ To is a Pragmatic Anaphor

We showed in the previous subsection that the results of the zrobi¢ to test do not conform
to the linguistic intuitions about the complement�adjunct dichotomy and that zrobi¢ to may
refer to the meaning introduced by the verb alone. In this subsection we argue that this test
cannot tell us anything about the syntax of complements and adjuncts because, just as do

5The Rzeczpospolita daily, 4th August 1998.
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so, zrobi¢ to is a clear case of pragmatic anaphora, i.e., it refers to conceptual objects, rather
than syntactic entities.

First of all, zrobi¢ to is a pragmatic anaphor according to the tests discussed in Hankamer
and Sag (1976) and Sag and Hankamer (1984). Most conspicuously, it patterns with do it,
but not with VP Ellipsis, in being able to be controlled by the context; compare Hankamer
and Sag's (1976) (7.4)�(7.5), repeated below, with the Polish (8.14).

(7.4) [Hankamer attempts to stu� a 9-inch ball through a 6-inch hoop]
Sag: # It's not clear that you'll be able to.

(7.5) [Same context]
Sag: It's not clear that you'll be able to do it.

(8.14) [Context as in (7.4)]

Nie
NM

s¡dz¦,
think

»eby
Comp

ci
youdat

si¦
RM

udaªo
manage

to
it

zrobi¢.
do

`I don't think you can do that.'

Second, zrobi¢ to again patterns with pragmatic anaphors in being able to be controlled by
syntactically non-parallel antecedents, in particular, by passive antecedents. Compare (7.6)�
(7.7) from Hankamer and Sag (1976), reapeated below, with the Polish (8.15):

(7.6) Nobody else would take the oats down the bin,

a. so Bill did.

b. so Bill did it.

(7.7) The oats had to be taken down to the bin,

a. *so Bill did.

b. so Bill did it.

(8.15) Owies
oats

musiaª
had to

by¢
beinf

zaniesiony
carried

do
to

piwnicy
cellar

i,
and

jak
as

zwykle,
usual

zrobiª
did

to
it

Bill.
Bill

`The oats had to be taken down to the cellar and, as usual, Bill did it.'

Finally, zrobi¢ to can assume a meaning generalized from that introduced by some textual
element. For example, (8.16), i.e., the Polish translation of (parts of) (7.143), repeated below
from �7.3.3.3, is as good as its English analogue.

(7.143) Kohl, Europe's longest-serving statesman, won the last general election in 1994 after
trailing badly in the polls beforehand. Despite widespread disenchantment with his
rule and unemployment nudging a post-war record of 5m, he could yet do so again.
(The Sunday Times)
do so = win a general election (after trailing badly in the polls beforehand)
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(8.16) Kohl zwyci¦»yª w ostatnich wyborach w roku 1994, cho¢ wcze±niej dªugo pozostawaª
w tyle w sonda»ach opinii publicznej. Mimo ogólnego rozczarowania jego rz¡dami i
rekordowego bezrobocia, nie jest wykluczone, »e zrobi to jeszcze raz.

zrobi to = zwyci¦»y w wyborach `win a general election'

Thus, in summary, zrobi¢ to is a clear case of a pragmatic anaphor and, as such, can provide
some insight into the nature of conceptual objects that can be referred to by such anaphors,
but not into the (putative) syntactic nature of the complement�adjunct distinction.6

8.2 Extraction

8.2.1 Adjuncts vs. Complements?

As we saw in �6.3, the last decade has witnessed a re-evaluation of the opinion dominant in
the eighties (at least since Huang (1982)) that the apparent extractability di�erences between
complements and adjuncts are best explained by their di�erent structural positions and �-role-
receiving properties: complements are sisters to verbs, they are �-marked by the verb and,
hence, their traces can satisfy the Empty Category Principle via the lexical/�-government
clause; on the other hand, adjuncts are not lexical/�-governed, so they have to be antecedent-
governed, which forces cyclicity of movement. This allegedly explains, e.g., the following
contrast in extraction from wh-islands:

(8.17) a. ?[Which problem]i do you wonder howj to solve ti tj?

b. *Howj do you wonder [which problem]i to solve ti tj?

It soon became clear that the parallelism between the selected argument (complement) vs.
non-selected argument (adjunct) dichotomy on the one hand and the extractability results on
the other is far from perfect. Rizzi (1990, p.77) discusses cases of lexically selected (�-marked)
adverbials, measure phrases and idiom chunks, which, contrary to predictions, pattern with
prototypical adjuncts. The grammaticality judgements in (8.18) (from Rizzi (1990, p.4)) are
roughly parallel to those in (8.17) above: the complement of behave in (8.18) has the same
extraction properties as the manner adverbial in (8.17), an uncontroversial adjunct.

(8.18) a. ??[With whom]i do you wonder howj to behave ti tj?

b. *Howj do you wonder [with whom]i to behave ti tj?

On the basis of such facts, Rizzi (1990, p.85) concludes that �referential elements are
(marginally) extractable from islands, nonreferential elements are not.� Cinque (1990, p.8)
argues further that �of all the phrases that receive a referential �-role, in Rizzi's sense, only

6Just as so seems to be responsible for the anaphoric properties of do so, it is probably to that is responsible
for the anaphoric properties of zrobi¢ to. This opens the question whether to in zrobi¢ to can be assimilated to
other anaphoric uses of to (see, e.g., Progovac (1998) for a discussion of various uses of the `event pronominal'
to in Serbo-Croatian).
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those can be long Wh-Moved that are used strictly referentially,� i.e., that are �members of a
pre-established set,� in a sense similar to Pesetsky's (1987) D-linking.

Although Rizzi (1990) and Cinque (1990) show that extraction possibilities cannot be ex-
plained by the complement/adjunct dichotomy alone, they still assume the relevance of this
distinction: only complements can receive �-roles, hence only a subclass of complements can
receive referential �-roles, and only they are subject to longWh-movement; other complements
and all adjuncts are assumed to pattern alike with respect to extraction. We saw in �6.3.3 that
this position led Rizzi (1990) to classifying free instrumental, locative and temporal elements,
which extract like corresponding complements, as selected.

It is clear now that the variation in extractability �lies not in the distinction between arguments
and adjuncts but in the (internal) nature of extracted elements� (Hukari and Levine, 1994,
p.284). Not only can complements be split according to extractability over weak islands
(referentially �-marked vs. non-referentially �-marked complements in Rizzi (1990)), but also
adjuncts do not pattern alike: although they, unlike complements, have long been assumed
to be unable to extract over factive or inner islands (Cinque, 1990), this is not always true.
Pollard and Sag (1994, pp.180�181) give the following examples (inter alia):

(8.19) a. When their parents are in town next week, I doubt that the twins will attend
any lectures.

b. During my term as University President, I deny there were any illegitimate
appropriations of government money.

Summing up the discussion in the literature so far (cf., especially, Hukari and Levine (1995)),
it becomes clear that the functional distinction between complements and adjuncts and the
classi�cation on the basis of extractability properties are two orthogonal partitions of depen-
dents: there are (functional) complements which extract like prototypical adjuncts (cf. e.g.
(8.18)) and there are (functional) adjuncts which pattern more with prototypical complements
than with prototypical adjuncts (cf. e.g. (8.19)). In the next subsection we will see that this
is also true about Polish.

8.2.2 Extraction of Complements and Adjuncts

Although much has been written on wh-extraction in Polish (cf. e.g. Kardela (1986b), Bo-
browski (1988, ch.3�4), Willim (1989, ch.4), Witko± (1993)), the task of describing possible
di�erences between various kinds of dependents in this respect is still to be undertaken. This
issue is, however, brie�y considered in Witko± (1992, 1993). Witko± (1992) argues that �[t]he
only Island Constraint that a�ects non-arguments but is insensitive to arguments is Inner
(Negative) Island.� He supports his claim with the following facts (his (89)�(90)):7

(8.20) a. Nie
NM

rozmawiaªem
spoke1st ;sg

z
with

Brianem
Brian

poufnie.
con�dentially

7Grammaticality judgements are Witko±'s. To our ears the unacceptability of (8.20c) and (8.21b) does not
deserve a `*' and it may actually be the result of a pragmatic deviation: these sentences seem to make sense
only as echo questions.
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`I didn't speak with Brian con�dentially.'
b. Z

with
kim
whom

nie
NM

rozmawiaªe±
spoke2nd ;sg

poufnie?
con�dentially

`With whom didn't you speak con�dentially?'
c. *Jak

how
nie
NM

rozmawiaªe±
spoke2nd ;sg

z
with

Brianem?
Brian

`How didn't you speak with Brian?'

(8.21) a. Ziemniaki
potatoes

nie
NM

wa»yªy
weigh

dwa
two

kilo.
kilos

`The potatoes didn't weigh two kilos.'
b. *Ile

how much
nie
NM

wa»yªy
weigh

ziemniaki?
potatoes

`How much didn't the potatoes weigh?'

Note, however, that (8.21) actually provides a counter-example to Witko±'s claim: dwa kilo
is an obligatory dependent and, hence, by the commonly accepted functional and syntactic-
functional criteria, it is a complement.8 And yet, the relative unacceptability of (8.21b) is
similar to that of (8.20c).

Independence of extraction possibilities from the (functional) adjunct-complement dichotomy
is further con�rmed by the following sentences, which should be contrasted with (8.20):

(8.22) a. Nie
NM

zachowywaªem
behaved1st ;sg

si¦
RM

nieprzyzwoicie
indecently

z
with

Brianem.
Brian

`I didn't behave indecently with Brian.'
b. Z

with
kim
whom

nie
NM

zachowywaªe±
behaved2nd ;sg

si¦
RM

nieprzyzwoicie?
indecently

`With whom didn't you behave indecently?'
c. *Jak

how
nie
NM

zachowywaªe±
behaved2nd ;sg

si¦
RM

z
with

Brianem?
Brian

`How didn't you behave with Brian?'

To our ears, (8.22b), in which the fronted element is probably an adjunct, is as acceptable as
the complement-fronting (8.20b). On the other hand, (8.22c), a case of complement fronting,
is as unacceptable as (8.20c). These considerations show that extractability over negative
island is an issue orthogonal to the functional distinction. What seems to matter instead is
the inherent status of the extracted element, perhaps its referentiality, as argued by Rizzi
(1990) and Cinque (1990).9

In his later work, Witko± (1993) mentions another candidate for weak island in Polish, i.e., for
an island type distinguishing complements from adjuncts: the Wh Island. This claim is based
on examples like (8.23) ((5.38) in Witko± (1993, p.184), grammaticality judgements his).

8It is unambiguously a complement also within the host framework of Witko±'s analysis, i.e., Rizzi (1990)
and Cinque (1990). Actually, selected measure adverbials, apart from selected manner adverbials and idiom
chunks, provided main argument for Rizzi's use of referential indices (cf. Rizzi (1990, ��3.2 and 3.5)).

9See also Kuno and Takami (1997) for arguments against linking exctractability over negative islands either
to the complement/adjunct dichotomy or to referentiality.
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(8.23) a. Coi
what

Iwona
Ivonne

chce,
want3rd ;sg

»eby
Comp

jaki
how

Tomek
Tom

zjadª ti
eat

tj?

`What does Ivonne want Tom to eat how?'

b. *Jakj
how

Iwona
Ivonne

chce,
want3rd ;sg

»eby
Comp

coi
what

Tomek
Tom

zjadª ti tj?
eat

Note, however, that whatever the grammaticality status of (8.23) (to our ears, both examples
sound rather bad without a proper context, see below), it seems to be parallel to the following
examples, and thus orthogonal to the complement/adjunct dichotomy:10

(8.24) a. [Z
with

kim]j
whom

Iwona
Ivonne

chce,
want3rd ;sg

»eby
Comp

jaki
how

Tomek
Tom

si¦
RM

zachowywaª ti tj?
behave

`With whom does Ivonne want Tom to behave how?'

b. *Jaki
how

Iwona
Ivonne

chce,
want3rd ;sg

»eby
Comp

[z
with

kim]j
whom

Tomek
Tom

si¦
RM

zachowywaª ti tj?
behave

Moreover, it seems that the acceptability status of the pattern (8.23b) improves drastically
under the right discourse-linking conditions (cf. Pesetsky (1987) and Dornisch (1995)11). The
question below becomes completely acceptable if the knowledge of who the possible examinees
are is shared by the speaker and the hearer (thus, kogo is D-linked), but the speaker does not
know Jacek's wishes as to the method of examination (jak is not D-linked).

(8.25) Jakj
how

Jacek
Jack

chce,
want3rd ;sg

»eby
Comp

kogoi
who

Iwona
Ivonne

przeegzaminowaªa ti tj?
examine

`How does Jack want Ivonne to examine whom?'

On the basis of the above considerations we conclude that there is no evidence for the relevance
of the functional complement/adjunct distinction for extraction in Polish. On the contrary, it
seems that the partition of dependents via the functional criterion is fully orthogonal to the
partition according to their extractability status.

8.2.3 Extraction from Complements and Adjuncts

As we show below, also extraction from various dependents fails to distinguish between com-
plements and adjuncts. We �rst consider extraction from subordinate clauses, and then from
NPs and PPs.

10Again, the grammaticality judgements in (8.24) should not be understood as absolute, they rather show
the parallelism with (8.23).

11Although we are sympathetic with the spirit of the analysis of Dornisch (1995), we cannot agree with many
of the details. In particular, we consider her argument for maintaining a con�gurational distinction between
arguments and non-arguments (pp.80�84) �awed as it is based on extraction di�erences between subjects and
adjuncts, and cannot be easily carried over to the case of complements and adjuncts.
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8.2.3.1 Extraction from Subordinate Clauses

Although it is a well known fact that extraction from Polish subordinate clauses with a com-
plementizer is fairly restricted (e.g., Kardela (1986b), Willim (1989, ch.4), Witko± (1993)),
there is some controversy as to what exactly can be moved out of what kind of clauses. For
example, most authors deny the possibility of extracting anything out of indicative »e-clauses
(Lasnik and Saito, 1984; Kardela, 1986b; Willim, 1989; Witko±, 1993), others postulate the
existence of bridge verbs allowing for extraction of complements but not subjects (Cichocki,
1983; Zabrocki, 1989), while some claim that under proper circumstances also subjects can
be extracted (Bobrowski, 1988, ch.3). Similar confusion concerns the so-called subjunctive
»eby-clauses, but it is clear that they can at least in some positions allow extraction of at least
complements and adjuncts. Since »eby-clauses, unlike »e-clauses, uncontroversially allow ex-
traction and at the same time can act either as complements or as adjuncts, they can provide
a testbed for the issue at hand.

Consider the examples below:

(8.26) *Komui
whodat

zrobiªem
did1st ;sg

to,
this

»eby
Comp

pomóc
helpinf

ti?

`I did it in order to help whom?' (intended)

(8.27) *Komui
whodat

kazaªem
ordered1st ;sg

mu,
himdat

»eby
Comp

pomógª
help3rd ;sg

ti?

`Whom did I order him to help?' (intended)

(8.28) *Komui
whodat

prosiªem
asked1st ;sg

go,
himacc

»eby
Comp

pomógª
help3rd ;sg

ti?

`Whom did I ask him to help?' (intended)

(8.29) ?Komui
whodat

chciaªem,
wanted1st ;sg

»eby
Comp

pomógª
help3rd ;sg

ti?

`Whom did I want him to help?'

(8.30) ?Komui
whodat

chciaªem,
wanted1st ;sg

»eby
Comp

pomóc
helpinf

ti?

`Whom did I want one/us to help?'

(8.31) Komui
whodat

chciaªem
wanted1st ;sg

pomóc
helpinf

ti?

`Whom did I want to help?'

(8.26) is an example of extraction out of goal adjunct, (8.27)�(8.30) � out of various subcate-
gorized »eby-clauses, and (8.31) shows extraction out of a complementizerless in�nitival clause.
Only the last one is unconditionally acceptable to all speakers, while the judgements about
(8.29)�(8.30) vary from acceptable through acceptable as echo questions to unacceptable (to
our ears they are acceptable, although not perfect). On the other hand, all of (8.26)�(8.28)
were judged unacceptable by our informants. Since (8.26) involves a »eby-adjunct, while
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(8.27)�(8.28) involve »eby-complements, this means that the possibility of extraction from
»eby-clauses does not re�ect the complement/adjunct distinction.

The defender of the relevance of the dichotomy at hand for extraction may reply to the above
by saying that extraction distinguishes between complements and adjuncts in principle, i.e.,
that it is in principle ungrammatical across adjuncts and in principle grammatical across com-
plements, but there are additional linguistic constraints which make extraction across com-
plements (8.27)�(8.28) unacceptable. However, as (8.32)�(8.33) show, this would be wrong:
there are clausal dependents which are clear (functional) adjuncts, but which nevertheless
allow extraction:12

(8.32) Coi
whatacc

poszedªe±
went2nd ;sg

kupi¢
buyinf

ti?

`You went to buy what?'

(8.33) ?Coi
whatacc

chciaªe±,
wanted2nd ;sg

»ebym
Comp1st ;sg

poszedª
go

kupi¢
buyinf

ti?

`What did you want me to (go and) buy?'

Note that, according to the popular functional criterion, the kupi¢-dependent must be classi�ed
as an adjunct: it is neither syntactically obligatory, nor is it indispensable to complete the
meaning of the verb. This con�rms our conclusion that the complement/adjunct dichotomy
is orthogonal to extraction facts.

This conclusion calls for re-examining the reasons for the contrast between (8.26)�(8.28) on
one hand, and (8.29)�(8.30) on the other. Willim (1989) and Witko± (1993) associate such
di�erences with the possibility of substituting the »eby-clause with an in�nitival clause: this is
possible in case of (8.29)�(8.30) (as (8.31) shows), but not in case of (8.26) or (8.28); compare
(8.28) above to (8.34) below.

(8.34) *Prosiªem
asked1st ;sg

go
himacc

pomóc
helpinf

Ewie.
Eve

However, although kaza¢ `order' can occur with an in�nitival clause or VP (cf. (8.35)), (8.27)
above is still unacceptable.13

(8.35) Kazaªem
ordered1st ;sg

mu
himacc

pomóc
helpinf

Ewie.
Eve

`I ordered him to help Eve.'

Moreover, there are verbs which (marginally) allow extraction out of their »eby-complements,
but which cannot occur with an in�nitival clause, e.g., domaga¢ si¦ `require':

12This argument rests on the assumption that there is no argument composition (Hinrichs and Nakazawa,
1990, 1994a) involved in (8.32)�(8.33).

13Witko± (1993) notes that extraction across kaza¢ gives worse results than extraction across chcie¢, but
according to his judgements the di�erence is very small.
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(8.36) a. ?Komui
whodat

domagam
require1st ;sg

si¦,
RM

»eby
Comp

pomóc
helpinf

ti?

`Whom do I want one/us to help?'

b. *Domagam
require1st ;sg

si¦
RM

pomóc
helpinf

Ewie.
Evedat

In fact, if there is a correlation between the possibility of extraction out of a »eby-dependent
of a verb and this verb's alternative valency frames, it is a correlation with the possibility of
substituting the »eby-clause with an NP: such a substitution is possible in all of (8.29)�(8.31)
and (8.36a), but none of (8.26)�(8.28). Nevertheless, extraction out of subordinate clauses in
Polish still awaits a successful analysis.

8.2.3.2 Extraction from NPs and PPs

Finally, let us consider extraction out of NPs and PPs. Polish, like other Slavic languages,
does not satisfy the Left Branch Condition of Ross (1967) and allows left-branch extraction
from the NP complement of the kind below:

(8.37) Który
which

sko«czyªa
�nished3rd ;sg ;fem

artykuª?
article

`Which article did she �nish?'

(8.38) ?Który
which

chciaªe±,
wanted2nd ;sg

»eby
Comp

sko«czyªa
�nish3rd ;sg ;fem

artykuª?
article

`Which article did you want her to �nish?'

If adjuncts did not allow extraction, left-branch extraction out of adjunct NPs should be
unacceptable. This, however, is contradicted by facts such as (8.39)�(8.40) below, showing
similar grammaticality patterns as (8.37)�(8.38) above.

(8.39) Którym
whichins

przyjechaªa
came3rd ;sg ;fem

poci¡giem?
trainins

`On which train did she come?'

(8.40) ?Którym
whichins

chciaªe±,
wanted2nd ;sg ;masc

»eby
Comp

przyjechaªa
come3rd ;sg ;fem

poci¡giem?
trainins

`On which train did you want her to come?'

Similarly, extraction out of PPs does not distinguish between complements and adjuncts;
(8.41)�(8.42) involving extraction out of complement PPs should be compared with (8.43)�
(8.44), which are examples of extraction out of adjunct PPs.

(8.41) W
in

czyim
which

zamieszkam
live1st ;sg ;fut

pokoju?
room

`In which room will I live?' (`Into which room should I move in?')
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(8.42) ?W
in

czyim
which

chciaªe±,
wanted2nd ;sg

»ebym
Comp

zamieszkaª
live1st ;sg

pokoju?
room

`In which room will you want me to live?'

(8.43) W
in

czyim
which

zata«cz¦
dance1st ;sg ;fut

pokoju?
room

`In which room will I dance?'

(8.44) ?W
in

czyim
which

chciaªe±,
wanted2nd ;sg

»ebym
Comp

zata«czyª
dance1st ;sg

pokoju?
room

`In which room will you want me to dance?'

In conclusion, neither extraction from subordinate clauses, nor extraction out of NPs and PPs
distinguish between complements and adjuncts in Polish.

8.2.4 Multiple Wh-Fronting

Before we move to parasitic gaps, a note on another apparent re�ex of the putative con�gu-
rational complement/adjunct dichotomy, discussed in Przepiórkowski (1994), is in order. It is
claimed there that adjunct wh-phrases fronted in multiple wh-questions must be coordinated,
cf. (8.45), while multiple wh-fronted complements (plus, perhaps, one adjunct) do not have to
be, cf. (8.46).

(8.45) a. *Gdzie
where

kiedy
when

Janek
John

kichn¡ª?
sneezed

b. Gdzie
where

i
and

kiedy
when

Janek
John

kichn¡ª?
sneezed

`Where and when did John sneeze?'

(8.46) a. Kto
who

co
what

komu
whom

daª?
gave?

`Who gave what to whom?'

b. Kto
who

co
what

kiedy
when

od
from

kogo
whom

po»yczyª?
borrowed

`Who borrowed what from whom and when?'

This contrast is explained via the Chomsky (1986b) version of the Empty Category Principle,
i.e., assuming the con�gurational (and �-role assignment) di�erence between complements and
adjuncts.

However, it turns out that the contrast is not as clear as this ECP analysis would predict. For
example, both sentences below, involving two wh-fronted adjuncts, are acceptable.

(8.47) a. Gdzie
where

i
and

o
at

jakiej
what

porze
time

robisz
do2nd ;sg

zakupy?
shopping
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`Where and at what time do you do shopping?'

b. Gdzie
where

o
at

jakiej
what

porze
time

robisz
do2nd ;sg

zakupy?
shopping

`Where do you do shopping at what time?'

As the English translations indicate, there is a certain di�erence in meaning, though: while
(8.47a) is most naturally understood as soliciting a simple answer, e.g., Zwykle rano, w Car-
refourze `Normally in the morning, in Carrefour', (8.47b) seems to solicit a pair-list answer,
e.g., Rano w Carrefourze, po poludniu w Hicie, a wieczorem w Megasamie `In Carrefour in the
morning, in Hit in the afternoon, and in Megasam in the evening'.

This tendency might explain the unacceptability of examples such as (8.45a): they are odd
pragmatically. For example, in the particular case of (8.45), it is much more bizarre to ask
about the space and time coordinates of all (or usual) sneezing events involving John, then it
is to ask about the coordinates of just one such contextually salient event.

This tentative explanation is con�rmed by the acceptability of further examples involving
multiple adjunct wh-fronting; in all of (8.48)�(8.50), the pair-list reading is pragmatically
sanctioned.14

(8.48) W
in

którym
which

kraju
country

o
at

której
which

godzinie
hour

zaczynaj¡
start

si¦
RM

przedstawienia
performances

teatralne?
theatre

`At what time do theatre performances start in which country?'
(Possible answer: `At 7pm in Poland and Germany, at 8pm in Great Britain. . . ')

(8.49) ?Kiedy
when

jakim
whatins

sposobem
mannerins

uciekªe±
escaped2nd ;sg ;masc

z
from

wi¦zienia?
prison

`When did you escape from prison in what manner?'

(8.50) ?Gdzie
where

kiedy
when

wyst¦puj¡
perform

Kayah
Kayah

i
and

Bregovi¢?
Bregovi¢

`Where do Kayah and Bregovi¢ perform when?'

On the other hand, having at most one wh-fronted adjunct does not guarantee that coordi-
nation may be avoided. For example, (8.51a), from Bobrowski (1988, p.102), is unacceptable,
although it involves only one adjunct, just as the acceptable (8.46b) does; (8.51b), however,
is �ne.

(8.51) a. ?*Co
what

dlaczego
why

Janek
John

po»yczyª?
borrowed/lent

b. Co
what

i
and

dlaczego
why

Janek
John

po»yczyª?
borrowed/lent

`What did John borrow/lend why?'
14(8.49) is constructed on the basis of (i) below from Wachowicz (1974, p.160):

(i) Kto
whonom

jakim
whatins

sposobem
mannerins

uciekª
escaped

z
from

wi¦zienia?
prison

`Who escaped from prison in what manner?'
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Thus, in summary, contrary to the claim in Przepiórkowski (1994), there is no strict correlation
between the complement/adjunct dichotomy, on the one hand, and the necessity of wh-fronted
phrases to be coordinated, on the other hand. This, however, re-opens the question, what
exactly forces fronted wh-phrases to be coordinated in some cases, but not in others. Trying
to answer this question here would lead us too far a�eld.

8.3 Parasitic Gaps

A phenomenon related to extraction and similarly claimed to distinguish between complements
and adjuncts is parasitic gapping.15 For example, Bondaruk (1996, pp.113f.) gives the contrast
in (8.52)�(8.53) and tentatively explains it within the setup of Chomsky (1986b) in terms
of the ECP: the parasitic (second) gap in (8.52) corresponds to a complement, i.e., it is
lexically/theta-governed, while the parasitic gap in (8.53) is an adjunct gap, which is neither
lexically/theta-governed, nor antecedent-governed, and, hence, violates the ECP.

(8.52) Jaki
what

owoci
fruit

musiaªe±
had2nd ;sg ;masc

obra¢
peelinf

i, zanim
before

ugotowaªe± i?
cooked2nd ;sg ;masc

`What fruit did you have to peel before cooking?'

(8.53) *Jak
how

gªo±noi
loudly

Janek
John

±piewaª
sang3rd ;sg ;masc

i, zanim
before

zagraª i?
played3rd ;sg ;masc

`How loudly did John sing before playing (so loudly)?' (intended)

However, having criticized Chomsky's (1986b) approach to parasitic gaps and moving on to
Cinque's (1990) analysis, Bondaruk (1996, p.122, fn.3) provides examples which show that
adverb phrases cannot participate in parasitic gap constructions even when both gaps occur
in argument positions:

(8.54) *Jaki
how

trzeba
should

post¦powa¢
behaveinf

i, »eby
Comp

by¢
beinf

traktowanym i?
treated

`How should one behave in order to be treated (the same way)?' (intended)

Thus, just as in case of extraction, the deciding factor for the possibility of parasitic gap
licensing seems to be the categorial makeup or the referentiality of the �ller, and not its
complement/adjunct status.

In fact, the independence of parasitic gapping from the complement/adjunct dichotomy seems
to be greater than Bondaruk's (1996) �nal analysis, based on the approach of Cinque (1990),
would predict.16 Consider the two pairs below:

15This section is based on Bondaruk (1996) and it assumes, if only for the sake of argument, that the relevant
examples are best analysed as instances of parasitic gaps, as opposed to, say, object pro-drop.

16See also Calcagno et al. (1999) and Levine et al. (1999) for a comprehensive criticism of Cinque's (1990)
approach to parasitic gaps, and also �6.3.3 above for a general critique of Rizzi's (1990) and Cinque's (1990)
approach to the complement/adjunct dichotomy.
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(8.55) Czymi

whatins
przybiªe±
hammered2nd ;sg ;masc

gwó¹d¹,
nailacc

zanim. . .
before

`With what did you drove the nail before. . . '

a. ??. . . stªukªe±
broke2nd ;sg ;masc

szyb¦ i?
glassacc

`. . . you brok glass (with it)?'

b. ??. . . posªu»yªe±
used2nd ;sg ;masc

si¦
RM

i przy
at

tªuczeniu
breaking

szyby?
glass

`. . . you used (it) when breaking glass?'

(8.56) Komui
whomdat

podarowaªe±
donated2nd ;sg ;masc

ksi¡»k¦
bookacc

i, zanim. . .
before

`Whom did you give a book as a present before. . .

a. ?. . . kupiªe±
bought2nd ;sg ;masc

CD i?
CD

`. . . you bought (them) a CD?'

b. . . . daªe±
gave2nd ;sg ;masc

CD i?
CD

`. . . you gave (them) CD?'

Examples (8.55a)�(8.56a) involve (functional) adjunct parasitic gaps, while (8.55b)�(8.56b)
involve (functional) complement parasitic gaps. Thus, according to the Cinque (1990) / Bon-
daruk (1996) analysis, the a. examples should be unacceptable, while the b. examples should
be acceptable, i.e., the contrasts should be clear.

Although there is some di�erence in acceptability between (8.55a)�(8.56a) and (8.55b)�(8.56b),
it is certainly not the grammatical/ungrammatical contrast and it can readily be explained on
independent grounds: if the relevant readings of (8.55a)�(8.56a) are somewhat di�cult to get,
this is because there are other readings of these sentences immediately available, namely, the
readings without an adjunct parasitic gap. In view of the fact that parasitic gap constructions,
including such innocent cases as (8.52), are often felt as being only marginally acceptable, these
other fully acceptable readings simply block the marginal parasitic readings.

On the other hand, there is not such an ambiguity in case of sentences (8.55b)�(8.56b), involv-
ing complement parasitic gaps: these sentences are at best elliptical when the complement is
missing. This ellipsis must be resolved, and the `parasitic gap strategy' is a good way of doing
so.

Thus, parasitic gaps in Polish are one more phenomenon which, on �rst blush, seems to
correlate with the complement/adjunct dichotomy, but, on closer inspection, turns out to be
fully orthogonal to it.
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8.4 Binding

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no discussion of the complement/adjunct di-
chotomy in the context of Polish binding facts.17 However, in the generative literature on
Germanic languages (including English), it is often assumed or concluded that binding facts
distinguish between complements and adjuncts. In this section we will deal with two main
claims of that sort, namely that adjuncts are in general exempt from binding theory (e.g., Pol-
lard and Sag (1992, 1994) and Reinhart and Reuland (1991, 1993)) and that they are exempt
from Condition C in antireconstruction cases (e.g., Lebeaux (1988) and Hukari and Levine
(1996)), showing that both of these claims are void in Polish.

Although we do not pretend to provide a complete binding analysis for Polish here (see Willim
(1989), Reinders-Machowska (1991) and Marciniak (1999) for some attempts), we conclude this
section by pointing out some consequences of Polish binding facts for two highly articulated
binding theories: Pollard and Sag (1992, 1994) and Reinhart and Reuland (1991, 1993).

8.4.1 Adjuncts outside the Scope of BT?

According to the binding theory of Pollard and Sag (1994, ch.6), only arguments (subjects
and complements) are subject to binding principles; this is the result of de�ning such no-
tions as (local) o-command and (local) o-binding in terms of the subcat attribute (later
renamed as arg-s and subsequently as arg-st), which contains only the (synsems of) sub-
categorized dependents. One prediction of this analysis is that bare NP adjunct anaphors are
actually logophors (`discourse pronouns'), i.e., their co-indexation properties are discourse-
and processing-driven (Pollard and Sag, 1994, �6.7). In particular, logophors are assumed to
re�ect the point of view with which the narrator sympathizes, as in (8.57), from Zribi-Hertz
(1989) (after Reinhart and Reuland (1993)):

(8.57) It angered him that she. . . tried to attract a man like himself.

Reinhart and Reuland (1993) independently reach a very similar conclusion and construct a
binding theory in terms of conditions on re�exive predicates, i.e., predicates with two argu-
ments co-indexed.18 Since re�exive adjuncts do not re�exivize a predicate, they are exempt
from this theory.

We will show below that Polish binding facts are insensitive to the complement/adjunct di-
chotomy, contrary to the predictions of Pollard and Sag (1992, 1994) and Reinhart and Reuland
(1991, 1993). In what follows, we will examine in turn the behaviour of re�exives,19 personal
pronouns and non-pronominal NPs (R-Expressions).

17The only exceptions are remarks made by Willim (1989, ch.3, fn.20) (after Fisiak et al. (1978)) and
Marciniak (1999) that an anaphor within an adjunct must be bound in the same domain as an anaphor in a
complement.

18This is a gross oversimpli�cation; see �8.4.3.3 and their article for details. We trust, however, that the
point we are making is valid.

19We do not discuss reciprocal uses of anaphors. As noted in the literature (Reinders-Machowska, 1991;
Kup±¢ and Marciniak, 1997; Marciniak, 1999), both the domain and the possible antecedents of Polish recip-
rocals are di�erent than those of re�exives.
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8.4.1.1 Re�exives

The basic generalizations concerning anaphor-binding in Polish as discussed in the literature
(Willim, 1989; Reinders-Machowska, 1991; Marciniak, 1999) are following: 1) Polish does not
have long-distance anaphors, 2) the re�exive pronoun siebie20 and the re�exive possessive
swój are middle-distance anaphors with 3) a tensed clause as a binding domain and 4) c-
commanding subjects as the only possible antecedents.21

The examples below show that adjunct-contained anaphors are subject to exactly the same
requirements.22

(8.58) Mareki
Mark

chwaliª
boasted

si¦,
RM

»e
Comp

Ewaj
Eve

rozwi¡zaªa
solved

zadanie
problem

swoim�i=j

Selfposs ;ins
sposobem.
methodins

`Mark boasted of Mary's solving the problem with his/her own method.'

(8.59) Zªo±ciªo
anger3rd ;sg

j¡i,
sheacc

»e
Comp

Marekj
Mark

wysªaª
sent3rd ;sg

zaproszenie
invitation

swoim�i=j

Selfposs ;ins
samochodem.
carins

`It made her angry that Mark sent the invitation by her/his own car.'

(8.60) Tomeki
Tom

podejrzewaª,
suspected3rd ;sg

»e
Comp

Mariaj
Mary

nie
NM

ugotowaªa
cooked3rd ;sg ;fem

sobie�i=j
Selfdat

obiadu
dinner

(bo
(because

go
heacc

chciaªa
wanted3rd ;sg ;fem

ukara¢).
punish)

`Tom suspected that Mary hadn't cooked himself/herself the dinner (because she
wanted to punish him).'

(8.61) Ewai
Eve

poprosiªa
asked3rd ;sg ;fem

piel¦gniark¦j ,
nurse

»eby
Comp

poprawiªa
correct

poduszk¦
pillow

swojej�i=j
Selfposs ;dat

mamie.
motherdat

`Eve asked the nurse to move her mother's pillow.'

(8.62) Janeki
John

chciaª,
wanted3rd ;sg ;masc

»eby
Comp

Ewaj
Eve

biegªa
run

swoim�i=j

Selfposs ;ins
tempem
speedins

(i
(and

nie
NM

zostawaªa
stay

w tyle).
behind)

`John wanted Eve to proceed with his/her own speed (and not to stay behind).'

20Throughout this section we ignore what is often called `the weak form' of the re�exive, i.e., si¦, whose
main function seems to be lexical re�exivization. Moreover, si¦ seems to be a `pure re�exive' in the sense of
Lidz (1997, 1996), while siebie allows the `near re�exive' construal of the kind discussed by Jackendo� (1992,
1997). This distinction opens a whole plethora of issues which we cannot go into.

21One wrinkle in 3) is existence of sentences such as (i) below in which the embedded verb is morphologically
in�nitive. It is not clear in what sense the embedded clause in such examples is tensed.

(i) Jan
John

chciaª,
wanted

»eby
Comp

obejrze¢
watchinf

swoje
Selfposs

zdj¦cia.
photos

`John wanted one/us to see the one's/our photos.'

The analysis of Marciniak (1999) correctly accounts for such cases.
22For lack of space, we do not extensively justify that each constituent marked with bold font is an adjunct.

Note, however, that they are not indispensable for the meaning of the predicate and are optional. These
examples are based on the discussion of bare NP adjuncts in Tajsner (1990, �5.2).
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Note that the re�exive must be subject-bound in its minimal tense domain regardless of the
kind of adjunct it occurs in (instrument (8.58), means (8.59), benefactive (8.60), recipient of
action (8.61) and manner (8.62)), whether it is the re�exive pronoun (8.60) or the re�exive
possessive, and whether the subordinate clause is a barrier for wh-extraction (in (8.62) it is
not). Similar results are obtained in case of anaphors within PP adjuncts.

Also the requirement that the antecedent c-command the anaphor must be satis�ed:

(8.63) Niska
low

opinia
opinion

Jankai
Johngen

o
about

Marii
Mary

spowodowaªa,
cause

»e
Comp

próbowaªa
tried

ona
she

rozwi¡za¢
solve

ten
this

problem
problem

swoim�i/jegoi
Selfposs ;ins/hisins

sposobem.
methodins

`John's low opinion of Mary made her try to solve the problem with her/his own
method.'

It seems then that adjuncts are subject to Principle A just as complements are: they have to
be bound by a c-commanding subject withing the minimal tense domain. If argument-binding
and adjunct-binding were two completely di�erent processes, as predicted by the analyses of
Reinhart and Reuland (1991, 1993) and Pollard and Sag (1992, 1994), this would be a very
surprising coincidence.

8.4.1.2 Pronouns

The distribution of personal pronouns is generally complementary with that of anaphors in
Polish.23 This is true also about adjunct-contained pronouns. The sentences below should be
compared to (8.58)�(8.62).

(8.64) Ewaj
Eve

rozwi¡zaªa
solved

zadanie
problem

jej�j
herins

sposobem.
methodins

`Mary solved the problem with her method.'

(8.65) Marekj
Mark

wysªaª
sent3rd ;sg

zaproszenie
invitation

jego�j
hisins

samochodem.
carins

`Mark sent the invitation by his car.'

(8.66) Mariaj
Mary

nie
NM

ugotowaªa
cooked3rd ;sg ;fem

jej�j
herdat

obiadu.
dinner

`Mary hasn't cooked her the dinner.'

(8.67) Piel¦gniarkaj
nurse

poprawiªa
corrected

poduszk¦
pillow

jej�j
herdat

mamie.
motherdat

`The nurse moved her mother's pillow.'
23The exceptions include 1st and 2nd person pronouns in many contexts, especially as possessives:

(i) Lubi¦i
like1st ;sg

mojegoi/swojegoi
my/Selfposs

brata.
brother

`I like my brother.'

See also discussion in Willim (1989, ch.3).
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(8.68) Ewaj
Eve

biegªa
ran

jej�j
herins

tempem.
speedins

`Eve proceeded with her speed.'

In none of (8.64)�(8.68) can the adjunct-contained pronoun be bound by the local subject. This
parallels the basic behaviour of argument-contained pronouns, i.e., the requirement that they
be not coindexed with a c-commanding subject within their minimal domain of tense. Note
that they can be coindexed with a non-c-commanding NP contained within the subject (8.69),
with a non-subject argument (8.70), or with a higher subject (8.71).

(8.69) Matka
mother

Mariii
Marygen

nie
NM

ugotowaªa
cooked

jeji
herdat

obiadu.
dinner

`Mary's mother didn't cook the dinner for her.'

(8.70) Marek
Mark

wysªaª
sent

Tomkai
Tomacc

jegoi
hisins

(wªasnym)
ownins

samochodem.
carins

`Mark sent Tom in his own car.'

(8.71) Mareki
Mark

chwaliª
boasted

si¦,
RM

»e
Comp

Ewaj
Eve

rozwi¡zaªa
solved

zadanie
problem

jegoi
hisins

sposobem.
methodins

`Mark boasted of Mary's solving the problem with his method.'

Again, this is expected if adjunct-contained pronouns have to satisfy the binding constraints
that regulate the behaviour of argument-contained pronouns, but rather surprising if adjuncts
are exempt from binding theory.

8.4.1.3 R-Expressions

According to the binding theory of Pollard and Sag (1994), arguments of a predicate do not
o-command adjuncts to this predicate. This means that there is no Condition C violation in
sentences such as (8.72) below.

(8.72) Nie
not

ugotowaªa
cooked

onai
shenom

wczoraj
yesterday

Marii�i
Marydat

obiadu.
dinner

`She didn't cook dinner for Mary yesterday.'

However, the coindexation between the subject ona and the benefactive adjunct Marii is
unacceptable. This can be partly due to the fact that cataphora in Polish is rather restricted,24

but this cannot be the whole story. The example below, in which the pronoun does not c-
command the adjunct, is drastically improved:

(8.73) Nie
not

ugotowaªa
cooked

jegoi
his

matka
mothernom

wczoraj
yesterday

Tomkowi?i
Tomdat

obiadu.
dinner

`His mother didn't cook dinner for Tom yesterday.'
24It is, however, possible; cf. Willim (1995, fn.7) for some examples.
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Moreover, if the unacceptability of (8.72) were due to the linear ordering of the name and
the pronoun, we would expect a clear acceptability improvement in analogous sentences with
Marii moved to the beginning of the clause, e.g., as a result of topicalization or contrastive
focus. This prediction is, however, not borne out:

(8.74) Marii�i
Marydat

nie
not

ugotowaªa
cooked

onai
shenom

wczoraj
yesterday

obiadu.
dinner

`As for Mary, she didn't cook dinner for her yesterday.'

(8.75) To
FOCUS

MARII�i
Mariidat

nie
not

ugotowaªa
cooked

onai
shenom

wczoraj
yesterday

obiadu.
dinner

`It is for Mary, that she didn't cook dinner yesterday.'

On the other hand, the acceptability of (8.73) does improve when Tomkowi is moved to the
beginning of the clause. Thus, sentences (8.76)�(8.77) are completely grammatical to our ears.

(8.76) Tomkowii
Tomdat

nie
not

ugotowaªa
cooked

jegoi
his

matka
mothernom

wczoraj
yesterday

obiadu.
dinner

`As for Tom, his mother didn't cook dinner for him yesterday.'

(8.77) To
FOCUS

TOMKOWIi
Tomdat

nie
not

ugotowaªa
cooked

wczoraj
yesterday

jegoi
his

matka
mothernom

obiadu.
dinner

`It is for Tom, that his mother didn't cook dinner yesterday.'

The same grammaticality contrasts can be observed with other kinds of adjuncts. They
are fully expected if adjuncts must satisfy Condition C (or its pragmatic counterpart) just
as arguments do, but remains unexplained if they need not. The next section shows that
Condition C extends to adjuncts in Polish also in more subtle cases.

8.4.2 Condition C E�ects

Hukari and Levine (1996) argue on the basis of examples such as (8.78)�(8.79) that names
contained in adjuncts show Condition C e�ects, albeit di�erent than those contained in com-
plements: they cannot be co-indexed with a c-commanding (valence c-commanding, in the
terminology of Hukari and Levine (1996)) subject, although they can be co-indexed with
complements of the higher clause.

(8.78) a. *Theyi went into the city without the twinsi being noticed.

b. You can't say anything to themi without the twinsi being o�ended.

(8.79) a. *Shei always gets angry when Kimi is criticized.

b. We always console heri when Kimi is criticized.

This apparently contrasts with names contained in a complement: they cannot be co-indexed
either with a higher complement, or with a higher subject:
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(8.80) Shei asked her maidj when Mary�i=�j could �nally leave.

Note that the real di�erence lies in the possibility of co-indexation with a higher complement:
it is possible if the name is embedded in an adjunct (cf. (8.78a) and (8.79a)), but not if it is
in a complement (8.80).

Polish does not show similar contrasts between complement and adjunct clauses:

(8.81) a. *?Pytaªem
asked1st ;sg

j¡i,
sheacc

kiedy
when

Ewai
Eve

wreszcie
�nally

posprz¡ta
clean

mieszkanie.
�at

`I asked her when will Eve �nally clean the �at.'

b. *?Widziaªem
saw1st ;sg

j¡i,
shenom

kiedy
when

Ewai
Eve

sprz¡taªa
cleaned3rd ;sg ;fem

mieszkanie.
�at

`I saw her when Eve was cleaning the �at.'

Although in (8.81a) Ewa is contained in a complement clause, while in (8.81b) � in a temporal
adjunct clause, the acceptability judgements are similar.25 Another example of this lack of
clear contrast is given below:

(8.82) a. *?Zawsze
always

j¡i
sheacc

prosimy,
ask1st ;pl

»eby
Comp

Ewai
Eve

si¦
RM

nie
NM

rozpªakaªa.
cry

`We always ask her not to cry.'

b. *?Zawsze
always

j¡i
shenom

pocieszamy,
comfort

»eby
Comp

Ewai
Eve

si¦
RM

nie
NM

rozpªakaªa.
cry

`We always comfort her so that Eve doesn't cry.'

Similarly, antireconstruction e�ects of the kind discussed in Lebeaux (1988) (cf. also Hukari
and Levine (1996) and references therein) do not seem to have a correlate in Polish. Consider
the examples (8.83) based on Lebeaux (1988, (54)). Unlike their English counterparts, they
do not show any clear di�erence in acceptability.

(8.83) a. ??W
in

domu
house

Tomkai
Tomgen

mieszka
live3rd ;sg

oni
henom

razem
together

z
with

rodzin¡.
family

`In Tom's house, he lives together with his family.'

b. ??W
in

domu
house

Tomkai
Tomgen

sªucha
listen3rd ;sg

oni
henom

muzyki
music

razem
together

z
with

rodzin¡.
family

`In Tom's house, he is listening to music together with his family.'

However, one reason for this symmetry might be that these examples perhaps do not involve
extraction at all, but rather scrambling (Polish is a relatively free word order language). More
telling are examples (8.84) below.

25For most speakers both are unacceptable, although some speakers prefer examples like (8.81a), while others
prefer (8.81b). To our ears, (8.81b) (and (8.82b)) is slightly less unacceptable than (8.81a) (and (8.82a)).
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(8.84) a. ?W
in

którym
which

domu
house

Janka
Johngen

chciaªe±,
wanted2nd ;sg

»eby
Comp

mieszkaª
live

on
henom

przez
through

najbli»szy
closest

rok?
year

`In which house of John's did you want him to live for the next year?'

b. ?W
in

którym
which

domu
house

Janka
Johngen

chciaªe±,
wanted2nd ;sg

»eby
Comp

dbaª
take care

on
henom

szczególnie
especially

o
about

porz¡dek?
order
`In which house of John's did you want him to take special care of cleanness?'

These sentences, however, also do not show clear grammaticality di�erences. We conclude,
thus, that, perhaps unlike in English, binding facts do not distinguish between complements
and adjuncts in Polish.

8.4.3 Some Consequences

The conclusion of the previous subsection is that Polish binding facts do not distinguish
between complements and adjuncts. In this subsection we examine what consequences this
has for two theories of binding which predict such a di�erence: the HPSG binding theory of
Pollard and Sag (1992, 1994) and the Re�exivity framework of Reinhart and Reuland (1991,
1993). Before we do that, we establish a useful fact, namely that Polish re�exives do not have
logophoric uses.

8.4.3.1 Logophors in Polish?

Consider again examples (8.58)�(8.62) above. We saw in �8.4.1.1 that adjunct anaphors in
embedded �nite clauses cannot be bound by matrix subjects. Note that this is so even though
the examples are constructed so as to facilitate the point of view construal, a condition for
logophoric reading of anaphors exempt from binding theory (Reinhart and Reuland, 1993;
Pollard and Sag, 1994). Moreover, the blocking e�ect cannot be attributed to the intervening
(embedded) animate subjects (cf. Xue et al. (1994)); as (8.85)�(8.86) show, the sentences
without such intervening animate elements are equally unacceptable.

(8.85) *Mareki
Mark

chwaliª
boasted

si¦,
RM

»e
Comp

zadanie
problem

zostaªo
Auxpassp

rozwi¡zane
solvepassp

swoimi

Selfposs ;ins
sposobem.
methodins

`Mark boasted that the problem was solved with his own method.' (intended)

(8.86) *Janeki
John

baª
fear3rd ;sg ;masc

si¦,
RM

»e
Comp

bieg
run

swoimi

Selfposs ;ins
tempem
speedins

wyczerpie
exhaust

Ew¦.
Eve

`John was afraid that Eve's running with his speed will exhaust her.' (intended)

This suggests that in Polish anaphors cannot have logophoric uses. This conclusion is con-
�rmed by the unavailability of long-distance binding in the picture-contexts, cf. (8.87)�(8.88),
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as well as in coordination contexts, cf. (8.89) on the basis of Reinhart and Reuland (1993,
(26a)).

(8.87) *Janek
John

byª
was

zªy
angry

na
at

Mari¦.
Mary

To
this

swoje
Selfposs

zdj¦cie
photo

/
/
zdj¦cie
photo

siebie
Selfgen

w
in

gazecie
newspaper

narobi
make

du»o
much

haªasu.
noise

`John was angry at Mary. This picture of himself in the paper will make a lot of
noise.' (intended)

(8.88) Janeki
John

chciaª,
wanted

»eby
Comp

Mariaj
Mary

naszkicowaªa
sketch

wizerunek
picture

siebie�i=j
Selfgen

na
on

koniu.
horse.

`John wanted Mary to sketch a picture of *himself/herself on a horse.'

(8.89) Maksi
Maxnom

chwaliª
boasted

si¦,
RM

»e
that

królowaj
queennom

zaprosiªa
invited

�ucj¦
Lucyacc

i
and

siebie�i=j
Selfacc

na
for

drinka.
drink

`Max boasted that the queen invited Lucy and himself for a drink.'

Also the strict c-command requirement on antecedents of anaphors, cf. (8.63) above and
(8.90) below, corroborates this conclusion: as it is now well-known, logophors can have a
�subcommanding� antecedent, cf. English (8.91) (from Zribi-Hertz (1989)) and Chinese (8.92)
(from Xue et al. (1994)).

(8.90) Wybuchowo±¢
impulsiveness

Bismarckai
Bismarckgen

obróciªa
turned

si¦
RM

przeciwko
against

sobie�i.
Self

`Bismarck's impulsiveness has rebounded against himself.'

(8.91) Bismarcki's impulsiveness has. . . rebounded against himselfi.

(8.92) Zhangsani
Zhangsan

de
DE

jiaoao
pride

hai-le
hurt-ASP

zijii.
Self

`Zhangsan's pride harmed him.'

Thus, in view of the above considerations, and since we are not aware of any long-distance
uses of anaphors in Polish, we conclude that Polish anaphors cannot be used logophorically.26

8.4.3.2 Binding in HPSG

Polish binding facts posit a challenge to the binding theory of Pollard and Sag (1992, 1994).
First of all, their theory deals only with cases of local binding, within one argument structure.27

This is obviously not enough to account for Polish facts.28

26The data discussed by Rappaport (1986b) suggest that also the Russian re�exive sebe (and, possibly, the
possessive re�exive svoj ) cannot be used logophorically. It is not clear to us if this is a pan-Slavic feature.

27The alternative in Pollard and Sag (1994, �6.8.3) slightly extends this domain of binding, but this does
not su�ce to account for the facts mentioned below.

28Examples (8.93)�(8.95) are derived from Marciniak (1999), and (8.96)�(8.97) � from Willim (1989).
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(8.93) Jani
Johnnom

pokazaª
showed

Piotrowij
Peterdat

swojei=�j/jego�i=j
Selfposs/hisacc

zdj¦cia.
picturesacc

`John showed Peter his pictures.'

(8.94) Jani
Johnnom

pokazaª
showed

Piotrowij
Peterdat

zdj¦cia
picturesacc

córki
daughtergen

brata
brothergen

swojegoi=�j/jego�i=j
Selfposs/hisgen

kolegi.
colleaguegen
`John showed Peter the pictures of his colleague's brother's daughter.'

(8.95) Jani
Johnnom

kazaª
ordered

Piotrowij
Peterdat

kupi¢
buyinf

sobiei=j/mu�?i=�j
Self/himdat

ksi¡»k¦.
bookacc

`John ordered Peter to buy himself/him a book.'

(8.96) stosunek
attitude

Chomsky'egoi
Chomskygen

do
to

swoichi
Selfposs ;gen

(wªasnych)
(owngen )

studentów. . .
studentsgen

`Chomsky's attitude to his own students. . . '

(8.97) stosunek
attitude

Chomsky'egoi
Chomskygen

do
to

artykuªów
articlesgen

o
about

sobiei. . .
Selfloc

`Chomsky's attitude to articles about himself. . . '

In none of examples (8.93)�(8.97) is the anaphor on the same argument structure as the
antecedent. In (8.93) the possessive re�exive swoje is a dependent (probably speci�er) of
the noun zdj¦cia, while the antecedent Jan is the subject of the verb pokazaª. There is no
sense in which the anaphor could be present on the argument structure of the verb pokazaª,
or the antecedent on the arg-st of zdj¦cia. This is con�rmed by (8.94), which shows that
the structural distance between the binder and the anaphor is in principle unbounded. (8.95)
shows on the other hand that anaphors can be bound across in�nitival clauses, although this
can be accounted for by a `clause-union'-kind of analysis.29 The third kind of non-locality
of binding in Polish is illustrated with (8.96)�(8.97): again, to posit that the subject (or
speci�er) of the higher noun (Chomsky'ego) and the anaphor dependent of the lower noun
(swoich, sobie) can be found on the same arg-st would be straining one's credulity.

It is clear, then, that the binding theory of Pollard and Sag (1992, 1994) cannot be straight-
forwardly adopted to Polish. Of course, there is nothing wrong about that: that theory was
formulated for English and it never pretended to account for languages with non-local syntac-
tic binding. However, such an extension is put forward in Xue et al. (1994). On their account,
languages with long-distance binding have anaphors of the z-pronoun sort, i.e., anaphors,
which are subject to Principle Z:

(8.98) Principle Z:

Z-pronouns must be o-bound.

29See Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997c) for such an analysis of Polish in�nitival clauses on the basis of
Negative Concord and Genitive of Negation, and �5.2.3 for some discussion about `clause union' e�ects in
Polish.
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Moreover, Polish re�exives would have to be analysed as subject-oriented, i.e., satisfying the
principle (8.99) (Manning and Sag, 1999, p.67).

(8.99) a. An a-subject is an entity that is �rst on some arg-st list.

b. A-subject-oriented anaphors must be [o]-bound by an a-subject.

One problem with such an account is that Polish anaphors do not exhibit a truly long-
distance behaviour, they are rather middle-distance anaphors:30 the dependency is syntac-
tically blocked by independent tense / overt complementizer. This crucially di�ers from the
pragmatic unlike-person blocking e�ects in Chinese, discussed by Xue et al. (1994). The
apparently pragmatic nature of blocking allows them to maintain a conceptually elegant syn-
tactic binding theory for Chinese, as presented in (8.98). On the other hand, the apparently
syntactic blocking constraint in Polish would have to be built in into the binding theory for
this language. This would somewhat endanger the conceptual chastity of the HPSG binding
theory.31

Another problem stems from the fact that �crucially, adjuncts do not participate in the oblique-
ness hierarchy� (Xue et al., 1994). This means that the subject of a verb does not o-command
(or locally o-command) adjuncts of this verb.32 For example, in none of (8.58)�(8.62) above
does the embedded subject (locally) o-command the adjunct-contained anaphor. This in turn
means that these anaphors are exempt from the binding theory of Pollard and Sag (1992,
1994); Xue et al. (1994), i.e., that they are logophors. However, as we argued at length above,
Polish does not allow logophoric uses of re�exive pronouns and, moreover, the anaphors in
(8.58)�(8.62) behave in all respects just like argument-contained anaphors, so they should be
subject to the same binding theory. The only way out we see is to parameterize the categorical
statement from Xue et al. (1994) cited above and say that in some languages (at least some)
adjuncts do participate in the obliqueness hierarchy.

Finally, a problem which may prove more di�cult to deal with than the ones discussed above
concerns personal pronouns. Consider again examples (8.93)�(8.95) above. In all these ex-
amples, the personal pronoun (possessive in (8.93)�(8.94)) with the index i is locally o-free.
Thus, in (8.93)�(8.94) jegoi is either the only element on the noun's (zdj¦cia and kolegi, re-
spectively) arg-st, or is analysed as an adjective and perhaps is not on this arg-st at all;
in any case it is locally o-free. In (8.95), on the other hand, the pronoun mui is locally o-free
on the argument structure of kupi¢ because the only preceding element has a di�erent index
(j). Thus, according to the HPSG binding theory, these sentences should be acceptable on the
reading on which the pronoun is coindexed with Jan. This prediction is, however, not borne
out.

Although the facts are admittedly much more subtle than it might seem from the discussion
above,33 they suggest that also Pollard and Sag's Condition B should be replaced with a more

30See Reuland and Koster (1991) and other papers in Koster and Reuland (1991).
31However, since very similar blocking e�ects show up in Slavic negative concord (NC), this blocking con-

straint could be formulated as a constraint on a class of dependencies, including binding and negative concord.
See Progovac (1988, 1991, 1993, 1994) for an analysis of NC in terms of binding, and Przepiórkowski and
Kup±¢ (1997a,c,b, 1999) for a di�erent stance.

32This characteristic is crucial for Xue et al. (1994), cf. the account of their example (32).
33Note, e.g., that the coindexation of mu with the higher subject Jan in (8.95) does not seem as bad as with

the lower subject Piotrowi, although this might be due to the �distance factor.� Thus, in (i) such coindexation
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non-local alternative.

To summarize, we pointed out some issues which any adaptation of the binding theory of
Pollard and Sag (1992, 1994), Xue et al. (1994), and Manning and Sag (1998, 1999) to the
Polish facts must face. First, it must account for the middle-distance orientation of Polish
re�exives; Principle A of Pollard and Sag (1992, 1994) is too strong for this task, while Principle
Z of Xue et al. (1994) is too weak. Second, it must account for the fact that, in Polish, adjuncts
are subject to the same binding constraints as arguments. Thus, if binding is to be formulated
in terms of obliqueness hierarchy (Pollard and Sag, 1992, 1994; Xue et al., 1994) or argument
structure (Manning and Sag, 1998, 1999), this obliqueness hierarchy (argument structure)
must be extended to adjuncts in Polish. This, in turn, begs the question, to what extent
can such an extension be parameterized across languages. Finally, not only should such an
adaptation account for middle-distance anaphors, but it also must explain the fact that, in
general, pronouns cannot be bound within such a middle-distance domain.

For the sake of brevity and coherence, we leave these issues unresolved here. They certainly
deserve a dissertation of its own.

8.4.3.3 Re�exivity Approach

Before we examine how the binding theory of Reinhart and Reuland (1991, 1993) squares with
Polish facts, we have to explicate their approach.

Reinhart and Reuland (1991, 1993) First of all, Reinhart and Reuland (1991, 1993)
make a clear distinction between morphologically simplex anaphors (SE anaphors, e.g., Dutch
zich; they exhibit cross-linguistically the middle-distance behaviour) and morphologically com-
plex anaphors (SELF anaphors, e.g., English himself ; cross-linguistically short-distance be-
haviour, unless in logophoric use). They are both distinguished from pronouns by being
referentially impoverished. However, SELF and SE anaphors di�er in that only the former
can re�exivize a predicate (i.e., overtly mark it as re�exive); SE anaphors and pronouns do
not have this function. This is summarized in (8.100).

(8.100)
SELF SE Pronoun

Re�exivizing function + � �
R(eferential independence) � � +

is clearly ungrammatical.

(i) Piotrowij
Peterdat

kazaª
ordered

Jani
Johnnom

kupi¢
buyinf

mu�i=�j
Self/himdat

ksi¡»k¦.
bookacc

`It's Peter that John ordered to buy him a book.'

Another problem, noted by Willim (1989), is that the re�exive vs. personal pronoun complementarity breaks
down in sentences such as (8.96)�(8.97), which allow the personal pronoun in the place of the anaphor with just
a slightly degraded acceptability. See also fn.23 on page 329. One possibility to explore is that the pronouns in
such contexts are �short distance pronouns� in the sense of Tenny (1996), i.e., that they behave logophorically.
Another � that Chomsky'ego in these examples is in some sense ambiguous between the agent or author
(licensing the re�exive) and the possessor (allowing the pronoun), cf. Rozwadowska (1995, pp.138�140).
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Now, Reinhart and Reuland's binding theory is really a theory of re�exivity; it speci�es the
necessary and su�cient conditions for a predicate to be re�exive (i.e., have two arguments
�identical�). The full binding theory of Reinhart and Reuland (1993) is presented below (their
(40)�(41)).34

(8.101) De�nitions

a. The syntactic predicate formed of (a head) P is P, all its syntactic arguments,
and an external argument of P (subject).
The syntactic arguments of P are the projections assigned �-role or Case by P.

b. The semantic predicate formed of P is P and all its arguments at the relevant
semantic level.

c. A predicate is re�exive i� two of its arguments are coindexed.

d. A predicate (formed of P) is re�exive-marked i� either P is lexically re�exive
or one of P's arguments is a SELF anaphor.

(8.102) Conditions

A. A re�exive-marked syntactic predicate is re�exive.

B. A re�exive semantic predicate is re�exive-marked.

Thus, Condition A predicts that a SELF argument of a predicate must be coindexed with
another argument of the verb, while Condition B says that if two arguments of a predicate are
coindexed, this predicate must have a SELF argument (or, otherwise, be inherently re�exive).

This theory does not say anything about SE (simplex) anaphors (apart from the fact that
they do not re�exivize a predicate). Instead, Reinhart and Reuland (1991, 1993) adopt the
proposal that SE anaphors must attach to an In� node in order to get their � features.35

Technically, SE adjoins to the verb �rst, and then goes to In� together with the verb. At LF,
they can move to higher In�s, but�in accordance with an independent constraint on verbal
head movement�the verb (+SE) cannot cross a �nite In�. This implies middle-distance
behaviour of SE anaphors, as well as their ambiguity in in�nitival contexts.

The Status of siebie and swój The obvious question to ask is, what is the SE/SELF
status of Polish re�exives siebie and swój. They obviously cannot be (just) SELF anaphors:
they do not have to be coindexed with a co-argument (cf. (8.95) above and (8.103) below
derived from Reinders-Machowska (1991)), indeed, they do not need a co-argument at all
(cf. (8.58)�(8.62), (8.88), (8.93)�(8.94), (8.96)�(8.97)). Thus, if they were SELF anaphors,
they would violate Condition A (8.102).

(8.103) Piotri
Peternom

czytaª
read

artykuª
article

Janka
Johngen

o
about

sobiei.
Selfloc

`Peter read John's article about himself.'
34See Reinhart and Reuland (1993) for examples and discussion of the notions syntactic / semantic predicate.
35Zlati¢ (1996, 1997a) argues against this proposal on the basis of Serbo-Croatian facts, but her argument re-

lies on the assumption that the Serbo-Croatian anaphor sebe, being morphologically simplex, is unambiguously
a SE anaphor. See the discussion of the status of Polish anaphors below.
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Moreover, as we saw above, Polish anaphors, unlike SELF anaphors, are strictly subject-
oriented.

The middle-distance subject-oriented behaviour of siebie and swój (as well as their morpho-
logical simplicity) seems to suggest that they are SE anaphors. This, however, cannot be so,
minimally for the reason that siebie does re�exivize the predicate:36

(8.104) Janeki
Johnnom

umyª
washed

najpierw
�rst

siebiei,
Selfacc

a
and

potem
then

Mari¦.
Maryacc

`John washed himself �rst, and then Mary.'

(8.105) Tomeki
Tomnom

wysadziª
blew

siebiei
Selfacc

w
in

powietrze.
air

`Tom blew himself up.'

In order to explain the availability of siebie both in strictly local (SELF) and in non-local
middle-distance (SE) positions, Reinhart and Reuland (1991, p.310) postulate that this form
is actually ambiguous between a SE and a SELF anaphor. This proposal goes quite far in
accounting for the Polish data: under appropriate assumptions about head-movement, it can
successfully deal with all of (8.58)�(8.63), (8.93)�(8.95), (8.103)�(8.105) above. However, there
is no independent evidence of such an ambiguity, not even of the (prosodic) kind discussed
by Reuland and Reinhart (1995) in connection with the ambiguity of German sich. Moreover,
there are at least four empirical problems this approach faces.

3-Place Predicates Consider sentences (8.106)�(8.107) below.

(8.106) a. *Wªadca
rulernom

podarowaª
gave

niewolnic¦i
slavefem ;acc

sobiei
Selfdat

(samej).
Emphfem

`The ruler gave the slave to herself.' (intended)

b. *Wªadca
rulernom

podarowaª
gave

niewolnicyi
slavefem ;dat

siebiei
Selfacc

(sam¡).
Emphfem

`The ruler gave the slave herself.' (intended)

(8.107) *Maria
Marynom

opisaªa
described

Tomkai
Tomacc

sobiei
Selfdat

(samemu).
Emphmasc

`Mary described Tom to himself.' (intended)

Podarowa¢ `give, donate' and opisa¢ `describe' are three-place predicates. One of the argu-
ments is the anaphor, which is coindexed with another (non-subject) argument thus creating
a re�exive predicate. The binding theory presented above predicts this to be ungrammatical
on the SE reading of the anaphor (Condition B is violated), but grammatical on the SELF
reading (both binding conditions are satis�ed), thus the sentences (8.106)�(8.107) should be
acceptable. This is not so.

36Note that siebie cannot be reasonably argued here to be a lexical re�exivity marker: in case of (8.104) this
rôle is reserved for si¦ (compare umy¢ siebie vs. umy¢ si¦), while, in case of (8.105), it is not obvious in what
sense wysadzi¢ (w powietrze) should be lexically re�exive.
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This problem stems from the fact that in Polish anaphors are always subject-oriented, while
the theory sketched above predicts that only SE anaphors are subject-oriented, while SELF
anaphors do not have to be. As the glosses show, this prediction is correct for English (Pol-
lard and Sag, 1994, p.256), but not for Polish. This, however, is only a minor problem;
Reinhart and Reuland's account for Polish can be minimally modi�ed to the e�ect that siebie
is ambiguous between SE and SE+SELF anaphors: the latter are supposed to be both local
(i.e., re�exivizing, thus subject to Conditions A and B) and subject-oriented (Reinhart and
Reuland, 1991, p.287). The next problem is more serious.

Nominal Subjects Recall that subject-orientedness of SE anaphors is accounted via head-
movement to In� (speci�cally, to Agr), where the �-features of the subject are available. On
the other hand, SELF must be coindexed with a co-argument. Thus, if siebie (and swój ) are
ambiguous between SE and (SE+)SELF `readings', and if there are no logophors in Polish,
as we argued above (�8.4.3.1), there are only two kinds of possible antecedents for siebie: the
strictly local subject or a non-local (middle-distance) subject of a clause. This predicts that
the following con�gurations are impossible in Polish:

(8.108) NP

Speci N0

Noun NP

swój i N0

Noun

NP

Speci N0

Noun NP

N0

Noun siebiei

This prediction is, however, wrong: the two con�gurations (8.108) correspond to the examples
below, as well as to (8.96)�(8.97) above.37

(8.109) jegoi
his

ci¡gªe
constant

gn¦bienie
tormenting

swoichi
Selfposs ;gen

studentów. . .
studentsgen

`his constant tormenting/bullying of his own students. . . '

(8.110) jegoi
his

ci¡gªe
constant

niszczenie
destroying

artykuªów
articlesgen

o
about

sobiei. . .
Selfloc

`his constant destroying of articles about himself. . . '

It is not clear to us how the account of Reinhart and Reuland (1991, 1993) could be extended
to cover such data, short of claiming that the verbal nouns gn¦bienie and niszczenie actually
introduce the In�/Agr projection.

37The additional complication in (8.96)�(8.97) is the presence of the preposition do. Whether this preposition
introduces a predicate or not, the anaphors and their antecedents in these examples are not co-arguments of
the same predicate, thus our point remains valid.
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Pronouns Another empirical problem with the binding theory of Reinhart and Reuland
(1991, 1993) concerns pronouns. To cut the long story short, nothing in their account predicts
the impossibility of coindexing between the subject and the pronoun in the examples (8.64)�
(8.68), repeated below.

(8.64) Ewaj
Eve

rozwi¡zaªa
solved

zadanie
problem

jej�j
herins

sposobem.
methodins

`Mary solved the problem with her method.'

(8.65) Marekj
Mark

wysªaª
sent3rd ;sg

zaproszenie
invitation

jego�j
hisins

samochodem.
carins

`Mark sent the invitation by his car.'

(8.66) Mariaj
Mary

nie
NM

ugotowaªa
cooked3rd ;sg ;fem

jej�j
herdat

obiadu.
dinner

`Mary hasn't cooked her the dinner.'

(8.67) Piel¦gniarkaj
nurse

poprawiªa
corrected

poduszk¦
pillow

jej�j
herdat

mamie.
motherdat

`The nurse moved her mother's pillow.'

(8.68) Ewaj
Eve

biegªa
ran

jej�j
herins

tempem.
speedins

`Eve proceeded with her speed.'

Note that condition B is concerned with co-arguments only. Since the pronoun and the subject
are not arguments of the same predicate (minimally, because the pronoun is contained in an
adjunct), Condition B is (trivially) satis�ed. Also the Chain Condition, extended by Reinhart
and Reuland (1993) to apply to re�exive and pronominal pronouns (Reinhart and Reuland,
1993, p.696) does not predict this counter-indexing: on most conceptions of chains, the subject
and the pronoun do not belong to the same chain because adjuncts are generally barriers to
antecedent-government.38

Locative Prepositions A similar problem is that arguments of locative prepositions in
Polish behave in the same way as arguments of `case-marking' prepositions (cf. (8.111)�(8.112),
based on Reinhart and Reuland (1993, (15)�(16))).

(8.111) a. Maksi
Max

rozmawia
talk

z
with

*nimi

himins

/
/
ze
with

sob¡i.
Selfins

`Max talks to him/himself.'

b. Maksi
Max

polega
relies

na
on

*nimi

himloc

/
/
na
on

sobiei.
Selfloc

`Max relies on him/himself.'

38See Lidz (1997) for further arguments against Reinhart and Reuland's (1993) Chain Condition.
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(8.112) a. Maksi
Max

zobaczyª
saw3rd ;sg

pistolet
gun

koªo
near

*niegoi
himgen

/
/
koªo
near

siebiei.
Selfgen

`Max saw a gun near him/himself.'

b. Maksi
Max

posadziª
placed

�ucj¦
Lucy

koªo
near

*niegoi
himgen

/
/
koªo
near

siebiei.
Selfgen

`Max placed Lucy near him/himself.'

This is, again, completely unexpected on the theory of Reinhart and Reuland (1991, 1993)
because locative prepositions are predicates, unlike `case-marking' prepositions. This means
that, in the case of locative prepositions, the pronoun is not an argument of the same predicate
as the subject of the verb, hence, Condition B does not apply here, ergo, coindexation is
possible. As examples (8.112) show, this prediction is not borne out: coindexation with the
subject is forbidden in a fashion parallel to `case-marking' prepositions.39

Summary The approach of Reinhart and Reuland (1991, 1993) faces at least the following
problems when applied to Polish:40

� it is forced to analyse the anaphors siebie and swój as ambiguous between SE and
(SE+)SELF anaphors; this does not square in with the generalization that SELF
anaphors are morphologically complex, while SE anaphors are morphologically simplex;
also, there is no independent evidence for such ambiguity;41

� the fact that Polish anaphors can refer to higher subjects not associated with an In�
node remains unexpected;

� similarly to the analogous problem with the HPSG binding theory, the fact that pro-
nouns (and anaphors) contained within adjuncts behave just like those in arguments is
unexpected;

� the prediction that pronouns governed by locative prepositions behave in a di�erent way
than those governed by `case-marking' prepositions is not borne out.

Thus, we conclude that binding theories of Pollard and Sag (1992, 1994) and Xue et al.
(1994) on one hand, and Reinhart and Reuland (1991, 1993) on the other, which assume a
fundamental di�erence between complements and adjuncts, are not malleable into a successful
binding theory for Polish. What is needed instead is a theory insensitive to the putative
complement / adjunct dichotomy.

39Also Reinhart and Reuland's (1993) Chain Condition does not block examples (8.112), at least un-
der the Barriers (Chomsky, 1986b) conception of government. They could be blocked, however, if one
adopted Rizzi's (1990) system, as in fact Reuland and Reinhart (1995) do in order to account for similar
German facts, but then it is not clear how to allow the analogous (but grammatical!) English sentences; the
answer which Reuland and Reinhart (1995) provide is rather speculative.

40In fact, also attempts at applying this approach to other languages, such as Chinese, Korean, Kannada or
Malayalam, face immediate problems, as pointed out, e.g., by Lidz (1996, 1997) and Hamilton (1996).

41Another minor problem is the following: if siebie is ambiguous between SE and SELF, why cannot it be
used to lexically mark inherently re�exive predicates (instead si¦ must be used as witnessed by the following
contrast: zachowywa¢ si¦/*siebie `behave (oneself)')? A recourse to the `principles of economy' (Reinhart and
Reuland, 1993, fn.15) would not help here, as siebie is a strictly impossible lexical re�exivizer, independently
of discourse context.
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8.5 Negative Concord

Finally, we brie�y turn to another phenomenon apparently distinguishing between comple-
ments and adjuncts in some languages, i.e., negative concord (NC).42 For example, Ara-
novich (1993) claims that, although Spanish n-words cannot be licensed across strong barriers
(Cinque, 1990), complement (but not adjunct) n-words can be licensed across weak barriers.

In Polish, however, there seem to be no di�erences of this kind. Note �rst that, as shown in
Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997a,c,b, 1999), n-licensing is always illicit across tensed clauses,
whether indicative or subjunctive, complement or adjunct. This could be explained by the
assumption that all such clauses are strong islands in Polish. However, as mentioned in �8.2.3,
»eby-clauses allow for extraction in Polish, and yet they are barriers for n-licensing:

(8.113) *Nie
NM

chciaªem,
wanted1st ;sg

»eby
Comp

Tomek
Tom

nikogo
nobodyacc

uderzyª.
hit

`I didn't want Tom to hit anybody.' (intended)

(8.114) *Nie
NM

chciaªem,
wanted1st ;sg

»eby
Comp

Tomek
Tom

nigdy
never

szedª
went

po
for

papierosy.
cigarettes

`I didn't want Tom to ever be fetching cigarettes.' (intended)

We therefore maintain the claim in Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997a,c,b, 1999) that Polish
NC is not sensitive to the complement/adjunct dichotomy.

A remark concerning binding and NC is in order here.43 As discussed in Przepiórkowski and
Kup±¢ (1997a,b), Polish NC is unbounded in the sense that it can cross any number of PP
and NP projections. The same seems to be true of binding. Thus, even when an n-word (an
anaphor) is embedded deep in an NP or a PP dependent of a verb, it can still be licensed
by the negation on the verb (respectively, by the subject of the verb), provided no sentential
barrier is crossed. However, this is not always true as the examples below show:

(8.115) a. ?*Wedªug/zdaniem
according to

»adnego
none

rosyjskiego
Russian

polityka,
politician

Polska
Poland

nie
NM

powinna
should

przyst¡pi¢
join

do
to

NATO.
NATO

`According to no Russian politician, should Poland join NATO.' (intended)

b. ?*Janek
John

to
is

kanalia,
scoundrel

(przynajmniej)
at least

wedªug/zdaniem
according to

swojego
Selfposs

brata.
brother

`John is a scoundrel, at least according to his brother.' (intended)

Thus, in both binding and NC, there are di�erences in behaviour between various dependents,
and, again, these di�erences do not correlate with the complement/adjunct distinction. At

42See Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997a,c,b, 1999) for a relatively exhaustive HPSG analysis of this phe-
nomenon, as well as Richter and Sailer (1999a), Kup±¢ (1999d), Bªaszczak (1998b, 1999, 1998a), Kallas (1998),
and Przepiórkowski and �widzi«ski (1997), �widzi«ski (1998, 1999a) for related considerations.

43We are grateful to Manfred Sailer for bringing this issue to our attention.
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least on a �rst approximation, what seems to matter is rather the eventuality-modifying
versus proposition-modifying status of the dependent. This issue certainly deserves further
investigation.

8.6 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we discussed various (apparently) syntactic phenomena which have been
claimed to correlate with the complement/adjunct distinction and, thus, provide evidence for
the syntactic understanding of this dichotomy. We saw that, on closer inspection, none of
them really correlates with the dichotomy at hand. In fact, the putative verbal proform zrobi¢
to `do it' turned out to be a pragmatic anaphor, extraction and parasitic gap facts distinguish
between various dependents on the basis of their categorial makeup and/or referentiality, and
are orthogonal to the complement/adjunct dichotomy, and binding and Negative Concord are
completely insensitive to the complement/adjunct status of dependents, although they seem
to be sensitive to their eventuality- vs. proposition-modifying status.

Of course, it was not our aim to provide formal analyses of any of these phenomena; each
of them requires a separate study. However, in some places, we brie�y examined existing
analyses and tried to shed some light on what a successful analysis would involve. We hope
that at least some of these remarks will stimulate future research on these issues.



Chapter 9

Adjuncts as Complements

In Chapter 6, we saw that the issue whether the complement/adjunct distinction should
be represented tree-con�gurationally is a controversial one: it is so represented within the
Principles and Parameters framework, while LFG assumes no such con�gurational distinction.
Within HPSG, there have been proposals re�ecting both positions: for Pollard and Sag (1994),
adjuncts occupy di�erent positions than complements, while for Pollard and Sag (1987) and
Kasper (1994), they have similar con�gurational status as complements.

Then, in Chapters 7 and 8, we critically examined various apparent re�exes of the putative
con�gurational (or syntactic in general) complement/adjunct dichotomy and saw that none
of them stands the scrutiny.

This gives us the freedom to consider in this Chapter an approach to the complement/adjunct
dichotomy which is even more radical than that of Pollard and Sag (1987) and Kasper (1994),
an approach which denies any con�gurational di�erence between complements and adjuncts:
adjuncts are syntactically realized from the same valence feature as subcategorized comple-
ments, viz. valencejcomps.

Below, we �rst review the formalizations of the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach which
have been postulated in the HPSG literature (�9.1), then we choose one of them and for-
malize it in our setup (�9.2), and �nally, we show that our formalization correctly interacts
with quanti�cation, contrary to appearances (�9.3).1 In the following Chapter, we apply the
analysis of the present Chapter to a range of case assignment phenomena.

9.1 Previous HPSG Work

In this section, we present the most interesting HPSG approaches to the `Adjuncts-as-
Complements' idea, namely Miller (1992), van Noord and Bouma (1994), Manning et al.
(1997) and Bouma et al. (1999b, 1998a), based on a variety of empirical phenomena.

However, the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach to modi�cation has been assumed in a
number of HPSG works apart from those. Thus, Bratt (1996) applies this approach in her

1Sections 9.2�9.3 are based on Przepiórkowski (1997c, 1998a).
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analysis of Korean causative constructions; Abeillé and Godard (1997) and Kim and Sag
(1996) utilize it in their accounts of verbal negation in French and English; Przepiórkowski
and Kup±¢ (1997b,c,a, 1999) assume it in their analysis of negative concord in Polish; Mal-
ouf (1999b) posits that ad-nominal modi�ers in West Greenlandic are actually complements,
present on comps; and Bender and Flickinger (1998, 1999) argue that the `Adjuncts-as-
Complements' idea allows for an elegant explanation of certain diachronic issues.

Moreover, as argued in Przepiórkowski (1997a, 1999b) and, more extensively, in the next
Chapter, the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach is almost forced by a range of case assign-
ment facts in a number of languages. Before we can move to those intriguing case assignment
facts, though, a look at other empirical arguments and various formalizations of `Adjuncts-as-
Complements' is in order.

9.1.1 Miller (1992)

To the best of our knowledge, the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' idea was �rst, within HPSG,
put forward by Miller (1992, ��2.2.8�2.2.9), who proposed adding adjuncts to the subcat list
in the lexicon, by means of a set of lexical rules. Miller (1992, p.63) presents four arguments
for this position:

1. assuming head-complement structures as in Pollard and Sag (1987), having adjuncts on
the subcat list ensures �at structures of VPs;

2. assuming that agreement is enforced on subcat lists, agreement between a head and
its optional modi�er (e.g., between a noun and an adjective in French) can be encoded
only if one is on the subcat list of the other;

3. including adjuncts on the subcat list �allows [them] to appear at determined positions
in the obliqueness hierarchy, which may allow to account for their default ordering
properties�;

4. �nally, absence of adjuncts from the subcat list would result in a violation of the
subcat Principle.

Although the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' hypothesis proved to be in�uential in further HPSG
work, the original motivation was rather weak. First, the last point (4.) seems to be void;
neither on the treatment of adjuncts in Pollard and Sag (1987) (and Kasper (1994)), nor
on the analysis of Pollard and Sag (1994), does the absence of adjuncts from subcat lead
to a violation of the subcat (Pollard and Sag, 1987) or Valence (Pollard and Sag, 1994)
Principle. Second, points 1. and 3. are equally inconclusive: the approach of Pollard and
Sag (1987) and Kasper (1994) also results in �at structures and allows to include adjuncts
at �determined positions in the obliqueness hierarchy.� As noted in Pollard and Sag (1987,
p.149), since the order of elements on comp-dtrs is the same as the order on subcat, it also
re�ects the obliqueness hierarchy; the only di�erence between Miller's (1992) approach and
the analysis of Pollard and Sag (1987) (and Kasper (1994)) is in the locus of linear precedence
rules: on the former approach, LP rules must be hard-wired into lexical rules putting adjuncts
in appropriate places in the subcat list, while on the latter, LP rules can be understood as
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operating on values of the dtrs attribute. Finally, also agreement facts (2.) can be accounted
for on the assumption that it is not adjunct that is in the subcat list of the head, but rather
the other way round, i.e., that the adjunct selects the head. This is the stance of, e.g., Pollard
and Sag (1994, ch.2), Kasper (1994) and Kathol (1998), who assume that agreement facts
between the head and an adjunct can be encoded through the mod attribute.

In summary, an analysis, such as Kasper's (1994), upon which adjuncts select heads but
are realized as sisters to complements, can handle all the arguments mentioned by Miller
(1992) equally well as the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach, although perhaps at the cost
of a slightly increased technical complexity. Nevertheless, as we will see presently, there are
other important arguments for the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' idea, �rst (in HPSG) advocated
by Miller (1992).

9.1.2 Dutch Verb Clusters: van Noord and Bouma (1994)

9.1.2.1 Linguistic Motivation

A stronger argument for the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach is provided by van Noord
and Bouma (1994). Their argument is based on the assumption that Germanic verb clusters,
including Dutch verb clusters, should be analysed via the so-called argument composition,
proposed within HPSG by Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1990, 1994a). According to that analysis,
verb clusters have �at structures; arguments of lower verbs are raised to higher verbs. For
example, the subordinate clause (9.1) has the constituent structure as in (9.2).

(9.1) . . .
. . .

dat
that

Arie
Arie

Bob
Bob

wil
wants

slaan.
to-hit

`. . . that Arie wants to hit Bob.'

(9.2)

S

1NP 2NP V 3V�
subcat h 1 , 2 , 3 i

� �
subcat h 1 , 2 i

�

Arie Bob wil slaan

Now, upon that analysis, clauses such as (9.3) below must be analysed as con�gurationally un-
ambiguous: the adverbial vandaag syntactically attaches to the `auxiliary' verb wil, although,
semantically, it may be understood as modifying either the `auxiliary' verb wil, or the `main'
verb slaan.

(9.3) . . .
. . .

dat
that

Arie
Arie

vandaag
today

Bob
Bob

wil
wants

slaan.
to-hit

`. . . that Arie wants to hit Bob today.'
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This semantic ambiguity posits a serious problem for the analyses of adjuncts in Pollard and
Sag (1987, 1994) and in Kasper (1994): on each of these analyses, the adjunct vandaag is
predicted to semantically modify the `auxiliary' verb wil, so the reading `Arie wants to [hit
Bob today]' is unaccounted for.

This is where the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' fares considerably better. Thus, van Noord and
Bouma (1994) assume (tentatively) a lexical rule such as (9.4), which puts an adjunct on a
lexical item's subcat list and changes the semantics accordingly:2

(9.4) �
subcat 1 � 2

cont 3

�
)

2
4 subcat 1 � h

�
modjcont 3

cont 4

�
i � 2

cont 4

3
5

On this approach, the adverbial vandaag `today' can be lexically added either to the subcat
list of the `main' verb slaan and appropriately modify its semantics (this leads to the narrow-
scope reading), or to the `auxiliary' verb wil (wide-scope reading). This will result in two
di�erent analyses of clauses such as (9.3): the narrow-scope reading (9.5), and the wide-scope
reading (9.6).3

(9.5)

�
sc h i
cont 5wil(Arie,vandag(slaan(A,B)))

�

1NP 0AdvP 2NP V 3V�
cont 6

� �
sc h 1 , 0 , 2 , 3 i
cont 5

� �
sc h 1 , 0 , 2 i
cont 6vandag(slaan(A,B))

�

Arie vandag Bob wil slaan

(9.6)

�
sc h i
cont 5vandag(wil(Arie,slaan(A,B)))

�

1NP 0AdvP 2NP V 3V�
cont 5

� �
sc h 1 , 0 , 2 , 3 i
cont 5

� �
sc h 1 , 2 i
cont slaan(A,B)

�

Arie vandag Bob wil slaan

2We modi�ed van Noord and Bouma's (1994) lexical rule a little for presentation purposes.
3sc abbreviates subcat here, cont abbreviates, as usual, content.
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9.1.2.2 Formalization: Relational Constraints

The approach of van Noord and Bouma (1994) is interesting also from the formalization point
of view. Although van Noord and Bouma (1994) conceptualize the `Adjuncts-as-Complements'
idea with lexical rules, such as (9.4), they actually implement it in Sicstus Prolog in a way that
can be relatively easily translated into a fully declarative HPSG formalism, such as RSRL.4

Ignoring the issues pertaining to in�ection and extraction, van Noord and Bouma's (1994)
implementation is given in (9.7).

(9.7) lexical_entry(A) :-

stem(B), add_adj(B,A).

add_adj(

2
4 sign

subcat A

cont B

3
5,
2
4 sign

subcat J

cont K

3
5) :-

add_adj(A,J,B,K).

add_adj(hi,hi,A,A).
add_adj(hC|Di,hC|Ei,A,B) :-

add_adj(D,E,A,B).

add_adj(A,h

�
mod B

cont E

�
|Di,B,C) :-

add_adj(A,D,E,C).

On this account, the basic elements in the lexicon are really stems, full words being `derived'
from them via the relation lexical_entry/2, especially, via the relation add_adj/2. This last
relation calls the relation add_adj/4. If only the �rst two de�nitional clauses of add_adj/4 are
used, then add_adj/2 behaves as an identity relation and, consequently, the resulting lexical
entry has the subcat and the content values of the initial stem. However, the third clause
of add_adj/4 may add an adjunct in any position of the original subcat list and substitute
the content value of the stem with the content value of the adjunct. This third clause
may be called an arbitrary number of times, so an arbitrary number of adjuncts may be added,
each taking the previous content value as its semantic argument and contributing its own
content value.

This way of looking at lexical rules proved very in�uential in HPSG and, in fact, the analysis
of van Noord and Bouma (1994) is conceptually very similar to the �nal formalization of
`Adjuncts-as-Complements' of this Chapter.

9.1.3 Japanese Causatives

One of the �rst applications of the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' idea within HPSG, apparently
independent of van Noord and Bouma (1994), can be found in the �rst incarnation of the
Lexical Integrity of Japanese Causatives paper, Iida et al. (1994). Since this version does not

4The analysis of van Noord and Bouma (1994) is interesting also from the computational point of view as it
shows that, thanks to the application of delaying techniques, lexical rules as used in HPSG are computationally
tractable. We will not deal with this aspect here.
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provide any formalization of the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' (beyond mentioning a `Type-
Raising lexical rule' and giving an example of its impact), we will discuss here later versions,
which do formalize this approach.

9.1.3.1 Manning et al. (1997)

Manning et al. (1997) (and, earlier, Iida et al. (1994)) provide an interesting argument for
the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' from the behaviour of Japanase causatives. They note that
causative constructions with an adverb, such as (9.8) below, are ambiguous between a reading
on which the adverb modi�es the `causing event' and one on which it modi�es the `caused
event'.

(9.8) Noriko
Noriko

ga
NOM

Masaru
Masaru

ni
DAT

gakkoo
school

de
at

hasir-ase-ta.
run-CAUS-PAST

`Noriko made Masaru [[run] [at school]].'
`Noriko [[made Masaru run] [at school]].'

Such ambiguities are often explained by positing di�erent con�gurational attachment sites of
the adjunct: the adjunct may attach either to the phrase headed by the main verb (hasir
above) or by the causative element (ase above). Such an analysis, however, presupposes that
the main verb and the causative particle head di�erent projections in syntax, i.e., that they
do not constitute a single verbal lexical form. This is exactly the claim that Manning et al.
(1997) argue at length against, providing a wide range of phonological and morphosyntactic
arguments for a lexicalist analysis of Japanese causative constructions. Thus, the analysis
of the ambiguity of (9.8) as re�ecting the syntactic ambiguity of attachment is unavailable
to Manning et al. (1997).

The conclusion that Japanese causative forms, such as hasir-ase-ta in (9.8) are lexical items
non-decomposable in syntax is problematic for standard (Pollard and Sag, 1994) HPSG as-
sumptions concerning modi�cation, which predict only the wide-scope reading of the adjunct
(`Noriko [[made Masaru run] [at school]].'), and not the narrow-scope reading (`Noriko made
Masaru [[run] [at school]].'). In other words, the standard HPSG analysis of modi�cation (as
well as the analyses in Pollard and Sag (1987) and Kasper (1994)) do not allow sublexical
modi�cation.

Manning et al. (1997) show, however, that the ambiguity of cases such as (9.8) may be ac-
counted for by adopting the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach to modi�cation. The solu-
tion that they propose can be summarized as follows (see below for details):

� there is a lexical process mapping a verbal stem to the corresponding causative stem
and changing the semantics appropriately;

� there is a lexical process adding an adjunct to a verbal stem's arg-st and changing the
semantics appropriately;

� the ambiguity of (9.8) re�ects the relative order of application of these two processes.
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More speci�cally, Manning et al. (1997) assume a hierarchy of lexical types, a part of which
is shown below:

(9.9) stem

. . . atr-stem complex-pred

caus-stem

The types a(dverb-)t(ype-)r(aising)-stem and complex-pred(icate) are derived types and they
are appropriate for the stem-valued feature lex-dtr (lexical daughter).5 Moreover, Manning
et al. (1997) posit the following implicational constraints on types atr-stem, complex-pred and
caus-stem:6

(9.10) atr-stem !

2
6666664

phon 1

cont 4 [arg 2 ]
arg-st 3 � hADV[cont 4 ]i

lex-dtr

2
4 phon 1

cont 2

arg-st 3

3
5

3
7777775

(9.11) complex-pred !
�
arg-st h 5 , 6 , 3 hPROjlistii
lex-dtrjarg-st 3

�

(9.12) caus-stem !

2
6666664

phon Fsase( 1 )

cont

�
cause-rel

effect 2

�

lex-dtr

2
4 v-stem

phon 1

cont 2

3
5

3
7777775

Note that the intended e�ect of (9.10) is similar to that of van Noord and Bouma's (1994) (9.4)
(although, unlike (9.4), (9.10) mentions phon explicitly, it adds the adjunct to the end of arg-
st and makes slightly di�erent assumptions about semantics).

Let us see how constraints (9.10)�(9.12) account for the ambiguity of (9.8). First, a verbal
stem such as (9.13) can be used to derive an atr-stem (9.14) or a caus-stem (9.15):7

(9.13)
2
664

stem

phon 1

cont 2

arg-st 3

3
775

(= (9:13) below)

5Such derived types can be thought of as so-called Description-level Lexical Rules (DLRs; cf. Meurers
(1995)). Manning et al. (1997) themselves invoke Riehemann (1993, 1995).

6`Fsase( 1 )' in (9.12) is a function adding the phonology of the causative particle to the phonology of the
stem.

7Note that caus-stem is a subtype of complex-pred, so the constraints on objects of the latter type apply to
objects of the former as well.
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(9.14)
2
66664

atr-stem

phon 1

cont 4 [arg 2 ]
arg-st 3 � hADV[cont 4 ]i

lex-dtr (9:13)

3
77775

(= (9:14) below)

(9.15)
2
6666664

caus-stem

phon Fsase( 1 )

cont

�
cause-rel

effect 2

�

arg-st h 5 , 6 , 3 hPROjlistii

lex-dtr (9:13)

3
7777775

(= (9:15) below)

Second, taking (9.14) to be the value of lex-dtr in a caus-stem object, and (9.15) to be the
value of lex-dtr in an atr-val, we get (9.16) and (9.17), respectively:

(9.16)
2
6666664

caus-stem

phon Fsase( 1 )

cont

�
cause-rel

effect 4 [arg 2 ]

�

arg-st h 5 , 6 , 3 hPROjlisti � hADV[cont 4 ]ii

lex-dtr (9:14)

3
7777775

(9.17)
2
6666664

atr-stem

phon Fsase( 1 )

cont 9

�
arg

�
cause-rel

effect 2

��

arg-st h 5 , 6 , 3 hPROjlisti, ADV[cont 9 ]i

lex-dtr (9:15)

3
7777775

The main di�erence between the derived stems (9.16) and (9.17) is in the content value:
in (9.16), the cause-rel outscopes the relation introduced by the adjunct (cf. 4 ), while in (9.17),
the relation introduced by the adjunct (cf. 9 ) outscopes the cause-rel.8 This accounts for
the ambiguity of sentences involving a causative verb and an adjunct, such as (9.8). Since
such ambiguity would be unaccounted for on any of the standard approaches to modi�cation
(Pollard and Sag, 1987, 1994; Kasper, 1994), which would predict only the wide-scope reading,
Japanese causatives provide an argument for the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach to
modi�cation.

9.1.3.2 Manning et al. (1998): A Technical Remark

Manning et al. (1997) note in a footnote (fn.19) that, since a derived stem contains the stem
it was derived from as the value of feature lex-dtr, all words carry with them their whole
derivational history. For example, the atr-stem (9.17) has as the value of its lex-dtr the
cause-stem (9.15), which, in turn, contains the basic stem (9.13). These `historical' stems are
`visible' in the syntax in the sense that they can be referred to by a syntactic principle. This,

8The other di�erence is in the level of embedding of the adjunct on the arg-st list. This is not important
for our purposes.
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according to Manning et al. (1997) is not restrictive enough because �only the synsem value of
the highest stem plays any rôle in syntactic analysis.� It should be noted that this is not just
a particular problem of Manning et al.'s (1997) analysis, but rather it is a general conceptual
problem with the so-called Description-level Lexical Rules approach (Meurers, 1995), of which
Manning et al.'s (1997) approach is (or may be thought of as being) an instantiation.

In the apparently �nal version of the paper, Manning et al. (1998) attempt to deal with this
problem by invoking lexical rules in the sense of Copestake (1992), which have �the advantages
of allowing inheritance within the hierarchical lexicon of HPSG to extend over both stem and
word types and derivational types while preserving the locality of information and lexical
integrity of words within the syntax that is well-captured within the lexical rules approach�
(Manning et al., 1998, pp.15�16). On this approach, the work previously done by the constraint
on atr-stem (9.10) is taken care of by the derivational type atr-drv :

(9.18) atr-drv2
666666664

result

2
664

atr-stem

phon 1

cont 4 [arg 2 ]
arg-st 3 � hADV[cont 4 ]i

3
775

source

2
4 phon 1

cont 2

arg-st 3

3
5

3
777777775

Unfortunately, nothing more is said about the rôle of such derivational types in the grammar,
so it seems that they should be understood exactly in the sense of Copestake (1992). This,
however, does not seem plausible: in Copestake (1992), such derivational types are part of the
computational linguistic rule-based system with (default) uni�cation and (default) inheritance,
and thus at least prima facie incompatible with current thinking on HPSG as a constraint-
based formalism without defaults.9 Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, all attempts to
achieve a formalization of lexical rules or derivational types with all of the properties ascribed
to them by Manning et al. (1998) have been unsuccessful to date (see discussion in Calcagno
(1995) and Meurers (1995, 1999a)), and HPSG work on lexical rules as understood by Manning
et al. (1998), i.e., on so-called Meta-level Lexical Rules, seems to have been abandoned. For
these reasons, we are sceptical about the �nal (Manning et al., 1998) remarks on formalization
of the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' idea, and, when presenting our approach to quanti�cation
in �9.3, we will assume the formalization of derivational types as presented in the non-�nal
version Manning et al. (1997), i.e., as�essentially�Description-level Lexical Rules.

9.1.4 Extraction

Another argument for the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach to modi�cation comes from
extraction.

As van Noord and Bouma (1994) note in passing, their analysis leads to a more uniform account
of extraction than that proposed by Pollard and Sag (1994, ch.9). On the latter account, there
are three separate lexical rules handling subject extraction, complement extraction (cf. (9.19)

9In particular, it is incompatible with the logic for HPSG which we assume here.
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below) and adjunct extraction (cf. (9.20) below), respectively. As van Noord and Bouma
(1994) point out, having adjuncts on the same valence list as the complements allows to
con�ate the last two rules into one.

9.1.4.1 Hukari and Levine (1994, 1995)

Strong empirical arguments for treating adjunct extraction on the par with complement ex-
traction are provided by Hukari and Levine (1994, 1995). They examine a variety of languages
in which syntactic extraction is accompanied by certain morpho-syntactic phenomena, which
do not occur in the absence of extraction. These phenomena, taking place on the gap-�ller
path, include stylistic inversion in French, complementizer alternations in Irish, omission of
expletive subjects in Icelandic, inversion in Yiddish, downstep suppression in Kikuyu, and gap
agreement in Chamorro.10

Hukari and Levine (1994, 1995) note that, crucially, in all these languages, adjunct extraction
licenses these phenomena, just as complement extraction does. On the basis of this observa-
tion, Hukari and Levine (1995) argue against the account of extraction in Pollard and Sag
(1994, ch.9), where complements and adjuncts are extracted via two di�erent lexical rules,
(9.19) and (9.20):

(9.19) Complement Extraction Lexical Rule (CELR; Pollard and Sag (1994,
p.378)):

2
4 subcat h. . . , 3 ,. . . i
comps h. . . , 3 [loc 1 ],. . . i
inherjslash 2

3
5)

2
664
subcat h. . . , 4

�
loc 1

inherjslash { 1 }

�
,. . . i

comps h. . . . . . i
inherjslash { 1 } [ 2

3
775

(9.20) Adjunct Extraction Lexical Rule (AELR; Pollard and Sag (1994, p.387)):

�
comps h. . . , 2V00[subj hi],. . . i
inherjslash {}

�
)

2
4 comps h. . . , 2 ,. . . i
inherjslash {Y00[mod 2 ]: 3 }
contjsoa-arg 3

3
5

One of the problems with the LR in (9.20) that Hukari and Levine (1995, p.224) note is that
the adjunct extracted from a clause is actually not registered on this clause's slash value; it is
registered only on the slash value of the element subcategorizing for that clause, from where
it may `percolate' upwards.11 This is problematic on two counts: First, the AELR (9.20) does
not allow extraction out of matrix clauses; this runs counter to the facts reported in Hukari and
Levine (1994, 1995), which show that matrix adjunct extraction triggers the extraction-speci�c
phenomena. Second, if the nonempty slash originates only on the item subcategorizing for
the clause from which an adjunct is extracted, then there is no information within this clause
that something was extracted. Thus, the extraction-speci�c phenomena should not occur
within such clauses. This is, again, refuted by the cross-linguistic evidence adduced by Hukari
and Levine (1994, 1995), which clearly shows that adjunct extraction is registered on such
host clauses.

10See Bouma et al. (1999b) for a longer list of languages exhibiting extraction-sensitive phenomena.
11Note the di�erence in this respect between the CELR (9.19) and the AELR (9.20): unlike adjuncts,

complements are registered on the head of the clause in which they originate.
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9.1.4.2 Bouma et al. (1999b, 1998a)

Although Hukari and Levine (1994, 1995) do not argue for the `Adjuncts-as-Complements'
approach, their observations and criticisms are the starting point for Bouma et al. (1999b,
1998a), who provide one of the most worked-out versions of this idea to date.12 Below, we
will present those aspects of their analysis which are most important for the realization of the
`Adjuncts-as-Complements' idea.

Basics First of all, Bouma et al. (1999b, p.6) introduce an attribute dep(endent)s, which
is, in addition to attributes valence and arg-st, appropriate for category :

(9.21)
2
6666664

category

valence

2
4 subj list(synsem)
spr list(synsem)
comps list(synsem)

3
5

arg-st list(synsem)
deps list(synsem)

3
7777775

The rôle of arg-st is the same as in Pollard and Sag (1994, ch.9) (where it is called subcat)
and in Manning and Sag (1998, 1999): it is the syntactic representation of a word's argument
structure and, hence, 1) it is the locus of the HPSG binding theory, 2) it is present only on
words, not on phrases. Also valence is, at �rst sight, just as in Pollard and Sag (1994), i.e.,
it represents the combinatory potential of a sign. What is new here is the attribute deps:
it collects all dependents of a lexical sign, both arguments (which appear also on arg-st)
and (some; cf. below) non-arguments (adjuncts). The relation between arg-st and deps is
sketched in (9.22) below (Bouma et al., 1999b, p.11):

(9.22) Argument Structure Extension (preliminary version):

verb !
�
arg-st 1

deps 1 � list(`adverbial')

�

Note that these two attributes, arg-st and deps encode the complement/adjunct distinction:
complements of a word are the elements present on the word's arg-st, while adjuncts are the
elements present on deps but not on arg-st.

On the other hand, there is no con�gurational di�erence between complements and (a class of)
adjuncts on this account. They are both cancelled o� from the comps attribute; the presence
of adjuncts on comps is guaranteed by a principle similar to (9.22), responsible for mapping
between deps and valence:13

(9.23) Argument Realization (Bouma et al., 1999b, p.12):

word !

2
4 valence

�
subj 1

comps 2 	 list(gap-ss)

�

deps 1 � 2

3
5

12Earlier versions of Bouma et al. (1999b) were widely circulated as Bouma et al. (1997, 1998c).
13`�' represents the operation of concatenation of two lists, while `	' represents list di�erence. Bouma et al.

(1999b, fn.5) de�ne `	' in terms of Reape's (1992) shu�e operator `': (A	B = C), (CB = A).
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In order to fully understand this principle, we have to sketch Bouma et al.'s (1999b) analysis
of extraction.

Extraction The main aim of Bouma et al.'s (1999b) account, justi�ed by the kind of data
considered in Hukari and Levine (1994, 1995), is to provide a uni�ed analysis of extraction
dealing with extraction of subjects, complements and adjuncts in a uniform way, and obviating
the need for lexical rules such as those in Pollard and Sag (1994, ch.9) (cf. (9.19) and (9.20)
above). To this end, they build on Sag (1997) and assume that slash values `percolate
upwards' via the principles (9.24)14 and (9.25), and are retrieved via (9.26) (cf. Sag (1997)
and Bouma et al. (1999b) for details):15

(9.24) slash Amalgamation Constraint (SLAC):

word !

2
4 locjcat

�
deps h

�
slash 1

�
, . . . ,

�
slash n

�
i

bind 0

�

slash ( 1 [ : : : [ n )� 0

3
5

(9.25) slash Inheritance Principle (SLIP):

hd-val-ph !
�
slash 1

hd-dtrjslash 1

�

(9.26) hd-�ller-ph !

2
664
slash 2 ] 3

hd-dtrjslash 2 ] { 1 }

non-hd-dtrs h

�
loc 1

slash 3

�
i

3
775

Furthermore, just as in Sag (1997), Bouma et al. (1999b) assume that there are no traces in
syntactic con�gurations, and represent gaps as objects of sort gap-ss, which is a subsort of
synsem:

(9.27) synsem

canon-ss gap-ss

(9.28) gap-ss !
�
loc 1

slash { 1 }

�

And, again as in Sag (1997), objects of sort gap-ss cannot be synsem values in signs; only
objects of sort canon-ss can:

(9.29) Canonicality:

sign !
�
synsem canon-ss

�
14In Sag (1997), there was no feature deps and the amalgamation of slash values was de�ned on the

attribute arg-st.
15Recall that `[' indicates set union, while `]' indicates disjoint set union.
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The crucial di�erence between the analysis of Sag (1997) and that proposed in Bouma et al.
(1999b) consists in replacing extraction lexical rules with the Argument Realization prin-
ciple (9.23). What this principle says is deceptively simple: the elemnts of the valence
attributes subj and comps are the elements of deps (in the same order) with perhaps some
gaps `missing' in comps. Provided that all elements of comps are syntactically realized,
i.e., become parts of signs, they all must be of sort canon-ss (cf. the Canonicality princi-
ple (9.29) above), i.e., all gaps must, in fact, be missing from comps. Thus, the e�ect of (9.23)
is that of removing a number of elements from comps but still representing them as gap-sss
in deps.

Semantics The principle (9.22) above is only a preliminary version of the Argument Re-

alization principle. The full version is given below:

(9.30) Argument Structure Extension (Bouma et al., 1999b, p.40):

verb !

2
66664

head 3

contjkey 2

arg-st 1

deps 1 � list(

�
mod

�
head 3

key 2

��
)

3
77775

This principle presupposes an approach to semantics di�erent than in Pollard and Sag (1994),
namely, so-called Minimal Recursion Semantics of Copestake et al. (1997). Explaining this
approach would lead us too far a�eld, so we will be content with mentioning that (9.30) ensures
that all adjuncts on deps semantically outscope the verb, although their relative scopes remain
unspeci�ed. Thus, for example, the two sentences below (from Bouma et al. (1998a)) will both
have two meanings re�ecting the relative scope of frequently and intentionally.

(9.31) a. Robin reboots the Mac frequently intentionally.

b. Robin reboots the Mac intentionally frequently.

Adjuncts as Complements, or Not Bouma et al. (1999b, 1998a) emphasise in a number
of places that only some adjuncts are present on deps, namely, only the postverbal modi�ers,
while the preverbal adjuncts are syntactically realized through the standard Head-Adjunct
Schema of Pollard and Sag (1994, pp.56, 403), leading to structures schematically presented
in (9.32):

(9.32) Head-Adjunct Schema:
2
664

phrase

dtrs

2
4 head-adj-struc

head-dtrjsynsem 1

adj-dtrjsynsemjlocjcatjheadjmod 1

3
5

3
775

As we will see below, this is a rather problematic aspect of the analysis of Bouma et al.
(1999b).
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Summary The analysis of Bouma et al. (1999b, 1998a) is perhaps the best developed for-
malization of the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' idea at the time of writing this study: it shows
how adjuncts may be `added' to the comps list without a recourse to lexical rules, it provides
an account of extraction, including adjunct extraction, and it deals with a number of semantic
issues.

However, in spite of these advantages, the next section will provide a formalization much closer
to that of Manning et al. (1997), for reasons to be given presently.

9.2 Our Formalization

9.2.1 Disadvantages of Bouma et al. (1999b)

9.2.1.1 arg-st vs. deps

Bouma et al.'s (1999b) analysis is elegant in that, although it argues for not distinguishing
arguments and (a class of) adjuncts con�gurationally, it still preserves the distinction that
linguists grew up with as a syntactic distinction: arguments are elements of arg-st, adjuncts
are those elements of deps which are not present on arg-st.

On the other hand, in the previous three Chapters we carefully re-examined various kinds of
evidence for the syntactic complement/adjunct distinction and we saw that none of it stands
up to scrutiny. This means that the null hypothesis should be that there is no syntactic
distinction between complements and adjuncts, and whatever di�erences there may be boil
down to lexical semantics: complements, but not adjuncts, `�ll a role' in the semantics of
lexical items. For this reason, we will prefer a more parsimonious formalization, which does
not assume a clear-cut syntactic complement/adjunct dichotomy and which does not posit the
new attribute dependents.

It should be noted that also Bouma et al. (1999b) do not really justify the introduction of this
attribute in the �rst place. They say:

We are also not proposing to eliminate the distinction between arguments and
adjuncts. Arguments appear on arg-st, whereas adjuncts may only appear on
deps. Thus Principle C of the binding theory outlined in [Pollard and Sag (1994)]
could remain exactly as formulated there, with the o-command relation de�ned
in terms of arg-st list, not the deps list. This allows o-command to distinguish
between the argument PP in (69a) and the adverbial in (69b) for purposes of
binding constraints.

(69) a. *I told themi about [the twins']i birthday.
b. I only get themi presents on [the twins']i birthday.

(Bouma et al., 1999b, pp.41�42)

This is the only empirical argument Bouma et al. (1999b) give for distinguishing complements
and adjuncts, and they immediately make this argument void by saying:
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But in fact, there is mounting evidence showing that Principle C is more pragmatic
in nature. . . Hence we would favor a binding theory that includes at most two
principles: Principle A. . . and Principle B. . .

(Bouma et al., 1999b, p.42)

Thus, in summary, there are no known arguments for making a sharp distinction between
arguments and other dependents of the kind allowed by the attribute deps.

In fact, it seems that the usefulness of deps is mainly technical: it allows to elegantly state that
the full argument structure (deps) of a word is the list of true arguments of this word (arg-st)
plus perhaps some adjuncts. Bouma et al. (1999b) capture this generalization monotonically
(i.e., without having to change the value of an attribute) with their Argument Structure

Extension principle (9.22), repeated below (we ignore semantics here).

(9.22) Argument Structure Extension:

verb !
�
arg-st 1

deps 1 � list(`adverbial')

�

In order to encode the same principle monotonically but without deps, it would be necessary
to specify the arg-st of each lexical item as containing whatever true arguments this lexical
item requires plus an additional list of adjuncts, e.g.:

(9.33)

2
4 word

phon likes
arg-st hNP, NPi � list(`adverbial')

3
5

This would be a clear case of missed generalization.

9.2.1.2 Passive-Sensitive Adverbs

A much stronger empirical reason for not adopting here Bouma et al.'s (1999b) formaliza-
tion of `Adjuncts-as-Complements' comes from the consideration of so-called passive-sensitive
adverbs.

As extensively discussed in McConnell-Ginet (1982), adverbs such as reluctantly, wisely, un-
willingly, obediently or knowingly relate to (or take as an argument) only the subject in an
active sentence, but either the subject or the demoted agent in a passive sentence, at least
when occurring in some positions.

(9.34) a. Reluctantly, the doctor examined Mary.

b. Reluctantly, Mary was examined by the doctor.

(9.35) a. The doctor reluctantly examined Mary.

b. Mary reluctantly was examined by the doctor.

c. Mary was reluctantly examined by the doctor.
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(9.36) a. The doctor examined Mary reluctantly.

b. Mary was examined by the doctor reluctantly.

Thus, although in (9.34a)�(9.36a), only the agent-subject the doctor may be understood as
being reluctant, not the patient-objectMary, at least in some of (9.34b), (9.35b�c) and (9.36b),
reluctantly may refer either to the patient-subject Mary, or to the demoted agent the doctor,
i.e., they are ambiguous.16

Now, McConnell-Ginet (1982) convincingly argues for an analysis upon which passive sentences
such as (9.35c) are ambiguous because the adverb may attach to the verb either before the
verb undergoes the rule of passivization, in this case it relates to the agent, or after the rule
of passivization, in which case it relates to the promoted patient. In fact, McConnell-Ginet
(1982) implements this idea by adopting the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach: adverbs
may extend the argument structure of a verb either before or after it undergoes passivization.17

This is the �rst extensive `Adjuncts-as-Complements' analysis in the linguistic literature we
are aware of.

It might seem, then, that this analysis should be directly formalizable on any HPSG `Adjuncts-
as-Complements' approach. However, it is problematic for the formalization of Bouma et al.
(1999b). The problem is that the Argument Structure Extension principle is part of
the grammar proper, while passivization is assumed in HPSG to be a lexical process. In other
words, there is no sense in which the output of the rule or principle that adds adjuncts may
be the input of the rule or principle responsible for passivization, and exactly such a relation
is necessary in McConnell-Ginet's (1982) account.18

The formalization presented in �9.2.2 will be able to preserve the gist of McConnell-
Ginet's (1982) analysis.

9.2.1.3 Japanese Causatives

An analogous problem concerns Japanese causatives, discussed in Manning et al. (1997). As
summarised in �9.1.3 above, although causative sase verbs in Japanese come from the lexicon,
an adverb may modify either the `causing event' or the `caused event'. This is accounted
for by an analysis which adds the adverb either to the arg-st of the basic verb, before the
causative lexical rule, in which case it modi�es the `caused event', or to the arg-st of the
output of the causative lexical rule, so that it modi�es the `causing event'.

Again, assuming that causative verbs are lexical items, the analysis of Bouma et al. (1999b)
allows to add adverbs only to the arg-st of the �nal causative verb. On the standard HPSG

16The very limited survey that we conducted among native speakers of the American English, in addition to
the judgements in McConnell-Ginet (1982), suggests that (9.35c) is understood as ambiguous by all speakers,
(9.35b) by many, while (9.36b) and, especially, (9.34b) only by some; when they are not understood as ambigu-
ous, reluctantly is taken to modify the patient-subject Mary. We are grateful to Sue Brown, Mike Calcagno
and Carl Pollard for sharing their judgements with us.

17McConnell-Ginet (1982) assumes the transformational account of passivization.
18We see two lines of defense for Bouma et al. (1999b): to develop a completely di�erent account of passive-

sensitive adverbs, e.g., based on the claim that passive-sensitive adverbs may always relate either to the subject
or to the agent, or to develop a new theory of passivization, in which verbs with their arg-st extended may
be the input to passivization. We will not attempt to explore these possibilities here.
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approach to semantics, this would predict only the reading in which it is the `causing event'
that is modi�ed.

It should be said that this is not a problem for Bouma et al. (1999b), who adopt a di�erent
approach to semantics, namely, the so-called Minimal Recursion Semantics (Copestake et al.,
1997). As they argue in Bouma et al. (1998a), this approach allows them to deal with sublexical
scoping, and they take Japanese causatives to be just one of many cases of such sublexical
scoping. However, since we are conservative here in adopting the traditional HPSG approach
to semantics, such Japanese causatives facts might be problematic for us if we assumed Bouma
et al.'s (1999b) formalization of the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' idea.

9.2.1.4 Post- and Pre-verbal Adjuncts

Finally, we would like to point out another problematic aspect of the analysis of Bouma
et al. (1999b), although it does not really follow from their formalization of the `Adjuncts-
as-Complements' approach. As noted above (p.357), Bouma et al. (1999b) assume that only
postverbal adjuncts are added to the verb's deps, while preverbal adjuncts are realized via
the standard HPSG Head-Adjunct Schema.

This double analysis of adjuncts is justi�ed by the observation that in English, postverbal
adjuncts, but not the preverbal ones, can be extracted:

(9.37) a. I think it is likely that Sandy visits Leslie on Tuesday.

b. On Tuesday, I think it is likely that Sandy visits Leslie .

(9.38) a. I think Kim almost found the solution.

b. *Almost, I think Kim found the solution.

Unfortunately, the facts (9.37)�(9.38) are not predicted by the analysis, as it stands now.
Although the analysis does relate extractability of adjuncts to the possibility of their postverbal
occurrence, it does not specify which adjuncts can occur postverbally, and which cannot. On
the face of it, both kinds of adjuncts must bear the non-none mod feature, so both should be
allowed to occur either preverbally or postverbally, contrary to facts.

Moreover, it is not clear that any such strong correlation really exists. For example, there is
a class of adverbs (sometimes called `modal adverbs') that may occur either preverbally, or
sentence-initially, but not postverbally,19 e.g.:

(9.39) a. John actually got drunk.

b. Actually, John got drunk.

c. *John got drunk actually.

Since actually cannot occur postverbally, it is not an element of deps, and the sentence-initial
actually in (9.39b) cannot be analysed as the result of extraction. This means that (9.39b)
must be assigned a completely di�erent analysis than (9.40), which Bouma et al. (1999b,
pp.42�43) assume to involve extraction of on Tuesday :

19Unless, that is, there is a sharp intonation break equivalent to orthographic full stop.
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(9.40) On Tuesday, Sandy visits Leslie.

How could (9.39b) be analysed? Probably via the Head-Adjunct Schema, just as (9.39a).
This means that actually may attach either to a VP, as in (9.39a), or to an S, as in (9.39b), i.e.,
the head-dtr in the Head-Adjunct Schema (see (9.32) on p.357) should be unspeci�ed
as to whether it is an `almost saturated phrase' (e.g., a VP), or a `fully saturated phrase'
(e.g., an S). The same analysis would probably apply to (9.34a)�(9.35a), repeated below
as (9.41)�(9.42).

(9.41) Reluctantly, the doctor examined Mary.

(9.42) The doctor reluctantly examined Mary.

Here, however, the situation is di�erent because passive-sensitive adverbs, including reluc-
tantly, may also appear postverbally, cf. (9.36a), repeated below as (9.43):

(9.43) The doctor examined Mary reluctantly.

Since reluctantly may appear postverbally, it may�on the set of assumptions of Bouma et al.
(1999b)�be a member of deps, and so it may be extracted and realized sentence-initially.
This means that (9.41), but not (9.39b) or (9.40), is structurally ambiguous between a `base
generation of adjunct' structure and an `extraction' structure. Since we see no independent
reasons for positing such an ambiguity, it seems to be a case of spurious ambiguity.

Another problem with an attempt at relating the linear position of an adjunct to its ability
to be extracted comes from examination of adverbs such as rudely, which�just as passive-
sensitive adverbs�may appear sentence-initially, preverbally, and postverbally, but�unlike
passive-sensitive adverbs�have di�erent, but related, meanings in the postverbal and the
sentence-initial positions:

(9.44) a. Rudely, Mary answered the Queen.

b. Mary rudely answered the Queen.

c. Mary answered the Queen rudely.

The problem that such examples pose is that, on the analysis of Bouma et al. (1999b), (9.44a)
should be able to mean the same as (9.44c): since rudely in (9.44c) is postverbal, it is present
on deps and, thus, may be extracted and realized sentence-initially, as in (9.44a).

In summary, we doubt whether the correlation suggested by the contrast between (9.37)�(9.38)
can be defended once a wider array of data involving more classes of adjuncts is considered
and, in any case, a more comprehensive theory is needed to account for various positions of
di�erent adjuncts anyway. We suspect that any such theory must take into account, or indeed
be based on, inherent meanings of these adjuncts, as argued, e.g., by Jackendo� (1972) and
Bellert (1977), and their inherent categorial makeup.
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9.2.2 Formalization Based on Manning et al. (1997)

Our formalization of the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach is conceptually based on that
of Manning et al. (1997), although we implement it using di�erent mechanisms; where they
invoke lexical type hierarchy, we employ Description-level Lexical Rules (DLRs; cf. Meurers
(1995) for discussion), simply because the notion lexical type hierarchy is meaningless in the
logic for HPSG which we assume here (RSRL).

In particular, we assume that lexical rules are encoded by means of the type derived, a subtype
of word, with a new attribute, stem, whose value is understood as the input to the lexical
rule:

(9.45) sign

word

basic
�

derived

stem word

�
phrase

For example, the passivization lexical rule may be (schematically) represented in this setup via
pass-deriv, a subtype of derived, such that objects of this type satisfy the following constraint.20

(9.46) pass-deriv !

2
66666666664

phon Fpass( 0 )

cat

�
head psp
arg-st h 3 , (PP[by 2 ])i � 4

�

cont 1

stem

2
664
phon 0

cat

�
head base
arg-st h 2 , 3 i � 4

�

cont 1

3
775

3
77777777775

Similarly, adjuncts are added to arg-st via an analogous lexical rule, encoded as the type
adj-deriv, a subtype of 0-deriv, which represents those lexical rules which do not change the
value of the phon attribute.

20Fpass marks passive morphophonology here and psp stands for passive participle. See Grover (1995) on
passivization as rearrangement of synsem (or argument) members of arg-st, and not just their indices. Finally,
(9.46) probably should not put the demoted subject ( 2 ) on the arg-st of the output; it is often claimed that
such agent PPs are `thematically bound adjuncts', so, on our approach, they should be (optionally) added by
to arg-st just like other adjuncts, i.e., via (9.49) below; see San�lippo (1998, �3) and references therein for
discussion of `thematically bound adjuncts'.
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(9.47) sign

word

basic
�

derived

stem word

�

0-deriv

adj-deriv

pass-deriv

phrase

(9.48) 0-deriv !
�
phon 0

stemjphon 0

�

(9.49) adj-deriv !

2
664
catjarg-st 1 � hXP

�
mod 2

cont 3

�
i

cont 3

stemjsynsem 2
�
catjarg-st 1

�

3
775

A couple of notes on this formalization of lexical rules in general, and `Adjuncts-as-
Complements' in particular, are in order.

Note �rst that, trivially, the so-called `word principle', i.e., the principle introducing lexical
items into the grammar, must be stated as a constraint on basic, and not word ; cf. (9.50),
where `LE' stands for `lexical entry'.21

(9.50) basic ! (LE1 _ . . . _ LEn)

Second, since there are no constraints on the value of stem in (9.49), it can be any word,
including one of type adj-deriv. This means that in principle any number of adjuncts may be
(iteratively) added to the arg-st of a (basic) word.

Third, this formalization is compatible with Bouma et al.'s (1999b) analysis of extraction, on
the assumption that deps is replaced with arg-st in Argument Realization and slash

Amalgamation Constraint:

(9.230) Argument Realization (modi�ed):

word !

2
4 valence

�
subj 1

comps 2 	 list(gap-ss)

�

arg-st 1 � 2

3
5

(9.240) slash Amalgamation Constraint (modi�ed):

word !

2
4 locjcat

�
arg-st h

�
slash 1

�
, . . . ,

�
slash n

�
i

bind 0

�

slash ( 1 [ : : : [ n )� 0

3
5

21See Höhle (1999) for discussion on and extensions of such a `word principle'.
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Fourth, although it is not, by any means, our aim to give a complete analysis of passive-
sensitive adverbs here, it is instructive to see that they are not problematic for our formal-
ization. We will assume that, at �rst approximation, passive-sensitive adverbs have lexical
entries like (9.51) below.22

(9.51)

2
66666666664

basic

phon reluctantly

synsem

2
6666664

catjhead

2
4 adv

mod

�
catjvaljsubj hNP 1 i

cont 2 psoa

�
3
5

cont 2 &

2
4 reluctantly

arg1 1

arg2 2

3
5

3
7777775

3
77777777775

Now, assuming a lexical entry for examine such as (9.52), examine may undergo passivization,
resulting in (9.53), and then have its arg-st extended, as in (9.54).

(9.52)

2
6666664

basic

phon examine

synsem

2
664
catjarg-st h 1NP ag , 2NP pa i

cont 0

2
4 examine

examiner ag

examinee pa

3
5

3
775

3
7777775

(9.53)

2
66664

pass-deriv

phon examined

synsem 4

�
catjarg-st h 2 , (PP[by 1 ])i
cont 0

�

stem (9:52)

3
77775

(9.54)

2
6666664

adj-deriv

phon examined

synsem

2
4 catjarg-st h 2 , (PP[by 1 ]), XP

�
mod 4

cont 3

�
i

cont 3

3
5

stem (9:53)

3
7777775

Assuming that the relation between arg-st and valence is (at �rst approximation) as spec-
i�ed by the Argument Realization principle (9.230), 4 , i.e., the synsem value of the
pass-deriv examined, will have to satisfy the following description:

(9.55) 4 =

2
6666664

cat

2
4 val

�
subj h 2NP pa i

comps h 5 (PP[by 1NP ag ])i

�

arg-st h 2 , 5 i

3
5

cont 0

2
4 examine

examiner ag

examinee pa

3
5

3
7777775

22We ignore here semantic complications to do with the possibility of recursive modi�cation; see Kasper
(1997). See also Baxter (1999a,b) on conjunctive psoas such as that in (9.51).
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Now, assuming that the XP in (9.54) is reluctantly, headed by (9.51), the content of examined
(and, hence, the whole clause) will be (9.56), i.e., we get the patient-oriented reading.

(9.56) 3 = 0

2
4 examine

examiner ag

examinee pa

3
5&

2
4 reluctantly

arg1 pa

arg2 0

3
5

Via similar reasoning, but making the basic object examine the input to adj-deriv �rst, and
then making the resulting adj-deriv input to pass-deriv, we obtain the agent-oriented reading,
given below.

(9.57) 0

2
4 examine

examiner ag

examinee pa

3
5&

2
4 reluctantly

arg1 ag

arg2 0

3
5

In summary, the formalization of `Adjuncts-as-Complements' presented above is able to ac-
count for the passive-sensitive adverb modi�cation facts discussed by McConnell-Ginet (1982)
in a rather natural way.

Unfortunately, the formalization of `Adjuncts-as-Complements' presented here is not without
its own problems. Foremost, it makes use of so-called Description-level Lexical Rules (Meur-
ers, 1995), which, while being theoretically and technically persimonious, are conceptually
controversial, in brief, because they make the input part of the output. For example, the word
examined described in (9.54) has as its component (stem value) the word examined described
by (9.53), which, in turn, contains the word examine described in (9.52). Thus, words must
`carry around' their whole derivational histories.

This is especially embarrassing from the point of view of the thesis defended in this study,
i.e., that there are no clear di�erences between complements and adjuncts, apart perhaps
from those stemming from considerations of lexical semantics. Since the input of the adj-
deriv type qua lexical rule is preserved in its output, it is possible to recover the distinction
between complements and adjuncts: complements are those elements of an arg-st of a word
which are also present on the deepest word (of type basic) embedded (through stem) in
that word; other elements of this arg-st are adjuncts. Thus, the account presented here
preserves the complement/adjunct distinction, although in a much more concealed way than
the formalization of Bouma et al. (1999b).

Both these problems would disappear if we assumed the so-called Meta-leval Lexical Rules
(MLRs), which operate outside the grammar proper (Calcagno, 1995). Unfortunately, to the
best of our knowledge there is no formalization of MLRs in the logic for HPSG assumed
here, so we must be content with our conceptually �awed but technically adequate approach
presented above.

In the next section, we will further support this formalization of `Adjuncts-as-Complements'
by showing that, perhaps contrary to appearances, it can easily deal with quanti�cation facts.
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9.3 `Adjuncts-as-Complements' and Quanti�cation

In this section, we �rst present an HPSG approach to quanti�cation which builds on Man-
ning et al. (1997)23 and, especially, Pollard and Yoo (1998) (�9.3.1), but is free from various
problems inherent in their analysis (�9.3.2), and then show that this new analysis immediately
deals with scope ambiguities involving scope-taking adjuncts and quanti�ers (�9.3.3).

9.3.1 Quanti�cation: Pollard and Yoo (1998)

The starting point for Pollard and Yoo (1998) is the problem of the quanti�cation analysis
of Pollard and Sag (1994), namely that in sentences like (9.58), only the wide-scope (de re)
reading of the quanti�er is predicted.

(9.58) a. A unicorn appears to be approaching. (ambiguous)

b. Sandy believes each painting to be fraudulent. (ambiguous)

c. Five books, I believe John read. (ambiguous)

The problem stems from the fact that, in Pollard and Sag (1994), a quanti�er starts its life
only at the surface position of the phrase to which it corresponds and from there it can only
percolate upwards. Thus, in (9.58a), the quanti�er cannot be in the scope of appears, even
though it corresponds to the raised subject of approaching, which is in the scope of appears.

The solution Pollard and Yoo (1998) propose boils down to making the quanti�er correspond-
ing to a raised constituent available at the �initial� position, e.g., in (9.58a), at the level of
the embedded verb approaching. The quanti�er can then percolate up and be retrieved either
inside or outside the scope of appear.

For this idea to work, the qstore attribute must be inside local values: this way, it is
shared between the raised and the initial position in raising constructions (together with the
whole synsem) and between the extracted element and the trace in unbounded dependency
constructions (together with whole local). Thus, Pollard and Yoo (1998) (henceforth, PY)
propose making qstore appropriate for local :

(PY 12)

2
666666664

sign

phonology list(phonstring)

synsemjlocal

2
664
category category
content content
qstore set(quanti�er)
pool set(quanti�er)

3
775

retrieved list(quanti�er)

3
777777775

The two other attributes Pollard and Yoo (1998) employ, pool and retrieved have book-
keeping functions; the former contains the quanti�ers to be �disposed of� at a given sign, i.e.,

23Although an important aspect of our analysis, i.e., lexical retrieval, was �rst proposed by Manning et al.
(1997), they do not attempt to develop a fully �edged theory of quanti�cation; for this reason, we present our
proposal in comparison with Pollard and Yoo (1998), who do give such a worked-out analysis. Certain features
of our proposal, presented earlier as Przepiórkowski (1997c, 1998a), were incorporated into the �nal version of
Manning et al. (1997); cf. Manning et al. (1998).
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either retrieved (they become members of retrieved) or earmarked for percolation higher
up (they become members of qstore). We give the details presently.

There are three classes of words, according to Pollard and Yoo (1998). First, there are words
which collect (amalgamate) quanti�ers; this is the default case. They satisfy the following
description:24

(PY 15) The pool is the union of the qstores of all selected arguments.

The notion of selected arguments is necessary to ensure that, e.g., in (9.58a), the quanti�er
is amalgamated by approaching, but not by appears. In other words, the (unrealized) subject
of the former should be classi�ed as a selected argument, while the (realized) subject of the
latter should not (if it were, it would be possible to retrieve the quanti�er twice: upstairs and
downstairs). Pollard and Yoo (1998) provide the following de�nitions:

� selected arguments ((PY 15), p.421): either

� thematic elements selected via the subj or comps feature,
� elements selected via the spr feature, or
� elements selected via the mod feature.

� an argument is thematic (PY, fn.8, p.421) if either

� the content of the argument is of sort nom-obj and its index value �lls a role in
the contentjnucleus of the head, or

� the content of the argument is of sort psoa and �lls a role in the
contentjnucleus of the head.

The second class consists of words explicitly introducing a quanti�er, such as: a, every, some,
someone, everybody, who, when. Pollard and Yoo (1998) do not provide a description of these
words but they assume that their pool contains the quanti�er that these words introduce.

Finally, the third class consists of semantically vacuous words (cf. (PY 18) below); in this case
pool is equal to the qstore of the complement with which the word shares content. This
class includes the in�nitival to and the auxiliary be.

(PY 18) A lexical head is semantically vacuous just in case its content value is structure-
shared with that of one of its complements.

Now at any sign, hence also at words of each class, the pool value is split into retrieved
and qstore according to the following principle:

(PY 13)
sign !

2
4 synsemjloc

�
qstore 1

pool 2

�

retrieved 3

3
5

^ set-of-elements( 3 , 4 )
^ 4 � 2

^ 1 = 2 � 4

24�Fundamental to our proposal is the idea that. . . a word `collects' all the qstore values of its selected
arguments as its pool value� (Pollard and Yoo, 1998, p.421).
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retrieved represents the quanti�ers retrieved at the node: they have to be added to the
quants value as speci�ed below.

(PY 22) For a semantically non-vacuous lexical head, the quants value is token-identical
with the retrieved value.

(PY 23) For a headed phrase whose content is of sort psoa, the nucleus value is identical
with that of the semantic head, and the quants value is the concatenation of the
retrieved value and the semantic head's quants value.

Of course, the retrieved quanti�ers can be added to the quants list only if there is a quants
list, i.e., only if the content value is of sort psoa (as opposed to nom-obj or quant). If the
content value is not of sort psoa, no quanti�ers can be retrieved and, in case of phrasal
signs, content value is token identical with that of the semantic head:

(PY 14)
�
retrieved nelist

�
!

�
synsemjlocjcont psoa

�

(PY 24) For a headed phrase whose content is not of sort psoa, the content value is
token-identical to that of the semantic head.

Note that the only constraint on retrieval is that it must happen only on signs whose content
is of sort psoa. In particular, quanti�ers can be retrieved on words, as well as on phrases
(cf. (PY 22) and (PY 23) above).

(PY 13), (PY 14), (PY 23) and (PY 24) above govern retrieval of quanti�ers. (PY 21) below
is responsible for their percolation.

(PY 21) In a headed phrase, the pool value is token-identical with the qstore value of the
semantic head daughter.

This pool value is then distributed between retrieved and qstore according to the prin-
ciples above.

9.3.2 An Alternative Account

In this section, we �rst mention some technical and conceptual problems with the account of
Pollard and Yoo (1998) and then move to presenting our analysis, which builds upon theirs
but avoids those problems.

9.3.2.1 Problems with Pollard and Yoo (1998)

Although the account of Pollard and Yoo (1998) is a signi�cant improvement over the analysis
in Pollard and Sag (1994), it is not without its own problems. The foremost is perhaps the
problem of spurious ambiguities (of which Pollard and Yoo (1998) are well aware): for example,
in (9.58a), there are four possible retrievals corresponding to the narrow reading, and three
corresponding to the wide reading.
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Secondly, the analysis of Pollard and Yoo (1998) is rather complex. It might well be the case
that the complexity lies in the data. However, if a simpler analysis with the same coverage
can be obtained, it should be preferred.

Thirdly, it is not immediately compatible with the traceless analyses of extraction (e.g., Pol-
lard and Sag (1994, ch.9), Sag and Fodor (1994), Bouma et al. (1999b)). For example, getting
the de dicto reading of (9.58c) requires �ve books to be a selected argument of the lower
verb, read. However, under the traceless account of extraction, there is no element on read 's
valence corresponding to �ve books, hence, the latter is not a selected argument of read. Var-
ious modi�cations of Pollard and Yoo's account can be envisaged, depending on the particular
formalization of the extraction lexical rules. Clearly, an account of quanti�er retrieval inde-
pendent from particulars of extraction would add to the modularity of the resulting grammar
and, hence, should be preferred.

Fourthly, by assuming that each word belonging to the `amalgamating class' does so by virtue
of its lexical properties, the analysis of Pollard and Yoo (1998) misses certain generalizations:
the lexical entry of each word in this class must encode the same complex constraint (more
on this point below).

Finally, Pollard and Yoo (1998) preserve what we view as a conceptual problem of Pollard
and Sag (1994), namely the distribution of a sign's semantics between content and qstore.
For example, upon the analysis of Pollard and Sag (1994) and Pollard and Yoo (1998), the
phrases every person and some person have the same values of content; they di�er only in
qstore. On the other hand, if qstore were part of content, the meaning of a quanti�er
phrase used in isolation might be read o� from its content.25 We will see below that making
qstore part of content actually simpli�es the analysis of quanti�cation.26

The analysis presented below is free from the problems mentioned above:27 it avoids spurious
ambiguities, it is simpler in certain respects than that of Pollard and Yoo (1998), and, by
shifting weight from valence to argument-structure, it is orthogonal to the analysis of
extraction.

9.3.2.2 Lexical Retrieval

It is obvious that the problem of spurious ambiguities stems from the fact that quanti�er
retrieval is allowed in too many places; the question is how to constrain those possibilities.
We adopt the radical approach, �rst suggested in Manning et al. (1997), of allowing lexical
retrieval only. In fact, the preliminary version of our analysis of quanti�cation is formalized
as a single constraint on word objects, of the form in (9.59).28

(9.59) word ! Desc1 _ Desc2 _ Desc3
25See Stainton (1998) for arguments that such quanti�er phrases do have meaning when used in isolations,

and that this meaning does not depend on elliptical reading of such isolated quanti�ers.
26Making qstore part of content was also proposed (on independent grounds) by Frank and Reyle (1995).
27However, it implicitly still shares with Pollard and Sag (1994) and Pollard and Yoo (1998) the problem of

wrong semantic analysis in cases of recursive modi�cation. This problem is dealt with by Kasper (1997) and,
as far as we can see, his solution can easily be adapted to our analysis.

28For a moment, we ignore the subtypes of word posited in (9.47). The �nal analysis, consisting in a
constraint on basic, will be given in �9.3.3.2 (cf., esp., (9.90) on p.383).
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The crucial insight of Pollard and Yoo (1998) which we tentatively preserve in our ap-
proach is that words should be divided into three classes: the quanti�er-amalgamating words
(cf. (PY 15) above), the quanti�er-introducing words, and the semantically vacuous words.
Note, however, that on their account, the characteristic of a given class is a matter of lexical
stipulation, rather than governed by general constraints. In particular, it is a matter of lexical
stipulation that the pool of all words belonging to the �rst class is the union of the qstores
of their selected arguments. This, in turn, means that the same complex description must
be present in most lexical entries (i.e., lexical entries of words belonging to the �rst class).
This seems to be a clear case of a missed generalization. Similarly, lexical entries of the words
belonging to the second class contain the description to the e�ect that the pool of these words
is the union of the qstores of the selected arguments plus the quanti�er(s) introduced by
these words. Again, this is more than just the idiosyncratic lexical information.

On our approach, this information is factored out from lexical entries and formalized in
the grammar proper as constraint (9.59). In particular, Desc1 characterizes the quanti�er-
amalgamating words, Desc2 describes the quanti�er-introducing words, while Desc3 the se-
mantically vacuous words. What the constraint (9.59) thus says is that each word must be-
long to one of these classes; if it is not a semantically vacuous word or a quanti�er-introducing
word, than it must satisfy Desc1, which takes care of quanti�er retrieval.

Another important feature of our analysis is that qstore is appropriate for content, rather
than for local (as in Pollard and Yoo (1998)) or sign (as in Pollard and Sag (1994)). This
simple move will allow us to signi�cantly simplify the analysis. (We also do not assume any
additional attributes such as pool and retrieved.) Thus, we modify the sort hierarchy for
content in the following way:

(9.60)
�

content

qstore set(quant)

�

psoa nom-obj quant

In the rest of this section, we will �rst present our analysis in detail by considering Desc1;2;3,
then we will illustrate it with an example (�9.3.2.3), and brie�y show that it can be extended
to handle the wh-retrieval facts considered by Pollard and Yoo (1998, �3) (�9.3.2.4).

Semantically Vacuous Words We describe the semantically-vacuous words in a way anal-
ogous to that of Pollard and Yoo (1998), but we formalize the notion in terms of arg-st to
bring it in line with the rest of the analysis: a word is semantically vacuous if it shares its
content value with one of its arguments.

(9.61) Desc3 =
�
ssjloc

�
cont 1

catjarg-st h. . . , [cont 1 ], . . . i

��

Of course, words are semantically vacuous idiosyncratically, by virtue of their lexical semantics;
this fact has to be stated in the lexicon. For example, lexical entries for the in�nitival to and
the auxiliary be will have the (relevant parts of) lexical entries shown in (9.62)�(9.63). It is
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clear that any objects satisfying these lexical entries will also satisfy Desc3, and, hence, also
the constraint (9.59).

(9.62)

2
666666664

word

phon to

synsemjloc

2
66664
cat

2
664
head inf [+aux]

arg-st h 2 , 3VP

2
4 head base
cont 1

subj h 2 i

3
5i

3
775

cont 1

3
77775

3
777777775

(9.63)

2
666666664

word

phon be

synsemjloc

2
66664
cat

2
664
head verb[+aux]

arg-st h 2 , 3XP

2
4 prd +
cont 1

subj h 2 i

3
5i

3
775

cont 1

3
77775

3
777777775

Note that since qstore is an attribute appropriate for content, it is automatically shared
between the semantically vacuous head and the content-providing argument. Thus, we do not
have to make additional assumptions about semantically vacuous words to the e�ect that �the
pool is simply identical with the qstore of the complement with which the word shares
content, and the retrieved is empty� (Pollard and Yoo, 1998, p.423).

Note also that formulating semantic vacuity in terms of arg-st rather than comps makes
the analysis of quanti�cation more independent from particulars of extraction, and thus more
modular. To see this point consider the example below:

(9.64) Which bureaucrat do you depend on?

If on is considered a semantically vacuous word as suggested in (Pollard and Yoo, 1998, fn.11),
then (9.64) is analyseable within their system under the traced analysis of extraction (there is a
trace on comps), but not under the traceless analysis of the kind proposed in Pollard and Sag
(1994, ch.9), Sag and Fodor (1994) or Bouma et al. (1999b) (there is no trace on comps). On
our account, however, either of the analyses of extraction can be assumed because extraction
does not remove members of arg-st.

Quanti�er Amalgamating Words This is where the real action takes place: the majority
of words (i.e., all words which are not semantically vacuous and which do not introduce
quanti�ers) are amalgamating words. Conceptually, Desc1 is very simple: what such words do
is collect qstore values of their selected arguments and split them between their qstore and
quants. The quanti�ers which make it to the quants are the retrieved quanti�ers, the other
ones are earmarked for percolation higher up. Of course, the pool of quanti�ers can be split
between qstore and quants only if there is quants, i.e., only in case of psoa contents;
in case of nom-obj and quant, all the quanti�ers end up in qstore:
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(9.65) Desc1 =

2
4 ssjlocjcont

�
nom-obj _ quant

qstore 1

�
_

2
4 psoa

qstore 2

quants 3

3
5
3
5

where 1 = the union of qstores of selected arguments,
4 = the set of elements of 3 ,
1 = 2 ] 4 .

Note that this formulation is simpler than that of Pollard and Yoo (1998). First of all,
(PY 21), (PY 23) and (PY 24) can be replaced by the original (Pollard and Sag, 1994, ch.1)
version of the Semantics Principle, namely �For a headed phrase, the content value is token-
identical to that of the semantic head.� Since qstore is part of content, this semantic
principle will su�ce to guarantee percolation of this value, and since all retrieval happens
lexically, considering quants and nucleus separately (PY 23) is not necessary. Further,
(9.65) supersedes not only (PY 13), but also (PY 14), (PY 15) and (PY 22). This is also the
result of allowing only lexical retrieval.

Nevertheless, Desc1 is still more complex than it should be. The problem lies in the de�nition
of selected arguments, which we implicitly borrowed from Pollard and Yoo (1998) (cf. p.368
above). The notion of selected arguments, as de�ned there, is heterogeneous: it takes into
consideration valence features (and the mod feature) and thematic properties of some argu-
ments. Since the only intended e�ect of these de�nitions is to prevent a quanti�er from being
retrieved more than once in cases of raised arguments, it seems reasonable to us to rede�ne the
notion selected arguments in these terms: selected arguments are those arguments (members
of arg-st), which are not raised from other arguments. For example, in (9.58a), the synsem
element corresponding to a unicorn is a selected argument on the arg-st of approaching, but
not on the arg-sts of be, to, and appears because in each of these cases it is raised from the
VP arguments of these verbs.29

As in the case of semantically vacuous words, the reformulation in terms of arg-st reconciles
our analysis of quanti�cation with the traceless approach to extraction.

Quanti�er Introducing Words Finally, we will deal with the class of words Pollard and
Yoo (1998) have little to say about. Since the information whether a word introduces a
quanti�er is idiosyncratic, it has to be stated in the lexicon. It might seem at �rst that
these quanti�ers should originate as the values of qstore. This, however, would be di�cult
to reconcile with the fact that some quanti�er-introducing words (e.g., once, somewhere)
may also amalgamate quanti�ers from their arguments: the value of qstore cannot be just
a set of quanti�ers introduced by the word, but it has to be the union of introduced and
amalgamated quanti�ers. As noted above (p.371), this is more than just the idiosyncratic
lexical information.30

It seems, thus, necessary to introduce a primitive attribute present on words whose value will
29This de�nition avoids a minor technical problem of Pollard and Yoo's (1998) de�nition of thematic argu-

ments: it is not clear how to formalize the notion of `a role in the contentjnucleus' in their de�nition of
thematic arguments, short of enumerating all the attributes appropriate for various subsorts of qfpsoa.

30Quanti�ers cannot originate in quants either: many quanti�er-introducing words do not have quants at
all (quants is appropriate for psoa only). Note also that quanti�er-introducing words cannot be characterized
as those words, whose content is of sort quant. For example, the content value of someone and who is
nom-obj, while that of once and somewhere is psoa.
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be the set of quanti�ers introduced by the word. Of course, in most cases this will be the
empty set. We will call this attribute new-qs (new quanti�ers). For example, relevant parts
of lexical entries for a and unicorn look as follows:31

(9.66)

2
66666666664

word

phon a

synsemjloc

2
66664
cat

�
head det [spec N0: 1 ]
arg-st h i

�

cont 2

2
4 quant

determiner exists
restind 1

3
5

3
77775

new-qs { 2 }

3
77777777775

(9.67)

2
6666666666666666664

word

phon unicorn

synsemjloc

2
6666666666664

cat

2
66664

head noun

valence

2
4 subj h i
spr h 4 i
comps h i

3
5

arg-st h 4 i

3
77775

cont 1

2
664

npro

index 3

restr {

�
unicorn

inst 3

�
}

3
775

3
7777777777775

new-qs {}

3
7777777777777777775

Now the quanti�er-introducing words can be characterized as words with non-empty new-qs.
However, for the reason already mentioned above, it will not do to equate the value of qstore
of such words with their new-qs: these words can in principle also amalgamate quanti�ers
from its arguments. This is, e.g., the case in (9.68) below in the wide-scope construal of every
man.

(9.68) Every man once loved Marilyn Monroe.

In this example, the adjunct once introduces the quanti�er `9t time(t)', but, at the same
time, takes over the quanti�er in its mod value, i.e., `8x man(x)'. Thus, the only di�erence
between the quanti�er-introducing and the amalgamating items is that the former add their
own quanti�ers (i.e., those in new-qs) to the pool of quanti�ers to be distributed between
qstore and quants:

(9.69) Desc2 =

2
664 ssjlocjcont

�
nom-obj _ quant

qstore 1

�
_

2
4 psoa

qstore 2

quants 3

3
5

new-qs 5

3
775

where 1 = 5 ] the union of qstores of selected arguments,
4 = the set of elements of 3 ,
1 = 2 ] 4 .

31The valence information in (9.67) should probably not be a part of the lexical entry. We include it here
for perspicuity.
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Now, since the new-qs of the amalgamating items (Desc1) is empty, they also satisfy Desc2.
Thus, we can con�ate Desc1 and Desc2 and obtain the following theory of quanti�cation in
HPSG:32

(9.70) word ! Desc12 _ Desc3

(9.71) Desc12 =

2
664 ssjlocjcont

�
nom-obj _ quant

qstore 1

�
_

2
4 psoa

qstore 2

quants 3

3
5

new-qs 5

3
775

where 1 = 5 ] the union of qstores of selected arguments,
4 = the set of elements of 3 ,
1 = 2 ] 4 .

(9.61) Desc3 =
�
ssjlocjcont 1

arg-st h. . . , [cont 1 ], . . . i

�

9.3.2.3 A unicorn appears to be approaching.

Let us �rst look at the tree corresponding to a unicorn:

(9.72)

2
4 phrase

phon a unicorn
. . . cont 1

3
5

2
4 phrase

phon a
synsem 4

�
locjcont 2

�
3
5

2
66666666664

word

phon a

. . . cont 2

2
664

quant

qstore { 2 }
det exists
restind 1

3
775

. . . arg-st h i
new-qs { 2 }

3
77777777775

2
4 phrase

phon unicorn
. . . cont 1

3
5

2
6666666666664

word

phon unicorn

. . . cont 1

2
66664

npro

qstore { 2 }
index 3

restr {

�
unicorn

inst 3

�
}

3
77775

. . . arg-st h 4 i
new-qs {}

3
7777777777775

There are two word structures in this tree which must satisfy (9.70): a and unicorn. The
former introduces a quanti�er in new-qs and incorporates it into qstore via Desc12 (9.71).
This value percolates together with the whole content value to the maximal projection

32To make the analysis complete, the standard Semantics Principle (second version) and Quanti�er Binding
Condition of (Pollard and Sag, 1994, pp.56 and 327, respectively) should be added.
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courtesy of the Semantic Principle. Since the synsem of this maximal projection is present in
unicorn's arg-st, this quanti�er is amalgamated, again via Desc12, to the noun's qstore.
And, again courtesy of the Semantic Principle, it is present on the NP's qstore.

Let us now look at the tree structure corresponding to A unicorn appears to be approaching.

(9.73)

S�
phrase

cont 3

�

NP2
4 phrase

phon a unicorn
ss 1

�
contjqs { 4 }

�
3
5

VP1�
phrase

cont 3

�

V12
66664

word

phon appears
cont 3

arg-st h 1 , 12 i
new-qs {}

3
77775

VP2�
phrase

ss 12
�
cont 2

��

V22
664

word

phon to
cont 2

arg-st h 1 , 11 i

3
775

VP3�
phrase

ss 11
�
cont 2

��

V32
664

word

phon be
cont 2

arg-st h 1 , 10 i

3
775

VP4�
phrase

ss 10
�
cont 2

�
�

V42
66664

word

phon approaching
cont 2

arg-st h 1 i
new-qs {}

3
77775

There are six words in this structure (a, unicorn, appears, to, be, approaching), and they all
have to satisfy the constraint (9.70). We have already considered the �rst two: since they are
not semantically vacuous, they must satisfy Desc12 (9.71). Another two of them, i.e., to and
be, are semantically vacuous, so they trivially satisfy (9.70) by satisfying Desc3 (9.61). The
last two are, again, semantically non-vacuous and they can satisfy (9.70) only by satisfying
Desc12. Before we consider ways in which appears and approaching can satisfy Desc12, a couple
of notes are in order.

First, there are only two content values of sort psoa around. The approaching-psoa ( 2 )
is structure-shared between the verb approaching (V4) and its maximal projection (VP4) by
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virtue of the Semantics Principle. This value is then taken over by the semantically vacuous
verb be (V3) and, again, structure-shared with the maximal projection (VP3). Analogously,
also the content value of to (V2) and its projection (VP2) is 2 . The other psoa is the
appears-psoa ( 3 ), which is shared by the verb appears (V1) and its projections (VP1 and S).

Secondly, since both quants and qstore are parts of content, any quanti�er retrieval can
happen only at the two psoa-valued contents, namely at 2 and 3 .

Thirdly, there is only one quanti�er to be retrieved, i.e., `9x unicorn(x)' ( 4 ). This quanti�er
originates in the NP a unicorn, so the value of this phrase's contjqstore is { 4} (see dis-
cussion above). The whole synsem value of this NP is structure-shared with the (selected!)
argument of approaching, hence, the qstore value of this selected argument is { 4 }, and thus,
�the union of qstores of selected arguments� (cf. (9.71)) of approaching is { 4 }. Since new-
qs of this verb is empty, the pool of quanti�ers to take care of at this node consists only of
4 .

Now there are two ways for approaching to satisfy Desc12 (9.71): either 4 becomes the (only)
element of qstore (and quants is empty), or it becomes the element of quants (and
qstore is empty). This results in two possible values of content 2 illustrated below:

(9.74) a. narrow scope:

2 =

2
664

psoa

qstore {}
quants h 4 i
nucl approach

3
775

b. wide scope:

2 =

2
664

psoa

qstore { 4 }
quants hi
nucl approach

3
775

In case of narrow scope (9.74a), the value of qstore of approaching is the empty set, and so
is the value of qstore of the only selected argument of appears. Hence, the set of quanti�ers
collected at appears is the empty set, i.e.:

(9.75) 3 =

2
664

psoa

qstore {}
quants hi
nucl appear

3
775

On the other hand, in case of wide scope (9.74b), the value of qstore of the selected argument
of appears is the singleton set { 4}, hence, by the same reasoning, there are two possible values
of 3 :33

33Of course, if there is a constraint on root clauses to the extent that their qstore be empty, only (9.76a)
is possible.
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(9.76) a. 3 =

2
664

psoa

qstore {}
quants h 4 i
nucl appear

3
775

b. 3 =

2
664

psoa

qstore { 4 }
quants hi
nucl appear

3
775

This exhausts the possibilities of quanti�er retrieval. Note that there are no spurious ambi-
guities and that the signs' semantics is represented only in content.

9.3.2.4 Wh-Retrieval

Pollard and Yoo (1998) make two observations concerning scope of wh-elements in English.
First, a fronted wh-phrase has exactly the scope indicated by the surface realization of the
phrase. Second, the quanti�er corresponding to an in situ wh-phrase (thus, also subject wh-
phrase) can be retrieved only when there is a left periphery (subject or �ller) wh-phrase. This
can be illustrated with example (9.77) cited by Pollard and Yoo (1998) after Baker (1970).

(9.77) Who remembers where we bought which book?

This example has two readings (given here by possible answers):

(9.78) a. John and Martha remember where we bought which book.

b. John remembers where we bought the physics book and Martha and Ted re-
member where we bought The Wizard of Oz.

These readings are captured by the observations above. First, the extracted phrase where
must to scope immediately over bought. Secondly, Who cannot be retrieved any higher than
its surface position, so it scopes immediately over remembers. However, the quanti�er corre-
sponding to which book can be retrieved either together with the �ller where, or together with
the subject Who, thus giving two possible readings.

On the basis of these observations, Pollard and Yoo (1998) propose the following principle
governing scope of wh-quanti�ers:

(PY 37) Syntactic Licensing Constraint on Wh-Retrieval (for `English-like' syntactic wh-
movement languages)

a. At any node, retrieval, if any, of wh-operators must include the member of the
left peripheral daughter's que value.

b. At any �ller-head node, if the �ller has nonempty que value, then its member
must belong to the node's retrieved value.
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Since formalizing this principle requires retrieval at phrases, Pollard and Yoo (1998) claim
that �phrase-level retrieval is necessary in our analysis of interrogatives� (p.423).

Note, however, that there is nothing in the original observations that requires phrasal retrieval;
they can be easily restated in our approach. First, (PY 37b) is trivially equivalent to the
following principle:

(9.79) At any �ller-head node, if the �ller has nonempty que value, then its member must
belong to the node's quants value.

Second, (PY 37a) can be replaced by a principle to the e�ect that whenever a wh-operator is
retrieved, there must be some retrieval from a left peripheral phrase. More carefully, this can
be stated as below:

(9.80) If the quants of a psoa contains a wh-quanti�er, it must also contain the que

member of a left peripheral daughter of some semantic projection of this psoa.

In other words, when a wh-quanti�er is retrieved at a lexical item, there must be a semantic
projection of this item, which is either a head-�ller node or a head-subject node such that
the left periphery (�ller or subject) contains que, whose member is also retrieved at the same
lexical item.

Note that this formalization involves certain non-locality: although wh-quanti�ers are re-
trieved lexically, this retrieval depends on the properties of projections of the lexical item.
This is the main di�erence between our analysis and that of Pollard and Yoo (1998) and it is
the price we have to pay for allowing lexical retrieval only. Nevertheless, we do not consider
it an excessive price and, in view of the advantages lexical retrieval brings, we are willing to
pay it. Appendix A presents a straightforward formalization of our treatment of wh-retrieval.

9.3.3 Adjuncts and Scope Ambiguities

Now that we presented an HPSG theory of quanti�cation which is based on Manning
et al.'s (1997) idea of allowing only lexical retrieval of quanti�ers, and which otherwise builds
on Pollard and Yoo (1998) but avoids various problems of that analysis, we can show that it
correctly interacts with our formalization of `Adjuncts-as-Complements'.

9.3.3.1 A Problem?

One potential problem for the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach comes from the consid-
eration of examples such as (9.81) below (Calcagno and Kasper, 1997).

(9.81) Kim apparently almost saw two unicorns.

Depending on where the quanti�er corresponding to two unicorns is retrieved, there are three
readings of (9.81):
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(9.82) a. apparently(almost(92u: unicorn(u) ^ see(kim,u)))

b. apparently(92u: unicorn(u) ^ almost(see(kim,u)))

c. 92u: unicorn(u) ^ apparently(almost(see(kim,u)))

The apparent problem with the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach is that, on the face of
it, it allows only interpretation (9.82c). The reasoning which leads to this conclusion is as
follows. Since modi�cation changes verbal semantics, adding an adjunct lexically to a verb's
arg-st (or comps) will result in changing this verb's semantics in the lexicon. On the other
hand, quanti�er retrieval (also lexical retrieval) happens in the grammar proper, hence, after
modi�cation. This forces quanti�ers to have wider scope than adjuncts.

The rest of this section is devoted to answering this criticism. First, in �9.3.3.2 we will illustrate
the interaction of our formalization of `Adjuncts-as-Complements' presented in �9.2.2 with the
analysis of quanti�cation of �9.3.2, and then, in �9.3.3.3, we will see that this correct interaction
does not rely on the formalization of `Adjuncts-as-Complements' in terms of Description-level
Lexical Rules; a Meta-level Lexical Rules approach to `Adjuncts-as-Complements' can interact
with quanti�cation equally naturally.

9.3.3.2 Kim almost saw a unicorn.

Let us analyse the two-way ambiguous sentence Kim almost saw a unicorn. It will become
obvious that this analysis does not depend on the number of adjuncts (or quanti�ers).

We assume the following (relevant parts of) lexical entries for saw and almost :34

(9.83)

2
66666666664

basic

phon saw

synsemjloc

2
66664

catjarg-st h 1 7 , 3 8 i

cont

2
664

psoa

nucl

2
4 see

seer 7

seen 8

3
5

3
775

3
77775

new-qs {}

3
77777777775

(9.84)

2
666666664

basic

phon almost

synsemjloc

2
664
cat

�
headjmod 4

�
locjcont 6

�
arg-st h 4 i

�

contjnucl

�
almost

arg 6

�
3
775

new-qs {}

3
777777775

Assuming the formalization of `Adjuncts-as-Complements' in �9.2.2, Kim almost saw a unicorn
will get the following constituent structure:35

34In the interest of presentation, we assume that not only the basic forms of lexemes are of sort basic, but
also their in�ectional forms. In a more realistic grammar in�ectional forms should be derived from the basic
ones, thus, they should be of sort derived. A short consideration should su�ce to see that this assumption
does not handicap our account.

35We abstract here from word order.
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(9.85)

S�
phrase

. . . cont 5

�

NP2
4 phrase

phon Kim
ss 1

�
. . . contjqs {}

�
3
5

VP�
phrase

. . . cont 5

�

V2
664

adj-deriv

phon saw
. . . cont 5

. . . arg-st h 1 , 2 , 3 i

3
775

stem

2
66664

basic

phon saw

ss 4

�
. . . cont 6

. . . arg-st h 1 , 2 i

�

new-qs {}

3
77775

NP2
4 phrase

phon a unicorn
ss 2

�
. . . contjqs { 10 }

�
3
5

AdvP2
664

phrase

phon almost

ss 3

�
. . . mod 4

. . . cont 5

�
3
775

Adv2
6666664

basic

phon almost

ss

2
4 . . . mod 4

. . . cont 5

. . . arg-st h 4 i

3
5

new-qs {}

3
7777775

As far as quanti�er �ow is concerned, the following takes place. The only quanti�er in the
sentence is generated in the NP a unicorn. The basic object corresponding to saw has two
(selected) arguments: Kim and a unicorn, thus, in order to satisfy Desc12 in (9.71) (see
constraint (9.70)), it must either retrieve the quanti�er or put it in qstore. This corresponds
to the following values of psoa 6 :

(9.86) a. 6 =

2
6666664

psoa

qstore {}
quants h 10 i

nucl

2
4 see

seer 7

seen 8

3
5

3
7777775

b. 6 =

2
6666664

psoa

qstore { 10 }
quants hi

nucl

2
4 see

seer 7

seen 8

3
5

3
7777775

6 is, together with the whole synsem 4 , the selected argument of the adverb almost. This
adverb, being a subsort of word, must satisfy (9.70). Since it is non-vacuous, it must satisfy
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Desc12, i.e., split the quanti�ers from its arguments (in this case, at most one quanti�er: 10 )
between its quants and its qstore. In case the quanti�er were already retrieved at see
(cf. (9.86a)), the values of both attributes are empty. In case it were not retrieved at see
(cf. (9.86b)), the quanti�er 10 goes either to quants or to qstore. This gives rise to the
following three possible values of psoa 5 .

(9.87) 5 =

2
66666666664

psoa

qstore {}
quants hi

nucl

2
66664

almost

arg 6

2
664

psoa

qstore {}
quants h 10 i
nucl see

3
775

3
77775

3
77777777775

(9.88) 5 =

2
66666666664

psoa

qstore {}
quants h 10 i

nucl

2
66664

almost

arg 6

2
664

psoa

qstore { 10 }
quants hi
nucl see

3
775

3
77775

3
77777777775

(9.89) 5 =

2
66666666664

psoa

qstore { 10 }
quants hi

nucl

2
66664

almost

arg 6

2
664

psoa

qstore { 10 }
quants hi
nucl see

3
775

3
77775

3
77777777775

Note that 5 is also the content value of the Adverbial Phrase (via Semantics Principle) and
of the adj-deriv verb saw (according to the constraint on adj-deriv in (9.49) on p.364). From
there it percolates (via Semantics Principle again) to VP and S. Assuming a constraint on
root clauses to the e�ect that their qstore be empty, we are left with (9.87) and (9.88) as
the possible values of 5 . They correspond to the two readings of Kim almost saw a unicorn.
The analysis of examples such as Kim apparently almost saw two unicorns proceeds along the
same lines.

Another thing to note is that the constraint (9.70) (repeated below) applies to word objects,
i.e., to basic as well as derived. For example, it must be satis�ed by the adj-deriv verb saw.

(9.70) word ! Desc12 _ Desc3

As it happens, (9.70) is trivially satis�ed by all adj-deriv objects, as they are semantically
vacuous words and, hence, satisfy Desc3. However, the analysis of Kim almost saw a unicorn
would be the same if quanti�cation were modelled via an analogous constraint on basic (as
in (9.90) below) rather than on word (as in (9.70)). On what basis can we choose between
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these alternatives? Garden variety lexical rules (which might be formalized as subsorts of
derived) do not provide an answer: passive lexical rule, as well as (most) in�ectional lexical
rules simply equate content values of the input and the output. Since these lexical rules do
not change the arguments (although they might rearrange them, as the passive lexical rule
does), it can be seen that the outputs satisfy the right-hand side of (9.70) if and only if the
inputs do. Thus, it does not matter whether the constraint holds of basic objects only, or of
both basic and derived.

It seems, however, that there are lexical rules which require changing (9.70) to:

(9.90) basic ! Desc12 _ Desc3

Such lexical rules are considered in Manning et al. (1997) (lexical types, on their approach) and
they are used to derive complex predicates (e.g., causatives) out of verbal stems. Assimilating
their analysis to our approach, complex predicate lexical rules might be represented as another
subsort of derived :

(9.91)
�

derived

stem word

�

2
4 0-deriv

phon 0

stemjphon 0

3
5

. . .

2
6666664

complex-pred

arg-st h 1 , 2 i� 3

. . . contjnucl

�
complx-prd-rel

arg 4

�

stem

�
arg-st 3

. . . cont 4

�

3
7777775

What is crucial in complex-pred objects is that they introduce their own psoa, which might
be the locus of quanti�er retrieval. Now if constraint (9.70) were to apply both to the stem
value and to the whole complex-pred object, nothing would prevent quanti�ers in the selected
arguments of 3 from being retrieved twice.36 The way out which we will adopt here is to
assume the constraint (9.90) instead and have a specialized constraint (similar to that of
Manning et al. (1997)) for complex-pred sketched below:37

(9.92) complex-prd !

2
66664
ssjloc

2
664 cont

2
4 psoa

qstore 4

quants 5

3
5

catjarg-st h 1 [qs 11 ], 2 [qs 22 ]i � list

3
775

stem. . . qstore 3

3
77775

where 6 = the set of elements of 5 ,
4 ] 6 = 11 ] 22 ] 3 .

Finally, we would like to compare the analysis above to that suggested by Manning et al.
(1997). As far as similarities are concerned, both analyses rely only on lexical retrieval of

36Actually, as observed by Tilman Höhle (p.c.), the standard Quanti�er Binding Condition of Pollard and
Sag (1994, p.327) might, at least under some formalizations, prevent this multiple retrieval. However, we do
not want to rely on this accident.

37We might also specify new-qs as appropriate to basic words only.
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quanti�ers and both get rid of the retrieved and pool attributes. Both are also formalized
via a �lexical type hierarchy,� although in our approach this is understood as ordinary sort
hierarchy under word.

From one point of view, the analysis presented above can be seen simply as extension and
further formalization of suggestions made by Manning et al. (1997). However, at least two
improvements should also be noted:

� our analysis naturally avoids spurious ambiguities, also in the context of semantically
vacuous verbs; the analysis of Manning et al. (1997) needs to add additional constraints
to this extent (see their fn.28);

� we do not have to assume any additional constraints to ensure proper treatment of
adjunct-quanti�er scope ambiguities; as things stand, the analysis of Manning et al.
(1997) wrongly allows multiple retrieval (although see their fn.29).

In summary, we have shown that the quanti�cation analysis developed in �9.3.2 and argued
to improve in several ways over Pollard and Yoo (1998) properly interacts with the formaliza-
tion of the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach presented in �9.2.2 (conceptually based on
Manning et al. (1997)). No additional assumptions were needed. The only modi�cation of the
analysis of quanti�cation that may be necessary is minimal: changing the description (9.70)
from constraining word objects to constraining basic objects (9.90).

In the next subsection, we present an alternative formalization of the `Adjuncts-as-
Complements' approach, i.e., via Meta-level Lexical Rule, and show that the analysis of
quanti�cation of �9.3.2 can easily be reconciled with it.

9.3.3.3 MLRs Formalization

The biggest conceptual problem with Description-level Lexical Rules, hence also with the ac-
count of `Adjuncts-as-Complements' above, is that derived words carry with them the history
of their derivation (in stem, which might be of sort deriv and, thus, contain another stem,
etc.). This problem is noted by, among others, Calcagno and Kasper (1997), who say that in
trees such as (9.93) below (corresponding to a VP with two adjuncts) �[t]he correspondence
between signs and overt forms is thus much less direct when adjuncts are added by lexical rule
than when adjuncts are functors.�

(9.93) VP

V
�
stem 1

�

1V
�
stem 2

�

2V

NP Adv Adv

As noted above, this problem does not arise in the Meta-level approach to lexical rules, so it
is desirable to show that our theory of quanti�cation can be reconciled with the `Adjuncts-as-
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Complements' approach formalized via MLRs.38

In what follows, we will �rst state our assumptions and slightly reformulate the analysis of
quanti�cation of �9.3.2, present the lexical rule adding adjuncts to arg-st, and then illustrate
it with an example.

Assumptions We implicitly assumed above that new-qs is appropriate for word objects,
i.e., that it is a `root level attribute'. This was the simplest way of enforcing the assumption
that new-qs can be found only in word signs, not in phrases. Nothing hinged on this choice
and new-qs could be as well made appropriate to, e.g., category, just as arg-st which,
although often assumed to be present on words only, it is usually taken to be also a category-
level attribute.39

In this case, however, it must be ensured that new-qs appears only on lexical category
objects. For the present purposes, we assume that category has two subsorts:

(9.94)
2
664

category

head head
arg-st list(synsem)
valence valence

3
775

�
word-category

new-qs set(quant)

�
phrase-category

Moreover, we have to ensure that word objects have category of sort word-cat, while phrase
objects have category of sort phrase-cat. Two roughly equivalent ways of doing that are
sketched in Przepiórkowski and Kup±¢ (1997a, pp.47�48). Whichever way is chosen, the net
e�ect is that it is possible to distinguish word-synsems (their locjcat is of sort word-cat)
from phrase-synsems (their locjcat is of sort phrase-cat). With this distinction in place, we
reformulate the constraint (9.70) as a constraint on word-synsem:40

(9.95) word-synsem ! Desc12 _ Desc3

Adjuncts as Complements with MLRs With these (minimal) changes to our analysis
of quanti�cation, we are in position to formulate the meta-level adjunct-addition lexical rule.

(9.96)
�

word

ss 2
�
. . . arg-st 1

��)
2
664

word

ss

2
4 . . . cont 3

. . . arg-st 1 � 5 hXP

�
. . . mod 2

. . . cont 3

�
i

3
5

3
775

38Since we are unaware of any formalization of MLRs (although see Calcagno (1995)), this section will have
a somewhat stipulative �avour: the assumptions about workings of MLRs we make are consistent with, if not
subsumed by, those made in the HPSG literature, so any formalization of MLRs should be consistent with the
account of this section.

39This is made clear, e.g., in Miller and Sag (1997) and Abeillé et al. (1998b).
40Of course, Desc12 and Desc3 have to be trivially changed in order to hold of synsem (rather than sign)

objects.
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Calcagno and Kasper (1997) claim that �if adverbs are added as complements to the verb by
a lexical rule such as [(9.96)], then even lexical retrieval will only produce the interpretation
[(9.82c)], because the semantic content of the lexical sign derived for the verb will encode a
complex predicate including the contribution of the adverbs.� We will refute this claim by
considering a simple example Kim saw a unicorn again.

Kim saw a unicorn again. The lexical rule (9.96), when applied to the lexical entry for
saw (9.97) will produce the entry (9.98).

(9.97)

2
6666666666664

word

phon saw

synsem 4

2
666666664

word-synsem

loc

2
6666664

cat

�
arg-st h 1 7 , 2

8 i

new-qs {}

�

cont

2
664

psoa

nucl

2
4 see

seer 7

seen 8

3
5

3
775

3
7777775

3
777777775

3
7777777777775

(9.98)

2
666666664

word

phon saw

synsem

2
66664

word-synsem

loc

2
664 cat

2
4 arg-st h 1 7 , 2 8 , 3XP

�
. . . mod 4

. . . cont 5

�
i

new-qs {}

3
5

cont 5

3
775

3
77775

3
777777775

Note that the output lexical entry (9.98) contains as its proper subpart the synsem part
(represented as 4 ) of the input lexical entry (9.97). Note also that the synsem value of any
object corresponding to the output entry will trivially satisfy (9.95) by satisfying Desc3. As
far as the rest of the analysis is concerned, consider the constituent structure corresponding
to Kim saw a unicorn again.
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(9.99)

S�
phrase

. . . cont 5

�

NP2
4 phrase

phon Kim
ss 1

�
. . . contjqs {}

�
3
5

VP�
phrase

. . . cont 5

�

V2
664

word

phon saw
. . . cont 5

. . . arg-st h 1 , 2 , 3 i

3
775

NP2
4 phrase

phon a unicorn
ss 2

�
. . . contjqs { 10 }

�
3
5

AdvP2
664

phrase

phon again

ss 3

�
. . . mod 4

. . . cont 5

�
3
775

Adv2
66664

word

phon again

ss

2
4 . . . mod 4

. . . cont 5

. . . arg-st h 4 i

3
5

3
77775

This tree should be compared with the tree (9.85) on p.381 resulting from the DLRs analysis.
The crucial di�erence is that in (9.85) we relied on the presence of the embedded basic verb
saw to get the narrow scope of the quanti�er. No such embedded verb is available in (9.99).
However, according to the lexical rule (9.96), the mod value of the adjunct ( 4 ) must satisfy
the description of the synsem value in the input entry (9.97). This means that this mod
value must be an object of sort word-synsem (minimally, because new-qs is present on its
category value) and, hence, must satisfy constraint (9.95). Since this is not a semantically
vacuous synsem, this can be done only by satisfying Desc12. As there is only one quanti�er ( 10 )
that is introduced by the selected arguments, this leads to two possible values of locjcont
of 4 : the same as in (9.86) on p.381. The rest of the analysis proceeds exactly as in the DLRs
account, giving rise to both readings of Kim saw a unicorn again:41

(9.100) 5 =

2
66666666664

psoa

qstore {}
quants hi

nucl

2
66664

again

arg 6

2
664

psoa

qstore {}
quants h 10 i
nucl see

3
775

3
77775

3
77777777775

41As well as the reading with an unretrieved quanti�er.
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(9.101) 5 =

2
66666666664

psoa

qstore {}
quants h 10 i

nucl

2
66664

again

arg 6

2
664

psoa

qstore { 10 }
quants hi
nucl see

3
775

3
77775

3
77777777775

9.4 Conclusions

In this highly theoretical Chapter, we examined a number of HPSG analyses of the `Adjuncts-
as-Complements' approach, upon which at least some adjuncts should not be con�gurationally
distinguishable from complements. We chose the analysis of Manning et al. (1997) as the con-
ceptual basis of our formalization, and we implemented it using the so-called Description-level
Lexical Rules; cf. (9.47)�(9.49) on p.363. We showed that this formalization, unlike, e.g.,
that of Bouma et al. (1999b), is immediately compatible with McConnell-Ginet's (1982) anal-
ysis of passive-sensitive adverbs, also assuming the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach to
modi�cation, and we discussed other features of this formalization, including some conceptual
problems.

Then, we devoted a section to answering the criticism that the `Adjuncts-as-Complements'
approach cannot correctly deal with scope ambiguities involving quanti�ers and scope-taking
adjuncts. To this end, we developed an HPSG theory of quanti�cation, based on Manning et al.
(1997) and, especially, Pollard and Yoo (1998), but improving on these analyses in many re-
spects, and we showed that this analysis correctly interacts with our formalization of `Adjuncts-
as-Complements', as well as with a possible formalization of `Adjuncts-as-Complements' in
terms of MLRs.

With this linguistically and technically sound analysis of `Adjuncts-as-Complements', we now
move to the fascinating territory of case assignment to adjuncts.



Chapter 10

Case Assignment and Adjuncts

In this last contentful Chapter of our study, we will investigate the rôle of the comple-
ment/adjunct dichotomy in grammatical case assignment. First, in �10.1 we will see that
there are case assignment processes in a variety of languages which are blind to the comple-
ment/adjunct distinction. In particular, we will argue that the Finnish case assignment data,
�rst discussed by Maling (1993), provide a strong argument for adopting the `Adjuncts-as-
Complements' approach to modi�cation.1 Then, in �10.2, we will see that, contrary to �rst
appearances, also Polish case assignment is insensitive to the dichotomy at hand. In the pro-
cess, we will minimally extend our analysis of structural case assignment in Polish, developed
in Chapter 5, and make certain parts of it more explicit.

10.1 Case Assignment: An Argument for `Adjuncts-as-

Complements'

There is an increasing body of literature showing that, contrary to the common assumption,
adjuncts are subject to the same case assignment rules as complements. More speci�cally,
measure, duration and (some) frequency adverbials, collectively called `extensive measure ad-
verbials' by Wechsler and Lee (1996), receive syntactic case and undergo the same syntactic
case variations as complements in languages as di�erent as Russian (Babby, 1980b; Fowler,
1987), Chinese (Li, 1985, 1990), Korean (Maling, 1989; Kim and Maling, 1993, 1996; Wech-
sler and Lee, 1996), and Finnish (Maling, 1993).2 In the three subsections below, we will
�rst brie�y look at some Russian and Korean data (��10.1.1�10.1.2), and then, a little more
carefully, at Finnish (�10.1.3).

10.1.1 Russian Genitive of Negation

Russian Genitive of Negation is a phenomenon super�cially similar to Polish Genitive of
Negation (GoN) discussed in �5.2. However, there are important di�erences: in Russian,

1Section 10.1 is based on Przepiórkowski (1997a, 1999b).
2Maling (1993) mentions also Warumungu (Simpson, 1991) and Classical Arabic.
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but not in Polish, certain (nominative) subjects may under certain circumstances undergo
GoN, while, on the other hand, accusative objects undergo GoN only when various additional
conditions are met, also unlike in Polish.3 This gives the impression that Russian GoN in
`optional', in contradistinction to the `obligatory' nature of the Polish GoN, although this
`optionality' view has been challenged (Bailyn, 1997).

What is important for us is that Russian GoN seems to a�ect not only subjects and objects,
but also the normally accusative adjuncts. Two examples of negated sentences involving
genitive NP adverbials (in place of accusative NP adverbials in non-negated sentences) are
given below (after Babby (1980a, p.85)).

(10.1) . . . lu£²ie
bestnom

umy
mindsnom

£elove£estva
mankindgen

no£ej
nightsgen

ne
NM

spali. . .
slept

`. . .mankind's best minds did not sleep nights. . . '

(10.2) Ja
Inom

s
with

takoj
such

baboj
woman

dnja
daygen

ne
NM

stal
begin

by
subj

ºit'.
liveinf

`I couldn't live with a woman like that for (even) a day.'

Although such cases of GoN on adverbials seem much rarer than those involving objects,
this seems to �follow from the scope of negation: durations exist independent of a negated
verb, so it is rather a marked sentence that pulls them inside the scope of negation� (Fowler,
1987, p.308). Thus, it seems that case assignment rules responsible for Russian GoN do not
distinguish between complements and adjuncts; �the only reason that subjects, direct objects,
and time adverb[ial]s are marked genitive is that they do not happen to be marked by an
oblique [i.e., inherent; A.P.] case� (Babby, 1980a, p.86).

In �10.2.2 below we will discuss the Genitive of Negation on adjuncts in Polish and see that
the relevant Polish facts di�er from Russian GoN in interesting ways.

10.1.2 Korean Accusative/Nominative Alternation

As extensively discussed in Maling (1989) and Kim and Maling (1993, 1996), in Korean,
�adverbials are indeed assigned case syntactically, just like verbal arguments� (Kim and Mal-
ing, 1996). One example of this parallel behaviour of complements and adjuncts comes from
syntactic passivization: roughly, although in active sentences objects and frequency adver-
bials must occur in the accusative case, in the so-called ci-passive, they must both bear the
nominative case (Kim and Maling, 1996):

(10.3) Chelsoo-ka
Chelsoo-Nom

i
this

chayk-ul
book-Acc

sey
three

pen-ul
times-Acc

/
/
*pen-i
times-Nom

ilk-ess-ta.
read-Pst-Ind

`Chelsoo read this book three times.'

(10.4) I
this

hcayk-i
book-Nom

sey
three

pen-i
times-Nom

/
/
*pen-ul
times-Acc

ilk-hi-eci-ess-ta.
read-Pass-Pass-Pst-Ind

3Various factors in�uencing the Russian GoN are extensively discussed in Timberlake (1975, 1986); see also
Klenin (1978), Babby (1980a), Neidle (1982, 1988), Fowler (1987), Bailyn (1997), Brown (1996, 1999).
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`This book was read three times.'

This kind of �parallelism suggests that Case Theory does not draw a distinction between
arguments and non-arguments� (Maling, 1989, p.305).

Also Wechsler and Lee (1996) extensively argue that �case is assigned to [a class of Korean]
adverbials through the same process which assigns direct case to arguments� (Wechsler and
Lee, 1996, p.634). In particular, they reach the following case assignment rule in Korean:

(10.5) Korean Case Rule:

a. Assign ACC to any CASE dependent with an external co-argument;

b. Assign NOM to any CASE dependent lacking an external co-argument.

According to (10.5), all structural dependents of a verb receive either the nominative or the
accusative case, depending on the presence or absence of another dependent bearing the role of
the subject (external co-argument). Thus, the nominative case is assigned to subjects (because
there is no other dependent being a subject) and to all dependents of verbs lacking a subject.

This elegantly explains the passive data (10.3)�(10.4) from Kim and Maling (1996) and (10.6)
from Wechsler and Lee (1996), as well as the contrast (10.7a)�(10.7b), also from Wechsler and
Lee (1996), on the assumption that the verb philyoha-ta `need-Dec' does not take an external
argument.

(10.6) a. Swuni-ka
Swuni-Nom

cip-ul
house-Acc

pheyinthu-lul
paint-Acc

twu pen-ul
twice-Acc

chilhay-ess-ta.
brush-Pst-Dec

`Swuni painted the house twice.'

b. Cip-i
house-Nom

Swuni-eyuhay
Swumi-by

pheyinthu-ka
paint-Nom

twu pen-i
twice-Nom

chilhay-ci-ess-ta.
brush-Pass-Pst-Dec

`The house was painted twice by Swuni.'

(10.7) a. Tom-i
Tom-Nom

twu
two

sikan-tongan-ul
hours-period-Acc

tali-ess-ta.
run-Pst-Dec

`Tom ran for two hours.'

b. Ku-ka
he-Nom

cha-ka
car-Nom

sey
three

sikan-i
hour-Nom

philyoha-ta.
need-Dec

`He needs a car for three hours.'

Thus, Korean is another language in which case assignment rules do not distinguish between
complements and adjuncts.

Below, we will take a close look at similar data from Finnish.
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10.1.3 Finnish Nominative and Accusative

10.1.3.1 Generalizations

Finnish is famous for its rich case system involving 15 di�erent morphological cases.4 As in
many other languages, these are divided into syntactic cases (e.g., nominative, accusative,
partitive) and lexical cases (e.g., genitive and illative). Roughly, a given predicate may sub-
categorize either for a structural case (resolved syntactically), or for a given lexical case. A
verb's dependents which are not marked by the verb as bearing a lexical case receive either
nominative or accusative.5

Maling (1993) argues at length that some adjuncts (adverbials of measure, duration and
frequency) behave just like objects with respect to case assignment and, in particular, notes
the following generalization about syntactic case assignment: only one NP dependent of the
verb receives the nominative, namely the one which has the highest grammatical function;
other dependents receive the accusative.6 Thus, if none of the arguments bears inherent
case, the subject is in the nominative and other dependents are in the accusative (10.8), but
if the subject bears an idiosyncratic case, it is the object that gets the nominative (10.9).
Furthermore, if all arguments (if any) bear inherent case, the next `available' grammatical
function is that of an adjunct, thus one of the adjuncts receives the nominative (10.10)�
(10.11).

(10.8) Liisa
Liisanom

muisti
remembered

matkan
tripacc

vuoden.
yearacc

`Liisa remembered the trip for a year.'

(10.9) Lapsen
childgen

täytyy
must

lukea
read

kirja
booknom

kolmannen
[third

kerran.
time]acc

`The child must read the book for a 3rd time.'

(10.10) Kekkoseen
Kekkonenill

luotettiin
trustpassp

yksi
[one

kerta.
time]nom

`Kekkonen was trusted once.'

(10.11) Kekkoseen
Kekkonenill

luotettiin
trustpassp

yhden
[one

kerran
time]acc

yksi
[one

vuosi.
year]nom

`Kekkonen was trusted for one year once.'

On the basis of facts such as (10.8)�(10.11), Maling (1993) concludes that syntactic case is
assigned on the basis of grammatical hierarchy and that (at least some) adjuncts belong to
this hierarchy. Moreover, as evidenced by (10.10)�(10.11), adjuncts do not form a single class

4In a sense, Finnish case system is almost as complex as a case system can be: languages with more cases
have just richer inventory of locative cases (of which Finnish has 9); cf. Blake (1994, ch.5).

5We simplify here in ignoring semantic case assignment, e.g., in true locative uses of locative cases, and the
partitive, which has been described as a `semantically conditioned structural case' (Kiparsky, 1998, p.265).

6See also Zaenen and Maling (1983) and Zaenen et al. (1985), brie�y discussed in �3.3, for a similar
generalization with respect to Icelandic.
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in this hierarchy: although the multiplicative adverbial7 yksi kerta is nominative in (10.10),
this case is won over by the duration adverbial in (10.11). Taking into consideration also
the partitive of negation facts (measure adverbials, but not duration or frequency adverbials,
behave like direct objects in the sense that they take partitive case under sentential negation),
Maling (1993) extends the grammatical function hierarchy for Finnish in the following way:

(10.12) SUBJ > OBJ > MEASURE > DURATION > FREQUENCY

It should be clear by now that the Finnish case assignment facts can easily be modelled in
our approach to case assignment and modi�cation: provided that the relevant adverbials are
present on arg-st, the nominative is simply assigned to the �rst structural NP on arg-st, the
accusative to any following structural NP. Thus, the facts discussed above provide evidence
both for the non-con�gurational approach to case assignment developed in the previous Part
of this study, and for the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach to modi�cation in which (at
least some) adjuncts are present on arg-st (or on deps, assuming the formalization of Bouma
et al. (1999b)). In the following subsection we make a much stronger claim, namely that all
other combinations of approaches to case assignment and modi�cation currently available on
the HPSG market can deal with these facts only at a very prohibitive cost.

10.1.3.2 Evidence for `Adjuncts-as-Complements'

Modi�cation as in Pollard and Sag (1994) Let us consider �rst the standard (Pollard
and Sag, 1994) approach to adjuncts and recall that adjuncts are supposed to modify phrases,
i.e., they select (via mod) synsems with empty comps (see �6.5.2 above).8

Case Assignment as in Pollard and Sag (1994) Assuming the minimalist approach to case
of Pollard and Sag (1994) (cf. �3.4), bare NP adverbials would have to originate in the lexicon
with their case speci�ed, thus there would be two lexical entries for each adverbial taking part
in the alternations exempli�ed in (10.8)�(10.11): one in the nominative, and another in the
accusative. Let us consider what the mod value of, say, a nominative multiplicative adverbial
such as yksi kerta `one time' should be. It can modify only those verbs, which do not have a
structural subject or structural object, and which are not modi�ed by a duration adverbial.
But there is no way this information can be encoded in the mod value. Since adjuncts
modify phrases, the comps value of the mod synsem is an empty list, so the adjunct has no
information about whether there is a structural complement on this verb or not. Even worse,
the adjunct has no information about other adjuncts, which might win over the nominative.

One way of solving this problem would be to let adjuncts `blindly' modify any phrases, and
posit global well-formedness constraints ruling out, say, structures with a nominative multi-
plicative adverbial whenever there is a structural subject, object or duration adverbial. Such
constraints can, in principle, be stated although they would have to be formulated as con-
straints on maximal projections (to ensure that no more adjuncts are attached), and would

7We call adverbials such as once, third time, etc. `multiplicative' to distinguish them from other frequency
adverbials such as `every day', which might have di�erent case-taking properties as discussed in Wechsler and
Lee (1996).

8Our argument is orthogonal to the improvements by Kasper (1997).
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be fairly complex. Moreover, the simple empirical generalization that the nominative is as-
signed to the highest available grammatical function, and the accusative to any other available
grammatical function, would be lost without a trace.

Case Assignment as in Heinz and Matiasek (1994) Interestingly, also adopting the con�gura-
tional case assignment technique of Heinz and Matiasek (1994) and others (see ��3.4.2�3.4.3)
does not help. Their approach, although con�gurational, is local in the sense that their Case
Principle operates on local trees: it never traverses the tree. However, in order to model the
Finnish data, exactly such a traversal would be necessary. To see why, let us consider again
a multiplicative adverbial attaching to a VP. Assuming that such adverbials are speci�ed
as structural in the lexicon, what would a constraint resolving the case of such a structural
adverbial have to look like? There is no information about the head's complements at the
level of Head-Adjunct Schema, so this constraint would have to go down along the projection
path to the word level. This, however, is still not enough as there might be a duration ad-
verbial attaching higher than our multiplicative adverbial. Thus, this constraint would also
have to `look up'. This is technically impossible9 so, again, the Case Principle would have
to be formulated not as a constraint on phrase, but rather as a global constraint on maximal
projections. This shares all the problems with the standard (Pollard and Sag, 1994) approach
to case.

Modi�cation as in Kasper (1994) Let us now consider another approach to modi�cation,
namely that of Kasper (1994) (cf. �6.5.3). The main idea of his proposal (based on German
Mittelfeld facts) is to replace the Head-Complement Schema and the Head-Adjunct Schema
with a single schema realizing complements (on comp-dtrs) as well as adjuncts (on adj-
dtrs), so that adjuncts modify words, rather than phrases. Adjuncts are ordered on adj-

dtrs according to scope: the �rst one has the widest scope, the last one scopes immediately
over the predicate. Moreover, all adjuncts syntactically select the head, while semantically �
the next adjunct on the adj-dtrs (or the head, in case of the last adjunct). Let us again
consider in turn the approaches to case assignment of Pollard and Sag (1994), and of Heinz
and Matiasek (1994) and others.

Case Assignment as in Pollard and Sag (1994) Assume �rst the approach to case assignment
of Pollard and Sag (1994), i.e., no specialized case module, and consider again the question
of what kind of verbs can be modi�ed by a nominative multiplicative adverbial. It is now
easy to state part of the necessary condition, namely that there cannot be any structural NPs
among the arguments of the word: the mod value of such an adverbial would have to be a
synsem, whose valence features (or arg-st) do not contain such NPs. However, it is still
impossible for multiplicative adverbials to select heads not modi�ed by durational adverbials.
Thus, again, we would have to resort to well-formedness checking principles. However, this
time this checking could be stated as a constraint on Head-Complement Schema (assuming
that all relevant adjuncts are sisters to complements), thus avoiding the problem of global
constraints.

9Unless one posits a global constraint on, say, unembedded signs, or adopts a logic for HPSG which allows
`inside-out constraints'; cf. Koenig (1999a) for discussion.
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Case Assignment as in Heinz and Matiasek (1994) Also assuming the approach of Heinz
and Matiasek (1994), the problem of global constraints would be evaded: the Case Principle
could operate on Head-Complement phrases. However, this Case Principle would have to be
(again) fairly complex: it would have to look into valjsubj to check if the verbal phrase
expects a structural subject, and then into comp-dtrs and adj-dtrs, and calculate cases of
all structural dependents with regards to other dependents. For example, in order to assign
nominative to a multiplicative adverbial, such a principle would have to make sure that 1) the
element of valjsubj is not an NP[str ], 2) there are no NP[str ]s among elements of comp-
dtrs, 3) there are no duration adverbials on adj-dtrs.

Although it is an improvement over the standard theory of modi�cation, the approach of
Kasper (1994) is not without its problems. First, again, case assignment has to be tree-
con�gurational (although pretty local). Second, and more importantly, the generalization
captured by Maling (1993) would be lost again: instead of assigning the nominative to the
�rst structural NP on a certain list and the accusative to all the other structural elements, the
Case Principle would have to do quite a lot of calculation. It seems that in order not to miss
the generalizations, an additional attribute would have to be introduced whose value would be
the concatenation of the subject, the complements and the adjuncts, in this order: then the
nominative could be assigned to the �rst structural NP on this list, etc.10 What is striking
about this solution, however, is that the only purpose of this attribute would be to encode the
obliqueness hierarchy among (some of) the dependents of the word, a clear case of unwelcome
theoretical redundancy (arg-st already ful�lls this function with respect to arguments!). Even
if these problems were solved, one remaining problem would be more di�cult to deal with: the
order of adjuncts on adj-dtrs assumed by Kasper (1994) (adjuncts of wider scope earlier on
the list) is not reconcilable with the grammatical function order postulated by Maling (1993).
For example, if both frequency and duration adverbials are present, two di�erent orders on
adj-dtrs correspond to two di�erent scoping relations between them, wrongly predicting that
the case of these adverbials depends on their scope.

Summary What we hope to have shown is that no combination of the existing HPSG
accounts of modi�cation (i.e., adjuncts via Head-Adjunct Schema of Pollard and Sag (1994)
and adjuncts as sisters to complements by Kasper (1994)) with the existing approaches to
case assignment (i.e., strictly lexical by Pollard and Sag (1994) and con�gurational by Heinz
and Matiasek (1994) and others) can elegantly account for the case assignment to adverbials
data from Finnish (and, by extension, from other languages). Although, technically, there are
ways of saving these accounts, the price to be paid is prohibitive: loss of the linguistic insights
and non-negligible complexity of such accounts.11

10The function of this attribute would be similar to the function of subcat, retained in Pollard and Sag
(1994, ch.9) to handle the Binding Theory facts; thus it is not technically necessary but it is very useful for a
straightforward and intuitively appealing account.

11The other four combinations of modi�cation / case assignment accounts which we reject without discussion
are: 1), 2) case assignment on arg-st with either of the two non-`Adjuncts-as-Complements' approaches to
modi�cation (for the obvious reason that structural case is resolved on arg-st, and adverbials, by assumption,
never make it to any arg-st); and 3), 4) `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach to modi�cation with either of
the two previous approaches to case assignment (minimally, because they share the case assignment problems
discussed in �4.1).
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10.2 Case and Adjuncts in Polish

There are two aims this section attempts to achieve: the general one, i.e., to show that
various case assignment processes do not distinguish between complements and adjuncts, and
the technical one, i.e., to tie various loose ends from Chapter 5, in particular, to extend to
adjuncts our analysis of syntactic case assignment in Polish developed there.

Section 10.2.1 is concerned only with the former aim: it provides data suggesting that various
instances of so-called semantic case are blind to the complement/adjunct dichotomy. Then,
in �10.2.2, we extend our account of Genitive of Negation to adjuncts, refuting the claims that
it is fundamentally di�erent from GoN to complements. Finally, in �10.2.3, we show that our
analysis of case assignment and predication in �5.4 accounts for the case of non-subcategorized
predicates.

10.2.1 Semantic Case

It is di�cult to argue that semantic case assignment does not distinguish between complements
and adjuncts without �rst presenting at least a preliminary theory of what semantic case
assignment amounts to. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there is no such a theory
around,12 and developing it would lead us too far away from the syntactic territory. For this
reason, the material in this subsection is presented only at an intuitive level.

10.2.1.1 Instrumental of Predication

We have already extensively dealt with one apparent instance of semantic case, i.e., the in-
strumental case on predicative dependents; cf. �5.1.5 and, especially, �5.4 above. In �10.2.3,
we will deal with the technical aspects of extending the analysis presented there to adjuncts;
here, we will only recall certain facts which show that the `instrumental of predication' is
assigned to complements and adjuncts alike.

We established in �5.4 that, on the �rst approximation, instrumental case may be assigned
to predicative adjectival phrases which predicate of a structural NP, although this option is
often blocked by the alternative option of having the full case agreement between the predicate
and the predicated phrase. Moreover, we saw that the instrumental case is the only option
available when this predicated NP is a PRO. Some examples, involving a subcategorized
predicative AP are given in (10.13)�(10.18).

(10.13) ?Janek
Johnnom

czuª
felt

si¦
RM

pokrzywdzonym.
wrongedins

`John felt wronged.'

(10.14) To
thisnom

uczyniªo
made

go
himacc

bezradnym.
helplessins

`This made him helpless.'

12But see, e.g., Butt and King (1991, 1999) for some initial attempts.
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(10.15) ?Uznaªem
considered1st ;sg ;masc

go
himacc

gªupim.
stupidins

`I considered him stupid.'

(10.16) By¢
byinf

mªodym
youngins

to
is

by¢
beinf

gªupim.
stupidins

`To be young is to be stupid.'

(10.17) Tych
thesegen=acc

pi¦ciu
�veacc

facetów
guysgen

okazaªo
turned out

si¦
RM

niezdolnymi
unableins

do
to

tego.
this

`These �ve guys turned out (to be) unable to do that.'

(10.18) Wiele
manyacc

studentek
studentsgen ;pl ;fem

chce
want3rd ;sg ;neut

wydawa¢
seeminf

si¦
RM

szcz¦±liwymi.
happyins

`Many studentsfem want to seem happy.'

In all these examples, the instrumental predicative AP is a clear case of a complement: not
only is it `indispensable to complete the meaning of the verb' (cf. the functional criterion (C3)
of Chapter 6), but it is actually syntactically obligatory (cf. the syntactic-functional criterion
(C30)) and it cannot iterate (iterability criterion (C4)).

Similarly, also predicative adjunct APs may bear the instrumental case:

(10.19) Pami¦tam
remember1st ;sg

go
himacc

bardzo
very

grzecznym.
politeins

`I remember him as very polite.'

(10.20) Widziaªem
saw1st ;sg ;masc

go
himacc

pijanym.
drunkins

`I saw him drunk.'

(10.21) Zastaªem
found1st ;sg ;masc

go
himacc

pijanym.
drunkins

`I found him drunk.'

(10.22) Znam
know1st ;sg

go
himacc

takim
suchins

od
since

dawna.
long

(Czapiga, 1994, p.91)

`I've known him like that for a long time.'

(10.23) Widz¦
see1st ;sg

/
/
rodz¦
give birth1st ;sg

/
/
budz¦
wake up1st ;sg

go
himacc

smutnym.
sadins

(Pisarkowa, 1965, p.21)

`I see him / give birth to him / wake him up sad.'

(10.24) Przyj±¢
comeinf

do
to

szkoªy
school

/
/
wróci¢
come backinf

pijanym
drunkins

to
is

skandal!
scandal

`To come to school / return drunk is scandalous!'
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(10.25) Kazaªem
ordered1st ;sg ;masc

mu
himdat

sta¢
standinf

nagim.
nakedins

`I asked him to stand naked.'

In these examples, the instrumental AP is a clear case of an adjunct, at least according to the
most popular functional criterion: it is neither syntactically obligatory, nor are these sentences
with the AP[ins] omitted felt as elliptical.

This means that the `instrumental of predication' is assigned to complements and adjuncts
alike.

10.2.1.2 Instrumental of Means

Dependents bearing the `instrumental of means' are particularly problematic for the comple-
ment/adjunct distinction: according to the functional and syntactic-functional criteria (C3)
and (C30), they should normally be classi�ed as adjuncts (that seems to be the position taken
by most linguistic theories), while according to the iterability criterion (C4), they are comple-
ments (and, hence, treated as such in LFG).

In Polish, there is at least one clear case of a complement bearing the instrumental of means,
i.e., the complement of posªu»y¢ si¦ `use, utilize':

(10.26) Janek
John

posªu»yª
used

si¦
RM

*(mªotkiem).
hammerins

`John did it with a hammer.'

As the grammaticality marking in (10.26) shows, this sentence would be unacceptable if the
instrumental phrase were absent, so mªotkiem is here a prototypical complement.

Other cases of instrumental of means are more disputable, although, at least according to the
functional and the syntactic-functional criteria, the instrumental phrases below are adjuncts:
they can be left out without a�ecting the grammaticality of the sentence or its non-ellipticity.

(10.27) Janek
John

broni
defends

si¦
RM

mieczem.
sworins

`John defends himself with a sword.'

(10.28) Maria
Mary

doªo»yªa
hit

mu
himdat

torebk¡.
bagins

`Mary hit him with a bag.'

(10.29) Tomek
Tom

dra»niª
irritated

ich
themacc

ci¡gªymi
constantins

pytaniami.
questionsins

`Tom irritated them with constant questions.'

(10.30) Malowaª
painted3rd ;sg ;masc

grubym
thickins

p¦dzlem.
brushins

`He painted with a thick brush.'
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Thus, to the extent that the instrumental phrases in (10.27)�(10.30) are adjuncts, the instru-
mental of means may be assigned to complements and adjuncts alike.13

10.2.1.3 Recipient Dative

Wierzbicka (1986, p.386) de�nes `the core meaning of dative' as designating the recipient in
sentences of giving, and assigns it the following `semantic structure' (where Y is the dative-
bearing element):

(10.31) Core Meaning of Dative (Wierzbicka, 1986, p.386):

X did something with thing Y
wanting person Z to come to have it
something happened to Y because of that
one could assume that Z would come to have Y because of that.

Some examples �tting this `semantic structure' are given below:14

(10.32) Ewa
Evenom

podarowaªa
donated

?*(Adamowi)
Adamdat

jabªko.
appleacc

`Eve gave Adam an apple as a gift.'

(10.33) Ewa
Eva

daªa
gave

??(Adamowi)
Adamdat

jabªko.
apple

`Eve gave Adam an apple.'

(10.34) Ewa
Eve

rzuciªa
threw

(Adamowi)
Adamdat

jabªko.
apple

`Eve threw Adam an apple.'

(10.35) Ewa
Eve

kupiªa
bought

(Adamowi)
Adamdat

jabªko.
apple

`Eve bought Adam an apple.'

(10.36) Ewa
Eve

wywalczyªa
fought/won

(Adamowi)
Adamdat

jabªko.
apple

`Eve won Adam an apple.'

What these examples actually show is that, just as in case of the `instrumental of predica-
tion' and the `instrumental of means', the `dative of recipient' does not distinguish between
complements and adjuncts: while dative phrases in (10.32)�(10.33) are clear cases of com-
plements (these examples are at best elliptical when Adamowi is missing), the same phrases

13On the other hand, there is a clear statistical di�erence: many more verbs combine with instrumental
adjuncts than with instrumental complements. This does not, however, contradict the fact that there exist
instrumental complements, such as that in (10.26), with the `instrumental of means' meaning.

14(10.33) is from Wierzbicka (1986, p.387).
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in (10.34)�(10.36) are usually identi�ed as adjuncts (removing Adamowi does not result in
ellipticity).15

10.2.1.4 Summary

We have seen that three prototypical cases of `semantic case', i.e., the instrumental of predi-
cation, the instrumental of means and the recipient dative fail to distinguish between comple-
ments and adjuncts.

Of course, this does not mean that complements and adjuncts necessarily bear exactly the
same range of semantic cases; in fact, there seem to be certain case�meaning correlations which
occur only on adjuncts, and not on complements, e.g., the genitive of temporal location, as
in (10.37) below.

(10.37) Przyjechaª
arrived3rd ;sg ;masc

zeszªego
lastgen

lata.
summergen

`He arrived last summer.'

What we do claim, however, is that there are instances of semantic case which do not distin-
guish between complements and adjuncts. This means that, contrary to common assumptions,
complements and adjuncts are subject to the same kinds of case assignment mechanisms, al-
though the exact repertoire of semantic cases assigned to di�erent kinds of dependents may
vary.

In �10.2.3 below, we will consider the consequences of this fact for our analysis of case assign-
ment in predicative constructions, but �rst we will examine the apparent di�erences between
complements and adjuncts with respect to the Genitive of Negation (�10.2.2).

10.2.2 Genitive of Negation

It has been claimed that, in Polish, the Genitive of Negation on complements and what seems
to be the Genitive on Negation on adjuncts, are two completely di�erent processes (Franks
and Dziwirek, 1993). In this section, we refute this claim and show that the opposite is true,
i.e., that Genitive of Negation does not distinguish complements from adjuncts. This result
provides one more argument for the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach to modi�cation
argued for in this study.

10.2.2.1 Genitive (of Negation) Adjuncts are Partitive?

In �5.2, we extensively discussed the phenomenon consisting in case shift on a complement of
a verb from accusative to genitive when the verb is negated. Nevertheless, there is an aspect
of GoN which has received very little attention in the literature and which we also ignored

15See also Fried (1999) for a discussion of `free datives' in Czech and arguments for assimilating (most of)
them to complements, and D¡browska (1994) for additional instances of semantically-governed case assignment
to arguments in Polish.
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there: not only objects can undergo this process, but, apparently, also accusative adjuncts.16

However, as discussed by Franks and Dziwirek (1993) (as well as in Dziwirek (1991, 1994)),
there seems to be an important di�erence: although GoN is obligatory for complements,
cf. (10.38), it is optional for adjuncts, cf. (10.39):17

(10.38) a. Janek
John

pisze
writes

list
letteracc

/
/
*listu.
lettergen

`John is writing a letter.'

b. Janek
John

nie
NM

pisze
writes

listu
lettergen

/
/
*list.
letteracc

`John is not writing a letter.'

(10.39) a. Rozmawiaªem
talked1st ;sg ;masc

z
with

nim
him

dwie
twoacc

godziny
hoursacc

/
/
*dwóch
twogen

godzin.
hoursgen

`We were talking for two hours.'

b. Nie
NM

rozmawiaªem
talked1st ;sg ;masc

z
with

nim
him

dwie
twoacc

godziny
hoursacc

/
/
dwóch
twogen

godzin.
hoursgen

`We weren't talking for two hours.'

In order to account for this di�erence, Franks and Dziwirek (1993, p.289) make two basic
claims:

� Genitive complements and genitive adjuncts under negation are two separate construc-
tions.

� Genitive adjuncts under negation are really partitive.

The latter claim is critically examined (and rejected) by Boroviko� (1997). Here, we will
refute the �rst claim; in particular, although we will tentatively agree that there are two
separate processes at stake here, we will show that the di�erence does not correlate with the
complement/adjunct dichotomy.

Consider examples (10.40)�(10.42) below, adduced by Franks and Dziwirek (1993, pp.287�288)
in support of their claim.

(10.40) a. Bielany
Bielanynom

le»¡
lie

mil¦
mileacc

/
/
*mili
milegen

od
from

Warszawy.
Warsaw

16As brie�y discussed in �10.1.1 above, this has also been noted for Russian, e.g., by Babby (1980a) (cf. also
Timberlake (1975), Babby (1980b, fn.2), Babby (1986, fn.43), Fowler (1987, pp.307f.)), who claims that in
Russian �the only reason that subjects, direct objects, and time adverbs are marked genitive [under negation]
is that they do not happen to be marked by an oblique case� (p.86, see also p.150).

17Actually, Willim (1990, p.211) and Tajsner (1990, p.246) deny that adjuncts can undergo GoN. On the
other hand, Holvoet (1991, p.85) and Franks and Dziwirek (1993) consider such examples grammatical. We
are not sure if this is the result of a genuine variation, or whether Willim's and Tajsner's judgements stem from
the fact that additional presuppositions are connected with the genitive variant, pace Holvoet (1991, p.85),
or that they may have partitive meaning, pace Franks and Dziwirek (1993). In any case, all our informants
considered both possibilities fully acceptable.
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`Bielany lies a mile from Warsaw.'

b. Bielany
Bielanynom

nie
NM

le»¡
lie

mil¦
mileacc

/
/
mili
milegen

od
from

Warszawy.
Warsaw

`Bielany doesn't lie a mile from Warsaw.'

(10.41) a. Ten
thisnom

dom
housenom

kosztowaª
cost

trzysta
300acc

/
/
*trzystu
300gen

tysi¦cy.
thousand

`This house cost three hundred thousand.'

b. Ten
thisnom

dom
housenom

nie
NM

kosztowaª
cost

trzysta
300acc

/
/
trzystu
300gen

tysi¦cy.
thousand

`This house didn't cost three hundred thousand.'

(10.42) a. Ta
thisnom

ryba
�shnom

wa»y
weighs

kilogram
kilogramacc

/
/
*kilograma.
kilogramgen

`This �sh weighs a kilogram.'

b. Ta
thisnom

ryba
�shnom

nie
NM

wa»y
weighs

kilogram
kilogramacc

/
/
kilograma.
kilogramgen

`This �sh doesn't weigh a kilogram.'

Franks and Dziwirek (1993) assume, without any discussion, that the relevant distance /
measure NPs in (10.40)�(10.42) are adjuncts. However, this assumption, crucial for Franks
and Dziwirek's (1993) reasoning, is blatantly wrong: these distance / measure NPs are clear
cases of complements according to all popular criteria for this dichotomy.

First, they are `indispensable to complete the meaning of the verb' (cf. the functional crite-
rion (C3) of Chapter 6); all the examples above are semantically incomplete without those
NPs. Second, and perhaps more importantly, those distance / measure NPs are also syn-
tactically obligatory (cf. the syntactic-functional criterion (C30)); when they are omitted, the
relevant sentences become ungrammatical:

(10.43) *Bielany
Bielanynom

le»¡
lie

(od
from

Warszawy).
Warsaw

(10.44) *Ten
thisnom

dom
housenom

kosztowaª.
cost

(10.45) *Ta
thisnom

ryba
�shnom

wa»y.
weighs

Moreover, neither of these `adjuncts' can iterate (cf. the iterability criterion (C4)).

It seems that the intuition behind Franks and Dziwirek's (1993) classi�cation of these de-
pendents as adjuncts is close to the semantic criterion ((C2) in Chapter 6), which says that
`complements express the persons or things participating in the process in a special way,
whereas adjuncts express the time, the place, the manner, etc. connected with that process',
but even this criterion is not applicable here. The problem is that there are arguments express-
ing distance or measure which, nevertheless, are subject to GoN obligatorily, like canonical
complements, and, also like prototypical objects, undergo passivization:
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(10.46) a. W czasie
during

jazdy,
journey

przegadaª
talked through

cztery
fouracc

kilometry
kilometresacc

/
/
*czterech
fourgen

kilometrów.
kilometresgen

`During the journey, he talked through four kilometres.'

b. Nie
NM

przegadaª
talked through

*cztery
fouracc

kilometry
kilometresacc

/
/
czterech
fourgen

kilometrów.
kilometresgen

`He didn't talk through four kilometres.'

c. Te
thesenom

cztery
fournom

kilometry
kilometresnom

zostaªy
Aux

przegadane. . .
talked through

`These four kilometres were talked through. . . '

(10.47) a. Sp¦dziª
spent

w
in

poci¡gu
train

dwie
twoacc

godziny
hoursacc

/
/
*dwóch
twogen

godzin.
hoursgen

`He spent two hours in the train.'

b. Nie
NM

sp¦dziª
spent

w
in

poci¡gu
train

*dwie
twoacc

godziny
hoursacc

/
/
dwóch
twogen

godzin.
hoursgen

`He didn't spend two hours in the train.'

c. Te
thesenom

dwie
twonom

godziny
hoursnom

zostaªy
Aux

po»ytecznie
usefully

sp¦dzone.
spent

`These two hours were spent usefully.'

Thus, there is no sense of the complement/adjunct dichotomy in which the `extensive measure'
NPs (to use Wechsler and Lee's (1996) term) in (10.40)�(10.42) may be classi�ed as adjuncts
together with the temporal NP in (10.39).

On the contrary, since the NP dwie godziny `two hours' in (10.39) must be classi�ed as adjunct
according to the two almost universally accepted criteria, i.e., the functional criterion (C3)
and the syntactic-functional criterion (C30), and since the distance / measure NPs in (10.40)�
(10.42) are equally clear cases of complements (as we have just seen), the rule that assigns
Genitive of Negation only optionally to some dependents does not distinguish between com-
plements and adjuncts.

Of course, this leaves unanswered the important question of exactly why some dependents
undergo the GoN only optionally. We will look into this issue in �10.2.2.3. But �rst a brief
excursus into nominalization is in order.

10.2.2.2 A Remark on Nominalization

Nominalization facts independently con�rm the results of the previous subsection.18 Just
as with GoN, it seems at �rst blush that nominalization distinguishes NP[acc] complements
from NP[acc] adjuncts: the former obligatorily change their case in this process to genitive,
the latter are not perfect either in accusative or in genitive, although the accusative sounds
markedly better. The examples below should be compared with (10.38)�(10.39) above.

18This and, especially, the ensuing subsection owe much to Fowler and Yadro�'s (1993) discussion of refer-
entiality of measure nominals in Russian.
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(10.48) pisanie
writing

listu
lettergen

/
/
*list
letteracc

`writing a letter'

(10.49) rozmawianie
talking

przez
through

telefon
phone

?*dwóch
twogen

godzin
hoursgen

/
/
?dwie
twoacc

godziny
hoursacc

`talking over phone for two hours'

However, again, the parallelism with the complement/adjunct distinction is only apparent. For
example, the obligatory complement of the non-agentive wa»y¢ `weigh' (cf. (10.42)) behaves
just like prototypical NP[acc] adjuncts:19

(10.50) wa»enie
weighing

?*stu
hundredgen

pi¦¢dziesi¦ciu
�ftygen

/
/
?sto
hundredacc

pi¦¢dziesi¡t
�ftyacc

kilogramów
kilo

`weighing 150 kilo'

This makes the problem of distinguishing the accusative dependents which undergo GoN only
optionally from those that undergo it obligatorily even more urgent.

10.2.2.3 Case Assignment and Referentiality

Empirical Generalization If it is not the complement/adjunct dichotomy that is respon-
sible for the Genitive of Negation and nominalization facts above, then what is? The an-
swer seems to be `referentiality'.20 In particular, the `extensive measure' NPs in (10.38) and
(10.46)�(10.47), as well as in (10.51)�(10.52) below are referential in a sense in which similar
NPs in (10.39) and (10.40)�(10.42) are not.

(10.51) Danusia
Danusia

nie
NM

sp¦dziªa
spent

czterech
fourgen

/
/
*cztery
fouracc

dni
days

w
in

Itace.
Ithaca

`Danusia didn't spend four days in Ithaca.'

(10.52) Janek
John

nie
NM

przeszedª
walked through

pi¦ciu
�vegen

/
/
*pi¦¢
�veacc

kilometrów
kilometers

w ci¡gu
during

godziny.
hour

`John didn't cover �ve kilometers in one hour.'

There are at least three tests which distinguish referential NPs from non-referential NPs: rel-
ative pronominalization, anaphoric reference and modi�ability by pronominal determiners.21

19Example (10.50) with the genitive stu pi¦¢dziesi¦ciu is acceptable in its agentive meaning, as in: Wa»enie
stu pi¦¢dziesi¦ciu kilogramów mi¦sa w drobnych kawaªkach zaj¦ªo mu caªy dzie« `Weighing 150 kilo of �nely
chopped meat took him whole day.'

20See Fowler and Yadro� (1993) for a discussion of the referentiality status of measure NPs in Russian and
its importance for passivization. This section has been inspired by this discussion although, as it will become
clear presently, we are critical about certain pivotal claims of Fowler and Yadro� (1993).

21The �rst two tests are used in Fowler and Yadro� (1993), who are not, however, concerned with the Genitive
of Negation; the last test is new. The contrast based on the �rst of these tests is also noted by Holvoet (1991,
p.89) in the context of the optionality of GoN on some accusative dependents. Unfortunately, Holvoet (1991)
does not explicate the connection between the optionality of GoN and referentiality.
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We will �rst apply these tests to the `extensive measure' adverbials in (10.51)�(10.52), and
then to those in (10.40)�(10.42).

Relative pronominalization:

(10.53) . . . cztery
four

dni,
days

które
which

Danusia
Danusia

sp¦dziªa
spent

w
in

Itace. . .
Ithaca

`. . . the four days which Danusia spent in Ithaca. . . '

(10.54) . . . 5
5
kilometrów,
kilometres

które
which

Tomek
Tom

przeszedª
covered

w ci¡gu
during

4
4
godzin. . .
hours

`. . . the 5 kilometres that Tom covered during 4 hours. . . '

Anaphoric reference:

(10.55) Danusia
Danusia

sp¦dziªa
spent

cztery
four

dni
days

zwiedzaj¡c
visiting

Itak¦,
Ithaca

a
and

ja
I

je
them

sp¦dziªem
spent

na
on

konferencji.
conference

`Danusia spent four days visiting Ithaca, and I spent them at a/the conference.'

(10.56) Janek
John

przeszedª
covered

5
5
kilometrów
kilometres

z
from

Zakopanego
Zakopane

na
on

Zawrat
Zawrat

w ci¡gu
during

3
3
godzin,
hours

a
and

ja
I

je
them

przeszedªem
covered

w ci¡gu
during

4
4
godzin.
hours

`John covered the 5 kilometres from Zakopane to Zawrat in 3 hours, and I covered
them in 4 hours.'

Pronominal determiners:

(10.57) Danusia
Danusia

sp¦dziªa
spent

te
these

cztery
four

dni
days

w
in

Itace.
Ithaca

`Danusia spent these four days in Ithaca.'

(10.58) Janek
John

przeszedª
covered

te
these

5
5
kilometrów
kilometres

w ci¡gu
during

3
3
godzin.
hours

`John covered these 5 kilometres during 3 hours.'

As the above examples show, the `extensive measure' NP complements of sp¦dzi¢ `spend' and
przej±¢ `walk through, cover' may be realized by relative pronouns, by personal pronouns, and
may be modi�ed by pronominal determiners. The situation is drastically di�erent in case of
similar complements of le»e¢ `lie, be situated', kosztowa¢ `cost', and wa»y¢ `weigh'.

Relative pronominalization:

(10.59) *. . .mila,
mile

któr¡
which

Bielany
Bielany

le»¡
lies

od
from

Warszawy. . .
Warsaw
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(10.60) *. . . trzysta
300

tysi¦cy,
thousand

które
which

Tomka
Tom

kosztowaª
cost

ten
this

dom. . .
house

(10.61) *. . . kilogram,
kilogram

który
which

wa»y
weighs

ta
this

ryba. . .
�sh

Anaphoric reference:

(10.62) *Bielany
Bielany

le»¡
lies

mil¦
mile

od
from

Warszawy,
Warsaw

a
and

Nowa
Nowa

Huta
Huta

le»y
lies

j¡
it

od
from

Krakowa.
Cracow

(10.63) *Ten
this

dom
house

kosztowaª
cost

trzysta
300

tysi¦cy,
thousand

a
and

i
also

tamten
that

je
them

kosztowaª.
cost

(10.64) *Ta
this

ryba
�sh

wa»y
weighs

kilogram,
kilogram

i
and

tamta
that

te»
also

go
it

wa»y.
weighs

Pronominal determiners:22

(10.65) *Bielany
Bielany

le»¡
lies

t¦
this

mil¦
mile

od
from

Warszawy.
Warsaw

(10.66) *Ten
this

dom
house

kosztowaª
cost

te
these

trzysta
300

tysi¦cy.
thousand

(10.67) *Ta
this

ryba
�sh

wa»y
weighs

ten
this

kilogram.
kilogram

The same referentiality contrast is present in our initial examples of obligatory vs. optional
GoN; cf. (10.38b)�(10.39b), repeated below.

(10.38b) Janek
John

nie
NM

pisze
writes

listu
lettergen

/
/
*list.
letteracc

`John is not writing a letter.'

(10.39b) Nie
NM

rozmawiaªem
talked1st ;sg ;masc

z
with

nim
him

dwie
twoacc

godziny
hoursacc

/
/
dwóch
twogen

godzin.
hoursgen

`We weren't talking for two hours.'

Thus:

(10.68) Janek
John

napisaª
wrote

ten
this

list,
letter

który
which

miaª
had to

napisa¢
write

ju»
already

wczoraj,
yesterday

lecz
but

nie
NM

napisaª
wrote

go
it

wtedy.
then

`John wrote that letter which he was supposed to write already yesterday, but he
didn't (write it then).'

22These sentences are acceptable on the discourse reading of the relevant pronouns, e.g., (10.65) may mean
`I admit that Bielany lies a mile from Warsaw', but not on the true pronominal determiner reading.
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(10.69) Rozmawiaªem
talked1st ;sg ;masc

z
with

nim
him

*te
these

dwie
two

godziny,
hours

*które
which

miaªem
had

rozmawia¢
talk

z
with

Mari¡,
Mary

a
and

Maria
Mary

rozmawiaªa
talked

*je z
them

Ew¡.
with Eve

This striking correlation between the optionality of GoN and the (non-)referentiality has not,
to the best of our knowledge, been noted in the literature so far (but see fn.21 above).

Fowler and Yadro� (1993) The relevance of referentiality to case assignment and, espe-
cially, passivization (in Russian) is extensively discussed by Fowler and Yadro� (1993), who
follow Rizzi (1990) (see also �6.3.3) in dividing arguments (i.e., elements assigned a �-role)
into referential and non-referential:

� arguments: assigned �-role, referential; (empirically: pass co-reference tests, passivize,
nominalize with genitive);

� quasi-arguments: assigned �-role, non-referential; (pass co-reference, make potential
but unacceptable passives, do not nominalize); and

� non-arguments: not assigned �-role by the verb, non-referential; (do not pass co-
reference, no conceivable passive, nominalization with accusative, rather than with gen-
itive).

However, in a footnote, Fowler and Yadro� (1993, p.259, fn.12) depart from the set of as-
sumptions of Rizzi (1990) and Cinque (1990) and assume that some adjuncts (i.e., elements
without a �-role from the verb) may be referential.

Unfortunately, although this classi�cation improves upon that of Rizzi (1990) and Cinque
(1990) in that it admits the (rather obvious) fact that there are referential adjuncts, there
is still a fatal problem with it: as it stands, this classi�cation is internally inconsistent. To
see this inconsistency, consider closely quasi-arguments. Fowler and Yadro� (1993, pp.259�
260) characterize them as [+�-role] and [�referential]. However, a moment later, Fowler and
Yadro� (1993, pp.260�261) give the relative pronominalization and the anaphoric reference
data similar to those cited above, showing that quasi-arguments, unlike non-arguments, pass
both referentiality tests. What is especially problematic for Fowler and Yadro�'s (1993)
claim that quasi-arguments are non-referential is the result of the anaphoric (co-)reference
test, which, also on the GB set of assumptions, is a direct argument for referentiality: �[a]
phenomenon that discriminates between referential and nonreferential phrases is coreference�
(Cinque, 1990, p.8). This means that any attempt at explaining the optional GoN facts in
Polish in terms of the classi�cation of dependents into arguments / quasi-arguments / non-
arguments as understood by Fowler and Yadro� (1993) would be ill-founded. We therefore
maintain our claim that the deciding factor for the optionality of GoN is referentiality, based
on the three tests given above and applying to arguments and non-arguments alike.23

23If referential vs. non-referential elements on one hand and complements and adjuncts on the other are two
independent dimensions, the question may arise why there are no adjuncts obligatorily undergoing GoN. Our
answer to this is that the class of NP[acc] adjuncts is simply too small to observe this behaviour: as discussed in
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Semantic Di�erences It is noted both by Franks and Dziwirek (1993) and by Holvoet
(1991) that there is a certain di�erence in meaning between the accusative and the genitive
versions of (10.39b)�(10.42b). Thus, Franks and Dziwirek (1993, p.290) say that �although [the
accusative and the genitive versions of (10.39b)] have roughly the same English translations,
and both presuppose that the speaker did sleep, they are not synonymous. Sentence [(10.39b)
with the accusative dwie godziny ] means either that the speaker did not sleep for more than
an hour, or that she slept for a shorter time. Sentence [(10.39b) with the genitive dwóch
godzin] can only mean that the speaker slept for less than an hour.� For Franks and Dziwirek
(1993), this is an argument that the genitive in such cases is really the partitive genitive.24

Franks and Dziwirek (1993, pp.290�291) adduce the following data in support of this claim
(the judgements are Franks and Dziwirek's (1993)):25

(10.70) Ewa
Eve

nie
NM

kupiªa
bought

kilograma
kilogen

jabªek,
apples

tylko
only

trzy
threeacc

(kilogramy).
kilo

`Eve didn't buy one kilo of apples, but three (kilo).'

(10.71) a. Nie
NM

spaªem
slept1st ;sg ;masc

godzin¦,
houracc

tylko
only

dwie
twoacc

(godziny).
hours

`I didn't sleep an hour, but two (hours).'
b. *Nie

NM
spaªem
slept1st ;sg ;masc

godziny,
hourgen

tylko
only

dwie
twoacc

(godziny).
hours

`I didn't sleep an hour, but two (hours).'

Although we agree with Franks and Dziwirek (1993) that there is some grammaticality drop
between (10.70) and (10.71b), this is certainly not the di�erence between fully acceptable and
fully unacceptable. Actually, the relative (weak) unacceptability of (10.71b) seems to be the
same as the relative badness of (10.72a). However, here the NP dwie godziny is referential (as
can be checked by applying the three referentiality tests employed above) and, accordingly,
only the genitive version is acceptable at all, cf. (10.72b).

(10.72) a. ?Nie
NM

przespaªem
slept through

godziny,
hourgen

tylko
only

dwie
twoacc

(godziny).
hours

`I didn't sleep through an hour, but two (hours).'
b. Nie

NM
przespaªem
slept through

godziny
hourgen

/
/
*godzin¦.
houracc

`I didn't sleep through an hour.'

Also Holvoet (1991, p.85), commenting on (10.73), notes that �the construction with the
genitive usually presupposes that the subject has been sitting at a certain place for a certain
time, which in the speaker's view was shorter than might have been expected. . . With the
accusative there seem to be no presuppositions of the kind mentioned.�

Tajsner (1990, pp.314f.), NP[acc] adjuncts in Polish are restricted to `quanti�ed' (i.e., non-referential) extensive
measure NPs, although, of course, there are other kinds of adjuncts, which are referential, e.g., ethical dative
or instrumental of means.

24See Boroviko� (1997) for (convincing) dissent.
25Franks and Dziwirek (1993) have a and ale as comparative elements; we use tylko as it sounds more

acceptable in our idiolect.
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(10.73) a. Piotr
Peter

nie
NM

siedziaª
sat

tam
there

dwie
twoacc

godziny.
hoursacc

`Peter didn't sit there for two hours.'

b. Piotr
Peter

nie
NM

siedziaª
sat

tam
there

dwóch
twogen

godzin.
hoursgen

`Peter didn't sit there (even) for two hours.'

However, Holvoet (1991) immediately adds that �[t]his di�erence should be stated as a ten-
dency rather than as a rule.�

Since the di�erences in meaning between the accusative and the genitive versions are so subtle
and di�cult to pinpoint, investigating them in detail here would lead us too far a�eld. We
will be content with formalizing the empirical generalization concerning referentiality and GoN
noted above, leaving investigation of deeper reasons why such a generalization should hold at
all for future research.

HPSG Formalization We encode the referential vs. non-referential distinction by means
of two subtypes of index :26;27

(10.74) index

ref non-ref

In fact, this type hierarchy is a generalization of that of Pollard and Sag (1994) for English,
cf. (10.75a), which could be made compatible with ours by extending it to (10.75b).

(10.75) a.
index

ref it there
b.

index

ref non-ref

it there

Since the class of nouns which may head measure NPs is open,28 most nouns have their
index speci�ed lexically as index with particular uses (syntactic positions) of those nouns
disambiguating this index value to either ref or non-ref. Thus, for example, the comple-
ments of verbs such as pisa¢ `write' (cf. (10.38) above), sp¦dzi¢ `spend (time)' (cf. (10.47)
and (10.51)), przegada¢ `talk through' (cf. (10.46)) or przej±¢ `walk through' (cf. (10.52)) are

26Eventually, non-referential NPs should probably be analysed as bearing no index at all. A very promising
basis for such an account are the modi�cations to the HPSG semantics made in Kasper (1997) (especially, ��5�
6). We do not develop such an account here because it would be considerably more complicated than that given
below, and the matter is not of primary importance for our approach to case assignment and modi�cation.

27A di�erent type hierarchy for index, based on possibilities of modi�cation by relative clauses involving
di�erent relative pronouns is presented in Mykowiecka (1998). Assuming (10.74), her index type hierarchy
should be placed under ref.

28For example, Spaªem caª¡ msz¦ / podró» / lekcj¦ / konferencj¦. . . `I slept all service (mass) / journey /
lesson / conference. . . '.
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speci�ed as ref erential, while the complements of le»e¢ `lie, be situated' (cf. (10.40)), kosz-
towa¢ `cost' (cf. (10.41)), or (non-agentive) wa»y¢ `weigh' (cf. (10.42)) are non-ref erential.
Also the `temporal measure' adjuncts, as in (10.39), must be speci�ed as non-ref erential.

Given that, and assuming that all pronouns, including relative pronouns, personal pronouns
and pronominal determiners, have the ref erential index value, which must be identi�ed with
the index value of the noun resolving such a pronoun, the referentiality facts (10.53)�(10.67)
and (10.68)�(10.69) readily follow.

We are now in the position to modify the clause (5.385) of our Case Principle, responsible
for the GoN in Polish (and repeated below).

(5.385)

2
664

category

head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st 1nelist�hCFC[case str ]i� 2 list

3
775! �

arg-st 1�h[case sgen]i� 2
�

The new version will consist of two clauses, one for referential dependents, cf. (10.76), the
other for non-referential dependents, cf. (10.77):

(10.76)

2
66664

category

head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st 1nelist�hCFC

�
case str
index ref

�
i� 2 list

3
77775!

�
arg-st 1�h[case sgen]i� 2

�

(10.77)

2
66664

category

head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st 1nelist�hCFC

�
case str
index non-ref

�
i� 2 list

3
77775!

�
arg-st 1�h[case sacc_sgen]i� 2

�

As noted in �10.2.2.2, the ref erential vs. non-ref erential distinction also plays a rôle in ad-
nominal case assignment, but since we do not deal in this study with ad-nominal dependents,
we will not analyse the facts considered there.

Summary In this subsection, we argued that the obligatoriness / optionality of GoN does
not depend on the complement/adjunct distinction but, instead, it depends on the referential-
ity of relevant dependents. Although it is not clear to us why this should be so, nor is it clear
how exactly the accusative version di�ers in meaning from the genitive in case of optional
GoN, we modi�ed our account of GoN in order to account for these facts, cf. (10.76)�(10.77).
Since, on the analysis of the previous Chapter, arg-st contains both arguments and adjuncts,
our analysis does not make any reference to the (non-)argument status of a dependent.

10.2.3 Predication

In �5.4, devoted to case assignment and predication, we made an implicit assumption that
predicative APs (or NPs) which predicate of a verb's argument are themselves present on this
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verb's arg-st, even if they are not semantic arguments of the verb (i.e., even if they are ad-
juncts). This assumption was necessary in order make the principles developed in Chapter 4
(see, especially, �4.5.1) correctly mark the subject of such predicative phrases as [raised +]
(on the assumption that these unrealized subjects do indeed share their synsems with the pred-
icated NPs). Only once marked [raised +] are such predicative APs (or NPs) exempt from
the Case Principle and subject to the Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement principle.

In this �nal subsection, we look more carefully at the implications that the formalization of
the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach developed in Chapter 9 has for our account of case
assignment and predication of �5.4.

We noted in �5.4 that, contrary to �rst appearances, instrumental case is not assigned directly
to predicative APs (or NPs), but to those case-bearing phrases whose subject is marked as
[raised +] (abbreviated to XP+). This led to the following principle of `predicative' case
non(-agreement):

(5.468) Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement:
�
valjsubj hXP+

�
head 3 [case 1 ]

�
headjcase 2

�
!

case-agreement( 2, 3) _ ( 1 = str ^ 2 = lins)

where

(5.466) case-agreement( 1 case, 2 head) $ ( 2 = [case 1 ] _ 2 =
�
arg-st h[case 1 ],. . . i
num +

�
)

Thus, predicative APs (or NPs) are subject to (5.468) only by virtue of the fact that pred-
ication usually involves raising to the immediately higher arg-st. Two cases which show
that predication does not always involve such raising are (5.378)�(5.379) on one hand, and
(5.375)�(5.377) on the other, all repeated below.

(5.378) Uwa»aªem1st ;sg ;masc

considered
go
himacc

za
for

szczerego.
sincereacc

`I considered him to be sincere.'

(5.379) Janek
Johnnom

wygl¡daª
looked

na
as

szczerego.
sincereacc

`John seemed to be sincere.'

(5.375) Maria
Marynom

udaje
pretends

szczer¡.
sincereacc

`Mary pretends to be sincere.'

(5.376) Maria
Marynom

nie
NM

udaje
pretends

szczerej
sinceregen

/
/
*szczer¡.
sincereacc

`Mary doesn't pretend to be sincere.'
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(5.377) udawanie
pretendgrnd

szczerej
sinceregen

`pretending to be sincere'

As discussed in �5.4.1.2, the predicative AP in (5.378)�(5.379) does not lead to a predicative
PP; rather, what is happening is that the subject of the predicative AP is raised to the
arg-st of the verb across the intermediate arg-st of the preposition. This means that,
since this raised subject is not present on the immediately higher arg-st, it is marked as
[raised �], i.e., it is subject to the Case Principle, rather than the Predicative Case

(Non-)Agreement principle.

Also the argument of the verb udawa¢ `pretend', although it is arguably a predicative
phrase, complies with the Case Principle, rather than with the Predicative Case (Non-
)Agreement principle (5.468), as shown in (5.375)�(5.377). This violates those theories
which claim that it is exactly the predicative XPs that must satisfy a (non-)agreement princi-
ple such as (5.468). On the other hand, such facts are easy to explain in our approach: udawa¢
is exceptional in requiring only co-indexation of its subject and the subject of its predicative
complement, instead of the full structure-sharing of synsems. Given that, the subject of the
predicative complement is marked as [raised �] and, thus, must obey the Case Principle,
and not the Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement principle.

Are there any principles, though, responsible for the choice between co-indexing and full
structure-sharing? In �5.4.2 we identi�ed two such principles, repeated below:

(5.451) Control Principle (Polish):

(
�
arg-st 0

�
^

member( 2XP 1 , 0) ^
member(YP[verb, subj h 3 1 i], 0)) ! ( 2 = 3 $ 0 = h 2 ,. . . i)

(5.444) Raising Principle (Polish):

If an element of a word 's arg-st is not assigned a role in this word 's content,
then its synsem must be structure-shared with the synsem of some element of a
lower arg-st.

The Control Principle (5.451) says that, whenever there are two elements on an arg-st,
XP and YP, such that the index of XP is the same as the index of the unrealized subject
of YP (and, in addition, YP is verbal), then XP and the subject of YP share full synsems
if and only if XP is the �rst element of this arg-st (it is a subject). On the other hand,
the Raising Principle says that, in brief, raising involves full structure-sharing. These two
principles together imply that, in Polish, there is no raising to a non-subject position of the
kind exempli�ed by the English I believe it to be true.

However, in view of the developments of the previous Chapter, these principles need to be
modi�ed.

Note �rst that the Raising Principle is blatantly incompatible with the `Adjuncts-as-
Complements' approach. It rules that any elements of arg-st which do not correspond
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to semantic arguments must be raised from within other elements of arg-st. This principle
correctly predicts that, e.g., in case of wydawa¢ si¦ `seem', which has two elements on arg-st
but only one semantic argument, corresponding to the second element of arg-st, the �rst
element of this arg-st must be raised from within the second, but it also incorrectly forces
all adjuncts on arg-st, which by de�nition do not correspond to any semantic arguments,29

to be raised. Thus, clearly, the Raising Principle must be restricted to the original sub-
categorized elements of arg-st. This is easy to do in our formalization because such initial
subcategorised arguments are exactly the arguments present on basic words (see the sign type
hierarchy (9.47) on p.363). This observation leads to the following trivial modi�cation of the
Raising Principle.

(10.78) Raising Principle (Polish; revised):

If an element of a basic's arg-st is not assigned a role in this basic's content,
then its synsem must be structure-shared with the synsem of some element of a
lower arg-st.

Interestingly, exactly the same restriction is necessary in the Control Principle. To see
why, consider (10.79), from Franks (1995, p.264).30

(10.79) ?*Id¡c
going

sam,
alonenom

Jan
Johnnom

przybyª
arrived

na
on

czas.
time

`Going alone, John arrived on time.'

In (10.79), the adverbial present participle phrase id¡c sam is obligatorily controlled by the
subject of the main verb, i.e., Jan. Assuming that such participial adverbials are also added
to the verb's arg-st, the current version of the Control Principle would force the full
structure-sharing of synsems of the (unrealized) subject of id¡c and the subject of przybyª.
This, however, would mean that the subject of id¡c is nominative, i.e., it should agree with
the `semi-predicate' sam, contrary to facts. Instead, the non-agreeing form samemu should
be used:

(10.80) Id¡c
going

samemu,
alonedat

Jan
Johnnom

przybyª
arrived

na
on

czas.
time

`Going alone, John arrived on time.'

Similar contrast is observed with respect to ordinary predicative APs:

(10.81) B¦d¡c
being

?*punktualny
punctualnom

/
/
punktualnym,
punctualins ,

Jan
Johnnom

przybyª
arrived

na
on

czas.
time

`Being punctual, John arrived on time.'

29With the possible exception of so-called thematic adjuncts; see San�lippo (1998) and references therein.
30Franks (1995) marks (10.79) with a `*', i.e., as clearly ungrammatical, but we are not sure whether (10.79)

is completely unacceptable.
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Note that the problem cannot be boiled down to the categorial setup of such adverbial partici-
ples, i.e., it cannot be solved by restricting the YP in the Control Principle to in�nitival
verbs. This is shown by purpose in�nitives, such as (10.82).

(10.82) Poszedª
went3rd ;sg ;masc

do
to

banku
bank

[zaªatwi¢
arrangeinf

formalno±ci
formalities

?samemu
alonedat

/
/
*sam].
alonenom

`He went to the bank (in order) to [arrange the formalities alone].'

Although the bracketed phrase is a VP[inf ] dependent, just like those which were discussed
in �5.4.2 and led to the Control Principle, it is an adjunct according to the functional
criterion (C3) and the syntactic-functional criterion (C30) (but see fn.4 on p.313), and that
is probably why its subject is only co-indexed with the subject of the main verb (as evi-
denced, again, but the unacceptability of the case-agreeing form sam).31 Thus, the Control
Principle should be restricted to arguments of basic words:

(10.83) Control Principle (Polish; revised):

(
�

basic

. . . arg-st 0

�
^

member( 2XP 1 , 0) ^
member(YP[verb, subj h 3 1 i], 0)) ! ( 2 = 3 $ 0 = h 2 ,. . . i)

In summary, since the account of case marking of predicative phrases developed in �5.4 already
implicitly assumed the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach to modi�cation, its heart, i.e.,
the Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement principle (5.468), together with the de�nition
of case agreement in (5.466), did not require any modi�cation. However, two auxiliary princi-
ples, the Control Principle and the Raising Principle needed to be restricted to true
(subcategorized/thematic) arguments, i.e., to arg-sts of basic words.

In fact, it seems that both these principles should be a part of a comprehensive theory of
linking, relating semantic arguments (�lling roles in content) with syntactic arguments
(members of arg-st). As we are not concerned with linking in this study, we leave this
possibility unexplored.32

10.3 Conclusions

In this �nal Chapter of this Part, we considered case assignment to adjuncts and saw that
case assignment provides important evidence for the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' approach to
modi�cation argued for in this Part. In particular, there are various syntactic case alternation
phenomena in languages as diverse as Russian, Korean and Finnish, which fail to distinguish
between complements and adjuncts (�10.1). Assuming the account of syntactic case assign-
ment in terms of arg-st, extensively argued for in the previous Part of this study, this means

31Technically, this non-structure-sharing of synsems may be ensured by a principle which says that the
subject of adverbial participles is always [raised �].

32But see Wechsler (1995), Smith (1996) and Davis (1997) for theories of linking compatible (to varying
extents) with the present framework.
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that adjuncts must be present on arg-st, together with arguments. This similarity of case
assignment behaviour of complements and adjuncts is con�rmed by Polish semantic case facts
(�10.2.1).

We also looked at certain Genitive of Negation (GoN) facts which have been claimed to re�ect
the complement/adjunct dichotomy. We saw that, on the contrary, these facts support our
decision to treat case assignment to arguments and adjuncts alike, and that the distinction
between obligatory and optional GoN correlates with (non)referentiality of relevant dependents
instead. We accounted for that by encoding referentiality as subtypes of index . . .

(10.74) index

ref non-ref

. . . and by modifying the principle responsible for the Genitive of Negation in Polish:

(10.76)

2
66664

category

head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st 1nelist�hCFC

�
case str
index ref

�
i� 2 list

3
77775!

�
arg-st 1�h[case sgen]i� 2

�

(10.77)

2
66664

category

head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st 1nelist�hCFC

�
case str
index non-ref

�
i� 2 list

3
77775!

�
arg-st 1�h[case sacc_sgen]i� 2

�

Finally, we looked back at the Control Principle and the Raising Principle for Polish
posited in the previous Part, and restricted both to true (thematic) arguments. Their �nal
versions are repeated below, although both should probably be reformulated as parts of a
more general theory of linking.

(10.78) Raising Principle (Polish; revised):

If an element of a basic's arg-st is not assigned a role in this basic's content,
then its synsem must be structure-shared with the synsem of some element of a
lower arg-st.

(10.83) Control Principle (Polish; revised):

(
�

basic

. . . arg-st 0

�
^

member( 2XP 1 , 0) ^
member(YP[verb, subj h 3 1 i], 0)) ! ( 2 = 3 $ 0 = h 2 ,. . . i)
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Appendix A

Formalization in RSRL

A.1 Introduction

In this �nal chapter of the current study, we provide a mathematical formalization of the
main parts of the account presented in the main body of this text, as well as �ll certain
analytical gaps conceptually irrelevant for the account presented in previous chapters (and,
hence, omitted there), but non-negligible from the formalization point of view.1

As the underlying formalism we assume the Relational SRL (RSRL; see Richter (1997, 1999b,a)
and Richter et al. (1999)), an extension of Paul King's Speciate Re-entrant Logic (SRL; King
(1989, 1994); see also King (1999) and Pollard (1999)). The reasons for choosing RSRL are
manifold: not only is it the most explicit and best developed formalism for HPSG available
at the time of writing this study, but also, unlike other similar logics, it allows for full logical
negation, full quanti�cation (over components of an object) and for relations of the type often
(even if implicitly) used in HPSG.

We will not introduce RSRL formally here; the reader is referred to any of Richter (1999b,a)
and Richter et al. (1999), although the most accessible brief introduction to RSRL can be
found in Richter et al. (1999), and the most extensive presentation of RSRL, together with an
RSRL formalization of Pollard and Sag (1994), can be found in Richter (1999a).2 Nevertheless,
we will attempt below to present the RSRL formalization in such a way that it can (at least
to some extent) be understood without intimate familiarity with the works cited above.

A.2 Basic Assumptions

An RSRL grammar consists of a signature and a theory. The signature contains a type hierar-
chy (a partial order) and feature appropriateness speci�cations (which features are appropriate
for which types and what can their values be), as well as information about relation symbols
and arities of relations used in the theory. The theory, on the other hand, is a set of constraints

1However, we ignore here various lexical entries posited throughout this study, including lexical entries of
numerals discussed in �5.3.

2An early (and slightly �awed) description of RSRL can be found in Richter (1997).

417
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that all linguistic objects must satisfy.

When presenting the signature, we will ignore the information about relations; relation names
and their arities can be extracted from their use in constraints. As for the type hierarchy and
appropriateness speci�cations, we will present them as type hierarchy trees (or graphs), as
common in the HPSG literature. In this section, we present certain non-standard assumptions
about the signature for Polish.3

The most important di�erence between the standard (Pollard and Sag, 1994) type hierarchy
and the one assumed here concerns head values. We preserve the partition of head values
into substantive and functional (see (2.7) on p.17), but assume a much richer subhierarchy of
substantive for Polish:

(A.1)

substantive

agreeing aspectual

cased verbal adverbal preposition

nominal personal impersonal adverb . . .

noun adjectival in�nitival -no/ -to advp

v-noun n-noun numeral adjective adjp

Let us brie�y explain the import of the types introduced above. First, objects of type agreeing
have feature agr, whose values encode morphosyntactic agreement features. These values are
of type agr, which is further split into c-agr (case agreement) and p-agr (person agreement):4

(A.2)

2
4 agr

number number
gender gender

3
5

�
c-agr

case case

� �
p-agr

person person

�

The type c-agr is the type of values of agr on cased objects, while p-agr is the type of agr
3See �2.1 for some standard assumptions about HPSG signatures.
4This is a modi�cation of an HPSG account of Polish agreement in Czuba and Przepiórkowski (1995). As

also discussed there and in Czuba (1997), number and gender should actually be analysed as two aspects of a
single morphosyntactic feature.
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values on personal (�nite) verbs.5

Further, objects of type aspectual have the aspect feature, whose values are perfective or
imperfective, two subtypes of aspect :

(A.3) aspect

perfective imperfective

In Polish, not only verbal elements bear morphosyntactic aspect, but also so-called verbal
nouns (see the type v-noun), which, however, are nouns in the sense that they decline for case
and have grammatical gender.

It seems that aspectual objects are exactly the objects that bear the morphosyntactic boolean-
valued feature neg discussed in �5.2.2.

Let us look closer at subtypes of verbal. We have already seen personal verbs: these are the
verbal forms which conjugate for number, gender and person. In Polish, there is a number
of impersonal verbal forms: in�nitival, -no/ -to forms, as well as adjectival and adverbial
participles (adjp and advp).6 In�ectionally, adjectival participles are adjectival elements (they
decline for case and grammatical gender) and roughly share their distributional properties
with other adjectives, while adverbial participles are usually classi�ed as (in�ectional) adverbs.
These mixed morphosyntactic properties are explicitly modelled in (A.1).

Turning to cased objects, they can be split into nominal and adjectival, the latter further
partitioned into garden variety adjectives and adjectival participles (adjp). On the other
hand, nominal objects are subdivided into nouns and numerals; this split is equivalent to
the one achieved via the boolean numeral feature assumed in the main body of this study.
Further, nouns are subclassi�ed as either verbal-nouns or nominal-nouns, the former being
actually mixed morphosyntactic categories (bearing grammatical aspect, unlike other nominal
objects, but like all verbal objects).

Finally, we also include prepositions as substantive head values; we assume that subtypes of
preposition correspond to particular prepositions. Note that, this way, we employ the type
hierarchy in order to express the kind of information usually expressed via features vform
and pform.

The type hierarchy in (A.1) may be amended in a number of ways; the most obvious exten-
sion requires partitioning adjectival participles (adjp) into active and passive, and adverbial
participles (advp) into present and past (see �2.2.1). A more complete part of the signature
corresponding to substantial objects, taking into consideration the new attributes introduced
above, as well as the standard attributes prd and mod, is given below.

5We chose the names personal and impersonal instead of the more common �nite and non-�nite, respec-
tively, because some subtypes of personal are inherently tensed (e.g., the -no/-to forms refer to the past) and
in this sense they are �nite.

6See �2.2 for examples of these verbal forms.
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(A.4)

2
664

substantive

prd boolean
mod mod-synsem
arg-st list

3
775

�
agreeing

agr agr

� 2
4 aspectual

aspect aspect
neg boolean

3
5

�
cased

agr c-agr

�
verbal adverbal preposition

nominal

�
personal

agr p-agr

�
impersonal adverb . . .

noun adjectival in�nitival -no/ -to advp

v-noun n-noun numeral adjective adjp prsadvp pstadvp

actadjp pasadjp

Note that, in accordance with the discussion in �5.4.1.2 and �5.4.3.2, we make arg-st a head
feature here, but see �A.7 below for an alternative.

With this type hierarchy in hand, we can now formalize the Verb Agreement Principle

developed in Czuba and Przepiórkowski (1995) and assumed in our analysis of numeral phrases
in subject position. We stated this principle in Chapter 5 as (5.313)�(5.314):7

(5.313)

2
4 word

ssjlocjcat

�
headjvform �n
arg-st :(h[case nom]i� 0 )

�
3
5!

2
4 ssjlocjcatjheadjagr

2
4 person 3rd
gender neut
number sg

3
5
3
5

7Note that in (5.313)�(5.314), as in most constraints developed in previous chapters, arg-st is assumed
to be appropriate for category, while in RSRL translations of these constraints, including (A.5) below, it is
assumed to be appropriate for head or substantive, in accordance with the type hierarchy in (A.4).
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(5.314)

2
66664

word

ssjlocjcat

2
664
headjvform �n
arg-st h[case nom]2

4 person 1

gender 2

number 3

3
5
i� 0

3
775

3
77775!

2
4 ssjlocjcatjheadjagr

2
4 person 1

gender 2

number 3

3
5
3
5

What this principle says is that, if a �nite verb has a nominative subject, then this verb's agr
value corresponds to the subject's index value. Otherwise, the verb assumes the `default'
agr value, i.e., 3rd person neuter singular.

Now, assuming the signature as (partially) given in (A.4), we can state the Verb Agreement
Principle in RSRL in the following way:

(A.5) 8x [
[x � word
^ xss loc cat head � personal]

!
[ [:xss loc cat head arg-st first loc cat head agr case � nom
^ xss loc cat head agr person � third
^ xss loc cat head agr gender � neut
^ xss loc cat head agr number � sg]

_
[xss loc cat head arg-st first loc cat head agr case � nom
^ xss loc cat head agr person �

xss loc cat head arg-st first loc cont index person

^ xss loc cat head agr gender �
xss loc cat head arg-st first loc cont index gender

^ xss loc cat head agr number �
xss loc cat head arg-st first loc cont index number] ] ]

In words: for each object x, if the type of this object is word and the type of its
ssjlocjcatjhead is personal, then either it is not true that the �rst element on this
object's ssjlocjcatjheadjarg-st has locjcatjheadjagrjcase of type nom, and (it is
true that) this object's ssjlocjcatjheadjagrjperson is of type third, and this object's
ss. . . gender is neut, and this object's ss. . . number is sg, or the �rst element on this
object's ssjlocjcatjheadjarg-st does have locjcatjheadjagrjcase of type nom, and this
object's ss. . . person is equal to this �rst arg-st element's locjcontjindexjperson, and
this object's ss. . . gender is equal to this element's locjcontjindexjgender, and this ob-
ject's ss. . . number is equal to this �rst arg-st element's locjcontjindexjnumber.8

8This principle should be slightly (and trivially) modi�ed in view of the analysis of arg-st in �A.3 below as
a list of arguments, not just synsems. This modi�cation consists in adding arg between first and loc in all
paths containing the first loc sequence in (A.5). Also, a more transparent formalization would involve the
`root variable' `:' instead of the variable `x' (see the remarks below (A.11) below), but we attempt to introduce
RSRL notation gradually here.
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Note that there is a minor di�erence between the version in (5.313)�(5.314) and the RSRL
formalization in (A.5): the former assumes that �n is the value of the feature vform, while
the latter assumes the type hierarchy (A.4), which de�nes personal as a subtype of verbal,
itself a subtype of substantive, i.e., as a value of head. Note also that this formalization
assumes the standard HPSG rendering of lists as objects of type list with two appropriate
features, object-valued first and list-valued rest. More precisely:

(A.6) list

elist
2
4 nelist

first object
rest list

3
5

In the next section, we will formalize our basic analysis of case assignment in Polish.

A.3 Case Assignment

A.3.1 raised Marking

Recall that our analysis of non-con�gurational case marking developed in Chapter 4 required
minor changes to values of arg-st and of valence attributes; we assume a new type, argu-
ment, with two attributes, argument (abbreviated to arg) and raised:

(4.38)

2
4 argument

argument synsem
raised bool

3
5

(A.7)

2
664

category

head

�
head

arg-st list(argument)

�

valence valence

3
775

(A.8)

2
664

valence

subject list(argument)
specifier list(argument)
complements list(argument)

3
775

Note the use of the parametric types list(argument) in (A.7)�(A.8). In RSRL, parametric
types are not a primitive notion, but their intended e�ect may be achieved in a relatively
straightforward way, which we will illustrate with an example.

Consider possible values of arg-st, which are described in (A.7) as being of the parametric
type list(argument). In pure RSRL, this may be formalized by requiring (in the signature)
values of arg-st to be of type list, and by positing (in the theory) a constraint ensuring
that all elements of an arg-st are of type argument. This constraint could be formalized as
in (A.9).

(A.9) 8x 8y 8z [ [xarg-st � y ^ member(z,y)] ! z � argument ]
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In words: for all objects x; y; z, if y is the value of x's arg-st, and z is some member of this
arg-st, then it (i.e., z) must be of type argument. What is new in this constraint with respect
to (A.5) is the use of a relation, namely, member. In order to be meaningful, this relation�like
all relations in RSRL�must be de�ned. This can be done via the following constraint:

(A.10) 8x 8y [member(x,y)$ [x � yfirst _ 9z [z � yrest ^ member(x,z)]]]

Using the Prolog-like notation de�ned in Richter (1999b), this constraint can be stated in the
following more readable way:

(A.100) member(x,y)
8

(=
x � yfirst

member(x,y)
8

(=
9z [z � yrest ^ member(x,z)]

Having enriched the signature, we must ensure that the values of raised really re�ect the
status of the argument: if the value is `+', then this argument is raised to the higher arg-st,
if it is `�', then it is not. This is taken care of by a principle which was stated in Chapter 4
in the following, admittedly somewhat sloppy, way:

(4.40) unembedded-sign !

(8 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; 3 ( 0

2
4 category

head 1

arg-st 2

3
5^ member( 3

�
arg 4

�
, 2 ) !

( 3
�
raised +

�
$

9
�
arg-st 5

�
(member(

�
arg 4

�
, 5 ) ^ member(

�
argjlocjcatjhead 1

�
, 5 )))))

In words:

(4.41) In an unembedded sign (i.e., a sign corresponding to an utterance),
for each category object in this sign with [head 1 ] and [arg-st 2 ],
for each element 3 [arg 4 ] on 2 ,

this element is [raised +] i�
there is an arg-st containing an element with the same
[arg 4 ] and containing also an element with the [head 1 ].

Note that (4.40) is almost an RSRL formula. Below, we give a more careful RSRL formalization
of this constraint.9

9This formalization assumes that root (unembedded) clauses are signs of type unembedded-sign. This is
not an essential part of our analysis; for example, assuming the feature architecture as in Uszkoreit (1987),
the antecedent in (A.11) (i.e., `:� unembedded-sign') might be replaced by:

(i) [:� phrase ^ :mc � +]

(mc abbreviates here main clause.)
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(A.11) :� unembedded-sign
!
8x08x18x28x38x4[
[x0head � x1 ^ x1arg-st � x2 ^ member(x3,x2) ^ x3arg � x4]
!

[x3raised � +
$
9x59x69x79x8
[x6arg-st � x5 ^ member(x7,x5) ^ x7arg � x4
^ member(x8,x5) ^ x8arg loc cat head � x1]]]

There is a new bit of notation in this formula that should be explained, namely, the colon `:'.
Recall that RSRL constraints must be satis�ed by all linguistic objects (i.e., all objects in a
certain universe). There is a hidden quanti�cation here: each constraint is `applied' to each
object in the linguistic universe. The colon `:' may be thought of as the variable bound by
this implicit quanti�cation. In other words, `:' always refers to the root linguistic object to
which a given constraint is applied. This means that the constraint (A.11) has the following
form: `for each linguistic object (:), if this object (i.e., :) is of type unembedded-sign, then for
each x0, x0 component of :, for each x1, x1 component of :, . . . '. In fact, it is an important
feature of RSRL that there is only implicit quanti�cation over linguistic objects (in the sense
that constraints must hold of all linguistic objects), while explicit quanti�cation (8 and 9)
is restricted to components of an object (i.e., to objects accessible from a given object via
paths).

A.3.2 Case Principle for Polish

Having dealt with the part of the analysis responsible for [raised +/�] marking, we move
now to the part responsible for syntactic case assignment in Polish.

The type hierarchy for case, i.e., for values of the agrjcase attribute of cased objects is
repeated below.

(5.421)

snom sacc sgen cless lgen ldat lins lloc

nom acc gen dat ins loc structural lexical

morph-case syn-case

case

lacc

Recall that the dotted lines are not part of the o�cial HPSG notation, but rather re�ect our
uncertainty as to whether the type lacc should be posited for Polish at all.
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Recall also that case values corresponding to full signs must be subtypes of morph-case,
or�equivalently�cless cannot be morphologically realized. This is taken care of by (5.422),
RSRL-ized in (A.12).

(5.422)
�

sign

ssj. . . jcase 1

�
! 1 = morph-case

(A.12) 8x [ [:� sign ^ : ss loc cat head agr case � x] ! x � morph-case ]

An equivalent (in view of the signature assumed here), but perhaps slightly more readable
way of formalizing (5.422) is given in (A.120).

(A.120) : ss loc cat head � cased ! : ss loc cat head agr case � morph-case

In words: for each linguistic object, if its ssjlocjcatjhead is of type cased (i.e., if it has case
attribute at all), then the value of its ss. . . headjagrjcase must be of type morph-case.10

Let us move now to the actual Case Principle for Polish. Recall that it resolves structural
case of only those elements of arg-st which have the form of `Complete Functional Complexes'
(`CFCs'), with CFC de�ned as below:

(5.381) CFC df

=

2
66664

arg

arg XP

2
4 subj list(

2
4 arg

arg YP
raised �

3
5)
3
5

raised �

3
77775

In order to check whether an argument is a CFC, we will de�ne an RSRL relation, cfc. . .

(A.13) cfc(x)
8

(=
raised-(x) ^
8y8z[[xarg loc cat val subj � y ^ member(z,y)]! raised-(z)]

. . . and an auxiliary relation raised-:

(A.14) raised-(x)
8

(=
x � arg ^ xraised � �

Additionally, since our Case Principle resolves case of only structural CFC arguments, we
de�ne a relation str-cfc, checking whether a given object is a CFC[case str ]:

(A.15) str-cfc(x)
8

(=
cfc(x) ^
xarg loc cat head agr case � str

10Note that objects which satisfy the antecedent of (A.120) must be signs, because the attribute synsem
(abbreviated here to ss) is appropriate for signs only.
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With these auxiliary relations in hand, we are ready to provide an RSRL formalization of
our Case Principle for Polish. Below, we recall the �nal versions of particular clauses
making up the Case Principle, and state each of them in RSRL, taking into consideration
the modi�cations to the type subhierarchy for substantive introduced in �A.2 (cf. (A.4) on
p.420).11

(5.423)

2
4 category

head verb:[�n]
arg-st hCFC[case str ]i� 1

3
5! �

arg-st h[case cless ]i� 1
�

(A.16) 8x [
[:� impersonal
^ :arg-st first � x
^ str-cfc(x)] ! xarg loc cat head agr case � cless ]

(5.424)

2
664

category

head verb[�n]

arg-st hCFC

�
case str
num �

�
i� 1

3
775! �

arg-st h[case snom]i� 1
�

(A.17) 8x [
[:� personal
^ :arg-st first � x
^ str-cfc(x)
^ xarg loc cat head � noun] ! xarg loc cat head agr case � snom ]

(5.425)

2
664

category

head verb[�n]

arg-st hCFC

�
case str
num +

�
i� 1

3
775!

�
arg-st h[case sacc]i� 1

�

(A.18) 8x [
[:� personal
^ :arg-st first � x
^ str-cfc(x)
^ xarg loc cat head � numeral]! xarg loc cat head agr case � sacc ]

(5.384)

2
664

category

head

�
verb

neg �

�

arg-st 1nelist�hCFC[case str ]i� 2 list

3
775!

�
arg-st 1�h[case sacc]i� 2

�

(A.19) 8x 8y [
[:� verbal
^ :neg � �
^ :arg-st rest � y
^ member(x,y)
^ str-cfc(x)]! xarg loc cat head agr case � sacc ]

11There are much more compact ways of stating this Case Principle in RSRL, which, however, are less
readable.
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(10.76)

2
66664

category

head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st 1nelist�hCFC

�
case str
index ref

�
i� 2 list

3
77775!

�
arg-st 1�h[case sgen]i� 2

�

(A.20) 8x 8y [
[:� verbal
^ :neg � +
^ :arg-st rest � y
^ member(x,y)
^ str-cfc(x)
^ xarg loc cont index � ref] ! xarg loc cat head agr case � sgen ]

(10.77)

2
66664

category

head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st 1nelist�hCFC

�
case str
index non-ref

�
i� 2 list

3
77775!

�
arg-st 1�h[case sacc_sgen]i� 2

�

(A.21) 8x 8y [
[:� verbal
^ :neg � +
^ :arg-st rest � y
^ member(x,y)
^ str-cfc(x)
^ xarg loc cont index � non-ref]
!

[xarg loc cat head agr case � sacc
_ xarg loc cat head agr case � sgen] ]

(5.386)

2
4 category

head prep
arg-st hCFC[case str ]i

3
5! �

arg-st h[case sacc]i
�

(A.22) 8x [
[:� preposition
^ :arg-st first � x
^ :arg-st rest � elist
^ str-cfc(x)] ! xarg loc cat head agr case � sacc ]

A couple of minor notes concerning this formalization are in order. First, in accordance with
the type hierarchy (A.4) for the head values in Polish, we replaced `verb:[�n]' in (5.423)
with `impersonal ' in (A.16), `verb[�n]' in (5.424)�(5.425) with `personal ' in (A.17)�(A.18),
`[num �]' in (5.424) with `noun' in (A.17), `[num +]' in (5.425) with `numeral ' in (A.18),
`verb' in (5.384) and (10.76)�(10.77) with `verbal ' in (A.19)�(A.21), and `prep' in (5.386) with
`preposition' in (A.22).

Second, recall that we assume that index values can be partitioned into ref erential and non-
ref erential:
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(10.74) index

ref non-ref

We capitalize on this distinction in the clauses of Case Principle responsible for the Genitive
of Negation (cf. (10.76)�(10.77) or (A.20)�(A.21) above).

Finally, the constraints (A.16)�(A.22) are actually constraints on head objects, and not on
category objects, like the original formulations. This change was possible because we assume
here that arg-st is a head attribute (but see �A.7).

Before moving to case agreement, we will state one more principle in RSRL, which we assumed
in our account of long distance Genitive of Negation (LD GoN) in �5.2.3. We argued there
that LD GoN is not long distance at all, and that the apparent `long distance' e�ect results
from argument raising in Polish clause union (`Verb Clusters') environment. Although we did
not provide a detailed analysis of such argument raising, we discussed various such possible
analyses, and we argued that this argument raising cannot take place across verbal negation:

(5.210) No Raising Across Negation:
2
4 head

�
verb

neg +

�

arg-st h 0 i � 1

3
5! 1 = list(XP�)

(A.23) 8x 8y [
[: � verbal
^ :neg � +
^ :arg-st rest � y
^ member(x,y)] ! raised-(x) ]

A.4 Case Agreement

Our account of case (non-)agreement developed in �5.4 is summarised below:

(5.466) case-agreement( 1 case, 2 head) $ ( 2 = [case 1 ] _ 2 =
�
arg-st h[case 1 ],. . . i
num +

�
)

(5.467) Attributive Case Agreement:
2
4 head

case 1

modjlocjcatjhead 2 [case 0 ]

3
5! case-agreement( 1, 2)

(5.468) Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement:
�
valjsubj hXP+

�
head 3 [case 1 ]

�
headjcase 2

�
!

case-agreement( 2, 3) _ ( 1 = str ^ 2 = lins)
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It should be clear by now that the relation case-agreement and the principles Predicative
Case (Non-)Agreement and Attributive Case Agreement are directly formalizable
in RSRL:12

(A.24) case-agreement(x,y)
8

(=
yagr case � x

case-agreement(x,y)
8

(=
yarg-st first arg loc cat head agr case � x
^ y � numeral

(A.25) Attributive Case Agreement:

8x 8y [
[:agr case � x
^ :mod loc cat head � y
^ y � cased] ! case-agreement(x,y) ]

(A.26) Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement:

8x 8y 8z [
[:val subj first � x
^ :head agr case � y
^ xraised � +
^ xarg loc cat head � z]
!

[case-agreement(y,z)
_ [zagr case � str ^ y � lins]] ]

A.5 `Adjuncts-as-Complements'

This section contains a formalization of the rendering of the `Adjuncts-as-Complements' idea
proposed in Chapter 9, as well as the analysis of quanti�cation developed there.

We start with the new type hierarchy for sign:

12Note that in (5.466), the speci�cation of 1 as bearing the type case and of 2 as being of type head are
actually redundant, and they are dropped in (A.24).
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(9.47) sign

word

�
basic

new-qs set(quant)

� �
derived

stem word

�

0-deriv

adj-deriv

pass-deriv

phrase

The type set represents sets of objects and, analogously to list, has two subtypes, i.e., eset
and neset. See Richter (1999a) for further details concerning representation of sets in RSRL.

The constraint (9.48) on 0-deriv is stated in RSRL in (A.27).

(9.48) 0-deriv !
�
phon 0

stemjphon 0

�

(A.27) :� 0-deriv! :phon � : stem phon

The constraint (9.49) on adj-deriv is slightly less trivial; it is RSRL-ized in (A.28).13

(9.49) adj-deriv !

2
664
catjarg-st 1 � hXP

�
mod 2

cont 3

�
i

cont 3

stemjsynsem 2
�
catjarg-st 1

�

3
775

(A.28) :� adj-deriv!
9x0 9x1 9y [
: stem ss loc cat head arg-st � x1
^ : stem ss � x0first arg loc cat head mod

^ : ss loc cont � x0first arg loc cont

^ append(x1,x0,y)
^ : ss loc cat head arg-st � y ]

The relation append used in (A.28) is de�ned in (A.29):

(A.29) append(x,y,z)
8

(=
x � elist ^ y � z

append(x,y,z)
8

(=
xfirst � zfirst ^
9x1 9z1 [ x1 � xrest ^ z1 � zrest ^ append(x1,y,z1) ]

13Actually, in the full version of (A.28), there should be more token identities between the stem of an object
and the object itself. We do not include these identities here for the sake of clarity.
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Moving now to our theory of quanti�cation, we summarize it below:

(9.60)
�

content

qstore set(quant)

�

psoa nom-obj quant

(9.90) basic ! Desc12 _ Desc3

(9.71) Desc12 =

2
664 ssjlocjcont

�
nom-obj _ quant

qstore 1

�
_

2
4 psoa

qstore 2

quants 3

3
5

new-qs 5

3
775

where 1 = 5 ] the union of qstores of selected arguments,
4 = the set of elements of 3 ,
1 = 2 ] 4 .

(9.61) Desc3 =
�
ssjlocjcont 1

arg-st h. . . , [cont 1 ], . . . i

�

Let us �rst provide an RSRL formula corresponding to Desc3:

(A.30) 9x0 9x1 [
: ss loc cat head arg-st � x0
^ member(x1,x0)
^ : ss loc cont � x1arg loc cont ]

Desc12 is much more complex. Its RSRL formalization is provided in (A.31),14 so the whole
theory of quanti�cation proposed here is formalized as the constraint (A.32).

(A.31) 9y0 9y1 9x1 9x2 9x3 9x4 9x5 [
y0 � : ss loc cat head arg-st
^ qs-union(y0,y1)
^ x5 � :new-qs
^ union(y1,x5,x1)
^ [ [:: ss loc cont � psoa ^ : ss loc cont qstore � x1]
_ [: ss loc cont � psoa
^ x2 � : ss loc cont qstore

^ x3 � : ss loc cont quants

^ list-to-set(x3,x4)
^ union(x2,x4)] ] ]

(A.32) :� basic! [

9y0 9y1 9x1 9x2 9x3 9x4 9x5 [ (Desc12; cf. (A.31))
y0 � : ss loc cat head arg-st
^ qs-union(y0,y1)

14To enhance readability, the variables x1, . . . , x5 in (A.31) correspond to 1 , . . . , 5 in (9.71), respectively.
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^ x5 � :new-qs
^ union(y1,x5,x1)
^ [ [:: ss loc cont � psoa ^ : ss loc cont qstore � x1]
_ [: ss loc cont � psoa
^ x2 � : ss loc cont qstore
^ x3 � : ss loc cont quants

^ list-to-set(x3,x4)
^ union(x2,x4)] ] ]

_

9x0 9x1 [ (Desc3; cf. (A.30))
: ss loc cat head arg-st � x0
^ member(x1,x0)
^ : ss loc cont � x1arg loc cont ] ]

There are three new relations in (A.31): union, list-to-set and qs-union. The relation
union holds between two sets and their union, the relation list-to-set holds between a
list of objects and the set of these objects, and the relation qs-union collects the values of
qstores of the selected (in the sense to be made below) elements of the �rst argument (which
is supposed to be a list of argument objects) into the set expressed by the second argument
of this relation.

Since we do not want to go into representation of sets in RSRL here, we will not formalize
relations union and list-to-set; see Richter (1999a) for formalization of sets in RSRL and
for the de�nition of relations corresponding to standard operations on sets (including union,
difference, intersection, disjoint-union, etc.). Below, we will only provide the de�nition
of qs-union.

Recall from �9.3.2.2 that we are interested in the union of qstores of selected arguments of
arg-st only, where selected arguments of a arg-st are those arguments which are not raised
from other elements of this arg-st.15 More precisely, an element x on a list z is raised i�
there is an element y on this list such that x is in the arg-st attribute of y:

(A.33) raised(x,z)
8

(=
9y 9u [
member(y,z)
^ u � yarg loc cat head arg-st

^ member(x,u)] ]

The de�nition of qs-union requires one more auxiliary relation, i.e., selected-qs-union:

(A.34) selected-qs-union(x0,x,y)
8

(=
x � elist
^ y � eset

selected-qs-union(x0,x,y)
8

(=

15Incidentally, note that the value of the raised attribute will not be helpful here as it only indicates whether
a given argument is raised higher, and not whether it is raised from a lower constituent.
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9x1 9x2 9y1 9y2 [
x1 � xfirst
^ x2 � xrest
^ selected-qs-union(x0,x2,y1)
^ [raised(x1,x0)! y � y1]
^ [:raised(x1,x0)! [y2 � x1arg loc cont qstore ^ union(y1,y2,y)]]]

With this relation in hand, the de�nition of qs-union is trivial:

(A.35) qs-union(x,y)
8

(=
selected-qs-union(x,x,y)

This completes the RSRL formalization of our analysis of the `Adjuncts-as-Complements'
approach and of quanti�cation in HPSG, but, for completeness, we add an RSRL formalization
of wh-retrieval, sketched in �9.3.2.4, and summarised below:

(9.79) At any �ller-head node, if the �ller has nonempty que value, then its member must
belong to the node's quants value.

(9.80) If the quants of a psoa contains a wh-quanti�er, it must also contain the que

member of a left peripheral daughter of some semantic projection of this psoa.

(9.79) is trivial to formalize:16

(A.36) 8x1 8x2 8y [
[x1 � :dtrs fill-dtr ss nonloc que

^ x2 � : ss loc cont quants

^ member(y,x1)]! member(y,x2) ]

(9.80) is less trivial and it must be formalized as a global constraint. What the constraint
below says is that, in each root clause (see fn.9 on p.423), if the quants list of a psoa contains a
wh-quanti�er, there must be a semantic projection involving a left-periphery wh-phrase, whose
que member is also on this quants list.17

(A.37) :� unembedded-sign ! 8w 8w1 8q [
[wh-quantifier(q)
^ w � word
^ w1 � wss loc cont quants

16Note that in (A.36) the second argument of the �rst use of member is a set, while our de�nition of member
in (A.10) on p.423 assumed that the second argument is a list. See Richter (1999a) for a formalization of
member which licenses its use in (A.36). This generalized relation member is also assumed in (A.37).

17On the basis of Pollard and Yoo (1998), a wh-quanti�er could be preliminarily de�ned as a quanti�er,
whose det is of sort which, i.e.:

(i) wh-quantifier(q)
8

(=
qdet � which
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^ member(q,w1)]
! 9x 9x1 9q1 [
semantic-projection(x,w)
^ member(q1,w1)

^ member(q1,x1)
^ [x1 � xdtrs subj-dtr first ss nonloc que

_ x1 � xdtrs fill-dtr first ss nonloc que] ] ]

A node is a semantic projection of a word if it is the word or if a semantic projection of the
word is the semantic daughter of the node:

(A.38) semantic-projection(x,y)
8

(=
x � y

semantic-projection(x,y)
8

(=
9x1[semantic-projection(x1,y) ^ semantic-daughter(x1,x)]

The relation semantic-daughter is de�ned as in Pollard and Sag (1994):

(A.39) semantic-daughter(x; y)
8

(=
ydtrs � head-adj-str ^ x � yadj-dtr

semantic-daughter(x; y)
8

(=
:ydtrs � head-adj-str ^ x � yhead-dtr

A.6 Control and Raising

Although we believe that the Control Principle and the Raising Principle should
ultimately be stated as a part of a more comprehensive theory of linking, we provide here (for
completeness) an RSRL formalization of the �nal versions of these principles, repeated (from
Chapter 10) below.

(10.83) Control Principle (Polish; revised):

(
�

basic

. . . arg-st 0

�
^

member( 2XP 1 , 0) ^
member(YP[verb, subj h 3 1 i], 0)) ! ( 2 = 3 $ 0 = h 2 ,. . . i)

(10.78) Raising Principle (Polish; revised):

If an element of a basic's arg-st is not assigned a role in this basic's content,
then its synsem must be structure-shared with the synsem of some element of a
lower arg-st.

Evidently, (10.83) is almost an RSRL formula; a more careful formalization is given in (A.40).
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(A.40) 8x0 8x1 8x2 8x3 8y [
[:� basic
^ : ss loc cat head arg-st � x0
^ member(x2,x0)
^ x2arg loc cont index � x1
^ member(y,x0)
^ yarg loc cat head � verbal
^ yarg loc cat val subj first � x3
^ x3arg loc cont index � x1] ! [x2arg � x3arg $ x0first � x2] ]

As to the Raising Principle (10.78), we propose below only a schematic formalization,
leaving the relation bears-role unde�ned.

(A.41) 8x0 8x1 8x2 [
[:� basic
^ x0 � : ss loc cat head arg-st

^ x1 � : ss loc cont

^ member(x2,x0)
^ :bears-role(x2,x1)]
! 9y1 9y2 [
lower-arg-st(y1,x0)
^ member(y2,y1)
^ x2arg � y2arg] ]

(A.42) lower-arg-st(y,x)
8

(=
9x1 9x2 [
member(x1,x)
^ x2 � x1arg loc cat head arg-st

^ [y � x2 _ lower-arg-st(y,x2)] ]

A.7 arg-st on Phrases?

As noted a number of times in the main body of this study, especially in Chapter 5, it is a
controversial issue whether arg-st should be inherited from words to phrases. The advocates
of this stance argue that various phenomena are di�cult or even impossible to analyse without
assuming arg-st on phrases, while the opponents claim that the presence of the argument
structure of a lexical item on all projections of this item endangers the restrictiveness (and,
hence, explanatory force) of the theory: if arg-st is present on phrases, then, say, a verb may
be lexically speci�ed as subcategorizing for an NP whose argument structure itself contains a
dative NP. It is claimed that this kind of non-local subcategorization does not take place in
natural languages.

For this reason, we sketch below a possible revision of our stance on arg-st on phrases, upon
which the value of arg-st is inherited only under very special circumstances.

Recall the parts of our analysis of case assignment in Polish which required arg-st on phrases.
First, in �5.4.1.2 we considered phrases consisting of a `case marking' (i.e., non-predicative)
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preposition and a predicative AP/NP phrase, as in (5.378) (repeated below), and argued that
the PP[za] must inherit arg-st from the preposition za, so that raising from the subject of
the complement of za to the complement of the verb uwa»a¢ `consider' can be stated in the
lexical entry of uwa»a¢, as in (5.406) (also repeated below).

(5.378) Uwa»aªem1st ;sg ;masc

considered
go
himacc

za
for

szczerego.
sincereacc

`I considered him to be sincere.'

(5.406)

2
6666664

word

phon uwa»a¢
arg-st hNP 1 , 0 , PPi

cont

2
4 consider

considerer 1

soa-arg 2

3
5

3
7777775

Another case of arg-st on phrases was considered in �5.4.3.2, which provided an HPSG
analysis of examples such as (5.455)�(5.456), repeated below.

(5.455) a. Kilka
a fewacc

drzew
treesgen

byªo
be3rd ;sg ;neut

wyrwane
tornacc

z
from

ziemi.
earth

`A few trees were uprooted.'

b. Kilka
a fewacc

drzew
treesgen

byªo
be3rd ;sg ;neut

wyrwanych
torngen

z
from

ziemi.
earth

`A few trees were uprooted.'

(5.456) a. Te
theseacc

pi¦¢
�veacc

kobiet
womengen

wydawaªo
seemed3rd ;sg ;neut

si¦
RM

bardzo
very

miªe.
niceacc

`These �ve women seemed very nice.'

b. Tych
thesegen

pi¦¢
�veacc

kobiet
womengen

wydawaªo
seemed3rd ;sg ;neut

si¦
RM

bardzo
very

miªych.
nicegen

`These �ve women seemed very nice.'

As these examples show, a phrase (here predicative) modifying a numeral phrase may agree
either with the whole numeral phrase (as in the a. examples), or with the argument of the
numeral (as in the b. examples). We built this optionality into the de�nition of the relation
case-agreement, repeated below.

(5.466) case-agreement( 1 case, 2 head) $ ( 2 = [case 1 ] _ 2 =
�
arg-st h[case 1 ],. . . i
num +

�
)

Note that this relation requires arg-st to `percolate' from numerals to their projections.

These are the only two phenomena we have seen apparently requiring arg-st on phrases.
What do they have in common?

One restriction on percolation of arg-st we could posit concerns the fact that, in both cases,
only the �rst (and only) element of arg-st must be present on maximal projections. In fact,
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in many (but by no means all) phenomena discussed in the literature as requiring arg-st

on phrases, only information about the subject is required on the maximal projection. Thus,
instead of making the whole arg-st a head feature, we could posit a head attribute whose
value would be structure-shared with the �rst element of arg-st.

Here, however, we will consider a more interesting alternative. One striking property that
`case marking' prepositions and numerals have in common is that they seem to be semantically
empty, i.e., that they do not introduce their own content value. This is clear in case of `case
marking' prepositions, whose semantic contribution is none, but less clear in case of numerals,
which seem to contribute a quanti�er to the meaning of the NP they combine with.18 Recall
from Chapter 9 (cf. �9.3.2.2), though, that the information about newly introduced quanti�ers
is not a part of content now, but is re�ected by the value of new-qs, appropriate for words
(or just basic words), i.e., outside content. Thus, for example, the numeral pi¦¢ `�ve' may
be schematically represented as in (A.43):

(A.43)

2
66664

word

phon pi¦¢

ssjloc

�
cont 0

catjarg-st h[cont 0 ]i

�

new-qs {5( 0 )}

3
77775

Thus, a hypothesis that presents itself is that only arg-st of semantically empty words
percolates to their maximal projections.

One formalization of this hypothesis is that arg-st is an attribute appropriate to category
(and not head, as assumed above), with an additional constraint setting the value of arg-st
on a phrase to that of its head daughter, if this head daughter is semantically empty, and
to the empty list, if it is not. Such a constraint is given in (A.44), with sem-empty de�ned
in (A.45).

(A.44) 8x [ x � :head-dtr !
[ [sem-empty(x)! : ss loc cat arg-st � xss loc cat arg-st]
^ [:sem-empty(x)! : ss loc cat arg-st � elist] ] ]

(A.45) sem-empty(x)
8

(=
9y 9z [
y � xss loc cat arg-st

^ member(z,y)
^ zarg loc cont � xss loc cont ]

Of course, having arg-st as a category attribute requires modifying many of the constraints
proposed in the previous sections. This is what we will do next.

Basic Assumptions Apart from making arg-st appropriate for category instead of (sub-
stantive) head, the only modi�cation required in �A.2 concerns the Verb Agreement Prin-

ciple. (A.46) below should replace (A.5) above.

18See in this context the discussion at the end of �5.4.3.2.
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(A.46) 8x [
[x � word
^ xss loc cat head � personal]

!
[ [:xss loc cat arg-st first loc cat head agr case � nom
^ xss loc cat head agr person � third
^ xss loc cat head agr gender � neut
^ xss loc cat head agr number � sg]

_
[xss loc cat arg-st first loc cat head agr case � nom
^ xss loc cat head agr person �

xss loc cat arg-st first loc cont index person

^ xss loc cat head agr gender �
xss loc cat arg-st first loc cont index gender

^ xss loc cat head agr number �
xss loc cat arg-st first loc cont index number] ] ]

Case Assignment As to constraints proposed in �A.3, (A.11), responsible for the raised
marking, should be modi�ed as in (A.47).19

(A.47) :� unembedded-sign
!
8x08x18x28x38x4[
[x0head � x1 ^ x0arg-st � x2 ^ member(x3,x2) ^ x3arg � x4]
!

[x3raised � +
$
9x59x69x79x8
[x6arg-st � x5 ^ member(x7,x5) ^ x7arg � x4
^ member(x8,x5) ^ x8arg loc cat head � x1]]]

Moreover, the constraints (A.16)�(A.22), responsible for case assignment in Polish, must be
reformulated as constraints on category :

(A.48) 8x [
[:head � impersonal
^ :arg-st first � x
^ str-cfc(x)] ! xarg loc cat head agr case � cless ]

(A.49) 8x [
[:head � personal
^ :arg-st first � x
^ str-cfc(x)
^ xarg loc cat head � noun] ! xarg loc cat head agr case � snom ]

19The only change consists in replacing `x1arg-st' with `x0arg-st'.
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(A.50) 8x [
[:head � personal
^ :arg-st first � x
^ str-cfc(x)
^ xarg loc cat head � numeral]! xarg loc cat head agr case � sacc ]

(A.51) 8x 8y [
[:head � verbal
^ :head neg � �
^ :arg-st rest � y
^ member(x,y)
^ str-cfc(x)]! xarg loc cat head agr case � sacc ]

(A.52) 8x 8y [
[:head � verbal
^ :head neg � +
^ :arg-st rest � y
^ member(x,y)
^ str-cfc(x)
^ xarg loc cont index � ref] ! xarg loc cat head agr case � sgen ]

(A.53) 8x 8y [
[:head � verbal
^ :head neg � +
^ :arg-st rest � y
^ member(x,y)
^ str-cfc(x)
^ xarg loc cont index � non-ref]
!

[xarg loc cat head agr case � sacc
_ xarg loc cat head agr case � sgen] ]

(A.54) 8x [
[:head � preposition
^ :arg-st first � x
^ :arg-st rest � elist
^ str-cfc(x)] ! xarg loc cat head agr case � sacc ]

A similar modi�cation is needed in No Raising Across Negation:

(A.55) 8x 8y [
[:head � verbal
^ :head neg � +
^ :arg-st rest � y
^ member(x,y)] ! raised-(x) ]

Case Agreement The de�nition of case-agreement must be changed so that
case-agreement holds between a case object and a category (instead of head) object:
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(A.56) case-agreement(x,y)
8

(=
yhead agr case � x

case-agreement(x,y)
8

(=
yarg-st first arg loc cat head agr case � x
^ yhead � numeral

(A.57) Attributive Case Agreement:

8x 8y [
[:agr case � x
^ :mod loc cat � y
^ yhead � cased] ! case-agreement(x,y) ]

(A.58) Predicative Case (Non-)Agreement:

8x 8y 8z [
[:val subj first � x
^ :head agr case � y
^ xraised � +
^ xarg loc cat � z]
!

[case-agreement(y,z)
_ [zhead agr case � str ^ y � lins]] ]

`Adjuncts-as-Complements' A minor change is needed in the constraint on ad-deriv ob-
jects:

(A.59) :� adj-deriv!
9x0 9x1 9y [
: stem ss loc cat arg-st � x1
^ : stem ss � x0first arg loc cat head mod

^ : ss loc cont � x0first arg loc cont

^ append(x1,x0,y)
^ : ss loc cat arg-st � y ]

Interestingly, Desc3 in our analysis of quanti�cation describes exactly the semantically empty
elements satisfying the relation sem-empty, so (A.32) may be simpli�ed to (A.60).20

(A.60) :� basic! [

9y0 9y1 9x1 9x2 9x3 9x4 9x5 [ (Desc12)
y0 � : ss loc cat arg-st

^ qs-union(y0,y1)
^ x5 � :new-qs
^ union(y1,x5,x1)
^ [ [:: ss loc cont � psoa ^ : ss loc cont qstore � x1]

20Strictly speaking, `sem-empty(: )' (cf. Desc3) is an abbreviation for `9x [x � : ^ sem-empty(x)]'.
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_ [: ss loc cont � psoa
^ x2 � : ss loc cont qstore

^ x3 � : ss loc cont quants

^ list-to-set(x3,x4)
^ union(x2,x4)] ] ]

_

sem-empty(: ) ] (Desc3)

Another, less trivial modi�cation is required in the de�nition of raised. Since arg-st on a
phrase is no longer guaranteed to contain the elements present on the corresponding word,
raised must be de�ned in terms of valence attributes:

(A.61) raised(x,z)
8

(=
9y 9y1 9y2 9y3 [
member(y,z)
^ yarg loc cat val subj � y1
^ yarg loc cat val spr � y2
^ yarg loc cat val comps � y3
^ [member(x,y1) _ member(x,y2) _ member(x,y3)] ]

Control and Raising Finally, the slight modi�cation of the Control Principle is given
in (A.62).

(A.62) 8x0 8x1 8x2 8x3 8y [
[:� basic
^ : ss loc cat arg-st � x0
^ member(x2,x0)
^ x2arg loc cont index � x1
^ member(y,x0)
^ yarg loc cat head � verbal
^ yarg loc cat val subj first � x3
^ x3arg loc cont index � x1] ! [x2arg � x3arg $ x0first � x2] ]

On the other hand, a substantial change is required to the Raising Principle, whose natural
language version is repeated below:

(10.78) Raising Principle (Polish; revised):

If an element of a basic's arg-st is not assigned a role in this basic's content,
then its synsem must be structure-shared with the synsem of some element of a
lower arg-st.

In �A.6, we formalized this principle more or less directly as a constraint on basic objects
(cf. (A.41)). We could do that because `lower arg-st' were directly accessible on elements
of such basic objects' arg-sts. Now, however, that arg-sts do not in general percolate to
maximal projections, we re-formalize this principle as a global constraint:
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(A.63) :� unembedded-sign !
8x0 8x1 8x2 8y [
[y � basic
^ x0 � yss loc cat arg-st

^ x1 � yss loc cont
^ member(x2,x0)
^ :bears-role(x2,x1)]
! 9y1 9y2 [
lower-arg-st(y1,x0)
^ member(y2,y1)
^ x2arg � y2arg] ]

(A.64) lower-arg-st(y,x)
8

(=
9x1 9x2 9x3 [
member(x1,x)
^ x2 � word
^ x2ss loc cat head � x1arg loc cat head

^ x2ss loc cat agr-st � x3
^ [y � x3 _ lower-arg-st(y,x3)] ]

This ends the sketch of the revision of our RSRL formalization, as proposed in the previous
sections, necessitated by a possible revision of our stance on arg-st on phrases.
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